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FOSTER CARE, CHILD WELFARE, AND
ADOPTION REFORMS

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 13, 1988

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND
MEANS, SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND UN-
EMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION: AND THE SELECT COMMIT-
TEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, ANt, FAMILIES,

Washington, DC.
The committees met, pursuant to notict. at 10:06 a.m., in room

1100, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Thomas J. Downey
(acting chairman of the Subcommittee on Public Assistance and
Unemployment Compensation, Committee on Ways and Means)
and Hon. George Miller (chairman of the Select Committee on Chil-
dren, Youth, and Families) presiding

[The press releases announcing the heari gs follow:;



roR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
FRIDAY, MARCH 18, 1988
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PR #L1
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
AND UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
U.S. HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES
1102 LONG'ORTH HOUSE OFFICE BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515
TELEPHONE: (202) 225-1721

THE HONORABLE. THOMAS J. DOWNEY (D., N.Y.), ACTING CHAIRMAN,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION,

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS, AND
THE HONORABLE GEORGE MILLER (D., CALIF.), CHAIRMAN,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

U.S. ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ANNOUNCE A JOINT HEARING ON
FOSTER CARE, CHILD WELFARE AND ADOPTION REFORMS

the gohorable Thomas J. Downey, Acting Chairman, Subcmmitteeon Public Assistance and .nemploiment
Compensation, Committee Jr1'ways and Means, and the Honorable

George Miller, Chairman, Select
Committee on Children, Youth, and Families, U.S. House of
Representatives today announced joint hearings on foster care,child we,lare and adoption reforms. The first hearing will be
held on Wednesday, April 13, 1988, and will begin at 10;00 a.m. inroom 1100 Iongworth House Office Building. Additional hearingdate, will be announced in a subsequent press release.

In announcing the hearings, Chairman Downey said, The rustmajor review of this program resulted in the 1980 amendments
authored by George Miller. Its time to take another detailed
look at the system, how the 1980 law has ,crked, and whether
further improvements are needed. I am particularly pleased to
conduct these hearings with the House Select Committee or
Children, Youth, and Families. Together, we can develop
legislation to bring us into the 1990's.'

The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Amendments of 1980
(P.L. 96-272) were designed to emphasize preventive service; thatwuuld strengthen families, prevent the unnccessary placement of
children in foster care, assure

appropriate services for children1. foster care, and entitle child/en to permanent homes.

On each of the hearing dates, different
issues will beaddressed. Individuals and organizations interested In presentInq

oral testimon} are asked to address one of the following issues.

Overview of the Programs.-- What
services are provided filth,hild welfare and foster car _Inds; what are the characteristics

ut children served by theoc and how have these changed
since passa;e of the law; have State

service programs changed to
reflect the changing needs of children and families; nave thegoals of P.L. 96-272 been achieved; if not, what barriers have
impeded its implementation?

Administrative Issues.-- What has been and whot should he theFederal role in the administration of
P.L. 96 -27u, what has beenthe effect of the mandated Federal reviews of States' compliancewith the services, case planning and case review requirements of

the Federal law, has adequate assistance
been provided to theStates needing to make improvements in their child welfare

programs; what hays been the strengths and
weaknesses of State

administration of P.L. 96-272; have funds for these purposes beenadequate?

Services Designed to Prevent the Heed for Foster Care.-- Whatkinds of preventive services
are provided, who receives them, what

is their impact, are there sufficient incentive in the law for
preventive services; how has the reported incidence of suspectedchild abuse affected the child

welfare system; has the requirement

(MORE)
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for a determination by the court that "reasonarle efforts' hang
been made to prevent removal of the child from the 'Ion., teen
workable and effective, has sufficient assistance been pr^,Idel t,
the States to provide adequate staff and training?

Service', and Case Management for Childre in Foster 'are.--
TypiciTr77uTiat services are provided to children and their
families in foster care; who receives these services; wh.t is
their impact; what has been the effect of case managemcrc and
planning on the delivery of ser..rices t ,neir
families since e.lztment of the law; has the length of stay in
foster care changed; what happens to children when they lea,. the
system; are the current case planning, came re,,lew and juuicial
review requirements effective and adequate to deal with the needs
of the increasing percentage of infants at risk and of teenage
foster children; are foster parents ari other care providers
adequately trained to cope with the special needs of the children
now entering foster care; how can we assure that children in
foster care receive the full range of services tney need,
including routine services, such as medical exams, and that
records are kept of these services and utilized in the planning
and delivery of services to children; to what extent is the lack
of coordination among agencies a barrier to providing appropriate
care and services to children?

The Future of Child Welfare Services.-- What will the major
challenges and special problems of the next decade be; are these
problems emerging differe tly la various States and regions; how
co we assure that appropriate connections are made between the
many syste, that serve these children and their families -- child
welfare agencies, juvenile justice agencies, the courts, mental
health agenc.,es, and education and health agencies; what will cut
data requirements be; what innovations will be needed in
preplacement services and services to children in foster care,
what sho, ) 'he priorities he to ensure better delivery of
service.' children anc their families; how should they be
implemei J.

DETAILS FOR SUBMISSION OF REQUESTS TO BE HEARD:

Individuals and organizations interested in presenting oral
testimony before the Subcommittee and the Select Committee must
submit their requests to be heard by telephone to Harriett Lawler
11202) 225-17211 by noon, Thursday, March 31, 1988. The request
must indicate the topic to be addressed, and must be .7,7n77,ed by 3
formal written request to Robert J. Leonard, Chief Counsel,
Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives, 1102
Longworth House Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20513. Those
scheduled to appear ,111 he notified by telephone a' soon as
possible attei the filinh deadline. Any questions concerning a
scheduled appearance sho,lu be directed to the Subcommittee
((252) 225-10251.

It is urged that persons and organizations having a common
posction make every effort to designate one spokesperson to
represent them in order for the Subcommittee and Select Committee
t-' hear as many points of view as possible. Time for oral
presentations will be strictly limited with the understanding that
a more metalled statement -,ay be included in the printed record of
,he hearings (See formatti A requirements below.) This process
will afford more time for Members to question witnesses. In
addition, witnesses may be grouped as ,nelists wits strict time
limitations for each panelist.

In order to assure the most pro ive use of the limited
amount of t.me available to question _nesses, all witnesses
scheduled to appear are required to submit 100 copies of their

(MORE)
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prepared statements to the Subcommittee office, B-317 Rayburn
House Office Building, at least 24 hours in advance of their
scheduled appearance. Failure to comply with this requirement ma;
result in the witness being denied the opportunity to testify in
arson.

WRITTEN STATEMENTS IN LIEU OF PERSONAL APPEARANCE:

Persons wishing to submit a written statement for the printed
record of the hearings should submit at least six (6) copies of
their statement by the close of business, Wednesday, April 27,
1,0, to Robert J. Leonard, Chief Counsel, Comm.ttee on ways and
Means, U.S. House of Representatives, 1102 Longworth Rouse Office
Building, Washington, D.C. 20515. If those filing written
statements for the record of the printed hearings wirh to have
their statements distributed to the press and interested public,
they may deliver 75 additional copies for this purpose to room
1100 Longworth House Office Building on the date of the hearing.

SEE FORMATTING REQUIREMENTS BELOW:

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS FORMATTING REQUIREMENTS FOR PRINTING
OF HEARING STATEMENTS, WRITTEN COMMENTS AND EXHIBITS

Each statement presented for printing to the Committee by a witness any wtten statement or exhibit submitted for tne
prntel record or any written comments in response to a request for written .omments mu,t (Worm to the guidelines listed below
Any statement or exhibit not in compliance with the..., guidelmeS will est be printed but will be maintained in the Committeefiles for review and use by that Committee

1 AU statements and any accompanying exhibits for printing must be typed in single space on legal site paper and may notexceed a total of 10 par -s
2 Copies of whOled0CuMents Submitted as exhibit material win not be accepted ror printing Instead exhibit material should

be referenced and quoted or paraphrasea All exhibit material not meeting t ese specifications will be maintained in the
Committee fileS for review and use by the Committee

3 Statements must contain the name and capacity in which the witness will appear or Or written comments the rime and
capacity of the person submitting the stnement as well as any clients or poisons or any organization for whom tne 'witnessappears or for whom le statement is submitted

A supplemental Sheet must accompany each statement listing the name full address a telephone number where the w,thesS
or the designated representative may be reined and a topical outtine or summary of the comments and recornmer iconsin the full statement This Supplemental sheet e not be included in the printed record

The above restriCtions and limitations apply only to material being submitted for printing Statements and exhibits or
supplementary material sub Mtted soe;y for Ossribution tome Members tne

press and public da'ng the course of a public hearingMay be submitted in other forms



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
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PRESS RELEASE #14
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
AND UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
1102 LONGWORTH HOUSE OFF.CE BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515
TELEPHONE: (202) 225-'721

THE HONORABLE THOMAS T. DOWNEY (D., N.Y.), ACTING CHAIRMAN,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION,

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS, AND
THE HONORABLE GEORGE MILLER (D., CALIF.), CHAIRMAN,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ANNOUNCE CONTINUATION OF HEARINGS ON
FOSTER CARE, CHILD WELFARE AND ADOPTION ASSISTANCE

The Honorable Thomas J. Downey (D., N.Y.), Acting Chairman of
the Subcommittee on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation,
Committee on Ways and Means, and the Honorable George Miller
(D., Calif.), Chaitman, Select Committee on Children, Youth, and
Families, U.S. House of Representatives, today announced the
continuation of nearings on foster care, child welfare and adoption
assistance reforms. The first day of hearings remains scheduled for
April 13, 1988, beginning at 10:00 a.m. in room 1100 Longworth House
Office Building. A second hearing day has been scheduled for
Thursday, April 28, 1988, in room 1100 Longworth House Office
Building, beginning at 10:00 a.m. AddiMnal hearing dates will 5e
announced in a subsequent press release.

All other details for tha hearings remain the swae (see press
release *12, dated March 18, 1988), except that the deadline for
submission of 'rritten statements f-- the record will be extended
until the conclusion of the heart', .

444411k4
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NOTICE CHANGE IN LOCATION ***

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
FRIDAY, APRIL 15, 1988

PRESS RELEASE #14-REVISED
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
AND UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
1102 LONGWORTH HOUSE OFFICE BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D.L. 20515
TELEPHONE.: (202) 225-1721

THE HONORABLE THOMAS J. DOWNEY (D., N.Y.), ACTING CHAIRMAN,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION,

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS, AND
THE HONORABLE GEORGE MILLER (D., CALIF.), CHAIRMAN,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ANNOUNCE A CHANGE IN THE LOCATION
OF THE APRIL 28, 1988, JOINT HEARING ON

FOSTER CARE, CHILD WELFARE AND ADOPTION ASSISTANCE

The Honorable Thomas J. Downey (D., N.Y.), Acting Chairman of
the Subcommittee on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation,
Committee on Ways and Means, and the Honorable George Miller
(D., Calif.), Chairman, Select Committee on Children, Yonth, and
Families, U.S. House of Representatives, today announced that the
Joint hearing scheduled for April 28, 1988, will be held in room
B-3)8 Rayburn House Office Building, beginning at 10:00 a.m.

All other details for the hearings remain the same. (See press
release #12, dated March 18, 1988, and #14, dated April 13, 1988.)

*****
*******
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS J. DOWNEY, ACTING
CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND UN-
EMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION, COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND
MEANS

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Good morning. The subcommittee
will come to order. I apologize to our witnesses and audience for
being late. We were looking for a gavel.

Today we begin our hearings on child welfare services, foster
care and adoption assistance. This is Ow first or three such sessions
we will hoid with the Se ler"- Committee on Children, Youth, and
Families.

Each year there are over `z million cases of suspected child abuse
and neglect reported to the public agencies that are responsible for
receiving and responding to these reports. Other children come to
the attention of child welf..-...e agencies when their parents become
ill or disabled, by referral from the juvenile justice system, after
severe parent child conflict or because of a child's serious emotion-
al and I..thavioral problems. Every year over 450,000 children spend
some time in foster care. More than 275,000 children are in foster
care in any one month. Nearly 70 percent in foster family homes.
The remainder are in child cm e institutions, emergency shelters or
group homes.

Eight years ago Public Law 96-272, the Anoption Assistance and
Child Welfare Act of 1980, was signed into law. That legislation
was the result of years of work by my colleague and friend, George
Miller. The 1980 legislation grew out of concern that children were
being removed from their homes and placed in foster care without
sufficient efforts being made to prevent the need for foster care.
There was little case monitoring and not much was done to reunite
the family or otherwise provide a permanent home for the child.

During the co? -e of these hearings, we hope to hear from child
welfare advocates, case workers, public and private child velfare
administrators, lawyers, judges, foster parents, foster children, and
community volunteers about how the law is working and what re-
mains to be done. We want to know which provisions of the 1980
lov have been most effective in improving the lives of the children
and families who are part of the child welfare system. It is our
wish that their stay in foster rare be safe, nurturing and as brief as
possible. They deserve thy, very best we have to offer.

L is now my privilege and pleasure to welcome George Miller,
who is the chairman of the Select Committee on Children, Youth,
and Families. George.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE MILLER, CHAIRMAN,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES

chairman MILLER. Thank you. Again, let me thank you for hold-
ing this hearing on thr foster care system in this country and on
oversight of the Child AN fare Act of 1980. As you mentioned, some
13 years ago we started looking at this system to see whether or
not it deserved improvements and what we found was a system in
shambles.

Instead of a system designed to provide short term care for chil-
dren, we found a system that kept children in placements outside

.3
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their home for ,gars, a system which chronically denied child/ en
basic legal rights and protections, a system that provided financial
incentives for long term placement, but insignificant funds for pre-
ventive and reunification services to prever.' family breakups

All too often we found that children were inappropriately placed,
frequently in settings far from home or far more restrictive than
required. In 1977, a report issued by the Controller of the State of
New York estimated that 11,000 children were being kept in foster
care an average of 51/2 years too long at the cost of a quarter of a
billion dollars. The top officials of Federal Government admitted
that no one was even certain how many children were in the foster
care system, or where they were placed

With the help of child advocacy groups, State and local social
service adminiserators, and Federal pibgrarn specialists, we were
able to pass Public Law 96-272. This legislation was designed to
remedy mraly of the problems that we found in that system.

As a -esult of the work on that legislation, there was a decline in
the number of children in foster care by more than one third be-
tween 1977 and 1983. In addition, we have seen family preservation
programs of intensive family-based services successfully prevent
out-of-home placement for hundreds of children and avert more
costly treatment and placement. But, despite the sound principles
and the early success of our law, for the last 5 years the child welfare
system has again become unable to respond to the children and
families in its chargeand the problems, the impacts, and the cost
are once again on the rise.

Reports of child abuse and neglect have increased 60 percent
since 1981; families with children have joined the ranks of the
homeless; poverty has added nearly 3 million children to its ranks
since 1979; and the drug epidemic has compounded the vulnerabil-
ity of millions of families. These trends have contributed to a
marked upturn in foster care placements, with more troubled and
needy children overwhelming the available services, resources, and
caseworkers. I am delighted that we have this opportunity to have
both the select committee and the committee of legislative jurisdic-
tion hoi1/41 these hearings together. This is the first in a series of
hearings in which we will attempt to unravel exactly what has
gone wrong with the system in the last couple of years that allowed
the crisis to continue to grow and the resources to diminish. We
look forward to hearing from the witnesses from whom we will
hear this morning and in the future days of hearings. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Thank you, George Mike Andrews
[The statement of Chairman Miller follows:]

OPENING S'I ATEMENT OF HON OEORCE MILLER, CHAIRMAN, SELF( 1 COMMITTEE ON
CHILDREN, 'YOUTH, AND FAMILIES

We are meeting today to begin the first comprehensive examination of the fo,ter
care system since passage of the Adoption Assist ,ice and Child Welfare Act of 1980
I aid plelsed to be holding this hearing joinily with the Subcommittee on Public
Assistance and Unemployment Compensatil,i: of the Ways and Means Comnuttee

Foster care is a subject of deep personal importance to me Thirteen }ears ago, I
begaii a Congressional inquiry Into the foster care system What we found was a
system in shambles
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Instead of a system designed to provide short-term caw for children we found a
system that kept children in placements outside their homes for year, a system
which chronically denied children basic legal rights and protections. a SNStt m that
provided financial incentives for long-term placement but insignificant funds for
preventive and reunification services to prevent family break-ups

All too often, we found that children were inappropriately placed. frequently 'n
settings far from home and far more restrictive than required A 1977 report issued
by the Comptroller of New York estimated that 11,000 children were kept in foster
care an average of 5 and one-half years too long at a cost of one quarter of a billion
dollars The top officials of the federal government admitted that no one was esen
certain how many children were in the foster care system. or where they were
placed

With help from state and local social service administrators, child advocacy orga-
nizations, federal progra:n specialists, and child welfare professionals. P L 96-272
became law. This legislation was designed to remedy the problems we hail found in
the foster care system by

Emphasizing preventive services that would strengthen families and prevent the
unnecessary placement of children in foster care,

Mandating specific procedural protections incl iding a case {:Ian and case review
system for all children in the foster care system,

Requiring timely action to reunite children with their families. or to secure them
permanent homes, and

Providing federal subsidies and health care coverage to encourage the adoption of
"children with special needs".

As a result of the work on this legislation, there was a decline in the numbers of
children in foster care by more than one third between 1977 and 1983 In addition,
we have seen family preservation programs of intensive family-based services suc-
cessfully pri vent out-of-home care for hundreds of children, and avert more costly
treatment and placement But, despite the sound principles and early success or our
law, the child welfare system has been unable to respond to the children and fami-
lies in its charge in the last five yearsand the problems, the Impacts and the costs
are once again on the rise

Reports of child abuse and neglect have increased 60% since 1981, families with
children have joined the ranks of the homeless, poverty has added nearly 3 million
children to its ranks since 1979, and the drug epidemic has compounded the vulner-
ability of millions of families, these trends have contributed to a marked upturn in
the foster care system, with more troubled and needy children overwhelming the
available services, resources and case workers.

During the last two years, the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families
has conducted a series of hearings addressing the issues affecting children in state
care children in the foster care, juvenile justice, and mental health systems I wel-
come the opportunity to join with the Subcommittee on Public Assistance and Un-
employment Compensation to examihe the foster care crisis today who is coming
into the child welfare system now, how these children differ from children and fami-
lies in the system 10 years ago, what services are needed, how the system is admin-
istered, and the alarming state of the child welfare system throughout this country

The answers to these questions will guide us as we consider how best to serve chil-
drer. in thi-'r own homes, whenever possible; how to assist them in obtaining perma-
nent homes then they can no longer remain with their families, and how to assure
that they re ewe the appropriate care and mandated services when they must enter
the child welfare system

i
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CHILDREN IN FOSTER (ARE
A FACT SHEEA

NUMBEA OF CHILDREN IN FOSTER CAAE ON RISE

Between 1983 and 1985, the number or cuildren in foster
care rose 2.64 from 209,000 to 27o,000). (Catarra, 1988)

Between 1984 and 1985, 31 of R1 report%n6 States (includes
District of Columbia and Puerto Rico Out not New nampsnire)
showed an increase in the number of children in foster
care, while 20 States showed a decrease. (Tatarra, 1988)

In 1989, 115,000 children are projected to be in AFDC
foster care, up from an estimated 109,000 children in any
given month in FY 1987. (U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, 1988; Congressional Research Service, 1987)

In New York City (NYC), 20,302 children were in fo..ter care
as of February 29, '988 -- almost 500 more man were in
core a month before (19,816 as of January 31, 1988) and a
254 increase since 1983, wnen 10,230 children were in
care. (NYC Human Resources; AdWulisicaLion, 1988)

* In Los Angeles (LA) County, tne 'umber of dependency
Judicial reviews increased 2294 -- from 11,010 in FY 01-81
to 38,215 in FY 86-87. (Little Hoover Commission (LMCI,
1987)

ABUSE, ROMELESSOESS, DRUGS PLACING MORE ..,61LDREN Af RUSK JF
OUT-0k-HUML eLALLMLNi

In 198b, 2.2 million children vere reported as abused or
neglected - up 124 from 1985. Between 1961 and 1985, tne
number of such reports rose 5'44. (American Humane
Association, 1987; Select. Committee on Children, Youth and
Families (Select Committee], 1987)

In New Jer:ey, 900-1,200 children (184 of the total NJ
foster cart population) were living in foster nomes in 198b
because the'.r families could not find a place to live.
(Fagan, 196,)

* As many as 50. of homeless youth seeking housing in NYC
shelters had a history of foster care placement. (Shaffer
and Caton, 1984)

* From 1981 to 1985, LA County experieuc, , 4334 increase In
minors and infants referred because of drug ingestion
problems, (LHC, 1987)

In NYC, 2,009 1.ve births to drug-using mothers were
reported in 1986, a rate of 10.'3 per 1,000 live births --
up from 10.4 per 1,000 in 1983 and 7.9 per 1,000 In 1963.
(NYC Department of dealtn, 1967)

iG
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* Three hundred infants were in NYL nospitals awaiting homes
at the end of February 1981. (Children's Defense fund
[CDF], 1988)

STATES UNABLE TO KEEP PACE WIrd NEEDS fO FRLYEAr PLALENENTS 3R"I' k, 7* rtr Di. re ZVI

* Illinois reports a 434 reduction in iicensed roster nomes
between 1983 and 1966 from 7,007 down to 1,934. By the eno
of June 1987, there were only L,790 such homes. from early
1986 to early 1987, there was a 31.64 increase in cnildren
entering foster care. (Illinois Department ut cnildren and
Family Services, 1986, CDF, 1988)

In Santa Clara County, CA, tne numoer or cnildren entering
emergency shelter care drew from 35U in 19eu to 1,603 in
1985, an annual growth rate of 301, in San Francisco, tne
shelter program, designed for 80 cnildren, had 207 cnildren
in it on January 23, 1987. (Children's Research Institute
of California [CRIC] -Bay Area Foster Care Network, 1987)

In California, the average length of stay for a child in
shelter care is nearly 40 days. Nearly 1/4 of all children
in emergency shelter in San Francisco were there 2 months
or longer. Among these children, 207. were there 7b days or
longer. (CRIC, 198:c, LHC, 1987)

In Maryland, it takes an average of 5.1 years for a child
in the foster care systew to be adopted, in Baltimore City,
the 118 children adopted in the year ending Junc 1966 had
spent an average of 7.4 years in care. ("Growing Up
Alone," Governor's Task Force to Study Adoption Procedures
in Maryland, as cited by CDF, 1968)

HEALTH AND EMOTIONAL NEEDS OF FOSfER CHILDRnd LARGELY IG,40RED

Although foster children are at risk for serious nealtn
problems, of 417 foster ct,ildten surveyed in Baltimore, Lne
Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment (EFS);)
exam was completed for only 304 of tne newly enrolled and
18% of the longer-term foster children. Less [flan 124 of
the cnildren had received psychological services. (White,
Benedict, & Jaffe, 1987)

Of 14 California counties surveyed, only one 1.ecforms
routine mental health evaluations of foster cnildren, anu
in most counties, less than 1/3 of the children ever
recei-Je such evaluations. ([Klee h Halfon, 1987)

Even after problems rre identified, in many Lalifornia
counties, ongoing mental health care is not initiated until
the child leaves the county shelter or emergency foster
home, a process that may take up to o months. (Klee a
Halfon, 1987)

FAMILY 't.ESERVATION/SUPPORC PROGRAMS At.DOCE OUT-OF-HOME
PLACEMENTS

States identified programs wnich, accoroing to evaluations,
have successfully prevented cnild abuse, reduced
recidivism, improved family functioning, avoided costly
treatment and nrevented placement of ctaldren in foster
care. (Select Committee, 1987)
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For example:

Florida: The "Intensive Crisis Counseling Programs" kICCP
iiRIZ-107 families with 302 cnildren. Of the 190 target
children seen, only five nad oeen removed by tne State at
the time ICCP services were terminated la 97.44 success
rate). Ninety-two of these tamilies were still intact.
Follow-up at one, three, and six months snowed 85.7, o5..)
and 80.01 success rates. A conservative estimate indicates
that a single ICCP with 3.5 full -time equivalent tnerapists
may net tne state $b19,290 in avoided placement costs.

Nebraska: The "Intensive Services Project" served 34
EIT177Iik families during its first year. In 8o4 of the
cases (24 of tne first 28 cases), placement was averted. A
revised and extended version of this project, "dome-Based
Family-Centered Services," decreased the number of cnildren
placed out of the home by 104 in its first two years. In
its first year, therapists reunified or prevented placement
in 90.4% of the 248 families tney saw.

Virginia: Of the 715 children at risk of placement who
were treated by tne "Preplacement Prevention Services
Program," which provides family-structured therapy and/or
home-based services, only 7Z were removed; and they
remained in placement for a shorter time tnan other foster
children. Of the 391 families, 694 improved in overall
family functioning. The average cost to prevent placement
is $1,214, while tne average annual cost for foster care is
$11,173, and for a residential facility, $22,025.

4/88

1
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MICHAEL A. ANDREWS, A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr Chairman I am pleased that you

have called these joint hearings today with Congressman George
Miller, chairman of the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and
Families. The subject of these hearings, foster care, child welfare,
and adoption assistance is important to the well being of children
across this Nation.

Today, nearly one-half million children each year come under
the responsibility of the foster care system. Most children are
placed in foster care due to abuse and neglect. The number of re-
ports of abuse and neglect have climbed from 669,000 in 1976 to 22million in 1986. This increase is a result of several factors includ-
ing economic conditions and increased public awareness of child
abuse.

The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Amendments of 1980
established some important principles and programs. It is now time
to review this law thoroughly. One important goal has been real-
ized. States have adopted new policies that prevent inappropriate
use of foster care. The number of children in foster care has been
reduced by nearly one-half from 1977 to 1984. We can be proud of
that. But this number has been on the upswing since 1984 reflect-
ing a increase in family violence.

This increase has put new demands on the foster care system.
The need for foster care recruitment and retention has never been
greater. Many child welfare agencies have begun innovative mar-
keting programs to attract greater participation.

I am chairman of the Foster Care Recruitment and Retention
Project for Harris County in Texas and 13 surrounding counties in
that area. I am very much aware of the need for community sup-
port for the efforts of children protective services. Government just
simply cannot do it alone. If such agencies do not have a sufficient
number of foster parents, then they cannot remove children from
homes where living conditions are unsafe.

The adequacy of Federal funding and State commitment also
needs to be reviewed. Many agencies throughout the country do
not complete a thorough enough review of cases for monitoring of
potential abuses. The reporting requirements needed for program
development are all too often neglected.

Finally, we must look at the serious cases reported in many cites
of abuse and death of children who are under the care of the child
welfare system. The tragedies that might have been prevented give
us a compelling reason to ask whether we are doing all we can do
to protect and care for our children.

I believe these hearings are the first step in moving us in the
right direction of continuing to improve foster care, child welfare
and adoption assistance for the well-being of our children.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Thank you, Mike. Dan Coats.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DAN COATS, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF' INDIANA

Mr. COATS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you on
behalf of the minority of the Children, Youth, and Families Select
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Committee for convening these hearings and allowing our select
t-ommittee to be a part of it. Our chairman, Mr. Miller, has invest-
ed a great deal of time and effort in these subjects and has played
a significant role in the reforms of the 96th Congress. Now, 8 years
later, we are exercising an often overlooked and underused, but,
one of the most important, functions of Congress: oversight of the
existing laws that are on the books and how they are administered.

This series of three hearings can provide us with some important
guidelines as we examine how these laws are working how they
are not working, what we need to do to make them work better,
and what changes need to be made. The bottom line is that we
want to make the system work. We want to make it as family-sen-
sitive and in the best interest of the children as possible. That is
what we are here for. The record that can be established by these
three hearings can provide us the necessary information to do that.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman for convening these important hear-
ings.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Thank you, Dan. Tom Sawyer.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS C. SAWYER, A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Mr. SAWYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to thank
both you and Chairman Miller for making these hearings avail-
able. There is a famous line from Charles Dickens' Great Expecta-
tions, to the effect that "in the world in which children have their
existence whosoever brings them up there is nothing so finely per-
ceived and so finely felt as injustice." I think it must be a lot like
that for a child who enters the foster care system. An abused or
neglected child, or one who has no alternative but State care, is a
child who deserves and demands our full attention.

After an extended period of decline, the number of children in
foster care has begun to increase. The greater demand on child
welfare facilities has deluded States abilities to keep pace. In-
creased poverty and hopelessness among families and the growing
number of physically and sexually abused children has made it
even more difficult for States to reunite families or to find perma-
nent homes for children. There has also been an increase in the
number of so called throwaway children, who, for whatever reason,
cannot go home or do not have a home to go to. Many of these chil-
dren are showing up at runaway shelters where they can find only
temporary refuge. Many need very specific services that sh hers
and State facilities often simply cannot adequately supply because
their limited resources are already stretched to the breaking point.

According to Childress Defense Fund, a recent study entitled
"Children In Out of Home Care" reported that almost twr-thirds of
the children in phicement in my home State of Ohio ilea behavior
and social adjustment problems and/or developmental or physical
problems. More than 40 percent had multiple problems. We simply
cannot continue merely to warehouse these children. It is vitally
important that their individual needs be recognized and met. It is a
challenging goal for most States.

Congress must continue to monitor the state of our foster care
system and ensure that laws designed to protect and sei ye these
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children are strongly enforced For that and for the effort to make
that kind of oversight possible, Mr. Chairman, I look forward to the
testimony from today's witnesses.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Thank you, Tom The committee next
will hear from a panel consisting of Daryl Morris of Houston, Tex.;
representing the American Civil Liberties Union will be Marcia
Lowry of ACLU's Children's Rights Project. She will be accompa-
nied by Boyd. And from the District of Columbia Foster Parents
Association, Mary Grayson.

Daryl and Boyd, let me just tell you, right off the bat, not to be
nervous, though I suspect you are going to be. You are among
friends and we are very happy to have you here and we are anx-
ious to hear what you have to tell us. So if you have something you
would like to read, then please go ahead and read it. Take your
time.

STATEMENT OF DARYL MORRIS (FORMER FOSTER CHILI) FROM
HOUSTON, TEXAS)

Mr MORRIS. I would like to start off with good morning, Mr.
Chairman. My name is Daryl Morris and I am 18 years old. I re-
cently z.:t..dped living in a foster home 11/2 months ago. I am now
living with my grandparents. I lived in my last foster home for ap-
proximately 5 years. I tiad been moved six times before I was
placed in my last foster home. The reasons for so many changes
were different circumstances and each circumstance has had an
affect on me. It seenied that after each time I learned to trust one
foster parent I would be moved. This also had an affect on me.
While in foster care I was placed with my younger brother, but
separated from my older brother and sister. We did not have con-
tact for almost one and a half years. But I believe this separation
brought us closer as a family even though we were apart.

I lived with my mother, brother and sister for 11/2 years before
we were placed in foster care. I was about 10 years old then. Until
then, I had lived with my grandparents. At first, when we lived
with my mother, everything seemed fine. But I do not think she
really adjusted to suddenly h: vino four kids. After about 4 months,
she stopped coming home everyday and that is when my older
sister, she was 13 at the time began to start caring for us. The
neighbors noticed that we were home alone for long periods of time
and they contacted the Harris County Welfare Department. On Oc-
tober 13, 1981, we were put in foster care. I was 12 years old then.

My brother and I stayed in three different foster homes from Oc-
tober 1981 to November 1982. We went back to stay with my
grandmother from November 1982 until August 1983. Because she
did not have the money to care for us, we went back into foster
care and that is when my brother and I went to live with Mr. and
Mrs Clyde Darden of Houston, Texas.

They took us in and from day one they showed us the love we
had never had in the other foster homes and even from our
mother. They told us that they loved us and provided for us like we
were their own children. From 1983 to 1988, we did all the things
that a real family did without anyone knowing that we were in
foster care in a foster home with foster parents. We even went on
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family vacations with them. Even though I am no longer with
them I keep in touch with them and they still say that they love
me and I believe them.

Because I broke a rule, I was moved from the Darden's to an-
other foster home in February. When I got to the new foster home
I said that I could not move again. Adjusting to different people
and different life styles had taken a toll on me. I just could not go
through it again, so I sta; ed there for one day. Luckily, my grand-
mother said that I could live with her.

I do not think anyone can imagine the way that I felt when I
was moved from the Dardens, I had to deal with a great deal of
rejection all my life. I still get upset thinking, why everyone reject-
ed us. It hurt so much. We did not do anything wrong. We were not
bad kids. And sometimes I wonder if my mother really wanted us. I
wondered why my mother gave us up. I wondered if she really ever
loved us. I saw my mother about a year ago in April and she did
not even know who I was. That hurt me and I am still trying to
come to grips with all of this, but it is hard. It is hard.

Until the Dardens I had never had the sense of love and sense of
belonging. It is hard living with different people and being moved
from one place to another. While we were never physically abused,
this was mental abuse. That is even worse than physical abuse be-
cause the scars go away from your l- idy but never from your mind.

I feel like I am the luckiest person alive right now. I am getting
ready to graduate from high school. I work part time. I have some-
one who loves me. If I am not accepted in college of my choice, I
will join the service. Sometimes, I wonder if our lives would have
been as fortunate as they are now if we had been at home with our
own mother.

I have had mainly good experiences in foster care. I was lucky to
get the Dardens as foster parents. Children are in foster care be-
cause of neglect of love and they need a sense of belonging. I know
there is a shortage of foster parents in Houston. I think that agen-
cies need to screen foster parents and make sure that they are not
just doing this for the money, caring for the kids for their own fi-
nancial status.

I think there should be more independent living programs. In
Texas I could only get in such a program if I was not in school,
that is with financial help and being an adolescent and getting out
of the system. I wanted to graduate from high school so I could not
get into the program. I think that such programs should be avail-
able to everyone. To all the adolescents that are getting out of care
and not for only those that qualify for such program assistance.
Teenagers need to learn to become more self sufficient on them-
selves than on an agency as tney are getting out of the system.

I am not embarrassed to come here today and tell you my story
because nothing is more embarrassing than being on the street
with no where to go. I hope by doing this I will be able to help
other kids in foster care. In Texas I am assisting youth to develop a
roster care network as a part of a National Youth In Care Associa-
tion with the support of the Child Welfare League of America and
the Texas Department of Human Services. In the network the
youth are taking active roles in the development of activities which
assist youth in care to make the transition from dependent living
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to independent living. We also act as an informal support network
for all youth in care, but again, we need the support of the Federal
Government to support this and other networks in Texas and
around the United States.

I have an article here from Houston that I would like to submit
for the record aSout the program that we have in Houston.

Acting Chairman DOWN) Y. Without objection we will put it in
the record. Thank you very much. That is a very good job.

[An attachment to the statement follows:]
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Dar Lauri Independent Lama Resource, 5

The Preparation for Adult Living Program
Janet Leg ler

Since its Inception in June of 1985.
41 teens have successfully com-

pleted the Preparation for Adult Living
(PAL) Program in Houston, Texas The
majority of doe graduate are living on
thew own and working at lea : part-
time The program n administered by
Hams County Children's Protective
Services and the Texas Department of
Human S..races

Modeled after the independent living
Foram of Jefferson County Colorado.
PAL farces reality upon teen-ages ear-
lier than their 18th birthdays so they are
teeter able to handle life after they turn
it Hopefully, through perompanon an
PAL. Ilia woad will be a leis lonely
sod scary plat.

The program is destalta foe foster
care adolescents who will not complete
Iugh school by 18 of 19 years or age It
helps those between 161i and 11 de.
velop the dttlh and self-confidence they
mid to support themselves who state
cue ends at 18.

PAL proments we taught basic life
survival dulls by an inanator with Vo-
calised Carom Services. Inc . which
is contracird to provide Ws weave
awns Topics covered in the 4-mooth
loos malty include job readiness,
money movement and budgeting.
shopping and coking, legal rights. and
consumer awareness Field trips to a sa-
vings and loon, apartment complex, and
Planned Panothood ate important es-
penentiel Ran* activities During the
section on job toternewing, students are
whooped as they toll play beteg the
employer and potential employees in
vows somas The dos mots from
900 am to 1:00 an Monday through
Friday. After I:00 pm. ardenta are ex-
pected to be looking foe work or work-
ing One hour of each class day is spent
on GED prepersion. Participants are
expected to move into independent liv-
ing arrangements within two months of
compleung the nanny Extensions
must be approved by PAL staff

All students toe required to save at
least $200 and be working to be eligible
to receive financial assistance from the
program when rey move out on their
owe Eligible youth receive S300 the
tint month they are out on their own
$250 the second moods and $250 the
third month Program staff provide as-

Nuance in f ding apartments and sobs
The PAL Program Caseworker, visits

the youth at least once a month until
they are 18 A hated numbs of volun-
teen, who serve as Independert Living
Advisors, also help with the fallow -up
after placement PAL gradates are in-
vited to monthly support group meetings
for as long as they supply us with a cur-
rent address Efforts are made to keep
up with graduates until they are at least
i9 A newsletter *dorms graduates and
cumin student' about the whereabouts
of their former classmates The im-
agers contnbute poems. rocks,
recipes, and artwork Most of the
groups are very cohesive, and they keep
in, with each other sites they finish the
propos.

In July of 1917, a one has or week
group therapy 101/00 led by two Mental
Health Mental Retardation therapists
was added to the program We had
tried, unsuccessfully, to pt patinpants
um whacked or group counseling
This was reappointing since no many
young adults are held back from making
progress toward independent hang be-
cause of urosolved feelings about
agues in their put life, such as abuse
and soars The new "Rap Gawp"
has been a helpful and much needed ad.
dam to the program

Through a PAL Mersa Program.
Houston area business are encouraged
to ham PAL smarm and graduates.
Sevenl bureaus are premium in-
cluding Gulf Coast Legal Foundation,
Aztec Maintamoce Semmes, Inc , and
Title USA Co An on- the -job training
prop= to help more youth gain mar-
ketable sob skills is in the planning
stages

A compooent called "Mini-PAL"
was added to the prop= in 1986 to
serve teen -ages who are going to
graduate or time horn high school but
who still need independent living skills
The Mini-PAL class, an abbreviated
version of PAL, meets one night a week
for eight weeks

Yvette Robertson was in the fat
PAL group in the summer of 1985 She
has gotten her GED, is employed ss s
clencal assistant full time, is tarsi col-
lege courses, and takes care of to basic
needs When asked about PAL, she
sad, "PAL is like a fan* I lamed to

P.;

be patient and to trun others PAL
helped me convince myself that I could
make it

For more *common about the PAL
Program. contact Janet Legler at Hor-
ne Comity 0/drill's Protective Ser-
vices 4040 Want Houston. 7X 77006.
1713) 5264701

Independent
Living
Initiative:
New Study

n September, 1917. WESTAT.
Inc. of Rockville, Maryland. was

awarded a coact to study the effects
of the whimsical living UMW/CS pro
gram leguloon The study. A National
Evaluation of Title IV-E Foster Care In-
dependent Living Programs for Youth.
will be completed in two phases over a
two year period.

Dung Phase I, WESTAT will con-
tact all 50 Rum and the Mara of
Columbia to maim information about
stag plans, palings and services to ado-
lamer in foster cre An evaluation of
8 states sod 24 county clusters will be
completed this year to sung the in-
fluence of PL 99-272 a sae and local
polices, papaws and services. The
err collected dicing this portico of the

study will be measured agamst data ob-
tamed m WESTAT's earlier study, In-
deprvient Living Service: fir Youth
In Sabstiaae Care, pablished in 1986
(See Daily Living, Volume I, Number
1 Winter, 1917)

Phase A will describe and assess the
effects of aimendent living WIVICLI on
adolescents by comparing the outcomes
of adolescents who received such spe-
cialized services with those who did
not During this phase, interviews will
be conducted with 1800 adolescents
who have beer discharged from foam
cam The information gained from this
portion of the study will be used to
make recommendations for service de-
livery modesisien
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Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Marcia Lowry and Boyd are next.
Marcia do you have something to say or is Boyd going to testify?

STATEMENT OF MARCIA ROBINSON LOWRY, DIRECTOR, CHIL-
DREN'S RIGHTS PROJECT, AMERICAN CIVIL. LIBERTIES UNION,
ACCIMPANIED BY BOYD A., FORMER NEW YORK CITY FOSTER
CHILD

Ms. LowRY. Well, I di have something to say. I would like to in-
troduce Boyd to the committee and have him make some remarks.
Boyd is a young man who is a plaintiff in a law suit that the Chil-
dren's Rights Project of the American Civil Liberties has brought
to try and enforce provisions of Pubic Law 96-272. He was in
foster care for almost 5 years. He is now living at home with his
mother and sisters and brothers. He has some things that he would
like to tell the committee about foster care Then, just briefly, I
would lake to make a few remarks myself.

BOYD A. OK. The first thing is when we vicre with my mother,
she put us in a foster care home for an e.-..ergency, but they took
advantage of it and kept us in. We were away from our family and
then me and my big brother and my little sister and my little
brother were in different homes. My mother just, she had to give
us up for a little while so we could just come back with her after
she get well from the hospital. But they did not let us come back to
our mother because they said that she was not well enough. And
that was not true, she was well. And then she kept on trying, kept
on fighting it. but we could not. We could not beat it. We could not
come back with our family again.

Then after that, we just went. I went to a different foster home
with my other brother and then, I think, my sister and my little
brother stay d in the same foster home. He touched a plant. Just
because of touching a plant he got smacked in the face. That was
not good. When he come to visit us I did not feel good. I think,
man, when they should be a foster mother, they should take care of
those kids. They should not just take them for the money. That is
what I think. And I do not think it is good. So after that happened,
we went to the same f "ster home, all of us. But, we were visiting
our mother. And one tning, man, when we went to visit, sometimes
we did not like to visit our mother. Do you know why? Because
when we went to visit our mother they would have to tear us apart
to take us away. We would not want to leave And then, I could not
stand it. I could not stand it, so I went to another foster home.

First my brother went and then I followed my big brother, be-
cause I have always followed my big brother. Well, agencies still, it
still stayed like that. And then they stayed in Mrs. , they stayed in
the foster mother's home and we just went to a different one. And
that lady she smacked me and then she put tie in hot water. And
it was hot, it did not feel good. I feel like doing that to her. That is
how I feel. And after that I had to go to a different foster home, so
I went to a different foster home. My brother stayed in that foster
home. I have to get so used to so many mothers. So many mothers.
It is not funny. After that I went somewhere else to a different one
where I was there for, I do not know how long, but I was there.
Nothing actually happened there. From there I went to my father's,
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which my mother got me from there and we stayed in this place
for a long time. And I think it was in bad shape or something like
that. We were fighting, just fighting so we could stay be,dt with our
mother. We said this, if we would go to a foster hok ' then cur
mother would come with us. If she would go to jail then we would
go with her. We did not care as long as we stayed together. That is
the only thing. That time was really, it was really a happy day for
us. But after that something happened to me, they looking behind my
back everything I do. Something happened wrong and I went into
another foster home which was no good. The lady only spoke Span-
ish. I only know a little bit of Spanish. I could not communicate
with her. I could not ask her nothing. After that I ran way from
th 1 e because I could not stand it. And I went to, that was in
Brooklyn, but I went to a different place, over my mother's house.
And we wanted so bad to stay together. And the cops came and
they tried to tr ke us apart. I was going to hide.

And then they got me so I had to go to a different foster home. I
think it was in Long Island. Right there I had to spend all this
time just going and going back to come back with my mother. But
it was not funny. When I came back Chris Hansen, my lawyer, he
helped me. And he helped me come back. The day that I met him
was when we were telling them that we want to come back, inside
that place. And then we went to a shelter and that is where we
met him. And this was after about Long Island. When we came
back we swear that we would not go back again to a foster home.
We are going to stay with the family forever. That is the way we
feel. If we go back it is going to be, not going to be no good no
more. I do no like it. I still think that they are looking behind my
back. I do not trust them one bit. I do not think that the way they
work is the way it is supposed to work.

My mother had two apartments and they did not help her with
none. All this stuff happened over there and I did not even like it.
And I want to get back what they took from me. They took about
almost 5 years away from my life. I am only 12. That is about half,
half of my life right there that I spent just waiting to come back to
my real family. But I could not.

So now that we are together we will never part again. I am
happy we are together. The whole world is like it came back to me.
My sister and all of them, I love them all. We can, me and my
sister we cannot communicate too good because we have been apart
for so long and we do not act like brothers and sisters.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Thank you. Thank you Boyd.
Ms. LOWRY. I want to make clear to the committee that Boyd

comes from a very typical family. His mother had some difficulties,
not very serious difficulties. Yet, it took her almost 5 years to get
her children reunited. She got no help in getting her children back
despite the fact that there is a very clear and very strong bond in
this family. There was never any question of abuse in this family.
And the children fought desperately to come back to her. These are
children, of course, who are supposed to be protected by the very
fine legislation that Congress passed in 1980 which requires the
States to make reasonable efforts to avoid the need for foster care
placement whenever possible. Reasonable efforts were not made in

26
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this case and reasonable efforts are not made in hundreds and hun-
dreds of thousands of ease:- across the country.

The Children's Rights Project of the American Ci' it Liberties
Union has spent the last 8 years trying to eelbree the provisiJns of
this very good piece of legislation in Fed( ral coui i because the
States are not enforci.g it and because the Federal Government is
not seriously trying to enforce it. There is very little in the way of
reasonable efforts to keep families together in the States across
this country. There are c,Jrne very good model programs and that is
what they are. They are model programs The States are not
making a serious effort in every case to keep kids together. There
are many children who come into foster care for whom the situa-
tion is not as it was in Boyd's case. There is in fact not a viable
family. The family will not be reunited, it is clear. And yet, no ef-
forts are made to move those children toward adoption.

The Federal law requires that there be periodic review of kids'
foster care status and that efforts be made to either move the kid
back home, if possible, and give services or to get the kid into an
adoption track if that is the appropriate course. Yet, the figures
showand there are very, very few figures- -that this is not hap-
peniri,'. For example, in Louisiana one half of the children did not
re( eive mandated 6-month reviews. A third of the children did not
receive mandated 18-nioni,h dispositional hearings. In New Mex:I..sa
a quarter of the children did not reccive the mandated 6-month re-
views. Access to adoption is a cruel hoax. It does not exist for most
of these kids. It takes such a long time to d(,..ide whether or not to
free a child for adoption that by the time a child gets on an adop-
tion track, the child is both so old and so damaged by his experi-
ences in foster care that he becomes troy unadoptable. Then the
States say, look, the only kids we have are kids that nobody wants.
The State has put them into that situation and the State has de-
layed getting these kids into a situation where people would know
that they were available for adoption.

The length of time in care is increasing and, as this committee is
aware, the population is going back up. We do not know the num-
bers of kids who are going in and out and if we did I think the fig-
ures would be even worse. There is an absence of really good data
that anybody can rely on. But what we do kilow is devastating. The
harm to these kids, as you have heard Boyd articulate so well, is
immeasurable. It is not readily visible, becau,-e these children for
the most part, although there are exceptions, are not physically
abused. They are moved from home to home Their ability to form
relationships with adults is destroyed so that we are breeding gen-
erations of psychopLt.hs. Children are being left at home without
services and they are dying. More children are going to die. Chil-
dren are being trken away from their families and destroyed by
that when services could keep them together They are growing up
to be children who are going to produce rne!,- generations of kids
who are going to produce more generations.

The question fcr Congress, I think is are you serious about this
law? It is a good piece of legislation. Are yo'; -:crious about having
it enforced? Are you serious about trying r do something about
kids like Boyd in New York, Del :n Louisiana, Joseph in New
Mexico and Michelle in Kentucky? Are you g4 ) try and attach
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some strings to this huge amount of Federal money that you are
giving to the States to damage kids. If you are serious about it I
think that very big changes could be made f,-,L these hundrds of
thousands of children. But, so far what we see is virtually no moni-
toring by HHS. The reviews that are done of the States are irre-
sponsible. States are passing HHS audits with systems in which no
reasonable person could consider children are being well treated. It
is virtually impos.able to fail an HHS audit. Notwithstanding the
fact that children like Boyd are being unnecessarily taken away
from their parents, other kids who cannot go home are not having
a chance to go into adoption. We have been trying to enforce this
law in Federal court because Congress is not and HHS is not.

I welcome the opportunity to speak to you all today and to urge
you to take this law off the paper and into the lives of these chil-
dren that you sought to protect.

[The statements of Marcia Lowry and Boyd A follcw:j
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Marcia Robinson Lowry
Director,

Children's Rights Project
American C,vil Liberties Union

As director of the Children's Rights Project of the
American Civil Liberties Union, I am very pleased to have the
opportunity to address this joint hearing on foster care, child
welfare and adoption reforms.

The Children's Rights Project has been engaged in advocacy
and litigation on behalf of the hundreds of thousands of children
in state custody for the last fifteen years. We along with many
other children's advocates in this country, were vary heartened
in 1980 when Congress recognized the very serious problems in
foster care by passage of the federal Adoption Assistance and
Child Welfare Amendments to the Social Security Act, P.L. 96-272.
The Adoption Assistance Act reflected growing concern that foster
care was little more than a long term custodial arrangement for
hundreds of thousands of children, that many children come into
foster care unnecessarily, and once there have little chance of
leaving until they are old enough to walk away on their own.

The goals of the Act are modest. As a condition of federal
funding, states must have a reasonable information system to
Identify the children in federally-funded state custody. Under
this law children come into state custody only after "reasonable
efforts" have first been made to keep them at hone with their
families. Once children are in state custody, a permanent plan
is to be made for each child with the goal of returning them to
their families, through the provision of services, or if that is
not possible, that adoptive homes be sought for them. The Act
also requires that children be kept in the most familylike
settings pof Ste while in foster care, and that the children's
statue be rev.ewed periodically.

If the lau were working, it would substantially transform
the lives of hundreds of thousands of children who are still the
victims Jf child welfare systems across the country. But the law
is not working. These goals are not being achieved. The
requirements of the Act not being enforced or monitored.

In New York, Bill, the boy you neard testimony from today,
was taken from his mother when she had to be hospitalized, along
with his sister and two brothers. for four years, his mother
tried to get her ch_ldren back, but 4as always rebuffed, told to
find a job and better housing. Bill says that whenever his
mother left him after a visit, he felt as if the whole world was
leaving. It has taten class action litigation -- and frequent
returns to court -- to get Bill and his family reunited and
necessary services provided.

In Louisiana, three other children were taken from their
mother, and placed in foster care when she had a temporary
emergency. For the next year, her repeated attempts to regain
custody were met with ilstrictions to earn enough money to
support ner family (notwithstanding the existence of public
assistance and the fact that she has not graduated from high
school) and attend parenting therapy (where the therapist
discharged her after a few sessions because she did not need that
kind of assi-tance). She finally got her cblldren back --
without explanation and without services -- .oen she joined a
lawsuit pending An Louisiana, asserting violations of the federal
Adoption Assistance Act.

These are not isolated examples. Over the last eight years,
the Children's Rights Project of the American Civil Liberties
Union has been involved in litigation in Kansas City, Mo.,
Louisville, Ky., New York City, and the states of New Mexico and
Louisiana, seeking to enforce the provisions of the Adoption
Assistance Act directed toward protecting children from spending
their entire childhood in foster care. We have turned down
requests from a number of other state to institute additional
lawsuits, solely because of a lack of resources. In the course
of trying to enforce this federal legislation, we have learned
many important things, both generally and specifically.
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I. Querally
Few if any states are in compliance with the law. Although

we cannot claim to have investigated the situation in every
state, the investigations we have done and the extensive
discussions we have had with advocates nationally leads us to
that conclusion. But the federal government and the states do
not have Zirm evidence about how the law is bei.ig implemented.

The Department of Health and Human Resources has almost no
national data, and does not require the states to report data
that would enable the federal government to do reliable
monitoring.

Moreover, the federal government has shirked its oversight
responsibilities. Although HHS is required to audit a state's
compliance with 96-272, it is almost impossible to fail an HHS
audit. Failing more than once is almost unheard of. Advocates
know that any state that has failed an HHS audit is maintaining
an uiimaginably poor foster care system. One HMS regional
director has acknowledged to the press, in response to a quoted
comment that federal audits are very perfunctory, that "the
guidelines are very generous to the states."

II. Piecificallv

In the states in which the ACLU has pending litigation, we
have uncovered widespread violations of federal law -- violations
that reflect serious harm to children. All of these states have
passed recent federal audits.

A. L129.1217."Ji

Louieia..a failed its HHS audit in 1983. To bring itself
into compliance, the state established an administrative review
section, in which reviewers read each child's case, and attend
case stuffings, and fin out checklists on 96-272 items.

However, nothing happens as a result of these checklists, even
when 96-272 requirements are not met in specific cases, nor are
these checklists ever tabulated by either the state or HRS. In

our role as plaintiffs' counsel in our Louisiana lawsuit, we

obtained and compiled the individual forms. The state's own data

shows the following clear violations federal law.

* Federal law requires that reasonable efforts be made t,
avoid the need for foster care placement and that services be
identified and provided to enable a child to be reunified w'th
his or her parents wr.enever possible.

Only about one-third of the children coming
into foster care were receiving any family
services prior to placement.

In one - quarter of the cases (in which the
children were in placement and the plan was
return home) needs were identified for
families and children where there were no
resources available.

* Federal law requires that each child have a case plan
that assures the pirmanent placement of the child. Children eh.,

go into foster care in Louisiana stay in state custody for
substantial periods of time, with little effort being made to
discharge them either to their own families or into adoption.

In almost one-third of the cases (in which
the children were in placement and the plan
was adoption) court mrdered services were not
being provided.

Approximately fifty per cent of the children
in foste- care in Louisiana have been there
for more than twenty-four months. More than
one-third have been in foster care more than
three years.
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The fifteen children who are plaintiffs in the lawsuit
have been in foster care for the following periods of ;"ime:

Seven years -- a brother and sister five and seven when
they entered foster care.

Mine years -- a boy five years old when he entered foster
care.

Mine years -- two misters who were three and four when
they entered foster care. The younger child was
adopted after the lawsuit was filed.

Six years -- two sisters, two and three when they entered
fester care.

Five years -- a boy who was six when he entered foster
care.

Mine years -- a boy who was four when he entered foster
care.

Three years -- sisters who were four and three when they
entered foster care.

One year -- four children, eleven, tan, eight and six when
they entered foster care; they were returned after their
moths.: joined the lawsuit.

Federal law requires that children receive appropriate
treatment, in the most familylike setting, while in foster care.

Approximately fifty per cent of the children
in Latitutions are there unnecessarily,
according to the state's own criteria.

Almost one -tnard of the children in foster
car, had not had a physical examination in
the past twelve months.

In sore than one-half of the cases, the
worker did not visit the child as frequently
as required by state law.

More than ten percent of the foster homes
supervised by the state exceed the state's
own limitations on the number of children
that can be in a particular foster home.

In one-half of the cases foster care workers
did not visit children as required by state
law and the child's plan.

Federal law requires that all children's cases be
reviewed every six months, either administratively or judicially,
and that a judicial dispositional review be held after 18 months.

One-quarter of the children have not received
the six month planning reviews required by
federal law. In urban areas the percentage
is such higher; more than half the children
in New Orleans did not receive such reviews.

In one-quarter of the cases in which a case
has been reviewed by a state court and the
court has issued orders requiring the provi
sion of specific services or reports, those
orders have not been followed.

In one-third of the cases, no judicial dispo-
sitional hearing had been held after 18
months.

rI
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The state's own data make out a strong enough case to show
widespread violations of federal law. However, in preparation
for trial, we are also conducting a scientific survey of a random
sample of case records, concerning 700 children, to further
document these violations and consequent harm to children. For
the children of Louisiana, P.L. 96-272 has meant very little thus
far, except to provide lawyers with rights that can be enforced
through the federal courts.

B. fiew Mexico

The ACLU obtained a court ordered consent decree in New
Mexico on the eve of trial in 1983, after documenting widespread
violations of federal law and constitutional rights in that
state. The decree focuses on the planning and access to adoption
provisions of P.L. 96-272. At the time the decree was entered,
49 percent of the children in New Mexico were in foster care for
24 months or longer, the highest percentage of 35 states
surveyed. The federal judge found the New Mexico foster care
system to be no more than a long term custodial care arrangement.

The consent decree mandates time periods for spe...ific
planning events, mirroring the intent of 96-272 but providing
more detail. It also requires explicit caseload limitations,
training, and periodic internal review, as well as judicial
review and Citizen Review Board review. Nevertheless, extremely
vigorous monitoring and frequent renegotiation have been required
to try to bring the child welfare department in that state into
compliance.

Children in New Mexico have no doubt benefitted from the
consent decree, based on 96-272, but the state is a long way from
meeting the minimal standards of the law. For example:

Large numbers of workers carry caseloads in
excess of what the department itself has
agreed is reasonable.

Pone of the children in the state's custody
have plans that contain the elements required
by the consent decree, which is based on 96-
272.

Sixty-five per cent of the children eligible
for adoption have never been referred to the
adoption unit.

In only one-third of the cases of children
freed for adoption and not placed in adoptive
homes had adoption even been discussed with
long time foster parents.

One third of the children for whom adoption
was the plan were never referred to legal
counsel to be freed for adoption.

Six month reviews did not occur as required
for approximately one quarter of the
children.

The department does not maintain reliable
data o, the occurrence cf 18 month judicial
reviews.

Despite this abysmal record, New Mexico has recently passed
its HHS audit. A motion to have the department held in contempt
for substantial violations of the consent decree and to nave an
administrator appointed is pending in federal court.

C. Kamm: City. Mo

Our case in Kansas City, G.L. v. Zumwalt, was filed in 1977.
It was settled in 1983 by a Consent Decree approved by the court.
The Consent Decree requirements parallel the requirements of P.L.
96-272 but they are not identical and the G.L. Decree contains
additional specificity. Last year, the parties to the G.L.
Decree, with the help of a monitoring committee of prominent
Kansas City residents, developed a system for measuring
compliance t.ith the The first report from that new
systole, representing the reading of a random sample of 23 cases
was issued in October, 1987.

3 2
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The report presents a mixed picture. Both the Decree and
P.o. 96-272 require case plans be developed every six months for
children in care. Kansas City does quite well in meeting this
requirement. 100 of the cases reviewed occurred on time. There
were some problems with the plans. For example, 40% contained no
statement of the progress the family made in the preceding six
months as required by the Decree and implicit in the requirement
of P.L. 96-272 that the plan discuss "the appropriateness of the
services that have been provided." But, most of the other
requirements of the Consent Decree and P.L. 96-272 were met at
the case reviews in Kansas City.

Much more troubling is the provision of services. Both the
Consent Decree and P.L. 96-272 require that the plan "assur[e]
that the child receives proper care and that services are
provided" that will result in the child returning home or being
adopted. For children entering foster care, appropriate
assessments, the necessary predicate for determining appropriate
services were not done 23% of the time. For those children
whose plan was adoption, none were moving expeditiously toward
that goal.

The most troubling result of the Kansas City review was the
level of abuse, undetected or unreported, in foster homes. 25%
of the children in the sample were the subject of abuse or
inappropriate punishment. 88% of those reports were not properly
investigated. This amazing result violates the state's own
procedures, the Consent Decree, 42 U.S.C. S 671(a)(9) and 42
U.S.C. S 5103 (b) and (c).

D. Louisville. Kentucky

In Louisville, Kentucky, the Project obtained a Consent
Decree in a state court case charging the state with abuse and
neglect of children in its care for failing to obtain adoptive
homes for children who need them. Although the case is not based
on P.L. 96-72, the Consent Decree requirements that children
expeditiously receive adoptive homes closely tracks the emphasis
in federal law on achieving permanency. The most recent
statistics prepared by the Kentucky Cabinet for Human Resources
measure the time it took the state to achieve each of the 10 or
11 stops necessary to have a child adopted. Kentucky's own
statistics show that for half of the steps, the state achieved
the step less than half of the time. In other words, children in
Louisville continue to languish in temporary foster homes in
Louisville even then everyone thinks they should be adopted.

One of the steps required by the Louisville decree is
identical to the requirement of P.L. 96-272 that there be a case
plan within six months of the child's entry into care.
Kentucky's own statistics show that in 1987, only 55% of
Kentucky's foster children received the case plan on time.

From everything we have learned, it is clear that many of
the neglected, dependant and abused children who were the
intended beneficiaries of P.L. 96-272 are simply not receivihg
Sts benefits. Although Congress intended to limit unnecessary
foster care by mandating states to make reasonable efforts to
avoid the need for foster care in the :first instance, many states
are meeting their own fiscal needs by ploughing that money
straight into foster care.

The number of children in foster care is starting to move
back up after a decline in the early 80's. Foster car-: itself is
little better than it was when this reform legislation waspassed. Critically important planning and policy making is
severely handicapped by widespread lack of data, and untenabledata. The most recent foster care popWation figu-es are three
years old.

NHS' efforts at enforcing this federal legislation and
providing critically necessary protection to this nation's most
vulnerable children are so negligible as to be irresponsible.

90-460 0 - 89 -- 2
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Repeatedly, day after day, we learn about such children as
the seven year old child in New Mexico given back to a negligent
mother by an inadequately supervised twits., mother, who then
burns down the family trailer; the toddler in New York returned
to an unsupervised home who is then beaten to death; the six year
old in Louisiana who asks the foster parent who will be caring
for him for only one night -- before he moves on to yet another
temporary placement -- */s it all right if I call you Moray
tonight?*

On behalf of these children, I welcome the opportunity to
share some of this information with the Committee. And I most
vigorously urge Congress to take the necessary steps to insure
that the protections of this legislation, adopted with such high
hopes in 1980, finally become a reality for this country's
waiting children.

Boyd A
Former New York City Foster Child

My name is Boyd. /' 12 years old and I live in New York
City. I have 4 brothers and 1 sister. For the last year or so,
I have been living with my mother and my brothers and sister.
I'm very happy to be finally living with my family.

When I was younger, I vas in foster care for a long time. I

went in and out of foster care a lot of times. I was in so many
foster homes I can't remember them all. I do remember one home
they put me in because the foster parents only spoke Spanish. I

don't speak Spanish. I didn't like foster care at all. It was
terrible to be put in lots of different homes with lots of
strangers, knowing they wouldn't let me be with my mother. I

wanted to be with my mother and my brothers and sister.

I had a lot of social workers. I had so many I can't
remember them all. They all said they wanted to help me, but I
think that was a lie. They never paid attention to me, or what I
wanted or needed. They all said my mother couldn't take good
care of me but I don't think that's true. One time I ran away
from a foster home and back to my mom, but the social workers
wouldn't let se stay. That made me feel very bad. The only help
I wanted from the social workers was to go back to my mom, but
they didn't help us with that. Because I've lived so many
different places, I've also been in lots of different schools. I

want to do well in rchool but all this moving around has made it
very hard for me to keep up with my class.

It's hard for me to tell you how bad foster care is. My
mother used to come to visit me a lot when I was in care and when
she left, it felt like the whole world was leaving me. It was so
hard that Lametimes I almost didn't want her to visit because it
hurt so much.

I know how bad foster care is and I want other people to
know so that what happened to me won't happen to other kids I

worry about all the other kids who are in foster cure or who will
go into foster care. I don't think they ought to take kids away
from their parents and put them in foster care. If a family
needs help, they should help them, but not by using foster care.

tOYD.CG6 1
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Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Thank you. Mrs. Grayson

STATEMENT OF MARY GRAYSON. PRESIDENT, DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA FOSTER PARENTS ASSOCIATION

Mrs. GRAYSON. Mr. Chairman. I am Mrs Mary Grayson, presi-
dent of the District of Columbia Foster Parents Association I
thank you for inviting me to testify at this important hearing. On
behalf of all the foster parents and the children, I thank you for
caring enough about the foster care program to hold this hearing
and allowing me to express our concerns.

Our group iL, committed to the cai.e of the District's children who
are unable to live with their own parents for various reasons. I
have been a foster parent for almost 40 years, first in Virginia, and
then in the District. I have cared for over 55 fester children during
my career as a foster parent. I am also the founder and have
served as president of the Foster Parents Association in the Dis-
trict since 1973. I was also a foster child. I know from experience
what it is like to live in a home with people other than; your
fami'y.

We are foster parents because we love children. Children often
arrive at our homes in the middle of the night, with only the
clothes they are wearing. Sometimes foster parents must wait as
along as 2 months before they receive money to buy these children
clothing. Of course, foster parents will use their own money to pro-
vide proper clothing for their foster children We will not send
them to school in rags We will not wait two months to make sure
that children have proper clothing. We want to make sure that
these children receive the proper care and services they d_ serve.

Being a foster parent is not an easy job. When I first '', -med the
association, I had over 900 foster parents. Today, there are only 300
parents in our association. Also there are 200 in the consortium,
which make us 500 foster parents in D.C. It is difficult to find
people who are willing to be foster parents. You do not become a
foster parent to get rich. In fact, you probably would have more
money if you were not a foster parent Foster parents are always
paying for things with their own money because the money we re-
ceive for caring for children is never enough to cover the things
t112:,. need a--id want. I want to make a comment here: Christmas,
Easter, graduation, all of these things fall on the foster parent.
There is no extra money for any of these things. It is never enough
to cover the things they need and want. The amount of money we
receive per child is about $10 per dE.: per child. When I came in as
a foster parent president we were getting like $45 a month. Right
now it is $80 and $70 to feed and clothe children. But $40 would
not even buy a pair of sneakers for a child to wear. I do not want
to say this, but I have to :,..-y it.

The children we see today are different from the ones that we
cared for 10 years ago. These children are often very, very trou-
bled. They may use drugs or alcohol or their parents may have
used i' )r have emotional or school problems They are often de-
pressed ai'I they do not understand why they are in foster care.
The main thing they really need to know that it is not the foster
mother that put them in care. They come with a chip on their
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shoulder from their other own natural mothers' problems. And we
have to bear the burden of the heat of the day with these children.
Some of them do get moved. I am listening to these gentlemen, who
were talking about being moved from place to place. I was in foster
care and I never moved. Because I felt like the people there \ -ere
trying to help me. I appreciated it. I stayed there. I made up my
mind that if I made it T was going to try to help somebody ease to
make it. And I thank God I made it.

I would like to say to of you, you get moved because of your be-
havior. If you do not behave in your own home you get moved from
place to place. The reason why most of tIv.;Irn are coming to us now
is because they will not mind their own mothers We u,ed to get
children that mother d'ed, like mine, or either there was some
problem. Now we are getting children that parents are just saying,
here I cannot do anything with him. You take him. So I think we
still are doing a beautiful job.

As I was saying, the children are awfully destructive. Many
foster parents have had their homes and property damaged, even
had fires set by foster children. We receive no liability insurance
from the Department of Human Services. They never even offer us
assistance when these situations occur. We also had a foster parent
named Mrs. Johnson killed down in Maryland by a foster child
whom he only kept about 6 months and loved him and treated
him fine. But when he got on drugs he t back and killed her.
None of her family received any liability or anything coming from
Human Resources. So we are begging you all to look into liability
for foster parents, for th,:, homes and for their children and for
the safety of all of us.

Foster parents receive no Social Security benefits. You can see
why people do not want to become a foster parent But it is a re-
warding job. I am proud to be a foster parent For many years we
have been trying to work with the Department of Human Services
to solve problems we identified with the foster care system. For
many years we have been told that task forces and panels will be
appointed to study these problems. All that happens is that a
report is issued that is then forgotten. The problems still continue
The children do not get tl-e services they should get. Here are some
of the problems we have identified

Quality of service. Many foster parents complain that the social
workers are unprofessional and need training Some foster parents
are fearful of reporting rude and nasty behavior by workers, out of
fear that the ' homes will be closes or children moved.

Social worker..,. Foster parents should be informed as to who the
assigned workers are for children placed in our home. Too much
confusinn evi,us as; to who are the social workers for the children.
They should also provide us with more background information
about the children in our care We need to know something about
them

Too many workers assigned to our homes The reorganization of
the Child and Family Service Division has meant the assignment of
more social workers to some of our homes This has caused much
confusion, inconsideration and is time consuming In other words

have a different worker for each child. If you have five children

6
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you get five social workers. We recommend that only one social
worker be assigned to each foster home.

Family visitations. Social workers should assume more responsi-
bility for family visitations. They should transport the children for
visitation purposes, and supervise visits when needed.

Increase in board and care payments. We need ..hat very badl, to
be able to provide care for the children. The payments have not
kept up with the cost of living.

Special funds. We should be able to request additional funds to
cover the special needs the children may have. For example, to buy
new clothes for a school dance or for a child for class trips. We also
have to sponsor class trips.

Underpayments and delays in payments. Foster parents cannot
afford to spend their limited personal funds up front for child care
expenses, including clothes, only to be reimbursed by the depart-
ment much later. Emergency procedures should be established so
that corrected payments can be made within 48 hours. Often be-
cause social workers fail to inform the payroll office that a child
has been assigned to a foster home, that foster parent must wait
months to be paid. Sometimes foster parents continue to receive
payments for many months after the child has left home. Many
times payments to parents are not made on time. And we are sup-
posed to receive our payments on the first day of each month. I
was still receiving calls from parents that had not received their
pay this month until the 8th of April. That meant that these par-
ents had to use their own money to provide food and clothing for
their foster children.

Respite care and babysitting, emergency and night services
should be provided to foster parents. Being a foster parent is a de-
manding full time job. In other words we work 24 hours a day, 12
hours a day and 12 at night. Most times sitting in the hospital half
of the night or maybe all night long. Then have to try to go home
and take care of your kids the next day and get them out to school.
It would be helpful to foster parents if we had these services avail-
able to use to give us a rest wren we need one. We have no vaca-
tion. We do not get any vacation pay. We carry the children on
trips and we have to pay for the motel or the hotel or wherever we
carry them, or with our families. We have to pay.

Recruitment of foster parents There has been poor or no follow-
up by the department when we have referred foster parents to he
derv), tment. There also seems to be the need for more active efforts
to Lecruit new traditional foster care parents. It is much more
costly for the District to pay institutional care, group home care se-
cured through contracts with private agencies than to pay foster
home care. I know that Congress have wondered why they have to
pay so much for the foster care. Foster care money does not go to
the child. I want that to be understood. It does not come to the
foster parent. It comes to the provider and most of it is for the
overhead ex;.,ense of the person that is operating the home, like a
group home or institution. Something, I would say, lii:e a contract.
That money goes into that. But you can count the money that
comes to the child and to the foster parent.

I have heard this young gentleman say that they think we get x
amounts of money for each kid and that we are using that money
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for other things. But I know how they feel about that But. I want
to correct the statement right now. That money does not come to
us. That is why I am here today, to find out why we are not receiv-
ing the money that comes into foster care that I hear that is in the
budget. I went to the budget hearing last month I heard Council-
man Crawford say he sent x amounts of dollars up for foster care. I
know he did. But it did not get to us, the foster parents and it did
not get to the children. It gets to the providers in the institutions
and the contractors and this is where my problem comes in I have
a very bad problem with that.

Group home have ruined our children. Group homes have got the
children to the point that they would rather stay in a group home
than be in a foster home. I can understand that, because the foster
home does have a mother and father image That is something that
foster children do not want, is the mother and father image. They
like the group home image. Why? Because they can be on the
streets all hours of the night and do the things that they want to
do. So this does give them a very independent feeling. I will go on
from there.

Training of foster parents. We need to have better training for
foster parents, and better support from the Department of Human
Services.

Liability insurance. Minimal liability insurance should be provid-
ed to foster parents when children damage their homes and proper-
ty

Social Security. Many of us have devoted good working years,
such as me, to full time care for foster children. We feel that we
should be provided minimal Social Security coverage through the
Department of Human Services When I come out I cannot collect
a dime of Social Security. I cannot get any liability. I cannot get
any kind of help unless I go out as a street person, probably on
welfare myself. I will be too old to get my home fixed up. I am too
old to buy another one. So, actually that means that I have, like
my husband did, devoted all his money that he worked for and
served in the service for at Walter Reed. All his money went
toward foster children, money that he worked for. Had he not been
working at Walter Reed in order for me to get Social Security I
would be left out. And as I am out right now, at my age right now,
I am asking the Government to give me a house to keep their chil-
dren, because the home I have been in for 21 years is being sold.
And they told me the only way that I could get any help from
them, and that is to put their children in shelter, I can go in the
senior citizens if necessary. In order to continue my job, they told
me I had to go on ',he street, be on welfare or either be a person
that would be a homeless person, in order to get a house to contin-
ue their kids in. I only did these things to try to find out just how
much the Government is really doing for foster children and for
me, as a foster parent.

Monitoring regulations. Systematic procedures seem necessary to
monitor the placement and maintenance of children in our homes.
Regulations should b.! developed in conjunction with our associa-
tion and updated. Training social workers should not be used for
monitoring purposes. As foster parents, we should have someone to
turn to when the Department violates its own regulations. By that,
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I mean the monitoring came in after the Department of Human
Resources violated their own regulations by putting children in
unsafe foster homes where mothers are working and where the
kids are left with somebody else, some kind of caretaker. But
Human Resources knew when they monitored that home whether
there was somebody in there or not who would be in there to care
for the children that burned up. My heart went out with those kids
who burned up because all those things drop in the foster parents
lap. But that should not have been put in the foster parents lap.
Those are mistakes that come from Human Resources and when
they make their mistakes they dump it on the foster parent also.
So we want to let you know that our hearts went out to those kids
that burned up.

Not only did our hearts go out to them, our hearts went out to
our foster mother that got killed in Maryland, because we under-
stand. When I told Mr. Crawford about the woman getting killed in
Maryland, he told me that was Prince Georges' County business.
That was my business too because I am a foster mother and every-
body's business. So I am just letting you know that some of the
thirds that we foster parents have to bear is unfair.

Mr Chairman, foster parents should not have to beg to get the
necessary money and services to care for the chi'dren in our care.
We know what the needs are for our children a.id grandchildren.
The needs of foster children are the same. These children are
homeless through no fault of their own. But by the grace of God,
could be one of your children. Please help us improve the quality of
life for the children in our care. That ends my testimony and I
want to say to the kids here that I appreciate your corning and
making your testimony. But I want to say to the Chairman, if we
do not have foster homes where are these kids going. Now we are
getting more children coming in Human Resources. And if we do
riot soon open up some foster homes, these kids are going to be
laying up on the desk sleeping like I had to do. I am up all night
long trying to find a placement for a baby I am helping you,
Human Resources. I am up trying to find a placement for a 10-
year -old. I am up trying to find a place for teenagers whom nobody
wants. So I mean, I know what it is to be a foster mother. I know
what it is to be a foster child. I used to sit and wonder why was I a
foster child. I am also the lady that you read about that had the 49
foster children, about a few months ago. I found my story to be
really rewalding. I got a lot of good answers and I want to let my
young boys know all fester mothers, there are some good and bad
in everything. But I thank God that we have more good foster
mothers than we do bad. And if the kids would behave you would
not have to move around. Thank you [Laughter J

Mr. MORRIS. I have something to say to Mrs. Grayson. From
what I have been hearing from her testimony, she is speaking on
the behalf of the foster parents. I have taken into consideration,
she says she has been a foster child too, but I just disagree with
some of the things that she says, that foster kids are moved around
because they have a chip on their shoulder I feel that the foster
kids move around because the foster parents, themselves, have a
chip on their shoulder. Because they feel that since this is not their
child, they should not put up with any of their misbehavior. So
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that is why they have them moved It is not because that we misbe-
haved, or that we are angry because we are in foster homes

Another thing, all foster kids do not use drugs. I have never used
drugs in my life and I have not misbehaved or anything like this,
so I think that you are only speaking of maybe a portion of the
teenagers, maybe, up here in your area. But that should rot be
generalized to all foster children. Another thing from your testimo-
ny that it seems that you are speaking for your self-interest. Be-
cause you should be a foster parent for the right reasons, to care
for the child, not to see how much the Government will do for you,
you should never expect any rewards from the Government or any-
where else. Because if your heart is not in it, then you should not
expect to get anything out of it.

M's. GRAYSON. I would like to answer this young man. I know
when I went in it 20 years ago, 30 years ago, we only had gardens.
We raised our food and everything, so we did not get any money,
maybe about $45 a month. We still took children out of love. I
think when you came into foster care, love was just about over
where you are concerned from looking at your age, I can feel that I
have kids that are in their thirties that are doctors, lawyers. I have
kids out there, really, out of all of my kids, I only had about 3 to go
astray. So it must have meant that I loved them and they loved
me. They are doctors. I have kids out there. I have a marine in the
service now. He is 28 years old So I mean I feel like I have done a
very good job and it has been rewarding.

What I am trying to say about the money bit, if v^u go to school
in a pair of less than $40 shoes and people are sitting there looking
at you. And they are sitting up with Nikes and you name it, you
know all the brand things that you like. We cannot afford to pay
$75 for a pair of shoes for five children. We got to shoe five not
one. So you must take into consideration that, right now, I am on a
fixed income after my husband died. I am still in foster care with a
fixed income which is really nothing But I am still sharing And it
is rewarding because I am sharing with the children and the chil-
dren are sharing with me Why we came here to ask this Govern-
ment of money, it takes money to do anything now If you can
name anything you can do without money, may God bless you. You
continue.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. I want to stop the debate just for a
moment. But both of you have been very, very good in your ex-
change in helping to enlighten us on this Mr Kolbe Congressman
Kolbe, if you would testify at this point and then we will open the
panel up for some questions.

STATEMENT OF' IIONIIM Ii01,11E, REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM TIIE STA'l E OF' ARIZONA

Mr KOLBE. Mr. Chairman, thank you I appreciate the opportu-
nity 4n be here and also to listen to the testimony of this panel,
which I think is most enlightening. I just came from a task force
hearing dealing with the elderly and long-term care I mention
that not because it is one of tl-e many scheduling conflicts that we
have. We all have that But, I think it is an interesting juxtaposi-
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tion of dealing with two ends of our age spectrum, the elderly and
the very young.

I want to co igratulate you on holding this joint hearing. I think
it is very mtr.:11 needed. I appreciate the fart that you are taking a
look at possible amendments to Public Law 96-272. I am here today
as a parent. I am here today as a legislator. 1 am here today as a
concerned citizen. I have served for 12 years on the board in Arizo-
na with the Arizona Advocates for Children, which I think is an
outstanding organization that advocates on behalf of children. I
have been a past president of the Pima County Foundation for
Children and Youth. I still ser-e on -hat board. I still serve on the
board of the Casa de los Ninos Crisio ivursery, which is the first
crisis nursery in our country.

I would just like to take a moment if I might, to tell you person-
ally how I came to this particular interest in children. It began 13
years ago when I went to San Francisco during a moment of crisis
for an airlift of orphans from Saigon. I was doing some consulting
work for a foundation in Tucson that was working on behalf of
children when they asked me to go to San Francisco to see if I
could assist. I went at a moment when, many of you will remem-
ber, a C-5A had crashed and the people that were working to get
these youngsters out of Saigon were emotionally devastated I
found myself thrust into a role of helping to coordinate that oper-
ation for the next 3 weeks.

Frcm that experience has co,, a continuing and abiding interest
in children. Those who are adoptable. Those who are without per-
manent familie:- Immediately after that experience we helped to
bring the first group of 15 handicapped Vietnamese teenagers to
Tucson and resettle them with a Catholic priest who had been re-
sponsible for their care while in Saigon. I must say it was a very
successful effort.

With the foundation, along with Georgia Vancza of the Arizona
Advocates for Children, whom you will hear from later today, we
organized a committee to aid refugees. Tucson became the first
major community resettlement program in Arizona, and one of the
first in the country. We resettled in a short period of time more
than 500 honieless Vietnamese, Cambodian, and Laotian young-
sters and adults.

A direct result of this, my interest in advocating for unattached
kids. A couple o; years later, I was elected to the Arizona State
Legislature and I made V' my particular legislative interest. If I
were to look back on my .....perience as a State senator for some-
thing I am proud of having accomplished, it is the passage of foster
care review board legislation. At that time only the second in the
country and a model that has been used by many other States
around the country.

The foster cc n_ .eview board in Arizona h:'s played an ncredibly
important role in focusing the attention of legislators on zhe needs
of foster care and adoptable children in our State. That board, with
its annual report, highlights , legislators issues that need to be
dealt with. That legislation brought about the first foster parent
training in Arizona. It changed many of the adoption statutes. 14
has also helped to oversee the funding and make sure that we haw
adequate funding.
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Another result of my interest in kids and working in the State
legislature, I became aware of and familiar with a young person
who was getting close to the age when the foster care system was
going to stop having an interest in him. He had no parents, no
brothers, no sisters, no place in the world to turn to. I became
acutely aware of this and subsequently this young man moved in
with my wife and myself and became a part of our fam'' He has
since changed his name to ours. I have developed a pz .nt/child
relationship from that with Kevin. Kevin has had his ups and
downs I must say, but Kevin is doing very well today as a young
23-year-old man and I am very proud of him.

That brings me then to the very brief point I want to make with
y3u 4- day. That is that the well being of children is really, if you

Ant to put it in one very strict sense, it is a matter of economic
policy in our country. The question very often is are we going to
pay now, or are we going to pay later. We see this over and over
again in the welfare system and the corrections system. If we do
not deal with the problem up front, we are going to pay for it
throughout the life of that youngster and as an adult and then as
an elderly person. We all know the value of prevention. We all
know the ,.nalogy of a dollar spent on immunization can save at
least $3 in health care costs later down the road.

There is also something else we need to be taking into account
and that is the changing demographics in our society. In the last 20
years we have had a 45-percent increase in those who are over the
age of 65. At the same time, there has been a 7 percent decrease in
children under the age of 18. Some might argue that is a reason
that we do not need to pay as much attention. But I would argue,
again from an economic standpoint, it is precisely the opposite.
That is a resource that is more valuable to us than ever before. If
you put it strictly on an economic basis, the children today have a
greater economic value than they have ever had. For future gen-
erations it is so important that we deal with this problem now, so
that we have the kinds of leaders of the future and the work force
that we need in the future. You have heard from businesses who
are engaging in all kinds of remedial programs for entry level em-
ployees. They are doing that because somewhere along the way the
system has failed. We have to find ways to ensure that todays chil-
dren become a productive part of our future work force, due to the
increased societal strains that are going to be placed on that work
force.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for holding this hear-
ing and looking at possible amendments and changes to Public Law
96-272. I think the experts that you are going to hear from this
day will have far greater knowledge than I ever could about the
specific kinds of changes that need to be made. I think it is an ex-
cellent law. The amendments were badly needed in 1980 and have
had a very positive impact for children. But it is time to ake a
look at that again now, '-lecause I think we can make it work
better. And I thank you for the opportunity to talk to you today.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY Well, I want to thank you on behalf
of the subcommittee, Jim, for testifying and we hope that you will
be available to help us in the future. The 1980 law seems to be a
pretty good one, the problem is that, as we are finding out now, it
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just simply is not being enforced. We have to enforce it, or make
changes to see that it is enforced. We look forward to working with
you, because this clearly is not a partisan issue and we do not want
it to become one.

Mr. KOLBE. You are certainly correct, it is not a partisan issue
and I certainly will be available to assist you in anyway on suggest-
ed changes or amer -',vents.

Acting Chairmai JOWNEY. I appreciate it
Mr. KOLBE. Thant( you, Mr. Chairman.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Daryl could you tell us what was the

rule you broke that forced you to be moved from the Dardens?
Mr. MORRIS. I would like to decline from answering that ques-

tion. I would not like to answer that question.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Oh. You told us that you are angry

about this process. Do you see a time in your life when you will not
be angry about what happened to you.

Mr. MORRIS. Well, I am not angry all the time about it. But when
I think about it, about all the things that happened in the past, I
get upset about it. Because for each movement, I think the adoles-
cents or the youth really do not have any knowledge of it before it
is coming and th...y do not have anything, no input, in the decisions
that are being made about their lives. OK, I feel that each you
uno should at least have some knowledge or have a part in making
decisions, not making all the decisions, but let them ask us ques-
tions about how we feel instead of making all the decisions for us,
because they have no idea how we feel. And I think that we should
have more of an active role in what is going to effect our lives in
the future.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Would that be the one big change
you would make in the way the process worked? Tell the commit-
tee in your own words, if you were to make one or two changes to
make this system better for you, what would you recommend that
we do?

Mr. MORRIS. The main thing that I would do is get more input
from the youth instead of hf.ving the decisions be totally, made for
them. Get input from the youth, because a person that really has
not been in the situation and, like an administrator, what do they
know what is best for the child; they have never been that situa-
tion. They do not ask the child. So I would incorporate more youth-
adminstration contact on decisionmaking.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Boyd, why don't you tell us your sug-
gestions in your own words. It seems as though, if anyone has had
a horrible time, you have had it. What would you change? If you
could change one or two tbIngs, what would you recoic,.-nend that
we change? We make the rules. We do not necessarily always have
them followed the way we would like and that is why we are hore
today. What would you, about what has happened to you, what
would you want to see us change?

BOYD A. I would like to see that when the mother really cares,
and she wants the kids back, I think that she should get them
back. I do not think that these people should make excuses abota,
making excuses saying that something is wrong with her or some-
thing. T just want that and one :nore thing. Just like he said, that
they should know how we feel about it as well as they feel about
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how we are living there and everything. I think they should know
how we feel they are treating us. One other thing I want to tell you
about what she said. She said that some mothers just give them up
and do not care, my mother cared. That was an e.nergency, that
v,as why she gave us up for. It was just an emergency and when
she wanted us back, they did not let us go back with my mother.
That is one thing I do not like about it.

Acting Chairman DOwNEY. Did you have the feeling that some of
the people in the system, the social workers, were on your side, or
on somebody else's side?

BOYD A Well, the social workers were definitely on somebody
else's side.

Acting Chairman DowNEy. And what about the foster parents
that you stayed with. Whose side do you think they were on?

BOYD A. See, it depends on which one
Acting Chairman DowNEy. Some were good and some were bad?
BOYD A. Yes. No. About one or two of them were good, but see I

try my best to act good, but these little kids where I was they were
being treated better than I was. And then while we were running
around, they could hit me and she would say nothing. And then I
would be getting the punishment and they would be having fun
and laughing at me every time I get in trouble. And if I would do
that to them I would get hit. That is not right. It is not right.

Like I said, when I was, I said once, foster care is like a maze
When you get in you have to find your way out. You do not find
your way out. You stay with somebody else forever canhot get
out, if you stay in. That is how it

Acting Chairman DOwNEY. Ms Low, y, in .Jur testimony you
made a point about one 3f the foster care eitri_n review boards that
exist, I believe, in Kansas City, MO Az yoa familiar with that ac-
tivity?

Ms. LOwRY. In Kansas City, no
Acting Chatra,:^ DOWNEY. Apparenty---
Ms. LowRY No, I am sorry, it is not a foster care review board I

think you are talking &bout the Consent Decree Monitoring Com-

mittee.
Acting Chairman Dow/inv. Yes.
Ms. LOWRY. In Kansas City, MO
Acting Chairman DOWNEY I am sorry
Mr. Lowey. That is right. It is somewhat different, that is right
Acting Chairman DOWNEY Can you tell us a little bit about how

that works?
Ms. LOWRY Well, th;-re are three distinguishA citizens that

were appointed to resolve d;sputes that had arisen in Kansas City
In Kansas City we have a consent decree based on th city's failure
to comply with Public Law 6-272 The case went to a consent
decree and we found, as is typically the ca:;e within the few years
after the decree went int, effect, that there was Iv more compli-
ance with the consent decree than there was with Public Law !)(i-
27?. We filed a contempt motion We believe that generally court is
a last resort on these issues and that there are better ways to re-
solve these things. We z;43 to court when there is no other \say And
as a result of the contempt motion, we agreed to set up a commit-
tee of three citizens jointly c'iosen by plaintiffs and by the defend-

d
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ant who have responsibility now in a more neutral way, and we
hope a less adversarial way, for monitoring what is going on with
the foster care system there. We found the most important task for
them initially was to find out what was going on. As in most sys-
tems, even systems that purport to have a computer system, you
cannot tell what is happening to the kids. The computer system is
something that nobody really puts a lot of faith in. And so their
first task was to try and help the department establish some proc-
ess by which we could really understand what was happening to
the kids. And because the computer system is so poor, we went to a
system of case readings.

Now we are able to identify the problems there and we are in a
process in which, I think we have pinpointed a number of the prob-
lems. We are waiting for the department to come back with a plan,
essentially a corrective action plan. We are hoping that this will be
resolved without a return to court and that the committee will be
able to pressure the department, both to come up with reasonable
recommendations and then to implement them. If not, we will go
back to court. But we are trying, after first creating an adversarial
situation, we are now trying to deescalate this, and have this be a
working process as opposed to a confrontational process.

Acti4. Chairman DOWNEY. What about the resources in the case
of Boyd s situation in New York. There are 17,500 cases that the
city has to deal with, so that the system appears to be over-
whelmed by the sheer numbers. Are there remedial corrective ac-
tions? Is it better computers? Is it more case workers? Is it a recog-
nition that the law should be heavily weighted on the side of
making sure that the child is reunited with its parent? What do
you recommend fog us in the short term to correct the problem in
the city of New York where the case load seems to be unmanage-
able?

Ms. LowRY. Well, the case load in the city of New York of course
is very high and it is ballooning. It is going to get higher and
higher and higher. The projections are that it is really taking off.
What I recommend to 4-he committee is something different from
what I would recommend to particular States. There is a shortage
of money. We know that there are no blank checks anymore, if
there ever were. But the mismanagement in these agencies is as-
tronomical. The misuse of resources is staggering. In New York
City there is no clear system for identifying kids who need preven-
tive services who can be kept at home. There is no system for en-
suring follow up. There is no system for ensuring monitoring. So it
is very common to have three or four different agencies involved
with . gamily.

For example, in Boyd's situation we took depositions of workers
who were involved, supposedly, in monitoring the families. I do not
know how much money was spent on this family in terms of work-
ers' salary, but I can tell you that there was very little benefit re-
ceived by this family. So we would ask one worker, who is responsi-
ble for ensuring that the family is getting counselling? The re-
sponse would be: the other agency. We would ask the other agency,
well who is responsible for ensuring the family is getting counsel-
ling. The response would be: the other agency. And it was not that
we happened to hit the three incompetent workers in the system, it
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is that the system is not managed. If businesses were run the way
these systems are run, they would go banks upt very quickly The
only people who are going bankrupt now are the kids and their
families. Louisiana, a State hit with a very serious fiscal crisis,
failed its 1983 HHS audit, which as I said earlier is very hard to do.
You can imagine how bad that system is.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. The committee is familiar with HHS.
Ms. LOWRY. So the result is, what they did then to bring them-

selves into compliance was that they hired 35 administrative re-
viewers Now that cost them a lot of money and these administra-
tive reviewers attend planning conferences and read case records
and they have a checklist. They have a Public Law 96-272 check-
list; that is very nice. And they check off whether in each specific
case various requirements arid protections of the law have been
met. They often check no. What do you think they do with those
forms? We have them now. The State never did a thing with them.
They got 35 people sitting there at a cost of a lot of money doing
nothing that is helping anybody. So there is a tremendous misuse
of resources. You have administrative layer on administrative
layer.

Every time there is a scandal in a city or a State there is a com-
mission, a super agency may be created. A new commission is cre-
ated, they issue reports. Sometimes they put another layer on, they
set another unit up. Nobody ever looks at the management of the
system. Nobody ever asks, simple basic questions like, what do you
do with a case that comes in, in which services are necessary? Who
is responsible for providing those services? What followup do you
do? What kind of assessments do you do? Basic coinmonsense stuff.
So it is easy, I think, to say that there is not enough money. Well,
of course, there is not enough money for a perfect world, but there
sure is enough money for a much, much better system. We are just
wasting millions and millions of dollars, as well as these kids' lives.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. George?
Chairman MILLER. I would like to followup on that point because

we see that, unfortunately, the situation is not too similar to what
we heard a decade ago. People like Daryl and Boyd, through no
fault of their own, are now caught up in a system that once it gets
a hold of them, is almost unable to either improve their lives or to
let go of them. In your response to Mr. Downey's question, it ap-
peari.: that the law directs the system to do the very things you sug-
gested it is not doirg. We have a system that °imply is drowning,
eitl' r in its own incompetence, its own mismanagement, because
of lack of resources or a combination of those. But there really is
no ability.

I attended a meeting several weeks ago with people from all over
the country who are involved in this system People were talking of
case loads of 200 and 250. We all know that the child, the foster
parents, the natural parents, the other relatives, and the court offi-
cers are involved in the legal proceedings. There is not enough
time in the day for anybody to conduct the kind of review that
Public Law 96-272 requires The 6-month review is held to question
the appropriateness of that placement compared to the best inter-
est of the child. The notion of taking a child from his family is to
be weighed again' t what is best for the Child, not for the conven-
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ience of the system and not for the convenience of the social
worker. Yet we are talking to two children here where those funda-
mental questions were not apparently raised. If they had been
raised, you could not have resolved their cases in the manrer
they've been. You do not have to listen very long to Boyd and to
watch his mother to understand that a great miscalculation has
been made, or a mismanagement of resources to try to unify this
family.

Ms. LOWRY. There is no question ahout that and there is no ques-
tion that case loads are high. But what I think is very important
for this committee to be aware of is, it is not a question of misbe-
having kids. It is not a question of foster parents who are in it for
the money. It is not the question of an evil case woi ker. What it
..pain is, is that the system is not taking responsibility for trying to
run itself well. So what you have, I can only characterize as the
stupidest planning you can ever imagine. Case loads are split so
that although workers have a very high case load, they are often
doing duplicate work of another category of case worker who also
has an inadequate case load, a very high case load.

For example, you have cases split by a worker responsible for a
parent and by workers responsible for foster parents. If two kids
are in the same family cnd are in two different foster homes, they
will have two different foster care workers, or three workers. If the
kid then moves on to another foster home, he gets another worker.
Nobody knows the kid. Everybody has got a high case load, of 60 to
70 cases. The case comes in for two or three months and leaves, so
that worker does not have time to pay attention to that case. Yet,
there is an incredible duplication. If that worker was trying really
to do the job, if the system would somehow make it possible for the
worker to do the job that the worker should be doing, it would be
incredibly duplicative. So it is just as stupidly managed as possible
and the workers often appropriately put their attention tc children
who are in danger of being killed. Clearly, you have got t, protect
a kid who may get killed today, more than you look at the tact that
a kid has been in care now 51/2 years and is going no place. So kids
stay in care 5' /z , 61/2, 10, until they walk away from the system or
run away from the system most typically.

So the problem is case loads The probic -. is lack of training. It
is lack of supervision It is just terrible, terrible mismanagement.

I think that if systems were properly managed you would eventu-
ally conclude there is also a shortage of resources That we are not,
we have not allocated the right kinds and the right amounts of
money. But I am telling you that if you put twice as much money
into this system tomorrow, you would have twice as many screwed
up kids.

Chairman MILLER. I think that point is one that is starting to be
made, and probably will be made later today and in the subsequent
hearings: that people who are most familiar, most engaged in the
system, now question whether or not you would want to make a
further investment in the current system No questioning the law,
but questioning the administration of that law Whether there is
just simply not enough money that could make it right. Whether it
is inventory control, or case management, whatever the terms are
that we want to use. That the system has simply, in a good many
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States, clearly not all States, but in a good many States. has just
ceased to function on behalf of the children. That was the intent.

Ms. LOWRY. Well, there is no question about that and I think
HHS bears a lot of responsibility for that

Chairman MILLER. Well, they will get their day under the lights
here because they have obviously just taken a walk. Congressman
Downey, myself, and others have hounded them to justify their ac-
tions and to tell us what they have been doing. The fact of the
matter is they have participated in the violation of laws. They
have, in fact, condoned it by their lax behavior. We will be more
than happy to hear their testimony on this I am afraid that they
have become a part of the problem, or in fact, the problem.

Daryl, let me as you something, how many schools did you go to
while you were in foster care?

Mr. MORRIS. Let me see, I believe I went to, from eighth grade to
the senior high school, I went to four different schools. While I was
in middle school I went to, that was three different schools right in
the eighth grade. From seventh to the eighth grade that was three
different high schools right there.

Chairman MILLER. All in the Houston area?
Mr. MORRIS. All in the Houston area, but maybe a cross over to a

different school district, but it was three schools.
Chairman MILLER. Were you able to participate in activities or

sports or clubs?
Mr. MORRIS. Well, from the beginning I was not interested into

getting into those sports because I knew the situation I was in I
was not going to kid myself. And I knew that a change would come.
Why get really imbedded in sports when you anticipate a move not
really that you wanted, but you just have to anticipate these i'ilid
of things.

Chairman MILLER. What about friendships?
Mr. MORRIS. Well, the friendships they are going to happen re-

gardless. but after you move away, you kind of lose it because you
lose contact with your friends in a way. Not seeing them, but you
can still talk to them. But if you move, they live on one side of the
neighborhood, I was as young as I was, and I live on the other side
of Houston, there is no way we could keep in touch

Chairman MILLER. Boyd, how many schools have you gone to?
BOYD A. I am supposed to be in seventh grade and I am in fifth

Every year that I was in school, I would change to another scl-.)I
Like I never made a whole year. Since I was with my family, for
about a year I think, I was with my family a year or more. I do not
know But, this is the first time I have ever been in school for a
whole year

Chairman MILLER Do you like school?
BOYD A. Yes, but I have fallen behind. I have fallen behind on

my work and I am going behind because of all the school~
Chairman MILLER. Were you able to make friends in school?
BOYD A. Yes.
Chairman MILLER Pardon.
BOYD A. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. Yes
Ms LOWRY. I want to tell you all that Boyd is a very smart

young man And his mother is very committed to him obtaining a
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decent education and to 'her other children obtaining a decent edu-
cation. If you want to see a waste of human resources, you just look
at this family. I hope the waste is over. I hope things are changing
for this family. These are bright children who could really be very
productive citizens in this country and we have spent a lot of
money to do everything we can to keep them fron growing up
healthy and productive.

Chairman MILLER. Mrs. Crayson, let me thank you for your testi-
mony. I have followed you for some time in my association with
foster care in the District. And I think one of the first times I
heard you speak was to a graduation. You talked about the difficul-
ty of being a foster parent of an adolescent. You described how dif-
ficult it is for foster parents to provide for young people who
wanted to go to a dance or wanted to have clothes or graduation
gifts, all of the things that everybody who is sitting on this side of
the table certainly wants for their children. It shows the failure of
the system to reflect that adolescents have different needs than
young children and to provide them. I enjoyed the exchange be-
tween you and Daryl because I think it is important for members
to see that there are competing interest in this system.

But what we ought not, we ought not to allow a system that
either victimizes the foster parents or victimizes the foster chil-
dren. And clearly parents and children, foster parents and natural
children are going to come from different perspectives. But we
have to make ciwp that this system works for both these groups. I
think one of the problems we have today, is that many Members of
Congress and people elsewhere believe that the foster care system
is what you are: a woman who has dedicated her entire life to
taking care of children; willing to reach into her own pocket. Yet
the fact of the matter is, that is not quite how this system is work-
ing today.

You mentioned in your testimony the changes in the children,
the changes in your conditions, and the changes in the economy
that are different today than when you became a foster parent.
And I am not sure that we have really reflected that in our deal-
ings financially with foster parents I think that the exchange be-
tween you and Daryl was very important because we are going to
have to come to grips with that 'r order to take that tension out of
this system.

Finally, what continues to disturb me in the testimony of Boyd
and Daryl is that somehow the system is not able to flexibly re-
spond to an opportunity such as when a young man wants to live
with his grandmother or a parent wants her children back In Lou-
isiana, I remember listening to a young woman talk about her chil-
dren being taken away from her because she was in an abusive sit-
uation. Her husband was a alcoholic who battered her and battered
the children As a result, the children were sent all over the coun-
try. It took her 10 years to reassemble her children. Some of them
had left her when they were very young and row were in high
school or graduated She brought them all back. But it took her 10
years, even though I think she had been remarried for 5 or 6 years
to a housing contractor who provided a very good home and a very
good living. She finally found one of her children in up-State New
Yolk He was the last child who had been sent away because he
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was emotionally disturbed and educationally hanaicapped. Of
course, he came back and went to school in Louisiana and was able
to maintain his grades and live with his family. We cannot allow
the remnants of that system to continue. Clearly, that must be the
exception, but I am afraid that is not what is taking place today. I
appreciate all of your testimonies.

Mrs. GRAYSON. Excuse me. I would just like to add to you, Chair-
man Miller, when you were talking about trying to straighten out
the system, I was taking notes here. Now what was being said
about Human Resources and foster parent and the kid staying in
the system so long. When I first came it was 21 years of commit-
ment, that is what kids got. Now they have an 18-year commit-
ment. All right now, I want to say this much about human re-
sources. I do not know what happens in Texas, but I can tell you
about D.C. The judges and the lawyers are the ones that keep the
children in care. The worker can go to court, if she wants to, but it
is up to the judge whether that kid goes. I think we need to start
with the judges and the lawyers of each child. I think when they go
to court, I know it, I have been there. And they present the case to
the judge that this child has not done x things good or bad or what-
ever, the mother has not improved her condition at home. I have
some kids there that the mother lives with a man, OK, she is still
with the man, this child cannot go home. So these are the things
that you need to really take a look at. It is not that Human Re-
sources will not let them go home; it is not that the foster parent
will -,ot let them go home; it is when the judge hears that the
mother is still alcoholic or still on drugs or still living with certain
man, or whatever is happening in her life. This is what these kids
really want to know, that it is not the foster parent always and
Human Resources, it is their own parents. If they could straighten
out their lives, then it would be so much better for the kids. I have
five at home right now that I am waiting for their mothers to get
their act together so that these kids can go home.

OK. Not only am I am waiting. The workers are waiting. The
judge is waiting. They review, they have a 6-month review, a 3-
m ont h review, and it is the same thing going on at home that was
going on. Now it used to be so that they did get lost in the system
when I first came in. I know that because I help phase Junior Vil-
lage, and little kids like little bitty infants were in Junior Village
who could not even pick up a fork to feed themselves. I carried my
association in Junior Village and we looked at those kids. People
put the plates down and before the kids could lift a fork who
cannot lift one, the other one came along and took the plates away
from them.

Fred Taylor and myself we phased Junior Village so that we
could give each child a foster home. And so I think I can go way
back and tell you something about foster care. And those kids were
committed until they were 21 due to the fact of parents just saying
here 1 can remember one of my boys getting 18 years old and the
parent come up out of the ground and said I've been looking for
him for 9 years. I said, where have you been. She thought he was
gone in the service. Right here on Constitution Avenue, in the 200
block, and I have been trying to find him. Where did you leave
him. I left him at Junior Village And you could not find him, and
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he has not even been out of town, been in m home all the time
until he got 18, from a little boy. I had a lot of experience in this.
And I want you all to know this. It is not always all blame on
Human Resources.

Yes, we do not have any social workers downtown now. AN of
them are quitting because the) have hundreds and hundreds of
cases I do not know why they du not hire any social workers. They
all are leaving, so it is a mess I've got to admit that I could go on
and on and on. I am going to write a story one day. [Laughter.]

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Thank you, Mrs. Grayson.
Mrs. GRAYSON. You are certainly welcome. I also want to thank

the kids that came forward. But I do want to say one thing, re-
member that without a foster home, or some home. Some child is
really going to be out on the street. We are going to have more
street people that you want to face up to right now. If somebody
does not open the door and take them in.

I know it is hard on you because, it was hard on me, I wondered
why I was a foster child. I had doctors, lawyers and everybody in
my family. But they did not take ire. I had a problem.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Thank you, Mrs. Grayson.
Mrs. GRAYSON. And my problem was a bed wetter
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Do not go just yet, unless you halve to

go someplace, there may be other members of th committee who
have questions for you.

Mrs. GRAYSON. Thank you.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. If you can stay, we would appreciate

it if you can. Mr. Andrews.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you. I want to thank all of you for your

testimony today. It has been an importani contribution to these
hearings. Daryl, I am really very, very proud of you. I really appre-
ciate you coming before the Congress and testifying today You did
not tell us that you are also a very good student. In spite of those
schools, the many schools you have been transferred to, you have
made good grades. Next fall you will start college, become a busi-
ness major. You have got much to be proud of. You told me earlier
today that you were lucky. And I guess that you are. In many ways
you are lucky and there will be those, your friends, that will tell
you that.

There is ar old saying that goes. " ' luck is what happens
when preparation meets opportunity." And you really exemplify
this. You have really done that with your life And I want you to
keep doing that. I want you to do well. We have got a special prob-
lem in Texas and across the South with people like you that are
not lucky. They get lost in the system. They do not succeed in spite
of the problems. In fact, the statistics are pretty grim for the
South. One out of every five southerners is on some form of welfare
today We have been working on reforming our welfare system
before this committee If we do not make a major change in the
next 5 to 10 years, welfare rolls in the South will probably rise by
some 30 percent.

In earlier testimony, we heard this is an economic problem That
is really the truth in the South. Congressman Sawyer quoted
Charles Dickens. You know who Charles Dickens is, of course.
Charles Dickens also said this is the best of times, this is the worst
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of times. And that is really true in the South today. Many of our
cities are just on the verge of new economic opportunity. But many
people have been left behind. There are lots of Daryls in inner city
Houston and across the South that are not getting help.

We are an interesting threesome up here. Congressman Miller
from California, and Congressman Downey from New York. Our
three States really bring different problems. You are from Califor-
nia, are you not? [Laughter.]

And they bring different parts of this issue. My State ranks 49th
or 50th in terms of benefits levels. And New York and California
are two of the highest. One thing I think we have heard from you
all today, especially from you, Mrs. Grayson, is just simply that
spending more money on the problem is not, really not, just the
answer. There is no question we have got to spend money to break
some of these cycles. But cutting through the kind of bureaucracies
that you spoke to, Ms. Lowry: it's necessary in big benefits States
like New York and in low benefit States like Texas. And I really
hope as we go through these hearings and subsequent hearings on
this issue, that we really concentrate on that question that was
posed to you earlier. That is, let us talk about the bureaucracy and
how we cut through the problems with the bureaucracy and not
just relegate this to how much money we can spend on foster care.
Thank you.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Congressman Pease.
Mr. PEASE. Mr. Chairman, I do not have any specific questions. I

am sorry I had to leave for a few minutes, but I did enjoy all of the
testimony. I am very impressed with Daryl and Boyd and particu-
larly, Mrs. Grayson. I would like to welcome a friend, Ms. Lowly.
Delighted to have her here testifying before the committee.

Ms LOWRY. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Congressman Levin.
Mr. LEVIN. Thank you. Well I found the testimony most illumi-

nating. I have not been as close, Mr. Chairman, as you and Tom
Downey and several others have been to this issue. But what you
describe strikes me. We have a tragic tangle, if not a mess. I think
it is important as we explore this that we not let the discussion re-
volve or evolve into polarization between foster care and family
unit upbringing. I very much favor the thrust of the legislation. I
would take it from the testimony this morning, there is good evi-
dence that we need to implement the legislation. We also have to
make sure that foster care, when it is necessay, is productive. And
se I would hope that the testimony this morning of the four of you
does not lead people to think we are in an either or situation. Be-
cause I just do not think so. The numbers are staggering The inef-
fectiveness is equally as staggering.

Let me just ask one question of, maybe I will point it at Marcia
Lowry. Why are we in this predicament? What is going on here?

Ms. LOWRY. That is a question I have often asked myself partly
because of what we see happening and partly because of the diffi-
culty we have in court in bringing about reforms that we can get
on paper. Just as Congress got a good reform in Public Law 96-272
on paper, we get very good judgments in court and we have as
much trouble enforcing them as there is in seeing Public Law 96-
272 enforced. I think that the answers are several. No 1, the coa-
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sumers of foster care services do not complain and they have no
organized advocates, for the most part, with the exception of pri-
vate service providers. Sometimes private service providers' inter-
ests are consistent with the kids' and families. Sometimes they are
not. But the families cannot complain. The parents, for the most
part, are not in a position to complain. The children surely cannot
complain. It is a largely invisible system. We have moved away for
the most part from large institutions where you could go and visit
the county orphanage. You could see that there were hole" in the
wall and all the children were getting was gruel and they were all
wearing rags. We are not in that situation anymore.

For the most part the children are disbursed through foster
homes, and sometimes group homes, and you cannot see it. So
there is very, very little public pressure. That is abetted by the
lack of information. The data are nonexistent. The data that the
States produce are unreliable. So it is a very silent problem and
the damage that is done to these kids for the most part is not going
to be marked on their bodies. It is the kind of stuff that you hear
from these young people today, but it is not visible. These are sys-
tems that for the most part are truly step children of State govern-
ment. They are systems in which the funds are cut first when the
State has a fiscal crisis. They cut foster care and child welfare serv-
ices, because again nobody complains unless it is a private service
provider. And because the issues involved in child welfare are
genuinely difficult. When do you take a kid away from a family?
When do you decide to try and free a child for adoption? These are
genuinely difficult questions, even under the best of circumstances.
We throw up our hands and say therefore, there cannot be man-
agement. Therefore, there cannot be accountability. We have to
eecide what is in the best interest of children and who knows what
that means. So I think there is a tremendous resistance to trying to
look at management issues and results and accountability. I think
all of these things come together. The genuine difficulty of the
problem, the a'isence of an organized lobby of complaint for the
misuses of the system, and the fact that for the most part the real,
real disasters of this system are very, very difficult to see.

Mr. LE' /IN. Thank you. That was, I think, a most helpful, helpful
answer. If I just, George, r.,ight I ask you this, I do not know the
answer? I was not here in 1980 When the legislation was passed
were there built in data requirements from the Government?

Chairman MILLER. In what senst ?
Mr LEVIN What I mean, in other words, I read from some of the

materials earlier and from some of the testimony that there were
some reports due in. They were supposed to be reporting to us on a
regular basis.

Chairman MILLER The answer is yes We required a series of re-
ports that were reviews of the system because we ibviouslv be-
lieved that we were providing a series of check points. This was a
carrot and a stick approach. We were offering the States additional
service moneys if they would revamp their systems to reflect the
guidelines of the Federal law Many States did that They were ,;o
report to us the impact of the new law. We saw a substantial de-
cline est,eciall, am, ng younger children placed in foster care, be-
tween 1979 and 1983. Some States had almost eradicated the idea
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of putting an infant into foster care. They were able to find other
settings for them. We saw those case loads plummet. Since 1983, of
course, the thing seems to be going the other way. But there are
periodic State reports that are to be made to HHS. There is the
HHS audit process which was our way of using that information to
determine what is going on, as I think has been pointed out this
morning. That audit process has become a farce. I think that the
answer is yes, there is a series of State reports to be delivered to
us.

Mr. LEVIN. Thanks.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. I never thought we would be in a po-

sition, George, to provide some historical context.
Chairman MILLER. I never thought we would be here this long.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Right. The 1986 Budget Reconcilia-

tion Act included an amendment which mandated that certain
studies and reports are to be made to Congress related to the feasi-
bility and ele-..-mts of a system of collection of data with respect to
foster care. Prior to that it had all been voluntary.

Mr. LEVIN. In 1986?
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. In 1986.
Mr. LEVIN. That is not due yet?
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. No, if I remember correctly, we had

worked 2 years putting together the 1980 amendments. We did not
get them done right away, and it was a tortuous process. And as
you see here today, we laid out I think a fairly rigorous set of re-
quirements.

Chairman MILLER. We had a system in the State of California; I
think it was in Alameda County, or Santa Clara County, in which
periodic reviews were taking less than 2' /z minutes per child. And,
as Boyd pointed out here, half of his life has been involved with
this system. If he was 5, it would essentially be his whole life. And,
for a 2- or 3-year-old-child, we are talking about a huge chunk of
their lives that are engaged in the system. We changed the require-
ments to be that you have to match the decisions being made
against the well-being of the child. You have to demonstrate that
au have made all reasonable efforts to do so. That is not being

done. You have to demonstrate that you have made an effort to re-
unify this family. Obviously, in Boyd's case, where the mother is
trying to get the child back and the child is trying to go home,
somehow that circle was not closed. And the test throughout this
case is the "best interests" of the child. I think that what has been
demonstrated here is that you may have a system that. for lack of
a better phrase, is simply in contempt. This system has been sued
and sued and orders have been issued and people have just contin-
ued on their merry way. And HHS has just continued to look the
other way. You have a system that is not only somewhat out of
control. it is also illegal at this point. But there has been no dem-
onstration by this administration of any interest of getting it back
on track. And of course now, what we see is that it is chewing up
an increasi-g number of children in the process.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Mr. Weiss.
Mr. WEiss. Thank you very much Mr. Chairman. Obviously your

efforts are to try to keep the system honest to the extent that you
can. The people who work in these systems at the State level, obvi-
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o-sly, are people who are well motivated to have gotten into the
field to begin with. Why then, the kind of mismanagement that
you spoke about, why does that persist? Why, I mean if you can see
the mismanagement asr Dct of it, the duplication of effort, the divi-
sion of effort, why do they not see it, and why do they not take
steps to correct it?

Ms. LOWRY. Well, the steps have to come from the top uown.
When you look at middle management, middle management has a
task and it has a job and perhaps it is comfortable in its job and it
wants to continue doing its job. So middle management cannot say
well, wait a second, my piece of this process does not fit with your
piece of the process and the way to change that is that your piece
of the process is going to get cut back and my piece is going to get
b:gger. Obviously, middle nu-- gement cannot do that. The change
has to come from the top. I' ) be either the Gcvernor or the
State Secretary of Social Ser pending on how the system is
run in a particular State, who says, wait a minute, we have got to
step back and we have got to look at this and see what the real
problems are. Where we can cut positions and where we can con-
solidate and where we have to expand. This just does not happen. I
think it does not because changing bureaucracies is not easy under
the be "t of circumstances and there is not the will to do it. I t: nk
the high levels of government are looking for the quick fixes. A
child gets killed, a terribly, terribly brutal s; ,cation, and they want
a quick answer.

These problems will not be solved iy quick answers. And in
order to deal with the kinds of prol);ems we have been talking
about this morning, yo have to have reorganization. If you are a
Governor, you cannot t)- n issue a report in 6 months saying, no
kid is now going to get kil'ad or no kid is now going to be without
an a ioptive home. Or, Ho kid is going to be kept away from his
family when he should be back with his family. You are not going
to get quick answers to this. And f do not think that there is either
the motivation or the pressure to change this. I am not in a posi-
tion to lecture you people about how politics work But, part of thi3
is polif-- And change takes place often only when it has to take
place. are is nothii.g yet that says these chances. these funda-
mental changes that I believe are essential, h, to take plat
Nobody sai(_' it.

We say it in court and, occasionally, we get a Federal judge to
say it. But nobody else has really said it. I think the task is diffi-
cult. It involves changing jobs, changing ways of looking at things,
doing range planning, taking an overview. It involves lots of
hard work. It is not goi'ig to give you a headline in the Washington
Post tomorrow or 6 months from now with a solution It takes a lot
of work and it takes a lot of commitment and it is not there

Mr. WEISS But I take New York as an example A series of
really well qualified, well motivated people come in at the heads of
these agencies and middle level, anti intend on doing a job A year
goes by and they seem to get caught 1,n in the morass that they
found and the situation does not change Then somebody else new
comes in and you get a sense that, okay, now something is going to
happen And we go through tne same process all over again
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Ms. Lowxy. Well, New York is truly a management disaster. I
am happy t say that I have had an opportunity to look both at
New York, w..;ch one is inclined to think is unique and I have
looked at small States as well and they are terrible in different
ways but they are equally terrible. New York has not ever made
any real attempt to impose fundamental changes on its manage-
ment and accountability system. I agree with you that there have
been very may, very ccmmitted and well qualified people who
have taken over the child welfare agency in New York and then
have left, often under fire. And I think that the reason that they
have not been able to do the job is because there has not been polit-
ical support for the kinds of serious changes that are necessary, for
the end of duplication that is necessary. New York in some ways is
a harder problem because there is an awful lot of money going to
private providers who are very interested in protecting their stake
in the system. I think that does complicate things. Many of the pri-
vate providers, of course, provide very good services. But they are
not interested in any kind of a centralized management and they
have a big commitment I think to saying the City cannot run
things.

But I think the simple answer in New York is the same as it is
in New Mexico. There is no attempt to both look at the fundamen-
tal problems and then come up with fundamental long term solu-
tions. Notwithstanding the fact that you have competent people in
these positions, the high level political people in New York have
not made the decision to bring about the kind of changes that
could bring some sort of coherence to New York's system. And New
York's system is goim to get worse. We are going to have more
deaths and we are go' ig to have more kids thmecessarily removed
from their homes, like Boyd. At lie same time we are keeping kids
at home without services who are going to die and we are going to
have very few kids who are going to have reasonable access to
adoption when their family, unlike Boyd's family, is not a place
that these kids should be returned. The kids that we are shoveling
is to the system now, without long range I:- s, are kids who are
going to increase the length of stay in Nev. York to the point
where Boyd's story about half his life in care is going to become
very, very common.

Mr. W ss. I appreciate your response.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry I have

been very much involve? in both the preventive services aspect of
our foster care programs in Connecticut, and the 'SSW 'S of termi-
nating parental rights. And I was impressed, in meet-mg with my
Hispanic forum recently, at the real outrage that a lot of my school
teachers are feeling, with the parents of children who are poorly
cared forthat whole range of poor care from al, ise to the knd of
neglect that leads to foster care placement. And I wonder if you see
any States succeeding in doing a better job of preventive care that
brings services to families so that children do not have to be re-
moved from homes And whether you see an,, progress on this issue
of terminat'ng parental rights? 13ecause I do personally think, and
it get's stronger and stronger messages from people out there whc
work in thest. areas, that the old way of juf.-2 trying to be sort of
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custodial and managerial about these situations is no longer suffi-
cient and that there is an increasing number of kids who need to
be really given a new opportunity for a new family. And our own
legal system, the prejudices within he people who run those sys-
tems. .nd many of the social work systems as well make this termi-
natio.i issue very difficult. And at least teachers and people whu
spend a lot of time with these children are finding themselves
more and more at sword points with the ver., agencies that we rely
on to protect the interest of children.

Now there seems to me there is a change going on. The people
who are most involved are saying the inter, st of children are not
being protected by the system that is established to protect those
children's interests and part of the reason they are not is that they
have no power over the parents and they have no system within
which the child can actually be separated from nonsupportive
family.

Ms LOWRY. Well, that is a very, very im,,rtant point. As I read
the intent of the Federal legislation it way children should be
kept at home wherever possible with services Then, if ',it did not
work or if the early period in foster care was not successful, after a
real effort to reunite the children with the family, it was the intent
of the legislation to say: sorry, enough alrea,-y, this child has got a
right to another chance. And I think that thy very, very beneficial
idea that children's first chance should be with their natural
family has been perverted to say that childr i should never be per-
manently separated from their natural fa; ily. Now that is not
what I understood the intent of the legislation to be, and certainly
that would not be a position that I would ever support.

So I think that in some ways the reasonal,:e efforts requirement
of the law is being used as an excuse to never make a final decision
for a kid. If a parent has a warm body and alive and once every
6 months says. gee, someday I hope I will get my ' id back, that is a
sufficient basis to stop the State fron-i movin 4o, d a termination
of parental rights, when it is quite clear tl- e is not a chance in
the world this family can ever be reunited.

I think these are some model programs, so demonstration pro-
grams in some of the States that have illy spent time and
worked with families and who have done a g ,td job They are dem-
onstration programs only. I do not think th there is a city or a
State in this country in which thcro is a real effort to deal vitb
this at the front and avert placement. There ire a handful of fami-
lies that have been helped, but nobody is p 'Ling in the resources
t the kind of i 'ensIve work that is ne ,sary Then, because
the family has not been given a fair shot time passes and the
cour s are reluctant to teninate parental ights because judges
feel it is sort of uniai Lr, uo that wi:en the i trent has never been
given a fair shot The family may be hopeles. 'Fit taking as drastic
a step as termination of parental rights is s nethint, that a lot of
judges will not do and a lot of laws Ts can u .cessfully argue vio-
lates the parents' rights. But where the k. ,ft in all of this Of
course, the kid is no place I think . is vet-, .r.iportant to keep in
mind that there c,rt two ends to this Kids sh ,,id come in, but then
kids should get out Give the parent a fan pit, but a fair shot
Not, ma'am, go home and work on your soli 1,-1w4-e Real effort
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gether, and if it does not work, we have to be prepared to say, after
a reasonable period of time: sorry, this kid has got to have a chance
)f his or her own. That is not what is happening. T _! access to
adoption problem is as bad as the preventive services problem.
Kids ar:-., staying in seven, eight, nine years before the State is even
looking at the question of terminating parental rights, and then
they are saying, well nobody is going to adopt a 12-year-old who
has behavior problems, so we migl as well keep this '-id in until
hn i.- 15

Mrs. JOHNSON. I see that as a very serious problem and one of
the things that we really ought to address if we are going to
change the law is to look at the privilege and responsibilities of
parenting and where those have been defined and not fulfilled to
take a more aggressive attitude toward the child. After all, former
natural parent,, even after the rights are terminated, a relation-
ship can be developed after 18. The child does not lose track. But I
think, what I am hearing loud and clear out there is that the law
is failing children because it is unable to deal with their parents. I
am interested in your comments and I arpreciate them. Thank you
very much.

Acting Chairmhn DOWNEY. I do not know if I agree with that as-
sessment. I heard that the law is failing the children. I heard the
administration of the law is failing the children, because the law
speaks to each and every one of those points. About the question of
preventive services, about reunification, about 18-month reviews so
that the decision has to be made as to whether a child is eligible
for adoption or going to stay in the system, all of which are not
being enforced. None of those previsions are being enforced. It is
very interesting because we heard about these problems in all the
preliminary meetings for this hearing. Also, Congressman Andrews
just asked me what do we do to change the law There are people
who suggest that they are not so sure that the law needs to be
changed. It is a question of whether it is being used to the benefit
of the child. In this law the child is the center of the universe. That
is how it was supposed to work. Then you make those different
comparisons based upon the benefit of Ole child and the family.
That is how it works and that apparently is not being done and we
will hear from other people as to why it is not.

But it is not that it is not required in the law
Mrs. JOHNSON. I would certainly agree, Mr. Chairman, that it

would be perfectly, you could do that under the law, and the law
does take that approach. But, because there are so many built-in
barriers in our society to terminating parental rights, there may be
ways in rihich we can better define things in the law and thereby
support a process that would be more aggressive in support of chil-
d . en's interest

Mrs. WILLIAMS We agree with you absolutely that that is the
law, and that administration has been poor.

Chairman MILLER. Well, thank you very much for your testimo-
ny, Daryl and Boyd Thank you very much, Mrs. Williams. We
really appreciate your taking your time to testily at our first hear-
ing, and I hope that your testimony will continue to spur on the
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members of the committee to look at and re, tify some of tit. prob-
lems that you have pointed out.

You've helped to give this system a huira' dimension so that we
don't just get bogged down in the bureaucra of it, and fail to an-
at( stand that it's victimizing a subs:antial i '.her of young people
and their families around the country.

I really appreciate you taking tim to be V.I h us
Mr MORRIS I have one thing to say.
Chairman MILLER. Sure
Mr. MORRIS. I know that this hearing is ,ed upon your trying

to make decisions on how to improNe systei-, around the country,
and I want everybody that's on the committoo to consider that we,
as youth in foster care, we're not numbers ,-e're people, and our
lives hang in the balance of your decision.

We need your support, because not only d it start with w, and
our agencies, it's starts with you guys, becau you really make 'be
decisions and pass the law

We need you behind us to make this a bettor system.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Mr MORRIS. And just want everybody to 'hink about that, and

that we're not numbers, as I saidwe're li and take that into
consideration and maybe something can be v irked out. Like, we're
not animals, we're real people, and we have failings, and we need
love, a place or being and belonging just like --oryone else.

Chairman MILLER. well. Da'yl, I think y made that more
than clear to the members of this comm -of Thank you very
much.

Mr MORRIS OK
Mrs. WILLIAMS Thank you.
Chairman MILLER Next the committee v, 11 hear from a panel

made up of Dennis Lepak, who is a Deput:, Probation Officer of
Contra Costa County, Calif.; and Sue lla Gz:lop, who is from the
American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees
from New York; and Janet Fink from the Nevk York Legal Aid So-
ciety.

If you will come forward we wil! take ,ur testimony in the
order in which called your names and y( .r written statements
will be included in the record of the cornnttue in their entirety.
The extent to which you want to summarize your testimony would
be appreciated Also, the extent to which you may want to respond
to something that was said by the previous panel would also be
helpful to us.

Dennis, welcome to the committee We'll s. ,rt with you

STATEMENT OF DENNIS LEPAK, DEPUTY PROBATION OFFICER,
CONTRA COSTA COUNTY, CALIF' , PROD HON DEPARTMENT,
AND VICE PRESIDENT, CALIFORNIA ORGANIZATION OF
MENTAL HEALTH ADVISORY BO/tDS

Mr LEPAK Thank you very much, ?hairm Miller
I'm a probation officer for Contr.; Costa tunty, CA, and vice

president of the State of California (`rganizz in of Mental Health
Advisory Boards
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In California, probation departments are responsible for the
placeme it of thousands of children, in both conventional foster
homes and larger group homes. Probation departments are often
forced to assume responsibility for children who are railroaded into
the criminal justice system on menial and trumped up charges.

Police, parents and other agencies conspire to have children ar-
rested. Pushing aside a mother becomes an assault, coming in a
windrw of a cold's own bedroom becomes breaking and entering,
and a ride in the family car is charged as auto theft.

They do this to obtain help for the child and the family.
Two and a half years ago when I was assigned to the juvenile

placement unit, I thought I knew what to expect But I was unpre-
pared for what Congressman Miller calls the shadowy world of
foster care

My first exposure to abuses in the system was in December of
1985, when I spent 2 days and a night at the Rite of Passage Wil-
derness Camp, a group home for California boys, located on an
Indian reservation in the high desert of central Nevada.

Boys were intentionally denied clothing adequate for the harsh
conditions, routinely assaulted by staff, and deprived of meals.

Despite my report to P-Tery local, ELateboth California and
Nevadaand Federal agency, there are Law 60 more boys at the
camp than when I was there 2 years ago.

Rite of Passage is only a dramatic example of many programs de-
sign i to isolate and contain foster children These programs do
little to meet the needs of children and families.

Most placement children come from very dysfunctional families.
Parents suffer serious, yet untreated, mental problems, usually
combined with alcoholism and drug addiction. The children are
physically, and more often than seems possible, sexually abuse I.
They, in turn, have serious emotional and drug problems.

We know how to intervene effectively in these families. But since
we lack the necessary outpatient treatment programs, we pull the
children from the homes and put them in the available placements,
most of which are not at all Prepared to deal with the specific prob-
lems of ti iamily and the child

I could spend the entire day telling you story after story of terri-
ble thing that have happened to children in this system. There is
no shortage of horror stories

God help the children without families to protect them.
Let me tell you about the system
Most tragically, children are placed with little or no services to

prevent their removal from families. Children are often removed
from homes that no representative of the removing agency has
even visited.

Decisions to remex children are based on information from old
reports, office interviews. and phone calls. Caseload sizes dictate
this approach Many California placement workers carry caseloads
of many more thvn 60 children

Children are put in inappropriate placements, not designed to
offer family counseling, psychiatric treatment, or drug treatment
Children are not prepared to return to families, nor are they pr'-
vided with a specialized educational and vocational training they
need to survive after they become 18

G 1
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They become the new homeless.
Children are usually placed at great distances or even in other

States. Incredibly, this appears to be the unwritten policy of many
placcment agencies. Children placed far from home are easier to
manage.

Most children, we feel, should be placed i- their home school dis-
tricts.

Children are placed for inappropriately long and arbitrarily de-
termined periods of time. The great majority of group home place-
ments in California refuse to accept referrals unless they are as-
sured that children will be placed for at least 1 year.

This seems to be an industry standard.
Little or no work is done to return children to their families.

Most programs consider home visits to be a privilege, and visits are
used as rewards for good behavior rather than as reunification
tools.

I have seen Christmas home visits for young children cancelled
for violation of relatively mini,- internal program rules. There is
no incentive for foster homes and group homes to return children
to families. Rapid turnover results in loss of needed funds. All the
incentives for placement operators work against family reunifica-
t ion

Altht. igh I am sure it is not apparent from my testimony so far,
I actually believe that most foster parents and group home opera-
tors are some sort of saints. I think they mi:,,takenly put too little
value on the importance of a family to a child, however.

When child care workers become involved with a family, it's be-
cause that family is in severe and acute cr;, is, and needs immsxli-
ate help from a variety of human service iigencies, such as mar-
1 cage and family counselors, child psychiatrists, alcohol and drug
abuse clinics, rape counselors and sex abuse experts, family stress
centers, and parent effectiveness trainers.

These services are not only not immediately available, they have
waiting lists sn long that they effectively do not exist In our
county we have well over 100 children waiting for outpatient
mental health services. We know or respon-ibilities under Public
La 96-272, but we have no resources

We cannot deliver the child the required ices. or the family,
so we deliver the child alone to the group home.

In my home county we are reexamining pl ernent practices We
are looking at why we place so many children -,o far away We are
Priding out we can work effectively with ..hildren placed near
home, and can return them to their families much sooner

We have also been studying various family preservation models
The intensive. short-term, home-based plograms designed to
change situations so children may fely rem on with families

In the area of family preservation, we had a distinct advantage
We were introduced to the concept by our Congressman, George
Miller He not only wac, aware c,f the probleel, we faced, he under-
stood them better that-. we did

With the help of both ha: district aide, trot Hatch, and Ann
Rosew..;.er of the Select Committee. we fort d n famil preserva-
tion task force fiut vc'tm!e we can e. all a State and Federal
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funds we need for family splitting, we are unable to find any funds
for family preservation.

When I leave Washington today, I will be going to a meeting of
the California Mental Health Advocates fr- Children and Youth,
more than 300 advocates who unanimously endorse services that
keep children safely in homes, and community based placements
foi those who must be removed.

Anyone who spends some time with this group comes away con-
vinced that radical reform of the foster care system is inevitable. It
simply makes too much sense, in both fiscal and human terms, to
not happen.

The question is, how much longer must the children caught in
the present system suffer?

Thank you for listening.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
[The statement of Dennis Lepak follows.]
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Statement of Dennis Lepak, Vice President, California
Organizat,on of Mental Health Advisory Boards

rams CAFE AHD PROOATIOO

My name is Dennis Lepak. I am Vice President of the State
of California Organization of Mental Health Advisory Boards and a
Probation Officer for Contra Costa County.

Often people from other States are surprised that in
Califo.nia probation departments are responsible for the
placement of thousands of foster children. Many of these boys and
girls are placed in conventional Coster homes, but since they are
usually older and suffer from more emotional disturbance and
substance abuse problems than most Welfare department children
they more often are placed in foster care funded 'group homes".
They are not children less deserving of the support of Foster
Care funds. ?bey are in desperate need of protection and enormous
amounts of help, before the.r childhoods are gone and they are
lost forever.

I could tell you stories for the entire day of children
unbelievably victimized by those responsible for their
protection: both the parents they are taken from and then the
child care workers they are given to. Stories of these raped and
molested children are el incredibly commonplace in the world of
foster car- that they have be:ome routine. Instead I will tell
you of a few placements, some I like and some I don't. I'll tell
you about a Couple of kids, but I will spare you the common butgruesome stories.

In November 1985 wh ±n I first became a Juvenil? Placement Worker
in the Contra Costa County Probation Department, I thought I knewwhat to expect. After all, I wasn't exactly new to the world of
institutions and human service agencies. For the prey ous ten
years I had been an Adult Probation Officer supervising
specialized caseloads of alcoholic, drug addicted and mentally
ill clients. Five years were spent supervising adult probationers
in residential facilities. For two and a half years, prior to
becoming a Probation Officer, I had been a counselor at the
County Boy's Ranch and Juvenile 9a11. My experieni. has included
two years as a Lieutenant in the U.S. Army Military Police where
I served as Assistant Confinement Officer of the largest military
stockade in Europe. I was an experienced instructor of `.inter
survival and snow camping. I had even been hardened by the
ultimate challenge of g two boys, with the help of my wife
of course, who were at that time 17 and 15. Nothing, however, had
properly prepared me for the first foster care placement Ivisited.

AM Of PASSAGE

In Decembe 1985 I spent two days at The Rite of Passage
wilderness tamp, a group home for boys which iv located to -nty
miles from the neare t paved road on an Indian reservation in the
high desert of central revada. As a result of what I was told and
observed on that visit, I returned to California ane filed a
report with my County's pr'itective services agency alleging the
abuse and neglect of the forty adolescent boys who were placed at
the camp. To my knowledge all the boys at the camp when I was
there were California residents, placed by probat.on departments,
welfare departments and parents. Among the allegations listed in
my report were:

0 In spite of bitter cold conditions, heavy Jackets the
boys were issued had been confiscated two deeks oefore
my visit and were secured under lock and key at the
camp. Every boy wore every piece of clothing available.
I wore clothing I use in the Sierras in the winter and
I was freezing.
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o Boys were routinely subjected to a practice called
'slamming ". Slamming was the term used for the forceful
wrestling takedown technique used by staff. Most staff
had been high school wrestlers or football players.
They were addressed as 'coach".

o Two boys had been chained at night. One with a chain
around his waist secured to a fence the other with leg

shackles attached to a truck.

o Boys on non-compliant status were required to sleep
away from the camp and all were deprived of food if lay
of the group refused Lo participate in daily, forced
marches. On one occasion a boy claimed he was deprived
of food for three full days.

o Eleven boys, as a punishment for "horseplay" were
equired to strip to their shorts and form a human wind
screen for staff, on a cold and windy summer night.
They stood for up to four hours.

All of the boys I spoke to seemed anxious to leave the camp.
Many had tried to escape, some by running through the U.S. Navy
bombing range six miles to the north. Most were returned by men
from the local tribe who were paid standing bounty for

returning boys to the camp.

I was sure that as soon as I informed the appropriate
authorities of my findings the camp would be closed and the boys
returned to more appropriate facilities inside of California. I

was completely wrong. It is now more than two years since my
complaints were filed. There have been numerous news stories,
additional allegat is and investigations by some powerful state
and federal agent. ,. To this date, I have never been told, by

anyone, that any of my allegations were untrue or even
exaggerated. Despite all this, I am told that 100 California
boys, more than double the number two years ago, now reside at
Rites of Passage. I understand there have been reforms and that
boys now sleep in beds in prefab buildings instead of on the
ground in tents. Despite reforms no one will ever convince me
that it is an appropriate placement for adolescent California

boys. I believe that Rite of Passage is a cleverly disguised
warehouse fo_ throwaway kids. Kids considered by so.le to be
totalled like cars, human beings beyond our ability to repair.

My experience in the Nevada Desert profoundly charged the
way I view agencies that have the responsibility for the care of
children. A child without an effective family to protect his or
her interests is at great peril, their safety and well being

depend on luck and whimsy. No one will value and protect
another's child as they wilTINiir own and communities will not
serve children from other areas as they would their own. The
system in most cases is simply not capable of doing is best

for the child and often is direc..`y responsible for furthering
the abuse, neglect and suffering of the child.

Rite of Passage is only a dramatic example cr facilities
designed to contain difficult placement cases. The system
supports many similar programs in it's quest for orderliness and
efficiency. These behavior modification programs do little to
address the real needs of children removed from their families.

THE SAD CHILDREN

First and foremost these children, regardless of outward
appearances an) demeanor, are starved for love and affection.
They suffer deep-felt feelings of hopelessness and abandonment.

2
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Repeated in,uries and rejections, at the hands of adults, have
caused them to throw up thick barriers of tough attitides and
postures. These are fake. They need therapy specific to issues of
molest, obese, and neglect. They need to learn that there are
adults they can trust who will not reject them even when they are
extremely difficult. Unfortunately, what the system does, is
focus on the most efficient and easiest ways of getting young
wards from their childhoobs to their eighteenth birthdays. At
that point Children's agencies can vacate the cases. Placement
kids are then turned loose in an adult world where they can sink
or swim. Unfortunately, most are not prepared emotionally,
vocationally, or financially to deal with that world. They are
forced to rely on public assistance and untreated drug and
alcohol prob'ems become acute. Many eventually end tp in adult
institutions and jails, again dependent on the system for
support.

JOHN

John was fourteen when he was placed at Rites of passage. He
had been at the ..amp for eighteen months when I visited. His arm
had been broken when he was "slammed' by a coa,-;h and was it
permanently deformed. The worker who placed him there was a woman
I have known for years. She was a caring and dea.cated worker
doing an extremely difficult lob. She had not been to the camp
before celivering John and relied on the representations of staff
at an affiliated group home in California. Placemen workers
decide to use new facilities because other agencies have already
made placements at them. There is little time for independent
inspections when overworked Social Woreers and Probation Officers
rush to remove kids from overcrowded shelters and juvenile halls
into what are hopefully safer surroundings.

John's record was typical of many youngsters placed by
Probation Departments in California. He had a single sustain.d
charge of petty theft for shoplifting some cigarettes, a charge
that wouldn't get your son, or mine, or even a kid with the most
marginal of parents, a day in court. It bought poor John a year
and a half in the desert at Rite of Passage.

John and one other boy my County had placed at R.te of
Po,sage were moved from Rite of Passage promptly after my visit
and our Chief Probation Officer ordered that no more children
would b' placed out of State. John had a difficult time adjusting
to the *odd after he was removed from the Camp. He had
difficulty trusting anyone, something easy to understand when you
know that John; the unwanted child of in unwanted child, herself
a product of the foster care system; had a history of two failed
adoptions. He was a severely neglected baby of an addict mother
who never bonded with anyone and was disturbed enough to be
beyond the abilities of either set of adoptive parents to
handle defective merchandise returned for a refund. Rite of
Passage was not the sort of program likely to return John to
society.

John is now committed to the California Youth Authority, the
State reform school system. While in the placement system had
become a "cutter", the term child care workers use for a child
who compulsively cut on themselves, "cutters" are fairly common
but difficult to place. Although everyone involved in the case
thought John to be primarily a victim in need of psychiatric
hospitalization, there is almost no such treatment available, for
poor, frster children in California. John now had enough sentence
time to commit him to a State uvtention. The Judge after repeated
continuances, when he sent the workers out, one more time, to
find the appropriate placement, reluctantly sent John away.

One positive result of John's last offense was that he 4aq
reunited with his father, grandfather, brothers and sisters,
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people he did not know existed, who had assumed, for thirteen
years that John was living happily ever after with his first
adoptive fami I was told that original families have no rights
after relinquishing a child for adoption. Not even the right to
be told that the adoption has failed and that their son or
daughter had become ward of the government...it's policy.

BE'S MOT WS NT SMOTE=

Eddie was eleven when he was booked at Juvenile Hall for
assault. He and his little brother had been removed From their
mothers home a few days earlier. She was, by all _Aunts,
seriously alcoholic and neglectful. After unsuccr..sfully
attempting to regain custody of her sons, she left California aed
went to the home of her mother in Oregon. Eddie told the court ne
was trying to protect his .line year old brother who he said was
being assaulted by staff. He admitted to kicking the counselor in
the shins.

Eddie and his brother were now put in separate placements.
Eddie uaa frantic about ,canting to be with his younger brother.
The nine year old was 4elfare Department dependent child and he
went to a highly structured group home with a policy of not
accepting delinquent children. Eddie was now a Probation
Department delinquent child but he was placed in a conventional
foster home, even though his Probation Officer wanted to place
the brothers together. And, despite the fact that it is quick and
easy to put children in out o: state placements, it is all but
impossible to quickly return children to th it mother in another
state.

It took more than six months to reunite Eddie and his
brother. They were finally reunited at their mothers home in
Oregon. An experience like this affects a child of eleven or nine
for the rest of his life. How sad that agencies cannot cooperate
to minimize the damage. Cooperation in this case would have
allowed Eddie and his brother to remain 'onether during a
combined effort to return them to their mother.

It is difficult to imagine what it is like to be separated
from your parents and moved to a strange place where there is no
one you kr J. Obviously it is terrifying I've seen kids in that
situation get real tough, real quick.

CRIMINALISING CILLORFA

Stories like John's and Eddie's are lot uncommon in the
world of foster care. Complex regulations, inadequate funding,
lack of inter-agency cooperation, overbur'ened workers, and non-
existent prevention programs turn almost every placement, into a
confidential, quiet tale of bad child care. I am not saying that
these ace not difficult cases. Most placement children come from
very .1,sfunctional families. Parents suffer serious, yet
UWEfeated mental problems usually combined with alcoholism and
drug addiction. The chtlrren are physics;'' and more often than
seems possible, sexuall, abused. They in turn suffer serious
emotional disturbance and chemical dependency problems of their
own. We know how to intervene effectively in these families, but
since we lack the mental health aid chemical deperlance
outpatient and residential treatment programs, we pull the
children from the homes and put them in the available ' ster
homes and group homes, most of which are not at all p ared to
deal w.th the specific problems of the family and ,:held.

Because of the great frustration of parents, and foster care
age -ties, to deal with adolescent problems and obtain any
co ,- ,unity mental health or substance abuse services, they turn to
t' police and juvenile courts as a last resort. Ch ldren are
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railroaded into the criminal justice placement system..., on menial
and trumped up charges. Police and parents, conspire to have
children arrested. Pushing aside a mother to get out a blocked
door becomes an assault, coming in a window of a child's own
bedroom becomes oreaking and entering, and a ride in the family
car is c.arecd as auto theft.

THE "SYSTEM.

In California, and I assume in most states, foster kids, at
least the olde_ ones who are placed in group homes are generally
placed:

o With little or no services delivered to prevent the
removal of the child from the home.

Children are often removed from homes that no representative
of the removing agency has visited. Decisions to remove children
are based on information from old reports, office interviews, and
phone calls. Caseload sizes dictate this approach. Many
California placement workers arry caseloads of more than sixty
children.

Jr. inappropriate placements not designed to offer
family counseling, psychiatric treatment, or chemical
dependency services.

Children are not prepared to return to families, nor are
they provided with the specialized, and accelerated educational
and vocational training they need to survive after they become
eighteen.

Great distances from the child's hose community or even
in another State.

Incredibly, this appears to be unwrittn policy of many
placement agent es. Children placed far from home are easier to
manage. When Fiends, family and familiar surroundings are
removed the 70. of controlling the child becomes much easier.
Children are placed in rural communiFiiiwhere )ster care has
replaced mole traditional industries. Often children find
employment opportunities in these communities extremely limited.
With no alternatives they return home. Since they are now adults
what becomes of them is usually, and r.ercifully, n.7:t knc...r, by
those who were responsible for them as children.

o For inappropriately lonq and arbitrarily determined
periods of time.

The great majority of group home placements in California
refuse to accept placements unless they are assured that children
will be placed for at least one year. This is an industry
standard. The practice is normally justified in one of two ways.
The programs simply state that they have found that the problems
of the children they serve are so severe that a year is the
mAnimum period of time they peed to do effective work with the
child. The other justification is that the program is designed so
that the child is rewarded for good behavior and for 'working the
program' by advancement through program steps or "phases" these
are known as "phase programs" and are usually designed to keep
the child in residence for at least a year. This program design
allows the program to very effectively manage both group and
individual behavior and resident turnover. Phase programs .e
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used routinely for both probation and welfare department
placements.

With little or no effective casework done to
successfully reunify the child with the family.

Most programs consider home visits to be a privilege and
visits are rewards for good behavior rather than something used
as a reunification tool. I have seen Christmas home visits for
young children cancelled for violation of relatively minor
internal program rules. There is no incentive for foster homes
and group homes to return children to families. Rapid turnover
results in a loss cf funds from unoccupied beds, and the
difficulties encountered in breaking in new kids. All the
incentives for plement operators work against fanini
reuni scion.

WRY?

Let me tell you why these things happen. In California, and
I am told, in most states, the placement worker sees a bottomless
pit of placement money available for the asking. Soca1 Workers
and Probation Officers working with children in homes cannot,
personally, supply the specialized treatment services the child
and the family desperately need. The families served by these
workers are much more dysfunctional and disturbed than they were
only a few years ago. When tLese workers become involved with
families it is because that family is in 7.- crisis situation that
brought it to the attention of the agency. These families and
chi,:ren need immediate attention from:

Marriage and Fami.1 Counselors
Child Psychiatrists
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Clinics
Rape Counselors and Sea Abuse Experts
Family Stress Centers
Parelt Effecti Trainers
Vocational Rehabilitation Services

These services are not only, not immediately available, they
have waiting .fists so long, that they effectively do not exist
for thete chil'ren and families in crisis. In our County we have
well over a hurdred children waiting 3r outpatient mental health
services. Waiting periods are measut in months for children and
parents voluntarily seeking substance abuse treatment. Almost
everyone not in need of immediate physical restraint is turned
away or placed on a very long waiting list. I do not exagge:ate.
If you are unable to buy alcoholism, drug abuse, or mental health
services for yourself or your children you are simply out ofluck
in California.

Child care workers, the most dedicated hard working group,
of government employees I know of, frustrated by the inability to
deliver services turn to placement. Although they may have a
strong preference to keep a child in the home they find it
impossible because of a lack of government funding. Since they
cannot deliver the treatment to the child they deliver the child
to the treatment. .,nd, often that treatment is inappropriate,
TFETTFEET7FOr involves more time waiting in short term shel.ers
and juvenile halls. All the incentives push the worker to remove
the child. Foster care funding streams, the most expensive of the
avai, le options, are the most easily accessible and least
expensive for the countes. Reasons are rationalized, and
families are broken.

6
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REASON TO BELIEVE

Recent events in my home county illustrate what can be done
to change thin situation. We recently began a comprehensive
reexamination of some of the basics of how we deal with what we
call out of home children'. It was proposed that a private
organization construct a new children's facility on county
propert'. The new facility would house 125 adolescents. The Los
Angeles used group, proposing to build and operate the new
facility, was presently operating a fifty bed group home on the
same site in a building leased from our County.

Many of our County's children's advocacy groups began to
protest. At first, the protest focused on the size of the
proposed facility. What perplexed many was that the county would
entertain the idea of putting another large facility or the same
site ac an established fifty bed group home that had never, since
being opened eighteen months earlier, had even as many as en
kids from our county placed in it. This program wanted
commitments from placement workers that children placed would
remain in the program until they completed a 12-18 month behavior
modification program. They refused the efforts to place children
that were appropriate for community placement aimed at
reunification in a period less than a year These advocates
feaLed that this facility would be used by other counties to
place children fa: from their homes in a facility that was not to
serve any special population or difficult to place youngsters.

The conflict between those who believed the new facility
would benefit children of our county and those who doubted it
would even be used by County children, developed into a healthy
reexamination of who we placed, why we placed, where were placed
and for how long. This group, made up of department heads from
Social Services, Probation, Mental Health, Education, and County
Administration meeting with social workers, probation officers,
foster parents, ryroup how perators end citizen advocates from
virtually all the childrens g:oups in the county, began by asking
why we placed so many of our children in other cc ties while
beds in similar facilities in our county were often occupied with
children from tAose same other counties.

'.ies questions and the increased communication between
agencies and the placement system soon had positive effects. More
placemeKts began to be made at programs within our county This
resulted in the discovery that we can work effectively with
children placed within the community. Children placed in ocal
Foster Homes and Group Homes are very aware that the numb r of
placements within our Cou..y is very limited and that if they
fail in a local placement they will probably be placed far from
home. We have been especially pleased with the results we nave
had with the local placement of girls wto are chronic runaways.
They may not be able to o, Rt home but they want to be near both
families end friends.

DRAKE HOUSE

Working with community based programs al,ows the placement
worker to have increased communication and cooperation with the
placem nt staff or foster parents. Drake House, is a particularly
effective girl's program in our County. They begin communicating
with a child's family during the second or third week of
placement and allow weekend home visits shortly thereafter. They
ask for no timc commitments from children or staff and often
recommend returning a girl to her home within six months or less.
They believe that eves the best group home is a very poor
substitute for a child's family. Drake House knows that most
girls placed with them will have been sexually abused and will
also have substance abuse issues. Unlike many gi -up homes they
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confront these problems head on. Our experience with nral., houe,
where there was not one Contra Costa County girl of the twenty
-esidents two years ago, has prompted us to encourage the
establishmen of a similar program, for tielve girls, in a

different part of our county.

THUNDER ROAD

Thunder Road, an Oakland based program, just over out county
11,e, is another group home that has broken the bounds of
traditional approaches. Thunder Road treats Chemically Dependent
children and their families. They will not take a child into the
program unless the at least one member of the family is willing
to commit to participation in weekly meetings for the six to nine
month residential phase and a three to six month aftercare
program. Even parents who havc been extremely rejecting of their
children, are willing to consider participating in the Thunder
Road program. After the residential phase of tie program,
children are reunited with families and conti -rue participation in
the weekly aftercare sessions, at no cost to anyone, until they
and their families have completed the one year program.

Children, who are be removed from h.,mes, are addicted to
drugs and alcohol to a much greater degree than the average
child, and it is very unlikely that they will receive any
substance abuse treatment while in placement. Estimates are that
eighty percent of these families suffer severe substance abuse
problems. This is a problem proven to be passed on from
generation to generation. A program like Thunder Road cannot
exist far from the homes of the community of the children it

serves. It must be close to the families tc work. In the
comm -ity it can become the center of a large new group of "clean
and sober" children and families. While these kids can "just say
no' they cannot do it alone.

FAMILY PRESERVATION

Fventually our County's study of 'out of home" issues forc -d
us to look at .hy children were removed from homes at all. a

group, and with the assistance of our Cong.essman, George .e r,

we studied a few of the " family preservation" programs presently
operating in tie Country. Family preservat n programs are inten-
sive, sijort term, nome based programs desicined to change home
situations so that children may safely remain in homes with their
own families. Caseloads number two or three families per worker.
Cases are of-en limited to ninety days of service. We became
cony need that an effective family preservation program, is the
firs. and most important ingredient in any reasonable continuum
of cervices for children at risk of placement. ese programs are
proven money savers with the attractive benef__ of also saving
chi/dcan and families.

Our County Probation Department is so committed to avoiding
placement, if possible, that it operates a 'placement diversion"
program that employs a full time probation officer and an aide.
The program receives no funding support from the State or federal
government. Most California probation departments do not have
such programs so t, thirty children we divert would be placed at
State aid federal dense in most counties.

We want desperately to prevent the placement of children
whenever reasonable and possible. Right now we have an
interagency "Family Peservatioi Task Force" formed and working.
But, while wo can tap a'l the State and federal funds we need t-
take children from homes, we have, sc far, been unable to t ,o

any funding sourc2s for home based programs7
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One more po..itive note. When I leave Wt gton today I

will be going to a three day meting and cc _erence of the
California Mental Health Advocates for Children and Youth. Each
local Mental Health Advisory Board, in Cal.fornia is now required
to designate a member as a Children's Advocate. Two hundred and
twenty three of 0-ese and other children's advocates will meet to
coordinate efforts to lobby for nore and bet-er mental health
services for children in our State. They are intensely
Interested in the issues I have discussed with you today. I wish
all of you could go there. You fina tLat there is virtually
unani,ous endorsement if services that make it possible to safely
keep children in homes, and of -ommunity based placements for
those who must be removed. Anyole who spent time with a group
such as this would come away convinced that a radical reform of
the foster car', system is one ,itable. It simply makes too mu,h
sense in both fiscal and human terms to not happen. The question
is how much longer the children caught in tie present system must
suffer.

On behalf of these ,hi7dren: THANK YOU.
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Delinquents Face Tough Rite of Passage
And Rite of Passage, a Camp for Troubled Youths, I .es Charges of Abuse



By JOHN HORST, new Staff Writer

SCHURZ Nev Lew enforcement en-
thonties here ate investigating allegations
of abuse and neglect at primitive desert
camp where delinquent teen -age boys_
mainly from California.n housed In
tepees on s remote Indian reservation.

The California Department of Social
Service' is paying the camp operator.
privately run. nonprofit organisation called

. Rite of Passage, nearly 836000 a year In
sate and federal funds for each youngster
sent by county officials to the camp which
a 17 miles east of Meth of Schur

Rite of Passage rem, - total of more
than SI million a rear imm California and
the federal got aliment to operate the
camp, which Is lzeraled by the tralker
River Paiute Indian Tribe, owner of the 11
campsite

Most of the youths at the camp are
hard to place troubled delinquents who
are wards of the avant' courts Califorma
counties inice youths In the Rite of Passage
program as en alternative to private group
hornet. Bounty -run programs or the Cali.
Ionia Youth Authority At any given Jima
about 40 boy. between 19 and IT years of
age et bowed In the camp

The Mineral County Sheriff. Depart.
ment and the Nevada State Division of
I n vestigahon. which are conducting a pint
probe into the abuse and neglect 'mum
Lions. also are looking into allegations that
some of the youths were sexually abused \
by, teen-agers at Me facility

LA week U S Rep. George Miller
(I) Calif I. and Harry Reid ID Nev
asked federal and California officials to
invesUpte the camp. which they described
as "an Inappropriate program.

Greener Pella, Trade Oat
. hree Califon* countiesCon:re Costa.

Marin and Humboldthe ,e pulled
teen gen out of the amp because of the
allegation' San Diego. San Bernardino
Alameda, Santa Clara and Place- counties
have suspended placements pending mom
pletion of the Investigations. but have
allowed youths previously placed In the
camp to remain There were 31 Youth' still
housed at the amplest month

Rite of Passage officials said they are
co fident that the program will be exoner.
sled by the in vestistation

=tarartranmrime
fused tr dicta details of the Rite of
Pump probe. but moiminahon of docu-
ments. a "lit to the ramp and ate views
with pimples, camp operators and gov-
wnment ornelels demised that.

last mama youngster saes repeat -
idly chained Into hi sleeping bag at night
by camp staff members to keep him from
naming away A^ r youth was kept in
leg shackles in -.hint attempt to
prevent hY escape RIt. ' ramie officials
maintain that these ere the only
youngsters ever to b, row, '-ed In the
two-year history of the proarem and say
that the practice hes been halted.

Youths have complained to at least one
probation officer of suffering from severely
cold weather at the camp. where young-
er." bed down in Weeping bags on the
fatal; floors of the tepees. Winter tem-
perature' In the area drop to zero Kero-
sene apace heater. are sometimes used in
the big tepees, which house a dozen
youngsters each Some youths at the camp
sleep in one- to three-man tents rather
than tepees. A probation officer from
Contra Costa County. Calif. reported that
on a visit to the camp this winter it was Do
cold in the rudimentary dining hall that
youngsters wore gloves to eat and when
milk was spilled on the table it immediately
froze

In the middle of winter, several Ill
younge en were kept in a tent where they
Wept In sleeping bags on matunmes on the
fabric floor A kerosene space he .ter was
placed In the tent at night

Youths altered that Rite of Passage
ataf f members frequently slammed them to
the ground as punishment for defiant.
cheeede language One youngster suffered
a badly Woken arm last April when he was
thrown down during a muffle with a staff
member who had slapped him, a -cording to

Rite of Passage internal Incident reports
The staff member was fired and two other
staff members *tetrad of physically abus-
ing youths currently are under intmengon
with pay But Rite of Passage offP leis
maintain that any cases of abuse were
isolaed instant's

1 ounptere et the cam', were ,.equent-
ly disciplined h) Lana placed In
"non- core,oumee" groups that were fmaid-

to march Id to If miles a day for dap at a
tune and denied milk and showers Young-
sters who misbehaved on the hikes were

,'sometimes der ed access to fire to hem
their canned food at night

Rile of Passage sift members lock up
all the youngsters' shoes every night to
keep the boys from running away, but
youths still have escaped into the desert in
their stocking feet. and one youth tole his

probation officer that he wandered through
a NAVY bombing range several miles away

This winter, the camp was sometimes
short of water berates of faulty Well
pump

"This facility Is out in the middle of
nowhere and is run pike Maine Corps
boot mmp," according to a Dec 19. 1909,
letter from the Nevada Department of
Human Resource, to the California De-
partment of Social Services.

Roe of Passage also has won Praise.
including letters to the organisation from
Santa Clara and San Bernardino County
probation officers.

A Santa Clara County probation officer
who Inspected the camp In early January
wrote that It was "meeting the youngsters'
needs' and pledged a "conUntad mecca.
lion" between the probation departure l
and Rite of Passage I

A San Bernardino County officer who
visited the camp In late December t rabid
the program after observiag that the
youngsters Indeed were not provided Jack
es during a cold period when there was no
Insulation In the dining hall

"I believe fora few days while chi
Jackets were not available and whole th
dining room was not insulated. It
unpleasanUy Cold." wrote Probation Off«)
ter Larry Manna

"We stilt cold, he conUnued. "but t do
not feel in any sense that ow wards are
either neglected or abused. On the con-
trary. I believe they are being given 'red
healthy, pantie opportunity for growth
and redirection

Rite of Plumose totes Itself an k sp.
oriented program designed to Instill ascii
piing self-worth anc. accomplishment In
troubled and troublesome youngsters

"We are straw about all the sporte-we
do out here." said Inn Wdlette a big,
friendly former policemen who runs the

) camp . . .

Toast
Yet the athletic progrun at tl e desert

camp is primitive at best Youngsters
attempt to may tennis on dry and _racked
lake bed, using strand" 01 rope to mark the
court boundaries and wire fencing fr a net
The dry lake bed also serves as a football
field The ramp's basketball court Is simply
the desert sand and *tele bert:t.--erd.

it's designed to be selmith.,"
Rite of Passage Board Prsident Frank

y. pychologli M Placervi:leDougherty,
designed to be tough program

It's deigned to make kids have to achieve
things they didn't think they could
achieve"

Dougherty told r e Times that the
organization operates In Nevada because
.here is no provision to license such a camp
under California Department of Social
Services regulations for child-care firth
ties

Besides providing a license for the camp
to Went!, the We.ker River Paiute Indian
Tribe leases the five-acre campsite to Rite

:amp for stout 113.000 a month Under
complex federal law, Indian tribes In some
statesnot Including Californiaare au
thorned ki license facilities rich T foster
homes and group homes on reservations

In California. yoUnpten placed In set
tinge outside their own homes generally
have been declared delinquent or depen-
dent court wards and panne judges have
authorized probation or social welfare
departments to lino sultaMe homer or
Institutions for the youngsters.

For the most part these pampers are
placed In California facilities licensed by
the Mate Department of Social Services
When youngster are placed out of state It
la the responsibility of the placing county
agency toss that the facilities meet proper
standards to ensure the safety and welfare
of the Juvenal

While probation depetments in some
counties, such It San Diego. frequently
place youngsters out of state, othe.s. such
as Los Angeles and Orange counties, have
policies against such placements because of
the difficulty in supervising such cases and
because out -of -sae placements separate
youngsters from their families

Meanwhile, Rite of Passage officials say
Please me CAMP. Pap 13
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Chairman MILLER. Suella.

STATEMENT OF SUELLA GALLOP, SUPERVISOR IN SPECIAb
SERVICES FOR CHILDREN, HUMAN RESOURCES ADMINISTRA-
TION, NEW YORK CITY, AND MEMBER, AMERICAN FEDERATION
OF STATE, COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES, LOCAL 371,
SOCIA.b SERVICES EMPLOYEES, DISTRICT COUNCIL 37, NEW
YORK CITY

Ms. GALLOP. Mr. Chairman, I have summarized my full state-
ment, which I would like placed in the record.

Chairman MILLER. Without objection.
Ms. GALLOP. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the

committee.
My name 's Suella Gallop. I am a second level supervisor in the

Special Services for Children Agency of New York City's Human
Resources Administration. Special Services for Children is responsi-
ble for the provision of protective services to children who have
been neglected and abused.

I am also a member of the American Federation of State, County
and Municipal Employees, AFSCME, Social Services Employees
Union Local 371. About 700 of our locals' 13,000 mem'ners are child
protective services caseworkers. Nationwide, AFSCME represents
over 30,000 workers responsible for the provision of child protective
and foster care services.

Congressmen, I'm here to tell you that New York City's child
protective service system is in crisis. It is severely overburdened
and understaffed.

The tragic beating death of L. ,a Steinberg last fall brought
media attention to the problem.

But Lisa's death was not an isolated incident. It was merely the
tip of the iceberg. Deaths from child abuse in New Y( rk City are
now occurring sometimes on a weekly basis. This oast Friday, an-
other tragedy: A 3-year-old girl, Maya Figueroa, was allegedly
beaten to death by a man who was using her to panhandle for
money on the streets

M died of wounds to the head and stomach, with internal in-
juries and internal bleeding. She had cigarette ' urns all over her
body.

More than 100 children died in New York City last year as a
direct result of abuse or neglect. Some deaths couid not have been
prevented, but many of these 100 lives nay have been saved ha'
the city's protective services system been adequately funded and
staffed.

Unfortunately, the city, the State, and even thr Federal Govern-
ment have not made the protection and safety of our Nation's chil-
dren a top priority.

The system in New York City is in shambles It is severely over-
burdened. More an 76,000 cases of child abuse and neglect were
reported in 1987, and so far reports ale already up 28 per,_ent this
year, while funding levels have remained relatively constant

Without additional funding, the number of caseworkers has not
increased Instead, caseload sizes halve skyrocketed The current
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staff of 700 caseworkers cannot properly handle each and every sit-
uation.

As a result, some children come to our attention only after they
have been seriousiy injured, ,r maybe even killed.

The 5everity of the abuse cases has also risen. Caseworkers must
now go into some of the most dangerous places in the citycrack
housesto investigate allegations of child abuse and, if necessary,
remove the children.

The system has not adequately responded to the increase in the
number or severity of child abuse cases. We do not have the staff,
we do not have the money, that it necessary to make the system
work properly.

But the system could work. I'm here to tell you that i know the
system call work. The reason I know it can work is because I have
been in this system for nearly 20 years. I spent the first 15 or 16
years as a frontline caseworker.

And even though, during those times, the work was difficult, it
was stressful, and many times it was dangerous. It was also re-
warding.

Rewarding because we had the time to protect the children on
our caseloads, and we had the time to work with and counsel fami-
lies with child abuse problems

So what has happened in child protective services in the last few
Years? What is it that's preventing casewoi ers from doing their
jobs properly and protecting our children?

First and foremost, caseload sizes have dramatically increased.
Our caseworkers are now carrying well over 40 cases in a system
where the accepted professional standard is no more than 20. In
fact, a few of our workers are known to have over 90 active cases
on their caseload.

The effect of impossibly high caseloads on the worker is not hard
to imagine. It is painfully reflected in the high turnover rate
amo ig caseworkers, which reached nearly 70 percent in 1987.

Within a year or two, on the job, caseworkers are under so much
stress and are so frustrated by the demands placed upon them,
they transfer out or they quit. It is a hopeless situation for them.
No matter how hard they work, no matter how many hours they
put in, there is no way to catch up. There are always families and
children on the caseloc d that you simply cannot help because you
just don't have the time.

For every child c11:4t caseworkers protect, there is always another
Lisa. or another Maya, who manages to slip through trie cracks

In ad dition to unmanageable caseloads and high turnover rates,
our caseworkers mils.: also cope with a severe shortage of foster
homes. There are simply not enough permanent foster home place
ments in New York City. On some nights we have hundreds of chil-
dren left in the field offices after 5 o'clock, waiting for a one-night
emergency bed

It is not uncommon for some of these children to wait until 2 or
3 ; 'clock in the morning just to find a place to sleep for a few
hour- Some ch, en are forced to spend three, foursometimes
fivenights a week in a different facility They are called over-
night placements. They go to one facility, itcly for tl night and
the next night they may be sent to a different facility

I
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Our system, which is desigt ed to protect the child from harm, is
instead terribly harmful itself.

Consider the psychological impact that such a situation has on a
child. A child who has been removed from a dangerous situation at
home, only to be placed in a system that does not seem to care.

I have seen many good children enter the system and quid- y
become disruptive, belligerent and frustrated because they feel re-
jected.

As bad as the system is today, Child Protective Service is a vital
and manageable job, given the proper resources. But our children
will not be protected unless more and better trained staff are hired,
caseloads are reduced, more competent foster care parents are re-
cruited, and better foster care facilities are made available.

Mr. Chairman, my union and I are eager to work with yGu as
you search for ways to address and solve these problems. The chil-
dren in New York, the children around the Nation, are counting
on us.

I greatly appreciate this opportunity to testify before the commit-
tee, and I will be pleased to answer any questions at this time.

The stater..ent of Suella Gallop follows:]

STATEMENT OF SUELLA GALLOP, SUPERVIS3R IN SPECIAL SERVICES FOR CHILDRi
HUMAN RESOURCE: ADMIN!STRATION, NEW YORK CITY, AND MEMEHR OE THE AMEHI-
CAN FEDERATION OF STATE, COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL EMPLOi EES, Lot AL 371, SOCIAL
SERVICES EMPLON ELS, DISTRICT COUNCIL 37, NEW l'ORK CITY

Good morning Mr Chairman and members of the committee
MN name is Suella Gallop
I am a case)sorker supervisor in Special Services for Children an agency in New

York City', Human Resources Administration Special Services is responsible for
the provision of protective services to children who have been abused or neglected

I am al.,0 a member of the American Federatic' of State, County ind Municipal
Employee, (AFSCMEi Local :171, the Social Servic, s Employees Union in New York
City Abt at 700 %, our local's 13,000 members are c Ild protective services casework-
ers Nationwide. t;FSCME represents over 30 000 workers responsible for the provi-
sion of held prolf ctive services

Congte,...anen. I an) here to tell you that New York City', child protectice ser ices
,CiSI system is in crisis It is severely overburdened and understaffed

The trap bt ng death of Lisa Steinberg last fall brought media attention to the
problems in p ve services, but Lisa's death was not an isolated incident It %)./i,

Just Cie tip of e iceberg
Deaths from Lhild abuse in New York City .ire now occurring sometime, on a

weekly hasis This past Friday, another tragedya tf-year old girl, Mara Figueroa
was allege,11% beaten to death by a man who was using her to pannandlt room%
Matra died of hlunt-force wounds to the head and stomach with int( real limn les and
internal bleeding She had cigarette ',urns over the b(ii, M,1%,t w a, an attire rase
in Special Set %ices lot Children Sh' was housed at one of New York ( sty s holt wel-
fare hotels where inoR than 0.1100 children try to live and sumo(

:Vlore than 100 children died in 'sew York Cit% last .0,1t as a dnet rt ,ult of

abuse of neglett That is 100 hies that ma% hate b«.1) sated had the ca% s CPS
scstem been adequately funded and staffed I Infortun, tely the (itt the slate of
tiew York, and men the federal government have not made the armet ti, mit

safety of our nation', children a t priority
I ask co..' how long must we wait before our public OH leis do ,ontet bin about

tnr trageth" How 1-any more children must die')
The sitstern in N: York ('O, is in shambles It N ,mtrel% ttetholdened te

tile, to Lope with the more than 71)000 cases of t had abuse and n et t that
repoitd in 10,7 Reports of abuse and neglect ale ahead) up 2- tenant this ).1..11

while funding I, .eh: have remain' d relativt 1% constant
Without additional funding, the ntimh( 1 of case)%otkeis has not limed., d In

stead t it,,to .1/( s have sk% rot keted Untold numb( r, of e Mid altose ta,e- It loon
tin«)%eied because the current staff of -,00 tannot po,-Ild% handle each dna et, r
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situation As a result, some children come to our attention only after they've been
.,enously injured or maybe even killed

Not only the number, but the severity of the abuse cases has risen Caseworkers
must now go into some of the most dangerous places in the city"crack houses"to
investigate reports of child abuse and remove the children, if necessary AIDS has
also had an impact on caseworkers as a large number of AIDS-infected babies born
to intravenous drug abusers are victims of child abuse The AIDS babies are a group
of special needs children that 5 years ago simply did not exist

The system has not adequately responded to the increase the number or severi-
ty of child abuse cases in our society We do not have the money, the staff or the
training that are necessart to make the system work properly As a result, child
protection services is incapable of performing its role effectively, placing far too
many of our children at unnecessary risk

But the system can work I have seen it work For twenty years I have worked In
New York City's child protective services system My first fifteen years were spent
as a front-line caseworker in which I was responsible for investigating allegations of
child abuse and neglect. making what many times was a life or death decision about
whether a child was in imminent danger of abuse, and if so, removing that child
frcm the family and finding a suitable placement

Although the work was difficult, stressful and many times dangerousrequiring
us to go to all parts of the city, at all hours of the day or night to remove a child
from a potentially hostile parentit was indeed rewarding Rewarding, not just be-
c7.use we were able to protect children from further harm, but also because we had
,he time to work with and counsel families with child abuse problems so that one
day the child could be reunited with his or her parents A success story in my pro-
fession is not the removal of a child from an unsafe situat.on, but rather the sans
faction of knowing that a child could safely return to a family that has overcome IL,
problems

Unfortunately. these success stones have become few and far between in today's
overburdened and understaffed child protection service system For the past 5 years,
as a line-supervisor and now as a supervisor responsible for training caseworkers, I
hi ye witnessed the steady destruction of our protective services system

What has happened in child protective services in the last few years' Whgt pre-
vents caseworkers from doing their jobs properly and protecting our children'

First and foremost, caseload sizes have dramatically increased Caseworkers are
now carrying well over 0 cases in a system where the accepted professional stand-
ard is no more than 20 In fact, a few of our workers are known to have over 90
active cases

And while the caseworkers are trying to cope with these astronomical caseloads.
the report_ of child abuse continue unrelentingly Workers are now being assigned
10 to 15 new investigations per month -1 his s far too many Proper investigations
take time The wcrker must be prepared to make the correct judgment regarding
the removal of t h.. child from the farad,-

In the past, workers received only one new investigation per week (4 or per
month) If you are re-cc-Ring as many as 3 or 4 new cases per week, the only thing
you can do is make initial phone contacts or do court work There is simply not
enough time to do the intensive investigation that is necessary

In order to be sal you end up removing the child hecause sou cannot do a proper
intestagation and because you know you do not hate time to do follow-up work with
the family since your contim ng caseload is so high Many families that could
remain together. given proper counseling and attention, an split apart unnecessar-
ilyplacing further burden on the system

The effect of impossibly high caseloads on the worker is not hard to imagine It is
painfully reflected in the high turnoter rate among cascvorkers in Special Services
which reached nearly 70 percent in rils7 Within a year or two on the job, casework-
ers are under ,() much stress and are so frustrated by the demands placed on them
that they transfer or quit

It is a hopeless situation for them matter how hard y1 work, no matter how
many hours you put it. there is no w. catch up There are always families and
children in your caseload that sou simplt cannot held because you lack the time
For every child caseworkers protect, there is always another Lisa or Maya who shps
through the cracks

It is not uncommon for casevtorkei, to stork from I am to after midnight, :i or
days a week Even with all of this otertime, t het cannot see the light at the end of
the tunnel because there is alwa.- more work and more cases

The higl. turnover, of sours( reate., a Icious ccle Experienced staff are re-
placed by new, inexpei In«,d workers Workers who remain on the Joh must take on
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responsibility for the cases of the workers who leave Eteryone s caseload, increase
even more

In addition to unmanageable caseloads and high turnovei rates, casetyorkers must
also cope with paperwork requirements that have go:ten out of control a Moldy
court sv,tem that itself is overburdened and places unnecessary demands on case-
workers' time, and a severe shortage of foster homes Each of these problems com-
pounds the difficulties caseworkers face, but none is more serious and has a more
negative impact on the child than the shortage of foster homes for children v.:io
have been removed from their families

There are simply not enough pe:manent placements in New York Cif for victims
of child abuse What results is a situ:itron where on some nights hundreds of chil-
dren are left in our field offices waiting ter one-night emergency bed, It is not un-
common for a child to have to watt until 2 or 3 am tc, find some place to sleep Case-
workers have been known to work through the night to secure beds for children

The words hardly match the horror of this situation Some children are forced to
spend 3 or 4 nights per week in different one-night shelters moving from one facili-
ty to another, from one traumatic situation to another The system that is designed
to protect the child from harm. is instead terribly harmful itself

It would be difficult to overstate the psychological impact that such a situation
has on a childbeing removed from a dangerous situation at home only to be
placed in a system that does not seen, to care It is not difficult to imaone the rejec-
tion children must feel to know that nobody wants them. that they must go from
house to house. from bed to bed as the the time at each temporary placement ex-

pires
I have seen many good children enter the system and quickly become disruptive,

belligerent and frustrated because they feel rejected The system is failing It is ra
crisis all the time Something must be done

As bad as the situation is today, child protective services is a vital and managea-
ble job given the proper resources The system worked well when I first became a
caseworker nearly 20 years ago, and I am convinced man work well again But we
need to renew our commitment to our nation's children, ill- there is no greater gov-
ernment responsibility than protecting the young

It is often and accurately said that the rise in child abuse and neglect can be
traced to increased poverty, unemployment, homelessness, and drug abuse Nonethe-
less. until and unless these problems are addressed we must protect those children
who are victimized

They are not being protected now and they will not tie protected unless more and
better trained staff are hired, caseloads are reduced, more competent foster care
parents are recruited, and better foster care facilities are made available Mr Chair-
man. my union and I are eager to work with you as you search for ways to address
and solve these problems

Any solutions, of course. will require a substantial commitment of state and feder-
al funds I know it will be a difficult fight The caseworkers and children in New
Nork and around the nation are counting on us

I reatly appreciate this opportunity +0 relate my experiences as a caseworker
and supervisor in child protective sera 5 to the committee I would be olea..ed to
answer any questions at this time

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Thank you, Ms. Gallop
Ms. Fink.

SVTEMENT OF LENORE GITTIS, ATTORNEY-IN-CHARGE. WYE-
N.4,E RIGHTS DIVISION. LEGAL AID SOCIETY OF NEW YORK
CITY, AS PRESENTED BY JANET FINK, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY-

IN-CHARGE
Ms. FINK. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of both

committees.
I am Janet Fink, assistant attorney-in-charge of the Juvenile

Rights Division of the New York City Legal Aid Society, appearing
on behalf of Lenore Gittis, attorney-in-charge, who, regrettably,
could not be here.

In 1987 the juvenile fights division represented approximately
30,000 children in New York City's family courts, including over

I r
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16,000 in abuse and neglect casesover a 60-percent increase in
these cases following an unprecedented 197 percent 3-year rise.

This increase is not unique. It parallels a deeply troubling and
substantial national growth in such cases which. as Ms. Gallop tes-
tified, has severely strained child welfare and foster care resources.

Because children do not get the services they need and are legal-
ly entitled to, we have instituted several class action lawsuits. Thus
our testimony is informed not only by our family court experience,
but also by this litigation.

Besides the preventive services, reunification and reasonable ef-
forts problems mentioned by others, the most c:itical foster care
problem facing New York City has been the shortage of even mini-
mally appropriate placements for children in care, a crisis result-
in" from three factors: the increase in the number of abuse and ne-
glea petitions, an earlier contraction of the system, in part from a
shift from foster care to prevention and permanence, and a de-
crease in the traditional pool of potential foster parents withc it
sufficient attention paid to innovati ie recruitment efforts. Like
New York, other communities have been unable to meet the
demand for both suitable foster care placements and preventive
services.

In addition to providing an adequate level of funding for the full
range of services for families and children, and oversight of that
funding, we are here today to urge Congress to consider three spe-
cific amendments to make Public Law 96-272 even better than it is
now.

First, we urge Cong: 3s to amend the least restrictive placement
mandate of the Adopt; n Assistance and Child Welfare Act by de-
leting the word "available," so that it reads, "Each child has a case
plan designed to achieve placement in the least restrictive, most
family-like setting, anil in close proximity to the parents' home,
consistent with tls best interests and special needs of the child."

Second, we recommend that Congress pr: vide fiscal incentives
for States to adopt special procedures for quickly approving chil-
dren's relatives as foster parents, to allow eligibility for foster care
maintenance payments and medicaid.

Third, we urge an amendment requiring each State plan under
tilt. act to provide for local foster care ombudsmen to provide out-
reach to children and monitor the quality of care they receive

First, I will address the least restrictive mandate. In New York
and other cities, the demand for foster beds has far outstripped the
supply. Our social services agency has reacted by devising make-
shift strategies that have had as devastating an effect on children
as the original precipitating problems

Unfortunately, as other cities' foster care populations approach
capacity, New York's inappropriate and destructive solutions will
probably be replicated out of expediency Most of the children of
fected by the bed shortage have already suffered nothiple trauma,
the damage caused by the original neglect and abuse, and the
stress occasions -1 by removal from homeeven an abusive home

New York's agency responded originally by forcing children to
sleep in the agency's office, and now, as you've heard, by jouncing
children from one placement to another every one or two days,
placing young children in excessively restrictive placements for ex-
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tended periods of time, and even attemnting to induce psychiatric
centers to take children only because they have been repeatedly
placed night to night. Children in New York are still placed, and
replaced, and replaced- nd young children are housed in overly
large congregate facility

In 1986 we brought a ciass action in Federal court entitled Doe v
Department of Social Services, to chahenge the very practice tilat
Ms. Gallop testified tothe practice of night to night placements,
and of using agency offices as shelters. The court found that these
practices violated the Fourteenth Amendment, and is now consider-
ing the scope of the injunction that it will grant.

Over the r and a half that we have collected data in the Doe
case in excess of a thousand children like Daryl and Boyd, whom
you heard from earlier, have been subjected to multiple, inevitably
damaging, overnight placements. Well over 450 have had 10 01
more placements, and many have had over 20 in a short period A
4-year-old had 18 placements in April, and 19 in June. An 8-year-
old had 19 in July and 8 in August, all in 1987. A 17-year-old with
a total of 5f. placements had 21 in April and 20 in May. Recently a
10-year-old autistic child was on night-to-night placements for 4
weeks, and his behavior obviously deteriorated visibly. A 12-year-
old who had attempted suicide before entering foster care had 17
placements in 28 work days.

These children are caught in a vicious cycle The repeated dis-
ruptions caused by these multiple placements cause their behavior
to deteriorate, foster care agencies thus reject them, and they con-
tinue to be placed night to night

The agency's congregate facility strategy similarly impedes. de-
velopment The agency places children in facilities with up to
beds, they mix young children in adolescent group homes. and now
rely upon four-to-six bed facilities for children through t; years of
age where they are subjected to a minimum of six different care-
takers per week. Some of these facilities are in storefronts and
other distinctly unhomelike settings, in violation of the Federal
law They do not have idequate space for ploy. they are over-
crowded, and they have an oppressive atmosphere Obviously, they
are shelters, not authentic foster care placements

New York gets away with this, in part, since, in addition to the
Lulu/ e of overnight, the act only mandates that a child be placed in
the least restrictive, most family-like settim; available

The anif idment we are proposing. which would delete the word
"available.' would require social sorvice agencie- le provide each
tomter child with the most hu.iielike -tting cot) .cnt h the best
interests and special needs of the child, (--,eni i,il to prevent iigen-
(les from opting for the wholesale development of l'oge or inappro-
priately staffed congregate shelters in order to accom,niAate the

,iux of children into foster care
It 1:- not a novel idea and indeed is comparable to the absolute

Federal special education mandate for the least restrictive environ-
ment

Second, I will address the need for certification procedures for
relatives for foster care The trauma caused by removing a child
from natural parents may be minimized if the child is placed it t

home with a suitable caring relative. a \it al re-ource that should
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be strongly encouraged. At a time when foster care systems nation-
wide are experiencing severe foster parent shortages, relatives fur-
nish an additional pool of concerned and willing foster parents. To
take advantage of this, we propose Federal financial incentives to
States that enact laws or regulations expediting the foster parent
certification process for eligible relatives, similar to the New York
model that has begun to be implemented.

Historically, New York encouraged placement of children with
relatives to preserve continuity of family contacts, permitting theta
to care for children without taming foster home certification.
But the children were thereby deprived of the basic financial .:s-
sistance services and supervision afforded to children in stranger
foster care.

In 1985 the New York State Department of Social Services pro-
mulgated regulations and created an approval procedure that
waived some of the more technical requirements of certification.
But since conipiiance was rare to nonexistent in New York Cit
we initiated a lawsuit entitled, Eugene F. v. Gross. currently pend-
ing in the State supreme court, which challenged the agency's fail-
ure to provide children who reside with relatives with prompt de-
terminations as to foster care status, and with needed emergency
financial, medical and other assistance

As a direct result of the negotiations in that action, an eli,ible
relative may now receive ^,onditional approval as a foster paren'
within 24 hours from the time the child is remanded to the city's
care and custody The child may be placed immediately in the rela-
tive's home, without having to undergo the disruption caused by an
initial period of foster care with strangers The full approval proc-
ess must then be completed within 2 months, during which time
the child is entitled to receive foster care payments, Medicaid and
other services

The importance of a kinship home as a resource is well illustrat
ed, not only by the earlie. testimony we heard from Daryl, but ..,iso
by the case of a physically abused i-year-old represented in
family court He suffered from hyperacti ity and medical problems,
and no appropriate ..)ster home was ayailabl fur him lie was
bounced from home to home to home 21 times in lust over a
month Eventually, the agency located the boy's paternal gu.ndfa-
ther, who should have been utilized in the first instance His night-
mare of overnight placements finally came to an end

Yet the development of a system for kinship foster care is ham-
pered by a lack of serious commitment at the local level, and has
been painfully slow and subject to lengthy backlogs of related care-
takers awaiting approval as foster parents If Federal incentives
were available it is probable that compliance with existing relative
it, or care laws and regulations would improve

Notwithstanding our implementation difficulties, It is our firm
belief that the benefits to children of kinship care ar? substantial,
and should be encouraged through these incentives

Finally, I will address the need for a children's ommdsman pro-
gram All too often children have been abused in fost,-r care, ware-
housed in overcrowded institutions unresponsive to their needs,
and even jailed in violation of clear Federal mandates All too
often children's cries go unheeded, as most States have no mecha-
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nisr reach out to children in care, to hear their concerns, and
ten- them from harmful situatiohs.

Older children react to such abuse by compounding the injuries
by running .way, acting out violently, or self-destructively. Young-
er children. may have no outlets whatsoever, except to continue to
suffer psychological as well as physical deterioration.

Children in foster care and institutions in New York City have
withstood placement in facilities which are unlicensed by the State,
overcrowded, unsupervised and without necessary therapeutic serv-
ice. They have been held in homes and even mental hospitels
where they've been subjected to physical and sexual abuse, and in
substandard facilities with malfunctioning or nonexistent fire
safety systems- all without effective means of redress.

Girls at two centers, the subject of another of our cases, Jane B
v. New York City Department of Social Services, have serious be-
havioral and emotional problems but are simply warehoused for
months, or even years, in reception and diagnostic centers that are
unsafe and provide no diagnoses. These centers ate poorly super-
vised, filthy, overcrowded, lacking in programs, un terstaffed, rife
with fights between residents and sexual abusea situation not
uniq,e to New York, but all too common nationally.

Existing mechanisms are clearly insufficient. Neither existing
regulatory mechanisms nor reliance upon counsel in the children's
original cases in the family courts, can remedy this situation, even
assuming the children have counsel in such cases.

What is needed is a coordinated system for responding to reports
of institutional abuse and maltreatment, and for providing ongoing
oversight to insure quality carenamely, an ombudsman program,
perhaps along the lines of that pi oposed last year in the proposed
Young Americans Act of 1987. Optimally, it should be included as a
condition of funding under Public Law 96-272, and should be appli-
cable to all children in foster care, not merely in institutions. It
should draw upon existing successful experiences of programs in
the juvenile correctional arena, such as those in New York and
here in Washington, DC.

New York's ombudsman program, the first of its kind nationally,
was established by the State's Division for Youth in 1972. In 1975,
in re:ponse to a Legal Aid Society lawsuit, the Federal district
court ordered a similar program in the city's secure juvenile deten-
tion facility, using a rationale equally apt in the foster care con-
text. Foster care is as yet uncovered by such programs. The court
said, "There is an important need for a continuing mechanism, out-
side the normal chain of responsibility, to provide an advocate for
individual cases requiring attention,"an ,advocate who "should be
instrumental in developing feelings of justice and fairness within
the system, based on a response to individual need."

To be effective, ombudsmen programs should be nonpolitical, and
functionally independent of the public and authorized placement
agencies they oversee. They should have sufficient authority to
compel effective remedial action, and enjoy effective access to top
agency management. They must also be adequately staffed to allow
frequent visits to a wide spectrum of programs. Importantly, the
programs should include an effective investigation and response
mechanism to address individual cases of abuse and maltreatment,
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insuring ongoing contact with children in care on a confidential
basis, so that they can obtain effective redress and protect..m from
harm.

F-icouraging State,, th-ough fiscal incent'-es will not be suffi-
cient to overcome the predictable, self protective resistance likely
to be encountered in most jurisdictions. Therefore, requiring such
programs in State plans submitted pursuant to Public Law 96-272,
appears to us to be the best means of ensuring that they will, in
fact, be created and maintained.

In conclusion, there are no simple so:utions to the problems that
beset the foster care system. The number of particularly yo. ig
children entering care will probably continue to increase at an
alarming rate, awl it is likely that a sizable percentage wil. contin-
ue to suffer serious impairments, exac' -bating the existing bed
shortage crisis.

Without these suggested amendments, we can expect that the
dark side of the New York City experience will be replicated na-
tionally, causing serious and potentially permanent injuries to chil-
dren. Ui.less we are vigilant and careful, we will see the return of
large, oppressive orphans and institutions that for : many
years so many of us fought hard to close

On behalf of our clients, and The Legal Aid Soc:cly, we thank
you for the opportunity to present our views on these vital issues,
and spnlau0 your efforts and commitment to make Public L- i 96-
'27: a reality for children.

Please let us know if we can answer questions or be of any fur-
ther assistance to the comm.tiee

[The statement of Lenore Gittis fellows:1
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PREPARED STATE -MT OF LENORE GITTIS, ATTORNEY-IN-CHARGE OF THE
LEGAL AID SOCIETY, JUVENILE RIGHTS DIVISION, NEW YORK CITY

I am Lenore Gittis, Attorney-in-Charge of the Juvenile
Rights Di ision of The Legal Aid Society of the Cit; of New York.

The Legal Aid Society is the nation's largest and oldest
provider of legal services to the indigent. The Juvenile Rights
Division represents children in cases before the New York Family
Court involving child abuse and neglect, Persons in Need of Su-
pervision _linquency, termination of parental rights and other
proceedings affecting children's welfare and rights.

In 1987, the Juvenile Rights Division represented approxi-
mately 30,000 children in these proceedings, including over

16,000 children who were subjects of original abuse and neglect
cases. in 1986 we iepresented 9800 such children, a 66.5% in-
crease in only one year. This dramatic one-year growtF1-1-6-11ows
an unprecedented 197% rise in our child protective case,oad be-
tween 1983 and 1966. The increase in the number of neglect and
abuse cases in New York City is not unique; it parallels a deeply
troubling and substantial national growth in such caLes.I

The sharp rise in New York City's child protective caseload
has severely arrained its child welfare and oster czre resourc-

es. Children do not get the services they need and tc which they
are clearly entitled by federal and state law. Recotolzing the
pervasive and systemic lack of adequate and appropriat services
for our clients, The Society has instituted several C/499 action
lawsuits tr, challenge some of the worst aspects of the 'oster

care system. Thus, the Society's testimony is inf,rmed not only
by our Family Lourt exper.ence, but also by this litigation.

In addition to continuing, seriou- leficienr:ies in the pro-
vis.on of preventive services, the most critical problem in the
foster care system in New York City for the last three years has
been the shortage of even minimally appropriat' placements for
the children in care. In large part, this cri s has resultej
from three factors: the Increase in the number abuse and ne-
glect petitions that were filed; an earlier contraction of the
foster care system that resulted, in part, from a national shifL
In emphasis from long term foster care to preventive services and
pennant, -:, either through adoption or a rett,rn home; and a dr-
crease in tht traditional pool of potential foster parents due tc,
the entry o many women into the workforce outside the home.
These conditions exist nationally, and like New York, other com-
munities ha'e been unable to meet the demand for suitabie foster
care placements or essential foster '.:are and preventive services.

The crdis in the foster care system cannot bt permanently
resolved without first taking substantial steps to and poverty
and solve the ever-mounting national drug epidemic. fiLn-theless,

there are actions that Congress can take that will ameliorate

some of its most devastating effects. In addition to providing
an adequate level of funding for the full range of ser Ices for
families and ch'ldren, we -ge Congress to cohside-

1. Amending S 475(5)(A) of the Adoption Assistance and
Welf -e Act of 1980, 42 U.S.L. S 675(5)(A),

("P.L. 96-272"), by deleting the word 'ava,.able," so
that it reads:

ch child has a case plan designed to
aoriev't placement in the least. restriLtive
(most f.mily like) setting $1i$XX$0j0 ana in
close proximity to the parents' home, consis-

1 The most recent available national data show that in 1985, 1.9
million children and adolescents were reported as abused Dr

neglected -- a 10.7% increase crer 1984 and a 58% increase over
1991. Children's Defenst Fund, A Children's Deferse Budget

'!^98), at 175.
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tant with the best interest and special needs
of the child;

2. Providing fiscal incentives for states to adopt special
procedures for approving children's relatives as foster
parents, thus making a child placed with an approved
relative eligible for foster care maintenance payments
and Medicaid, including an expedited approval process;
and

3. Requiting each state plan under P.L. 96-272 to provide
for local foster care Ombudsmen to provide outreach to
children and monitor the quality of care they re.-ive.

1 A STRiNGER FEDERAL MANDATE FOR LEAST
RESTRICTIVE FOSTER SET'INGS IS NEEDED.

In New York City an other metropolitan areas, the demand
for foster beds has far rJtstripped the supply. New York City's
social services agency hos reacted to the influx of children into
the foster care sstem by devising makeshift strategies that have
had as devastatiag an effect on many children as the original
problems that pr ...oiled them into that system. Unfortunately, as
other cities' foster care populations approach t capacity ,f
their systems, New York's inappropriate and destructive
".olutions" will probably be replicated simply out of exped,ency.

It must be remembered that the vast majoilty of the children
in foster care enter the system on neglect or abuse p ,Itions or
voluntary placements resulting from serious family problems and
through dislocations. Therefore, most of the children affected
by the bed shortage have already suffered multiple trauma -- the
damage caused by the original neglect or abuse, the confusion and
feert caused by serious family problems and, always, the emotion-
al di3lress occasioned by the removal from home, even if it is a
neglectful or abusive home.

At various times, New York City's social services agency has
responded to the bed shortage by forcing children to sleep in the
agency's office, bemiring children from ore placement to another
every one or two days, placing young children in excessively re-
strictive placements for extended periods of time, and attempting
to induce psychiatric centers to take children only beuause they
have been repeatedly placed night-to-night. At present, children
in New York are still repeatedly placed on an overnight bests and
young uhildre, re noused in congregate facilities.

In May, 1986, The Legal Aid Society brought a class action
in federal court, Doe v. New York City Department of Social Ser-
v -es 670 F. Supp. 1145 (S.D.N.Y. 1997), to challenge the then-
rnr.ent practices of night-to-night placements and using agency
offices as shelters. The court found that these practices vio-
lated the Fourteenth Amendment and held tat the plaintiffs were
entitled to a preliminary injunction. The court is now consider-
ing the scope of the injunction that it will grant.

Over the year and a half that we have collected data as part
of the Doe case, in excess of a thousand children have been sub-
jected to multiple, and inevitably damaging, overnight clnce-
ments. Well er 450 children have had 10 or more placements,
and many chilu.en have had over 20. These placements were almost
always concentrated .n a short period of tin,. For example, a
four year old had 18 placements in iril and 19 in June, 1987.
An eight year old had 19 placements in July (a placement every
work-day but 3) and 8 placements in August. A seventeen year old
with a total of 52 placements had 21 placements in April and 20
p'acements in May.

Iv.',1e all of these children are fragile because of the dual
trauma uf negiect or abuse and removal from home, some a.e at
even greater risk. Recently, a ten year old autistic chid was
on Eght-to-night placements for four weeks, and his behavior de-
teriorated visibly. 1 twelve year old g'rl who had attemi.ted
suicide before enteri.g foster ...Ire had 17 placements in 28 work-
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days. She was rejected by facilities because of her aggressive
behavior, which intensified while she bounced froi one placement
to another. These children are caught in a vicious cycle -- they
are subjected to multiple placements either by chance or because
of relatively benign behavior problems, the repeated disruptions
cause their behavior to deteriorate, foster care agencies reject
them because they are less ma ageable, and they continue to be
p..aced night-to-night.

The New York City agency's current strategy of opening con-
gregate facilities for young children is likely to impede these
children's development. It h, placed children birth through ten
years old in institutions w to 60 beds and in adolescent
group homes. Current1.1, the agency is relying primarily on four
to six bed facilities fc children from birth through six years
of age. These small facilities do not have live-in hcuse par-
ents, so these children are subjected to a minimum of six care-
takers each week. The serious damage to children causea-6y such
caretaking arrangements has been well documented for over fo-ty
years. To develop properly, a child needs a stable, consistent
and extremely limited group of caretakers.2

Moreover, some of these smaller facilities are in store-
froncs and ,Cher distinctly unhome-like settings. They do not
have adequate space so that the toddlers and pre-schociers can
move around and play, both of which are essential to their health
and development. Some are overcrowded and have an institutional
and oppressive atmosphere. These facilities are shelters, not au-
thentic foster -are placements.

The use of congregate facilities for voung ch ldren is con-
trary to the intent of P.L. 96-272, but .'ay not actually vio-

late the Act. P.L. 96-272 only mandates toat a child be placed
in the "least restrictive (most family like) setting available."
42 U.S.C. S 675(5)(A)(emphasis supplied).3 In New fork, these
small congregate care facilities are the least 7..tivr, ones
that are currently available for children under .ix years cf age,
although they are impoverished environments and are inconsistent
with t.e children's needs.

The amendment that we are oroposing deleting the word
"available" from 42 U.S.C. S 675(5)(A) 4ould require social
services agencies to provide each foster child with the most home
like setting that is "consistent with the best interest and spe-
cial needs of the ,hild." St.ch a clear federal mandate is essen-
tial to prevent local agencies from opting for the wholesale de-
velopment of large or inappropriately staffed congregate shelters
in order to accommodate an influx of children into care. When
the foster care population approaches a system's capacity, an ad-
ministrator may decide that just haying enough beds is more im-
portant than ensuring that tee facilities that nouse C.e beds
comply with minimum professional standards.

Making a least restrictive ..7.'ting provision mandatory is

not a novel irk-. State and local educational agencies must pro-
vide special education in the least restrictive environment. 20

U.S.C. SS 14-2(5)(B), 1414(a)(1)(C'; 29 U.S.C. S 794; 34

2 See, e.g,, Rutter, Maternal Derrivat,on Reassessed, Penguin
(Harmondsworth 1974), at 25, 53, 70-7', 301-102 Provence, Guide
for the Care of Infants in Groups, Child Welfare League of

America, Inc. (New York 1971), at '1, 90, Bowlby, Material Care
and Men'al Health and Jeprivation of Maternal Care, Schoc,en (New
York 1966) at 130-33.

3 The lest restrictive setting provision is only mandatory when
more than $141 million are appropriated for child welfare

services. To be subject to this provision, the state must either
apple for more ,han its share of a $141 million appropriation or
seek reimburseoent for child welfare servi TS from the mused
funds al..orated for foster care maintenance or F. ,ption

assistance payments. 42 U.S.C. SS 627(a)(2)(B), 674(c)(4),A).
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C.F.R. SS 104.34(a), 300.500-.556.

Without the suggested amendment to P.L. 96-272, state and
local social services agencies do not have an adequate fiscal in-
centive to provide foster care in the most home 1.1re setting that
is appropriate to the i sidual child Nor do children's advo-
cates have a clear sta. ,ory requirement that they can enforce
through litigation. IF , therefore, urge Congress to consider
this proposed amendment.

1114...AMEND1TION: To amend 42 U.S.C. S 675(5)(A) to read:

(A) each child has a case plan designed to achieve
placement in the least restrictive (most family like)
setting 0;41010 and in se proximity to the par-
ents' home, consistent with :he hest interest and spe-
cial needs of the child;

2. FEDERAL FINANCIAL INCENTIVES ARE NEEDED TO
ENCOURAGE STATES TO ADOPT SPECIAL CERTIFI-
CATION OROCEDIAMS ?OR KINSHIP FOSTER HOMES.

The trauma cause' by removing a child from the natural par-
ents may be minimised if the child is plac, in a home with a
suitable, caring relative. Kinship foster . .re, which, based on
our experience, often provides greater psychological and emotion-
al stability for children than more additional foster care ar-
rangements, constitutes a vital resource that should be strongly
encouraged. Indeed, at a time when foster care systems nation-
wide are experiencing severe foster parent shortages, relatives
as caretakers furnish an additional available pool of concerned
and willing foster parents.

To ta.e advantage of this valuable resource to the maximum
extent, we propose that the federal government offer financial
incentives to states tnat c act laws or regulations expediting
the foster parent certification process for eligible relatives.
We believe that current policies in New York State provide a
valuable yodel for the utilization of related caretakers within
the foster care system.

Historically, New York State has given priority to t,e out-
of-home placement of children with relatives as the optimum way
to preserve the continuity of the children's experieaceS and re-
lationships. until recently, relatives were often permitted to
care for children in public custody ithout obtaining foster home
certification. While these children benefited from living with
their relatives, they were deprived of the basic financial assis-
tance, services and supervision afforded to children in stranger
foster care because the relatives' homes were not certified or
licensed.

In late 1985, the New York State Department of Social S'r-
vices promulgated regulations ehich required related caretakers
within the second degree of the child's parent to be "approved"
as foster parents and created an approval procedure that waived
som of the technical requirements of certification for these
rel,tives.4 Recognising the importance of kinship foster homes
in :he cases of children we represented in child abuse and ne-
gle cases in New York's Family Court, as we'l as the serious
hartships which many of them endured, we initiated a lawsu.t en-
titled Eugene F. v. Gross, Index 41125, which is currently pend-
ing in Supreme Court, New York County. Among other systemic de-
ficiencies, plaintiffs challenged the state and local social ser-
vices agencies' failure to prov.0 children who retide with rela-

4 For example, ,song the standards inapplicable to Kinship
foster care are t ,se concerning physical conditions in the home
si.ch as the number of windows that are required to be in each
bedr,'om used by a roster child and whether a foster child may
sleep in a room not exclusively used as a bedroom.
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tives with prompt determinations as rs foster care status and
with needed eruergenci financial, medical and ocher assistance.

As a direct result of negotiations in this at_ ion, an Cigt-
ble relative may now receive conditional approval as a foster
parent within 24 hou,s from the time the child is remanded to the
care and custody of the New York City Commissioner of Social Ser-

vices. This means Lhat the child may be placed immediately in

the relative's home and does not have a undergo the disruption
caused by an initial period of foster care with strangers. in

full approval process of the relative's home must be completed
within two months. During this time, the ch'ld is to receive
foster care maintenance payments, Medicaid and other services
available to foster children. Recently, tne New York State Leg-

islature expanded the class of eligible relatives to include

those within the third degree of consanguinity of the child's

parent, or within the fourth degree of the child.5

The importance of the kinship home as a resource is we21 il-
lustrated in the case of a physically abused 5-year-old boy whom
we represented in a Family Court child protective proceeding.
The boy, who had been removed from his parents, suffered from hy-

peractivity and medical problems. Initially, no appropriate fos-
ter home was available for nim, and he was bounced from one group
home to another 24 tim?s between March 19 and April 23, 1987.

Eventually, the agency located the boy's paternal grandfather,
who was willing and able to care for him and wno was granted ap-
proval to do so under the expedited procedure. The nightmare of
overnight placements finally came to en end.

Despite all this, the development of a system for encourag-
ing and implementing kinship foster car._ is hampered by a lack of

serious commitment at the local level and has been painfully
slow. We ha.'e encountered an overwhelming number of instances
where relative foster parents have not received foster care pay-
ments in a timely fashion and where Medicaid cards :aid other ser-
vices have not been provided. Furthermore, lengthy backlogs of
related caretakers awaiting approval as foster parents continue
-o exist. If federal incentives were available, it is highly
probable that compliance with existinc, elative foster care laws

and regulations would improve.

Notwithstanding the implementation difficult.es that we are

experiencing in New York City, it is our firm uelief that the

principle of kinship foste care is significant and t:e benefits

for the child of such care are substantial. Consequently, we

recommend that Congress provide financial incentives to encourage
other states to enlarge their kinship foster care programs and to
enact specific laws and regulations designed to simplify and ex-

pedite the kinship foster care certl..ficat!on process

RECOMMENDATION: Federal fiscal incentives should be made avail-
able to states that Pnac laws or re "ulations

expediting the process fo the certif _ion of

kinship foster parents nd waiving the more
technical requirements that are typically ap-
plied to non-relative foster arents.

3. A CHILDREN'S OMBUDSMEN PROGRAM IS NEEL...)

All too often, as this Committee knows ailcrel have been

abused in foster care, warehoused in ove rowJef institutions
that are unresponsive to their particular needs, nd even jailed

in violation of clear federal mandates.6 t,o often, ch'1-

5 Relatives witnin the third degree of consanguinity of the

child's parent, or the fourth degree of the child, .nclude

child's grandparents, great-crandparents, great-great-
yrandparenis, aunts/uncles, great aunts/uncles a d first cousins.

6 See, e9,, "Children in State Care. Ensuring their Protection

and Support", Hearing before the House S'lect Committee on

Li
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dren's cries go unheeded, as no mechanisms exist in most locali-
ties to reach out to children in care to hear their concerns and
to remove them from harmful situations. Older children may react
to abuse in a manner which can coin ound the .ojuries by running
away or by acting out violently or self-destructively., Younger
children may have no outlet whatsoever except to continue to en-
dure devastating conditions and suffer psych-logical as well as
physical deterioration.

Children in foster care and institutior,_ programs in New
York City have withstood placement in facil _les unlicensed by
New York State; in over-crowded and unsupervised facilities that
do not provide necessary services, including d agnostic and ther-
apeutic services; in homes and even mental h-spitals where
have been sub)ected to physical and sexual at ie; and in su.t. -
dard facilities with malfunctioning or non-existent fire-protec-
tion systems. These children have endured substantial violations
of their rights and substandard care without effective access to
means of redress.

To remedy the siboking conditions at t,o Diagnostic Recep-
tion Centers, The Le,, ' Society initiated Jane B. v. New
York City Department of Social Services, 87 './. 2470 (S.D.N.i.
1987), a civil righcs class action, which i currently pending
it the United States District Court in Ma attar. The girls
placed at these centers have serious behay.,a1 ?r,' emotional
problems and. consequently, the need for sui,rvision and treat-
ment. Irrespective of their needs, these gir'3 are simply ware-
housed, often for months or even years, in re-option centers that
are unsafe, poorly sipervised, fi thy, over-r3wded and under-
staffed. Fights between residents, as well , confrorta-
tions with staff, are common. The girls ar ,,ojected to pro-
longed, enforced periods of idleness and ar, .eprived of prompt
and adequate di..gnostic services; -edical s '.ces; psychologi-
cal, psychiatric and counselling services; e, at,on; recreatio-,
and exercise. Some of the deplorable cond is t'at prompted
the Jane B. case exist at many otioltr foster are facilities in
New TOTITily.

Existing mechanisms requiring .nstztuti d
pert.ng have failed to fulfill tneir promise
settines Providing counsel to ch, dren in
vidual child protective, de,inquenc, or othe.
11:_-t meet the children's needs for a-sistance
these cases reach disposition in co rt. Eve,
of a juvenile or family court case, the co
:rent, particularly systemic deficielcies ar
scope of the court's focus and are addrer

Children, Youth and Families, 99th '1'orc , 2
25 1986)

7 r't.r example, the sulci rate of ,touth in
repo ted to bo sight tam tnat of .7th in
1, at 5

8 Significantly, not all youth ar e-en re
in sucn ca-,es. While in Pe Gault, 387 U.S
counsel for youth in delinquency ca- nation
ras been uneven and has not, in mar loLalit,
encompd child prott,ct.ve, stat offer,
rr,,ceedings. Spurred 'n pa.t by in enact
Child Abu,e Prevention and Treats, t Act c
510', 5115, forty -one sates ha P enactc
advocates to rforesent chi:dren in ni.d pr,
buL only twenty-five of these r, oire th,
attotueys "Lawyering for the A'ased Ct
Rev. 1216, 1222. 1229 (1992)).
sLates, including New iorY, fail provide
in "voluntary" foster care plac and
despite repeated recommendations ' the cc
Mayor's Task Force on Foster Cart el4Ice5
Care (1980), at 57-58; Fink. "C, err:11.1,,

J. chid abuse re-
' ,,fe foster care
oortext of :nd.-
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t protect once
)11.9 the dende,,..y
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What is needed is a coordinate system for responding to re-
ports of itatitutional abuse and maltreatment and to provide on-
going oversight to ensure the quality of care children receive
namely cmbudsmen.9 However, there is no realistic likelihood
that states will create a foster care ombudsmen office unless
Congress requires one as A condition of funding under P.L. 96-
212. Such mandate could draw upon the successful experiences
of existing programs in the juvenile correctional arena, such as
those in New York and Washington, D.C.10

New York's ombudsman p-ogram, the first of its kind nation-
ally, was established by the State Division for Youth in 1972.
In 1975, in response to a Legal Ail Society lawsuit, the federal
district court in New lark ordered that a similar program be es-
tablished in the City's secure detention facility. The rationale
articulat i by the Court in that case is equally apt in the fos-
te- care context:

A period of stay in detention, however brief, can be a
threatening and frustrating experience for many young-
sters. There is an important need for a continuing
mechanism, outside the normal chain of responsibility,
to provide an advocate for individual cases requirir,
attention. This function can beat be filled by the ap-
po' tment of an impartial Ombudsman, qualified to in-
ees..igate complaints and propose resolutions.

An Ombudsman, so authorized, can give children
within the detention system access to a mechanism for
resolving complaints separate from the established
structure. To accomplish this purpose the Ombudsman
must be authorized to investigate and give prompt at-
tention to facts brought to him by the children relat-
ing to the detention program, legal representation and
probation activities; and he should be instrumental in
develop/n9 feelings of iiistice and fairness within the
s stem based on a response to individual need.
Martarellla v. 359 F. Supp. 478 (S.D.N.Y.
1973), enforced, Order of March 26, 1975.)fEmphasis
added.]
To be effective, foster ca.z ombudsmen programs shou.. -P

non-political and functionally independent of the public and
thorized placement agencies they oversee. They should have suf-
ficient authority to compel effective runedial action and en- loy
effective access to agency management. They must also be ad-
equately staffed to alio:, fr 'pent visits to a wide spectrum of
programs. Perhaps most important, the programs should include an
effective investigation and response mechanism to address ind
vidual cases of abuse and maltreatment a mecnanism that en-
sures ongoing contact with children in care on a confidential ba-
sis, so that children can ohtrin effective redress and protection
from harm.

Simply encouraging states through fiscal incentives or other
Means to establish ombudsmen programs clearly will not be suffi-
cient to overcome the predictable, self-protective resistance

Acto s on the Juven le Court Stage", in Hartmann, ed., From
Children to Citi ns Vol. !I (Springer-Verlag, 1987), at 291

9 This concept is sin.ilar to the ombudsman provision in the
Young Americans Act of 1987 (S. 476/H.R. 1003), wh, 't was
introduced by Senat,,r Christopher Dodd and Representative Claude
Pepper on Februaiy 4, 1997

10 The Washington, D.C. Public Defender Service, for exarp e,
employs a unit, composed of attorneys and student ii.ter , 'o
visit juveniles in the area's decent on and correctional
facilities. Test.mc y of Diane Shust, "Child.en in State Care,"
note 6, supra, at 80, et sag.

r J
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likely t be encountered in most urisdictions. There ore, re-
qu,ring such programs in the state pla-s satm,tted pursuant to
P.L. 96-272 appears to us to be the most efficac.ous means of en-
suring that they will in fact be created anc -aintained. There-
fore, we strongly urge the Commit'ee ", uro amendment
96-272 to require inclusion of a.equate y st fed ombudsmen prs-
grams as an enumerated element of a,nua, star plans.

RECOMMENDATInN Amend P.L. 96-272, 42 U S 2. S 671 to require
inclusion of ombudsmen r,, -grams to provide
outreach to children in f -ter care and moni-
tor the quality of care thy receive.

CONCLUSInN

There are no simple solutions to the pro,leTs that beset the
f:..ster care system The number of children, especially young
children, entering care will probally contin.e to increase at cn
alarming rate, and it is likely that a sizable percentage cf
these children will contilue to suffer sr:, impairments. A
continuation of these trends will exacerilt the existing bed-
sh,-_,rtage crisis.

the amendments to P.L. 96-272 tha' we nave proposed,
one can expect that the New York experience 4111 be repiic. d
across the country causing se,ious and potent ally permanent in-
Juries to these children. Unless we are vig,lant and careful, we
will see the return of the large, opp-essiv,- orphanages and in-
stitutions that for so many years so many of us fought so hard to
close.

On behalf of our clients and The Lega' A.d Society,
I thank

you for the opportunity to present our wiews or these vital is-
s es.

Aril 13, 19,8 Lenore Gi --9

Attorney- -Charge
The Legal d Society
Tuvenile R,gnts Division
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Acting Chairman DOWNEY. First of all, let me thank the panel-
ists for excellent testimony.

Mr. Lepak, can you tell us a little bit about what you have in
Contra Costa Countythe family preservation programs? I would
be interested in !mowing aboin that.

Mr. lEPAK. What we have is a task force That's the extent of
what we have. We have no funds to deliver any services to families.
So ther,s are at least in the probation area, normally no attempts
to keep families together.

The caseloads are so large that we spend all our time t-ying to
get kids out of juvenile halls, where they are now in our county
sometimes sleeping four in two-person rooms. We have 60 chldren
locked in juvenile hall, for the on.y purpose of being housed until
we can find them a placement.

We're so busy trying to get children out of locked facilities and
into foster and group homes th,..±- we have no time left to work with
families to try to keep chi!dren home, or to return children home
who have already been placed.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Tell us a little bit about the relation-
ship between foster care and the probation department.

Mr. LEPAK. Most of the choiren that the probation department
supervises in foster care are essentially no different from foster
care children supervised by social service departmentsother than
that they may have been caug} r shoplifting, or, for some other
reason, came to the attention of the probation department before
they needed placement.

Also, there are many kids who are intentionally put into the
ciiminal justice system merely to get a handle on them. "A handle
on tiicrri' is usually the expression that the parents and the police
use when they bring them to juvenile hall and probation.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Is it realistic to assume that, given
the level of rejection that a lot of these kids feel about their lives,
being shuffled from house to house and placement facility to place-
ment facility, that they're more likely to engage in behavior that
would be

Mr. L.:PAK Oh, certainly, certainly. Probably typically, especially
with girls, a girl will be in an intolerable situation, possibly where
she's being abused 'r molested. She'll run away, and often they
end up in the probati in ,ystem for shoplifting cosmetics Perhaps
because the police don't want to cl-arg them with shoplifting food,
we usually get runaway girls for shoplifting cosmetics.

Then they become the responsibility of the probation department
to place.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY What sort of sensitivity is there in
the probation department that they have a young lady wlio has
gone through a prey tough life, and, though no one is condoning
shoplifting certainlyI'm notit's a little different from other
types of crimes.

Do you sense that there is the requisite understanui it that
level, that there's something else going on here that t-et,-..-e t'uf-
ther look and examination, other than just simply , "Well, OK,
we've got a saoplifter, we're going to teach her."

Mr. LEPAK. Well, I can only speak for the people that I work
with in my placement unit. We are outraged on a daily basis that
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due to the lack of services for mentally ill children in our State,
due to the lack of services for chemically dependent children in our
State, the probation department ends up being the service of last
resort.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. It understands that. I assuale that
the probation department understands that.

Mr. LEPAK. We understand that. We resent it, but we have no
time to do anything about it, other than try to do what we possibly
can for the child, and that is to get them into the best placement
we can find for them, and usually that means the most expensive
placement we c- i-ind for them, because that doesn't cost us any-
thing.

There seems to be a bottomless pit of money from our perspec-
tive to put children into group homes, so we look for those that are
well furnished, and have good recreation and treatment programs.
Of course, those programs have waiting lists months long. So I usu-
ally don't feel like I'm even a child casew irker.

I feel like I'm a salesman of children, canvass group homes,
trying to find the best prospects, and then scll them my county's
children and s rvicesconvince them that I've got a better deal for
them by taking our children, so I can somehow get cur children
past their 4- to 6-month waiting list and into the unusual program
that will offer the services that that child needs

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Ms. Fink, did you want to say some-
thing about the question? I thought you looked like you had some-
thing to say.

Ms. FINK. No, but I think that it has been pointed out that there
are many gaps in the system's provision of services. Substance
abusers is one. There are very few programs for s,-Ostance abusers,
and particularly substance abusers who are parents, and thei7 chil-
d

The greatest influx of cases that we've seen are babies born to
drug addicted mothers. And, in fact now, over half of our caseload
is composed of children under the age of 6, an extremely large per-
centage of whom have mother:- who are substance abusers.

That and a whole range of other particular service needs, includ-
iI preservation projects, are a real need It has been men-
tioned that such projects at the moment are simply model demon-
stration projects handling a handful of cases, such as the Seattle
Homebuilders Project that is now being replicated in New York It
reaches only a handful of cases. What we really need is a real na-
tional State and local commitment to mak those kinds of pro-
grams the rule rather than the exception.

Acting f- hairman DOWNEY. Yes Let's go over, if I can, your two
recommeadations to us to change the law.

The first is to take the word, "available," out of' one of our re-
quireme. is in the law, and by that you're suggesting that the
States would then be forced into a position of finding places, or de-
veloping places, as opposed to living with t' e existing inventory Is

Ms FINK Exactly Too often they hide behind that word "avail-
able," and th:o, coupled with the fact that. zit least under the cur-
rent administration, Department of IT! S active oversight has been
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extremely ineffecte al, if existent at all. Deleting the word "avail-
able" would be quite helpful.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY Yes, well, they're a lost cause. Let me
address the second part of your recommendation, which was the
ombudsman issue.

On its face this sounds like a terrific thing if the child actually
has in the r, seyou could see somebody like Daryl or somebody
like Boyd, who actually were articulate and could express their
frustrations and anger being really heioed by an ombudsman.

I'm a little concerned that the system that we attempted to lry
out in 1980, if it worked, wouldn't require this. I mean, is that a
fair assessment? Obviously we're not living in a perfect world, but
we set up a judicial system to intervene in this process, so that we
would not have children lost in a maze.

And what you're now suggesting IL; that, conceivably another
layer of bureaucracyand I don't mean to make it a pejorative
herebut that's what were going to have to deal with. We are
talking about having to provide help where the existing maze and
the existing levels of checks and balances have not.

Ms. FINK. Weil, certainly if the existing law worked better, that
would be an improvement.

However, what we're suggesting is not a major, added level of bu-
reaucracy, but a rather small investment in people who would ac-
tually go out and talk to kids and check out first-hand the condi-
tions under which they are living.

Unfortunately, all too often those 6-month reviews are adminis-
trative reviews, are perfunctory, and the children are not heard. In
most places there is no m "ndate for anyone to talk to the children
or represent them

Acting Chairman DOWNS . I like the idea, but I'm going to play
devil's advocate with you fc, a minute.

What's wrong with the social worker, who has some responsibil-
ity for the child, taking a greater interest? What if we were to
reduce the caseload, or provide the incentives for the reduction of
caseloads, wouldn't it be the responsibility of the person who is
dealing with the child to have some sense of where the child is?

I mean, what I'd like to knowand help me in this processis
how the child ombudsman is going to interface with all the other
people that are supposedly responsible for this child? Why isn't it
the responsibility of the departrr...,nt of so, ial services to know
where the child is, and to makr_, sure that the child is being ade-
quately cared for?

Ms. FINK. Inc IL, the department of social services caseloads
should be reduced, as Ms. Gallup stated. But again, they have com-
peting interests to fulfill. Their duties are to a m"-titude of clients,
if you will. Their primary client is their local Stake or local entity

We are talking about setting up a system where the ombudsmen
are beholden to the children. The children are their clients, and
when .hey '-- ear concerns from those childrenor in terms of
young children, when they observe things that might be im-
provedthat person might be able to effect some remedial action
within the State administrative and State existing lyireaucratir
structures, and it could occur outside the context of t.e 6-month
review.
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The review doesn't quite cover all the multitude of issues that
children might raise in such cases. You heard from that young
man from New York beforeBoyd. Well, there have been judicial
foster care review hearings, in court, not even just adniinistr.tive,
in New York for many, many years now. But his concerns, in each
of the foster homes that he was transferred to, probably were
never, never told to the judge or the agencies that were working
with that case.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Well, you suggested that New York
has an Gmbudsman.

Ms. FINK. Only for juvenile corrections, not for juveniles in foster
care, who actually comprise the vast majority of children in care in
New York. They cove- the delinquency detention facilities and the
State division for youth correctional facilities.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. And they have that here in DC and
in New York?

Ms. FINK. Well, in DC I believe they have a slightly different
project, again covering only corrections, to my knowledgethat is,
that the local public defender service has a small unit that visits
children in the detention and the correctional facilities, and makes
those in charge aware of problems.

The ombudsmen optimally, need to be, as is the case here in DC,
independent of the agencies that they are overseeing, the agencies
that they are monitoring.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Mr. Lepak, Ms. Gallop, what do you
think of the ombudsman idea?

Mr. LEPAK. Well, I think it's absolutely necessary. I'm real fortu-
nate to have an unusual supervisor in our piacement unit. When I
went to work there I asked him who we wcrk fordo we work for
the department or the community or whomand he said we work
for the kids. I had a whole lot of trouble aftel that.

So when I went out to Rites of Passage, one of the really as-
tounding things to me was, I was certainly not the first probation
officer who had ever been to Rites of Passage. And I thought that
the abuses were so apparent, and were things that would be re-
quired to be reported under California State law, how, in 2 years,
could I be the only person to have see_i these abuses and reported
them?

Kids learn really fast in the foster system t:, keep their mouths
shut and to not say anything. The first time that they report some
sort of abuse, it's usually their word against staffs word, so they're
not always believed.

The second time they report something they have a history of
being a troublemaker and reporting things, so they're probably not
believed. And the third time they go and report something they'd
better watch out, because they may end up in a placement where
they're not going to be close enough to civilization to ever report
abuses again

So kids learn quickly that they don't get any remedies for report-
ing abuses, that they're not safe to report things, that they're
better off keeping it to themselves.

Acting Chairman DowNEv. Ms. Gallop?
Ms. GALLOP Yes, I think it's a good idea, also. But I would cau-

tion us to be very careful about instituting something like that,
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unless we're really going to be committed to having something to
back it up.

And by that I mean, if the person finds that the child has a prob-
lem, that the child needs a different placement or other service.
the ombudsman would have to have avail. )1e another placement
for that child.

Otherwise, just having someone to believe the child, to know that
the child is telling the truth, b Lt have to face the child and say to
the child truthfully, yes, I believe you, but I can't do anything
about it. That would destroy the concept. It would cause the chil-
dren only to have one more person in the system who says ;ith
words but cannot back it up with actions.

So while I think that it's a very good idea, I just know that in
order for it to work that person is going to have to have some re-
sources behind him.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. You don't disagree with that, do you,
Ms. Fink?

Ms. FINK. No, I couldn't agree more. One of the things we sug-
gested is that that person have sufficient clout to be able to effect
some remediation of the problem, and of course it relates back to
our first concern which we sham, about expanding the pool of
available alternatives for childrei., su that they will be placed in
the appropriate alternative.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. All of yeu agree with the idea that
paying the grandparent. and other possible relations to help with
fost, r care makes sense?

Ms. GALLOP. I agree that it makes sense, but that program has
already started in New York City, and it has run into some prob-
lems very early.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY Tell me, what are they?
Ms. GALLOP. We are quickly certifying those homes. Were doing

the 24 hour certificatior, as we're supposed to, but we're not really
able to service these foster parents, and that's equally as important
as getting them that first check quickly

The reason we cannot properly service them is the same reason
that we can't do so many other things that we know need to be
done, that our staff is willing to do, but they simply don't have
enough time.

cannot overemphasi'e how our staff shortage is shortchanging
the children and the families that we service We just don't have
time to do anything except deal with a crisis. Oin agency right now
is just crisis after crisis after crisis

The very important folio up v..:2 don't have tip.."_' to do W work
on cases that come in as emergencies, and we go out there, we
make assessments, we visitI'm happy to say that we do make
face to face contacts on all of our cases. If we make the decision to
remove, the child is removed The case goes to court.

But if we don't see what we consider imminent danger, or the
potential for imminent danger, then we leave the chili in the
home, and we hope we can get back to follow up

Acting Chairman DOWNEY Ms. Fink- -
Ms. FINK. I think the fact that---
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Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Let me just ask youthe law does
not expressly prohibit us from reimbursing grandparents 'And aunts
and uncles, does it? It's just a question of interpretation?

Ms FINK. No, and in fact, New York is starting to do that eery
thing, but the implementation problems that Ms. Gallop tr..,n-
tioned, and that I also alluded to in my testimony, in fact under-
score the very need for Federal fiscal incentives to Str.tes an,

to institute such programs.
Clearly, if there were Federal fiscal incentivesa carrot, if you

willNew York City might possibly deploy enough resources to
really provide all of those services which are absolutely crucial for
these kinds of programs to work.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. I just want to ask one question. I
know that there are other members of the panel who want to ask
questions, and I think again I'm going to play devil's advocate.

New York Cityand Congressman Weiss is here- -we have had
in our State, I think, over the years, a very enlightened approach
or attempted to have an enlightened approach to the probiems of
our own citizens. Why do we have to paywhy should the Federal
Government pay an incentive to the city to care for its own chil-
dren in a more even-handed and effective way?

Why shouldn't the city do that anyway? Why shouldn't the city
prioritize its expenditures in a way that it does more?

Ms. FINK. Certainly that is a question we all ask ourselves con-
stantly, but the fact of the matter is that not only in New York
City, but all over the country, it just is not happening.

V,Tc -!o not know whether it is simply a failure of commitment on
the local level, or too many competing demands for resources, but
we do belie e that an infusion of both commitment, interest, and
money on the Federal level would assist all the localities in doing
this.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Mr. Weiss.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am not sure that I un-

derstand the point that you made, Ms Gallop, on the followup of
the 24-hour certifications for kin. Isn't that the same problem that
the department and agency faces with the placement in stranger
foster homes?

Ms. GALLOP. No. In the kinship foster home, the parent is being
certified usually for the first time, while in already-certified foster
homes the agency is already working with the foster family, which
means that agency iris a caseworker who visits on a regular basis,
and has already spent time with this foster parent, and has prob-
ably given the foster parent training, and some education, given
them a lot of advice about things that they can expect now that
they have become a foster parent.

Mr. WEISS But you are constantly looking for new foster homes
anyhow, aren't you?

Ms. GALLOP. Yes. We are.
Mi. WEISS. And whenever you find a new foster home, whether it

is a kin or a stranger, you have to go through that same training
process, right?

Ms. GA.,LOP. No.
Mr. Weiss. Why not?

90-960 0 89 --
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MS. GALLOP. In the kinship foster home, that is an emergency
certification. In other words, the case may come to our attention
today. We may find a child who is in imminent danger living with
his natural parents. We may feel that it is necessary to remove the
child from the home of the parent or the lee 11 guardian.

We would have to take the case to family court. We would do
that as soon as possible, hopefully tomorrow, and we v _add contin-
ue our investigation which hopefully would include our finding out
that there is a relative who can take care of this child.

Our worker would then visit the relative, visit the home, have an
indepth interview with everyone who lives in that household. We
have a whole set of forms that we would fill out. All this is being
done in one day, and if we got to court tomorrow, and the judge
gave us a remand for the child, if our worker felt that the home
met minimal requirementsthere were no health hazards, or any-
thing dangerous in the home, and the responsible adults in that
home appeared capable of protecting the child, and giving the child
the services that the child needswe would certify that home im-
mediately.

Now a more indepth study and certification would come later on,
but there is a gap between the time we certify tomorrow, and the
time somebody else gets out there, which might be 4 weeks or 8
weeksI do not know how long it is taking them to go out there.

And in the meanwhile, here is a relative who 2 days ago prob-
ably had no idea they would be taking care of a niece or a nephew
or a grandchild, and now they are.

It is a whole new world for them. They need someone that can be
out there in the home, who can visit on a regular basis, and our
caseworker who still has what we call planning responsibility for
the caseit is our caseworker's responsibility to be out there, but
our workers cannot visit as often, and stay as long as they want to,
and know that they should, because another case will have come in
for them. They will be out on the next emergency

Mr. WEISS. How long has the kinship home program been in
effect in New York?

Ms. GALLOP. About a year
Mr. WEISS. And have you been able to draw any conclusions

since then as to how it seems to be working, separate and aside
from the failure to have sufficient resources to do followup, as far
as the relationship bec 'een the children and the adult in the
home, the kin in the home?

Ms. GALLOP. Oh, I would say that it is a much better system than
having the children placed with strangers I think in most of the
cases the relative has proven to he a very good resource for the
child.

Mr. \Arms. So that all things being equal, it is a preferable
system than having a stranger be te foster parent?

Ms GALLOP. Yes. It iS.
Mr WEISS. Let me ask just one other question, and ask if, having

heard the testimony that Ms. Lowry gave previously, and the testi-
moll) of your fellow panelists, do you share their view that reccg
ni:ing that tnere is, indeed, a woeful lack of resources, that beyond
til, lack of resources, that there are problems within the system
i.:,elf that ought to be corrected?
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The duplication, the division, the separation of responsibilities
among caseworkers, and so on. Do you see that as a problem also?

Ms. GALLOP. Oh, yes. Yes. We see that all the time. The system
itself is really in shambles. For example, when we talk about pa-
perwork, we talk about the number of forms our workers have to
fill out. The redundancy of these for ms. The fact that they write
the same information over and over and over again on one case.

We have children who are placed in facilities, they have to relate
to one worker today, another worker tomorrow, another worker the
following day. It is not helping the children. It is not helping the
system. We have to have someone who can 1( at the overall
system, and see the effects that this is having oil one children, and
have a combination worker, someone that the child can relate to ^*
least for a period of time until they can go on to somebody else.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much. It has been really very solid
and strong testimony. I am very appreciative Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

Ms. GALLOP. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Mrs. Boggs.
Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I thank you, and I am sorry that I had Appropriations Commit-

tee hearings that have kept me from being here all day, and I
apologize for keeping you a little longer. But I feel very strongly
about the family placement. I chair he Crisis Intervention Task
Force of this committee, and I have often said that I assumed that
I was given that assignment because I have eight grandchildren. I
am accustomed to intervening in family crises. But I do feel that of
course if there is a possibility of real family, kin family, of perhaps
extended family, that it certainly is a preferable placement for a
child.

I was wondering, however, a, a _ hild, are the parent, the foster
kin parent, in danger of having the offending family member come
in and threaten or actually hurt the c:.ild and/or the foster-kin
parer...?

Ms. GALLOP. OK. Whenever you have a child placed, and the ad-
dress of the placement is known to the natural parent, the poten-
tial for danger is always there.

Mrs. BOGGS. That is right.
Ms. GALLOP. But this is something that we discuss thoroughly

with the relative who is going to provide care for the We ex-
plain to them that this is a possibility, that the natural parent
might try to hurt you and/or the child, or may try to take the child
away from you.

And before we can even do the initial certification, we have to
feel that this relative knows the possibility and is prepared to act
effectively and safely for the child's sake if this happens. So yes, it
is a possibility.

Ms. FINK. In New York last year, our law was amended to entitle
relatives to actually intervene in the family court proceedings that
would involve those parents, so that if necessary they could obtain
court relief, such as orders of protection which they could use if
they were harassed in any way or if the children were harassed in
any way by the parent.
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Obviously, safety of the children is one of the concerns that has
to be reviewed in allowing the,e placements. But there is another
consideration, toothat is, that if you do have the child with a
family member, there is perhapo a greater possibility of working
constructively with the parent and the cliiidren, and the extended
family to help resolve the problems without injury, harassment,
child-snatching, or whatever.

M's. BOGi.S. Thank you for very much for that addition, because
as Mr. Lepak says, it is the child that we really have to think
about, first and foremost. And I ,ias wondering, Mr. Lepak, about
this. In your testimony you talked about that the system has the
children in inappropriate placements not designed to offer family
counseling, psychiatric treatment, or chemical dependency services

What are the health-care programs for children in foster care?
Mr. LEPAK. I am sorry. What are the health--
Mrs. BoGGs. In health-care programs, across the board, physical

health, psychiatric health, and chemical-dependency health?
Mr LEPAK. Well, most programs do not offer anything more than

a child would normally get in the avenge tame, and probably a lot
less because only if the przents have the money to buy services will
they get those specialized health services.

I think everybody agrees that foster children have many more
problems, and more acute problems now than they did perhaps 10
years ago. That we have kids who need differentiated treatment
servicesvery specialized servicesbut most placements are pretty
traditional, and they are dealing with the foster child of 10 or 15
years ago who needed shelter, and not the psychiatric, sexual
molest, or drug-treatment services that today's child needs.

Mrs. Botts. And I was very interested, Ms. Fink, in the tact so
many of your children are the children of drug abusers, drug users,
and I was wondering about the hea'th care of those childrra, and I
know that we are finding, statistically at least in New York. that
one child out of every 48 black births, and one child out of 67 white
births is suffering from the AIDS difficulties.

I wondered whit your findings w ,re among these young people
that you have charge of who are drug offenders, drug users in most
part. Are their children born with AIDS?

Ms. FINK. Unfortunately you are right Your statistics are borne
out in a very real problem existing in New York City which exacer-
bates the foster-care shortage in general. and that is the so-called
border baby problem. Children who are born to drug-addicted
mothers, and in particular, children who are born to HIV-positive
mothers, find themselves stuck in hospitals even if they are
healthy enough to be out in foster care

And the very fact that they are stuck in hospitals means that
they do not have the adequate nurturing and attention that chil-
dren need to have adequate development. Not only does AIDS itself
cause neurological and other developmental delays in many chil-
dren, but the very absence of a nurturing and loving home with
continuous caretakers also exacerbates that problem

I think we must be very cognizant of the very special health
care, psychiatric, and all kinds of other needs of this very large,
ever-growing pool of babies born, not only in New York City, but in
many locations across the country.

1. 6 j
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Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you very much, and thank you, Mr. Chair-
man.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much, and my apologies for
running in and out of the room here several times P."- I really
want to thank you for your testimcily. I think that it has graphi-
cally laid out for the committee some of the problems that are en-
countered at the hands-on leve if you will.

Let me see if I have got this straightand I am asking the ques-
tion so I can be correctedyou are really describing a system that
is not in compliance with the perceived goal of the legislation.
When you consider the indictment that was drawn up against the
system in 1980, the legislation that followed, and the mandated re-
quirements A IV-E, this system is simply not in compliance.

Is that accurate?
Ms. FINK. That is absolutely accurate. I think we are probably

better off than we were back in 1980, but unfortunately, all too
many of the provisions in Public Law 96-272 ale simply in the
realm of goals at the moment, and are not realities for many,
many of the children.

Too often, some of the systemic aspects, as you have heard, in-
volve perfunctory reviews of cases, failure to actually provide the
reasonable efforts mandated, and so on.

I think you have heard another indictment the system this
morning. particularly the system in New York . I believe we do,
indeed, have a long way to go.

Chairman MILLER. When we talk about the issues of health-care
services raised by Mrs. Boggsand, Dennis, you have raised this
issuewould I be wrong, as a legislator, to look at this law, and be
led to believe that that woula' take place at some point during
these case reviews, is the appropi iateness of that placement? Be-
cause as you point out, Dennis, this is not a system that is designed
just to offer shelter. That is not what the law says.

And the appropriateness of the review. I would assume that if a
troubled child is not getting services, not getting mental-health
counseling, or health care, that that placement probably in fact is
not appropriate. Am I

Mr. LEPAK. Well, of course, we are working with a population on
probation that I guess was least touched by this law, and that is
the older children, although in probation we work with kids some-
times 7 and 8, and the age of the kids we work with seems to be
getting younger and younger all the time.

With all due respect, Congressman, I think the largest impact in
our county-

Chairman MILLER. But you are also getting kids diverted to your
system, out of this foster care system, because they think you have
got a better chance of getting the kids services.

Mr. LEPAK. Sometimes the judges think that, that the kids will
get better services in the criminal justice system than they will in
the welfare system, so they support the transferring over foroh,
loud and rude noises I think was a charge-

Chairman MILLER. Well, I had a judge in Los Angeles County tell
me thatwhat is our favorite place in Nevada?

Mr. LEPAK Rite of Passage
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Chairman MILLER. Rite of Passage. That he thought that it was
preferable to no placement at all, and that was the decision when
he could not find placement, and--

Mr. LEPAK. I do nt,t know it he asked the kids if they preferred itto --
Chairman MILLER. Well, my point is this, that when we talkaboutand I think the committee has got to be able to dissectthiswhen we talk about someone reviewing the appropriateness

of the placement, we are talking aboutor we should be thinking
abouta composite of services and resources that are available for
that family and that chid.

Isn't that where we want to head?
Mr. LEPAK. Certainly that is where we want to head. I think that

the reviews now basically say this kid is still alive and breathing,
and we know where he is, and that is pretty good, and let's get on
to getting the next kid out of jail and into a group home.

The burden, by these caseloads cannot be overemphasized, online workers. How are line wo .kersyou know, I have got two
teenagers. and worrying about my kids, if they are out past mid-
night is enough, but worrying about 60 kids is just impossible.

Chairman MILLER. I understand that, and that may be where we
find ourselves as members of the Congress who are outraged by
what we see. We may be culpable because we do not provide the
resources. But I do not think you can excuse the victimization of
children because there are not enough workers, or that the system
is overburdened.

But first, I need to know whether the system is out of compliance
because nobody cares about the law, or if it is overburdened or
what, before I know what the remedy is.

Mr. LEPAK. There is just incidental compliance because the serv-
ices that the children need do not exist, and there are not enougl-
caseworkers to properly match the children to the appropriate
services that do exist.

Chairman MILLER. When we go through these so-called reviewsof what the States are doing over the past 8 years, clearlyI guess
it looks so gross, on its face, from viewing itit is hard for me to
believe that you would not find people out of compliance at theFederal level.

That you would not find that the States are not carrying out
mandated services under title IV-E

Mr. LEPAK. You would not--
Chairman MILLER. You could not help but find that the require-

ments of preplacement preventive services, of case review sys-
tems, of reunification, are not being delivered.

Mr LEPAK. On the plane out here I read a book that nobody had
ever showed me before, prepared by the Youth Law Center and
some other people, on the Federal law and how it should be imple-mented, and it is sadly amusing from our end because it speaks of
things that are fantasy.

Family preservation, keeping children from being placed, and
getting them back to their homes is the law, but there are no serv-
ices to implement that law, so we do what we can, and take the
child:ea and place them. Vv e cannot do anything to keep them
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with their families, and we can do very little to change that situa-
tion so they can return to their families.

We have no money for that, no services we can deliver. What we
do have is somebody, other than our county picking up the tab for
putting these children in foster and group homes. So that is what
we do, and go on to the next case.

Chairman MILLER. But that becomes a substitute for services in
many cases.

Mr. LEPAK. Absolutely. A very poor substitute.
Chairman MILLER. But in fact may be more expensive.
Mr. LEPAK. Certainly we need treatment-on-demand for drug-

abusing parents and drug-abusing children. When somebody says,
OK, don t take my child, I'll go into a treatment program, I'll do
whatever you saythat person needs to have treatment delivered
to them chat day. They cannot be put on a 5-6 month waiting list.

Chairman MILLER. What are the chances of that person getting
services?

Mr. LEPAK. Zero, without their ow i money.
Chairman MILLER. What about New York?
Ms. GALLOP. The same here. We have a long waiting list even for

people who want to voluntarily go into detox programs. The wait-
ing lists are so long that it is very discouraging.

Chairman MILLER. So for the parent that we hope we find, and
that is the parent who says "I am willing to change my behavior",
I am willing to shape up and fly sight for even that parent
forget the parent that will not play- -for even that parent there are
no resources readily available.

So the answer of the system to that parent is "you go on a wait-
ing list?"

Ms. GALLOP And in the meanwhile we will have to remove your
child promptly.

Chairman MILLER. We will have to remove your child?
Ms. GALLOP. Yes.
Ms. FINK. Which is a far more costly alternative, obviously. Of

course, if you miss the opportunity, when that parent is motivate
to get help, you may be missing the opportunity completely be-
cause 6 months later when you call back and say, well, now we
have a space for you, that parent may no longer be there, no longer
interested.

Unfortunately, in all too many cases we find only pacer compli
ante with Public Law 96-272.

Chairman MILLER. I am sure you do.
Ms. FINK. The little box checked off that reasonable efforts were

made, but in terms of real services to real families-
Chairman MILLER. That is progress. The fiat panel this morning

suggested we would find little boxes checked off where it said no
compliance was made, and they went ahead and did it anyway.
so

Ms. FINK. That is right, and the forms were still ignored. That is
true.

Mr. LEPAK. I think that is a very crucial point, too because
often, parents, especially single parents, are really ; tsistant to
having children removed from their home in the beginning, but
sometimes, 6-9 months down the line, especially with adolescent

j
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children, they may have developed a whole new life style where
that kid no longer fits in, and where it would have been fairly easy
to deliver services and keep the child in the home, it then becomes
N ery hard to change that situation and get them back. So you have
got a child that you are going to keep in placement until they are
18 years old.

Chairman MILLER I am at a loss for words. A rare moment Note
this date. Well, thank you. We hope that as we proceed down this
road, we can continue to call on you as resources, because at some
pointand I have already been hammered by members of both
committees, with "what are we going to do?"that we have the
luxury of coming back and talking with you about that. Because I
think that some of the things that may need to be done here, very
often, are not readily apparent to us at this level of policymaking
to enable us to obtain the results that the three of you have been
after for a good period of time.

So I would just hope that you will stay with us through this proc-
ess. Thank you very much.

MF. FINK. Thank you. We certainly will.
Ms. GALLOP. Thank you.
Mr. LEP AK. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you for your time and for your effort.
The next group will be made up of Georgia k ancza, who is the

executive director of the Arizona Advocates for Children; Joan
Graham, who is the chairperson of the Maryland Foster Care Citi-
zen Review Board, accompanied by Charles CoGper; Cecilia Zalkind,
who is the assistant direct9r of the Association for Children of New
Jersey; Carolyn Stitt, who is Nebraska Foster Cafe Citizen Review
Board executive director; and Franny Maguire who is a program
officer of the Delaware Foster Care Citizens Review Board.

We will take your testimony in the order in which I called your
names, and your full testimony will be placed in the record. Again,
to the extent to which you want to comment on something that you
have heard previously, it would be appreciated by me Georgia, wel-
come to the committee.

STATEMENT OF GEORGIA VANCZA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
ARIZONA ADVOCATES FOR CHILDREN

Ms. VANCZA. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Stirring up trouble out there in Arizona?
Ms. VANCZA. I am trying.
Chairman MILLER. Not ac much as your Governor was But okay.

Never mind. Next.
Ms. `v'ArvezA. We do not have enough time for that one.
Honorable chairman, and distinguished members of the commit-

tee, my name is Georgia Vancza, and I am the executive director of
Arizona Advocates for Children.

Arizona Advocates is the oldest independent State-based, multiis-
sued advocacy organization in the country. Because of our early
history, we have a special interest, and some expertise in Public
Law 96-272, and the programs and the children it impacts Arizona
Advocates was created by a family The Robert T. Wilson Founda-
tion put together this organization in 1968 to review the adoption
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laws, pi ocedures and services for children in Arizona. The Wilsons
had adopted several kids, and they were concerned about the cum-
bersome and lengthy process that they went through while hun-
dreds of children were still waiting for permanent homes.

Their efforts of about 2 years resulted in substantive changes in
Arizona statutes, the adoption process, and new resources were
made available, including the first "Tuesday's Child" in the coun-
try. Also a child catalog of waiting children, end an interagency
adoption committee, and all of those are still in operation today.

Systemic reform of the child welfare system is still a major prior-
ity for Arizona Advocates. Arizona is fortunate in that we have a
large number of people who call themselves child advocates

We are concerned about systems. We are concerned about chil-
dren whose needs are not met by either the child welfare system,
the health system, the education or the juvenile justice systems.

Over the last 20 years, Arizona Advocates has been providing
leadership in the development of new resources in making systemic
change.

We have in Arizona a foster care review board, a CASA program,
which is the court-appointed special volunteer program.

We put together a program at Child Protective Services where
there are more than 200 volunteers in the service-delivery system.

We created a private foundation for foster children. We helped
establish the National Committee for the Prevention of Child
Abuse in Arizona.

We funded a child advocate position, with private dollars, in the
director's office of the department of economic security, to primari-
ly look at adoption.

We facilitated the location of some special programs: the Casey
Family Program, the Charlie Program. We have written legisla-
tion. We have helped to develop standards, standards for foster
care. We participated in developing a training program for child
protective services' workers.

Most of the resources that I have mentioned wers developed
before Public Law 96-272 came into being. In Arizona, Public Law
96-272 we really the glue, setting standards, providing the moneys,
and defining accountability.

Arizona seemed to have a progressive child welfare system for its
children. The foster care system, as you well know, is a part of the
large child welfare system, child protective services, foster care,
adoption, and the judicial system.

The children and families in need of these services have complex
and multiproblem lies. Families struggle with the many issues
that are symptoms of a society that has had massive and rapid eco-
nomic changes in the last 40 years.

Members of the committee have been provided with a book on
behalf of Arizona's children. In this book you will find some statis-
tics that are somewhat startling, about Arizona kid. But you
cannot look at the foster care system withou'.., looking at the other
systems in place in the community.

Children c hose basic needs are not being met are at greater risk
of getting into the foster care system.

In fact, the eistence of a foster care system speaks for the collec-
tive failure of the system to provide for these families and children.
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At Arizona Advocates for Children, ot,r measurement for success

is 4 years old, 3 feet tall and has mud on her shoes. If you will takc
Maria by the hand for just a few minutes, we will have a quick

tour of her State.
Arizona's children live in one of the fastest growing States in the

United States. We are the sixth largest State by area. Three out of

four of our kids live in either the Tucson or Phoenix areas, Marico-

pa County or Pima County. We have 1 million kids, and that repre-
sents about a third of our State's population. Thirty-six percent of

our children are minorities; 23 percent are Hispanic, 8 percent are
native American, and 3 percent are black. About 60,000 children

live on Indian reservations in Arizona. There are 20 reservations

there.
The population of Arizona has more than doubled from 1960 tc:

1980 from 1,300,000 to 2,700,000. We rank third in population

growth although 10 people leave Arizona for every 13 who arrive.

Between 1975 and 1985, family structure in Arizona changed dra-
matically. Two-parent families increased by 61 percent, and at the

same time single-parent families increased by 260 percent. In 1985,
Arizona's divorce rate was 32 percent higher than the national av-

erage. More than 50 percent of women with children under the age

of 3 are in the work force, and yet at the same time only 8.5 per-

cent of our children eligible for child care services are receiving the

subsidy.
Thousands of Arizona's children are home alone. Maria has a 6-

year -old brother, Ted, who from time to time is responsible for.
watching h. r. Like Maria, many children throughout the State go

to sleep at night without shelter, without food, without adequate
clothing, and their health needs remain unmet.

The poorest children in America live in Arizona on Indian reser-

vations where unemployment can run as high as 80 percent. In the

Phoenix area, 25 percent of the child population lives in poverty,
compared with 13 percent of adults and 9 percent of the elderly.
Overall, children represent 48 percent of the total number of
people living in pol,erty in Arizona.

Just last year, the number of homeless families increased, as it

did across the Nation. In Phoenix, there was a 25-percent increase

in the number of those families that were requesting emergency
food. Twenty percent of those requests could not be met. There was

no food.
While many of Maria's playmates sleep in cars, parks, and ar-

royosthat is something unique to ArizonaMaria herself has

many times not had the shelter she has needed.

Arizona Advocates estimates that there are more than 1,000 chil-

dren in the Phoenix and Tucson area that are homeless. We have

children who receive public ,:tsistaiice, aid to families with

dependent children, and those children still live in abject poverty

The AFDC payment is $293 for a family of three. That is 47.2 of

the 1983 standard of need. These same children would be less poor

if they lived in any one of 30 other States.
In 1986, one in four babies in Arizona was born to an unmarried

mother; one in three of those babies had a teen mother. Fourteen

percent of these mothers had no prenatal care. One in four babies
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born to teen mothers has an older brother or sister. Maria has two
older brothers at home. Her mother is 21.

Arizona is ranked 52d in spending for mental health services
behind Puerto Rico and Guam. Arizona spends $12.06 for each
person there compared to the national average of $34.62. Maria's
family will wait 2 to 3 months to see a mental health counselor.

In Arizona, there are 152,696 children waiting for mental health
services. The State of Arizona provided money for 9,585 of those
kids. It will not surprise you to hear that our teen suicide rate is 70
percent higher than the national average.

In Arizona, we have 520 children with names in need of inten-
sive treatment services, including psychiatric hospitalization. To-
morrow will be too late for some of these children. Many of these
kids will have run away or be incarcerated. Kids that are locked up
rarely receive the proper treatmei,t and sometimes find themselves
monitoring another youth's activities.

In Flagstaff last month, I visited a juvenile facility where I
learned that three disturbed youth were monitoring a potentially
suicidal teen because the detention center did not have, professional
staff available between 1 and 6 a.m. due to budgetary constraints.
Recently, a Pima County 13-year-old committed suicide while in a
detention center.

Parents. How is the state of parents? In the chronically mental
ill population receiving treatmentand that is not many-10 per-
cent have at least one child. Arizona clIqdren? Five thousand Ari-
zona children have at least one parent who is incarcerated. Five
percent of Arizona's kids will lose one parent because of death
before they reach adulthood. Fifty percent of the people receiving
alcohol and drug treatment ave children.

Maria and her friends are clearly at greater risk of all kinds of
serious problems, greater risk than the average American child.
Maria is also at risk for abusrl and neglect and a possible candidate
for the foster care system.

Did I say that Arizona seems to have it all together? Remember
all those resources that we have? Child protective service workers
report an increase in the number of severely dysfunctional fami'ies
entering the system and an increase in severity of abuse. Children
cannot articulate the intense pain and frustration that violence
within their family creates. Picture Maria as one of the 26,596 re-
ports of suspected abuse. There is a one in three chance that no
one will investigate her case.

In Pima County, in October of 1987, there were 568 reports. Last
month there was 900 reports. The child welfare system is in real
trouble, and many children live in pain and horror because the
system will not respond. The system cannot respond because the
child welfare system was not designed to work, and we keep trying
to fix it.

The social service system of the 1970's was not primarily a crisis
inter vention system. And whelk the child protective service statute
was passed throughout the country, the structure was not changed
and modified sufficiently enough to deliver the kinds of services to
family and children that we demand that it delivc . There has
never been adequate funding to investigate the reports as defined
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by the child protective service statute and provide the necessary re-
lated services.

There is a lack of coordination on the State level. In Arizona,
services are provided for children by four different State agencies.

As a result of some of these factors, administrators, managers
and line staff are forced to make difficult, if not impossible,
choices. It is not good guys versus bad guys.

Two major decisions have been made recently in our State that,
while g3od management decisions, have had a terrible consequence
on children. Both decisions are an attempt to better manage the di-
minishing resources. The establishment of a prioritization system
and you will find that as attachment Ais a public admission that
some of these children's pain will never be responded to.

By the way, there are States across the Nation that are interest-
ed in replicating that prioritization system.

The other decision was not to investigate, or even to continue to
count as reports, runaways, throwaways or mentally ill kids. These
children, teenagers, represented one-third of the caseload at the
time that decision was made. These children will not receive any
services unless they commit a crimewhich we are reluctant to ad-
vocateor their parents file a petition declaring themselves to be
unfit parents.

Both of these changes were mae without revising any statute or
having any legislative oversight. The State agency made an in-
formed choice not to serve thousands of children.

Arizona is not alone in this dilemma. This situation is an indica-
tion that the child welfare system has eroded in this country and,
in fact, may be on the verge of collapse When these changes are
consideredand we look at the 1980 criteria for serviceswe
might then conclude that, in reality, child protective services may
be only investigating 20 to 30 percent of the reports.

The foster care system is greatly impacted by these changes The
families receiving services from CPS today are not the same fami-
lies they were in the 1970's. Generally, they are mare dysfunction-
al. So how do we evaluate the impact of Public Law 96-272 in

1988?
The passage of Public Law 96-272 greatly improved the lives of

thousands of childrenchildren who were kept out of foster care,
children who were returned home or placing with loving, adoptive
parents. The legislation was responsible for significant changes in
the State systems. At the same time, Congress did not establish
strong family policies and national standards that reflected a com-
mitment to support vulnerable child._ that might be likely to get
into the foster care system. At this time it makes good economical
sense to prepare these children to become productive members of

society.
While many improvements have been made, foster parents relay

that many of the "old" problems continueand you have heard
that todayinadequate or no medical history, inadequate or no be-
havioral information when a child is placed, poor communication
with workers, not being p -t of the decisionmaking process Recent-

ly, several children with A,JS have been placed in foster homes in
Arizona without the medical history having been shared with the
foster families.
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Workers report that they have too many cases and too few re-
sources. Morale is low and concern is exprE3sed about "going
through the motions" with the biological parents rather than ef-
fecting long-term behavioral changes.

Once again, more children are going into foster care, staying
'Longer and moving frequently. In 1987, 3,256 children were in care.
Thirty-six percent of those hail been in care for 30 months or
longer, and 21 percent had been in five or more placements. This is
particularly alarming because few teenagers entered the system in
1987. In comparison, i: Si, of course, there were fewer children,
but 31 percent were in are for 3 months or longer; 22 percent
were in five or more ?lacernents. So if Maria gets into the foster
care system, she faces a dismal future, in spite of all our best ef-
forts.

The intent of Public Law 96-272 is just not being met. Arizona
Advocates recommends that Public Law 96-272 be strengthened by:
dew _oping an evaluation component that solicits information di-
rectly from the real expertskids exiting the system, foster par-
ents, adoptive parents and caseworkers; by developing standards
and requiring a review of changes in child protective service policy
or statutes impacting the foster care system; by increasing the ap-
propriations level to reflect the more intense prevention and early
intervention services needed for today's clients; by providing addi-
tional incentives for States in increasing their primary an second-
ary prevention efforts, including basic services.

One recommendation that is not listed in the written testimony
that occurs to me while listening to many other good folks here
today is to provide incentives for greater participation for volun-
teers in the service delivery system; to also look at setting stand-
ards for cel 'n caseloads, o: certainly providing incentives for
States to maintain a certain level of cases per worker. and, lastly,
to look at how we may key in on the decisionmaking process, that
Public Law 96-272 really can be keyed to the decisionmaking proc-
ess, rather than looking at whether kids are in care or out of care.
If workers, foster parents and kids are participating in those deci-
cions, the right outcome will happe ,. I would like to see some
thought being given to how we could do that, evaluate the decision-
making process in each State.

As concerned legislators, you can help establish good public
policy for children by ensuring that Maria .,as enough to eat, a
safe place to live, adequate health care, and an opportunity for an
education. Policy and standards must be set at the national level
that reflect a commitment to the Maria's in every State, regardless
of where they are born. There will never be enough money to fully
fund the foster care system if renewed emphasis is not placed soon
on preventing the 'roblems described here today by a number of
people and providing timely, intense services to trouble families.
Maria is waiting for her good life to btgin.

Thank you.
[The statement of M.. Vancza
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TESTIMONY

OF

CEORVIA VANCZA

ARIZONA CHILD ADVOCATE

Honorable Chairman and Distinguished Members of the Committee

My name is Georgia Vancza. 1 am the Executive Director of

Arizona Advocates for Children. I appreciate the opportunity

to review with you today the impact of FL 96-272 on the lives

of thousands of Arizona's children.

Arizona Advocates for Children is the oldest state-oaseo

multi - issued advocacy organization in the nation Because of

our early history, we have special interest and expertise

in PL 96-272 and the prograLs it impacts. Arizona Advocates

for Children was created by the Robert T. Wilson Foundation

in 1968 to review adoption laws, proceouiva aol services.

Around that time, the Vilsons had adopted several children

and were concerned about the cumbersome and lengthy process

while hundreds of children continued to wait for a permanent

family. The Wilsons' efforts resulted in substantiNe changes

in the Arizona statutes and the adoption process and also

made available new resources. The first "Tuesday's Child,"

waiting child catalog and an Interagency Adoption Committee

are examples of this early work that twenty years later still

help children find permanent homes

System reior of the child welfare system continues to be a

major prix ty for Arizona Advocates for Children which also

works on behalf of vulnerable, at-risk children within the

health, education and juvenile justice systems. AAFC

provided leadership for the development of the Foster Care

Review Board, the Court Appointed Special Advocate (CASA)

volunteers in Child Protective Services, private foundations

for foster children, uelped establish the National Committee

for the Prevention of Child Abuse in Arizona, funded child

advocate position to the Director's office of the Department

of Economic Security and fatilitated the location of the

nearly $1 million tax-free Casey Family Program which

provides long-ter foster family care to children. In

addition, AAFC wrote legislation resulting in an adoption

subsidy program iodating foster parent training and training

for Child Protective Servic6s workers.
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Most of these resources were developed in the 1970s before

the passage of PL 96-272. In Arizona, PL 96-272 was the

-glue," setting standards, providing monies, defining

accountability. Arizona seemed to have a progressive child

welfare system for its children. Many Arizonans have worked

hard at creating more resources, better management and more

accountable systems and at redefining the roles of cemmunity

and government. The foster care system is a part of the

larger child welfare system, defined AS Child Protective

Services, foster care and adoption The children and

families in need of these serviLes have complex and multi-

problem lives They struggle with many issues that are

symptoms of society that has had massive and rapid economic

changes in the last 40 years.

You cannot look at the foe.sr care system without looping at

the other systems in place in the community. Children whole

basic needs Are not met are at greater risk. Families

without adequate support systems are at greater risk.

The existence of foster care system speaks to a collective

failure to provide for these families and their children.

At Arizona Advocates for Children, our easureaent of success

is four years old, three feet tail and has mud on her shoes.

Take Maria by the hand for a quick tour of her state:

DEMOGRAPHICS:

* Arizona's children live in one of the fastest growing

states in the U.S. Arizona is the 6th largest state by area.

* Three out of four children in Arizona reside in two urban

* Arizona's one million children represent one-third of the

states total population. Thirty percent of the children are

minorities; 23% of these are Hispanic, 8% are Native

American and 32 are black.

* An estimated 60,000 children rem AC Pt the 20 Indian

reservations located in Arizona.

* The population of Arizona more than doubled, rising from

1,300,000 to 2,718,000 persons between 1960 and 1980.

...
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* Arizona ranked 3rd in opultion growth between 1975 and

1985, although 10 people left Arizona for every 13 who

arrived.

FAMILY STRUCTURE:

* Between 1975 and 1985, family structure In Arizona changed

dramatically. Uhile two - parent families increased by 61%,

single-parent families irc eeeee d by 260%. In 1985, Ari.ons's

divorce rate (7.5 per 1,000 population) was 321 higher than

the national average.

* More than 501 of women with children under the age of three

are working; two-thirds of women working are single prenta

or have husbands r.rning leas than $15,000 year. Yet only

8.52 of children eligible receive subsidized child care.

Thousands of children ere home alone. Maria" six-year old

brother, Ted, watches her.

POVERTY:

* Like Maria, many children throughou the state go to sleep

without shelter, without food, without adequate clothing end

their health needs remair unmet.

* The poorest children in Amer:c live or the reservations in

Arizona, where unemployment an run 8,1%.

* In the Phoenix area (Maricopz County), 25% of the child

population lives in poverty crmiared to 131 of adults and 9%

of thn elderly. Overall, children represent 48% of the total

number of people living in poverty.

* In 1987, the number of famil1e requesting emergency food

assistance in d by 252. Twenty percent of these people

remained hungry. There was no food!

* Many of Maria's playmates seep in cra, parks end arroyos

because enough aheltcr is not available. Arizona Advocates

for Children estimates that more than 1000 children are

homeless in Phoenix and Tucson.

* Fifty thousand Arizona Lirlidren who receive public

assistance, Aid .., Fmil,s with Dependent Children, still

live in abject pcyprtv. The AFDC payment is $293 for a

family of three. This is 47.a% 0. the 198' standard of need.

These same children would be loss poor if they lived in any

one of 30 other states.
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TEEN PREGNANCY:

* In 1986, one in four babies in Arizona was born to an

unmsrried mother.

* One in three of those 15,600 babies has teenage mother.

Fourteen percent of these mothers received no prenatal care.

Naria"s mother thanked God that her baby was well.

* One in four babies born to teen mothers has an older

brother or sister. Many of these young women drop out of

high scaool because of pregnancy and child raising (14,00

girls in 1985). Maria has two older brothers at home.

MENTAL HEALTH:

* Arizona is ranked 52nd in spending for mental health,

behind Puerto Rico and Guam. Arizona spends $12.06 per

capita, compared to the nations' average of $34.62. Naria"s

family will wsit 2-3 months to see counselor at a mental

health center.

* In Arizona, 151,696 children are estimated to be in need of

mental health services. In 1986, Arizona provided money for

9,585 children to receive services. bominable

situation is major factor in Arizona's teen auicich rate

being 705 higher than the national average.

* In Arizona today, we know 520 children with names in need

of intensive treatment services, including psych'etric

hospitalization.

* Tomorrow will be too late for some of these chi.dren. Many

of these kids will run away or be incarcerated. Jvenile

Justice authorities report that approximately two -birds of

the children in .heir system are severel1 emotionally

disturbed.

* Kida that are locked up rarely receive proper treatment and

sometimes find themselves monitoring another youth's

actielties. In one case in norther, Arizona, three disturbed

youth were monitoring potentially suicide' teen because the

Flagstaff juveoile detention center did not have professional

staff available between 1:00-6:00 a.m due to budget

constraints. Recently, a Pima County thirteen-year old hung

himself in detention center.
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* Of the chronically mentally ill adults receiving treatment

from the Arizona Department of Health Services, 10% have at

least one .aild Maria"s aunt Teresa sometimes forgets to

feed her baby.

More than 5,000 Arizona children have parent who is

incarcerated

Before they reach adulthaod, five percent of Arizona-a kids

will lose one parent because of death.

Maria and her friends are clearly at greater risk of all

kinds of serious problems than the average American child.

Maria is also et risk for abuse and neglect.

Did I say that we (Arizona) seem to have it all together?

Child Protective Service workers report an increase in the

number of severely dysfunctional families entering the system

and an increase .n the severity of abuse. Children cannot

articulate the intense pain and frustretion that violence

within their family creates. Picture Maria as one of the

26,595 reports of suspected abuse. There is one in three

chance that no one would investigate her "case." In one

county, reports escalated from 568 in October, 1987, to 900

in March. 1988 The child welfare system is in real trouble,

and many "hildren live in pain and horror because the syster

will not respond the system cannot respond because

1) the Child Protective Services System was not "designed" to

work; the social service system of 1970 was not primarily a

crisis intervention system,

2) there has rever bean adequare funding to investigate the

reports as defined by the CPS statute and provide the

necessary related services;

3) there is a lack of coordination at the state level;

existing services for children are provided by four different

state agencies.

As a result of the above-named factors, administrators,

managers and line staff are forced to make difficult, if not

impossible, choices regarding which child will wait. Will it

be Maria?
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Two major decisions have been made in Arizona in the last

four years, that, while 'good" management decisions, have a

terrible consequence to children Both decisions are an

attempt to better manage the diminishing resources. The

establishment of a prioritization system (see attachment A)

is a public admission that some children's pain will never be

responded o.

The other decision was not to investigate (or even to count

as reports) runaways, throwaways or mentally ill children

These children -- teenagers -- represented one-third of the

caseloads of that time. These children will not receive

services unless they commit a crime or their parents file a

petition declaring themselves unfit parents

Both of these changes were made without revising any s atutes

or having legislative oversight. The state agency mad, an

informed choice not to serve thousands of children.

Arizooa is not alone in this dilemma; this situation is

clear indication of the erosion of the child welfare syttem,

and we may be close to its collapse. When these changes are

considered, it may be that by the 1980 criteria, Child

Protective Services is investigating 20-30% of the reports

The foster care system is greatly impacted by these changes.

The families receiving services from CPS today are not the

same ss in the 1970s. Generally, they are more

dysfunctional. How do we evaluate the impact of PL 96-272 in

1988,

The ps,.sage of PL 96-272 improved the lives of thousands of

children -- children who were kept out of the foster care

system or who were returned home, or placed with loving,

adoptive families. TLis legislation was responsible for

significant changes in the state systems At the same time,

Congress moat establish strong family policies and national

standards that reflect s commitment to support our vulnerable

children. It makes economical sense to prepare these

children to become productive members of society.
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While many improvements have been made, foster parents relay

that many of the "old" problems continue -- inadequate or no

medical care, behavioral information, poor comMunicatiOn with

workers and not being part of the decision making process.

Several children with AIDS have recently been placed in homes
without the medical history being ahared with the foster families

Corkers repel ';at the', have too many cases and too few resources.

Morale is lei ana concern is expressed about "going through the motions"

with the biological parents rather than effecting long term behavioral

changes

Once again, mere children are going into foster care. staNing longer

and moving frequently In 1987 3.256 children were in .are. rhirty

six percent of those children have been in foster care for 30 months

or longer and 21Z have been in 5 or more placements Tb.s is particularly

alarming because few teenagers entered the system in .987 In comparison,

during 1981 there were 2,554 children in care and 31Z were in care

for 30 months or longer. 11% were in 5 or more placements If Marie

gets into foster care she faces a dismal future. in spite of all of

cur best efforts

Arizona Advocates for Children recommends that IL 96-272 be s.rengthened

bs

I) dem1,,,l,p an esaluation component that solicits information di-ectly

from the e\perts, foster parents, adoptive parents, caseworkers, older

children eNsting the system,

2) deseloping standards and requiring a review of changes in CPS policy

or statutes impacting the foster care systsm,

3) increasing the appropriations level to reflect the more intense

" prevention" and early intervention services needed for todas's clients,

4) providing additional incentives for states In increasing their primary

and secondary prevention efforts

We would also urge that a national independent review of the child

welfare system be conducted

As concerned legislators, you cal help establish good public policy

for children by insuring that Maria has enough to eat, a safe place

to live, adequate health care and an opportunity fur an education.

Policy and standards most be established at the national level that

reflect a commitm.nt to the Max ia's in tsar. state, regardless of where

1 's
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she fs born. There will never be enough money to fully fund the foster

care system if renewed emphasis is not placed soon on preventing the

problems described today and providing timely, intense services to

troubled families. Maria's waiting for her good life to 'egin.

I RAVE A DREAM

That one day all creatures will be equal and at peace with each
other.

That man will use his power to journey to the stars and not use
it to annihilate himself.

That man will use his knowledge of science to journey into space
and let people live longer, to defeat cancer, and not to use it
to destroy nature, other people, and the Universe.

That one day everyone and everything will be happy and loved.

That cruelness and wars will be forgotten and that love and peace
will be remembered.

That all things rood and bad will live in harmony.

Adrian

Carrillo School, Tucson, AZ.
6th Grade
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Attachment A
FAMILY VIOLENCE

A caseworker's guideline for deciding
which children will wait...

Priontazation of Action for Investigation of Reports of Alleged
Abuse, Neglect, Dependency, or Exploitation

Pnanty I tale 772reotening and/or Emergency Situation

Respond immediately, but no later than two hours

Example Severely physically abused children with
observable injuries or symptoms thereof

Prioay 2Dangerous But Not Life Threatening

Respond promptly, but no later than 48 hours

Example Children who are both sexually abused, and the
parent, guardian, or custodian is unable to pro-
vide for the child's protection

Priority 3--Suistandand Child Can That is Damaging

Respond promptly, but no later than two working days

Example Children under I I years of age, or children who
appear to be developmentally disabled and
who are inadequately supervised

Priority 4Substandard/Inadequate Can That Cao Become Damaging

Respond promptly, but no later than one work week

Example High risk situations with multiple stress factors
and/or history of child maltreatment

Source
An.-ape Department of Economic Secunty
krona Supreme Court Foster Care Renew Board

71

1
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appendi- A

ARIZONA PLACEMENTS OF CHILDREN

1981

IN FOSTER CARE

1987
Current Placement No. 2 No. 2

Home 317 12.2 302 9.3
Relative 365 14.1 503 15.4
Family Foster Home 1,312 50.5 1,821 55.9
Non-Lic/Non-Rel Home 21 0.8 10 0.3
Group Hole 110 4.2 147 4.5
Residential Placement 190 7.3 129 4.0
deLtal Hospital 9 0.3 9 0.3
DDD InstLtution 44 1.7 23 0.7
Adoptive 196 7.6 161 4.9
Runaway 40 1.2
Shelter 29 0.9
Detention 9 0.3
Other 33 1.3 73 2.2

MB =Si=

2,597 100.0% 3,256 100.0%
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appendix B

OBJECTIVES

Objective

FOR CHILDREN

No.

IN

1981
%

RTP/R:P 676 26.9
Relative Placement 250 10.0
Non-Rel/Non-Adopt P1 22 0.9
Adoption 619 24.7
Short-term foster care 49 2.0
Long-term foster care 747 29.7
Independent Living 67 2.7
Dismissal 48 1.9
Other 33 1.3

2,511 100.0%

Objective No.
1987

%

Return to parent 878 27.0
Remain with parent 315 9.7
Adoptive Placement 836 25.7
(Foster parent) (327)
(Relative) (77)
(Non-fost/non-rel) (8)
(Guardian nip) (37)
(Unspecified) (387)

Long-term foster care 1,158 35.5
(Foster home or inst) (594)
(Rel. placement) (289)
(Other) (14)
(Unspecified) (261)

Independent Living 24 0.7
Other 33 1.0
No established plan 12 0.4

3,256 100.0%

.1 A.
1 ( j

CARE
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appendix C

1981

AGE FOR CHILDREN IN CARE

1987
at No. % No. %

0-2 232 9.1 433 13.3
3-5 353 13.8 531 16.3
6-8 334 13.1 504 15.5
9-11 358 14.0 442 13.6
12-14 468 18,3 526 16.1
)5-18 809 31.7 820 25.2

appendix D

2,554 100.0% 3,256 100.0%

4ONTHS OUT OF HOP FOR CHILDREN IN CARE

1981 1987
Months out of home No. X No.

0-5 168 6.5 264 8.1
6-11 493 19.1 543 16.7
12-17 391 15.1 490 15.0
18-23 268 10.4 425 13.1
24-29 223 8.6 368 11.3
30-35 177 6.8 295 9.1
36-41 126 4.9 203 6.2
42-47 97 3.8 145 4.4
48+ 644 24.9 523 16.1

2,587 100.01 3,256 100.01

appendix E

NUMBER OF PLACEMENTS FOR CHILDREN IN CARE

1981 1987
Number of nlacements No. X No. %

1 1,069 41.3 1,088 33.4
2 731 28.2 701 21.5
3 358 13.8 497 15.3
4 155 6.0 294 9.0
5 90 3.5 168 5.2
6 46 1.8 135 4.1
7+ 141 5.4 373 11.5

.MMMU. MMMMMMM

2,590 100.02 3,256 100.0%
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The
CHARLEE
Program

Children Have MI Rights
Legal. Educational, Emotional

April 11, 1988

Georgia Vancza
Executive Director
Arizona Advocates for Children
4439 East Broadway Blvd.
Suite 212
Tucson, AZ 85711

Dear Georgia:

Congratulations on being selected for testify before the U.S. Congress!
On behalf of Arizona CHARLEE Family Care and The Henninger Foundation,
thank you for allowing this opportunity for written input.

The topics I would like to address are the disintegration of the
American family and the consequent impact on public Child Protective
Services and foster care. Foster children are soe:!.ty's castoffs...they
are too young to work and support themselves; they are too young to
protect themselves physically, emotionally, and legally; they are too
young to vote for political effect; and they do not have families that
are concerned about their welfare to advocate for the basic necessities
all human beings need.

It may be useful to qualify the following statements by noting that
Arizona CHARLEE Family Care is one of the largest private providers of
children's services in Arizona. These services include: shelter, group
homes, in-home family assistance, independent living case management,
and severance writing. As a charter member of The Henninger Foundation
Youth Program, Arizona CHARLEE is involved nationally with several
other youth services organizations. The internationally recognized
leadership and dedication to superior quality of care provided by The
Henninger Foundation is the cornerstone of all programs in CHARLEE.

In the past five (5) years in Arizona there has been an unprecedented
increase in referrals to Child Protective Services (CPS); some
estimates indicate as much as a 400% increase. CHARLEE can testify to
this 'act because the services we provide are almost exclusively for
this population. There has been much said about the validity of such

347 East Ith S
Amon. CHARI EE ramds Care. Inc
P 0 902 31565 Tucson. AZ 115717/SIA 602/629-6085

4 Member of the %lemons/re t uundatton t ornth 're set..or I
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Georgia Vancza
Executive Direct 1r
Arizona Advocas for Children
April 11, 1988
Page Two

statistics and the nature of reporting, the implication being that the
statistics are skewed for various reasons. The statistics are not the
issue, the fact is tl c there are forces operating on American families
that impact their functirning negatively. Furthermore, the social
service systems designed to assist families and/or dependent children
are simply not geared to meet the Current needs. The forces operating
on families are nocial Problems that have significant historical and
economic roots. The problem with the social service delivery syster is
that the funding appropriated is focused on providing "reactive
services" rather than "proactive services."

Family Disintegration

lne fact is that mass conmunication has made the immediate access to
all kinds cf new information possible not only for adults, but for
children. Children do not have the emotional maturity, nor a well
developed logical intellect to integrate this vast increase in
information. For example, in the same afternoon a child can watch the
1,test rock video on "M-TV" and a live broadcast of a national tragedy,
such as a terrorist assassination or the crash of the Challenger.

This immediate input of information crem*es situations that the -3st
majority of parents are untrained and anpiepared to handle.
Furthermore, the mobility of the American family has often led to
frequent relocation, resulting in a lack of sor'al relationships that
would normally provide . neighborhood identity The increasing need for
families to have two (2) income earners has resulted in more children
being placed in daycare: with the effect being rore children being
raised by surrogate parents out of their own neighborhood.

The point is not that mass communicati,...n, geographic mobility, and
daycare are evil processes. The point is that they are only a few of
the realities that Americans live with in modern society. These
realities have appeared so quickly that the tmerican family has not had
time to evolve in a manner that allows it to cope effectively with the
changes. When CPS is examined from this perspective, it is no wonder
that there have been astronomical increases in the number of cases.

The Social Service Delivery system

The notion thst services are referral driven, t,-.3t a problem in the
family must exist for services to be delivered, is an axiom
of a'l social service systems. When the discussion concerns Child,
Youth, and Family service departments, the 1. .st majority of resources
go to out of home foster care. There may els., be some primary
intervention efforts made by way of educational opportunities for
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families. In tiis context, out of home foster care is at the end of the
spectrum of intervention for working with families.

Out of home foster care is a tertiary intervention. It is expensive, it
is frequently ineffective, and it often damages the very children it
was intended to protect. It may sound odd for a large residential
service provider such as CHARLEE to say, but it is time to develop (and
fund) better alternatives to out of home foster care. There will always
be a number of children that must be removed from their natural parents
care to protect their lives and adequate legislation has been provided
at the federal level (96-242) to provide for the needs of these
children. But, it appears that the majority of children would be Ler
better off avoiding the pitfalls of the typical fc,ter care system.

There are two alternatives; upgrade an already expensive and
que--tionably efficient foster care system, or learn how to teach
families to live together in a more constructive manner that is cost
efficient. Intervening with families before children are placed out of
home is clearly preferable and proactive in comparison to out of home
foster care. In order for this to occur, there musr be a funding
impetus that not only continues to provide the cuezent level of funding
for out of home foster care, but that also begins to give incentive for
keeping children with their natural parents while meaningful
intervention services are provided. Meaningful intervention does not
mean an ambiguous "counseling" approach with troubled families. It
means a return to social work in the home_of the family having
problems. This involves sending highly trained paraprofessionals
(making the entire process more cost effective) to teach and monitor
families in the business of being "family."

In closing, there are many pressing needs to be considered when
examining the American family today. However, I believe we must begin
to find safe ways to slow the flow of children into foster care.
Children are our future... 0,/- concern for that future is best
illus'rated by trying to preserve the integrity of natural family
environments in which the children can grow and flourish.

Again, thank you for the opportunity to present my thoughts. Please
accept my best wishes for a constructive visit to Washington.

Sincerely,

\INA

Shaun T. McBride
Executive Director

4) ,
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Comstock Children's Foundation.i...
2030 East Broadway, Suite 222
%won. 85729
(602) 624.2088

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

Sue Cann, Paresis=
Donald E. Pollings, Vice Presidow
Patricia C AxitIA RN., Seaton,
O. . Mon, Stenuret
Vernon Barr
Ralph M. Dorn
Pasts Congdon
Shen Del6
Sum Dubow
John T. Olivia
Anne 810.11 Hartnett, MSW
Roaernary Nan'
Andrew L Eastman, DM D
Philip J Marcos ND
Pere Mayer
Rich Mont
J.clith V Over
Torn Pertain.,
Barbels J Powers
R-aph E Silberschlac
Claire Thomas
Ellyn Knapp Vila«ler
Marvell< L Zeller

ETVItla
Pat Emmen. R N
RY Ginter
Charles Lamb
Schuyler W Uninger
Jeannie Marks. EN
John R McDonald
Alec Udall, MS.W.
Jane Williams

Execunue Demur
Judith S. Jordan

4-11-88

Arizona Advocates for Children
ATTENTION: Georgia Vancza
4439 E. Broadway, Suite 212
Tucson, Arizona 85711

Dear Georgia,

Thank you for expressing interest in Comstock
Children's Foundation As you requested, we
are including information about the program of
services we offer to Tucson's children.

Comstock is the "LAST RESORT- for any child in
our community 41c, recuires health treatment which
the famill, cannot afford a,d when other agencies
cannot help Cymples of help provided in 1987 are
mere than 278 hale been able to get
necessary med_c_nes. 62 young people are wearing
braces to correct severe].) malformed teeth, and
19 babies subject to Suede, infant Death Syndrome
were provided v.th late sur,,oiting heart monitors
Other services provided Include critical dental
surgery, wheelchoir. car seat, ale exams and
glasses, and prc cars fo: pregnant teenagers

Comstock has never received Government aid It
depends on community donations Because there is an
endowment fund which yield' enough for the small
administrative ccnts, 100% of all contributions go
for direct services of children.

Please let us knew if there is any other information
you'd like We ,,,preciae your consideration.

Sincerely,

Comstock Children's Foundation

Judith S. Jordari
Execitive Director

JSJ/ve
Enclosures

Smiles for our community's children
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COMSTOCY CHILDREN'S FOUNDATION, INC.

FACT SHEET

Purpose of Program

Comstock Children's Foundation, Inc. is a Tucson organization that offers
assistance to children requiring health treatment when no other agency
can help

Comstock helps children in need recei,e medications, orthodortia and
suecial health needs such as heart moitors, medical supplies, wheel-
chairs, or even help with travel if a child needs treatment not available
here in Tucson.

Comstock provides financial Pssistance, counseling and advocacy, and
refers to other resources if help can be found elsewhere.

Staff

There is one full-time employee, Judith S. Jordan. She does all client
counseling, referrals and interviews, often at the home. There is a
committee on the Board of Directors that consults with her on decisions
of financial aid and other problems. There is a part-time secretary.
All other people associated with Comstock are volunteers.

Guidelines for Aid

Children - birth to 18 years.
Referrals are made from clinics, hosp_tals, social service agencies,
school personnel, public health nurse , parents or others Families
receiving we,"are or Government assis.,,nce are eligible if the care the
child needs is not provided for throw' these programs. other families
are also eligible after assessment t-: t the family cannot afford the
full cost of the lealth treatment req .red In most instances, families
pay part of the costs. Doctors, med_.,1 suppliers and pharmacies offer
discounts.

Priority is given ',.o Pima County, end 9E% of all aid given Is to residents
of Pima County.

History

Comstock Children's Foundation was ioTmed when the Comstock Children's
Hospital closed in 1966.

Funds

The investment fund, established from the sale of the Hobp--al, yields
enough interest to cove: administrative costs

United Way / Government

Comstock is not part of United Way and receives no Government ,unding.

Approved by the Funo Raising Review Board
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LA FRONTERA CENTER

"Mental Health Needs of Children are Ever Increasing in Arizona" is, at present,

a true sentiment and it is a historical statement Arizona ranked 50th in the nation IlL

its care of its only natural resource -- its children. The more we continue to fail in

prioritizing young children and their rights to a safe, stable and predictable child-

hood, the more we all and contribute to the increased numbers of young children with

serious mental health problems. Tbday we are seeing an increase in the following problem

areas of preschool-age children:

Maladaptive behaviors

School-related problems

Learning disabilities

Lack of problem-solving skills

Inability to make meaningful friendships

Increase in suicide threats, attempts, and successess

Increase in aggressive/destructive behaviors

Increase in the need to medicate young children

An alarming aspect of the increase in mental health problems rests in the reality that

more and more preschool-age children are manifesting depression, extreme aggression which

results in being kicked out of day cares and preschools, and threats of suicide. Problem

children left without support, intervention, and treatment ultimately become adults who

are unable to lead functiorang, meaningful lives and who repeat the same cycle in their

own families.

There is a growing body of research which now indicates a direct relationship between

what happens in a child's early life and the probability of severe emotional problems

later in childhood and adulthood. Problems manifested in infancy and early childhood

which are left unattended are, often, first identified by a teacher once the child reaches

public school. Research also indicates that parents are more motivated to address family

issues and individual dysfunction when their child is a young age than they are once the

child passes age six or seven. The observable emotional and beha coral problems of ele-

mentary age and older children invariably have their origins in the child's earlier life.

Public schools are in the throes of great frustration in their inability to support

resiztant parents in seeking help for their children. Consequently, mental health pro-

blems are left untreated and they get worse.

The proactive solution to the mental health needs of young children rests in early

intervention and prevention. Factors in the life of a young child which contribute to

this needs are:

(1) Another who, due to illness, chemical abuse, her own maladaptive behavior,

is unable to appropriately bond and nurture her child.
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(2) Multiple separations from the mother as primary caretaker.

(3) Parental mental illness.

(4) Parental/family domestic violence.

(5) Parental chenucal ahusP.

(6) Medical neglect.

(7) Physical and/or sexual abuse.

(8) Ehoticnal acuse and neglect.

(8) Multiple moves and homelessness.

(10) FOster care.

Parenting is the most important role in our society. Our social future rests in effective

and nurturing parenting; yet, parenting is the one task we the least prepared to ful-

fill. Prioritizing prevention and early intervention for young at-risk children is not

just a "good idea" -- it is mandatory. Arizona's at-risk children need child development

and parenting skills training fc- heir families, prelerrablv in the home. They need more

eery assessment, therapeutic dy treatment and play thorapy.

Seventy percent (70%) r_ presescolers receiving mental health services are in foster

care. Specialized training for therapeutic foster hares is imperative in meeting bonding,

nurturing and treatment needs of seriously emotionally disturbed preschoolers. As long

as foster parents remain without needed training, they continue to be a stumbling block

in any child's treatment because a child cannot be treated in a vacuum --the care giver

tm.st play an integral role in meeting mental he,..1C-1 needs.

(04/08/88)

t;') r,
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2509 E Fillmore StreetXPhoenix Arizona 85008 X Office (602) 275 0555 X Crisis Line (800) 352 0528

Based on recent reports, over TWO-MILLION children are reportedly injured
and neglected each year in the United States. In Arizona there were 24,866 cases
of child abuse /neglect in 1985, involving an estimated 52,214 children.

Parents Anonymous is a successful approach toward resolving this growing problem.
P.A. is self-help organization which provides prevention, early intervention and
treatment services for parents with an actual or potential child abuse/neglect
problem; or for parents experiencing stress in their lives. Parents meet weekly
in self-help troupe with the assistance of trained professional volunteers. Through
the group process, parents work to help each other prevent and heal damaging relation-
ships within the family.

Founded in 1970 by Jolly K., an abusive parent, Parents Anonymous has grown
from few local groups in California to over 1,500 groups world-wide. In October
1980, to support and encourage future program growth in Arizona, P.A. opened a
statewide resource office in Phoenix. The following services/goals have been
developed:

. P.A. groups currently meet in 12 Arizona Counties, and on five Indian Reser-
vations.

. P.A. serves the entire state of Arizoaa with a 24-hour toll-free CRISIS LINE
for parents in crisis, or experiencing stress within the family.

. Since July 1982 a prevention program for Native American families has been
developed in Maricopa County, utilizing the self-help group and Indian parent-
aides to meet the unique cultural needs of the urban Indian parents. The
P.A. groups are also being developed on reservations throughout Arizona,
utilizing Native American staff and volunteers.

. A Family Support Service program in Maricopa County operates, with referrals
from the Department of Economic Security. The Family Support Specialist
serves es a therapeutic friend and role model to the abusive parent, provides
emotional support and assists the family to link with appropriate community
resources.

P.A. offers the Nurturing Program in many Arizona communities, to help in-
crease the parenting and nurturing skills of parents and their children.

P.A. provides educational programs to civic, oarent and professional groups
statewide.

Other unique services include children's treatment programs, teen self-help
groups, and Spanish-speaking P.A. groups in different lora,ions stateq

A quarterly Newsletter reaches over 1,500 neople, providing ..d.,,ed infor-
mation on P.A., educational articles, resources, etc.

. Regional offices have been opened in Tucson, Flagstaff and Kingman to develop
the P.A. services at a local level.

Parents Anonymous is a private non-profit organization whi,h utilizes volunteers
and in-kind donations to provide the majority of its services. For more infor-
mation please contact the local P.A. of ice nearest you or call our toll-free Crisis
Line at 1-800-352-0528.

FAMILY LIFELIN E)=PARENTS ANONYMOUS OF AZ.

90-460 0 - 89 -- 5
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Juvenile hall wrestles with budget woes
8V STEVE RYAN
Sun Steil Repartee
Leaving the Coconino County

Juvenile Detentior facility staffed
only by Iwo sleeping

houseparents during an early.
mining shift compromises safely
of locked up children, while using
ledel al and ornate-sector sources
to feed the kids without using count:.
funds underscores questions about
budgetary priorities, says a
children s rights advocate

Ste can wad until there is a
suicide or a death d one kid becomes
violent toward another and deal
with it then. or admit now that
reasonable staffing must be
provided,' says Georgia Valeta,
executive director of Arizona rid-
%orates for Children

There are legitimate budgetary
constraints but it seems to me that
the county is really liable. Vancza
said

Concerns center on the county's

decision to not staff the detention
center with officers ea active duty
between 'he hours of I and I a m
dai'y said Vancsa

The facility is super.ised during
those only by a retired man
and his wife who are sleeping in an
apartment within the detentions Cen-
ter, Vancza said

Failure to actively patrol the
facility during the five early-
morning hours compromises safety
of children in custody in the 24-bed
center. Vancza said

Generally, children are detained
in the facility because they are
believed to have run away from
their homes. committed crimes or
been labeled incorrigible

Safety of the children and the
county s liability exposure both
would be enhanced by stationing
active -duty detention officers at the
facility around the clock if the
county could afford it says Stephen
M Cmkovich, chief Juvenile Probl-

txm officer
It so a liability esposme we are

well aware of and we are attempting
to find a wad to address that ihi.
ficulty.' said Crekosoch, whose
duties include supervision of the
detention center

House p usually a

married couple i.'ired from other
occupations, receive training iden-
tical to persons lured AI detention
officers noted Cmkovids Tho cou-
ples, who usually have raised
families of their own, are intended
to p.ovide a craze
moment for detained children,
whose ages rarge from S to IS, he
said

Detention officials maximize
security with limited resources,
noted Crnkovich

For example, lockup cells in the
facility are equipped with
microphones speakers which
allow detention workers to con-
stantly monitor sounds inside cello

and to communicate with detainees
to check on their welfare, said

Crnkovich
Children determined to have

sexual or behavioral problems as

well as smaller children who would
be vulnerable to attack are locked
in isolation rather than in cells oc,
cupied by between four and five
detainees, he said

Detention win hers also carry
button-activated alarms which can
communicate distress signals if
they are attacked ay a detainee, he
said

"It would be better to have at
least one male detention officer or

- am officers of both sexes here
at all times "

However, fiscal constraints
rebu.re the detention center to make
d .e t.." scant funds that are

About 0:10 wens earmarked for

Sc...:JVENILE,
Page 2
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salaries of juvenile detention
employees this year, an allocation
essentially unchanged from three
years ago, said Crnkovich

During those three years,
however, the average number of
persons detained in the facility each
day has risen Irons 10 I to 17 7,
Crnkovich said The number of
children detained at the center rose
from 1,0311 In fiscal 1904 to 1123 In
fiscal 1997, he said

The juvenile detention center is
not the only county department
coping with budgetary constraints.
said Cmkovich For example. the
county jail now is housing 190 in
mates, about 40 more than its
capacity, he noted

Vancza agrees that Coconino
County and other rural counties

are expected in negotiate tight
budgetary straits

"They are struggling with very
difficult decisions There are no bad
guys here," said Vancza, noting that
cutbacks and restraints from state
funding sources are crimping rural
counties

"Our goal is to try to get everyone
refocused here There is a pretty
high risk factor there now "

Questions about priorities the
county places on detained children
are underscored by the decision to
fulfil its obligation to feed detained
children without Using any county
funds. said Vancza

There Is no question that the
children are being fed adequate and
nutritious meals, said Vancza

However the county procures
loud from sources including local
stores and bakeries whose shelllife
is dated and ledal commodity
programs Vancza said

The county is reducing expen
dttures on it detention facility by
accepting da ed items which local
stores otherwise might donate to
private-sect, charities, Vancza
said

The Safeway grocery store at .
S Plaza Way is among donors or
dated goods to the detention facility

"The reason we donate dated food
is that, if we didn t who is going to
do it'. asked Donaldson "IfI didn t
feel dr. n to support this, I would
probably give my extra !int! to t'e
other organisations" which are
established within the private
sector solely for charity, he said

However. Donaldson said the real
issue Is whether the county is
fulfilling Its obligations to take care
of persons it detains

"When the county is supporting
private interest things like the
Museum of Northern Arizona and
the Festival of the Arts they should
be supporting things for basic
human needs " he said

I can I sit idly by and watch this
happen It would be beyond my con-
science it someone dies in the jail or
detention facility and we don t do
anything about

Coconino County Manager Cathy
Eden said today that the county s
Board of Supervisors is charge?'
with the difficult responsibility of
using limited resources to fund
numerous worth) programs

The county contributes about
9100 000 to outside organizations
which administer not only cultural
programs, such as the festival but
human services, such as help for
battered women said Eden ,

"There are pressing needs that
the coo:qv talkss very seriously,"
Eden said

"We think the detention center Is
a very safe facilny," Eden said

Crnkovich said that the Prf balion
Department's decision to utilize
other available food sources is an at
tempt to alleviate the fix.] con
straints that are creating problems
related .0 stalling and otior
matters

Receipt of dated foods from
private businesses is appreciated,
but not necessary to feed detained
children, said 'Eden noting that
donating the items to privzte
charities is commendable

County Probation Cf firer Mary
Lynn Reagan whose dunes include
food acquisition for the detention
faciLly, said that dated foods from
private sources are only One source

Most of thy food Is received from
federal subsidies from the Depart.
ment 01 Education s school lunch
program, surplus cheese and other
surplus commodities administered
through the federal governemnt and
meat administered by the Game and
Fish Deparment as a result of
illegal game kills, she said

Use by public agencies of surplus
foods from both the private and
061,11, Jct. 5 Is vodeupreao anti 13
an innovati' e strategy for coping
with the complex problem of limited
hinds. says Res Herron, ad-
nun istrator of juvenile Justice
programs for the Governor's Office
fur Children

I nad lobster thermiciore at tbe
state prison because an airline
donated U,000 pounds of frozen din
ners they couldn I serve," said
Ilerron
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Helping the children Super-
visor David Sefton listens to a presents
Men in the mental health needs of children
by Marne 1.11141111e/1 Sleco. executive direc
to of Casa de los Nines TN hearing meter
day was held In the Pima County Courts
Beildhig.

Parents, pros urge
state mental health
system for children

Sy Margo Hernandez
sir Mann Oily Saar

Elected officials heard some surprising stories
yesterday about the slate's mental health treatment
system for children, which one group called among
the we .1 the country

About 65 parents. mental health professionals
and educators told the panel of county supervisors
city council members and slate legislators that they
have no place !stern when children cannot be helped
by a system Hut offers limited services

The seven panel members learned trial one pm
vale treatment facility in Phoenix charges 112.000 a
month for the In patient care of a leen ager Her

Jesse McClure, co-chairman of
the task force and dean of Arizona
State University's school of social
work, said the horror stories the
panel was hearing were the same his
task force has heard for two years.

father, Ed Cbeckley of Phoenix said he dues not
know how ne will provide the 21 hour supervision his
daughter needs when insurance henefias run out in 12
tote months

Checkley said he has been told that one of the
ways to provide for his daughter and her twin who
also needs help is is move slate with more ode
Queue care

The hearing was sponsored by Anton, Adso
cafes for Children the Arizona ( ommunit I oundo
lion and the Tuivm Community Foundaimn The
purpose was to create support for a bill in the Legisla

that would establish a comprehensise t blifirrn

11 I 1
Ir,l

we,

mental health system to provide services from pre
sermon to hospitalization

The legislation is the recommendation of the
Arizona Task Force on Child Mental Health which
studied the issue for the past twO years Jesse
McClure co-chairman of the task force and dean of
An. ona Stale I'mversity s school of social work, said
the horror stories the panel was hearing were the
same his task force has heard for two years

We don t have a system McClure said He told
them that in Arizona agencies react only when a
problem becomes severe rather than in preventing

Arizona Advocates for Children said Anzoni
ranks 50111 in spending for children S mental health
services The group did not provide any amuunis

John and Pamela Haggard of Tucson said they
don t know what the, will do with their 17 year old
Son when he Is released from the Catalina Mountain
Juvenile Institution this summer

They said the boy has an IQ of about 73 They
said they !lase tried stseral treatment facilities

Westin hove a problem ()Orson has a problem
He s sill nut getting the help he needs John Hag
Bard said

They said that as far as they know the institution
does not hair an adapose edusation program And
their insurance for any hospitalization treatment pro
grams has evpired

Were al the point where we re rum.g out of
time said Pamela Haggard meaning that their son
will soon he an adult

Diane Barber of Mesa said that as a single par
en( with a manic -depressive child you have no life
9arber is chairwoman of MI KID (mentally ill kids

atstressi a parent advocate group in Phoenix
Ile is huiipitalized in a Phoenix facility But when
ri leased soon lUrbt r .111 h lie a pWt e for

him after school
'tie school .v I, 111. woo, Ow. Ii ,111
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Arizona last in mental
care for its children

'tLf_s crIC 211311:

By ROBERT C, MeCORMICK Jesse McClure, dean of the
Cozen &au Acme, School of Social Work at Arizona

State University, said he has heard
many similar reports since he was
appointed by then-Gov. Bruce Bab-
bitt to head the Children's Mental
Health Task Force two years ago.

"Arizona's lack of a policy relat-
ing to children with emotional
problems is hurting them and all
the unfortunate families tryiiag to
deal with these childred. These
families are forced to resort to beat-
ing them, locking them up. or mov-
ing to California where they can get
adequate treatment for their chil-
dren." McClure added.

Arizona him our *he highest
rates of child abuse in the nation. he
said, because parents can't cope
with these children. He cited these
figures from Arizona Advocates foi
Children:

The rate of teen-age suicide
Arizona is 70 percent higher the
the national average.

A total of 4,978 troubled ch
dren ran away from home in Ti
son and Phoenix In 1984 and t
number is increasing every year

More than 1,000 childrer
Tucson and Phoenix are homeh

More than 6.500 suspe
cases of child abuse were repo
statewide in fiscal year 1986
only 60 percent were probed.

"We estimate that 150,000
dren in this state are in nee
mental health services." McC
said.

He sr id that ane bill will
date an Arizona Behavior Hi
Council for Children. a.id the c
will establish a children's rie
health system in the state.

"These are mind boggling
lens," Resnick said "We (le
tors) need all the input we CI
from parents of these childre
u e can enact adequate legislat;
deal with them." She urged al,
ents and groups dealing with
dren's mental-health issues t
tend the first hearing on the bi
8:30 a.ni Feb. 23.

Arizona ranks 50th in the nation
on mental-health spending for chil-
dren right nest to Puerto Rico.

Families of children with severe
mental problems often have no-
w here to turn.

That was the harsh messege re-
ceived yesterday by representatives
of the state Legislature, Pima
County Board of Supervisors and
Tucson City Council during a public
hearing on children's mental health
services in Arizona.

Two childreq's mental health
bills are pending in the Arizona
House of Representatives. Reps.
Cindy Resnick and Reid Ewing.
both Tucson Democrats who are
helping write the bills, participated
in yesterday's hearing.

Sam Lena, Iris 0. Dew hirst and
David A. Yetman represented the
Pinta County Board of Supervisors
and Roy B. Leos and Janet Marcus
represented the Tucson City Coun-
cil at the three-hour hearing.

Several parents told panel mem-
bers how they had tried for years to
get mental-health services for their
children and were forced to con-
clude that unless one of their chil-
dren "hurt or murdered someone.
we would never get any assistance
from any agencies in Arizona."

Pat Maloney. a single parent with
two teen age sons, said she is paying
S12.000 a month to keep one son in
a private residential-care facility,
because there is no state facility
where he can receive treatment

"He is now 12 and my health
insurance covering him will ruin out
when he is 14. What nil I going to
(10 when that time comes"

Other parents testified that they
were timing similar fees for private
residential treatment for their chil
dren and the fees didn't include ex
pensne medic anon and therapy ad
ministered in the facilities. One
couple said they were forced into
bankruptcy and now their health
insurain e might be cant elect.

Saturday, February 13, 1988
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JUVENILE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
salaries of Juvenile -detention
employees this year, an allocation
essentially unchanged from three
years ago, saidQukovich

During those three yesrs,
however, the average number of
persons detained in the facility cads
day has risen from 100 to 177,
Crnkovich said The number of
children detained at the center rose
from 1,1:01 in fiscal ION to IAD in
fiscal 1117, be said

The juvenile detention center is
not the only county department
coping with budgetary constraints,
said Crnkovich Far example, the
county jail now Ls housing 1110 in.
mates, about 40 mon than Its
capacity, he noted

Veneta agrees that Coconino
County and other rural counties

are expected to negotiate tight
budgetary straits

"They are struggling with very
difficult decisions There are no bad
guys here" skid Varcsa, noting that
cutbacks and restraints from state
funding sources are crimping rural
counties

"Our goat is to try to get everyone
refocused here There Ls a pretty
high-risk factor there now "

Questions about priorities the
county pier s on detained children
are underscored by the decision to
fulfil IV obligation to feed detained
children without 'Ishii any county
funds, said Vanua

There is no question that the
children are being fed adequate and
nutritious meals, said Veneta

However, the county procures
food from sources including local
stores and bakeries whose shelf life
is dab" and federal commodity
progr..ms, ',anon said

The county is reducing expen-
ditures on Is detention facility by
accepting dated Items which local
stores otherwise might donate to
private-sector charities, Veneta
said

The Safeway grocery store at 1201
S Plata Way Is among donors of
dated goods to the detention facility

"The reason we donate dated food
is that, if we didn't who to going to
do it" asked Donaldson "If I didn't
feel driven to support this, I would
probably give my extra stuff to the
other organizations" which are
established within the private-
sector solely for charity, he said

However. Donaldson said the real
Issue Is whether the county Is
fulfilling its obligations to take can
of persons it detains

"When the county Is supporting
private-interest things like the
Museum of Northern Arizona and
the Festival of the Arts, they should
be supporting things for basic
human needs," ha said

"I can t sit idly by and watch this
happen It would be beyond my con-
science if someone dies in the Jail or
detention facility and we don t do
anything about It "

Coconino County Manager Cathy
Eden said today that the county's
Board of Supervisors Is chargeti
with the difficult responsibility of
using limited resources to fund
numerous worthy programs

The county contributes about
1100000 to outside organizations
which administer not only cultural
programs, such as the festival, but
human services, such as help for
battered women, said Eden ,

"There are pressing needs that
the roomy lakes very seriously,"
Eden said

"We think the detention center Is
a very safe facility," Eden said

Crnkovich said that the Probation
Department's decision to utilize
other available food sources is an as
tempt to alleviate the fiscal con.
strainis that are creating problems
related to stalling and other
matters

Receipt of dated foods from
private businesses is appreciated,
Mrs not necessary to feed detained
children, said 'Eden, noting that
donating the Items to private
charities is commendable

Courtly Probation Officer Mary
Lynn Reagan, whose duties include
food acquisition for the detention
facility, said that dated foods from
private sources are only one source

Most of the food Is received from
federal subsidies from the Depart.
ment of Education's school -lunch
program, surplus cheese and other
surplus comtnodeles adminlstereo
through the federal governemnt and
meat administered by the Ga me and
Fish Deparment as a reault of
illegal game kills, she said

Use by public agencies of surplus
foods from both the private and
pi.blic sectors is widespread and is
an inoovative dieter or coping
with the complex problem of limited
lands, says Rex Herron, ad-
ministrator of juvenile.justice
programs for the Governor's Office
for Children

"I had lobster thermidore at the
state prison because an ',bible
donated 6,000 pounds of fror, din
nera they couldn't serve," said
Herron
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Sierra Vista Herald

Sierra Vista Herald and Bisbee Review Sunday. January 1 7, MI
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KIDS ARE PEOPLE.
TOO. Georgia Vancza
director of Arizona Ad
vacates for Children
whic% may soon formally
team up with Sierra
Vista's Multi Disciplinary
Team on Child Abuse

officer, physician social worker
school nurse and Calf from Mt
Department of Economic Security

Vancza said that AAPC's biggest
task In te88 "will be to make sure
that the budget deficit doesn t get
fixed on the backs of kids" in the
upcoming session of the Arizona
Legislaturu

In the 1088 session, Vancza
predicted it will be easy for
children Issues to get lost In the
shuffle With attention focused oil
the deficit and Gov Mecham 4
troubles. it will be difficult to
focus attention on children
Vancza said

Under the theory that the
squeaky wheel gels the grease
Vancza plans to squeak loud and
long In 1588. through a series of
hearings and conferences In Feb
met"; the ArfeenztOttehilseuee will
hold a public hearing on 1 hildren
issues in Tucson

In late March. a Congressional
hearing on children Issues will be
held In Phoenix, while In
September, the National Con
ference on Children will meet in
Tucsor All three gatherings will be
coordinated by the AAFC
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Joan Graham.

STATEMENT OF JOAN GRAHAM, CHAIRPERSON. MARYLAND
FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARD, ACCOT IPANIED BY CHARLES R.
COOPER, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
Ms. GRAHAM. I am Joan Graham, and I am chairperson for the

Maryland Foster Care Review Board. The Foster Care Review
Boards in Maryland have provided leadership in measuring perma-
nence. As time passes, we are able to make more accurate and
more sensitive measurements.

Length of stay in placement has been measured as high as 41/2
years in Baltimore City but is projected to decline to 19 months.

Acceptance of specific Foster Care Review Board management
recommendations has led to progress, even in more difficult cases,
and especially in Baltimore City where we assisted in the creation
of a management information system.

Three-quarters of children leaving foster care are returned to
parents, placed with relatives, or adopted. Outcomes are clearly
based on permanency planning. The population of children in
foster care has been cut in half, even though the intake is rising.
The number of children in foster care more than two years has de-
clined even more drastically. Protective services complaints have
risen slightly faster than foster cafe intake from 12,000 to over
21,000 per year.

Foster Care Review Board data collection revealed shocking
delays in the adoptior process in Maryland. Ten bills were passed
in 1987 to expedite the process; 18 months have been shaved from
the delays, and more progress is expected.

There still are serious problems that threaten the interests of
vulnerable children. Reentries into placement seem to be on the
rise, especially in Baltimore City where 23 percent of children en-
tering had been in foster care before. Causes of this phenomenon
need further study.

The shortage of suitable placement resources is a daily crisis.
Children are experiencing numerous and inappropriate placements.
Many new approaches have been tried, such as more recruitment,
specialized foster homes, technical aid to group providers, and sub-
stantial rate hikes. Federal assistance in developing and testing
new types of placements is sorely needed.

Children enter care with severe special needs: emotional conse-
quences of abuse and negiect; babies with AIDS or HIV positive.
Teens with AIDS may be seen in foster care in the next few years.

Availability and coordination of mental health services for foster
children are improving in Maryland; however, resources are no-
where near adequate.

Serious staffing problems exist, especially in Baltimore City and
Prince George's County. Caseworkers are overwhelmedmultiply-
ing accountability mechanisms and the constant need to replace
children consume a lot of their time. Excessive paperwork steals
time from helping children and families. Serious turnover problems
exist. In Baltimore City, 50 percent of the city caseworkers have
been on the job less than 1 year. Poor physical working conditions
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often contribute to worker exodus. While training has improved,
new workers handle cases too soon. The eederal Government
should rf:quire and fund adequate training and professional educa-
tion.

Citizen review boards provide accountability and advocacy. The
citizen review provides thorough, objective case and program over-
sight: community support and recognition for good management;
aggressive followup of poor management; a channel for the commu-
nication of issues and concerns to foster care executives and judges.
We expedite corrective action when a pattern of policy violations is
spotted. At case review, we collect important information about
permanency planning and service. This is done via a vehicle that
we use called a barrier sheet that identifies where the barriers are,
what the problems are.

State and local system monitoring and evaluat;on are other bene-
fits of citizen review. We conduct formal evaluations of State and
local programs each year. We provide wide promulgation of annual
reports to lawmakers, the legal community, scholars, journalists,
and the child welfare community. Pressure on State and local
agencies for complete and accurate reporting of case data comes
from our volunteers. r.r.re track implementation of new programs
and policies.

We follow up the recommendations in our annual reports with
action to effectuate them. ore meet with State and local executives,
advisory boards, the legislature and county councils. We have lob-
bied for much-needed caseworker resources in foster care, protec-
tive services and intensive family services. We now have about 15
percent more caseworkers than we did when the population was
double. We also lobbied to have social workers' salaries raised 15
percentbeyond the normal cost-of-living increaseover a 2-year
period. We have participated in two major rounds of reforming the
adoption laws in Maryland. In 1982, we successfully lobbied the
governor to provide funds for legal representation for each foster
child. After three y oars of effort, our recommendations for initial
training for every new caseworker and management training for
every supervisor have finally }-3en implemented. In 1985, we sup-
ported the initiation of a foster car, prevention programInten-
sive Family Services is what it is calledwhich is a model for the
Nation. Without this program, foster care intake and pressure on
placement resources would be even greater.

We have provided indreds of hours of technical assisti...nce to
Baltimore City and to the State Social Services Administration in
the area of information management.

Our message is not a simple one. Goou and bad trends coexist,
such as reduced lengths of stay and the rising numi..r of reentries.
Public Law "5-272 has set important standards a 2 has been a
source of funding, especi,-,Ily in the area of perman ncy planning.

In answer to the earlier question raised about an ombudsman, at
our review boards we ir, e the foster parent as well as any child
who is age 10 or over. sometimes children come who are even
younger. And, of course, they express their opinions. They are al-
lowed to speak with whomever they choose. If they want to speak
with the entire panel, which consists of five to seven citizens, they
can do so. But if they elect to speak with only one or two of us,
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they can do that. And we can ask them the questions that way. We
suggest that perhaps that be mandated.

Now, Federal aid should keep its focus on permanent homes for
children and should also focus on: the placement crisis and the
need for mental health services; the staffing crisis and the need for
education, training and adequate pay levels and v (ing condi-
tions.

The national foster care and adoption data bases can provide im-
portant support fel our efforts to evaluate foster care services. Im-
plementation should include auditing for accuracy and complete-
ness. Assistance should be provided to States to help them conform
while they use new technologies to ease the paperwork burden on

seworkers. The Federal Government should provide a clearing
house to enable technology transfer. Federal grants could stimulate
curriculum development in information management and program
evaluation.

More Federal support is needed for child welfare. States need
help in dealing with serious problems of family breakdown and
social decay. Citizen review systems are hard at work to make that
available resources go as far as possible in children's best interests.

That ends my testimony. I would at this time request that our
assistant here, Charlie Cooper, be allowed to give you some expla-
nation of the graphs any charts that haw., been included in your
booklets.

Chairman MILLER. All right. Mr. Cooper.
Mr. COOPER. Thank you. My name is Charles Cooper, and I am

the assistant administrator on the staff of the Foster Care Review
Boards.

It is good to be from a State where Public Law 96-272 can cer-
tainly be shown to have had some positive impact. While we have
serious problems in front of us, we can actually see what progress
has been made.

The first chart is entitled "Projected and Actual Average Length
of Stay in Placement Statewide," and the dark line shows that,
based on the rate at which children are leaving care, starting in
1983 they would have been expected to stay about two years. This
has declined to 19 months.

The lighter line above that indicates that when you look at chil-
dren who are actually leaving care, you have sornP children who
spent 18 and 20 years in care, and they were brought into care
before Public Law 96-272 Therefore, the average length of stay for
children leaving care is much higher, but it has declined from over
3 years to just over 2.5 years. And it will decline further if we keep
the pressure on for permanency planning.

The next chart indicates that in Baltimore City, the decline is
more dramatic. The actual average length of stay in Bal'more City
was up over 4'/2 years, and it has declined to a little oit over 3
years. And it is project d to decline to 19 months.

The next chart is the percentage of children remaining in place-
ment 6 months. We see that in the State of Maryland, when we
started measuring this indicator in 1985, over 50 percent of the
children were staying placement at least 6 months This has de-
clined to 45 percent.
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In Baltimore City, fewer children stay as long as 6 months, so
they are returning children home very early on. The vast majority
of children, 60-some percent of children leave placement in the
first 6 months.

The next chart is perhaps the most significant one. It indicates
the length of Ft n y for children who have spent 6 months in care.
What we foun when we started measuring this is that if a cl-,qd
does not get ht.me very soonand there are many studies that in-
dicate thisthen it is very, very difficult to achieve permanent
placement. Of course, those are just precisely the cases that come
before Citizen Review Boards because the requirement is to review
children who have been in care 6 months.

Back in 1984 we started measuring this indicator for Baltimore
City, and it seemed as though these children would stay 4 years.
This has declined to a little bit over 3 years. Baltimore City, as
some of you may know, has been sued by the Legal Aid Society in
Maryland. The provision of an attorney for every child, which is
one of the things that the Citizen Review Board has advocated for,
has enabled the Legal Aid Society to have the resources to file this
lawsuit to er'2:xce provisions of Public Law 96-272 and to work on
the safety of children. And while the Baltimore City Departrr nt of
Social Services has been beset by this lawsuit, where they nave
been under pressure to make the placements more safe, the Citizen
Review Boards have been continuing to say: You still have to do
permanency planning; you cannot forget about permanency plan-
ning because you are having trouble with placement resources.
And so, even for these difficult children, we have seen an improve-
ment.

The next chart shows the placement outcomes for children in
Maryland. These are the percentages of children leaving care. Back
in 1985, 44 percent returned to parents, 11 percent relatives, 15
percent adoptions, 16 percent age or independence. A total of about
70 percent have the three desired outcomes of return to parents,
relatives, or adoption. By 1987. that had increased to 75 percent,
and a lot more children going home.

The next chart is case outcomes for children receiving citizen
review. Since these children have been in cal e .-nntlis or more, it
is more difficult to get a positive outcome for them. But, ;,till, well
over 60 percent have return to parents, relatives, or adoption.

The next charts really sum up the situation. You see the number
of children in foster care in Maryland which back in 1978 was esti-
mated at 8,700. We did not really have a count of the children. It
has declined until 1985 and since then it is level at 4,300. But the
dotted line shows the percentage of children in Lare 2 years or
more. It was the goal of the legislation to reduce the number of
children in care two years or more, and that number continues to
fall. So we are still making progress in keeping children out of
long-term foster care. At the same time, the dark line at the
bottom shows that the number of children entering placement has
increased. So while more children come into the system, thLy are
not staying as long, and the population is level.

in Baltimore City, it is more dramatic. The population continues
to decline from 3,700 to about 1,950. The number of children in
care longer than two years declines even faster, from about 2,730
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or 2,800 to about 1,200. And the population entering placement has
increased more rapidly. It went from 500 to 1,200 each year.

So the city is dealing with this onslaught of children, and there
are problems in this. All the problems you heard about placement
resources are true; all the problems you heard about overnight
stays are true in Baltimore City. But at the same time, and largely
through citizen review, we have been able to do something about
this permanence.

One of the ways we do this is by providing them with lists of
children who plans have been pending a long time. In our comput-
er, we are able to orgranize the children by how long they have
had a certain plan; for example, a plan of return home 'vas set no
such-and-such a date. We began in abort 1984 or 1985 to send them
a list of those cases w:4.-1 plans that were a year or 18 months old,
and say through each case review but to send top management a
lest do something about theE::: cases. They have, indeed, conducted
their own internal reviews in addition to the citizen reviews and
started to do something about these cases.

Then later we were able to essentially turn over a copy of our
computer files to them, and they have been able to do quite a bit
with that in developing their own lists and monitoring indicators.

We have a chart of the number of protective services complaints,
but it really is just like what you have heart' here today. I will not
spent too much time on that.

The next chart is called progress n the adoption nro'ess caused
by citizen monitoring. We started to notice back 'a 1983 that when
adoption was made the plan, it just took fore. er to get these chil-
dren actually adopted. The legal pro-ess v as very daunting, and
caseworkers were always saying: IA - 1.) not have time to go
through all the legal procedures. Fir 11v, in 1986, we were ready to
keep computerized records of all the steps in the adoption process.
At every rnuiew we say to the caseworkers: When did you fi't the
petition? When aid you do each step?

What we found after doing this for several months is that based
on the revi_vs conducted from February to July of 1986, it was
taking 73 months to get a child through the foster care system and
into an adoptive placement. Now teat we have been monitoring
this process for months, we have changes in th law, and we have
been bothering foster care managers about the need to improve
this thing. In a year-and-a-half, we have about a 17-month improve-
ment in this time, and we still have some of the original children
that are counted in the later iverage. They are raising that aver-
age. It is going to drop probably at least another year-and-a-half.
We would like to see it drop more

So this shows how measuring things and monitoring and continu-
ing to feed back this information to foster care managers makes a
difference.

The next chart is reentry into foster care. It shows about 18 per-
cent of children who entered foster care in Maryland in Federal
fiscal year 1987 had been in foster care before. We do not have
good historical data on this, but it looks like this phenomenon is
increasing. And we heed to start paying a lot of attention to that.

The last chart is about instability of living arrangements for
foster children. After soar of the testimony here, it does not sound
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as dramatic as it shouldalthough we do have children in Mary-
land with 30 and 40 placements. But what we have here is that the
number of children with at least three different living arrange-
ments was 54 percent of the children for whom we could measure
that statistic; and the number of children with at least four differ-
ent living arrangements was 34 percent. That is 2,000 out of about
6,000 children.

That is too many. If we are going to remove a child from his
home, we should be able to put him somewhere until they can
return. We need Federal help with placement resources.

[The statement and attachments follow:]

I 1 ,
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PROGRESS TOWARD PERMANANCE
IN MARYLAND'S FOSTER CARE PROGRAM

A The Foster Care Review Boards (FCRB) have provided
leadership in measuring permanence At, time passes we
are able to make more accurate and more sensitive
measurements.

B Length of stay in placement has been measured as high
as 4-1/2 years in Baltimore City, buc is projected to
decline to 19 months

C Acceptance of specific FCRB management recommendations
has led to progress

1 Even in more difficult cases

2 Especially in Baltimore City where we as ed im
creation of a management information system

D Three-quarters of children leaving faster care are
returned to parents, placed with rela-ives, or adopted

E Outcomes are clearly based on permanency planning

F The population of children in foster care has bee-. cut
in half, even though intake is rising

1 The number of children in foster care more than two
years has declined even more drast)cally

2 Protective services complaints have risen slightly
faster than foster care intake from 12 000 to over
21,000 per year

FCRB data collection revealed shocking delays in the
adoption process

1 Tel, bills were passed in 1987 to ,xpedite the
process

Eighteen months have been shaved from tne delays
and more progress is expected

SERIOUS PROBLEMS CONTINUE TO THREATEN
THE INTERESTS OF VULNERABLE CHILDREN

A Re-entries into placement seem to be on the rise

1 Especially in Baltimore City where 23% of inildren
re-entering had been in foster care before

2 Causes of this phenomenon need further study

B Shortage of suitable placement resources is a ddll}
CrlS1S

1 Children are experiencing numerous and
inappropriate placements
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2 Many new approaches have been tried more
recruitment, specialized foster homes, technical
aid to group providers, substantial rate hikes

3 Federal Assistance in developing and testing new
types of placements is sorely needed

C Children enter care with severe special needs

1 Emotional consequences of abuse and neglect

2 Babies with AIDS or HIV positive Teers with AIDS
are erpected

D. Availability and coordination of mental health services
for foster children are improving, however, resources
are nowhere near adequate

E Serious staffing problems exist, especially in
Baltimore City and Prince George's County

1 Caseworkers are overwhelmed multiplying
accountability mechanisms and constant need
to re-place children consume time

2 Excessive paperwork steals time from helping
children and families

3 Serious turnover probi2ms exist -- 50% of City
caseworkers have less than one year on the job

4 Poor physical working conditions often contribute
to worker exodus

5 While training has improved, new workers handle
cases too soon "Police academy" approach should
be tried Federal government should require and
fund adequate training and professional education

CITIZEN REVIEW PROVIDES ACCOUNTABILITY AND ADVOCACY

A Citizen review provides thorough, objective case and
program oversight

1 Community support and recognition for good
management

2 Aggressive follow-up of poor management

3 A channel for the communication of issues and
concerns to foster care executives and judges We
expedite corrective action when a pattern of policy
violations IF spotted

4 At case review, we collect important information
about permanency planning and services

B State and local system monitoring and evaluation

1 We conduct formal evaluation, of state and local
programs each year

2 Wide promulgation of annual reports to lawmakers,
legal community, sch -lars, journalists, and the
child welfare commanit,

3 Pressure on state and local agencies for complete
and accurate reporting of case data

4 Follow-up of implementation of new p ')y/cAAS and
Policies

C he follow up the recommenda,ions in our annual reports
with action to effectuate them

1, We met with state aad local executives, advisory
boards, the legislature and county councils
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2. We have lobbied for much-needed caseworker
resources in foster care, protective services and
intensive family services We now have about 15%
more caseworkers than we did when the population
was double.

3 We also lobbied to have social workers' salaries
raised 15% over a two-year period

4 We have participated in two major rounds of
reforming the adoption laws in Maryland

5 In 1982 we successfully lobbied the Governor to
provide funds for legal representation for each
foster child

6 After three years of effort our recommendations for
initial training for every new caseworker and
management training for every supervisor have been
implemented.

7. In 1985, we supported the initiation of a foster
care prevention program (Intensive Family Services)
which is a model for the nation Without this
program, foster care intake and pressure on
placement resources would be even greater

E We have provided hundreds of hours of technical
assistance to Baltimore City and to the State Social
Services Administration in the area of information
management

OUR MESSAGE IS NOT A SIMPLE ONE

A. Good and bar trends coexist, such as reduced lengths of
stay and the rising number of re-entries

B Public Law 96-272 has set important standards and has
been a source of funding, especially in the area of
permanency planning

C Now federal aid should keep its focus on permanent
homes for children and should also focus on

1 The placement crisis and the need for mental health
services.

2 The staffing crisis and the need for education,
training and adequate pay levels and working
conditions

D The national foster care and adoption databases can
provide important support for our efforts to evaluato
foster care services

1 implementation should include auditing for ...ccuracy
and completeness

2 Assistance should be provided to states to help
them conform while they use new technologies to
ease the paperwork burden on caseworkers

3 Federal government should provide clearinghouse to
enable technology transfer

4 Federal grants could stimulate curriculum
development in information management and program
evaluation

E More federal support is needed for child welf-re
States net help in dealing with serious problems of
family breakdown and social decay Citizen review
systems are hard at work to make sure the, available
resources go as far as possible in children's best
interests
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PROGRESS IN THE ADOP7ION PROCESS CAUSED BY CITIZEN MONITORING

Average Number of Months to Complete Steps of Adoption Process

FEB -JULY 1986 JU1Y-DEC 1987

STEP 1 Establish Goal of Adoption

STEP 2 File Petition

STEP 3 Termination of Parental
Rights by Court

STEP 4 Adoptive Placement

30 23

19

6

18 13

Average Time in Foster Care
before Adoptive Placement 73 Months 56 Months

April 81

0-1 year 4%
2-4 years 8%

5-11 years 28%
12-17 years 46%
> 18 yews 14%

AGE COMPARISON

100%

Sept 86 Sept 87t,

9% 11%
13% 12%

24% 257.

37% 37%
16% 15%

99% 100%

'Placement pop -others are total Foster care pop

AGE OF CHILDREN ENTERING PLACEMENT

1981 10/86 9/87

0-1 year 18% 24%
2-4 }ears 13% 17%
5-11 years 24% 30%
12-17 yeats 45% 29%

101A1 2713

RE ENTRY INTO FOSTER CAR!.

Number of Prior Episodes for Children Entering Placement

FY 1987

NUMMI( OF PRIOR NUMBER OF CHILDRFN PFRCFNF OF 0111111RIN
FPISOOPS

2197

416

75

>3

101A1 2713

Maryland Foster Care Review Board April 1988

81%
155
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INSTABILIT1 OF LIVING ARRANCEMEN1S FOR FOaTFR CHILDREN

# of Children % of Childien
Total Number in Placement during
FY '87 7061

Number of children for whom the number
of living arrangements is known 5869 100%

Number of children with at least three (3)
different living arrangements 3160 54%

bomber of children with at least four (4)
different living arrangements 1999 34%

ANNUAL NUMBER OF ClIrr0 PROTECTIVE SERVICES COMPLAINrS,

Fiscal Year

07/81 06/82

07/82 06/83

07/83 06,9.

07/84 06/85

07/85 06/86

07/86 06/87

# Complaints

12,300

14,400

15,612

17,448

19,248

21,624

% Incre se Over Six Years 76%

Each complaint may include more than one child Not
unduplicated

Maryland Foster Care Review Board April 1988
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PROJECTED AND ACTUAL AVERAGE LENGTH
OF STAY IN PLACEMENT - STATEWIDE

Number of Months
80

64

48

42

38 -----................., -
--.....,_ -

30

24

18

12 t
1 I I

_i____

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987

PROJECTED ACTUAL

MARYLAND FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARDS
APRIL 1988
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PROJECTED AND ACTUAL AVERAGE LENGTH
OF STAY IN PLACEMENT BALTIMORE an'

Number of Months
60

54

48

42

36

30

24

18

12
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987

PROJECTED ACTUAL

MARYLAND FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARDS
APRIL 1988
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PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN REMAINING
IN PLACEMENT SIX MONTHS

60%

66%

60%

46%

40%

36%

30%

26% t
I

1985 1986 1987

E

MARYLAND BALTIMORE CITY

MARYLAND FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARDS
APRIL 1988
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PROJECTED LENGTH OF STAY
FOR CHILDREN IN PLACEMENT

AT LEAST SIX MONTHS

Number of Months
60

54

48

42

36

30

24 r

181

v I I I I

1984 1986 1986 1987

MARYLAND BALTIMORE CITY

MARYLAND FOSTER CARE REWEW BOARDS
APRIL 1988
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CASE OUTCOMES FOR CHILDREN IN MARYLAND

RETURN TO AWL-NTS
44.4%

1985

RETURN TO WE' TS 53.5%

CAIKNOWN
Ai%

OTHER
4.0%

AGE OR INDEPENDENCE
16?%

gINKNOWN 8.& ?t

OTL-R 2.0%

ADOPT ON 9.9% AGE OR INDEPENDENC :14.9%

1987

MARYLAND FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARDS
APRIL 1988
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CASE OUTCOMES FOR CHILDREN
RECEIVING CITIZEN REVIEW

RELATIVES
9.0%

ADOPTION
27.0%

RETURN TO PARENTS
32.0%

RELATIVES 6.1%

ADOPTION 24.2%

UNKNOWN
8.0%

OTHER
4.0%

AGE OR INDEPENDENCE
20.0%

1985

RETURN TO PARENT 34.3%

UNKNOWN 6.1%

OTHER 2.0%

AGE OR INDEPENDENCE 27.3%
1987

MARYLAND FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARDS
APRIL 1988
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MARYLAND
FOSTER CARE POPULATION STATISTICS

Number of Children (Thousands)9-

8

7

8

5

4

3

2

1 1

1

----,,___

I I i

--,.,

I I I i i

1978 1979 1980 /981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1988 1987

IN ' LACEMENT MORE THAN TWO YEARS ENTERING PLACEMENT

MARYLAND FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARDS
APRIL 1988
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Acting Chairman DOWNEV. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Ms. Zalkind.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. I realize the panelists have waited a

long time. But could I ask if you would summarize your state-
ments? If you would highlight your testimony, that would be most
helpful.

STATEMENT OF CECLIA ZALKIND, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDREN OF NEW JERSEY

Ms. ZALKIND. Fine. Thank you. I plan to do that. I hope the
daunting length of our testimony did not encourage that.

I am Cecilia Zalkind. I represent the Association for Children of
New Jersey. We are a statewide, nonprofit child advocacy organiza-
tion. We are independent. We receive very little outside fun ling
except for small grants that we are working on, and we have had a
long history of activities in the child welfare area. We were in-
volved in our State in enacting and amending our child placement
review law. We have participated since 1984 in an American Bar
Association project to remove the administrative and legal barriers
to adoption for children in our state, which we have continued as
an ongoing project.

We are at the poi --t of completing a Federal grant project which
we received in October of 1986 to look at the decisionmaking proc-
ess for children in foster care. Our repot' will not be available
until May, but some interesting issues h aria .. out of our re-
search, which I will touch upon very briefly.

We are very interested in, and applaud the purpose of the hear-
ing today. It is a good time to assess the enactment of Public Law
96-272. In our view, this law has legitimized the n. tion of perma-
nency; that placement should be prevented whenever possible, that
children should be returned to their families whenever possible,
but most importantly that every child has a right to a permanent
home.

As you heard from everyone here today, the philosophy and the
policy is there. But what about the implementation?

In our State over the last 8 years, we ha seen some improve-
ments, and some have been dramatic. They look very good on
paper. There has been a decrease in the out-of-home placement
cases since 1978. In 1:'78, there were 12,000 children in out-of-home
placement in New Jersey. Today, there are 8,900; 6,700 in foster
cure and the rest in some type of residential or group setting.

On its own, this is a significant figure. Compared to how our
child abuse and neglect allegations have risen, it becomes even
more significant. In 1985, the number of aly,se allegations doubled
in our State from 20,000 to 40,000, and since 1984 there have been
50,000 new allegations every year. So the fact that our foster care
population has leveled off is of significance.

There is also some indication that the length of stay in foster
care has decreased, but because of insufficient data collection on
our State level, it is not possible to document this fully. We can say
that at least all children in foster care in our State have a case
goal. Before the enactment of this Federal law, you could not say
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that. Children would be in the system with no planning for their
future.

We have also seen improvements in the adoption system in our
State. Some we can take credit for through our ABA process. Over
the last year, the number of children coming into the adoption
system Loth foster care has increased 25 percent. This is ani in-
crease in the adoption caseload that we feel reflects a commitment
to permanency for children if it is determined that they cannot
return home.

Most importantly, through our ABA Committee, the length of
time in the legal process from the time that adoption is identified
as a goal for a child to the time that child is legally free fcr adop-
tion was decreased from 21/2 years to 9 months, which is a signifi-
cant decrease. We have continued this project through our State
and have discovered that this time limit has been maintained. So
this is not something that happened for the duration of the project
and then increased once we left.

But, again, implementation is the issue. We believe through our
Federal grant project elat the decis.onmak'ng process is in place.
There is a process to determine that children come in to placement
appropriately, that goal-setting is done, and that there is review of
their progress toward goal at specific intervals. The assessment
'nes are there, independent review, even notice to parents at

timely intervals. But is it working? Our preliminary data from the
grant reflects much of what you have heard this morning. Reviews
are often late and superficial. Assessments and case plans are poor
and are seen as a paperwork requirement rather than substantive
analytical tools. Outcomes often result from external factor: and
not case planning.

Our child welfare system in New Jersey continues to be a very
reactive and crisis-oriented one. In our testimony today, we see
three areas that need Federal attention. Ona is that we would like
to see some amendments to the law to address the quality of care
issues ..,e children; second, we would like to see some expansion of
the definition of reasonable efforts to not allow so much State
leeway on how reasonable efforts is interpreted. And we would like
to see some language to strengthen the law about children's rights
to permanency, especially for those who are not going home.

Very briefly, because you have heard much of this this morning,
the quality of care for children in foster care is a very serious issue
to our association. We believe that the public law has focused at-
tention at the entry and exit points of placement; attention goes to
placement prevention; attention goes to reunification. But what
has resulted is that attention has shifted away from what happens
to children who are in the placement system. We see the system
right nc,w creating more harm than good to the children it serves.

Most children in our State are separated not only f_om their
families but from their brothers and sisters when they are first
placed. A high percentage are placed out of county, making visita-
tion very difficult. Visitation itself is very infrequent. The av-rage
foster child in our State sees his parent less than eight times a
year once they come into placement. Physical and sexual abuse in
uui-uf-litniie placement has increased. There is frequent replace-
ment of children moving from one foster home to another, and we
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get a senseand we have documented this in our projectthat
children who return hone quickly tend to come back into foster
care just as quickly

In our project, 50 percent of the children we examined had been
in prior placement with our State agency not once, but more than
one time.

Most distressing to us was that in our review of records for chil-
dren in the out-of-home placement system, so much attention is
going to the planning and the process that 1 he child has become
incidental to the case. No one is looking at services to the child
while they are in foster care nor to the future consequences to the
child of either prolonged stay or movement in and out of foster
care.

Twc recommendations that we would make .3 to ainend the Fed-
eral law to define a standard of care for foster children, and to
define the State's obligation to meet that standard; second, we
would like to see some regulations to make the tactors we have
mentionedvisitation, replacement from one foster home to an-
other, recidivism in and out of foster carebecome part of a Feder-
al compliance review. So when the Federal Government comes in
to look at New Jersey and other States they must ask these ques-
tions.

To just pick up very briefly on the ombudsman issue. I think it is
a very interesting issue. In our State, we have recognized that child
placement review tends to be a paper review. Reviews are not well-
attended. You ch., not tend to see parents, even caseworkers, and
very rarely the child.

We have two demonstration projects in our State that are using
the court-appointed special advocate, CASA program, connected
with child placement review. If a review board feels that a child is
at risk because they have been in placement too long or there has
not been any visitation with the parent or some other special issue
arises, a CASA volunteer is used to go out in the field, work with
that child, and bring that child's point of view back to the review
board

In our State, this program i., really too new to assess, but it
might be some alternative to the ombudsman suggestion which we
heard earlier.

Second, we think it is time to further define "reasonable effort,"
In our State, homelessness has had a tremendous impact on chil-
dren coming into Poste; care. Statistics from :)ur State agency indi-
cate that 4' percent of placements have homelessness or housing-
related issues as a factor, and 20 percent of placements are caused
solely by homelessness This should not be allowed to continue
Families should not break ur because they cannot provide ri place
to live for their children. And, in fact, if a child comes into place-
ment because of homelessnesswhether it is the sole factor or an
underlying factorit males reunification even more difficult.

The family who is on AFDC, whose children come into place-
ment, lose their AFDC benefits and find it extremely difficult to
find another place to live. So the child's stay in foster care becomes
prolonged.

On the other end of the spectrum, we are seeing a lot of families
with multiple problems who are very difficult to serve. I think the
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fact that our placement rates have not increased with our child
abuse rates indicates that we have 1,ad some success in treating
families at home. What we are left with are families with many
problems that are very difficult to treat. Usually, there is a precipi-
tating factor, such as homelessness or abandonment, but many un-
derlying factors such as substance abuse, mental illness and pover-
ty, which result in placement.

Our State system, as many others, tends to focus on the precipi-
tating factor, not the underlying issues, for placement. The result
is that services remain fragmented, and children I" (117° in and out
of care. We need a full continuum of family-based services. Our
State has initiated a homebuilder's model based on the Seattle pro-
gram for crisis intervention services for families at the point of
placement, but it is not enough. We need a full continuum of serv-
ices from basic needs, to crisis intervention, to more general sup-
Port.

Our specific recommendations would be to amend the Federal
law to prohibit placement because of factors that are beyond the
family's control, such as housing. And, second, we believe that
there should be some further definition of "reasonable efforts" to
include a core of services that a State must provide before place-
ment can be made. This core of services should include basic needs
as well as some of the traditional services provided in our State,
such as homemaker services and child care. And the family-based
continuum needs to be a part of that.

Very briefly, I was interested in the discussion about relatives. In
our Federal grant project, relatives were a tremendous resource at
every level. We did not intend to assess the impact of relatives but
discovered that they were there as a resource at every level. They
provided placements for children to prevent placement in unrelat-
ed foster homes. They were resources for children leaving place-
ment. And, in fact, in many cases, they were resources for the
entire family. Many of our homeless families were able to return
intact to another relative who provided care for them.

We think our system needs to acknowledge the importance of rel-
atives not only when relatives come to the agency to make a plan
for a child, but to be much more aggressive about seeking those rel-
atives out from the beginning.

Lastly, we believe very strongly the time has come to look at the
exit or the other end of this system. We are focused a lot on reuni-
fication of families, but there are many children we are seeing who
are not going home. I think it is time to face up to that. It is very
lifficult to admit that there is a family who is not going to be able
to provide for a child, and that that child should not wait r - an
alternative permanent placement. But that was one of the other
themes of this Federal law. I think we need to acknowledge that.

We are seeing two growing populations of children in our State
that fall between the cracks in this way. Either they are children
who move in and out of placement a great dealand we saw a
number of those children in our study. Children went home very
quickly, averaging about 7 months in placement and then returned
home, only to come back into placement just as quickly.

Somehow, the thought of adoption as a goal for these children is
rarely considered by the agency. This re-placement car. continue
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and continue and no one says: Wait, this child has been back in our
care six Limes. Is it time to think about adoption as a goal for him?

On the other side are children in placement whose families are
very marginally involved and who never make a plan for the child.
Unfortunately, what we have seen is that these children also may
have no commitments to their foster family.

In our State, best interest is the standard for termination of pa-
rental rights. Our court system is very comfortable with best inter-
est if it is linked to the idea of psychological bonding. If you can
demonstrate that a foster parent is going to adopt that child, your
chances of success for termination are very great. If tl t. child is
committed to no one, his case never even comes before our Family
Court.

So, ironically, it is the children who need permanency the most,
who are coming in and out of care, who have foster parents who
are not committed to them, who are not receiving permanency
services.

Again, our specific suggestions would be to amend the law to
stress timely permnency for children if their parents cannot make
plans despite the best efforts of the State. I realize that is part of
the law right now. But I think there needs to be a stronger state-
ment about the child's rights to permanency through adoption if
reunification fails.

Two suggestions that we would like to explore are: One, should
there be some tim9 limits on placement? It is a frightening idea,
but it might be a time to think of that. & mndly, it has been sug-
gested to us that the current law puts a cap on adoption assistance,
that adoption assistance cannot exceed the foster case rates. Per-
haps it is time to explore whether there should be some incentives
tc, adoption, especially since many of the children who we see
coming out of the foster care system are very damaged by that
system. Adoptive parents need some additional support and effort
to make permanent plans for these children.

In conclusion, I would like to say that I would be very happy to
work with he committee further. We could devel ,) our recommen-
dations more fully than we did considering the time that was al-
lowed for this testimony. I would also be very glad to forward our
project report that we are finishing in May to you.

Again, I would like to commend you for your commitment to this
issue. We are very committed to these children in our State. We
feel that we have a strong obligation to them. For these children,
the State has intervened and determined that the parent is not
good enough and that the state must be the parent. We see these
children as children who are very dependent on us in the State for
their future.

Thank you very ;much.
[The statement of Ms. Zalkind follows:]
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ACMJ
Asuxtabon it), Ch ic Iten Of New Jersey

April 11, 1988

TO: The Honorable George Miller, Chairman
Members, House Select Committee on Children, Youth and
Families

and
The Honorable Thomas J. Downey, Acting chairman
Members, Subcommittee on public Assistance and
Unemployment Compensation, House Committee on Ways and
Means

FROM: Ciro A. Scalera, kxecative Director
Cecilia Zalkind, Assistant Director
Association for Children of New Jersey

RE: TESTIMONY ON FOSTER CARE,. CHILD WELFARE AND ADOPTION

The Association for Children of New Jersey (ACNJ) is a statewide,
non-profit child advocacy organization. ACNJ, wh.;ch has a b,oad
individual and organizational membership, advocates on behalf of
children and families on all issues that effect them in our
state. Our advocacy efforts include conducting research,
developing 7,1 supporting legislation, and maintaining oversight
of the po zies and programs of our state administrative
agencies. In short, we seek to be an active voice for New
Jersey's children and families.

our Association has a long tradition of concern for children and
families served by the child welfare system. We were
instrumental in drafting and supporting legislation to irplenent
anG improve the child placement review system in New Jersey. We
serve on numerous committees involved with various aspects of the
child welfare system, most recently an Amtriran Bar Association
Project which has been highly successful tn reducing the legal
and administrative barziers to adoption of children in New
Jersey.

We are also completing a federally-funded project to evaluate and
Improve the decision-making process for adoption-potential
children in the foster care system. This project, which ni.
Included some original research, has utilized a committee process
comprised of representat-%,es of the social service, legal and
child placement review systems. Oui report will not be available
until May; however, some of the issues raised in the project will
be discussed in our testimony before you today.

Our advocacy efforts indicate that in spite of the improvements
that have been made in the child welfare system, there is still
much to be done. PL 96-272 was successful in legitimizing the
importance of permanency for children in the out-of-home
placement system. In New Jersey, the philosophy of permanency
has been embraced but the actual implementation has not been
accomplished.

We see three basic areas that need further federal attention-
improvement in the euality of care for children in out-of-home
placement, better definition of reasonable efforts to prevent
placement and strorger legal mandates to ensure permanency for
the most vulnerable children currently in placement.
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SOME IMPROVEMENT

In the eight years since the passage of the federal Adoption
Assistance Act, New Jers,7y has seen some improvements in its

child welfare system. Most significantly, the number of children
in out-of-home placement has decreased. In 1978, there were
almost 12,000 children in out-of-home placement in New Jersey.
Today there are about 8900 children in substitute care - 6700 in
foster care and the remainder in group care, residential
placement or independent living arrangements.

These figures are significant in light of the dramatic increase
in child abuse and neglect reporting that New Jersey has
experienced. In 1984, the number of child abuse and neglect
allegations doubled -- from 20,000 to more than 40,000. Since

1984, the number of abuse and neglect referrals has remained
close to 50,000 each year. The fact that there has not been r
corresponding increase in the number of children in placement
suggests that our state has been successful in treating some
families withuut resorting to placement.

There is also some indication that the length of time that
children spend in placement has decreased. According to the most
recent statstics of our state agency, the Division of Youth and
Family Services (DYFS), the average time in foster placement is
slightly more than 2 years. This is, however, a somewhat
misleading figure since it excludes a large number of children
for whom long-term foster case is the goal. It also does not
measure those children who return to their families and come back
into foster care, often repeatedly.

Statistics from the state adoption program also support this
emphasis on permanency for children in foster care. The caseload
in the four adoption offices has increased 25% in the last two
years. The adoption program itself has seen some dramatic and
Innovative changes. One of the most significant outcomes of the
American Bar Association Task Force on Special Needs Adoption,
co-chaired by ACNJ and DYFS, was the reduction in the length of
time needed to legally free a child for adoption placement from 2
and 1/2 years to 9 months.

DECISION-MAXING

A decision-making process has been defined in our state to ensure
that children come into placement appropriately, that case goals
are identified and that the progress toward those goals is
measured in an appropri...ce and timely fashion, according to the
federal law. The elements of this decision-making framework --
assessment and goal-setting, independent review and notice to
parents -- are all in place. Rut whether or not this process is
being carried out effectively is still questionable.

The F.,:qiminary findings of our federal grant project indicate
that the decision-making process has the potential to be
effective but that it has not been implemented. Many of the
required reviews are late. The quality of the case plans and
assessments is poor. Participation in reviews is superficial.
The key elements of Jecision-making are often regarded as
paperwork requirements rather than as important steps to achieve
the case goal.

More critical is the link between the decision-making process and
case outcomes. Outcomes most often result from external factors,
not case planning. Our .system cont]ues to be reactive and
crisis-oriented. Questions mly be rai ed as to whether some of
the crisis orientation is a knee -jerk response to the federal
law.

- Have we become too cons,ious preventing placement,
leaving children in family s,ituations so damaging that
they return to placement with more severe problems,
necessitating longer and more restrictive placements?

, Gi
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Are we so committed to timely reunifie.tion that children
ar. sent home precipitously, eventually returning to
placement again -- and again -- before the underlying
family problems are finally addressed?

Is the increase in adoption due to the needs of the child
or because in some cases it is easier to achieve than
reunification?

If the permanency efforts of our state were measured by its

policies, there would be little questie- of success. But

Implementation of those policies is more ifficult. We believe
strongly that the time has come to assess the outcomes and
oual.ity of this system in terms of its services to the children
in foster care, its efforts to prevent placement and its

safeguards to ensure that al' children can achieve permanency.

QUALM QZ gAIM ATITIL FUSSTAMDARp

The conceit of permanency is based upon the noticn that temporary
foster care does not provide a stable home environment for a
child to grow to adulthood. Thus, federal and state laws focus
on efforts to prevent placement whenever possible and to effect
timely reunification if placement occurs. Although this
attention to the entry and exit points of placement has had
success in pre"enting or reducing placements, it has also shifted
attention away from quality of care issues.

Children still suffer in the out -of -home placement system. A
look at some of the common effects of foster care in our state
prove this point.

- 601 of children are separated from thc.r brothers and
sisters upon initial into foster care.

- 701 of children are placed in counties other thar those in
hich their parents reside.

- Parent-child visitation is infrequent and averages about
7.6 visits per year.

- Sibling visits are not uniformly arranged.

- Most foster children live in three different foster homes
before they return to their families.

- Incidents of physical and ,exual abuse in ouL-of-home
placement have increased.

These devastating statistics suggest that for many children, the
very system desicied to protect them often recults in more
serious harm.

The implications for the fester child are even more dramatic.
The child who comes in,o placement loses not only his parents but
also his siblings, his frienib, his school a i his community.
Visitation is infrequent in spite of i' importance in
mainta'ning the family-child relationship and in effecting timely
re-unification.

Re-placement figures are higher than hai,- been documented. 'Jew

Jersey does not measure recidivism or Lhe rL-placement of the
child who returns home to hit. birth family ul comes back into
placement, perhaps on more than one occasion. Yet 50% of the
families in our federal grant project had prior placement
histories with DYFS.

1 P)4,
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Less tangible but just as important are issues for which our
state has not attempted to gather data in any formal way. No
public data exists on the incidents of physical or sexual abuse
in out-of-home placement an issue which has been reported with
,.'_arming statistics by other states. Sim.larly, there is very
little data on the services provided specifically to the child
duiing placement. One of the most striking observations of our
project research was that the needs of the child in placement
were merely incidental to the case planning and outcomes.

TOTAL IMPACT

This pattern of continued separation and uncertainty and
unmet needs, has a devastating impact on the child. The child
who experiences repeated loss -- regardless of whether he
ultimately returns to his family, is placed for adoption or grows
up in foster care -- suffers irreparable damage. Intensive
remediation services must he made available to the child to
enable him to retcrn to his birth family or to form a meaningful
attachment to an adoptive family. I'or many children such
services come too late.

We are seeing an increasing number of children in our state who
require more than the traditiunal family orientation of foster
care. Some are children whose family problems are so severe that
the child comes into placement with serious needs that are rarely
addressed in placement. Some arc children so damaged by the
foster care system that they ultimately end up in residential
treatment.

Whatever the reason, it is clear that a major qap in our child
welfare system is the absence of accountability for the quality
of care for foster children. In our efforts to ensure that
children not be placed inappropriately and to effect timely
family reunification, we may h, ie lost sight of the child's need
for nirturing, stability and the provision of necessary services

'ether therapeutic, educational or medical -- during
place ent.

The federal law must be strengthened to mandate an appropriate
standard of care for children in placement. Our recommendations
are two-fold:

Amend the federal law to clearly define the state's
obligation to provide quality -crvices for childre.1 in

placement

- Strengthen federal regulations to require monitoring of
visitation, re-placement, abuse allngations, etc. as part
of the federal compliance review.

Children in placement should benefit from, rather than suffer
for, the experience.

WHAT ARE "REASONABLE EFFORTS.?

As we have already noted, the rate of foster care placement has
decreased in the face of a rising child abuse caseload. This
indicates that our state has been successful in treating a larger
percentage of families at home without resorting to placement.
But new reasons for placement have emerged which necessitate a
clearer definition of the state's obligation to make reasonable
efforts to prevent placement.

domelessness and housing-related problems have become a

significant element in foster care placements in New Jersey.
Reports of our state agency and the child placement review system
inOicate that homelessness is a factor in over 40% of placements
into foster care. Tn 18% of placements, it is the sole
precipitating causn of placement. even though these families may
have enerienced other problems requiring state involvement,
those problems could have been treated s.iccessfully with family-
based services but for the loss of housing.
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Ironically, many of these families are also known to the public
welfare system and receive AFDC benefits Yet neither system is
Cully accountable to assist these families to frna housing The
child welfare system in our state does not reeird the provision
of housing assistance as being within its federal mandate to make
reasonable efforts to prevent placement. The public welfare
.-ystem does not regard itself as responsible to keep families
together and does nothing to assist in the sear,h Icr housing.
Fven if hous,ng can be obtained, the cart very often exceeds the
family's Al-DC allotments.

The result of this bureaucra lc nightmare is the break -up of

families ,,d placement of till, children in foter care. Once in

placement, reunification become, even more difficult, since the
family loses its AFDC benefit, and thus the income to beck ano
obtain housing.

ACNJ, along with many other Individuals and organi:ation, in our
state, is advocating for a chinge in these igency regulatIon3 and
pol.cies. A program of rent and a re-iessment of New
Jersey's standard of need for A1DC are two areas receiving
attention at this time. There has also been a dr cusion of the
need for state legislation to prohibit foster care placement
lec"ause of homelessness.

Iraditional social services rich as homemaker a. 'stance, child
care, counseling and parenting skills training are no longer
sufficient to assist those famAlic; facing placement. A full
-ontinuum of family support services is also imperative from
assistance in providing basic needs to intensive, in-home
treatment at the time of crisis.

'",tromger language is needed in the federal law to more clearl}
1pfine reasonable effort, to prevent placement. Our
recommendations include:

- Amend Titles IV-1i and IV-F to prohibit placement because
of homelessness or other factor- beyond tn. prpnts'
control which prevent them from providing their family's
Lasic needs.

Strengthen the feder Adoption A,.sistance Act to identify
a core of services which A ,,ate must prnvide ani exhiwa
before a child can by placed out - of -home

ACHIEVING PERMANENCY

At the other end of the spectrum alp those carts in which
plbmpnt occur; because till family' problems ar ,o complex and
longstanding that family-bacd treatment is difficult, if not
impossible. These are very often the sitilt ions lo Which
placement occurs because of A spec ific pr,Odm, such a,-

al indnnmeid or al'1-,, but whore there are '(FIMIA, underlying
fr,41pms of neglect, sub,tame al 1.e. pirental inado-qua(y and
I'Jverty.

in many of these cases, It 1, difficult to the family
rrohlems. Case workers tend to focu only on the precipitating
ison for placement, not the underlying factor. The

reult is -3mented, reactive servi3O deliver, ystem in which
children are often returned to their patents before the placement
,suer are fully addres,-ed only to return to placement

quickly In our fforal grant project, we saw miny families who
-ere recycled thrcugh our '.tote child welfare .y ,tem again and

It is the ,-:,Ildren who suffer from flip, very rentive approach to
"ent. Admittedly, thcc, are very difficult famtlie,. to

trrat. Yet using placement a. a topoop measure wrthout regard
for the long-term consequence. to the child p. ,,hortsighted and
ultimately results in more harm than good
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It is ironic th-t the very children who need permanency the most
are often those for whom it is most difficult to achieve a

permanent plan. They ate the trildr,n who are adrift in

the system, oellooked for terminatIon of pirintol rights and
al,ption planning. They are the children who e parents are
virginally involved in planning for them and wha, touter parents
,tie not interested in adoption. They are the ,hrldtta who come
it anti out of placement repeatedly, who,e needs, lie never fully
net by their parents or by the roster rare lydcm

These children continue to exist on the periphery of the child
welfare system. Although the premise of the iederal Adoption
Assistance Act is timely permanency, either Through family
reunification or adoption planning, this remain; l'ttle mor than

a philosophy in our legal sy'.tem. In New J,rs^y, the most

,access fu, termination of pirental rights e those in

which psychological bonding to the foster parents can be

teronstrated. The child who has ter', to no one ri mains adrift.

More direction is needed to ensure that adoniate p(rmanent plans
Ire possible for these children, ti New federal state
legislation is needed to clearly insert toe needs and rijhtu of
the child within more .:pec,fic time ._mats and to clearly
delineate parental responsibility as well as parental rights. We

recommend that the federal law be strengthened to include
,pecific time limits for placement, based upon the child's need
for a permanent home.

We are also becoming more aware that the traditional notion:, of
permanency - either return to a pirent er relative or adoption
ire not pos,,Ible for all children. In :-pitc of an innovative,

high quality adoption ,,,ogram in on' :Atte, a growing !limber of
children e>perience adomtAon di .r opt ion or e',.-seilition. '.ome et

these children will grew to adulthood it t plamenr
despite strong efforts to a,hrivi permincncv for them

Aith _gh we are not advocating for aieeptance of long -term foster

care as an alternative. their, 1, a need to develop "alternative
permanency service,:" for some of thw.e ,hildren Rather than

allowing thom to "age nut" or the plarement ,ystem without
nreparation for adulthood, we need to advo,ate for the
development of better program, to help to ptepire them for
inlopendence.

MORE WORK TO BE DONE

Much has been accomplish, 1 in the yore, .111,e the in litment

of he Adoption As.1.,tat,( Ail Lot so mnih mar, lilt to be

d ne The framewotk i . In pla,c hut attention mut h gown to
tie quality and effettivern:..., id the a. ,m.

Ti,' needs ni the chi ldten however rem in the ,ame Itiee'e are

the children to whom we must a, k k, I kut..t

are t e children for whom the tdte int,rvened and .i .umed
;are tin() role. These ire the ,hi ldren who ate dh pendent on the
tote for their future.
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Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Thank you
Ms. Stitt

STATEMENT OF CAROLYN STITT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NEBRASKA STATE FOSTER ('ARE REVIEW BOARD

Ms STITT. Good afternoon, Representatives. I. too, come from a
State on which Public Law 96-272 had a huge impact. In 1981, sev-
eral foster parents and child advocates were very frustrated with
the current system we had. And as they talked individually, many
of them had some of the same concerns. that children in care did
not have long-term plans; that there wer . not court reviews; and
that there was no data on any of the kids in the system.

The one problem they identified, which unfortunately continues
to happen today, are children who enter care repeatedly, as a
result of abuse. What we were told in Nebraska was that there was
no way we could documeni that abuse, and, therefore, the children
were put back into similar situations to sufcer that again.

Out of these four areas of concern came the Nebraska Foster
Care Review Act, and we seem to be unique in one way, and this is
the independent tracking system. This system is difficult to admin-
ister, but, after listening to the testimony today, I am very glad we
have the tracking system we have.

Every child who is placed in out-of-home care in Nebraska is re-
ported to the Foster Care Review Board's tracking system. So chil
dren who are in private placement as well as public nlacement go
into our system. We do have difficultiec rbtaining tr ..ata. That is
something that my office has to work on consistently, and we l'ave
institutionalized checks to make sure at,encies are reporting t, as

We were very fortunate in Nebraska, because the attorney ge. or-
al's office got behind us very strongly and insisted that agencies
report these placements to us. The other interesting component is
that the courts have to report their legal r 'ions how long it has
ken them to adjudicate, dispose of a case, and wh' n the last
review is

We are only able to review approximately 40 percent of the chil-
dren eligible for review, but we use the different data reported to
the tracking system to decide which kids shall receive a citizen
review. Also in the I'oster. Care Review Act, it calls for a disposi-
tional order by the _court after 1 year and every 6 months thereaf-
ter. And all children are required to have a physical exam within 2
weeks of coming into rare. These components were all components
that came out of Publi,: Law 9ti-272

There were several things said earlier by speakers that I could
underline and talk about in Nebraska. Recently, Charlie and I pre-
sented at a conference, and there were approximately 2 States
represented there. Charlie had the idea to ask how many States
knew how many kids they had in out-of-home care. I would say
over three-fourths raised their ;rands saying they had no idea I
was waiting and waiting, and I was fairly startled by that because,
as you know, in some issues Nebraska certainly is not the leader,
but clearly in keeping tract, of foster children we are.

We have had some very strong child advocates on b .th sides of
the parties, and they have been very pc' ticai Thai is, frankly, one

1M,6
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of the reasons we have had the review .,oard and one reason it sur-
vived.

We went under at least six attempts in the first years to get rid
of the review board by the previous Governor, judges, and adminis-
trators. Every time our annual report comes out, my phone rings
off the wall with people threatening to sue us, and all we do is
present the facts. We present what is happening in these children's
lives. But it is a very threatening thing to have this information
out there.

I would say that is one of the reasons yours and other States
have not collected data. It is not because this task is impossible.
Three of us sat down and designed our system. It took a lot of work
to get -;eople reporting .3 us, but it is not impossible to do.

So one of my strong, recommendations for Public Law 96-272
would be really pursuing that data piece so we can talk in real
terms in each State and not have so many guesstimates or no re-
sponses at all.

I also had several charts in my testimony which you will be able
to refer to. I will not go into those. Some of the things that vt3 have
found, as some of the other States reported, is that kids with peri-
odic intense r °view ct) decrease the time of care, or the time they
are in care. In 1984, 64 percent of the children in Nebraska spent 2
years in care. In 19F7, that was down to 42 percent.

The one area that was talked about here tcr'ay, wilich I think
really needs to have some attention nationwide, is the number of
placements v,e are seeing, particularly for young children. There
has been some research done that indicates to us kids who are
moved more than thre,? times under 10 years old become progres-
sively more mentally ill. And as New York was discussed today, I
could not help but cringe thinking how many kids we arc talking
about who are experiencing these moves, and what is the impact is
across our country. That is -1 real concern I would have.

The other thing which was discussed many, many times is the
audit, the implementation of Public Lav 96-272. I proudly gave our
numbers to the representative of HHS, and he was very nice and
said these are wonderful. I pointed out pieces, particularly the lack
of services that the local review boards have concern about. We do
have local review boards across our State, and they do spend mo...
than 21/2 minutes on their reviews. I just came from a meeting 2
months ago, and a Lincoln board spent 2 hours on one case. In that
particular case, the judge removed himself, and the attorney gener-
al's office got a special prosecutor to pursue a case that the review
board was particularly concerned about.

But, anyway, the information that I gave our representative was
ignored It was very frustrating for me because I felt it was a
chance where HHS could at least talk to the managers in the
system to reinforce some of these concerns that are being brought
to you today. So any information I could provide to you or concerns
that we have, I would be glad to do that

We do look very closely at services delivered, and recently we
found that a third of our kids received absolutely no services, the
{ids and their families The service they receive is foster care,
be;ng removed from their family. That is of great concern to us in

1q7
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i Iebraska, and I am hoping that we ate going to get some move-
ment in that particular area.

One of the things that our boards do is communicate to the
courts and the child's attorney on each review, not just back to the
agency. And about half 3f the barriers, we tint. are legal system
barriers. Our system works very hard at trying to integrate that
sysem, and one of the issues that I think we are seeing today is
the deterioration of both of those systems. The legal system many
times is not meeting any kind of reasonable time frames, nor is the
agency. The result of what you are seeing are some very, very long
lags and too many movements.

Another issue that I would like for you to ccnsider in Pu'olic Law
96-272 is earlier reviews by these external review agencies. In
some cases, there is so much damage that has been done by 6
months that it is pretty hard for the board_ to push anything along
constructive. Many, many times that is a complaint that the citizen
boards bring to me about how long A is we are waiting to review
what has been done. And if you are alking about a year-old child,
6 months is half of their life. I think that was pretty graphically
displayed for us this morning. So earlier reviews may be something
you would want to consider.

You do have my testimony and several reports, as I have said. It
has been very enlightening for us to have data on both the private
and public system, and any questions you may have at a later time
or today, I would be glad to answer.

[The statement of Ms. Stitt follows]

118
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TESTIMONY CAROL STITT

Good afternoon. My name is CA Stitt I am Executive Director of
the Nebraska State Foster Care Revie Board.

Why the Foster Care Review Board was created

ska has had a Foster Care keview Board since 1982. Prior to that
time. tarelts had become very frustrated because no one knew it a [WO
had a lohy-term plan. Many suspected there wasn't a long-term plan for the
chi h! they were caring for. Services sometimes seemed to be directed towards
returning the child home and other times toward adoption oe long-term foster
care.

When prexsed for a Decision or information regarding the plan,
caseworkers would say it was the court's decision. On the other hand, the
court's appeared to be leaving the decision up to the agency. Many children
were ,^ fes ... ta."ng a court review.

Data on children in out-of-home care wasn't available. No one knew how
many children had been placed out of their homes. Requests for information
brought either no response, a response that the information was not available,
or guess estimates.

Especially alarming was the fact that children seemed to De entering
care repeatedly because of abuse. When foster parents asked how this could
happen, they were told there was no documentation of the previous abuse
incidents.

Nebraska's Foster Care Review Act

Because of the concern of the foster parents and other child advocates
and the passage of P.L. 96-272, the Foster Care leview Act was pas.ed by the
Nebraska Legixlature. The Act created the State roster Care Review Board. The
State Board was responsible for training and developing lucal foster care
review boards, tronsisting of community volunteers who would meet periodically
to review cases of children in foster care.

The avt mandated that children in out-of-home care will have plans and
the plans will include

a. Why the child came into care,
b. How long the child has to be removed to accomplish the purpose of

the out-of-home placement,
c. What services are to be provided,
d Who is responsible for the plan, And
e. A comnlete record of previous placements

The children.- pl'ns will be reviewed by citizen review boards who will
sned their recomme ons to the court that placed the child in care anc the
agency responsible the child.

In addition, the courts were required to review the Pspositional Order
after the child has been in care over one year and every 5-0( h ,nths thereafter
until the child is adopted, reaches the age of majority, or otherwise leaves
care.

The Foster Care Review Board was to develop a tracking system to
nclude all children in out-of-home care. This included children in public and

privave -notes. The purpose of the tracking system was to know how mar),
children were in out-of-home care, where the children are, how many placements
each child has experienced, and how long the child remains in tare. The sJsiem
also tracks the children between agencies and follows the court actions
regarding the child.

Finally, all children were required to have a physical examination
within 2 weeks of entering care

Many of these components ,imply with and were laid out by P.L. 9b-27?

Nebraska's Review Board i organized

Unlike most other Foster Care Review Boards, Nebraska , Review Huard
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was not set up under the auspices ul the Department of Social Services or the
Courts. Instead, it was set up as a separate State Agency. As a result, the
Review Board has been able to function tota'ly inuependontly from the courts
and agencies

implementation of the Act

The Fosser Care Review Act became law in August, 1982 Seven State
Board members were selected by the Governor. Two members were from each of the
State's three Congressional Di tricts, and one members was a member at large.
The State Board advertised for, interviewed, and selected an Executive
Director.

The Board e office wis opened in Lincoln in August. The initial budget
was $63,918. Newspaper, radio, and television public service announcements
asked for volunteers and applications were sent to those interested.
Twenty-seven 5 member bo,,ds were established. A training package was
developed and training was presented in a number of sites across the State in
earl 1983.

It soon became apparent that activating all 27 Lards would be
impossible due to lack of funding for staff support for the boards. As a
result, four boards were activated in the summer of 1983. Plans were made for
gradual expansion.

At the same time, a mini-computer was purchased for the tracking system
and tracking forms were developed for courts and ayenc es. Foins were received
and processed for 4,600 children. The four pilot boards reviewed 151 children
during 1983. The 'irst Annual Report was published in early 1984.

In addition, the Review Board conducted a study of pr,sontrs in the
Various correctional facilities to determine the relationship uetween foster
care as a child and incarceration as an adult. The correlation was striking.
The study revealed that 307 of the male offenders and 12% of the female
offenders had been in court - ordered out-of-home placement as a child.
Furthermore, offenders who had been in court-ordered out-of-home placements as
chiloren were more likely to be admitted to the adult correctional fat lities
at a younger age. Nearly 35% of the male offenders who had been in
court-ordered out-of-home placements admitted to the correctional f,cility
by age 20, compared to 17% of the mal, renders who had not been in a
court-ordeied out-of-home placement.

During its second year of reviewing children, 738 reviews were
conducted on 568 children. The Board expanded its reviews from the Dep, rtment
of Social Services (the agency responsible for the maprity of chil men to
include the Lincoln Regional Center and several private agencies.

During this year, 2,388 volunteer hours were donated by State and local
board members. number of local boards was increased from 4 to 17. Over
7,100 children had been reported to the Board's tracking system. The budget
for the Review Board

, 1984-85 was $159,832. The Second Annual Report ,s

Pu' lisned

The following fiscal year was difficult because r Review Board's
appropriation was reduced to $157,833 as the result of ove all reductions made
in all State agencies. During this time, 2,202 reviews were completed on 1,091
children and the number of children o the tracking system lied increased to
10,637, of which 4,522 were active cases. The tracking system was improved
by moving from the mini computer to the State's large IBM mainframe. 3,409
hours were donated by the local board members to reviewing children's cases

At the same time, the Thud Annual Report was published and a survey of
services offered by cr Id c,ring facilities aCrosr, the State was conducted
The Review Board ro-sponsored permanency planning training for guardians ad
litem in several cities throughout the State.

During the 1986-87 fiscal year, the Review Board ,rt,,ued to
participate in permanency planning training, this time for county attorneys and
Judges. 1,65' reviews were conducted on 1,123 children he PPV1,W Board's
budget was $187,843. A "Special Report to the Senators" Wd'.. published in lieu
of the Fourth Vinual Report. the tracking system continued to br improved and
addition 'igem ies were added for review

During 1987, 1,871 reviews were completed un 1,110 Cnil,srvn rb,kt4

1 7 o
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children were on the tracking system, 4,375 active on any individual day
The Fifth Annual Repo,. was published with a special sectior on sexual abuse.
In addition, plans dr underway to provide training to guardians ad litem andjudges of sexual abuse. Local review board members and statf were provided
with training on developmentally disanlea rhIldron f,wwIly systems theory, and
cult activity in Nebraska. The Board's budget at this time was $200,322.68.

During this period, several changes were made in the Foster Care Re..lea
Act On the State Board, the at large position was eliminated. Three chairs
from local review boards, nrie from each Congressional District, were added. Inadditio- employees of courts and agencies were eliminated from being able to
serve t, the State or local boards due to their possible conflict of interest

How Recomiendations are developed

The Foster Care Review Board depends upon its citizen volunteers to
identify problems and hold the appropriate person or persons accountable. The
local boards have an effective mix of people serving on them. A typical board
might have a mental health professional,

an attorney, a nurse or someone with a
medical background, an educator, and a foster parent. With this mix, the board
is able to look at a child's case from a variety of

viewpoints and with a
variety of expertise

The Foste, Care Review Board develops recommendations in two ways. At
the local board meetings, recommendations

are developed for each child
reviewed These recommendations are sent to the court that placed the child in
care, the agency responsible for the child, the child's guardian ad litem, aria,
when appropriate, the county attorney.

The local boards also identify systems problems which they communicate
to the State Board The State Board makes tie decision as to whether these
recommendations should be published in the Board's Annual Report. For example,
in the area of sexual abuse, several issues

repeating themselves so the
State Board made the decision to focus on this problem with a special sectionin tne Anal Report.

The following is a case example which shows the kinds of problems the
Boards identify

Case Example "Laura" and "Lucinda", age 7 and 11, were placed
in foster care because of neglect. Both girls presented 'acting
out behaviors characterist.c of sexually abused children. When
they became cinfortable with their foster families, both girl,
individually reported sexual abuse by their father. In spite of
the father refusing services to address the abuse, Laura was returned
hone. The Review Board, in reviewing Lucinda s case, expressed grave
concerns for the safety of Laura and a younger sibling in the home
Because of concerns communicated by the Local Board, a special
prosecutor from the Attorney General's office was appointed aria
the legal staff from the Department of Social Services has petitioned
the court for a new hearing.

Cases like the cne above clearly show the need for county attorneys to
have training on how to gather information and

proceed in cases of this kind.
Judges need to ecognize that sexual abuse occurs and learn how the court canintervene. Age, cies mus' train their Cnild Protective Services staff on how to
investigate and Intervene for the safety of the child. Finally, foster parents
must be trained in the area of sexual abuse to understand the pain dna shame or
Sexual abuse Inc that these children and youth may try to re-create this cycle
in order to recx.vx affection

Issues outside the Foster Care System

There are a number of iss.,s in Nebraska outside the foster care system
that have impact on .he lives of the children ,ncludea Is the increase in
child poverty. 20. of all children live beluw the poverty line which includes
25% of pre-school children. 37% of all children at some point in their
chilahood are below the poverty line.

Single parent families make up 21% of the households with childrL:. Of
these, 40% live below the poverty line.

In other places throughout the United States, Nebraska has a lack of
adequa,e ,dycare. This is especially tie in rural areas

.11 7.44/
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Because of medical advancements, there has been an increase in
developmentally disabled children. These children are at higher risk for
abuse.

Th.re is a lacking of adequate low income housing, ooth in urban and
rural area..

Finally, the Farm Crisis has been stressful not unly for the people who
are losing their land but also for the people who work for them and the
communities in which tt.ey reside.

Recommendations regarding P.L. 9S-272

One of my strong recommendations for 96-272 would be pursuing the data
piece so we can talk in real terms for each State and not have so many
guesxtimates or no reponses.

Intense, periodic review of childrir is very important. We have found
that these reviews do dkrrease the await of time a child spends in out-of-home
care. In 1984, 64% of tie children in Nebraska had spent two years in care, in
1987, only 42t of the children had been in care over two years.

One area that needs nationwide attention is the number of placements
we are seeing, particularly for young children. There has been some research
lone that indicates children who are under age 10 who are moved more than 3
times become pogresbively more mentally ill.

In Nebraska we have been looking very closely at the services being
delivered. We have found that one third of the children receive absolutely no
services, that is the service they receive is foster care. This is of great
concern to us.

Another issue I would like to have considered is earlier reviews by
external review agencies. In some cases, there has been so much damage done by
6 months that it is hard to recommend anything very constructive. If you are
talking about a year old child, six months is half thee- life

17.
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STATEMENT OF FRANNY MAGUIRE, PROGRAM AND STAFF DE-
VELOPMENT OFFICER, FAMILY COURT OF THE STATE OF
DELAWARE

Ms. MAGUIRE. I am Franny Maguire. I an the program and staff
development officer of Family Court of the State of Delaware. I am
a member of the Delaware Task Force on Permanency Planning,
and I am a past president of the Junior League of Wilmington.

When the Adoption Assistance and Welfare Act was passed by
Congress in 1980, the State of Delaware has 1,200 children in place-
ment. Typical of these children was Jenny, who entered care at the
age of 5.8 years and remained in permanent foster care until she
was 18 with infrequent visits by her mother and placement with at
least six different foster families. Today in Delaware, 671 children
are in foster care, with over 54 percent spending less than 2.5 of
their time in care. A typical child today would be Jimmy, a black
male who is 15 years old, currently servinv- time in our juvenile de-
tention facility, and who will remain in care until age 18. Today,
there are fewer children who have spent 2'/2 to 71/2 years in care
and also fewer children who have spent more than 71/2 years in
care. It indicates that Delaware's foster children are less la ly
than even a few years ago to spend long periods of time in care.

What has caused the difference in our State? In 1979, the Junior
League of Wilmington, with technical assistance from the Associa-
tion of Junior League, wrote legislation which created a Citizen
Foster Care Review Board. Today, 78 volunteers review all of the
children in the custody of Child Protective Services who 're in out-
of-home placement. These reviews are conducted every 6 months.
In 1981. the Junior League of Wilmington started a pilot project in
Family Court which provided abused, neglected, and dependent
children with a court-appointed special advocate. Today, 66 CASA's
statewide investigate the cases of child abuse and neglect for the
judges and act as an advocate on behalf of the child during the pro-
ceedings.

The family court of the State of Delaware conducts judicial re-
views of children who have been in placement 18 months. Last
year, 350 hildren were reviewed by our judicial officers. The Dela-
ware Task Force on Permanency Planning, part of a national
project of the N. ional Council of Juvenile and Family Court
Judges, has been working since 1984 to ensure permanency plan-
ning for foster children in foster homes, mental health facilities,
and juvenile detention facilities. This task force, which was funded
by the Office of Juvenile Justice, Delinquency and Prevention, has
trained our judiciary, our legislators, social workers, department
heads, volunteers, and f ler families, on issues relating to Public
Law 96-272. We have lob.,....d our State legislature for funding for a
foster-care coordinator, for increased pay rates to our foster par-
ents in group homes, and most recently for funds to provide for the
downsizing of our juvenile detention facility, and the startup of
community-based options. This task force will conclude in Septem-
ber of 1988.

In the last year, Delaware's Department of Services to children,
youth, and their families, implemented the Family Preservation
Project which was funded partly by the Edna McConnell Clark
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Foundation, and partly by the Department of Health and Human
Services, designed to prevent placement by providing a social
worker, on call, 24-hours a day, to families in crisis. This project is
unique, in that it enlisted the help of the community to write the
program development, the staff development, law, policy, and
structure, and to begin a community awareness campaign. Current-
ly, there are 100 families, statewide, in this project, and during our
next fiscal year we anticipate expanding to include another 100
families, statewide. This is a true example of a public and private
partnership that has worked.

Statistics in Delaware clearly show that the number of reported
calls to our abuse and neglect hotline over the past three fiscal
years has steadily decreased from 4,484 in fiscal year 1985 to 4,026
i'1 fiscal year 1987. However, the number of cases actually involv-
ing child abuse and neglect has increased from 1,782 in fisk.,a1 year
1985 to 1,819 in fiscal year 1987. The past three fiscal years also
shows that the primary reasons for entry into foster care were the
unwillingness and inability of the natural parents to provide care.

Delaware's needs for the future require a closer look at perma-
nency planning for foster children, and our child mental health
and juvenile justice systems. Because there children are teens, it is
critical to resolve family conflicts prior to placement, as it will
have a greater payoff than any intervention after the child enters
care. Concurrent with trying to work on whatever permanency
planning goals might be appropriate, we should prepare out teens
for independence. We must give them the tools to cope with the
world, which they are not equipped to face alone.

Permanency planning for foster children, a:,d our child mental
health and juvenile justice systems, must be closely examined by
professionals in conjunction with the internal reviews currently in
place in the Department of Services to children, youth, and th?ir
families. More family court judges should follow the lead of our
chief Judge, Robert D. Th, mpson, and periodically review tho
placement of juveniles that they commit to our detention facility.
Working closely with Prof. Ira Schwartz of the University of Michi-
gan School of Social Work, our children's department plans to
downsize our detention facility, and to provide community-based al-
ternatives to incarceration. Community-based programs will pro-

de foster children in the juvenile justice system with the neces-
sary tools to cope with the serious problems confronting them.

In Delaware, we are extremely proud of the initiatives to help
our abused and neglected children. Like most of our sister States,
we are just scratching the surface in our battle to improve the lot
of these children who are so victimized. We need to expand the ef-
forts already begun to monitor, carefully, the programs that we
have, and to expand our reviews of all children in foster care
Thank you.

[Attachments to the statement follow j
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Total Number of Abuse and Neglect Calls:
Figures for both Reported and Founded Abuse
in Fiscal 1984-85; 1985-86; and 1986-87

- reported
founded

Total Number of Children in Foster Care:
Figures for both Youth :rehabilitative Services (YRS) and

Child Mental Health (CHB) in Fiscal 1984-85;1985-86; and 1986-87
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Age at Entry:
All Children Reviewed, 1983-1986

1983-84 1984-85 1985-86

Age at Entry it S if % S S

Birth-4 185 44.3 185 4'..9 175 41.1

5-9 92 22.0 98 22.7 88 20.7

10-14 107 25.6 101 23.4 104 24.4

15-17 34 8.1 47 10.9 59 13.9

Time Spent in Foster Care:
Children in Care on June 30, 1983;

June 30, 1984; June 30, 1985; and June 30, 1986

6/30/83

__ _.

6/30/84 6/30/85 6/30/86

fears

21.4 19.9 16.7 20.3
0 - .9

1.0 - 2.4 21.1 23.5 32.7 30.2

2.5 - 7.4 26.1 27.5 30.2 32.1

7.5 and over 31.1 29.0 20.1 17.4

1 76
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Percent of Children Exiting Care by Time in Care:
Children Exiting Care in Fiscal 1983-84; 1984-85; and 1'15-86

Percent of
Children Exiting Care in:

Time in Care (lasul 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86

0 - 0.9 23.3 26.0 34.7

1.0 - 2.4 33.6 37.3 30.6

2.5 - 7.4 22.6 18.7 23.1

7.5 and aver 20.6 18.0 11.6

Reasons for Exit from Foster Care:
Children Exiting from Care in Fiscal 1983-84;1984-85; and 1985-86

Children Exiting in:

Reason for 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86
Exit Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Return Home 83 56.8 75 50.0 49 40.2

Relative
Placement 6 4.1 16 10.7 12 9.8

Adoption 13 8.9 17 11.3 23 18.6

Majority ) 27.4 37 2 .7 34 27.9

Other 4 2.7 5 3.3 4 3.3

Total 146 100.0 150 100.0 122 100.0
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Selected Reasons for Entr} into Foster Care:
All Children Reviewed, 1983-84, 1984-85, and 1985-86

Percent of All Children Reviewed

1983-84 1984-85 1985-86

Reason
for Entry

Housing 13.2 12.1 14.7

Phyical Abuse 15.6 14.6 14.2

Sexual Abuse 8.4 10.4 12.5

Drug Use by Parent 9.6 11.4 10.9

Incarcerated Parent 5.7 9.2 12.0

Voluntary Placement 21.3 18...., 20.2

Unable to Provide Care 42.1 36.2 43.3

Physically Unable
to Provide Care 14.4 11.1 12.0

Mentally Unable to
Provide Care 10.8 12.3 12.8

Unwilling to
Provide Care 24.6 26.7 25.3

Child/Parent Conflict 9.3 ;0.2 10.4

Child's Behavior 12.2 12.3 13.0

* Children for when reasons for entry data were not available are excluded
from this table.
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Gender

Gender, Race and Ale
Children Exiting Care

Number I-

Characteribtics.
During Fiscal 1Q85 -86

Perceit

Male 65 1
52.9

Female 58 47.2

Race

White 72 60.0

Black 43

Other 5 4.2

Aee

Birth - 4 28 23.0

5 - 9 24 19.7

10 - 14 20 16.4

15 - 17 18 14.8

18 and over :2 26.2
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Race, Gender and Age Characteristics of Children
Continuing it Care on June 30, 1986

Race Number Percent

White 113 36.9

Black 16c) 60.8

Other 7 2.3

Gender

hale

Female

A-k

Birth-4

5-9

10-14

15-17

18 and over

Age at Entry

Earth -4

5-9

10-14

15-17

167 54.4

140

56

58

69

113

10

114

e9

82

32

45.6

18.3

19.0

22.6

36.9

3.4

4C.4

c1.5

26.7

10.4
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Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Thank you. You should be proud of
the work of the Junior League in DelawarJ. Those are impressive
statistics. Maybe we can make sure that all the Junior Leagues
acrosr the Nation are similarly organized. We could encourage
some of the other States' organizations to get active.

I want to, first of all, thank you all for the testimony that you
have presented here this afternoon. Yon come from different parts
of the country but, I think, share a mutual commitment to these
children, and, without embellishing the fine testin ony that you
have already given, I believe that the impact of today's hearings on
the members who have been here, and the members we will talk to
will be profound. I certain'y hope so.

George and I were disr.issing during the period that some of you
were testifying, th .it if we could only get all our colleagues to
lisi,en, and to vis't, and to see the plight of these children, we
would have absolutely no trouble changing laws any providing
money.

But I am afraid, frankly, that money is not simply out only prob-
lem here. Given some of the testimony that we have heard, it is
going to be hard to convince people, Members 01 Congress, to pro-
vide money to programs where they do not know where the chil-
dren are. That hardly commends itself for greater resource alloca-
tions, even though resources are a part of the problem, and we un-
derstand that here.

We are going to have hearings again on April the 28th, where we
ate going to listen to the lost souls of the administration. I suppose
that we have to do that.

Clearly, the National Government needs to set the tone, not sit
in silence while America's children suffer, which is what this ad-
ministration has done, for the most part.

And we will p_ tbably make some field visits, possibly here, in the
District of Columbia, possibly to some of your States. We have not
set th it agenda yet, but we intend to leave the hallowed halls of
the House of Representatives to spend some time in the paint-
scarred walls where these children lis existences too deep in the
circles of hell.

Thank you, again, for your testimony. George.
Chairman MILLER. I et me also thank you for your testimony.
One of the common threads that runs through he e, in terms

that cre differs t from this morning's panel, is that, in each of
these States, there w:.s a very conscious decision to get the caseload
under control in terms of management; not that you have succeeded
all the way, but I am somewhat familiar, certainly, with what is
going on in Maryland.

In Maryland it appears that there was a very conscious decision
to design Lie system around, not the child, but the family in crisis.
You are now looking at your intensive services program, where you
are acting more like a physician, you are starting to write a pre-
scription for the entire family.

Somebody may need AA, the child may need some mental
health, and somebody else may need re,)ite care. But you are
starting to look at it in terms of the reeds or that unit, and getting
the resources there, instead of ..rying to get members of the family
to run around and plug themselves into d:fferent systems.

1 S 1
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I think Delaware, Nebraska, and Marylar i also, are overlaying
some kind of citizen participation here.

I think that when we wrote the law we had greater hopes tnat
the judicial system would spend time to sort this out. They have
had all the same resource problems that the system that they are
supposed to oversee does. The CASA program, er these other pro-
grams, are bringing in individuals who not only have an interest,
but also very often have so' > political influence, where their hus-
bands or their spouses, have influence within that jurisdiction, and
you start to get a little bit of a different response.

The problem is that is a hard one to mandate at the Federal
level, you know, mandating citizen participation.

Acting Chairman DowNEv. We souk: press the Junior League
into service, but it would be hard to do nationally.

Chairman MILT ER. Like taking over the National Guard.
Ms. GRAHAP 1. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. ies?
Ms. GRAHAM. Couldn't you mandate citizen review boards?
Chairman MILLER. The problem seems that rather than that

being something that is generates for the purposes of overseeing, it
just becomes part of the system, which starts to become perfuncto-
ry. My wife serves on the mental health advisory committee in our
county, and it is a hard struggle not to be siir.ked right into the
system. As one of you pointed out, you published your annual
report and nobody wants to talk to you.

And so it is the same notion that you do not have autonomy.
Now when the Governcr says "I want a citizens review board, and
this is a priority with me." that may be different. But it is one of
the troublesome notions of us legislating and mandating citize-
review as opposed to it, in a sense, being somewhat spontaneous, or
locally contrived to overwatch a system, which that community,
State or county has decided is unacceptable.

Most of the reforms in foster care started out because a local
group of people became outraged. You know, unfortunately, in New
York, small groups of people do not get to affect a great population,
but even the deat!-, of the young girl there a couple of months ago
started to stimulate the not:on tho'.., we cannot accept this :n our
own community.

Now that may be easier in parts of my State, or parts of Nebras-
ka or Delaware, but if you loo:: al the history of this, that has
brought about an awful lot of reform, or compliance with--

Ms. STrr'. I would like to say one thing. In Nebraska, a citizen
review attached to the agency or the courts would have been dead
in thc water, and it was very important for our particular agency,
and our particular State, historically, to be separate, because that
is really where the strongest problem-solv'ng began.

We had no idea how problematic or how many problems we
would find in the legal system, and at one point, that is where they
wanted to put the citizen review board. And, with the current
makeet , for us to criticize the. - woul 1. have been suicide. The
board Ni 9uld have been gone.

So there are even components within the citizen review that
have k Bally played out, I think, to be quite important, and, nation-
ally. that would be very difficult I think

1 Fi 2
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Chairman MILLER. I would just like you to eive some thought to
it because obviously, again, we are talking about both compliance
with the law and, in some cases. reform; but the question is, how
we generate that?

I think in Maryland .) a are fairly comfortable, and you may be
very comfortable in Net ..aska at this point. A big part of the prob-
lem is not in either one of those States, with all due respect. The
question is, how do we build that kind of model?

Mr. COOPER. I wonder if there could not be grants for develop-
ment, or some kind of funding fn. external review that was an in-
centive beyond just funding for, yon- know, matching funds for ad-
ministrative costs, for administra.i ye review. Because it certainly
seems to be making a difference in terms of the results of the pro-
grams, and whethe- the reviews are meaningful or not.

Chairman MILLER. The statistics that you put before the commit-
tee were the statistics that we were antcipating when we wrote
the law. They were shared fairly wide across the nation for the
first couple of years. Then, whethe, it was an increase in cases or a
reduction in resources, somehow, they started to get reversed on
us.

Mr. COOPER. The national data base proje-ts are important, too,
because we ieed to know better what States are doing. We had to
claw and scratch to get the resourceswe made it but it was not
easyto get the resources to be able to do these statistics. A lot of
social agencies just cannot get their hands on the expertise, or com-
puters, or whatever they need.

Acting Chairman DowNEv. George, would you yield.
Chairman MILLER. Yes.
Acting Chairman DowNEv. Is there a nationwide group of foster

care advocates and agencies? Do you not meet on a regular basis tc
exchange ideas about programs?

Ms. Sum'. Yes. There is a national association of foster care re-
viewers, and right now we are working on a national data base for
the States that have citizen review, as well as the barrier sheet
that the Maryland president talked about, to take a look at some of
those issues. Maryland and Nebraska plan on working jointly on
that, because I think at this time we keep the most data, the two
States

Mr. ANCZA. I would like to add, since Arizona has had the first
statewide foster care review board system, and, in fact, when Bar-
bara Chappel had her experience with the first system inI be-
lieve it was South Carolinawe invited her to come over, and the
Arizona model has been used throughout the Nation.

I think we need to recognize that foster care review is a bandaid
It really is. We hal e created a different system, a new piece to the
system, to monitor i system that does not work well.

And the same thing is true of the counselor program, not that we
do not need them, but we need w recognize their limitations, and
they only work as well as that judge in that county allows it to
work, and that can be very uneven in a State.

And, in Arizona, we have, I would say, probably (hie of the best-
working foster care review board systems around, but it is aiways
changing, and it is uneven. You may have a judge who does not

I S3
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understand the time that went into this review, and the number of
people.

We have lots of folks that come to our reviews, but we need to
recognize the limitations of that system. Until we really look at the
structure, why it is the caseworkers do not make good decisions, we
will never have enough people in the foster care review board
system, or CASA, to monitor what is wrong with the stem over
here.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. I think 3:u have really put your
finger on it here. Why is it that Maryland can do a better job? I
mean, obviously, you have a big city, you have got Baltimore, that
you have to be concerned about. It is not the scope of the problem
in New York or in Los Angeles.

Mr. COOPER. It was 5000 at one time.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. But that is a lot of cases. Why, for

instance, did the Junior League suddenly decide that this was an
issue that they wanted to be involved with in Delaware?

Ms. MAGUIRE. We were asked by our family court judges to con-
duct a Children in Placement Project, which was being sponsored
by the National Council of Juvenile. and Family Court judges.

In examining the data, we came up with Jenny, our model thai. I
spoke about in here. And, really, it was also a part of a national
effort on the Junior League at that time. It went back to the Inter-
national Year of the Child, and we really looked at other programs
across the country.

Acting Chairman DowNEY. Well, here you have this conu-drum
where the lriw is in place, there money coming, and in some
States you do a good job. You may not be completely satisfied with
the job that you are doing, but you are doing a better job, let's say,
than another State.

So it is not simply a question of money being appiied in the form
of grants here. I am not reluctant to provide more money. I think
we need to do a lot more for children, and we are starting to ex-
plore some innovative approaches to what we can do for all chil-
oren who are poor and who are in foster care

But it is not a question only of resou- es becau think you are
going to begin to see more and more o: a prioritization in terms of
what we need to do as a Government to ')e more nurturing, more
understanding and more caring. That mall appen. It may not this
particular year, but it will in the immediate future.

The problem here is very Different, I ,eheve. It is not simply
question of money because some States do good job and other
States do not.

And some States have a handle on their cases and some States
do not. Is that wrong? Am I misreading this?

If I am, let me know.
Ms. ZALKIND. If I may respond, and probably not directly to your

question, but I mink in our State we do have a review system that
has been in existence, preceded he Federal law in fact.

Some may question whether that review system, that very review
system has become as much of a bureaucracy as our State agency has

I think what is lacking, and has traditionally been lacking, is
some leadershipcertainly on the State levelfor children in
foster care. They really do remain a hidden group of children
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It looked like we were getting to some focus on children in foster
care before New Jersey, like many other States, had the explosion
in child abuse and neglect reporting. Once again, attention is fo-
cused to protection, not to children in foster care, and I think in
our adoption project, one of the strengths of our ABA project was
the leadership on all levels.

We involved our court system in that, our review system, the
legal system, those who represented the agency and parents, and
our State administrative agency.

We got all those strong leaders involved who acknowledge' their
piece of the process and what they could do about it, and got to
talking about implem-ntation. I think it was very successful, but
the leadership needs to DC there.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Well, our committee is in the process,
with Senator Moynihan, of providing grades for child support en-
forcement around the country. We are going to publicize the win-
ners and the loseLs, and I think maybe one of our ideas from this is
that maybe we need to do as well a grading program for foe er
care, an give the States a mark.

And I will talk with Senator Moynihan, and Mr. Miller's staff
and our staff will coordinate, and begin the process of collecting
some of the statistics. So maybe we can at least embarrass the
States that have not done a good job into doing more, and at least
to hold up as examples to be applauded, those that do

But what you really need is a Governor who is going to say "Not
in my State. This is not going to happen in my State." And if we
can help in some way, we will help.

Mr. ANDREWS. Would you yield for just a second.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Certainly.
Mr. ANDREWS. Tnm, I think that is a great idea. I mean, what Ne

have learned, as you know, from our hearings on child support, is
how startling the statistics really are as to who is doing a good job
and wha is doing a poor job.

it is shocking to know e States that are doing the worse, and I
think you, the lady, our witness really i,it it right rn the head.
This issue of foster care is sort of a hidden issue, and maybe a
grading system, if it is possible to come up with some kind of crite-
ria, could help.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Hidden no longer.
Mr. COOPER. We would certainly be willing to help.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. I do not know that we would want

the pupils involved in providing their own grades, but we appreci-
ate the offer. [Laughter.]

I want to thank the panel You have been very helpful. The joint
committee stands adjourned until April 28 when we convene next.

[Whereupon, at 2:55 p.m , the joint committees adjourned, sui*ct
to the call of the Chair ]
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CHILD WELFARE, FOSTER CARE, AND
ADOI-TION ASSISTANCE

THURSDAY, APRIL 28, !9SS

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND
MEANS, SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ASSISiANCE AND UN-
EMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION, JOINTLY WIIn THE SELECT
COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Kashington. DC.
The committees met, pursuant to call, at 10:30 a.m , in com

B-318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon Thomas J. Downey
(acting chairman of the Subcommittee on Public Assistance and
Unemployment Compensation) and Hor.. George Miller (chairman,
Select Commitee on Children, Youth, and Families) presiding.

Mrs. KENNELLY [presiding]. I call to order the joint hearing with
t' e Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families on the
child welfare services, foste, care, and adoptt,)n assistance reforms.

I will begin by reading a statement by Mr Dov nev, the acting
chairman of the Subcommittee on Public Assistance , nd Unemploy-
ment Compensation. [Reading:]

Today is our second dry of joint hearings with the Select Com-
mittee on Children, Youth, and Families on child welfare, foster
care, and adoption assistance issues.

At our last hearing, we heard testimony from foster children,
foster parents, legal advocates, statewide child advocate organiza-
tions, local child welfare case workers, and representatives of foster
care citizen review boards.

Today we will begin our hearings with a panel of State and local
program administrators. These administrators manage State and
local funds, es' abl:sh and recomtoend policies and implement the
requirements oi. Federal grant-in-aid programs for child welfare,
foster care, and adoption assistance.

The second panel today will include representatives from the
legal community. States have the basic legal responsibility for re-
sponding to children in need of protection from harm or neglect.
How judges, prosecutors and private attorneys see their responsibil-
ities and how they interact with the child ,velf in_ agencies is a
very important part of the child welfare and foster care systems.

The third panel of witnesses today will include representatives of
private nonprof t child welfare and adoption organizations. Private
social service agencies are often the "front hoe" of the child wel-
fare system, providing both pi eventive and protective services to
children and their families

081 i
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Finally, I would like to announce that the third and final day of
our joint hearings will b. held on May 12, 1988, at which time we
will hear testimony from :he Department of Health and Human
Services and other witnesses' suggestions for the future of the child
welfare system. [Ends reading ]

I will request that the committees allow me to put my own state-
ment in the record in its entirety.

[The statement of Mrs. Kennelly follows.]

STATEMENT OF HON BARBARA B KENNELLY

Mr Chairman, we have been tairung about the family for years But these hear-
ings will show that there is still much to be done to protect our children and main-
tain our families It's time we renew out efforts to tackle the problems of broken
families and neglected kids

Our last major effort was in 1980, when we passed the child welfare amendments
We looked around and taw that there wasn't enough help out there for families in
trouble. We made a commitment to create a way to reach these people Hace wekent our commitment" I think not We let these progiams be underfunded They
have suffered from real cuts in 1981 and have not made up for it

I have introduced a bill that will keep our promise to neglected children and fami-
lies in need- This bill will increase funding for the Social Services Block Grant by
$600 million The Social Services Block Grant is the pivotal Federal source of funds
to States for providing services tc America's most vulnerable citizens children, the
elderly, the poor and the disabled The funding increase will make an important dif-
ference for all these groups I know they will lac well spent on foster care and espe-
cially fur preventive services to keep kids out of foster care

Let's honor our commitment to our nation's familieslet's increase Title XX
funding and protect our children who are our future

Mrs. KENNELLY. I am very glad to be here today. As we know, we
have talked about families over the years. To some people, it is a
lot of talk and not too much action. Of course, the Public Assist-
Euace subcommittee and the Select Committee on Children have
been serious in this effort.

The last time we were able to pass comprehensive leg slation for
our cilildren in this country was 1980. The child welfare amend-
ments made changes to greatly benefit our system of child welfare
and foster care. After they were passed, we had the onslaught of
the 1981 cuts.

Unfortunately, the children of this country never re( overed from
these cots. We know there :q much more we have to do now, not
just talk We have to protect our children and guarantee that we
can maintain our families, all families.

So we c, me here today, of course, to the Public Assistance Sub-
committee, very aware that there is one program that does abso-
lutely work, and that is title XX, the social s rvices block grant
Title XX gives support to those most in need in this country, the
children, the handicapped, the elderly, but particularly the chil-
dren. That is why it is so important that we Iv, Id these hearings.
We know what has to be done and it helps to hear from those who
have experienced, as Tom -lowney calls it, the front line.

I call the first panel, clease. Our first panel consists of C. Patrick
Babcock, director of the Michigan Department of Social Services
who is not here. He is stuck at the airport in Detroit and will be
unable to make the hearing.

Michael Weber, director of social services, Minnesota Depart-
ment of Community Services, Hennepin County, Minn.; and Monna
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Hurst, director of the northern Virginia regional office, Virginia
Department of Social Services.

Ms. Hurst, would you like to begin''

STATEMENT OF MONNA L. HURST. DIRECTOR. NORTHERN VIR-
GINIA REGIONAL OFFICE. VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL
SERVICES

Ms. HURST. Good morning. Our testimony today will address the
impact of Public Law 96-272 on children and foster care in Virgin-
ia. We would like to take t!,e opportunity to suggest ways that the
law might be improved, as well as some of the benefits of the law
to better serve the needs of the children, not only in Virginia but
throughout the Nation.

We definitely see a lot of benefits in the current law, the pri-
mary benefi:, being that it mandates prevention services to children
prior to entering foster care. We in Virginia have found that mall
date strengthening our efforts in the area, as you mentioned, of
going towards family-based services.

The law has increased the level of accountability for tracking
and providing reunification services and applying other strategies
to effect permanency in idren's lives. The law has significantly
reduced the number of crindren drifting in foster care without the
comprehensive case planning or the judicial review which is de-
;gned to determine the outcome of services provided.
This review requirement has helped more children move towards

the goal of return home or other permanent placement.
In Virginia, we have committed to studying the characteristics of

the children in foster care over the last 10 years. We have a report
that we would like to mail to each member of the committee as a
followup to that.

Basically, the children exhibit more emotional and behavioral
problems, more parent-child conflict and more substance abuse. In-
-.eased numbers of chi!dren are entering care as delinquents If
not entering as delinquent, they are entering as being determined
as children in need of services.

We have two factors in Virginia that are pa -t of a movement to
deinstitutionalize children. These deinstItutionalizations are occur-
ring primarily with juvenile corrections and the mental health
community. Ending in 1985, the children entering foster care have
consister fly been older. All of those factors with dein Aitutionaliza-
tion of the older child have led to a need of increased use of resi-
dential care

Those provisions and those types of services are more expensive
We see several areas over the last 8 /ears of Public Law 96-272
that become barriers to the intent of the law One barrier would be
the duplication of the documentation of the ca ecords or the
large amount of paperwork.

We see it as a duplication thr, is takir.g up he direct time avail-
able L..) provide services, to document the services Workflow simpli-
ficalion is definitely an immediate need and has been rat years

We also have identified the barrier to effectively comply vith the
law requires the development of increased services in the areas of
prevention, rehabilitation, and reunification The resources for
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these requirermmts have not kept up with the need. Implementa-
tion of the law has not provided for the incentives that are needed
for the juvenile courts and the mental health community to coordi-
nate policies, procedures, and services to increase oui otate's com-
pliance efforts.

Virginia's experience during the compliance revicw by the De-
partment of Health and Human Services has been frustrating at
best. We have experienced the inconsistency in review standards
and procedures from review to review. We are aware that stand-
ards for cor' ince have varied from State to State and from year
to year.

After 8 years with the passage of this legislation, HHS still has
no published review criteria to assist States for coming into compli-
ance, a simple guide of minimum acceptable standards.

The Federal reviews have narrowly focused on technical compli-
ance and have ignored the issues of e:fective service provisions. For
example, if prevention of foster care prior to placement has been
successful when the case sample is selected, the cases that have
been successful in prevention are not part of the documentation in
the review.

Also in Virginia, we recommend improvements, and we have a
few of those. We would like to recommend that HHS publish this
review criteria for all States to use simultaneously. Changes to the
criteria should be distributed and published in advance of their im-
plementation dates.

Many of us whc work in the field on a daily basis would like to
see a number of days established there, 120 days, 180 days. A proc-
ess should be established to bring consistency tc policy interpreta-
tions, both from Federal region to Federal region and over time.

Mandates the. enhance both the court and mental health's in-
volvement in the full implementation of the law need to be estab-
lished. Revisions in the law or its interpretations are needed to
make it more accommodating to State laws.

In Virginia, for example, we have a current status of permanent
)lanning in foster care based in State law. Funding formulas, we

think, need t') be modified to support services to all children in
foster care regardless of their categorical eligibility. If I am an
ADC foster care child, my income is treated differently than if I
am not categorically related to faster care.

The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 has pro
moted improved services to children at risk of entering foster care.
In Virginia, the Virginia Department of Social Services is the des-
ignated agency responsible for administering the program, and we
sincerely appreciate the opportunity to speak before this committee
on NA. at we believe to be a very p,,,x1 law that can be better.

[The prepared statemen follows:]
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Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Mr. Weber. have you testified?
Mr. WEBER. No, I have not.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Please ,roceed

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL W. WEBER, DIRECTOR. HENNEPIN
COUNTY (MINN.) Dl PARTMENT OF COMMUNITY SERVICES

Mr. WEBER. I am Mike Weber, director of the Hennepin County
Community Services Department. I am responsible for the public
social services agency for Hennepin County. which includes Minne-
apolis, Minn. Our agency is an umbrella agency, including child
welfare services along with mental health, chemical abuse, develop-
mental disabilities, and adult protective services, as well as services
for disabled individuals and senior citizens. I am also president-
elect of the National Association of Public Child Welfare Adminis-
trators, an affiliate of the American Public Welfare Association.

When Congress passed Public Law 96-272 in 1980, it was a reflec-
tion of a national recognition that too many children were being
needlessly removed from their parental homes and placed in foster
care; that children in foste- care were too often being neglected by
the child welfare system e.., ablished to protect them; and that too
maw children remained in foster care because of inadequate ef-
fort reunite them with their families or to identify adoptive
pall 'willing t, provide a permanent family environment.

That' act has been successful. Prevention programs have been es-
tablished, there are increased assurances of adequate care in our
foster programs, and reunification and adoption efforts have been
intensified.

That has been the good news. There is also the bad news. Not all
jurisdictions have implemented the programs proven successful in
enabling children to remain with their birth family, and the pro-
grams of many Jul isdictions are limited to pilot or partial efforts
because of lack of funds.

We find an increasing number of abuses, and these were high-
lighted in your last hearings Whether this is an increase of aware-
ness or an increase of incidents, it is intolerable.

And finally, too often attention is drawn to the needs of individ-
ual foster children only when so much time has passed that reuni-
fication or adoption are far too unlikely

And so, while Public Law 96-272 has brought significant
progress, much remains to be done I appreciate the opportunity to
share some observations and thoughts with Members of Congress.

The number of childrep entering foster care, in Hennepin
County as well as nationally, is rising. However, to interpret this
as a reversal of the intent of Public Law 96-272 would be a .nis-
take. The number of children in out-of-home placement is not a
factor of a single variable. Rather, it is the cumulat2ve result of
multiple and conflicting trends

Initially, the early decline in the number of children in foster
care after enactment of Public Law 96-272 included the removal
from foster care of many children who were clearly not appropriate
for foster care The increased attention and Innovative program-
ming resulting from the act prevented some children from entering
foster care.

90-460 0 - 89 -- 7 162
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Such attention and programming also moved out of foster Care a
number of inadequately served children which had accumulated
over multiple years. Unfortunately for some children, the reduction
of the number of children needlessly in foster care was a result of
the passage of time; the 12-year-olds about whom you were con-
cerned in 1980 are now 20.

Since this initial impact of the act, the introduction of pr,vei.Live
programs has continued to minimize the number of children in
foster care. The Homebuilders Program developed in Washington
State and similar programs have been replicated around the coun-
try, partially through the technical assistance available through
the National Resource Center for Family-Based Services in Iowa.

My department launched a major policy and program redirection
in 1986, focusing all of our child welfare staff resources directed
toward new client families on intensive in-home services. The
Humphrey Institute of the University of Minnesota conducted an
evaluation of this in-home service :ftort, which was methodological-
ly the most significant study of nonrandom assignment of children
between placement and in-home services that has been conducted.

This evaluation concluded that our revised programming had sta-
tistically significantly both reduced the number of placements and
reduced the cost of serving each family. This programming contin-
ues, and it continues to serve the vast majority of client families
appronriately without placement of children. Prior to this program
revision, 4 percent of new client families had children placed. At
the end of the evaluation, the placement rate was 2 percent. Our
curren pidLement rate is 1.7 percent.

While these trends are minimizing the number of children
placed, countertrends are most than offsetting them, resulting in
air o'ierall increase in the number of children in placement. I
would like to comment on a number of these countertrends.

First, the number of reports of child abuse and neglect continues
to increase, and we are :iientifying more and more children whose
safety at home is indeed jeopardized. Because I chaired the commit-
tee of the National Association of Public Child Welfare Administra-
,ors, an affiliate of the American Public Welfare Association,
which developed the "Guidelines for a Model System of Protective
Services for Abused and Neglected Children and Their Families,"
my department is using those very current standards to assure
that children are removed from their parental home only if abso-
lutely necessary for their safety.

These child protection reperts bring to us children from environ-
ments with multiple threats to their safety. During one recent 3-
week period, we received 24 children taken into protective custody
by police during raids on crack houses. Based on current estimates
of warrants to be issued, we may receive custody of over 300 such
children during 1988.

Sin ilarly, 2 weeks ago, we received custody of two children
whose mother had been murdered about 5 weeks earlier and whose
body was discovered by her 8-year-old son. Tnose children were
placed in a shelter facility in which over ha Jf the children in res-
idence had experienced a murder of a friend or someone in their
immediate family. Reunification of these families is complex in a
way that was not envisioned in 1980.

_I 43
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Second, I would like to address the children of parents who are
seriously developmentally delayed. In recent years society has ap-
propriately moved toward deinstAutionalizing mentally retarded
adults. Their behavior is normalized as intendci, including sexual
activity. Birth control preparation is minimal and results are less
than desirable, resulting in pregnancies and births. Often, arental
care is not adequate to meet the children's basic needs. much less
their developmental needs

Because the parents are providing to the best of their ability, ter-
mination of parental rights will not occur, and situations of long-
term neglect with at least periodic placement of children is occur-
ring.

I am proud to note that my department this month is launching
a new specialized program of in-home support to serve families in
which neglect has been substantiated and in which mental retarda-
tion is a significant factor.

Third, there is an astounding increase in the cumber of seriously
mentally ill children in our society. While we remain comm fitted to
meeting the needs of these children within their families, often
these children become part of the foster care program. Many of
them have developed such extreme hostility within their families
that even after their psychiatric disturbance has been effectively
treated, return to their parental home is not an option.

For them, foster care is the only alternative to homelessness
Other such mentally ill children enter the public foster care system
as a result of inadequate health insurance coverage. They often are
admitted to psychiatric hospital units, but are discharged unable to
return to their families, and the discharge occurs coincident with
the expiration of medical insurance coverage.

Foul th, I would like to mention the children who have been
adopted but later are no longer wanted by their adoptive families
there is further discussion in my written te:timony

As you review foster care statistics, then, I would urge that you
not % iew the number of children in foster placement as a single
trend and that you insist that those of us in the administration of
foster care programs provide you with greater analytical data re-
garding the reasons for foster placements, recommendation 3.

This increased analysis would demonstrate emphatically that
foster children are not a honiug:sneous group; they include abused
children who cannot safely return to their families at this time;
they include children who are wards of the State awaiting adop-
tion, only some of whom are likely to be adopted; and they include
children with supportive families who cannot meet their needs
within the family structure, because of serious mental illness,
severe developmental delays or chemical abuse.

As my final comment in this section 'n tre"ds, I would call your
attention to homeless children. In this decade, for the first time in
over a century, we have created a large number of homeless, fami-
lyless children. Child welfare policy must now explicitly go beyond
in-home family services and foster programs to also include cate-
gorical attention to homeless youth, recommendation 4.

If we recognize that, although our eNorts at prevention and re-
unification have been successful, the number of children still in-
creases in foster care, we must direct ow a:tention to the number
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of children who are in foster care and assure that their experience
in foster care is not what we would consider abusive or neglectful if'
provided by birth or adoptive parents. We are seeing a difficulty in
recruiting an adequate number of foster horneE

While Public Law 96-272 urges that children be placed in family-
like settings, the experience of more children in family settings
contraindicates a family-like foster placement initially. For many
children coming into foster care, placement in a nonfamilial insti-
tutional shelter appears to make them notably relaxed.

In a number of the children coming into shelter out I "crack"
houses, we note a marked level of comfort as they leaf.. hey will
be remaining in an institutional setting rather than a family set-
ting, which carries all of the overtones they have experienced

Another issue that relates to the adequacy of care for children
who must remain in foster care, because this is the most app,opri-
ate program our society car offer children, is the cost of providing
care. We cannot permit the expense of providing adequate foster
care to be inadequately reimbursed.

In Minnesota, the rate for taking care of a child 10 years old is
$295 a month. The average day care rate is $80 to $100 a week. An
informal telephone survey I conducted last week informed me that
the cost of kenneling a dog in the Twin City area is $10 to $12 a
day. While we must be able to recruit foster families interested in
serving children and not recruiting money, we also want to assure
that foster children need not be raised in poverty -..onditions.

Let me address the question of reasonable efforts. Public Law 96-
272 requires that chid welfare agencies extend reasonable efforts
to make it pcssible Id,- each foster child to return home. The inter-
pretation of what constitutes "reasonable efforts" has not been con-
tested as extensively as I had expected

Courtroom disputes regarding the adequacy of these efforts have
not been commonplace or a problem in Hennepin County I suspect
that th;s will change as a result of recent Minnesota legislation
which shifts the burden of proof in termination of parental right
actions onto parents after 12 months in placement if the agency
has made reasonable efforts toward reunification.

But apart from court interpretation, we as professionals must
ask ourselves whether our efforts are reasonable I fear that our
honest response would be that our efforts are reasonable in rela-
tion to funding available, but not in relatiou tc our knowledge of
effective programming.

If our society is to avoid children unnecessarily remaining in
foster care, Federal, State, and local funding must permit the avail-
ability of professionally respectable foster resources and staff re-
sources intensive enough to foster reunification at the fastest pace
which will meet the child's and fami!y's needs, recommendation 6

In spite of reunification and prevention efforts, there will be chil-
dren in long-term foster care until the:' reach the age of majority
We as a society must raise and nurture these children. T.: fulfill
this commitment will require ; he development and funding of new
styles of foster care.

I have already commented on the fact that much of' our foster
care must not be family-like in setting, but institutional in setting
and these institutional settings must be only mildly structured
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Many of these children have been through many treatment pro-
grams. They understand treatmen methodologies, but do not have
independent living skills.

We find a refusal on the pad of many adolescents to enter into
an institutional shelter even if they must resort to a street life of
tolerating v;olence and surviving through prostitution.

For these long-term foster children, our funding and licensing re-
quirements must permit group homes modeled on college dormito-
ries rather than on structured treatment programs.

For some of these children, your committees and Congress recog-
nized one very critical need in the Independent Living Program.
This program, as it was established, has met the needs of many of
the children graduating from foster care.

However, it is still inadequate. My department is currently con-
ducting a study of homeless adults, in cooperation with the Insti-
tute on Poverty at the University of Wiscmsin.

One of the alarming findings reaffirms Chairman Miller's intro-
ductory remarks on April 22, 1987 at a he -tring 3n foster care that
man-: of our homeless had been foster childim. Oar study revealed
that 14 percent of those experiencing their first homeless episode
identified themselves as graduates of foster care. Cf those inter-
viewed who experienced more than one episode of ho,-.1elessness, 26
percent identified themselves as graduates of foster care.

This figure affirms to me the appropriateness of the 1986 legisla-
tion adding Independent Living Programs to the list of services
funded under title IV-E and the need for acuitional appropriations
that were p.-ovided while so many other programs where being re-
duced.

My written testimony does include come comments about HIIS
oversight and the audits, which you are encouraged to look.

Let MP conclude by indicating that Public Law 96-272 was suc-
cessful. The reunification, prevention and the adoption efforts have
been successful. In spite of these efforts, some children will remain
in foster care. We must direct our attention toward those children,
appropriately serving them and preparing them as adults.

I would emphasize the need for additional social service block
grant funding, as Mrs. Kennelly indicated in her earlier remarks,
as well as the need for extended funding for the Independent
Living Program, which is before Congress.

[The statement of Mr. Weber follows ]
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abase) and children too often drift from foster home to f:,s'er hone This

e0, highlighted in the Test in-my of f ylo,r I 1st
hto,ing And finally, too often attontioo is drown rho needs 't
indrv!Ail foster cnildren only when so h "'", his chi' ovni, ic
'ion r - ;option are for too un'ikely

And so, while n L 96-2/2 has b' ought sr ,nT"T ant pr. jr-,,, nalc, to
be don" I Tipprec l a t e t h e oppor u n i t r to hare 1 , ,'eser," co, , and
thouTh's with members of Conoress

TRENDS

The number of nildren entor ind fos'0 H "s '1;
not .onally--'s rising liowr,,er, to inlet pr- Titrio a, a 1,2,00 ,II of tnr
1^,,*0qt of PL Pb-??? would be e mistake The no ,f hi Ile-
nome ,T1-1,ement is not a factor of a single variable Pat hoe, it is t he
,um,1iiive resat' 0, tiple and ,onfli-k in; Iccndc

Initially, the early decline in the no Iher of hildrpn '0 Ire ifter
enactment of P L 96-212 in, luded the re,nu, roll' if 'Idn
.-nildT-en who were clearly not aopropriito f.v, foster t' I", in-'c ,-0,
attention and innovative programming r-sul'ing horn A-t ore.,..ht 1

'hilt], en from entering foster carp SU, h stir 01 ion in Ir, Kira.nnin,g also
1101'01 out of foster care a number of iniclegiat 'ly 0'1
ac,TnJI it,L; over multiple years TJhf ir onit 15, for , hildren, 11.
redo( ' Ton of 'he number of children neellesc,ly in are wa, a rsul*
of the pis",age of t ime- -the II" year old", abs it 110 w " '19 II,- 1 i 1

I 'MO are n-1,0 ":1-1

Since this initial impact of rho A, t, tn.' ,,itr t proyenti,
prolre.ns nos continued to inn imiv, thr ',,;nher of h 1,, 1,,ter , irk'
The llone"p liars Program developed in Was`, Ingtr)r1

q7
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mad been replicated throughout the country, prrtially through the technical
assistance available throuoh the Natrona' 0esoerce Center for Fa mil, Based
Services in Iowa My Dr artment launched a major poll, y and program
redirection in 1986, focusing all ' our Child Welfare staff resources
direr ted toward new client fain lees on Intensive 'n -home services inc
Humphrey Institute of the University of Minnesota conduced an evaluation of
this in-home service effort, which was methodologically the most sgnificant
study of non-random assignrnent of children between placement and in-home
services that has been conducted this evaluation concluded that our

revised programming had statistically significantly both reduied tne number
of placements and rrouced the cost of serving each family this programming
continues and it cxntinoes to serve the vast majority of client familids
appropriately without pldcmxnt of children Prior to this program
revision, 4 percent of new r lipit families had children placed At thr end
of tne evaluation, the placers r' rate was 2 percent Our current placement
rate is I 7 pe^cent

While these trends are minimizing tnp number of children pld,ed, counter
trends are mare than offsetting them, resulting an overall increase .n tre

number of children in placement i woull like to comment on a number of
these counter trends

First, the number of reports of child abuse and neglect continues to
increase, and we are identifying more and more children whose safety at hone
is Indeed jeopardized Because I chaired the committee of the National
Association of Public Child Welfare Administrators (an affiliate of the
American Public Werfare Association) which developed the Guidelines for
a Model System of Protective Services for Abused and Neglected Children and
Their Families, my Department is using [nose very current standards to
assure t'FircTildren ace removed from their parental home only if absolutely
necessary for their safety These child protection reports bring to us
children from environments with multiple threats to their safety During
one recent three -week period, we received 24 children taken into protective
custody by police during raids on "crack" houses Based on current
estimates of warrants to be issued, we may receive custody of over 300 such
children during 1988 Similarly, two weeks ago we received custody of two
children whose mother had been murdered and whose body was discovered five
weeks later by her eight-year-old son Tnose children were placed in a
shelter facility in which over half of the children I. residence had
experienced a murder of a Iriend or in their immed,ate family Reunifica-
tion of these fa-rilies is complex in a way that was not envisioned in 1980.
Long histories of violence, child custody hearings intertwined with criminal
proceedings, and extremely non-traditional family structures were patterns
encountered far less frequently in 1980 These factors, along with
delays in abuse or neglect proceedings before the Juvenile Court, make
compliance with the court review provisions of PL 96-272 extremely diffi-
cult to meet

Secondly, I would like to address 'he children of parents who are seriously
developmentally delayed In recent years society has appropriately moved
toward deinstitutinnalrzing mentally retarded adults Their behavior is
noriralized as intended, including sexual activity Birth control
preparation is minimal and results rrx- less than desirable, resulting in
pregnancies and births Often odren:al care is not adequate to nrupt the
children's basic nerds, much less their Jerelopmental n ids Because the
parents are providing to the best of their ability, termination of parertal
rights will not occur, and sit.rat ons of 1,ldrxrrn nejlert with at least
periodic placement of childrrn is orcurr ,ng ' an proud to note that my
Department this month is launching a h specialized program of in-homr,
support to serve familie, in which neglect has been substantiated and in
which mental retardation is a signifman. factor

Thirdly, them Is an as'oundinu incrpise irt the number of seriously mentally
Ill children in our so, ietv Wtile wr remain commrtted to nailing the needs
of tnpsr children wr'hin their families, iffen 'n-se chiliren become part of
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the '0,,ier tdee program. Many of thei ha ,o developed skP h extreme halt it ity

within their :dimities that even after psy hratric listdrbani e ha_ been

ftp treated, return to th_ Ti liarental hone i, not an notion For

foster care is the only al: native T., homeless iess Ot her such

nental I y ill . hildi en enter the public f istei rare system as a r nul t

inadequate heal th insurance ,overage They of ten dre idm itted .o

psy_hiat, ic hospital units, but are clisLhanod unable tc, return tic' their

familiesand the discharge okcurr coinrident with the expiration of medilal

ins i' ence coy, r age

Fourthly, I
wudld like to discuss the children who have been adopted but

later are no longer wanted by their adoptive f nmilies Parsing every child

his 's difficulties, particula,ly duriig adolescence ldsf as some birth

families ,annoy maintain their chi idren into adulthood, so some adopt ive

timilies cannot But additional stress on the family integrity occurs
foo "co of the adoption itself hence, the importance of post-adoptive

sir v ices kRecommendrition 1) Even greater failly stress may result from the

ad ;0' an of the special needs children for whom we hi,e idtensi f led oar

lopti,,e efforts as a result of P L 96- 72 Some international adoptions

'n rc:eht yea's present even greater risk foi fotdre foster placements

bera,se of unmet expectations For examdle, adoptive families travel to

S-utn Ameri-a anticipating adoption of a seven -year -old child The option

present.), to then is a seven yea, oldwith two pr adnlesherc siblings who

soed), no English but are very street wise The likelihood of such rhildren

entering the foster care system is P emely high(Recommendatinn 7)

As ynu -,view roster rare statistics, than, I would urge that you not view

The ',Limber of child,en in foster placement as a single trend and tod. you

insist that those of us in the administ,dtion of foster care programs pro-

vide y with greater anal yt icdl data regarding the reasons fir foster

pld'emehts(90-ommendation 3) This in, i eased a-al sis would demonstrate

.-elphitTrilly that foster children are not a homogehcous -group- -they include

abased r ni Id, c' who cannot safely return to t he i` families at this time,

' n e s , i n i u d e _ h i ldren who a r e w a r d s n' the state dwnit ing adapt inn- -only

sane 'if whom are likely to be adopted, ,nd they le, lode children with

s d aourt iv, families who cannot or et their Tice', within tne f ,mily

structure -- because of serious mental illness, ,eve',- de.e.ophentil Jeluys,

o, rhemii al obis.-

As my final vork,nent in r,75 section on 1765,15, I w,iit,1 _ail v ^Ur attention to

homeless children In this decade, f, r firs t o.v a eh(

hove _rented a lent numbs' of homcli us, hili,n Eni1,1 1,;01-

fiie policy most sow expl ii it I y gn hey t.,.1-0; and f, tt,
P'rt1' ins to so g r al it r'ith
(Pot ,1,-9rdat

FOSIEP PPO6PAMMING

Foster Care aut.t net be as 9 ; 1' itsit a, 1 n so, hi.. a

eseenS ecipha P 07'1, o,t-r, d.)ne)lp
of rort to support ,hl idren aril 'a I, I I ,

within
theii hens hd.e . 1, ne,15 e of }hi

some trier) r,rn rn with th fam dct ii For th, se

rhil16,,n--end trus' the' ,s, oTte_tivI, ocipeisi ,e1 their

heteroUene'T)--to,ter care is ite For "1, s,, ,t igren, "1,,'

ass it ,1M. );"7 n' " ),1, t" 3 ',I

-ion,1, JD, ,1t 1 )1 1, '
p. 1 v.

Jar' ruts

hii footo, A.t --a '.n.ly-li),i
i

se" l ' , g m s
I,,

a t 1 , 1 1 9 , P r i t " , v e ' w.", or en, ,nj ,n ,r11 1,f ,ir,:.y

rPl,),,Inj r61,)1,,, ndinC, ri, ,,,jh mr U a

11, P. S-'1 Ii, w hone ; it 1 0 ,1,), , a' no of I, oh-, I Hind, has

rie,dipdi ink, ,, ly ' I s in e ck f Is,
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homes is primarily a result of demographics--tne number of two-odient fdni-
lles, with one parent (historically the mother) not employed, interested in
car ing for another child, is decreasing This demographic trend is e.en
more pronounced in urban areas A 6 ime with a single parent or two employed
parents often does not have the time or energy for 3 foster child Foster
care itself will not be pe-ceived as a career if we do oat give it
professional respect and adeouate compensation Even mire basically, we
cannot permit the expense of providing foster care to he even pa, !lel iy
unreimbursed. We all know what i' osts to raise a cni;d, yet in Minnesota
the basic foster care rate for a 10 year old is $294 per nonth The a.er age
center day care rate is $80-100 per weer And a sery unsophisticated tele-
phone survey 1 conducted lest weekend informed re that the cost of
k ,nneling a dog in the Twin City area is $10-i:' per day

Although Minnesota is a county-administered system and we negotiate most of
our rates for contracted social services, foster care rates are set at the
State level because of AFDC regulations regoli ing that Title IV-E payments
be un,form statewide. But differences in demographics, career d'oirnati,,es
available, and cost of living provide a greater supply of foster homes In
the non-metro areas We do not want to recruit foster parents interested
primarily in money, but we do want to be able to pay a rate which reflects
professional respect and assures that foster children need not be raised in
Oovertv conditions (Recommendation 5)

Public ' Aw 96-272 requires that child welfare agencies extend reasonable
efforts to make it possih'e for each foster child to return home The
interpretation of what constitutes "reasonable efforts" has not been con-
tested as extensively as I had expected Court-room disputes regarding the
adequacy of these efforts have not been commonplace or a problem in Hennepin
County. I suspect that this will change as a 'esult of recent Minnesota
legislation which shifts the burden of proof in termination of parental
right actions onto parents after 12 months in placement if the agency has
made reasonable efforts toward reunification But apart from court inter-
pretation, professio^als must ask ourselves whether our efforts are
reasonable 'ear that our honest response would be that our efforts are
easonablc in relation to funding available, but not in relation to our

knowledge of effective programming If our society is to avoid children
unnecessarily remaining in foster care, federal, state, and local funding
must permit the availai lity of professionally respectable foster resources
and staff resources intensive enough to foster reunification at the fastest
pace uhich will meet the child's and family's needs (Recommendation 6).

National concern over children unnecessarily spending years of their lives
in foster care precipitated tne passage of P.L 96-272 end, therefore, its
focus was on reasonable efforts to prevent placements and to reunite fami-
lies. But in spite of these s ts, as well as adoptive efforts, some
children will remain in long-term foster care often until reaching the age
of majority For these children, we must rekindle the positive aspects of
early juvenile codes which called on society to be adequate substitute
parents We must not just care for these children, but we must raise and
nurture them To fulfill this commitment will require the development and
funding of new styles of foster care

Currently foster care programs are usually comprised of family foster homes
and treatment facilities which are increas igly structured and therapeutic
While PL 96-272 encourages the use of the most family -like setting avail-
able, the experience of more and more ,hildren in a family setting contra-
indicates a family-like foster placement at least initially For example,
with the children brought to our emergency shelter fron ", rack" houses in
recent months, we perceive a notable relaxation when the cnildron are placed
in a non-familial institutional shelter

Some of the institutional foster S,,ttirg, oust also he only nildly
structured While emotio /Id Ily disturbed children and tue iii.er el y
mentally i l l chi ldren referenced chi, liar riciu a idiph lc stud,
highly - structured clinical treatinen, oraricin, not all en wind,

2e,,1
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or benefit from this treatment Some are ()Aside their own tamily because
of the family's behaviors rather than their own While tout family behavior

may have led to a need for counseling or therapy, these services can often
be adequately provided in an outpatient or day treatment setting, allowing
the child's residence to "just be home". For other children, a lorry

sequence of residential treatment settings has exhausted all potential
benefit and has created a revulsion against any more group therapy. Parti-

cularly among homeless adolescents we find an absolute refusal to enter an
institutional shelter even if the only alternative is a street life of
tolerating violence and surviving through prostitution. For these long-term

foster children for whom a high.), structured institutional setting is
inappropriate, our funding and licensing requirements must permit group
homes modeled on college dormitories rather than on psychiatric treatment
programs (Recommendation 7).

Two years ago your Committees and Congress recognized one very critical need
of these tong-term foster children graduating into adulthood These
adolescents may have learned many treatment approaches, but too often they
did not learn the skills needed to survive as adults--shopping, cooking,
getting and keeping an apartment, selecting roommates that will not lead to
arrest, job hunting, work habits, and handling money. My Department is
currently conducting . longitudinal study of homeless adults, in cooperation
with the Institute on Poverty at the University of Wisconsin. One of the
alarming findings regarding those interviewed is that 14 percent of those

experiencing their first homeless episode identify themselves as graduates
of foster care Of those interviewed who had experienced prior homeless
episodes, 26 percent identify themselves as graduates of foster care This

figure alone d'firms to me th, appropriateness of the 1986 legislation
adding indepenient living programs to the list of services fundea and the
need for the ails tional appropriation provided while so many other programs
were being reduced The Select Committee is well aware of the delays in
implementing this legislation, and the limited appropriation does not nearly
approximate the need. Nevertheless, let me assure you that the funding has
made a difference--my Department is providing training to foster parents in
how to prepare foster children for adulthood ($25,000) and is providing
graduates of our independent living programs the "going out into the world"
funds they need to get a start ($32.797). I must emphasize that these
federally funded initiatives are not the highest priority for independent
living training, but were selected fcr two reasons First, the current time
limits on the availability of these funds caution us to not create on-going
programs that would be successful but which would have to be terminated if
federal funding were not renewed. Second, t.',ese adolescent foster children
in Hennepin County are fortunate that in 1985 the County Board of

Commissioiers established a non-residential independent living wills
training program with local funding ($260,000) At the sane tine, we
established a group home emphasizing independent living training iunded by
Title IV-E and other residential revenues ($150,000). The federal funds
were therefore very meaningful as e complementary addition to other recently
developed programs, but would have been insignificant alone

Two revisions in the program a-, it currently exists would be ,ppropriate
Many of the adolescents preparing for independent living an be adequately

prepared by the age of 18 However, it is a barrier for agencies to he
unable to fund services for such individuals in their initial placements in
ttansittonal independent living programs It would be extremely bene'icial
to pernie services initiated prier to the age of 18 to follow some children
beyond the age of 18 until they' ave experienced independent living The

limitition of these funds to adolescents whose families were roLoivinq or
were el igible for AFDC at the time of placement in foster care
inappropriately excludes many o' our currently homeless youth Their

separation trim their families is often unrelated to in, ore level, ',It 'heir

need for independent living services is no less inters and they personally
hav cr,esS to a means of payment for thee( seri/ries (Recommiindation A)

2 41
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OVERSIGHT

Congress was corr,ct in estaLlish,ng ass,p-inces that the funds made 1,3,1-
ablc through P L 96--2 were used to inple.oent the reforms the Act also
required However, tne timelines and numerical tadtrrs included in the
Scction 427 audit can cloud attempts to acnir,e substantial progress in
family reunification On April 21, I was asked to appear before your
committees, on April 19 I received the results of the 1986 HHS IV-E audit
Disallowed expenses are $71,789 While we ha,e not reviewed these results
thoroughly, it -wears that the disallowan en, are relatively lin ,mal
Nevertheless, we had been concerned that these would be penalties for not
pursuing court action when family participation en a voluntary boots was
existent and apparently productive

My Department has adopted a policy of not initiating court action m.rely to
assure Tit e IV-E funding If the family acknowl,does its needs, and we
concur the appropriate services or treatment involve an out-of-home place-
ment, we prefer a voluntary relationship with the parents. In addition,
current Minnesota regulation requires that our Child Protection program
present parents the option of a voluntary placement before seeking court
authority for involuntary removal. But if audit exceptions were taken when,
for example, the length of placement is in question because the child ran
away, the policies designed to assure family integrity would be turned Into
fiscal landmines. F.om a purely fiscal viewpoint, I should direct that we

seek court action at the four-month period for all placements -but this is
neither the intent of Congress nor good practice Therefore, I would urge
that aud't reports permit appeals and exemption from sanctions in cases in
which the child welfare agency can demonstrate that the factor bringing the
sanction was explicitly taken in an effort to assure stability of the
child's familv(Recommenuation 1)

I would 1,ke to also 'mphasize the irony that this sanction equals the cost
of about three of our professional staff, and will reduce our ability to
pursue the intent of PL 96-772 beyond tne minimum necessary to be eligible
for federal funding participation Therefore, let me take the liberty of
suggesting a different approach to enforcement First, let as acknowledge
that these audit exceptions will not provide any significant relief to the
federal budget deficit Then let us recognize that the goal 's to assure
that jurisdictions provide foster programs within the intent of PL 96-272
Let us also recognize that the exceptions taken are for payments already
made which cannot be recovered, and therefore, the sanction decreases the
agency's current ability to comply with the spirit of the Act. Therefore,
let me propose as an alternative to the fiscal sanction, fiat the agency be
able to retain the penalty if used as an expansion of its prevent ion,
reunification or adoption programs and that this expansion De matched
dollar-for-dollar by the jurisdiction(Recommendatiun 10) Such a model
would be fiscally responsible and would clearly reinforce renewed commitment
to the intent of P L. 96-277

CONCLUSION

Let me reiterate what I bolle,e is the strongly held opin,ni 0/ child
welfare professionals P L 96-21.? represented a major and needed
renaissance in federal child welfare policy The addition of Independent
Living programming was a major contribution The fact that Congress made
available funding for these initiatives was a refreshing relief at a time
when other federal funding for human services was being reduced

Nevertheless, the welfare of children in our country has taken on new
blemi,hes s-nce 1980 I appreciate your initiative in reviewing the
implementation of P.L. 96-2/2 and the barriers we have encountered in this
Implementation Finally, I appreciate the opportunity to share my
observations and recommendations with you

2,h2
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SUMMARY 01 RFLOWNDAT IONS

Anent adopt ion 3SSistame pra I, tl's ' 1, a l ,
11optive services, particularly f ial -6 els I lib),
Reildire agencies offer ing ,nterni'iona ,,)t to, iss

ity for post-adopt iVe seryiie5 or t.o cISS /1, 111 5uhseirer t
ulaiement costs incurred on behalf cf so,_11 dthdt ,1111_ 'en

3) limited and co.isrn'ent s.rt if ,r),r,
placement (protection of the 0)11,1, psycholugb al t, eatawat of the
child, state wards, family dysfunt 10q, et) ) as jqa1,:Ing

multiple factors &lip iiat mg to th.i ndnhe _n in inmint

4) Add fo the Act a major new aomponent 3ldressinp the tier's of
yoJth, and fund these services federill, in r oanit tun uf thi. ni4h1,
mob11,2 activity of this population

5) Permit' differing foster care rates within states it differenaes b
justified based on cost of living anafin On ,arPer al ternuf a, 111-
able and the availability of foster parents

6) Increase Title IV-B child welfare funds in I ion t Ti' le 1V-F
expenses to assure adequate gttention to roanif 15afion etfo,ts,
as to preventive efforts

7) Through NHS discretionary grants and inrough to, hni, al assistime t
states, encourage the levelopnent of lixens.) bit nun-
structured long-term institutional foster sett

81 Extend the Independent Living Program to incl.:. e abils,ents attar they
reach the age of 19 as well as boneless your' was r eritl y na.e
legitimate means of suppot

'aermil exemptions from audit exceptions in .asei, in whih the ;ti,tn,nsresults inc ider La 11 y from action pox, if 1.ely takes t maintain tanilystability

10) Os an alternative to fiscal audit ,an, tion pre, ;' it,. in
tug isdli.tions the option of r,,r7inin1 thi in ,unf if tba sin xicr, it
ucea to fund an expgr,lon of its pri., tenifi et rir,
programs and matched on a I 1 stite/locul
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HENNEPIN COUNT,'

COMMUNITs, SERVICES DEPARTMENT

CHILD WELFARE 1988 BUDGET

Ser.ices Total Title 1x TI,le IV-E Refppee State Reimb Local

Frmventive Services $3,650,uvu $0 $160,000 $ $950,000 $0 $2,540,000

Placements C.W. Payments $9.360.000 $0 $850., $370,000 $1,120,000 $890,000 $6,130,000

Reunification Servi.es $2.560,000 $u $110,000 $0 :670,000 $0 $1,780,000

.0option Services $950,000 $0 $40,000 $0 $250,00C $0 $660,000

Refunee s1uo.000 Su $0 $60.000 $0 $0 $40,000

Independent Liyino

Staff Cost
Non-Residential

s2uvonu
260.000

$10,000
0

$0

0

$50,000
0

$0

0

$140,000

260,000
Residential 15u.00u u 0 0 0 0 150,000

Total Indep. Living $610,0Uu $0 $10.000 $0 $50,000 $0 $550,000
n SZSCLiZe = Eltr- Xi XGRZCZ---. rii

TOTHL CHILD WELFARE $17.230,000 $0 $1,1,0,000 $430,00( $3,040,000 $890,000 $11,700,000
.......... .......... ..r_rm.... ...m ..... m
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Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Thank you, Mr. Weber.
Let me ask you both about the HHS audit procedures You tell

us your experience with this first, Ms. Hurst.
Ms. HURST. Our experience with the reviews or audits has been

that the criteria has never been available to the State. In other
words, when they come in, they have a checklist that they use. It
differs for each review.

In Virginia, we are locally administered and State supervised.
Therefore, State policy must relate to the local agencies, those as-
pects of Public Law 96-272. If that policy is not known to the State
and is not issued to the locality, the local worker has no way of
coming up with dotting some ".'s" and crossing some "i's,' or
whatever, to make that audit successful. It is a very technical com-
pliance.

For example, if you do not have a judicial review in the estab-
lished time frame documented in the case record and your docu-
mentation states that the judge continued that case for legal repre-
sentation of the parents, then that case is totally out of compliance
based on a court order in the judicial system, over which policy
would have no control.

Those are someand lots of other experiences. We think that if
we had a basic compliance review criteria, that the States would
look at those criteriaand localities have given the commitment
based on the benefits of this lawand localities would comply with
that criteria. and it wouldn't be a negative aspect of the public law.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Is there an adversarial relationship
here? How often have they come in and audited you?

Ms. HURST. They have been in Virginia every 2 years on a regu-
lar basis for the whole 8 years.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Wh^t sections of the act have you
been audited under?

Ms. HURST. All of them, except on the prevention section.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. What was your experience with the

audit, Mr. Weber?
Mr WEBER. Very similar to what has been said. I would reiterate

the need for clear, advanced criteria to be used in the audit. Other-
wise, our direct service staff spends more time taking care of ad-
ministrative paper work that might be questioned rather than the
work they should be doing with he foster children and parents

Let me highlight five areas of concern. Interrupted placements.
If a child is in a foster home for 2 months, runs away for 2 months,
then comes back for 2 months, is that a 6-month placement or a ,l-
mont1-. uiecement?

Three weeks ago, we were working with a family on a voluntary
basis for alrlost 18 months. The plan was to return the adolescent
home to the mother. Literally the day the child was to return, the
mother changed her mind. From a fiscal vantage point, I should
mandate to my staff that we would always take court action, to
assure that the court action required by Public Law 96-272 was
covered.

In this case, we did not get court action N1:4 b.n the required time
lines. Nevertheless, it is more appropriate for ti.ost of the families
who enter into a voluntary relationship with us to maintain that
voluntary rather than a court relationship.
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Third, court language. HHS is looking for explicit wording in the
case records. It is extremely difficult for social workers to address
county attorneys or judges and tell them exactly what wording
should be utilized in court orders. That is rot part of the tradition
within the legal system.

Fourth, many of the delays are beyond the control of child wel-
fare agencies. There are court delays. In many cases, public defend-
er delays. Many of our parents, particularly in the child protection
system, are represented by public defender... It is not uncommon
that in the last hearing the public defender will not show up.
Therefore, the court hearing does not Proceed, because the parents
are not represented. That is beyond the control of our agency and
may be totally unrelated to efforts at compliance with this act.

Finally, I would reiterate again my comments about the children
who are coming into care as a result of intertwined criminal activi-
ty, the crack-house kinds of things, the homicide of their parents.
In many cases, because of the criminal legal procedures that are
going on, there cannot be other parallel legal proceedings because
they will interfere with the criminal legal activity. That is also
beyond our control.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. On the top of page 3 of your written
statement, you describe a situation wnere one-half of the children
in a shelter facility had "experienced a murder of a friend or their
immediate family. ' You have also descri ed families with long his-
tories of violence, child custody hearings intertwined with proceed-
ings and extremelyand this is one of life's great euphemisms
nontraditional family structures, as patterns that are counted far
less frequently in the 1980s.

These factors make compliance with the court provisions of
Public Law 96-272 extremely difficult to meet.

Let me ask you, should we change the court review provisions of
the 1980 law? How would you change them?

Mr. WEBER. My suggestion would be not to change the court
review proceedings or the time lines. I think the time lines are ap-
propriate for the vast majority of children. However, when the
time lines are not met and the reason for not meeting them is
either beyond the control of the agency or in fact, it was for the
purpose of maintaining the family stability, that a waiver should
be available, that there not be an audit exception.

For example, the two children I refer -red in rn' testimony
There is a homicide investigation gc ng on. our ability to proceed
on the children's sta' us will be very limited for a good 6 or 12
months. Even our ability to go into court on those cases to get
court recognition is very likely to be iimited because of the homi-
tide proceedings going on.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. What happens to the children in the
meantime?

Mr. WEBER. Those cl,Adren will remain in placement. Right now,
they are in our shelte- partially for their protection and partially
for the criminal proceedings and partially because they do not have
any parents. They are likely to remain in our care for an extended
period of time; release o a foster home will be unlikely in the im-
mediate future because of their safety and the role they will play
in the trial.
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Their ultimate future will depend very much on what happens
with their legal status. Will the parental rights be terminated or
not.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. You also mention the number of
mentally ill children in foster care, and I am curious whether or
not you think families, as opposed to institutions, are acceptable al-
ternatives in these cases? It would seem to me that a family adopt-
ing a child with these types of disabilities is going to need intensive
work and screening and possibly greater resources.

Can you comment on that?
Mr. WEBER. Yes. I would suggest that there are two separate

issues. Where should the child be residing, and second, where
should the child's mental health needs be met. We take the ap-
proach that if a child's family is adequate and the child has treat-
ment needs that must be met outside of the home, then we begin
with day treatment programs and only if necessary go into a resi-
dential program.

That treatment need is separate from the child's ability to live
safely with his or her family. Conversely, the fact that a child
cannot live safely with his or her own family does not mean that
the treatment they might need must be done in a residential treat-
ment setting.

We think it is important to say, can the child living with his or
her own parents receive mental health treatment on an outpatient
basis? If the child cannot remain with his or her own parents be-
cause of child protective reasons, but can receive adequate mental
health care in an outpatient or clinical setting, that can be done; in
which case the child would live with a foster family to take care of
the child's need for a home or substitute home and c( ntinue the
treatment on the least intrusive basis, such as clinical outpatient.

A child should be in a residential treatment meeting only when
the intensiveness of mental health treatment requires 24-hour care,
not just because the child cannot live with his or her own parents.
We have two variables in question.

Acting Chairman DowNET. Mr. Coats.
Mr. COATS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a couple of questions that both of you can answer. First of

all, thanks for your testimony.
Mr. Weber, you indicated that the increases in the numbers of

young people in the system are basically coming from four sources.
You mentioned kids coming out of crack houses where drugs,
murder, and violence is predominant; children of the deinstitution-
alized mental TIatients; seriously mentally ill children and children
that have been adopted but are no longer wanted, and I presume
that is because there are problems that can't be solved by the adop-
tive family.

At the same time, we had testimony at the last hearing that the
supply of available foster parents is shrinking. Are we facing an
unsolvable situation here? Obviously, if these are the types of chil-
dren coming into the system, it is easy to see why it is hard to re-
crait foster parents, if .heir choices are increasingly children that
are coming from situations that bring so many handicaps with
them. Their conclusion might be: we are not sure that we can suc-
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cessfully bring these children into a foster care situation and pro-
vide the kind of help and parenting that they need.

How do we resolve that? The reason I ask you specifically that
question is that you said we know what works in terms of recruit-
ment How do you reconcile all that? What does work, and how do
you deal with that?

Mr. WEBER. First of all, let me emphasize the four different
trends I identified of increasing placements in foster care are not
the only reasons children come. Those are four major trends that
are new. The children coming into foster care are from that van-
tage point much more difficult to care for. There are some specific
things about the foster parents that I think we can address.

First of all, while recognizing that family foster care is not the
appropriate style for many children, for many children, it is. The
recruitment of those parents I think is somewhat possible. One of
the big issues will be the support they receive from agencies such
as my own.

If we look at the availability of title XX funds as we referenced
earlier, I don't have staff, and I can't pay the staff to provide the
support that is needed by foster parents to keep those children in a
foster setting. They must be regularly supported.

I do contract with four private foster care agencies. We pay those
agencies roughly twice what we pay our own foster care programs,
because we can contract at variable rates. The rates we pay foster
parents directly are determined at the statewide level.

Therefore, we simply can't pay foster parents even the full cost
of board and room, much less compensate for the additional diffi-
culty that they have to face in dealing with these children.

I think we must recognize foster care as a career. That would
solve the problem of individuals, particularly single parents, look-
ing fcr a career. They want appropriate reimbursement, have their
own children to care for and could be appropriate foster patents.
But we do not permit them financially to be able to approach foster
care as a career.

I think that recognition of family foster care as a career, to pro-
vide the proper support from agencies such as mine as we place the
foster child, and to pay in a way that looks professionalas com-
pared with the fact that we pay more to people who kennel dogs
than people who take foster childrenwill enable us to recruit
much more effective foster parents, at the same time emphasizing
that some children who are in care should not be in family foster
homes because of their own needs.

Ms. HURST. Foster family recruitment is one part of the problem.
With the severe emotional child coming into care, foster parent
training so that they can be a key decisionmaker in the best inter-
est of the child and carrying out the service plan is also an expen-
sive but high payoff proposition.

Our experience is that the State Legislature has said that we
want that as a priority based on the success of training, and this
includes screening out those foster parents sometimes that are not
equipped to handle the types of children that Mr. Weber men-
tioned.

But for other foster parents, allowing them the training that
they will need to deal with the child, and change foster parent, to a
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parent decisionmaker, at least on an interim basis when a child is
in care.

That doesn't fall out of the sky, as far as development of that
training, conducting that training, and the follow-up that is neces-
sary on an ongoing basis. Foster parents are volunteers in the
State of Virginia. He gave us his rate of foster care maintenance. I
am embarrassed to give you ours in Virginia. Our foster parents
are strictly volunteers. And when we are recruiting, we use the
same techniques as you would use in recruiting volunteers.

So, I do think that funding is necessary for training and I think
there should be a certain economic level of maintenance payment
required for every child that comes in or is in need of services.

Mr. COATS. What about the reunification? That covers the re-
cruitment area. What works in family reunification?

Mr. WEBER. Mr. Coats, let me suggest that the most effective
method we have found is the kind of methodologies similar to the
preventive efforts, if in fact a family ultimately will be able to
function with the child remaining with the family.

In some cases, the kind of support to the family can be provided
while the chid is there. In other cases, the family dysfunction is
severe enough that the child must be removed for some period of
time, but the same kind of support is necessary.

The family must learn to deal with the child's behavior in adoles-
cence. That is often the case. In many cases, it is a question of fa-
milial neglect, in which case we are talking about preparing the
parents to provide for the basic needs of the child; how to provide
adequately for the nutrition, the physical well-being, et cetera, if
the child's care is so much at risk that the child must be removed
from the home while the parents are learning the skills or develop-
ing the willingness to provide that kind of care tc the child.

In many cases, the work with the parents is very much the same.
The question is simply, is the care at a sufficient level that the
child can remain with the parents while they are improving their
ability to care for the child, or must the child be removed to re-
ceive even the most basic and adequate care while the parents are
upgrading their skills?

Mr. COATS What is the trend? What do you see? Is it becoming
increasingly difficult on the reunification end? Are there multiple
factors involved that make it much more difficult to provide that
front-end service?

Mr. WEBER. In 1980, the kind of children v e were talking about
as inappropriate for foster care could remain at home with some
basic support for the family. Now, those children are not coming in
to foster care. The necessary corollary is that the children coming
in are from families that have more complex problems.

We are talking about families that may have been physically
abusive. The parents may have been abused themselves: the kind
of phenomena that has gained a great deal of attention. Those par-
ents must be treated. We may also be treating chemical abuse, or
the lack of adequate housing available to parents.

If we are talking about a 19-year-old single woman who has four
children, had six pregnancies, worked for 4 weeks at McDonald's
when she was 16, and reads at the fourth grade level, we may be
removing two or three children from her. To return them will re-
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quire some development on her part, learning to read, a stable
home. She is probably using chemicals. Her own mental health, the
depression that she will understandably be experiencing, all of
those must be addressed.

At the same time, I would emphasize the need to support the
families with children in foster care. We have staff responsible for
17 children, trying to arrange all those different treatments for the
19-year-old young woman I just described.

It is not just a question of arranging all those therapies, we may
be asking that parent to go to three therapies in one day, which is
not realistic. The parent may not be used to getting up at 8 in the
morning or 10 in the morning, and may not be used to keeping an
appointment at 10 the second Tuesday of each month.

So, there are greater, more complex needs in these families, and
we have staff with less time able to support the family through the
provision of services.

Mr. COATS. In what percentage of your cases are drugs involved
to the extent that it makes it a difficult situation?

Mr. WEBER. My impression would be that 70 to 80 percent of the
children in placement, chemicals are a significant part of their
family structure.

Mr. COATS. Is it realistic for us to expect that we are going to go
in there and tell the mother that we are going to improve her read-
ing level from fourth grade to sixth grade, and we are going to give
her job skills, if 70 to 80 percent are chemically dependent?

We are talking about a major effort. A substantial percentage of
this may not be successful, because you don't have any desire on
the part of the parent to deal with their problems, or ability on the
part of the parent to deal with them.

Mr. WEBER. It is not necessarily chemical dependency, but 70 or
80 percent wh( re chemicals are a significant part of the family
functioning, eEher on the part of the parent or the child. Our abili-
ty to treat people for chemical abuse, particularly alcoholism, is
better.

The critical case is not how easily we can treat these situations,
but we must recognize it is essential to treat those parents that 3
or 4 years ago we would have too readily accepted as unfit parents,
not tried to rehabilitate those families or restore those children.

If we fail to try to treat, then we will end up with another back-
log of children remaining in foster care, and what will we do with
them?

Mr. COATS. When you find the situation of chemical dependence
that is a primary problem that has to be solved first before you get
to the others, is it better to deal with that in the context of family
reunification or better to move the child?

Mr. WEBER. It is always better to deal with the child in the home
if the child can be there safely. If it is alcohol problems and the
father is beating the child, we have to get the child out. But if
physical abuse is under control, it is better for the child to be there
while the father is treated to attain sobriety under the circum-
stances in which the family will have to function I imagine it is a lot
easier to stop drinking if you don't have an adolescent in the hous.?,
but it does not prepare the parent to live with the child.
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Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Congressman Levin?
Mr. LEVIN. I have just one question. The testimony has been

graphic.
How many children are we talking about in the two areas here?
Ms. HuRST. In Virginia, the average caseload in foster care is

right around 6,000 children for the entire State. That is down as a
result of prevention services required under the law, from 8,000.
Some children, as you know, grew up and went out of care at the
age of 18 in Virginia.

And we do have examples where localities have instituted pre-
vention services as a priority based on the loca! governing body's
emphasis with the commitment of their local funds, and we have
significantly reduced the number of children not only returning
home but also entering care.

The court is not ordering care based on the prevention services
that have been developed as a result of a local commitment.

Mr. LEVIN. You said you did not want to mention the reimburse-
m--it. I wouldn't press you.

Ms. HuRST. In Virginia, T would share with you that we are very
pleased that the legislature did increase the maintenance payment
by 26 percent. It runs around $244 for a child in the same age
range as Mike mentioned, and his was $294.

Mr. LEVIN. What numbers of children are we talking about?
Mr. WEBER. Slightly over 1,900. If you review my multiyear

chart, in 1980, we had slightly over 2,000 in placement. By 1984. we
had gone down to 1,800. The policy revision I talked about in my
testimony dropped us tc, 1,750 in 1986. As a result primarily of
child protection concerns, we are now up to almost 1,900.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Mr. Hastert.
Mr. HASTERT. I have to rely on some of my persons in the legisla-

ture. It seems to me in Illinois, we had a huge population of adopt-
able children. Those children who are white and who are infants
all of a sudden are cycled out of there in a permanent family situa-
tion. The next cycle are those kids who leave an institution to go
into foster care.

Sometimes it depends on how you deal with the courts, whether
you can get judges to terminate narental rights and cycle that into
the child s situation. Then you have the special population of chil-
dren who have special needs. They might have a handicap, maybe
a child from someone with a drug problem, and these kids need
very intense help from State institutions.

Finally, you have this population nobody wants. You can't put
them in foster care because you cannot get foster parents to take
them. Then you have these children who have been in foster care
for 16 years and have been banged around and they don't want to
go.

Then you have some kids in institutions. The problem is to try to
get the kids in an adoptable population as quickly as possible. It is
cost-effective. The kids then have families; and everything kind of
works itself out. What do you do with the minority group that have
very intense needs? In Illinois, we used churches. What do you do?
How do you attack that problem?

Ms. HuRST. I will give you the one copy I have, and this is "Chil-
dren Adrift." This has to do with the black child in foster care in
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Virginia. We did this research and published it in order to get,
what you are saying, a handle on those children that need to be in
permanency.

Mr. HASTERT. We used to call them orphanages. During my
tenure in the general assembly, we did away with it. We were real
proud, but there are sat,ie great institutions. Maybe we need to
look at that again, I don't know.

Ms. HuRsr. I don't have the stats in front of me to verify this,
but it is the workers' opinion that they share in their efforts to try
to find placement that children coming into care, as you say, if
they don't find permanency in one place or another, that the child
moves from the correction facility to the mental health facility to
the local court system that orders the custody to the social services
agency.

That is, after all the other efforts as far as service plans for that
child have failed, the child and the foster parents, and the child
and the residential facility, and the child and the school system are
automatically set up to fail when that court order comes in.

Structured family therapy has been a casework practice that has
been used in the goal of returning home for those very, very diffi-
cult children in the area of parenting or parenting responsibility
and making change or pursuing the permanency for those 1,ery
difficult children.

Mr. HASTERT. And the success ratio is lower.
Ms. HURST. Yes, it is.
Mr. WEBER. I would suggest two different strategies. First of all,

the effort to terminate parental rights as quickly as possible, so the
child is adoptable as soon as possible. The Minnesota Legislature
passed legislation that is designed to terminate parental rights
more quickly.

It changes the burden of proof. Currently it is on the State. The
new legislation shifts that after 12 months in placement if there
have been significant efforts on the part of the agency to reunify
the family, then the burden moves to the par( ,its to prove that
they are fit parents.

Secondly, we have to recognize that there are some children who
will not be adopted, either because we cannot find adoptive homes
or, more commonly, they don't want to be adopted. A family to
them i- not a desirable concept given their .xperience.

Then, I think the reference to the orphanage is appropriate.
They will be children of the State until they are 18. In addition to
foster homes, we must have institutions that are just plain home to
the child who doesn't want to have a fa-rily. There are some ad-
vantages and disadvantages, but a higHy structured place that
meets the needs of the children as we ,e themwill be completely
unacceptable to these children.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Mrs. Johnson.
Mrs. JOHNSON. I am very interested in your new law in Minneso-

ta, having worked on these issues in Connecticut as a member of
the Connecticut State Senate.

That leads me to another aspect. A decade ago, we developed a
fine alcohol treatment facility in Bridgeport, Connecticut. The
State legislature discovered that the real r roblem with this great
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facility and program was that we 'lad no power, once someone was
in, to keep them in the program.

So, for about one-third to half of the people, we had a revolving
door situation where people could come in for a couple of days to
scrt of dry out and then they would leave again.

I looked at your statement regarding the drugs in the family. Do
you have significant legal authority to remove a drug-addicted
parent instead of removing the child, and put in that home par-
ent's aides or whatever? Do you have the authority to require par-
ticipation in a program?

I understand if you require someone to participate in a program,
they may not get as much out of it than if they choose to do it
themselves. Many times, they are so afraid of it, they won't make
the decision Some people in forced placement do do well, although
it may take longe..

What I am hearing about families in urban areas, primarily from
teachers and social workers, is that they are really frustrated that
the parent is being left out of the equation of what families are to
do with their problems and lives.

Parents are not being held accountable to their responsibility to
the children. I think the parental i ights law is an interesting step
in moving toward parents.

In the area of substance abuse, do we need greater leverage? Do
we need to be able to use earlier education texts, using institution-
al involvement? In Missouri and a number of other States, we just
passed an Even Start Program to make contact with families very
early, before the problem becomes a crisis and acute and destruc-
tive for the child. We need to build a rapport and to require the
parent to participate in treatment and to, at public expense, pro-
vide in-home care givers, which is cheaper than institutional care,
anyhow.

I am getting the impression that we ju6c don't have the leverage
to do this, even if we want to. Is it a tool you would like to have?

Mr. WEBER. Yes. I agree with many assumptions you suggest. Let
me comment on our authority to remove the offending parent,
whether it is for chemical or alcohol abuse, we do not have that
authority. If we have a chemically dependent father who is abusive
of the spouse and children, the spouse can get a restraining order
restraining the parent from being in the home. That is up to her.

Sometimes a restraining order is obtained but there is a reconcil-
iation and the father comes back, and the home is still unsafe for
the child. We have no authority to remove the father. We do have
authority to remove the children.

The second issue is holding the parents accountable. There is an-
other piece of legislation that passed, which increases the contempt
authority of the court to hold in contempt individuals, specifically
parents who do not cooperate with a family treatment program.

Mrs. JOHNSON. That is the kind of thing that interests me. I am
familiar with th9 things you talk about in the area of spousal
abuse. We are experimenting with this. We passed a provision in
the welfare reform bill that allows some demonstration projects for
education, work or training for the unemployed fathers of welfare-
dependent children. We did not mandate participation. But first we
have to look at causes.
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Certainly, drugs are a widespread root cause in many forms.
Until we have stronger participation in prevention programs, we
have to deal with the results. In addition I want to commend you
on your comments on rates, reimbursement rates, and making
foster parenting a career option and a highly- trained profession.

Ms. Hurtsr. I would like to follow up on your comment on the
schools and the social workers is far as what they are telling you.
They see these children on a daily basis, and I would be remiss if I
did not say that what they are saying is that they would like to
see, both at the .7e feral level and the State level, equal amounts of
money spent early 3n that you are talking about in the area of pre-
vention, family - based services.

That is what I hear the social workers and the school system
saying to us at administrators: we need to be advocates for that
money that might not be as measurable in 1988, 1'89, and 1990, as
far as reducing caseloads, increasing services, but you will be able
to measure it in 20, 21 and 22 years.

Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you. Thank you for your testimony. I
missed some of your presentation, but I did review it and enjoyed
your comments and answers.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Mr. Miller.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Thank you very much for your testimon \ I want to join in the

comments by Mrs. Johnson and say that I think that, in raising this
issue about the people being asked to take care of the children that
you have described in your testimony, we must consider the whole
issue of whether or not we are going to train these people and pro-
fessionalize them. The notion that we are going to take severely
troubled children and iut them in poor homes where there are no
resources and the skills are just not available is incredible.

Those of us who have raised children where almost everything is
going right appreciate the skills that are needed just to run along
the same track with these kids. Then, to gei very complex, trou-
bled child and to believe that you are going to serve them by plac-
ing them in households living below the p)N. erty line, when even
transportation becomes a major oh,tacle; to is is a system doomed
to failure.

I think we ought to understand that every body else in the system
is getting paid. Social workers are getting paid; the doctors, the
lawyers, the judges, everybody is getting paid; but the foster par-
ents are supposed to volunteer to take th,e children into their
home and provide all the services and send them back as a normal,
functioning human being in a few years.

It won't work, and we have to recognize i hat I appreciate that
both of you, with your experience, say th.it early services still
make the difference. You both ask for an addition to ,l(b) service
moneys and not just to continue the mainter woe

How often are you audited?
Ms. HURST. In Virginia, we have been ()el the schedule every 2

years for the last 8 years by HHS.
Chairman MIT.LER. And by anybody else?
Ms. HURST. fhe last review, we had a GAO followup audit in

1986.
Chairman MILLER. What were the results?
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MS. HURST. The same.
Chairman MILLER. So, the audit procedure was then audited?
Ms. HURST. That is right, the audit procedure was then audited.

We still don't have any criteria at the State level on what the audi-
tors audi` the auditors. That is our problem. One audit waits for
the other audit to be issued while they are issuing the other.

We have GAO and HHS working in concert with the States.
GAO has the first audit.

Chairman MILLER. I have some additional questions I will submit
to you in writing. My apologies for being late. We are going to have
HHS up here later, anti you can be helpful to us.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Thank you, Mr. Miller.
I thank you both for your testimony.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I ask that my opening state-

ment be inserted into the record.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Without objection.
[The statement follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON GEORGE MILLER, A REPRE- VTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AND CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,
YOUTH, AND FAmtLIES

We are here today to continue our examination of foster care, child welfare, and
adoption reforms, our first intensive look since passage of P L 96-272, The Adoption
Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 In our lizst hearing, two weeks ago, we
heard from those who are directly touched by the foster care and child welfare sys-
temsfoster children, foster parents, and caseworkersas well as from advocacy
group representatives and foster care review panels from across the country.

Today we will hear from those who are charged with administering the program
at the state and county levels, arid from representatives of agencies which provide
services to children and their families in these systems We will learn about the bar-
riers they have faced in Implementing P.L 96-272, as well as their successes We
will also hear from participants in the judicial system, an integral component of the
foster care system, and the special problems they have encountered in meeting the
mandates of the law

Preventive and reunification services were promoted in the law to keep children
in their own homes and prevent the unnecessary placement of children in foster
care The law also mandatai procedural protections for children in the foster care
system to ensure that their placements are appropriate and they are receiving the
services they need.

Testimony from our first over.,ight hearing, however, strongly suggests that for all
too many children and families, the law is not working as we had Intended Reports
of unnecessary out-of-home placements, unduly long stays in emergency shelter or
foster care, and the dearth of essential mental health, education and health services
for children and their families are persistent and growing

Witnesses cited various reasons for the system's inability to effectively assist chil-
dren and their families the unprecedented increase in child abuse and neglect re-
ports, the increase in the numbers of homeless families and children entering the
system, the impact of the drug and AIDS epidemic on infants entering care, and the
impact of economic pressures on children and their families

The result of these unforeseen trends is that more children and families with seri-
ous problems are now entering the system, overwhelming the z,ailable services, re-
sources, and caseworkers

Today we will explore how state and localities are administering their foster care
and child welfare systems in the midst of this crisis, and the roles played by courts
and service providers

What kinds of preventive and reunification services are provided? What is the
impact of these services on the vulnerable children and families who receive them`
Are these services cost-effective?

Is the requirement of "reasonable efforts" to prevent removal of a child from
home helping to keep children and their families together?

Finally, we need to review states' use of the funding mechanisms for states, and
determine where improvements must be made in order to make this law work
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better, not only for the families and chile..-en receiving its services, I- it lot the tax-
payers who pay for the program and the people who administer the , gram

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. The committee will hear from the
Honorable William Jones, district court judge, 26th Judicial Dis-
trict, Charlotte, North Carolina; Mark A. Ilardin, Esq., director,
Foster Care Project, American Bar Association; Anita Weinberg,
assistant public guardian, Chicago, Illinois; and J. Randolph
Burton, spokesperson, Justice for Children, Houston, Texas.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM G. JONES. DISTRICT COURT
JUDGE, 26TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT, CHARLOTTE, N.C.

Judge JONES. Mr. Chairman, I have been a Judge for almost 12
years. It feels different for me to be down here with the lawyers.

Acting Chairman Dow rime. We will be gentle.
Chairman MILLER. We will protect you.
Judge JONES. I am glad to talk to you about things that might be

done to enhance the effectiveness of Public Law 96-272 as far as
the courts are concerned.

One thing I have observed about lawyers is that many of them
begin their presentations by saying, "Judge, 1 will be brief." That is
a commitment that is not always honored, but I hope to keep it.

I have some prepared testimony that was lost in the process of
getting here.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. We have it.
Judge JONES. What I want to do is make some suggestions for

action Congress might take. The first is that you require States to
pass implementing legislation, at least of the provisions affecting
the responsibilities of courts. This act is an unusual piece of legisla-
tion in that it requires State court judges to be watchdogs ')ver
local agency compliance with Federal law.

That is a responsibility that has not always been well-received by
State court judges. I think commanding this would go a long way
toward fulfilling the critical role that courts play in the scheme of
the act.

The second suggestion is a corollary, that you insist that the
sanctions of the act be enforced. I heard the testimony about audits
and about how HHS is enforcing requirements of the act, but I
don't see that happening in my community or my State. Sometimes
we find the agency did not make reasonabl( efforts, ana they sort
of shrug their shoulders.

I would also encourage you to provide incentives to States to im-
prove the way courts hear these cases and how they are organized.
I am talking about rotation of judges and the concept of one-family
one judge, which was promoted by the ABA -IJA Committee on Ju-
venile Justice Standards, and about requiring that children's cas?s
be heard by the court of highest jurisdiction in the State.

And perhaps most importantly, about adding enough judges to
give these cases the time that they require and the time chat they
deserve. In my written testimony, I refer to the crunch of time that
many courts experience, particularly in urban areas, where dozens
and dozens and sometimes hundreds of cases are scheduled before
one judge in a single day. That results in essentially meaningless
hearings.
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Finally, I urge vol also to provide States with incentives to im-
prove the quality 1/1 advocacy on behalf of children, parents and
the agency. I refer to why that is important in my written testimo-
ny. I will not repeat that.

I would like to say _fiat within my memory, the only persons
present in the courtroom for a child abuse case were the social
worker and the judge. There were no lawyers when I first began
this work.

Now in most courts there is a lawyer for the child or a volunteer
guardian ad litem in some systems. There is a lawyer for the
agency, and there is a lawyer or perhaps two lawyers for the par-
ents if there is a conflict between them.

As a result, each hearing takes more time. The hearings are
more costly, the cost of the process is more expensive, but it does
produce better results. We have made much progress, but there is
room for improvement. The process works only as well as the play-
ers in the process make it work, the judges, the lawyers.

My hope is that you will consider promulgating ways to make
those : nprovements. I think it is essential that training for judges
and lawyers be required and funded, that States be encouraged to
promote specialization by contracting with a few committed law-
yers to do the work rather than appointing from a list that anyone
who has a license to practice law can have his or her name added
to, or at the very least limi* the appointment list to those who do
good work, or require that they engage in apprenticeships with ex-
perienced lawyers.

There are a dumber of things that can be done to enhance the
quality of advocacy for children and parents in these proceedings.
If the legal process is to realize its potential and accomplish what
the act contemplates it will accomplish, we have to enhance the
quality of advocacy for the parents and the children and the agen-
cies, and we have to enhance the capacity of judges to make wise
decisions in these cases.

Thank you.
[The statement of Judge Jones follows:]
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JUDGE WILLIAM G JONES
26TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COUR1
t'HARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA

Mr Chairmen, members of the Select Committee and members of the Subcommittee,
thank you for the opportunity to discuss with you the implementation of the Adoption
Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980, and in particular. the Reasonable Efforts
requirements of that Act

My comments are made from the perspective of a state trial court Judge who bears
child abuse and neglect cases

Enforcement of ti e reasonable efforts requirement depends in large part on courts

Courts rely on the adversary process to produi e evidence in the form of testimoni,
and documentation, and for presentations by advocates, including legal arguments, which
are supportive of the respective positions of the various parties

The effectiveness of the court process, in any type of case civil, criminal or
Juvenile, including abuse and neglect - depends on the knowledge end skill of the Judge
and of the lawyers for all parties

In typical child abuse or neglect case there should lawyers for the social
services agency, for the parents, and the child

Lawyers develop and present facts to the court They brief and argue the law
They enlighten and educate Judges regarding not only the facts and issues, including
legal issues, raised by a particular case, but in a broader sense as well

The underlying premise of the adversary process is that Judges will make better
decisions If they are provided with well developed facts and the applicatie law

In some places children do not have lawyers at all and in most places where they
do lawyers are appointed from a list on a rotating basis They are for the most part
poorly paid, poorly trained, and are often involved because they need the IriLome to make
ends meet or because they desire to Rain courtroom experience

The requirement that children In abuse and neglect cases have an independent
advocate, a guardian ad Mem, was contained In the Child Abuse Prevention arid
Treatment Act of 1974 It was not required that the G A L be a lawyer Volunteer LP,
advocates, G A I. 's, or CASA's, as they are often called, have sigi.ificantb enhanced the
quality of advocacy for children In abuse and neglect cases Thi L hey e frequently been
agents for systemic change as well They are no substitute how, ver for skilled lawyers
In court proceedings

We're very proud In North Carolina of our Guardian Ad Liteni Program It was
established statewide by our legislature and It mandates that cnildren In abuse and
neglect proceedings be represented by both a lawyer and a lay advocate It is a model
which realizes the benefit of bosh types of advocacy for those children and one which I

would encourage the Congress to promote

Parents are even less likely than children to be represented by skilled legal
advocates

As for Judges, they rotate from court to court in most jurisdhi tions, and it is often
the Judge with the least seniority who is assigned to Juvenile pr.. eedings In maw,
states, including my own, juvenile proceedings are relegated to a low er level trial court

Enforcement of the Reasonable Efforts requirement depend then on a process that
Is often significantly flawed

Nut only Is the process flawed because of the inadLquaciLs or the Inherent
limitations of the various players, or because of the way courts arc organized, but it is
deficient In other ways as well

Courts do not have the time or are not taking the time to make the inquiries arid
f'indlnas required by P L 96-272

In too many places, particularly In large urban areas Ilke New York, L1111CARC and
Los Angeles, hearings and reviews in abuse and nLylect proceeding, are brief and
perfunctory Dozens and dozens, perhaps as many as one hundr, d cases may be heard by
a single Judge In one day
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We are pleased where I'm from to have received one of four Reasonable Efforts
Model Court Grants from the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation The other Jurisdictioins
which have received similar grants are Grand Rapids, Michigan, the San Francis° Bay
Area, and the state of Kentucky The objective of the grants Is to Implement the
Protocol for realizing the objectives of P I. 96-272 which is contained in the Clark
Foundation Publication titled Making Reasonable Efforts Steps for Keeping Families
Together That publication outlines what Judges and agency Personnel and lawyers for
children, for the agency, and for parents need to know and how they need to conduct
themselves in order to realize the promise of the Act

Implementation of the Protocol assumes that adequate time will be set aside tA
courts to hear child abuse and negh ct proceedings and to fulh address the Reasonable
Efforts issue at all stages of those proceedings Attached as Exhibits A, B and C are
conies of Making Reasonable Efforts, the aPplication of the District Court of Mecklenburg
County for a Reasonable Efforts Model Court Grant, and a statement prepared by the
National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges regarding the Protocol The grant
app _ation sets forth in detail what needs to be accomplished in my county to fully
Implement P I. 96-272

The fiscal incentives of the Act flow exclusively to social services ingenues
Already overburdened courts have no fiscal Incentive and, expect for Judges who are
committed to serving children and families bett, r no other reason to take seriously the
Reasonable Efforts requirement Mans states have yet to enact legislation requiring
Judges to adhere to P L 96-272, as 1 some state court Judges resist Congressional dictates
regarding how they should do their Jobs Attached as Exhibit D Is a recent, model
enactment from Ohio which implements in that stet: the requirements oi federal law

Congressional Incentives to courts for fulfilling the reasonable efforts mandate and
to states for enhancing the quality of advocacy and decision making In abuse and neglect
Proceedings are essential to realizing the full potential of P L 96-272

The National Council of Juvenile and FIR-MY Court Judges, the Youth Law Center,
and the ABA Legal Res -ce Center for Child Advocacy and Protection are all Producing
and providing excellent Aerials and training for their constituents Their efforts have
been supported by the Office of Juvenile Justice an Delinquency Prevention, by the
State Justice Institute, and by the Edna McConnell (Lark Foundation, as well as other
pi Wale foundations

I was not in,Ited to testify as a representative of the NCJPC.I. but I am Trustee
of that organization and a member of the Advisory Committee to Its Permanency Planning
for Children Project With the assistance of Health and Human Services and the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention the countl has trained over 19,000 Judges
and other Professionals and decision makers regarding P L 96-272 and related issues A
more detailed description of that proJeit and its activities and accomplishments is
attached as exhibit E

Judges and lawyers need still more training. however, regarding the underlying
philosophy of P I. 96-272, regarding its term , and most of all, regarding the Possibilities
for realizing its promise through the court Process

Despite the Passage of P L 96-272, services to enable families to be together have
not been widely developed Out-of-home placement is still the response of choice
because it is still so readily available Agencies continue to put their resources there,
rather than into alternative services, and when there aren't services to support or
implement the Philosophy of keeping f imilles together, when the agency has little to offer
toward that end, I',e response continues to be removal

Even where courts fail to make the Reasonable Efforts finding or when a finding of
insufficient effort is made, the sanctions of the law are not being enforced

The challenge for congress is how to institutionalize a different response to
children and families In crisis Some additional incentives or sanctions must be
developed to encourage and compel the creation of alternative resources that will enable
children to remain In their families, or when they are of necessity removed, co return to
their families as soon as Possible

Also, the mandate of P L 96-272 needs to be made clearly applicable to out-of-
home Placements of delinquents and status offenders which are partially paid for by
federal dollars and to the Pedlcald Placements of suPP3sedly mental 111 Youth In
PsYchluric treatment facIlltlea The philosophy of the Act Ii no less applicable to thou
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plavirsants than it Is to the placement of abused and neglected children in foster care,
yet no jurlsdIctIod that I am aware of consistently makes the Reasonable Efforts inquiry
In suck cases

The child welfare system is overwhelmed with adolescents, with children who are
status offenders or delinquents, or whose parents refuse to allow them to live at horn a,
or who are homeless, or 'mentally Ill" Many of these children are the products of
poverty or broken family relationships, problems which the child welfare system is ill
aquif id to resolve, and yet. because of their obvious and compelling needs, the system is
stretched to accommodate them

Often such cases do not lend themselves to the Reasonable Efforts approach
"ultimo the children and their families either do not choose to live together or lack the

lands' resources to be able to do so

Some tIreetlon from Congress is needed regarding the extent to which the child
protective servclas system should be utilized to provide for the products of tailed social
policy in other arenas.

The Act and Regulations do not define Reasonable Efforts, but judges must do so on
a case by case basis What constitutes Reasonable Efforts will obviously vary from case
to case and place to place In an effort to nil this void, the N C Supreme Court
Permanent Families Task Force has published a document entitled "Minimum Services and
Standards for the Delivery of Services for Children and Families in North Carolina", which
Is attached for your consideration as Exhibit F Some direetion as to what must be done
at a mlmlmum to satisfy the Reasonable Efforts Requirement would be helpful

I am pleased to see your committees meeting jointly Your collaboration
underscores the ininu-tance of Improving P I. 96-272 and of a related area of overlapping
Interest and responsible ty, which Is child support

Economic deprlvrtlon. resulting In part from non-support,contributes to many of the
problems which surface In juvenile courts Paternity and child support issues however,
are routinely disregarded In those proceedings Reasonable Efforts should require that
paternity be established and that child support obligations be enforced in emery case
where those issues are unresolved

Also attached, as Exhibit G. Is a summary description of a structured risk decision
making model for child protective services developed by Action for Child Protection. Inc
This model gives Reasonable Efforts definition on a case by case basis because it
Identifies those services that need to be provided a", those things which must be done
to control for a child's safety and to reduce the risk of maltreatment to a level which
enables the child to remain at home or to return home Use of the model allows soc,1
workers, and ultimately Courts to make better Informed and wiser removal/return
decisions Its use also eliminate, extraneous considerations not related to risk and
pr "tects against decision makink on he basis of personai whir, prejudice. culture
or values Use of this model or some ..omparable decision making model would greatly
enhance compliance with the Reasonable Efforts requirement

We've come a long way In the court system in a few short years Only a decade
ago children were routinely removed from their homes and placed in foster care on
account of abuse and neglect and left there without further court involvement That
system tailed the children and families it was intended to .erve and courts now generalli,
recogniged their responsibility to limit access to the substitute care system to cases
where its use is neccessary and to monitor efforts to reunite families Much remains to
be done hoYver to Insure that the goal of keeping families together is realized
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Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Thank you very much.
Mr. Hardin.

STATEMENT OF MARK A. HARDIN, ESQ., DIRECTOR, FOSTER
CARE PROJECT, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

Mr. HARDIN. Mr. Chairman, committee members, I appreciate
the opportunity to testify concerning the role of the legal system in
implementing the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of
1980. I am here to discuss the parts of the Act most directly related
to legal proceedings involving maltreated children.

I have been working on legal issues relating to foster care since
' 975. I am currently director of the American Bar Association's
Foster Care Project, and have held this position since 1980.

Before that, I was in practice, handling litigation related to child
custody and child welfare issues at the Family Law Center in Port-
land, Oregon. I also worked on a foster care training and technical
assistance project in Portland.

I would like to say initially that my testimony represents only
my own views and does not represent either the views or official
policy of the American Bar Association. ABA policy does support
the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act and supports the
active involvement of attorneys and bar groups to ensure the act's
full implementation. How' r, the specific observations and recom-
mendations I will offer are mine alone.

Several parts of the act call upon the courts to take specific steps
in legal proceedings involving maltreated children. Among other
things, the act requires that courts explicitly determine whether
the child welfare agency has made "reasonable efforts" to prevent
placement of each foster child and to return the child home.

It requires that courts approve any voluntary, nonjudicial foster
placements; and it requires that courts periodically oversee the
case of each child in foster care.

The parts of the act calling for judicial action have had a power-
ful and positive impact on child welfare practice throughout the
United Stases. By causing courts to review agency efforts to assist
families and prevent the need for foster care, the act has helped to
avoid the unnecessary placement of many children.

By causing courts to periodically monitor agency case planning
and decisionmaking, the act has helped to avoid many inappropri-
ately prolonged placements. And, as the result of jointly struggling
to implement the act, many courts and agencies have begun to
work more closely together and to develop a more coordinated deci-
sionmaking process.

In spite of impressive gains, however, full and effective imple-
mentation has not uniformly occurred throughout the United
States. Good progress has been made in tei ms of technical compli-
ance with the act; that is, making sure that court orders recite the
necessary language to comply with the Federal law. However, too
often the language does not reflect a meaningful judicial delibera-
tion.

It is not difficult to identify the reasons for the incomplete imple-
mentation of the court-related provisions of the Adoption Assist-
ance and Child Welfare Act.
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Many child welfare agencies have made judicial involvement in
child maltreatment cases more difficult by failing to provide ade-
tuate information to the courts in individual cases, and by failing
to adequately inform judges about what help and services are avail-
able in the community.

In addition, it is sometimes difficult for judges to oversee plan-
ning for children in the foster care system where the attorneys pre-
senting the case on behalf of the child welfare agencies do not
work closely with the agency to effectively present full information
to the courts.

The fundamental difficulty for courts in implementing the act,
however, is that they lack the time to conduct the additional steps
required by the act fully and carefully. As you have already heard,
in many juvenile courts, judges are operating unde- such caseloads
and time pressures that judges simply do not feel able to address
issues mandated by the act.

In part, this aseload pressure has occurred because of competi-
tion for scarce judicial resources.

Another important reason for the lack of resources for foster
care cases is that too few legislators and judicial administrators
have not been brought up to date in their understanding of the
changing nature of these cases.

While foster care cases have become far more elaborate and de-
manding, juvenile court cases and the allocation of judicial time in
juvenile court have not changed to reflect the changing nature of
the cases.

The Federal Government has taken no steps to assist State
courts to address this problem. Rather, the act makes substantial
demands upon the courts, but provides no financial assistance to
the courts to meet these demands.

Another reason for the lack of judicial time for foster care cases
is that some courts have not kept up with advances in court rules
and procedures that can help avoid unnecessary court-related
delays and inefficiencies. Most court systems have not yet compre-
hensively examined their court procedures in foster care cases.

Still another contributing factor to the problem of inadequate ju-
dicial time and resources for implementi -ig the act is that some
judges handling foster care cases in juvenile court lack sufficient
knowl'dge and interest in the requirements of the act and in plan-
ning for children in foster care in general.

This is partly duP to the fact that many States have no objective
practices to require selection of judges specially qualified for juve-
nile court proceedings to secure long-term appointments of such
judges, and to require special training for juvenile court judges
handling cases involving maltreated children.

Based on all of these observations, I would like to highlight my
recommendations for amendments to the Adoption Assistance and
Child Welfare Act of 1980:

The act should be amended to require States to establish a set of
preventive and reunification services that will be provided on a
consistent, statewide basis.

This recommendation is necessary both to strengthen and ration-
alize the pattern of State services and to permit lawyers and judges
to evaluate the services being provided in individual cases.
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Two, the act should be amended to require State child welfare
agencies to provide detailed reports concerning what preventive
and reunification services are available throughout the State.

Three, the act should be amended to require agencies to provide
courts with written statements describing their efforts to preserve
families in each indi vidual case.

This recommendation is necessary to help ensure that attorneys
and judges have sufficient information so the court can knowledge-
ably review the case and effectively carry out its functions nursu-
ant to the act.

Four, the act should be amended to make it clear that agencies
are entitled to Federal matching funds to reimburse their costs of
legal counsel in helping them administer the act, but on the condi-
tion that agency counsel perform the full range of duties needed
for effective implementation of the act.

Five, the act should be amended to provide lump sum payments
to State court systems to help them improve their administration
of juvenile court cases involving foster children.

This recommendation is designed to address problems with the
allocation of judicial time for foster care related cases, and prob-
lems with the training and selection of judges handling cases in-
volving children in foster care. Money would be allocated directly
to the State supreme court or judicial administrator, because that
is who has the most power to effect necessary changes.

The lump sums would only be used to pay for preparing studies,
conducting foster care related judicial training, and making admin-
istrative changes to improve child protection proceedings.

Six, the act should be amended to permit the payment of Federal
matching funds for the administrative costs of citizen review
boards that are not administered by State and local child welfare
agencies.

Current law provides Federal matching funds f - review of cases
involving children in foster care, that are condo. y adrnini!- tra-
tive agencies, but not by courts or citizen reviev rds. Since citi-
zen review boards are conducted by panels of ti, 1 citLen volun-
teers, they constitute an objective and cost-effec means et an-
ducting periodic reviews.

Seven, the act should be amended to provide fiscal incentives for
courts that reduce or limit delays in foster care litigation, and im-
prove their court procedures governing foster care cases.

This recommendation has two purposes. First, it would provide
funding to improve juvenile court proceedings involving children in
foster care or at risk of placement into foster care. Second, it would
encourage courts to eliminate needless court delays and to improve
their procedures in child protection cases.

Such an amendment would be very cost-effective, since court-re-
lated delays extend the length of time tliat children remain in
foster care. The incentive payments would be more than offset by
the reduction of Federal foster care matching funds brought about
by reductions in the length of stay of children in foster care.

Such an amendment would also require State courts to adopt
court rules specifically designed to eliminate unnecessary delays
and io improve the quality of child protection proceedings. At this
time, no such court rules exist in most States.
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Eight, the act should be amended to clarify that there is a pri-
vate cause of action under the act.

Courts have generally held that there is a private cause of action
under the act, allowing private citizens to use the courts to compel
the child welfare agencies to comply with the act. However, until
this issue has been finally settled by the courts. it will continue to
be a point of conflict and will complicate litigation under the act.

Since the passage of the act, both individual court cases and
large-scale class action litigation have played a significant role in
ensuring full implementation of the act and clarifying its provi-
sions. Therefore, the Congress should resolve the issue.

There is, as you I guess know, a much more detailed written
statement detailing the reasons and recommendations. I would
refer you to it, and thank you for the opportunity of testifying.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Thank you.
[The statement of Mr. Hardin follows:]
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STATEMENT OF MARK A. HARDIN, FOSTER CARE PRJJECT
D RECTOR, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

Mt Chairman and sr ve-s of the Subcommittee. I appreciate the opportunity to
appear and testify concern ng .hie role of the bagel system in implementing the Adoption
Assistance and Child Welfce Act of 1960. 42 U S C SS620-621, 610-611 The Act regulates

state child welfare agency practice related to children in foster care

I have been working on legal issues relating to foster care since 19/5 I have

researched and written, provided technical assistnnce, and lectured on this topic
throughout the United States. I am currently Director of the American Bar Association's
Foster Care Project and have held the position since 1980 Prior to that time, I was

involved in litigation related to child custody and child welfare issues at the Family Law

Center in Portland. Oregon and worked on 'aster care training and technical assistance
project at the Regional Research Institute for Hawn Services at Portland State University

I would like to state initially that my testimony represents only my views as

private citizen and does not represent either the views or official policy of the American
bar Association. Official American Bar Association policy does support the Adoption
Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 as well as the active involvement of attorneys
and bar groups to ensure its full implementation , the specific observations and

recommendations offered in this testimony are mine alone.

My conclusions concerning the implementation of the Adoption Assistance and Child
Welfare Act of 1980 are based upon my experience, since August 1980, of collaborating with
bar groups, judges, state legislatures, and advocacy groups throughout the United States
in efforts t, put the Act into full effect I have also participated in studies on the
implementation of the Act, have conducted educational programs on the Act in all parts of
the United States, and have written on the Act in numerous monographs, articles, and books

As Ira ki the Act was designed to evercome the unplanned use of forte- care by
child welfare agencies, to prevent children from being needlessly remove) from their homes
and placed into foster care, to prevent them from being repeatedly moved from foster home
to foster home, and to prevent thee from being left in foster care for long periols of
time, never knnelay; when they might be removed from their present placement The Act

establishes a comprehensive set of requirements and fiscal incentives for state agencies,
all designed to induce far reaching reforms in foster care practice I present this

t.stimony to discuss the particular provisions of the Adoption Assistance and Child
Welfare Act that are most dlryctly related to legal proceedings involving maltreated
children. In doing so. I will outline the court-related provisions, assess how these
provisions have contributed to achieving the purposes of the Act, discuss barn rs to
their full implementation, and offer suggestions on how the Act might be strengthened
further to improve the role of the legal system in assuring permanency for children in
foster care

Court Related Provisions of the Adoption
Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980

Several provisions of the Act call upon the courts to perform specific steps in
legal proceedings Involving maltreated children These provisions require such steps as a
precondition to certain federal funds being paid to state child welfare agencies.
Specifically, the Act requires that

Courts explicitly determine whether the child welfar) agency has made "reasonable
efforts" to prevent placement of each foster child end to return the child home.

Courts approve any voluntary, nonjudicial foster placements within 180 days after

the original placement.

Courts. agencies, or citizen review boards the case of each child in foster
care at least once every six months,

Courts or "administrative bodlies] appointed or arrayed by the courtly)" he d a
hearing no later than eighteen months after the placement and periodically
thereafter to determine the permanent placement arrangement; for the child, and

Procedural safeguards be provide for parents when children are removed from the
hose or are moved into different foster homes

In addition, a generally understood that the Act creates a private right of action,
authorizing ana requiring the courts to enforce the prcvisions of the Act in the course of
litigation involving maltreated children
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fteitive Impact of Court Related_Provisions

The , JViS101111 of the Act calling or judicial action have had powerful and
positive is " on child welfare practice throughout the United States First, by
lecturing cc to review agency efforts to assiet families ,nd prevent the need for
foster care, the Act has helped to av,Id the unnecessary placement of many children This
has occurred in several ways .n .eviewing agency efforts to prevent placement, courts
have sometimes discovered that further services would make it possible to safely prevent
the placement Other times in the process of reviewing agency efforts, courts have more
closely examined the nature of the underlying problems and decided that they are not
serious enough to merit state involvement Still other times, the agencies have made morn
vigorous efforts to prevent placement, knowing that the courts 'ould review their efforts
and that their receipt of federal matching funds hinges on favorable judicial
determinations

Second. by causing courts to periodically monitor agency case planning and
decision-making, the Act has helped to avoid many inappropriately prolonged placements

This has sometimes happened because the court has taken decisive act.on at the review or
has required the agency to do no Many times, the very existence of the court review has
stimulated case workers to reexamine the case rlior to the hearing and to take additional
steps to avoid judicial criticism or interference On a more subtle level, the tun- and
effort involved in periodic judicial review w has created disincentives to casually placing
or leaving a child in foster care That is, judicial review has made it more burdensome
to place and leave children in foster care

Third, by making the courts oversee early agency eff,rts to avoid unnecessary
placement and to reunify families after placement, the law has mad% many judges more
willing to legally free children for adoption under appropriate cilcumstances When
courts oversee early agency efforts to p families and indu.s them to make their
best attempts to do so, and when such efforts are not successful, courts are often more
willing to terminate parental rights. This is because st, -essful termination of
parental rights proceeding generally requires showing tt are agency has made
appropriate and diligent efforts to preserve the family

If the court has overseen and approved agency efforts to help the family as the
case has moved along, yet parents have failed to improve, it is less likely that judge
will refuse to terminate parental ..ghts because of the agency's failure to sufficientli
assist the family. This is important because many children have remained in foster cave
for years because, after the agency has unsuccessfully worked with a family for long
period of time and has decided to try to free the foster chid for adoption the judge
hearing the case has found that agency efforts to help the family were ...adequate or
inappropriate and has ordered the agency to revamp its efforts to help the family It is
far more helpful to the child and the family for this type of oversight to occur early in
the case.

Fourth, as the result of jointly struggling to implement the Act, many courts and
agencies have begun to work more closely together and to de"elop a more coordinated
decision-making process inconsistencies between judicial and agency decision-making have
been reduced, resulting in smoother and more expeditious planning for children In sum,
court related provisions of the Act have made an important and valuable contribution
toward better planning for children in foster care.

Continuing Barriers to Affective Implementation

of Court Related Provisions

In spite of the impressive gains occasioned by the court related provisions of the
Act, full and effective implementation has not uhiformly occurrea tiroug4out the United
States. Good progress has been made in terms of technical crmpliaoce with the Act, i.e
making sure that court orders recite the necessary language to comply with the federal
law However, too often the language does not reflect meaningful judicial
deliberation For example, in Reny parts of the United States, court orders authorizing a
child's placement into foster care dutifully recite that the agency has made "reasonable
efforts" to prevent the placement, as required by the Act, however, the agency's efforts
to prevent placement are never actually discussed and analyzed in the course of the court
proceeding
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My work has confirmed that there exists widespread problem of "paper compliance"
that is mere perfunctory compliance with the court related provisions of the Act I have

reached this conclusion, in pert, through extensive consulting work and meetings with
judges, attorneys. and child welfare agency staff around the couatrj. In addition, the
project has conducted two formal and extensive studies on court related provisions of the
Act. The first 'awl'. in cooperation with Westet. Inc analyzed implementation of the 18
month hearing requirement The second study analyzed implementation of the requirement
that courts oversee agency efforts to prevent placement and reunify foster children with
their natural parents. i make the required "judicial determination of reasonable
efforts."

What our studies and observations haw shown is that, while there have been marked
improvements in the legal process involving maltreated children, and while this
Improvement has led to better remits for maltreated children, the actual legal
protections for parents and children often fall far short of what was originally
contemplated in the Art When the Congress enacted the various court related provisions
described above, it assumed that these provisions would be carried out with ill of the
meticulousness and procedural correctness that is normally associated with court
proceedings. In fact, this occurs is some courts but not in others Especially uneve" is
compliance with the judicial determination of reasonable efforts requirement

It is not difficult to identify the reasons for the incomplete implementation of
the court related provisions of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act 1980

One reason is the failure of child welfare agencies and their legal counsel to provide
adequate informtto.. to the court to permit ueningful Judicial oversight of planning for
foster childrer More important, however, is taut many judges lack the time, resources,
and assistance to fully perform their oversight function

Many child welfare agencies have made judicial involvement in elvid maltreatment
cases more difficult by failing to provide adequate Information to the courts In

iadividual ,ases, many agencies du not consistently and systematically provide information
to the court concerning their efforts to work with the family and the family's progress
This information is not provided in advance and in writing as it should be, and there
usually only perfunctory oral presentation unless the judge insists otherwise The
federal government has taken no affirmative steps to remedy this problem

It is also difficult for many judges to oversee planning for children and families
because the judges do not know what help and services are available the community
This is true, in part, because agencies do not routinely provide the courts with written
descriptions of services that are available. It is also ti 'e because no predictable and
consistent pattern of services exists in many states That is, money for a specific
service often runs out in the middle of the year, long waiting lists exist for the most

basic types of services, even for emergency cases; and the types of services vary widely
from community to community within the state The federal government has taken no
affirmative steps to assure that agencies report to the courts concerning service
availability, nor to assure that the service plea required by Title IV-8 of the Social
Security Act sets forth a set of services that actually will be provided on a consistent
basis in all parts of the state

Finally, it is difficult for many judges to oversee planning for children in the
foster care system because many attorneys presenting the case on behalf of the child
welfare agencies do not work clo.ely with the agency in order effect vely present full
information to the courts. In some jurisdictions, the attorney first meets with the
caseworker shortly before the hearing and simply does hcc know important information that
should be elicited through questions to the caseworker In some other jurisdictions.

caseworkers are actually forced to appear withou' counsel in many court proceedings

Some agencies are inadequately represented by counsel for number of reasons For
one thing, the agencies are often reoresented by attorneys who are not answerable to the
agency Many agencies ere represented by locally elected prosecutors or attorness within
separate division of the state or county government While there are numerous such

attorneys who do fine job for the child welfare agencies, there are others for whom
child welfare work is low priority. Proolems with agency counsel exist in part because
agencies do not know enough about the legal process to demand full and adequate
representation and because of lack of agape; funding targeted for legal services while
it is clear that federal matching funds are currently available for agency counsel who
assist agencies to administer the federal Title /V-E foster care program, the federal
government has failed to clarify the vailebility of :erten'', funding for egency counsel or
to specify what send: counsel must perform to r,cetve federal funds

2 ri
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The fundamental difficulty for courts in fully implementing the court related
provisions of the Act is that they lack the time to conduct the additional steps required
by the Act in careful and complete manner Secondarily, while there have been
substantial improvements in the training and preparation of many juvenile court judges,
significant numbers still lack sufficient knowledge and long term professional commitment
to foster care related issues

In many juvenile courts, the judge' are operating under such caseloads and time
pressures that the judges simply do not feel able to address issues mandated by the Act
When a judge has an enormous backlog of cases in which the Judge must decide whether or
not to authorize the removal of children from their homes, the Judge may feel that there
is time only to review the particular incident precipitating the present crisis, and not
to inquire whether the agency has and might still provide services that will allow the
child to remain at home Similarly, when judge has docket or 40 foster care review
hearings that he swat finish in two hours, he obviously cannot conduct a careful
examination of the current status of each case.

Why are many juvenile judges not given enough time to adequately carry out the
provisions of the Actt One important reason is that some state court systems utilize
obsolete methods of measuring Judicial caseloads and allocating judicial positions While
foster care rases have become far more elaborate and demanding, judicial resources have
not kept pace

Fifteen years ago, before recent changes in the nature of child welfare litigation
(brought about only in part by the Act), juvenile court cases involving child abuse and
neglect were much simpler At that time, the role of the court was generally limited to
presiding over single hearing concerning the alleged maltreatment of the child in which
attorneys seldom appeared. Now, there are frequently whole series of hearings as the
child moves through the system. including, among others, an emerasncy placement hearing, a
fact finding hearing (to see whether the allegations are true). disposition hearing (to
decide where the child will be placed and under what conditions), series of judicial
oversight hearings while the child is in foster care, and, far more often in recent years,
lengthy hearings to legally free the child for adoption.

Compounding the increases in the numbers of hearings that the judge must deal with
is the fact that at the same time, law and procedure has become more sophisticated and
individual cases more demanding As agencies have struggled to provided permanency for
foster children and have used t.e courts more egg ly to accomplish this, state
statutes dealing with foster care cases have become more elaborate, hearing procedures
have become more formal, more written decisions have been handed down by appeals courts
and many more legal publications have been written These are all healthy developments in
the law and ultimately necessary to achieve permanent homes for children in foster care.
but the new deuads on court systems have sometimes outstripped the cov-ts. capacity to
assimilate the changes

Why have some state and local court systems failed to allocate enough resources to
meet the increasing demands for judicial time in foster car, cases? In part, this has
occurred because of competition for scarce resources, the failure of state legislatures to
provide new funds, and some court administrators'decision to place low priority on Cares
involving maltreated children (as opposed to lawsuits involving large amounts of money or
serious criminal offenses ) But another important reason for the lack of resources for
foster care c.ses is that too few legislators and judicial administrators have been
brought up to date in their understanding of tae changing nature of these cases the
obsolete methods of measuring judicial caseloads and allocating judicial time reflect this
lack of understanding For example, we found that in one ingenious urban court, the judge
would assign a separate docket number and prepare separate court file for each sibling
in family, in order to expand the number of official cases controlling judicial
assignments. This would not have been necessary if the court administrators in that state
had put in place an appropriate formula for case allocation The federal government has
taken no steps to assist courts to address this problem

Indeed, it is fair is say that the federal government has substantially contributed
to the problem of inadequate judicial resources to meet the court related requirements of
the Act. That is, the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 a...se' substantial
demands upon the courts, but pro, ides no assistance to the courts to meet these demands

The Act provides financial incentives to ensure that these requirements are met but,
ironically, all the incentives are directed to the child welfare agencies rather than to
the courts That is, the Act provides federal money to a state or county child welfare
agency that is contingent on certain actions being taken by the courts The agencies are
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required to press the courts to comply, for fear of losing their federal funds to
themselves The courts, however, are neithia given comparable federal incentives nor the
financial swans to comply The result in some jurisdictions, as explained earlier, is
that courts will make record sufficient to meet federal audit requirements but without
conducting meaningful judicial inquiry as contemplated by the Act Unfortunately,
federal audit requirements and regulations do not go beyond merely requiring that
particular words be recited in the court order

Still another reason for the lack of judicial time for foster care cases is that
some courts have not kept up with advances in court rules and procedures that can help
avoid unnecessary court related delays and inefficiencies For example, the ABA Foster
Care Project has developed comprehensive set of court rules decigned to help avoid
needless delays in foster care cases as well as to ensure more careful and well focused

hearings (The ABA House of Delegates and Board of Governors have not considered these
rules and thus they do not constitute ABA policy). Host court systems have not yet
comprehensively examined their court procedures in foster care cases to consider the
solutions proposed in our suggested rules.

While the federal government has quite rightly provided matching funds for child
welfare . ,,,, .4 to ...let them le eedin: needless casework delays and inefficiencies
(resulting in reductions in foster care placements and in the time children remain in
foster care), no comparable federal resources have been provided to the court system
Yet, the court process is integral to foster care planning and decision-making Carefully
targeted federal funds for state court systems, to: (a) help them make improvements in
judicial manpower allocations in foster care cases, (b) improve judicial case management,
and (c) modernize court rules and procedures, could help make it possible for courts to
fully implement the Act and to eliminate unnecessary foster care caused by court delays

An interesting twist to the funding scheme set forth in the Act et morns the
provisions for periodic review. 42 U.S C. 5675 require review once ever six months by
"a court or by administrative review" and hearing to determine the long term plan for
the child within eighteen months and periodically thereafter by :nun. or "by an
administrative body appointed or approved by the court " While the ;et contemplates that
such proceeding might be conducted by court, it creates strong fiscal incentives for
their being conducted by the agency This is because child welfare agencies can receive
matching funds for conducting the reviews, pursuant to 42 U S C 5674, but entities
external to the ,gencies cannot Any yen., the purpose of the hearings is to take an
ot_ective and disinterested look and make an objective and disinterested decision
concerning the case

This anomaly does not only affect proceedings conducted by the courts themselves
The legislative history of the Act demonstrates that Congress contemplated that periodic

reviews might be conducted not only by courts and agencies, but by panels of trained
citizen volunteers. Yet, in states that have chosen to use court appointed "citizen
review boards" to periodically review foster care cases and report to the courts, federal
matching funds are not available to pay the administrative costs of operating such
boards On the other hand, if review is conducted entirely by agency staff, federal
matching funds are available to pay 50% of the cost It is difficult to see practical
reason why review by agency staff should be funded, but the staff costs of administering
review by court appointed citizen volunteers should not

Another contributing factor to the problem of inadequate judicial time and
resources for implame,ting the Act is that some Judges handling foster care cases in

juvenile court lack sufficient knowledge and interest in the requirements of the Adoption
Assistance and Child Welfare Act and in planning for children in foster care in general
This is partly due to the fact that in many areas judges rapidly rotate in and out of
juvenile court, while in others juvenile court proceedings represent small part of
judge's caseload

Also important, however, is that many states have no objective practices to require
selection of judges specially qualified for juvenile court proceedings and to require
special training for juvenile court judges handling cases involving maltreated children
Such selection and training is very necessary because child protection litigation has
become increasingly complex as discussed earlier, because child protection cases in
juvenile court operate under special code and with special procedures, because child
protection proceedings involve highly sensitive social work and mental health issues, and
because the judge needs to be knowledgable concerning services available to families and
children and concerning the workings of the child welfare agency
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Again, there is a lack of federal incentives for the training of judges While the

Act provides 75% match for the training of agency staff administering the Title IV-E

foster care program (which has helped bring about impressive gains in staff competence),
it provides no funding for the training of judges

Recommended Amendments to Improve
the Performance of the Legal System in Foster Care Cases

Based on the above discussion, I offer the following recommendations for amendments
to the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980

1. This IVALof the Social Security Act should be amended to require states to
establish a Set_Of preventive and reunification services that will be provided on a

rampktmt, statewide basis

As explained above, this recommendation is necessary both to strengthen and
rationalize the pattern of state services and to permit lawyers and judges to evaluate the
services being provided in individual cases

2. Title IV-B should be amended to require child welfare agencies to provided
detailed reports concerning the preventive and reunification services available throughout
the Stet*. Such reports should include at least a description of services provided, who
is eligible for each CUPS of services. including any Priorities concerning who will
receive the services: where in the state the services are available, and what are
usual waiting periods for each type of service throughout the state The Act should

require that these reports be sent to judges and Judicial administrators as well as to
other agencies and to the legislature

As discussed above, such reports are needed in part so that attorneys and judges
will have enough information to intelligently critique what services are being provided to

the child and farily in an individual ease In addition, such reports can assist agencies

and legislatures to more rationally plan or services

3. Title IV-E of the Social Security Act should be amended to require state and
county child welfare agencies to provide written descriptions of their efforts to preserve
families in each case._in advance of the court proceeding in which the court determines
whether the agency has made "reasonable efforts" and in advance of n subsequent Judicial

Oversight hearing

As explained earlier, this recommendation is necessary to help ensure that
attorneys and judges have sufficient information so the court can knowledgably review the
case and effectively carry out its functions pursuant to the Adoption Assistance and Child

Welfare Act of 1980. This requirement would place no significant additional burden on
child welfare agencies, since they are already required to put such information into
writing as part of their case plan or in the record of their periodic reviews

4. Title IV-E should be amended to clatit that child welfare agencies are
entitled to matching funds for the assistance of counsel in administrating the IV-E
program. including assisting the agency in securing judicial ac -ions called for by Title

IV-It and IV-8. However, these matching funds should be available only if counsel assists
the_egenrY at ell stages of the Juvenile court sroceedings. is available to confer with
&genet staff between and in advance of :ourt proceedings, and is available to help train
MUM, Staff. _Such funds should be vailabl to bi. used for local Prosecutors or
attorneys teChnicallY_IMPlOY0 by other branch., of the state, county, or municipal
government, sucb as the attorney general's or county counsel's office The federal

government should be required to adopt implementing regulations pertinent to this

provision.
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As explainn ...love, state and local child welfare agencies need the full and
effective ssistanr of counsel so that they can assist the courts to fully implement the
court related nevi resents of the Act The Act already allow- the use of matching funds
for attorneys wor.ing for the agency, probably including local prosecutors specially
assigned to the agency The primary effect of this amendment would be to impose minimum
standards for such representation, as a condition of federal funding Agencies would then
be in a stronger position to demand or provide full legal representation, in exchange for

passing through the federal funds to help pay for the attorneys

S. Title iv-Et or IV-E should be amended to provide for the payment of a lump sum
to state saPreme courts or state court administrators._ for the purpose of

(a) Preparing statewide analysis of judicial caseloads and Judicial

practices in allocating and measuring judicial caseloads in relation to
Juvenile court child protection cases.

(0) Improving judicial practices in allocating and measuring judicial
caseloads to assure adequate court time in Juvenile court child_protecti)n
cases.

(c) Preparing a statewide analysis of the courts' thoroughness and
Procedural correctness in their implementation of actions called for by
Titles IV-E and

(d) PreParing_e-statewide statistical summary, analysis and commentary
concerning the timely scheduling and the length of time from filing to
completion of child protection Proceedings including but not limited to
adiudicationr. dispositions. reviews. and termination of parental rights
hearings..

(*) Analysing and improving recruitment practices for Judges and other
judicial officers such as refc ,s and_magistrates who hear child protection
cases: and

(f) Training Juvenile court Judges and other judicial officers concerning
Planning and decision- making_fOr foster children and children at risk of
foster car,, including training covering both legal and nonlegal issues

The formula for the allocation of the lump sum federal payments among the states should be

based upon the number of children I.i state supervised foster care but with minimum sum
for small states

This recommendation is designed to address the problems described above, concerning
the allocation of judicial time for foster care related cases, and the training and
selection of judges handling cases involving children in foster care Money would be
allocated directly to the state su, rem. court or judicial administrator, because that is
who has the most power to effect necessary changes The lump sum allocations would only
be used to pay for preparing studies, conducting foster core related Judicial training,
and making administrative changes to improve child protection proceedings

6 Title IV-E should be amended to permit the payment of federal iatching_funda
for the payment of administrative costs of citizen review boards that are not administered
by state and local chili.. welfare 'Privies.

As explained above, current 1 ,rovides federal matching funds for review
conducted by agencies but not by courts or citizen review boards Since citizen review
boards are conducted by panels of trained citizen volunteers, they constitute an objective
and cost-effective means of conducting periodic reviews Accordinly, matching funds
should he available on the same basis as they are available to age .ties

7. Title IV-B IV-E should be amended to provide lump sum incentive l ments
to help courts_plement the court related Provision. of the Act Payments shout be made
to the state supreme court or court administrator wro should be free to spend of
distribute the funds among the courts for the purpcsuof improving foster care related
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court Proceedings, Payments should be allocated among the state' based on the same
formula described in Recommendation 5. Beginning two rears after the adoption of the
amendment. elements should only be made to states in which

(a) Peleits in child protection court proceedings (as described in
Recommendation $) fall below acceptable national norm, established 'a
rtgulationa adopts/. by the United Staten Department of Health and Human
Services such delays have been substantially reduced during
praxm.yeao an extent required by HHS regulations, and

(b) Statewide court rules have been adopted that are designed to eliminate
unnecessary delays in -limning for children in foster care and to ensure
thorough and procedurally fair proceedings

Thu recommendation has two purposes First, it provides funding to improve
juvenile court proceedings involving children in foster care or at risk of placement into
fost r cv This amendment would provide fundint to assist the courts to make

is Jo .1, but without taking over substantial s)are of he cost of court
operations. By comparison, the federal government presently Curds a substantial

Percentage of state child welfare agencies' administration of foster care programs

Second, this recommendation is specifically designed to encourage courts to
eliminate needless court delays and to irprove their procedures in child protection
cases For state courts to receive their share of the funds, they would be required

either to do better than national standards for court delays set by HHS or to make
substantial reductions in court delays every year until they could meet the national
standards

This amendment would be very cost effective, since court related delays extend the
length of time that children remain in foster care The lump sum payments would be more
than offset by the reduction of federal foster care matching fund' brought about by
reductions in the length of stay of children in foster care

This amts lien require state courts to adopt mandatory court rules

designed to eliminate unnecessary delays and to Improve the quality of child protection
proceedings At this time, no such court rules exist in most states

B. The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 should JO amended to
create an explicit cause of action for private litigants seeking to vindicate their rights
under the Act.

As indicated 'bone, courts have generally held that there is a private cause of
action under the Act, allowing private citizens to use the courts to force child welfare
agencies to comply with the Act However, until this issue has been finally settled by
the courts, it will continue to be a point of conflict and will complicate litigation
under the Act Since the passage of the Act, both individual court cases and large scale
class action litigation have played significant role in ensuring full implementation of
the Act and clarifying its provisions. Therefo-i., the Congress should resolve the issue
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Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Ms. Weinberg.

STATEMENT OF ANITA M. WEINBERG, ASSISTANT PUBLIC
GUARDIAN, COOK COUNTY OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC GUARDIAN.
CHICAGO, ILL.

MS. WEINBERG. Tl ,nk you.
I am an assistant public guardian in the Cook County office of

the Public Guardian in Chicago. Our office employs 30 attorneys to
represent over 10,000 children in placement. In my capacity as at-
torney and guardian ad litem, I represent children alleged to be
abused or neglected in proceedings in juvenile court.

Before becoming a lawyer, I worked as a social worker for 5
years at the Child Welfare League of America. During the time
Public Law 96-272 was being drafted, I worked closely with the
league's Washington office and other child advocacy groups to see
the law passed. I also worked with certain States to help imple-
ment programs mandated under this law.

I believe that S+3te governments and public and private social
service agencies are more sensitive to the needs of children in flu
child welfare system as a result of this first comprehensive Federal

welfare reform law and its fiscal incentives.
But there is more to be done. My remarks today are directed to

aspects of the law that as a child's representative in Illinois, I still
find problematic. My testimony can be summarized by identifying
four areas of concern:

First, State governments and the agencies have not used the Fed-
eral law to develop prevention and reunification resources to meet
the needs of children and families in the child welfare system. For
this reason, some of the most important protections created by the
lawcase plans, findings of reasonable efforts, and periodic review
determinationsare not being enforced to their full potential.

The second concern is that the interests of children are not
always protected by safeguarding parents' rights. The law focuses
on parents' rights; it also needs to protect children's rights. This is
especially true in cases where the parents are involved
with their children, or parental rights have been terminated. The
procedural safeguards so purposefully included in the law for par-
ents should be applied to children as well.

A third concern is that the law hands the courts certain respon-
sibilities, but not resources with which to meet them. Lacking the
financial wherewithal and 11,,ining resources, the courts 'lave not
developed along with the agencies in pursuing chila welfare
reform. The law needs to focus more attention on the legal and ju-
dicial process.

And last, the broad range of protections provided in the law
could be maximized if Congress clearly established that the law
does provide privately enforceable substantive rights.

How are children involved in abuse and neglect proceedings still
being harmzd after passage of Public Law 96 -272?

Consik 9r that evidence on reascnable efforts is not being heard.
Findings of reasonable efforts are made in the Court of Cook

County in thousands of cases annually. Usually, however, these
findings are not based on evidence. They are made as a matter of
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rote. Where evidence is presented, judges are finding the reasona-
ble efforts requirement satisfied simply because services are un-
av gable.

The intent of Congress must be clarified; to meet the reasonable
efforts requirement, efforts must be made to create adequate pre-
ventive services designed to avoid out-of-home placements and to
encourage return home.

The act contemplated that there would be periodic findings
during the course of a child's placement. These findings should de-
termine to whether or not State agencies continued to make rea-
sonable efforts to return the child home.

Unfortunately, the act does not specify the frequency with which
these findings should be made. As a practical matter, they are not
being made in our county.

The act should be amended to require judicial findings of reason-
able efforts every 6 months during the period that the child is in
placement. This should continue until the court makes the determi-
nation that the permanency goal should not be return home.

Children are being harmed because case plans do not ensure that
a child receives proper care and services to facilitate return home
or an alternative permanent placement.

In Illinois, the case plans tend to be drafted in broad terms and
do not giv parents or children a clear sense of what responsibil-
ities must be undertaken to achieve the planned goals. A lack of
services and creative thinking often limits the goals se', forth in the
case plans.

The goal of case planning in the law is faraily reunification
whenever appropriate. But it facilitates o. arent-child contact.
Similar attention should be placed on ditating sibling contacts.

Finally, the act does not require that :, copy of the plan be pro-
vided etcher to `lie court or to the child': advocate. Our office rep.
resents over 10,000 cnildren in foster care. The department refuses
to routinely provide us with copies of plans.

The law should be amended to require that copies of the plans be
provided not only to the parents, but to the child's advocate and to
the courts.

Children also are being harmed because an interlicl agency body
does not provide meaningfu! 6.-month review of the service plan.

Iilihois created an administrative body to conduct its month re-
views,

One of its weaknesses is that reviewers paid by the department
are aware that the department's inadequate resources and exces-
sive caseloads create limitations and constraints. Decisions tend to
be pragmatic, not necessarily those in the best interest of the child.

In Illinois, the administrative officer who reviews the plan only
has the power to make a recommendation, not a determination. In
this type of situation, part of the reviewers' responsibility should
be to appeal any case plans that they do not endorse. I know of no
instance in which an internal reviewer has done this.

While Public Law 96-272 specifically states that the review is
open to the participation of the parents of the child, no mention is
made of the right of a child, of i.heir representatives to attend. In
Cook County, attorneys for the child are not permitted to attend
the reviews.
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What can be done? The law should be amended to require that
the child's attorney be given notice of the review and permitted to
attend, and, that the necessary determinations be made by a body
completely independent of the agency composed of citizens and pro-
fessionals.

Preventive and reunification services are not being sufficiently
developed. The act uses funding incentives to get States to develop
service programs to prevent unnecessary placement of children in
care and to reunite placed children with families.

To see just how this effort breaks down at the State level, howev-
er, consider Illinois. Just last winter, Illinois' State Legislature
passed strong family preservation legislation. But at this time, the
law is not funded.

Federal law should identify a minimal number of preventive
services that must be provided statewide. In addition, Congress
should consider requiring States to allocate a certain percentage of
their budgets toward in-home services to prevent the needless re-
moval of children.

Children are being harmed because they are denied both sub-
stantive and procedural due process.

I have already mentioned our concerns regarding a child's right
to a case plan, participation in reviews, and sibling contacts.

Another important due process right relates to the child's place-
ment. The act recognizes the parents' rights in this regard. It does
not recognize the child's. The child should be afforded a preremo-
val administrative hearing prior to being removed from one foster
home and placed in another.

This preremoval hearing need not be provided where the foster
parent has requested that the child be removed, or where removal
of the child is necessary to protect the child's welfare.

Public Law 96-272 was passed almost exactly 8 years ago. The
Federal law is a critical vehicle to achieving permanency planning.
The States are beginning to respond. We have come a long way
thanks to your efforts, but we still have a long way tc. go.

Acting Chairman DowNEv. Thank you.
[The statement of Ms. Weinberg follows:]
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STATEMENT OF ANITA M. WEINBERG, ASSISTANT PUBLIC
GUARDIAN, CHICAGO, ILL.

Thank you for the opportunity to 'estify before your
oonnittees today. My name 13 Anita Weinberg. I am an Assistant
Publio Guardian in the Cook County Office of the Public Guardian
in Chicago. Our office employs 33 attorneys to represent over
10,000 ohildren in placement. In my capacity as attorney and
guardian ad lite I represent children alleged to be abused or
neglected in prooeedings in Juventle court and in state and
federal litigation. Before beooming a lawyer, I worked as a
sooial worker for five years at the Child Welfare League of
*Norio'. During the time the Adoption Assistanoe and Child
Welfare Aot of 1980--Publo Law 96-272--was being drafted, I

direoted the Aesouroes for Permanerce project at the League. As
direotor I worked olosely with the League's Waahington office and
other ohild advooaoy groups to see 96-272 passed. I recall the
enauing struggle' to ensure appropriations for the law, and to
keep it from beooming apart of the social servioes block grant
program. I also worked with oertain states to help implement
programs mandated under this law.

Public) Law 96-272 was enaoted to stimulate system-wide
reform of the child welfare field and to benefit individual
children and their families. Too often, child welfare agencies
had 1100410 aaaaa lly separated ohildren from their families. The
ohildren were then plaoed in foster care settings that did not
Meet their needs and that offered no prospect of returning home,
or of placement in another, appropriate, permanent family.
Fisoal inoentives at the federal level unintentionally encouraged
the break up of families and disoouraged the provision of
permanent families for children. Under 96-272 these incentives
were redirected to help ensure permanence for children.

I believe that state governments and public and private
social servioe agenoies are more aware of--and sensitive to--the
needs of ohildren in the ohild welfare system as a result of 'his
first oomprehensive federal child welfare reform law and its
fisoal inoentives. But there is more to be done. My remarks
today are direoted to aapeota of the law that as a child's
representative in Illinois I still find problemma,ic.

My testimony can be summarized by identifying four areas of
oonoern:

First, state governments and the agenoies have not used th-
federal Law to develop adequate prevention and reunification
reaouroes to meet the needs of children and families in the child
welfare system. For this reason, some of the most important
proteotions oreated by the law are not being enforoed to their
full potential. Case plans, findings of reasonable efforts, and
periodio review determinations are based upon available resources
rather than the beat interests of the ohild and family. The
agencies must be further ohallenged to develop addition-1
service to enhance p tion and reunification efforts.

The second concern is that the interests of children are not
always proteoted by safeguarding parents' rights. The law
r0OU303 on parents' rights; it also needs to protect childrens'
rights. This is espeoially true in 03303 where th parents are
no longer involved with their ohildren, or parental rights have
been terminated. The procedural safeguards so purposefully
included it tholes for parents should be applied to ohildren as
sell.

A third oonoern 43 that the law hands the courts certain
Iresponsabilities, but not resources with whioh to meet them.
Laoking the financial wherewithal and training resources, the
oourts have not developed along with the agencies in pursuing
ohild welfare reform. Tito law needs to focus acre attention on
the legal and judicial p

And lastly, it 13 still debated whether or not the law was
meant to provide a private oause of aotion. The broad range of
protections provided in the lay could be maximised if Congress
elearif established that the law does provide privately

6 02 'eJ
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enforceable substantive rights.

How are children involved in abuse and neglect proceedings
still being harmed after passage of Public Law 96-272?

IMIDUCE 01 11ASONADLP EFFORTS IS NOT MIN WEIRD

I suspect you've heard slot about the interpretation
problems of reasonable efforts. Under Public Law 96-272 children
are not supposed to be eligible for federally reimbursed foster
cars unless reasonable efforts are made to prevent or eliminate
the need for removal and to allow the child to return home.
F. .,ngs of reasonable efforts are made in the Circuit Court of
Cook County in thousands of cases annually. Usually, however,
these findings are not based on evidence. They are made as a matter
of rote. Where evidence is presented, judges are finding the
reasonable efforts requirement satisfied simply because services
are unavailable. The intent of Congress must be clarified: to
meet the reasonable efforts requi t, efforts must be made to
create adequate preventive 00000 cos designed to avoid out-of-home
plaosments and to encourage return home.,

The most critical reasonable effort that needs to be
undertaken to facilitate reunification is visiting between
children and their parents. Without adequate visitation plans
children are not going to be returned home.2 Throughout the
country agencies Ire not adequately facilitating visitation
between children and their parents. The law should speoifioally
address the laportasce of visiting as reasonable effort.

The Act contemplated that there would be periodic findings
during the course of a child's placement. These findings should
determine whether or not state agencies continued to make
reasonable efforts to return the child home. Unfortunately, the
Act does not specify the frequency with which Chest findings
should be made. as a practical matter, they are not being made
in our County, except at the dispositional stage, and those
findings are based not on evidence but on rote. The lot should
be amended to require Judioial findings of reasonable efforts

y Six months during the period that the child is in
placement. This should continue until the court makes the
determinati4m that the p y goal should not be return home.

The provision regarding reasonable efforts requires
judicial time to hear evidence; knowledge by the court and party
representatives of the agency resources; and financial resources
to prolade needed services. The courts and legal representatives
are expected to take the time to hear evidence, and to develop
the exper.ise necessary to make a reasonab,e efforts finding.
But they receive no funds to undertake this additional
responsibility. The law puts pressure on the agencies; the courts
do not suffer for failing to adopt the requirements of the law.
We need to somehow target some money to the courts and encourage
them to take a thorough look at what they are using in the child
welfare field. : Ile courts are not a high priority within
state systems. Without federal involvement little ore can bemooted.

COURTS ARS 10T MATING TUB 11/1QUIRED DISPOSITIOIAL fIPUINC3
11LATI10 TO 1,1111111C7 PLANIIING

Under 42 U.S.C. 675(5)(c) 4 dispositional hearing must take
place within eighteen (18) months of the date of the origina
foster care placement and periodically thereafter. At that
hearing a decision 13 to be made as to whether or not the child
should be returned home, planed In short term fester care, placed
for adoption, or placed in loag term foster care (because of the
special circumstances of ''he child).

an
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The law created a two-tiered review system to provide
Cheeks and balances. Congress meant for children to have the
benefit of both a frequent (six month) periodic check on their
progress in Care, and a periodic (18 ontli) determination of
their future status by a body authorized by the Court and
external to the 3001'1 service agency. Both these reviews are
meant to prevent children from lingering in foster care without
deliberate planning.

Illinois law does provide a dispositional hearing. These
hearings sometimes 000ur within 18 months after placement.
Unfortunately, the dispositional hearing called for under state
law bares little resemblance to the federal requirement. In
practice, the state Court only considers whether the child should
remain in placement with the state agency or return home. These
are comparatively easy question.. The more difficult question
ix, if the child cannot be returned home at the time of
disposition, what should be the permanency goal? In Illinois,
the courts in only a handful of counties answer this question.

Due to crowded court calls, lack of training, and lack of
funding, these 18 month reviews are rarely a further check.

Through the federal lay, the government in effect is paying
the agencies to pressure the oourts to do things that the courts
have no "self interest" in doing. At the same time, agencies
lose funding if the courts do not carry out their
responsibilities. Under 96-272 the courts are asked to undertake
some critical responsibilities --for example, ensure 18 month
dispositional hearings and make findings as to reasonable
efforts.

The requirements on the court for overseeing the 18 month
reviews raise similar concerns to the court's responsibility to
undertake reasonable effort, hearings. Public Law 96-272 focuses
in the ohild welfare avanoiee. More attention needs to be paid
to the judioial and legal prooess.

CASE PLIES DO NOT INSURE SHIT THE CHILD REMISS PROPE2 CIIK In
SERVICES TO PICILITITS RETURN ROME OR IN ALTERNATIVE PERMANENT
PM:UMW

Under the federal law, written case plans must be developed
by the state agency for each child in care. 42 U.S.C. 575(1)
requires:

-.a plan for assuring that the child receives proper
care and that services are provided to the parents,
child, and foster parents in order to improve the
conditions in the parent.' home, facilitate return of
the child to his own home or the permanent placement of
the ohild, and address the needs of the Olild while in
foster care, includng a discussion of appropriateness
of the aervices that have been provided to the child
under the plan.

The purpose of case plans 1S to document the agency's plans
for a child and set speoific goals or timetables against which a
child's progress can be measured. The plan is the document
considered during the Six month reviews required under the law.
Illinois law requires that these case plans be completed 30 days
fter a case 13 heard in court.

But in Illinois the case plans tend to be drafted in broad
terms and do not give parents or Children a clear sense of ;,:^at
responsibilities must be undertaken to achieve the planned gels.
Too often they are not tailored to the needs of the individ,al
child and family, but tend to be prepared by rote. A lack of
services and creative thinking often limit= the goals set forth
in the case plans. A lack of foster homes near parents' homes
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frustrates the case plan requirement that efforts be made to
place children near their parents, and to facilitate visiting
between ohildren and parents, and between siblings placed in
different foster homes. The g:.1 of case planning in the law is
family reunification waenever app-opriate. But it facilitates
only parent-child contact. Simile, attention should be placed on
facilitating sibling contacts. This is important for successful
family reunifioation. It is squall, important to the child when
parents are no longer in the picture.

Currently there la no impetus to develop new resources.
The lam could empower juvenile *court judges tt, order services.
In New Hampshire, when juvenile court judges began to order the
Department to provide specific services, the resources were
developed.

Finally, the Act does not require that a copy of the plan be
provided either to the court or to the child's advocate. That
omission is a serious flaw. Our office represents over 10,000
children in foster care. The Department refuses to routinely
provide us with oopies of plans. It does file with the court
copies of the service plans of some children. It does this only
after disposition. Information in the plan is essential to
effeotive advocacy for the ohild. The ler should be amended to
require that copies of the plans be provided not only to the
parents but to the Ohild's advocate and to the courts.

Al MUHL RIMY BODY DOES NOT PROVIDE MERIDIEM SIX MORE
MIRY OT TIC !INTIM' PUN

The federal law requires a review of each child in foster
care either by a court or administrative body. Illincis has
opted for the administrative body. The review must insure that
the case plan is designed to achieve placement in the most
family-like setting and in olose proximity to the parents' home,
and meet the best interest and special needs of the child. The
review must also determine the continuing necessity and
appropriateness of the current placement; the extent of
compliance with the case plan; and the extent of progress towards
alleviating the oauses of foster nlaoement. And it must project
a likely date by which the child may be returned home or placed
1'0:- adoption or legal guardianship. 42 U.S.C. 675(5)(A)(B).

Illinois crested an administrative body to oonduct its six
month reviews. The strength of Illinoi ' internal review is that
while part of the Department of Childreu and Family Services, the
review body is run by a unit separate true the agency's direct
services. The weakness of any type of intern,._ review, however,
is that even a sub-division of the agency is not entirely
impartial. Reviewers paid by the Department are aware that the
department's inadequate resources and excessive caseloads create
limitations and constraints. Decisions tend to be pragmatic, not
necessarily those in the best interest of the child. A review of
the legislative history of the public law indicates that Congress
intended states to create new services to effectively provide
permanence for children.3

There are benefits and disadvantegas in giving the reviewer
power to make a determination. In I'linois, the administrative
rfficer who reviewe the plan only has the power to make a
"recommendation," not a determination. In this type of
situation, part of the reviewers' responsibility should be to
appeal any case plans that they do not endorse. I know of no
instance in which an internal reviewer has done this.

While 96-272 speolfloally states that the review is open to
the Oartialpation of the parents of the child, no mention is made
of the rigat of a child, or their representative to attend. In
Cook County, the attorneys for the child are not permitted to
attend Lb, reviews.
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What can be done?

The law should be amended to require:

1. That the child's attorney be provided with notice of the
Administrative Review.

2. That the ohild'a attorney be permitted to attend the
Administrative Review.

3. That the necessary determinations be made by a body
completely independent of the agency oomposed of citizens and
professionals. This model would increase the likelihood that
case planning will first and foremost consider the needs of the
child and family rather than those of the agency. It will also
provide a source of objective persona to advocate for systemic
change on behalf of children and families.

If the option for review by an administrative body 13 left
open, Congress should consider ways to encourage external review.
Currently the law encourages states to keep review, internal
since agencies can receive federal fund, to support internal
review; court and citizen bodies cannot.

PREVENTIVE AND RELNIFICATIO SERVICES ARE NOT BEING SUFFICIENTLY
DEVELOPED

The Act 0303 funding incentives to get states to develop
service programs to prevent unnecessary placement of children it
care lnd to reunite placed children with familien.4

To 300 hunt how this effort break, down at the state level,
however, consider Illinjia. Just last winter, Illinois' state
legislature panned strong family preservation legislation
amending provisions of the Abused and Neglected Child Reporting
lot, the Department of Children and Family Servien Act, a d the
Juvenile Court Act--Public Act 85-985. The purposes of the
amendments include preventing the unnecessary removal of children
from their families; facilitating the reunification of children
in foster care with their families; and providing support for
adoptive families. The Act requires that the Department notify
children and families of the Department's responsibility to offer
and provide family preservation services an identified in the
service plan. And it identifies family preservation services
that may be included in the service plan--homemakers, counseling,
parent education, day care, emergency assistance and advocacy,
respite oare, in-home health care, transportation to services,
medical assistance. These services are to be phased in over five
fiscal years.

But at this tine the law in not funded. Three million
dollars are set aside in the Governor's budget ourrently under
consideration. This is far from an estimated $10 million needed
for successful start up. Originally the service, were written .n
as an entitlement program, but that wag changed b. the Governor',
amendatory veto.

Federal law should identify a minimal number of preventive
services that must be provided statewide. These might include:
day ogre, respite oars, emergency bonging, emergenoy finanoial
assistance, transportation ezp eeeee for visiting and attendis-
required counseling. Only with the mandate of these fanny

Linn servings:: Gan a child's right to remain home or
Return home as a first option be protected. In addition,
Congress should consider requiring states to allocate a oertain
percentage of their budgets toward in-home servings to prevent
the needless removal of children.

CHILDREN An DENIED BOTH SULSTANTIVE AID PROCEDURAL DOE PROCESS

2.1,2
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Case ?aline

As noted above, ohildren are frequently denied procedural
protections that are guaranteed to their parents. For example,
parents are guaranteed a oopy of the aervioe plan. In my county,
ohildren and their representatives are denied copies of this
plan. Parents and their attorneys are guaranteed participation
an the six onth reviews. The ohildren and their attorneys are
denied this opportunity. Under Illinois departmental
regulations, the ohild oan partioipate only if the caseworker
believes it would be in the ohild's best interest. The
proteotions provided to parents under the Lot should also be
applied tc obi'dren.

Pleoement

Another important procedural due process right relates to
plaoement. The Let recognizes the parents' rights in this
regard. It does not recognize the child's. The child should be
afforded a pre-removal administrative hearing prior to being

d from one foster home and plaoed in another. This pre-
removal hearing need not be provided where the foster parent bas
requested that the child be removed, or where removal of the
ohild is neceaaary to proteot the ohild's welfare.

Siblinik visits

Parents are guaranteed a substantive right to maintain
visits with their ohildren. At these visits, ohildren of I are
given the opportunity to visit with their brothers and sis,ers.
If the parent does not show any interest in visits, sibling
visits are rare. For many children in placement, the
relationship with siblinga is as important as the relationship
with parents. The Lot should be amended to guarantee sibling
visits and efforts to maintain sibling relationships regardless
of the parents' interests in participating in a visiting plan.

THE ACT SHOULD BE AMENDED TO SPECIFICALLY PROVIDE FOR PRIVATE
INFOICEMINT

There has been much litigation discussing whether or not
this lot gives ohildren a private cause of aotion.5 Current case
law would suggest that it does. There have been, however, court
rulings otherwiae. In addition, there is zo assurance that on
appeal the Supreme Court would find suoh a right Or action. In
order to resolve a matter without resorting to further
litigation, the Lot should be amended to speoifioally provide
for private emf t through law suits in both federal and
state *warts.

At a minimum, children who have been injured by the state's
failure to oomph with the law should be able to seek injunctive
relief. Congress should oonaider whether or not to extend this
private cause of aotion to permit a ohild to recover damages from
anyone who intentionally or willfully and wantonly vioates the
ohild's righta under this aotion.

CONCLUSION

Publio Law 96-272 was passed almost exactly eight years ago.
post of my testimony bas focused on weaknesses in the law that
could only be identified after implementation. The federal law
is a oritioal vehicle to aohieving permanency planning. The
states are beginning to respond. We have come a long way thanks
to your efforts, but we stn. ;1,ve a long ways to go.
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NOTES

1. At the time of the passage of Public Law 96-272, Senator Alan
Cranston stated of the reasonable efforts requirement:

IT3hese seotions are aimed a., making it clear that States
must make reasonable efforts to prevent the removal of
children from their homes. In the past, foster care has
often been the first option seleoted when a family is in
trouble: the new provieions will require States to examine
alternatives and provide, wherever feasible, home-based
services that will help keep families together, or help
reunite familiea. Of course, State child protective
agencies will oontinue to have authority to remove
immediately ohlldren from dangerous situations, but where
removal can be prevented through the provision of home-
hased services, these agencies will be required to provide
suoh servioes before removing the child and turning to
foster oars. These provieions, I believe, are among the
most important aapects of this legislation. Far too many
children have been broken apart when they could have been
preserved with a little effort. Foster care ought to be a
last resort rather than the first.

126 CONG. REC. 56942 (daily ed. June 13, 1980).

2. For a discussion on the importance of visiting, see, for
example: Fanshel, David and Shinn, E.B., Parental Visiting of
Children in Foster Care: A longitudinal ILciy, New York:
Columbia University (1978); Panshel, David, Parental Visiting of
Children in Foetvr Care: Key to Sooial Services
Review 49:493-514 (Deoember 1975); Hess, Peg, Parent-Child
Attachment Concept: Cruoial for Permanency Plannin?, Social
Casework 63(1):46-53 (1982).

3. The testimony made clear that there is a need not only for
improved Federal funding, but also for new requirements in the

law to assure that State programs include a variety of services
to prevent the need for foster care, as well as to protect
children who, despite such services, nonetheless must be placed
in foster care."

H.R. REP. NO. 136, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 28 (1979).

4. A review of the leg,slative history indicates this goal:

The time reeded to develop comprehensive emergency, preventive
and restorative servioes. preclude sudden improvements.
However, it is expected that the States will effectively use
their new funds to accomplish meaiurable improvement over a
reasonable length of time.

H.R. REP. NO. 136, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 44 (1979).

5. Compare Sorivner v. Andrews, 816 F.2d 261, 264 (6th Cir.
1987) and In re Soott County Master Docket, 672 F. Supp. 1152,
0200-1205 (D. Minn. 1987) (holding that Public Law 96-272 is a
Yunding statute and does not supply a private cause of action)
with Lynch v. Dukakis, 719 F.2d 504 (1st Cir. 1983) and J. L.
Massinga, 838 F.2d 118 (4th Cir. 1988) (finding a private right
of action under the law).
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Acting Chairman DowNEv. Mr. Burton.

STATEMENT OF J. RANDOLPH BURTON, SPOKESPERSON, JUSTICF
FOR CHILDREN, HOUSTON, TEX.

Mr. BURTON. Thank you.
I am an attorney and currently an associate in the law firm of

Kennedy, Burleson & Hackney. I am the former chief prosecutor of
the family offenses section of the Harris County District Attorney's
Office in Houston. I am also the founder and spokesperson for a
community-based child advocacy group called Justice for Children.
On behalf of the group, I would like to thank you for the opportu-
nity to testify today.

Justice for Children is the advocate of the children in our com-
munity who have been, are, or will be abused or neglected.

Our group's basic position is that the current system denies our
children equal protection and due process by limiting advocacy to a
social agency which is also the advocate for the perpetrator of the
abuse.

The problems of these children have clme to be viewed as family
problems and the requirements, needs, and vaiues of the law en-
`orcement entities are also abused and denied. Typically, the child

as been left at the mercy of a nonjudicial family solution assumed
oy Children's Protective Services to be the best, if not the only,
remedy, and one passively approved by law enforcement. The CPS
assumption has literally proved to be a fatal one.

This outcome is the inadvertent result of Federal legislation,
Public Law 96-272, which provides financial incentives for rehabili-
tation of the perpetrator and preservatior of the family unit. This
legislation has been interpreted by CPS as requiring them to pre-
serve families or lose their Federal funding.

As a consequence, CPS' agenda is to preempt the authority and
responsibilities of law enforcement entities in order to ensure their
control of the process.

The tragic results of allowing CPS to set the agenda for law en-
forcement would appear to be the deaths of 20 children in 1986 due
to abuse and neglect in Harris County, Texas, alone. These came in
cases in which CPS was aware of a current or prior case of abuse
or neglect. Caseworkers, sometimes teams of caseworkers, made de-
lil-erate decisions not to involve the police.

In my written testimony, I have detailed two specific: instances
that illustrate the points I am trying to make. I do not want to
take the committee's time by going into those cases here. However,
I would urge !lie members of the committee and the staff to review
those cases, because they demonstrate the great and oftentimes
tragic lengths to which one agency will go in order to preserve th .
flow of Federal dollars into its pi )gram.

There are countless other instances in which CPS has preempted
and prevented police involvement in an effort to cover up its mis-
takes, prevent interference with the goal of preservation of the
family unit, beta -e it staff believes no crime exists.

Such cases have created a fire storm of adverse community reac-
tion over the past tw ) years resulting in the formation of Justice
for Children, an ongoing Texas Senate investigation, extensive and
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detailed media reports, investigative stories, interviews, and edito-
rials.

Investigations into CPS are being conducted by the Texas De-
partment of Human Services, county and local governments, and
law enforcement agencies.

From its inception, Justice for Children has held the consistent
position that the sole authority for intake and investigation of
criminal cases must be placed in the hands of the police.

However, we believe that whatever is done along these lines at a
State and local level, the problems that have arisen as a result of
the funding incentives in Public Law 96-272 must be addressed by
the Federal Government.

We believe this because nothing else, including the funding and
expenditure .1 $896 million by CPS over the past 10 years in Texas,
has provided even a trend in the reduction of child abuse.

The system is a national failure; in Texas, child abuse has dou-
bled under it.

We hear from every quarter that to change the system will cost
dollars and in many, if not in most instances, we are told that the
current process is saving us a lot of money. For example, under the
current system, we save money by not requiring police participa-
tion in cases clearly involving a felony; not requiring the DA's par-
ticipation since CPS decides which cases should be referred to the
criminal courts and which ones should not; not needing the court
system because CPS is determining the guilt or innocence of the
perpetrator; not needing the prison system because the perpetrator
goes into counseling instead of into jail; not needing the parole
system because CPS decides when the perpetrator has been reha-
bilitated.

The sad and tragic fact is that no money has been saved, consid-
erable amount may have been inadvertently misapplied, and the
children left at unacceptable risk to the community.

The agency designed to protect abused chiidren has lost sight of
its purpose. Its administrators and many of its caseworkers have
become more concerned with protecting the system than the chil-
dren.

No one can be satisfied with the current situation that shows
$6,256,664,000 in Federal funding alone since 1981 for child wel-
fare, foster care and adoption activities, while the incidence of
child abuse continues to increase at an epidemic pace; a chronic
shortage of caseworkers continues to exist according to CPS; noth-
ing is being done to resolve the conflicts between the criminal jus-
tice system and CPS; CPS' appetite for preemption of authority
continues unabated; and law enforcement officials continue to
sweep the problem under the rug. All of the money in the world
will not help without fundamental changes in the authority, policy
and proceaures of CPS.

This committee should seriously examine the following in its
search for solutions:

One, clarifying the legislative intent of Public Law 96-272 and
related Federal statutes t.) ensure flu the principal priority of
CPS is the protection of the child, not ti,.. preservation of defective
family units.
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i...msonable efforts to prevent or eliminate removal of the child
from the home does not mean every possible effort. As one author
has stated, "No effort is reasonable effort where serious abuse or
neglect is suspected."

Two, the poL3ibility of reallocatinb Federal funds to include
grants for child abuse units for increased law enforcement pres-
ence, training and responsibilities.

Three, the emphasis of quality foster care and emergency care al-
ternatives, rather than relying upon rigid funding formulas and in-
centives toward in-home services. We must have effective proce-
dures to actually protect the child while in protective custody.

Four, removal of CPS from direct -riminai intake and investiga-
tion Common sense would dictate t ' -Ilice should refer cases to
CPS, not vice versa, with any civil -Cation subordinate to the
police investigation.

Five, providing independent review of the process. This independ-
ent review should include the ability to audit files and forward its
findings to a forwarding point independent of the child abuse
system. Pubic Law 96-272 currently provides for such a periodic
audit of the programs and in Texas this has shown no real benefits
thus far.

Six, providing national education, training and standards for
CPS case workers.

Seven, establishing criteria to be used na )nwide for retaining
minimums for when a child mu ., be remove a and parental rights
terminated.

In conclusion, our communit-- is prepared to accept some disloca-
tion of the family relationship in reference to death by torture of
the child, just as the children are part of that community, and one
of its goals should be part of that solution, not part of the children.
From its inception, it has been made clear elimination of CPS is
not one of its goals. We believe a solution acceptable to all reasona-
ble parties is possible when the roots of the problem are exposed
and the excel. .3 of ideology curbed.

We believ' a most correa and efficient balance of th needs of
adult entities of the children's protective networks si 11d be in
place. Only when this is the case is it possible to maximize the top
priority, protection of the rights and the physical ard psychological
safety of a child.

In a similar set of circumstances, a social observer once posed the
following question: These are our children. If we will not help
them, if we will not care for them, if we will not love them, then
'kilo will? The answer then, as the answer now, the community will
for the community must or the community is lost.

[The statement of Mr. Burton follows:]

2 4 7,
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STATEMENT OF RANDY BURTON

FEDERAL FUNDING AND ITS imrecr ON THE PRIORITILS OF
CHILDREN'S PROTECTIVE SERVICES

My name Randy Bur on. I am an attorney and am currently
an associate with the law t rm of Kennedy, Burleson 6 Hackney. I

have been designated as the 'Outstanding Young Lawyer of Houston"
for 1987 1988. I am the former Chief Prosecutor of the Family
Offenses Section of the Harris County Distr.ct Attorney's Office
in Houston. I am also the founder Ind spoke aerson for a commu-
nity based child advocacy group called "Justice For Children."

Justice For Children .s the advocate of the children in our
community who have been, are, or will be abused cr neglected.

The basic position of this group is that the current system
denies ur childrcl equal protection under the law and due
process while limiting advocacy to a social agency which is aisc
the advocate for the perpetrator of the abusi.

This agency, Children's Protective Services ("CPS"), has
arrived at the position of dominante in this area through pre-
emp,ion of t'-,e authority and responsibility ..t law enforcement
ertities and the passive default of these entities of their
authority and responsibility.

The problems of these children hai,e cc,e to be vie., (td as
"family problems" and the requirements, needs and values of the
law enforcement entities are also abused and denied. "'ypically,
the child has been left at the mercy of a n_n-iudicial "family
aolution" assumed by CPS to be the best, if not the only, remedy
and oae passively approved by law enforcement. The CPS assump-
tion has 1...erally pro' id to be a fetal one.

This, outcome is he inadvertent result t rederal legisla-
tion, P L. 96-272, which provides -1r-tar-Iola' incentives for rehab-
ilitation of the perpetrator and preservation of the family
unit. This legislation t s been interpreted by CPS as their
passport to the preemption of the authority and responsibilities
of law enforcement ent,, ies.

The tragic results of allowing CPS to se. the agenda for law
enforcement would appear to be the deaths of Ity childrer in
1986 dui to abuse and neglect in Barris Ct.a Texas, alone.
These came in cases in which CPS was aware of a current pr prior
case of abuse or neglect. Jesse Wheeler, Stephen Joel Cox and
Darrel McFadden died in 1987 child abuse in situations where
previous or current case histories showed abuse by family mem-
bers aseworkers, sometimes teams of cas-.irkers, made delib-
erate iecicions not to involve the police.

Cases where children die from physica. abuse and neglect
represent a small por ion of the total rcidence of child
abuse ure example of a case where a child did not dic intolved
a 14 year old girl who suffered as a victim ,it an ongaing ialony,
the aggravated sexual assault by her stepfatter from age 12 to
14. As you will see, this was compcunded by tact tt it no one
in authority treated the situation aa the COMISSION LA a :aert,us
crime. It is revealing to examine the ciron (aical development
of this case.

°January '1, 1985. The child, (heryl, reports NI tape
to her school counselor wh., accord ng to school
policy, refers the c,se the ,itime day to CPS as an
"emergency" or high priority (ase because the little
girl was atr.id to gu home. The counsel told that
a cat,worker is unavailable se the child in sent home.

°Januari 22, 1985. The CPS oaseworrot interviews
Cheryl Jnd decides to place her in in emergency shelter
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witn voluntary sign-in and sign-out privileges by her
parents.

°Jar 'try 24, 1985. Not srprisingly, Cheryl is signed
out y her parents and the mother attempts to transter
Cheryl to another school. Mother tells Cheryl's school
nurse that the stepfather "didn't mean anything . . .

he jvst does that and its okay . . Cheryl doesn't
care.'

',:lanuarx 25, 1985. The nurse receives repor,s that
Cheryl is stating to other students that she is being
raped. When the caseworker is contacted, she states
that she will wait a week before cont cting the family
and that she is going to "work with the family."

°February 1, 1985 to February 25, 1385. The nurse
places numerous calls to the caseworker, informing her
that the child fears she ',tight be pregnant (no medical
exam had been conducted b: ,PS as cf February 25,
:9861. The nurse notes that Cheryl is crying at school
much of the time end complains that she is being
punished by her mother, told she is a whore and accused
of "telling." During this period, the nurse contacts
the Sheriff's Department and speaks with a detective in
the child abuse unit who tells her that a repert has
been filed but, since there has been no follow up by
CPS, there can be no follow up by his department. (The
perception of law enforcement authorities has been so
distorted by CPS preemption that a law enforcement
officer is waiting for approval from the employee of a
,ocial agency before he answers a call that indicates a
felony in progress.) It order to expedite the process,
the nurse asks her state representative to speak with
CPS. The CPS Regional Director responds that "the
chila is happy and the father is in counseling. The
nurse checks and t1-.c best information available is that
the father was not to counseling. The caseworker
decides to place Cheryl .n protective custody because
her mother is denying the abuse and the stepfather has
not called the caseworker as requested. In an inter-
view on this date, Cheryl states that she has been
raped since she was 12 years cid and that the
assault occurred three days ago.

°February 28, 1985. The CPS Regional Director contacts
the school superintendent to criticize the school
nurse, counselor and principal for being insensitive to
the CPS "cause."

°March 6, 1985. A medical exam 1, tally done which
supports allegations of sexual assault CPS re. acts
the nurse from speaking with the child or bringing her
clothing. The nurse is also told ,y CPS that Cheryl
lied about the rape. The nurse learns trom a friend of
Cheryl's that she is feeling suicide, and Is receiving
t'reatening phone calls from her mo')er

°March 14, 1985 Cheryl te.ls the schoo counselor
that she "can't talk to anyure until she contesses that
1, was all a lie "

°March 19, 1985, CPS check:, the child Jut net
parents.

°March 27, 19W, Cheryl tells the sChopl ,el,r
that she feels sick and Is atra..: to qc name She
threatens to kill herself.

°March 28, 1985 With the ar,;,SlahCe Or a 1:1'.ate
child guidance ouunselor, the nurse and c-unse,cq at
Cheryl's school are able convince the CPS case ,orker
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to interview Cheryl again. The process for a second
interview takes almost an additional munth.

°Aprii 23, 1985. At this meeting, CI, ryl states that
she is still being raped. The case,. -ker now states
that she believes Cheryl, recommends the filing of
charg-k,s to the Sheriff and places Cheryl in foster
care. Charges are immediately filed with the District
Attorney's Office.

°May 3, 1985. The case is ", billed" h- the grand
Jury. Following Cheryl's pla,ement in tos.,r care, the
Defendant's attorney obtains visitation privileges from
the Juvenile Court. Cheryl's foster parent states that
the Defendant contacts Cheryl on a daily basis and
enc urages her to run away.

°Ma, 20, 1985. The Defendant removes Cheryl from
school °or three days and takes her _,ut =f the sta,e.

`September 8, 198b. In accordance with my assignment
to orosecdtP the case, I have my fist meeting with
Cheryl. In thi.; meetinc, Cheryl recants her story.
She also states that her mother would have to leave her
brothers and sisters and get a job it her father goes
tc prison. When I contact CPS and ,peak with Cheryl's
caseworker, I AM turd that if I want to see an' thing
frog thou files on this case, ' w 11 need to go
thr ugh toe CPS attorney. Prior co trial, I set up
another meeting tc review Cheryl's testimony.

°O, Ober 20, 1985 The day before trial, I contact
Cheryl's foster mother [3 meet with r, witness and am
toil that she is under orde's from CF; not to let any
member of the District Attorney's Ot'ice spe,. ,ii th
Cheryl without an attorrey tram CPS present. I am
furher informed that Cheryl will not be available in
an event becausc she is J,Isiring with he Defendant.

°Cctobeg 21, 1985. Cheryl's case is tr ed ti the court
and Cheryl testifies. On the stand, Cheryl breaks down
aid tearfully tells the judge of how she has been
-epeatedly raped by the Defendant. The judgc. finds the
Defendant guilty and, after a pre-sentence investiga-
tion, sent ,noes him to ten }ears in the Texas Depar
menr of Corrections

°Februari 28, 1986. The adviaory board of CPS writes a
threatening letter to the school board, stating that
Cheryl's nurse as well a; another sch, urse "do not
understand the role of cur agency" and lair' that their
actions, including attempt. to force CPS to take action
in certain cases, are illegal and unetnical, and imply
the possibility of a lawsuit.

close the illustration of this particular rase, let's look a,
the outcome for the princloals of this case

°The perpetrator was sentenced to ten years with the possi-
bil,cy of parole after serving one third of his term.

°'ine natural mother, an accessory to 'he ,rinit before and
afte the fact, was never charged and received no punisc-
mert.

°The vic_im was forced to suLmit for a period of ter, months
to aggravated sexual assaul' because the process excluded
the participation of law enforcement authorities. The
victim received a life sen,ence with no hope of parole.

I wart to mace a brief pre,,rntatior ' a second case that
ended in the death ct the victim.

2 )
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Jesse Wheeler was only three months old when he and four
oiler siblings were removed for chronic neg'ect from their
natural mother, Jacqueline Warren. Jesse was oospitalized for
s:veial months before he was placed with foster parents, Sharon
and Hike Wilkens, where he remaine.s for almost a year and a
half. This was a time of healing, recovery and happiness, and he

responding fully to parental care and love when he was
removed from this environment and returned to the home of his
natural mother and stepfather, Thomas Warren, on March 24, 1987.

Jesse was only two years old when this decision was made by
a Harris County Juvenile Court judge in a hearing that considered
the recommendations of CPS and Jesse's court appointed attorney,
but never heard the opinions of his foster parents. The court
returned Jesse, despite full knowledge of the natural mother's
record of neglect, and evidence that the step,:ather had been
previously indicted for rape of his four year old daughter
(another judge dropped the indictment on the grounds that the
four year old's testimony could not be ruled upon because of her
age).

This decision did not apply s Jesse's four older
siblings. Jesse alone was placed in the environment that
resulted in the systemat.c physical abuse by his stepfather with
the acquiescence of his mother. The evidence proved that the
stepfather had become enraged when Jesse refused to eat his
pizza. Holes and hair were found in the sheetrock indicating
that the child's head had been slammed into the wall. Pizza had
beet forced down his throat. His body had been bruised over 80%
by shaking, kicF ing and hitting. Jesse's cause of death, which
occurred on May 8, 198/, was listed as "cInnt trauma to the head
and asphyxiation "

Jesse alone was chosen as the social experiment to determine
what others already knew: that the Warren home wad r. place to
raise a child. At two years of age, Jesse could .rely talk,
much less protect himself or call for help. Jesse presse is
fear and frustration to his foster parents after a it wit is
mother during the transition back "home"* "Boy crying . . . baby
crying."

The Children's Protective Services caseworker compounded Lhe
error of this tragic decision to return the child by lea' ng
Jesse in the natural mother's home despite unmistakable sign of
injury. Since CPS did not involve the police in the assessment,
the viewpoint of law enforcement was never considered. Bruising
and black eves were apparently evident to the caseworker two

days beto,, ,use's death, but no act.,n was taken to remove
him. Jacqueline and Thomas Warren were arrested and charged with
first degree inju to a child. Both have pleaded guilty and
have been sentenced to lengthy prisun terms.

The most difficult thing for the cummanity to Lcept about
Jesse's case 1, ,hat he had n. athocate and, at tJo years of age,
he could not advu,ate for himself Jr c'on'e, '1, experiences to
anyone else. It la-, enforcement had been permuted to exercise
Its authority and responsibility under the criminal justice
system, they wnaad have, in tact, bccJme h,s advocate end Jesse's
death would not have occurred. It is paradoxicil that in
Cheryl's case, snL had the ability to commuicale, but Lhe
failure of the system prevented her from dmina ,J, In Jesse's
case, he had no ab.lity Lu commun.cale aid the faliure of Lhe
system prevented hAil from hafina the proper advocate.

There are countless other instances 'n ohich CPS has pre-
empted and prevented pcilice involvement 's an effort to cover up
its mistakes or .revent. interference ,,Ith It i philosophy 3f
"rehabilitation of the perpetrator and prrserVati r ,t the family
unit" or because its staff believes nu crime exists.

2 7s
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Similar norror stories have provoked responses for child
welfare reform in other states such as Washington (Matthew
Crackmore) and Neg York (Elizabeth Steinberg).

The other side of the coin is law enforcement default and
equal culpability. Law enforcement in these circumstances does
not have de facto authority.

There has been a fire storm of adverse community reaction
over the past two years. The reaction of local communities all
over the state has produced an ongoing Texas Senate committee
investigation. The Houston media have provided extraurdinary
visibility through investigative stories, coverage of individual
cases, interviews and editorials. The Harris County District
Attorney's Office has undertaken some steps with CPS that should
prove to be helpful. The Harris County Sheriff', Department has
requested additional manpower to help deal with the problem. The
Commissioner's Court has held a hearing into the problems at
CPS. An internal investigation by the Texas Department of Human
Services, the parent group of our CPS, is under way with comple-
tion schedules by August, 1988.

Justice For Children has helu the cons,stent position that
tlIP sole authority for intake, prioritizaticn, criminal investt-
gation and referral to other entities in the system be placed ,n
the hands c. the police. All entitles world ue answering to ,ne
point, the leglflu-lie req_ cements r_f the cr,mina, justice system
would be preserved; the legitimate requirert-nts :PS under the
L:vil la.i would be preserved; all counterprcdu, ,ve complexity,
ambiguity ead rudderless activity would be reduued tr, a minimum;
and the incidence of child ubuse would decrease

Nothing elae, inc'uding fu,Khrig and ,,p,Iditure of 5896
rt. L ion try CPS over the past ten years has pi-,_.Led even a trend
in that direction. In fict, the ,ecidence cf Child abuse and
neglect has doubled.

To make th's chang- obviously must in increasing the
child ateise resources, inc,uding ma!puwer, at he euuston Police
Department and Harris Co ,ty Sheriff s It may also
require increased resources in 'he Harr,, District
Attorney's nff,ce. Other c)sts n t current!, foreseen may be
incurted. It will almost certainly lead to a teexdmibation of
CI'S funding and there's the rub. CPS funding in large measure
is provided by the federal government, and tt_nding tur law
enforcement Is provided by state and local taeb and .ees.

'ft_ present federal funding process rewartF preemption and
drfaolt. The system 1,, a national failure, rhIld abuse has
double ,.!cor it, The best that can oe said of thiu method is
that It -s .seriously inefficient.

We hear from every quarter that to chary, the ybtem will
cost dollars but in many, if not in mcst instd,I. es, 4e are told
that the current proces., is sav,rg us a 1.t runey. For
e,ample, under the current process te air told

o we du not require police participati, i Lames clearly
ii rthlvIng a felony.

o W do not require the Harm., L,,unty .srict Attorney's
participation t,ince CPS de, ides which ta,e, should be
referred to the criminal courts and wt shuuld riDt.

o We do not need the court system because CPS is determining
the guilt or innocence of the perpetrat,r

o We do not need the prison b/steJ, beca,,,e the per petratur
q os Into counseling Instead of into

o We do n't need t ht parole system becdu a. i PS .IcLides when
file perpetrator has been rehabilitated
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The sad and tragic fact is that n,, 7_,ey has been saved,
considerable amounts may have bee- inadvertently misapplied, and
the children lett at unaccept, .c risk to the community.

The agency designed to protect abused children nas lostsight or its purpose. its administrators a,,, many of its
caseworkers have become more concerned with protecting the system
than the chiliren. No one can be satisfied c,,th the current
situation that shot's $6,256,664,000.00* in federal funding alone
since 1981 for child welfare, foster care and adoption activi-
ties, while the incidence of child abuse continues to increase at
an epidemic pace; a chronic shortage of caseworkers continues to
exist according to CPS; nothing is being done to resolve the
conflicts between the criminal iustice system and CPS, CPS' appe-
tite for preemption continues unabated, and law enforcement offi-
cials continue to sweep the problem under the rug

Any navigator thinking about_ a course change had better know
that the federal contribution must be regarded as a highly favor-
able current, an indispensable current probably, and to steer a
way out of it could mean that we will never get to where we wan'to go. On the other hand, all of the money In the world would
not help without fundamental changes in the authority, policy and
procedures of CPS.

This Committee should seriously examine the following in itssearch for solutions:

(I) The podsibility of reallocating federal funds toinclude rants for child abuse units for increased law enforce-
ment preo?nce, training and reaponsiollittes.

(2) The wisdom of rigid funding orientation and incentives
towards "in home" services versus foster care and emergency care
alternatives, along with effective procedures to protect thecnild while in "protective custody."

(3) Removal of CPS from direct criminal int -e, prioritiza-
tion, investigation and referral. Common sense would dictate
*hat police sh: ,ld refer cases to CPS, witn any -ivil investiga-
tion subordinate to tne police investigation.

(4) Providing for an independent review of the process.
This independent review should include the ability to auditfiles, determine accountability for financial and operational
performances and toward its findings to a reporting point inde-
pendent of the other entities involied it the ch116 abuse
system. P.L. 96-272 currently provide;, for a periodic and inde-
pendently conducted audit of the CPS programs. Thio has shown no
real benefits thus far.

(5) Clarifying the lc,islatice ,ntent of P,L 96-272 and
related federal statutes to enure that the principal priority of
CPS is the prorect,or of the child, nor the pre,eivation of the
family unit. "Reasonable effort," t prevent eliminateremoval dt the child from the home doe_, not mean everry possible
effort. As one au'hor has stated, "n effort 1, reasonable
eFtort where seilcnr, abuse or ieci,ect is 51';PeCted "

(6) Providing ational ethicati_1, training and certitica-
t]on standards fur CPS casewurLcrs

*Background Material and Data ,n Pr,gramz within the Jurisdiction
of the Committee or Ways and means 1994 rd., Section .1 "Child
Welfare, roster Care and Adoption Assistance Program Title IV,
Parts B and r," Table 1, page 566.
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(7) Establishing criteria or an expert model for oeter-
mining irreducible minimums for when a chile must be removed or
parental rights terminated.

Our community is prepared to accept sore dislocations of the
family relationship in preference to death by torture of a
child. Justice For Children is part of that community and one of
its goals is to be part of the solution, not part of the problem.

From its inception, Justice For Children has made it clear
that elimination of CPS is not one of its goals. We believe that
a solution acceptable to all reasonable parties is possible when
the roots of the problem are completely exposed and the excesses
of partisan ideology curbed. We are not opponents of the preven-
tion and rehabilitation of the family unit philosophy as long as
the correct and cost efficient balanc of the needs of all the
entities of the children's protective network are in place. Only
when this is the case is it possible to maximize the top
priority the protection of the rights and the physical and
psychological safety of the child.

In a similar set of circumstances, a social observer once
posed the following question: "T ..e are our hildren. If we
will not lelp them, if we will not care for them, if we will not
love th m, then who will?" The answer then is the .nswer now
the community will, for the community must or the community is
lost.
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Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Thank you. I thank all the panelists
for their testimony. I want to ask one question, if you could all
briefly respond, regarding the "reasonable efforts" standard,
whether or not it provides attorneys, caseworkers, and the judici-
ary with sufficient guidance in determining what those efforts
should be and if it allows them the elex;eility to make :cisions on
a case-by-case basis.

Judge JONES. It certainly allows flexibility. There is no definit:an
of what constitutes reasonobLi efforts. That is determined on a
,....se-by-case basis. It varies from case to case, place to place.

I think there is a debate among folks I talk with about whether
that is good or not good. Some folks think it is desirable to ha ,e
that ambiguity in the phrase. Others think we need more in the
way of definition I am in the latter camp. I suggested in my writ-
ten testi.nony some things I think at minimum it ought to require.

I mentioned in my testimony that I was pleased these commit-
tees are meeting jointly because it underscores the interrelation-
ship between child support and the issues we are talking about
here today, a substantial percentage of kids in roster care, or at
risk of being placed in foster care do not receive support from an
absent parent. Economic deprivation resulting in part from non-
support contributes to their problems. Reasonable efforts should re-
quire that the nonsupport issue be addressed.

Mr. HARDIN. As I indirectly indicated in my testimony, one of
the problems with reasonable efforts is the fact that it is not clear
what services exist or are evailable. If it were clear to the courts
what services exist and are available in the con, -nunity and if
there were State policy, as mandated by Federal law, objectifying
the service delivery system, and, further, if information were being
provided both to the parties and to the court consistently on what
service has been provided, then it would be easier to implement the
reasonablo efforts determination on a case-by-case basis.

The problem now compounding the lack of a specific definition of
reasonable efforts is that there is no meaningful basis to make the
determination.

Ms. WEINBERG. I -To along with that. Part of what is happening
in Illinois is the way our st-itute is written. If you read it literally,
a child must be returned home if the court finds that reasonable
efforts have not been made. I know virtually no judge will ever
find reasonable efforts have not been made when they still want to
ensure that a child is removed. The judges do not know what sort
of resources are out there to determine whether or not in fact the
agency could have made more efforts.

I am not convinced enough effort has been made to develop the
resources needed to prevent removal or return a child home, which
is part of why we propose that there should be at least minimal
guidelines in terms of what must be available out there across the
board.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Mr Burton.
Mr. BURTON. Because the overriding priority of the system is to

protect the family as opposed to the child, we believe in many cases
that inreasonable efforts are being made to leave the child in a
h'sme that you or I, or perhaps an average citizen, would say is a
clearly risky environment for that child because of lengthy history

n r.--
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of abuse or neglect. We do need some standards, irreducible mini-
mums, an expert model, if you will, that case workers can use so
the best among them can pass their experience on to ones who are
less experienced and could make better judgments on the basis of
these guidelines as to whether a child should be left in the home or
returned to the family.

My principal concern is that I believe it is impossible for the in-
dividual who is trying to preserve a family at the dime time to in-
cl.:Ten iently advocate for the needs of the child and for the legiti-
mate needs of law enforcement. I think that is putting this case-
worker in a position of terrible conflict of interest: I won't say that
in cases of minor neglect that there aren't situations where you
can leave the child in the home, preserve the family unit and have
a happy outcome.

But we see cases where children who are obviously at risk are
left in the environment. There is a problem with the reasonable
effort standard.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Mr. Miller.
Chairman MILLER. This issue of compliance is one that troubles

me a great deal. I am now at the point in these hearings, and other
hearings that I have had on the same subject recently in Los Ange-
les, that it seems V me that there is kind of a grand conspiracy
going on here; thai. you essentially have the courts, the lawyers
and the social workers and everybody winking and nodding at one
another about compliance.

Because if you require compliance, the system comes to a grind-
ing halt and stops. In fact, services are not really available. They
could certainly be created in the community, but that choice has
not been made. And the reasonable effort part of this legislation is
partly an outgrowth. If you look at the history of this legislation,
where one or more judges at some point said, "Wait a minute. Wait
a minute. You guys, you are just not complying with what was
then the existing law," and sort of saying, "not in my court, you
are not going to continue this kind of activity", and the thing did
come to a grinding halt. Kids had to be brought home or taken out
of institutions. You created a gridlock to which Public Law 96-272
responded. But there was at some point somebody saying, that is it.
We are not going along any further with this.

I listened to a judge in Los Angeles last week who testified to me
essentially that everybody, including himself, is out of compliance.
Everybody knows it. And we are just shuffling the kids around
hoping that they don't die in the process, and I mean literally die
in the process, because that is the worst thing that can happen to
you in terms of public relations. That is when it gets the mayor
coming down on you or gets the Congressperson or somebody else
coming down on you.

So up until that time, we are just kind of moving kids back and
forth through the system. And people are moving kids according to
where they think they can pick up a reimbursement rate. It may
have nothing to do with what the real problem surrounding that
kid is. You can create the means by which to get him into the juve-
nile justice system if there is money there. You can create the
process to get him before the court. Or you can create the process
to get him into the mental health system if there is money in the

2i6
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mental health system. If you have a progressive county, you can
get him into both systemic and get reimbursed.

But the fact is really that this system is now essentially illegal in
every jurisdiction in the country. No?

Judge JONES. I don't know if that is true in every jurisdiction. I
would certainly agree that that is a problem of significant magni-
tude across the land, and particularly in the urban areas.

Chairman MILLER. Certainly if we put more definitions into rea-
sonable effort, this system is out of compliance in every jur'sdic-
tion.

Judge JONES. / can't disagree that the system is out of conipli-
ance. I would take issue that it is out of compliance in every court
in the land.

I have an enforcement concern.
Chairman MILLER. Judges who believe their court is not out of

compliance can tell us why it is not.
Judge JONES. I won't be one to come forward. I have a different

concern-
Chairman MILLER. You have a different level of ;esources avail-

able to you because of circumstances, right?
Judge JONES. We are a community that is relatively wealthy in

resources.
Chairman MILLER. There are clearly changes that need to be

made in the act. You always worry that if you are the author of
the act, you start protecting against all people. But I get a sense
that the system has just now been so jammed because of the dra-
matic increase in reporting and child protective compliances and
teachers and people who are required under the law to participate
in the reporting of child abuse and neglect and what have you, that
there is just no ability to work. I am not saying that people are
willingly out of compliance or people take delight in this or any of
that. It is just the simple fact that you are now in a system that,
whether it was ever resource rich or whether it was ever adequate,
is now so resource poor that you cannot deal with these people on a
rational basis.

Mr. HARDIN. I don't completely agree. I think there is a paradox
in the law that the law is providing money for child welfare agen-
cies to pressure the courts to do things. But it is not providing any
money to the courts. So the courts don't have the same built-in in-
centives to comply vnd implement the law that child welfare agen-
cies have.

Courts have to allocate scarce resources just like other institu-
tions. And there are competing desires and demands, for court time
among the criminal docket, the civil docket involving large private
litigation, and the juvenile court docket.

Chairman MILLER. I don't disagree with what you are saying.
That is just to me another piece of evidence that it may be because
of demand, that it is out of compliance. If judges don't have the
time and resourcesthis system came into existence because we
were jolted by a study whim said it took 6 minutes to do a periodic
rev'ew. I suggest if I go back and look, I could find a whole host of
county courts where 6 minutes might look like a long time.

Mr. HARDIN. There have been improvements in terms of judicial
time. The demands have outpaced the improvements.

2 ri 7
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What : suggest is there could be a more positive Federal role in
encouraging the judiciary in a way somewhat analogous to the way
agencies have been encouraged to do things. Agencies have made
terrific strides. There didn't used to be written case plans 10 years
ago or panels which conducted periodic review.

Chairman MILLER. I understand that. I am not here to force you
to defend the system, because I think all of those are improve-
ments. All of those in fact are the law. That is what is required.
We knew there weren't individualized case plans attorneys sitting
in your room. That is why they are all manda.ed in the law, and
that is why in theory the system allows you, after reviewing all of
the evidence, to move the child either way: back home or into the
system. It really does. But, maybe 0re is nothing available, so, for
the ;Ake of shelter, we put the chile. 'ack into a dangerous situa-
tion. That is unacceptable.

What I am trying to lay out here is that it seems to me, with the
problems in the court, the diminishing supply of foster parents, the
comrlexity of the children, the caseloads, that we have a system
that may not be broken, but it is so jammed now it work. The
best intentioned people cannot make the system work, because of
the amount of time required and the overwhelming contacts that
must be made, for the system is more complicated than it was 10
years ago. You are dealing with attorneys, dealing with children
more than you were before, and it is not as cozy an arrangement.

We now have to recognize what it is we have created and see
where we should start to fund it so thLt it can work better. For
instance, in New York they say, "try funding a computer so we can
just keep track of kids before you give us surface money." It ranges
in different jut.' dictions.

But I don't get a sense that it is inherently broken down from
what the law requires, I guess. There clearly are improvements
that could be made. I think just this panel and the previous panel
made a whole series of recommendations that we should absolutely
consider for changes. But when I watch people, my local comm,,ni-
ty struggle to find placement, struggle to try to get family counsel-
ing as opposed to focusing in on just the child so that maybe you
can rehabilitate that home, it is an endless, and, for the most part,
unsuccessful quest on behal' of the entire caseload.

There are a lot of peopi,J on waiting lists for very good services,
but they are on the waiting list. They will be out of the system
before their appointment comes up

Mr. HARDIN. I feel we are at a higher level than where we were.
We have a different problem now than we had 8 or years ago. S,
lot of the kids that were the easy cases have moved out of the
system. There is more abuse that we are now aware of and a lot cf
abuse that is now being dealt with due to improved reporting.

So now the difficult kids that ought to be in fie system are in
the system. We are having to cope with them, and it is a lot harder
and more complicated, and yet it is necessary and worthwhile to do
it.

Chairman iVIILLER. Under the audit process and under section
471, I don't get any sense over the life of this program, which
really started in 1980, that HHS used their powers under that to
nudge the system into compliance, to use that process. I under-
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stand this administration has a different philosophical view about
cutting off Federal funds and weighing in and that sort of thing.

But it seems to me from the testimony the committee received
that you have to work overtime to flunk the audit process. Yet
there are clearly gross inadequacies at various hot spots in differ-
ent systems in different States. That really has not been monitored
in the sense of saying, look, you are out of compliance with this
aspect, rand how do we move you into compliance with the use of
the Feckral law?

Again, I think we have heard enough judges to conclude that
where you check the box in terms of reasonable effort really has no
difference in outcome. If you say no reasonable effort, the audit
goes on the same as if he said reasonable effort.

Judge JONES. That is my sense from my local experience.
Chairman MILLER. Reasonable effort is obviously the key turning

point nere. That is the switching yard in terms of where these kids
go on the theory that that is a real, determination. If that determi-
nation is not real, then the system doesn't work.

Mr. HARDIN. It is not so much the problem that if one conscious-
ly makes a negative determination that HHS won't disallow fund-
ing, but rather that the determination is just made by perfunctori-
ly making an "X" mark on a box on a form. So the Federal audit
takes place. They see how many forms have the checkmark.

Chairman MILLER. The point is that you hi..ve just testified to
that. You have just nodded your head, you have just agreed to it.
And all the panelists in the previous hearing agreed to it, as did
the people in Los A.igeles. That is not what the law says. It doesn't
say you get to go through a perfunctory moti -1. It says you must
find reasonable effort. The Federal Government failed to require
compliance with the law. That is what bothers me. That is when I
say there is a conspiracy. Every witness before this hearing sug-
gested that is the case. They have all given rationales for it. If you
don't do that, the kid goes back to a more dangerous setting; if you
don't do that, there are no services.

Those may be acceptable rationalizations. The fact of the matter
is there has not been compliance. It may be because you need addi-
tional resources. But that is kind of the linchpin of the system,
whether or not that is a real finding, because it is there for the
protection of the child.

Judge JONES. I try to make it a real issue and to grapple with
whether or not reasonable efforts have been made either to avoid
removing a child or to return a child where the child was previous-
ly removed. My concern is the same as yours. Even if I make a
finding that no reasonable efforts have been made, no adverse con-
sequence flows from that finding, it is meaningless. It is not being
enforced, even if the courts do what is expected of them, the conse-
quences intended by the act are not-

Chairman MILLER. Don't necessarily flow from that.
Judge JONES. Mat is right.
Mr. HARDIN. We found that in many jurisdictions, it is the nega-

tive findings that are -are. Agencies respond differently to negative
findings Some agencies are concerned about the loss of matching
funds and will respond to negative determinations
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I wanted to say, though, that I don't think there is anything in-
trinsic in the reasonable efforts requirement that ever compels a
child to be left in an unsafe situation. It was clear in the original
history of the act. It is clear from the policy announcement put out
by the Federal Government back in 1984. That is, reasonable ef-
forts are efforts to keep the child in a family that is safe. And if
there are instances out there in the country, I don't doubt that
there are, in which agencies are using reasonable efforts as a ra-
tionalization in situations where poor judgment is exercised, that is
not in any way justified by the law.

Another thing I v luld mention in terms of prevention-
Chairman MILLER. I am going to be a little bit of a stickler. and

then I am going to give time to my colleagues.
If you read the law and the decision to remove the child was a

result of judicial determination to the effect of continuation, there
would be, contrary to the welfare of that child (assuming that you
had complied with 471(a)(15), which is prior to the placement of a
child in foster care to prevent the need to remove a child) that
other things happened, if those things hadn't happened, you cannot
make that determination and look me in the eye and tell me you
complied with the law or the congressional intent of what we
wanted.

The reason we put O.-) court in the middle of the intersection is
because a lot of people were complying with the law, and we had
people tell us they didn't know where the hell the kids were, they
didn't know the level of care, and nobody was reviewing it. Now
what v. have done is created a legal fiction and everybody kind of
looks like they are in compliance, but the kids are starting to look
like they were 10 years ago. We are paying out billions of dollars,
and we can't go tack and look at our constituents and say, This is
the system that is really for the bei fit of the child. Because there
are too many casualties. It is clearly a better system than a decade
ago, much more innovative, but it is being so overwhelmed that it
is starting to look more like the system of 10 years ago, just in
sheer numbers. But that, is my point.

I understand it is vague and all of this. But it also says, before
this judge makes that determination, section 15 has got tc, be com-
plied with. And section 15 is a fiction at this point, for whatever
reason, resources or or whatever.

Ms. WEINBERG. I think it gees to the argument as to why we
need more clarity as to what are reasonable efforts.

Chairman MILLER. You can't comply with a vague one. Of course,
we save a lot of money because we cut off all your funds.

Ms. WE 'BERG. The fact it is vague leads to not complying. You
can remove a child when the child is not safe. How many efforts do
you have to put in before you can make that decision that the child
will be at risk if he is left in the home? Do you have to be able to
put in a 24-hour-a-day homemaker to insure that the child is going
to be OK and the father is not going to come back home? Or, are
you required to du that for reasonable effort, or the fact that that
is considered unrealistic because why, if a mom can't protect her
child, then you shouldn't-

Chairman MILLER. I think the point of the question, do we also
want to include that, the authority to take the abuser and remove
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him or her from the home and let the kid go to school in the morn-
ing like the normal kid as opposed to going to a juvenile home and
having that life disrupted, let pop take the wheels and find his way
to worl I think you are right.

Ms. WEINBERG. I think part of the prJblem, too, is the resources
In Illinois, our caseworkers carry 40, 50, 60, 70 cases.

Chairman MIL.LER. How many people are you in contact with to
service 50 cases? Should you be in contact with them if you are
going to service 50 cases? You got a lawyer for the child, right?

Ms. WEINBERG. How many people should the worker be in touch
with?

Chairman MILLER. To do that case right.
Ms. WEINBERG. I don't think it is reasonable what is exi..3cted of

them.
Chairman MILLER. They have to be in touch with the lawyer, the

judge, with their lawyer, with the social worker, and, I assume, with
the other family members.

Ms. WEINBERG. You have a situation where we have to deal with
over 10,000 children, and we only have six judges.

Chairman MILLER. No wonder, listening to this testimony. Any-
body want to volunteer? Excuse me.

Mr. Coat.
Mr. COATS. I yield my time, Mr. Chairman, to Mr. Hastert.
Mr. HASTERT. Thank you, Mr chairman. Thank you, Mr. Coats.
I am amazed. I sit here and listen to testimony and listen to the

chairman. The chairman has a lot of good points. .ut as someone
who sponsored the CAP Act, the Child Abuse Protection Act in
1983 in Illinois I carried that legislation and got it passed. We put
together the review teams and tried to do a better job, passed legis-
latio in Illinois that made tougher reporting standards in ECFS in
the n.dines, and all those things that went on in that State.

Today, because we have done a good job, our reward is a negative
one because we have 1,000 people on that hotline a day. We try to
lc,,,ep the caseworkers at 50 cases per worker. That was our goal. I
remember that was our appropriation goal. When you can't add
people and you have 1,000 new cases a day on the hotline, you
know, there is a disincentive to do a good job.

But the question is, when we started adding . -'ire ruiesand you
ask for more rules, and you ask for more rules and define this, and
the people from Virginia say we ined more rulesyou will have
less compliance because you can't meet the expectations when you
put those ules down. And, you know, the legislation I have carried
in Illinois, nothing was very effective unless you had a carrot with
a stick. The carrot was some bucks to make the thing work. The
stick was compliance.

When I look at the casework I have had both my State repre-
s-r.tative office and my Congress national office today, there are
two sides to those bills we passed. I get parents saying "We are
being abused as parents because we try to keep a home together'
and/or "I try to ke-p my children tlg-tht, ano my spouse, who
now 's someplace else, is reporting me on the hotline every
othe clay because that is a good way to get back."

I mean, so many things are tied into this. And the fact is. a judge
in South Carolir or a judge in Chicago or six judges in ._`hicago,
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each are individual persons, and they have each different ideas of
what, is right and what is wrong. And when you are dealing with
human nature, it is impossible to computerize human behavior.
You can't Jo it. That is the problem.

And I t _link we try to take the holistic approach in this nation
and say w e all slip on A, B, C, D and sub-slot A; you can't do it. I
don't know what the answer is. But the more we lay down the
rules, if you wanted everything laid out for what your job is, it
makes it a lot more difficult, because you can't comply. And then
the fact is you are talking about foster care, and we are talking
about a dwindling number of foster families. I know, in Illinois, I
want to improve the law to cycle those kids out of foster care and
get them adopted. Our number of fuster families shrunk in half be-
cause the families who would take foster kids blame adoptive fami-
lies, and they were out of the market.

I don't know what the answer is. I wish I did. But it seems to me,
and I disagree in a sense, if we lay down the rules and all of a
sudden start to enforce the rules with an axe, we are not going to
have anything left.

Chairman MILLER. That is why we ended up at reasonable effort.
Then when we wrote this law. This was the debate. And in some
ways you are torn because I think in many ways the system is so
much more sophisticated and there are State statutes mirroring
what we have done here. Many States had implemented statutes
and all the things that went along at that time. If you look at the
system and you some of the things involved, you kir of believe
if you did add more resources, you would have a hettc_ system be-
ause we kind of know what to do, but in many instances we a
.aot able to purchase the counseling, the services, the things needs
by these families.

That is why I say yoti want to get more prescriptive about what
is a reasc.iable effort. Then you will really be out of compliance
an.' maybe, in the interest of the child, that = .iot such a bad thing
in terms of forcing you to come into compliance. But in ,,erms of
reality and how the system responds to that, I don't think that is a
better system. I think the judges know reasonable effort when they
see it, but they don't have the time, they know the social worker
doesn't have the time +o comply.

The question is, if au could lower those caseloads, would you
come closer to reasonable effort, would you come closer to compli-
ance by that simple fact alone? Obviously some, there is the other
panel who talked about services money Would that bring you
closer to reasonable effort than trying to prescribe in the Federal
statute what is reasonable effort? And that was the debate.

Mr. HASTERT. The debate also goes back to the issue, what do you
do? How does the system react'? I will tell you how the system
reacts in T:linois. A kid is killed in Alton, Illinois or maybe Chica-
go, and heaven, forbid, Elmhurst Then you have a half dozen legis-
lators or State senators saying let's fire the di-ector and bring in a
new director, let's restructure '.ne system. Aid the system is so
overburdened and in a sense hel,,iess. The better you make it, the
more overburdened it becomes. And that is how the system is
driven through editorials and newspapers.
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MS. WEINBERG. There is a disincentive in a w.iy in terms cf deal-
ing with reasonable efforts because the fact is you don't get sup-
port. You do not get attention or media attention when you have a
successful return-home case. You get media attention when you
return a child home and something awful has happened That is
the only time anybody hears about how this h9s been functioning.
They never heal about the successful cases.

Mr. HASTERT. The problem with the court, I have never been on
the system, but they react, too. Whit is the risk of taking a kid out
of a family? A family struggles and might have problems, but they
struggle to exist as a family. But you put the kid in i foster
system, and he gets bumped around, or Independent Living, and
the kid become abused by the s, stem.

You don't hear about that, either.
Mr. HARDIN. With regard to reasonable effort, I would add that

some things that are clear. One is that there are instances in
which no efforts to prevent placement can be seen. You have the
situation where the agency comes into the situation and it is so im-
mediately dangerous that you have to pull the child right now.

In that situation, no efforts are reasonable. You can also make a
finding that the agency ha' not made reasonable efforts and
remove the child for the child's safety. The agency did not do
enough, and there is a fisca' sanction against the agency. Unfortu-
nately, in passing and implementing State legislation, so:ne States
have not followed that, and have compelled the jui..-ge nc. to
remove if there is a r.cgatiie finding of reasonable efforts.

Mr. HASTERT. Chicago is different from Dade County or Lake
County. But every jurisdiction is different, and the reactions of the
courts and the agencies and how much funding they have differ.

It is hard enough to get uniformity in a State or county, let alone
nationwide.

Mr. HARDIN. But there a_e some basic minimums. Many States
have clarified the point no reasonable efforts doesn't prevent re-
moval Also, in the State of California, and I realize the problems
with it, there are a set of services legislatively mandated in Califor-
nia. We went out there to talk to people.

We found the services were riot available as they should be, but
that the set of services were known by the judges, known by the
workers, and exist arourd the State even if not in sufficient num-
bers

I agree in general that we have to be very cautious in our pre-
scriptiveness, because we can be counterproductive in laying on so
many details that the essence of the law can exceed the capacity to
comply. We can then become counterproductive.

Mr. BURTON. The other side of the story on "not hearing about
the good cases, where something was done to affect the family for
the better," ii. that there are many cases that, because they do not
result in child deaththe small minority of child abuse and serious
neglect casesnever come to the attention of the public.

As a result of the Texas Senate hearings, it has also been shown
that many cases do not come to the attention of the juvenile court
judge o he can say it is reasonable or unreasonable to leave the
child it, the home.

Mr. HAbTERT. The notline will show it
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' airman MILLER. Mrs. Johnson.
Mrs. JOHNSON. I am as frustrated as some of you. We can put in

more judges, more lawyers, more social workers and foster parents,
and we are still going to have inappropriate placements, unneces-
sary placements, lots of paperwork. I have agencPs that are put-
ting in the same number of hours for paperwork as they are for
nursing home visits.

The worst of it is that a lot of your paper,-ork takes a lot of real
time. A lot of social work is telephone contact, because there is not
time to go out. We have a system that is dealing primarily with
disasters, the ones that make it to the judges or to crisis levels.

What are those small modest changes we can make in the legal
structure that we might be able to make? I think it is really time
that we try not to fund everything equally. In reality we do not.
We have a wonderful program in this Nation that provides care for
all children under poverty income. But only two or three States
have implemented it.

We pay half, still only two or three States have this program. We
have to be honest with ourselves here. I think this is really an
issue of empowering parents and getting them to participate in
programs that will help change the dynamics in that family, and
intervening early. If we did nothing more but emphasize and devel-
op the requirement for early intervention then we might be able to
help some families. Let it be a coordinated requirement, not just
oriented at the disturbed children, but at preschool evaluation and
some mechanism that looks at the child, gives the child a health
evaluation and basic services and establishes th, early interven-
tion.

I have a school system that developed a terrific intervention pro-
gram, a team effort where they would identify even children who
were acting peculiarly would be identified and at the cost of one
social worker, radically reduce the indices.

We all know what the answer is. Unless we are tough on our-
selves in this reauthorization process, you know what will happen.
I really believe strongly that we have got to Jo ztomething about
the early intervention, identification and treatment resources.
Those resources have to be very tightly f5cused on eamilies trying
to prevent outplacement, particular);, outplacement of Lhe child,
and outplacement of a single parent where two parents may be
preferable.

If we don't create a strongzr system for all members of families,
we will not be able to help the child. It is also true that the courts
and lawyers could make giant steps toward reforming their own
process. We have a lot of options that we Jo not necessarily need to
make cur first Priority, but, I think wo do have to spell out and ac-
complish this package of early intervention and lower levet of
treatment resources.

We may need to do nothing else but to require a person attend
AP and put the resources in place and have somebody knock on
that, door and "get that guy." I had a clyirch group come to visit
me last week, a minister from my rural counties.

One of the :Torten from his congregation identified four desper-
ately poor families in their conimunities and not only helped them
to get to the resources, but also helped them manage money,
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menage their family affairs, manage the relationship, the transpor-
tation issues, the work issues.

Over a period of time, they have ouddied these families onto a
secure, better way of life. So far, the child welfare system, unlike
the church commiities, has not taken a holistic approach. This
church community .6 showing us the way.

Maybe we need to have the people in Washington who have this
kind cf experience and require that communities have a holistic
component to work with us.

We have to look at certain key changes in the law. We need a
stronger arm on parents. I would appreciate any concrete help you
could give us in the months ahead, because I think we have a
chance to do some very important work here.

Ms. WEINBERG. I want to add to that, also, in terms of realloca-
tion of some resources. The number of times I have been in court
and walked away feeling if only the agency could provide to the
parent "--.; same resources they will provide to the foster family
that the child is going to. It is not that we provide so much to
foster parents, but we provide more than we do to the real patent.

Instead, we remove all her kids and place them in foster homes.
And for the cost of what we are spending on placing four kids into
four different foster homesif some of that money were to go back
to that mother to help her cope.

I would not want to deal with the four, five, or six kids I see
coming into court. If we could reallocate some of those funds, I
think it might be helpful.

Mrs. JOHNSON. We had tests that sh;Jvved that well-trained par-
ents' aides could help eliminate placement and help the whole
family.

Mr. HARDIN. One challenge in providing early intervention pro-
grams to avoid foster placement is the difficulty of correctly target-
ing the services and funds. Oftentimes, efforts to establish early
intervention programs ye provided helpful and useful se-vices
but not to the children who would have been abused. There may be
a respite day care. That is nice, but it should be targeted to the
families that need day care in connection with a problem that
might bring the child back into the child welfare system.

Whenever you set .-sriteria limiting accessibility to the program,
there will be a degree of arbitrariness to it. There are nc instru-
ments that hay,, been designed that can reliably predict future
abuse. I think it is possible, however, to set some criteria and
guidelines to target those programs more narrowly to the desired
population.

Mrs. JOHNSON. Yes, but we don't want to require that the school
social worker refer to the State egencies with a case that is not
really as serious and make this toe requirement to gain eligibility
therefore eligibility gained. Yot.. want to target, but you want some-
body at the less formal contact level to say this is IA hat they want
to do.

We had testimony from review boards here. They have been very
effective in my town. There could be a cmmunity system whereby
child. I identified for evaluation earlier on, and they were then
qualified by that community team for these more significant serv-
ices, and the family L a whole could qualify, and intervention It a
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level before the situation reached crisis proportions would be possi-
blewith great potential for success.

Judge JONES. I think it has to be said, to respond tt. ! our corn
ments, that as long as we continue to produce inadequate parents
in this culture, that the child care services agency will be over-
whelmed with demands for services. You talk about early interven-
tion. Ultimately, we have to go back to the education system, to
poverty and the housing crisis, and to substance abuse and other
situations that create the parents that become abusive or neglect-
ful.

Mrs. JOHNSON. I agree with that.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Judge Jo Nye. I am very depressed now.
Chairman 1.1:LLER. Our job is not to brighten your day.
Acting Chairman DowNEY. As you have not brightened ours.
Seriously, we should do more, and hopefully we will be doing

more. That doesn't prevent the States or localities from doing
more.

Mr. Hardin, you mentioned ways that we could help the State ju-
diciary to do a better job. It came to my mind that maybe the
States should do a better job. if you have capable. weA-motivated
people at the local level, they are invaluable and fat more impor-
tant to the process, I suspect, than anything. I think we can prj-
vide more incentives, but we are going to ask for the States to do
more, too.

Mr. HARDIN. I think that is right, that one of the things the Fed-
eral Government can help stimuia is for the States to take a
careful look at their own situations. I think some of the problems
that go on in States is due to there not being a wide enough aware-
ness.

Acting Chairman DowNEY. If you had a Governor of a Stal:e who
made foster care one of his or her priorities, like in the State of
Maryland, you are ju3t going to have these children treated differ-
ently. They are going to he treated better, no matter what we do.

Thank yc i very much.
The joint committees would like to hear from the next panel:

John M. Pierce, the executive director of the Pennsylvania Council
of Children's Services; James K. Haveman, Jr , executive director,
Bethany Christian Services, Grand Rapids, Mich.; Megan McLaugh-
lin, executive vice president, Federation of Protestant Welfare
Agencies, New York City; and Joe Kroll, executive director, North
American Council on Adoptable Children, St. Paul, Minn.

Mr. Pierce, if you would begin. But first, may I request that you
summarize your statement? That would be appreci. ted.

STATEMENT OF JOHN M. PIERCE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
PENNSYLVANIA COUNCIL OF CHILDREN'S SERVICES

Mr. PIERCE. I wili try to do that.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Chairman Miller points out to me

that we have an arms control debate in which I must participate in
a few minutes.

Mr. PIERCE. Let me tell you I represent the Pennsylvania Council
of Children's Services, which is a statewide membership organiza-
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tion composed of 106 nonprofit agencies which offer a full spectrum
of children's services and program.

Member agencies provide services which come within the tradi-
tional funding categories of education, child welfare, mental
health, mental retardation, delinquency, drug and alcohol, and
youth employment.

Within these traditi_ual categories of service, member agencies
provide a full spectrum of service in a range of locations from in-
home service to secure residential care.

On any given day, services provided reach approximately 17,000
children and their families. About 60 percent of these children re-
ceive services while they are living at home.

Forty percent provide services outside of their own home.
The Pennsylvania system is county administered, State super-

vised. The purchase a significant portion of that service from a pri-
vate nonprofit sector. The organization that I represent provides
about 80 percent of that purchased service. They cover pretty much
the field.

Based on our experience in Pennsylvania, we do not believe that
Public Law 96-272 has been successful

I want to give you some brief figures I understand that figures
can be used a number of different ways. There are a number of
reasons for this.

For example, between 1980 and 1986, subsidized adoptions
dropped from a high of 1,114 to 500. Out-of-home placements in-
creased in that period of time by 6 percent, and residential place-
ments increased 29 percent.

The real figure that is bothering me and is one that has been
raised before is that the number of reabuse cases, the reabuse cases
have gore from one in 20 in 1980 to about 1 in 6 this past year-
phenomenal increase in the number of kids who have been rea-
bused. In absolute figures, we are talking about 289 children in
1980 reabused to this past year, 1,115 children reabused.

The same time that we look at those, the length of time in care,
and this is 40 percent of the children if you look at this over this
period of time, 40 percent cf the children in out-of-home placement
have been there more than 2 years. This ha < hen s pretty con -
stant figure. If you uo. these as measures. I am not sure that
Public Law 96-272 has ready done that much

A couple of things I woulrl like to mention in terms of explaining
this. In Pennsylvania in the child welfare system, there is approxi-
mately $325 million available for service That is from all three
levels of the government: county, State and Federal

The Federal part makes up, and this is all Federal money title
XX IV-B, IV-A, about $70 million That is a signiiicant amount of

money but it is not a controlling issue in terms of the way services
are provided

The ut:ier point ao,,ut this, and it has been raised numerous
times before today, is we are underfunded :,;,111 to $50 million And
you cannot start making changes or continu,. inges in
your system without some breathing room We Just don't have it I

think that is true of all the States, from what I have been able to
hear
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I want to talk about the mix of service in the private nonprofit
sector. I know that we are not unique, but we are one of the few
States that has made great use of the private sector.

We have moved from a system in 1975, because that is when v
started making our changes, that was pretty much dominated oy
two types of service, traditional faster famiiy care and institution
care to a system that is pretty broad based, has a good mix of serv-
ices in it and has moved from focusing primarily on dealing with
the living environment to dealing with treatment issues. So we
have moved from a system based primarily on care to one based on
services.

There were questions asked about foster family care. In the pri-
vate sector in Pennsylvania, there is' little traditional foster family
care done. It is almost ail done in the public sector.

In the private sector. we do what has been talked about as treat-
ment foster care, specialized foster care, whatever term 37,11 use.
Our payments to foster families are around $25 a day.

I was shocked when I heard about what counties were payirg
a monthly bay's. In 1 week we are paying almost what some of the
Stai,Js are paying to foster families for a whole month. Our foster
families are trained and have extensive support services provided
for them. From a county purchase perspective and what they pay
us, it is in the neighborhood of $70. That provides us with a lot of
services, training, et cetera. What we did is we took the institution-
al or residential services and care and moved them into a family
setting. I think that is a very important thing to understand in this
process.

A couple of other points in terms of children. I can repeat what
has been said to you earlier. Children h we changed. It 7oclib like
they have chr.iged. They have not char ,ed that much. We have
always dealt with difficult kids. What has changed is that we don't
serve child= now who don't need to be in care as much as we

to. We have gotten rid of the easy kids, the cream puffs. We
now haw. a ncentrated group of very difficult children to deal
with.

The other toing that we have done, and this is partly done at the
State level, but partly due to Federal moneys, is that we have re-
moved a number of children from the child welfare system with
specialized moneyrunaway money, teen pregnancy money, spe-
cial education money, and eL,fly intervention money. So in fact
what it looks like is a very difficult group of kids, and it is, but it is
not because children have chai.ged that mum Tt is just concentrat-
ed differently.

I was asked to testify en a very short time schedule, so I don't
have extensive points. But I do want to raise about five points with
you.

One of those things is the way kids have changed. We had at one
time a fairly heterogeneous, population covering all those types of
children, at least within Pennsylvania. Our system now looks like
there are three groups of children children zero to six, children
who are abused and are at risk of injury from the adult custodian.
The second group of children is a group of seven to 12; some of
which are abused children, but most of these children display emo-
tional distur'ances nd the parents can't cope with them cn their

pps
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own. The third group is a population of children l i to it who dis-
play emotional and behavioral disturbances, and are viewed by the
community as a threat to the community or a threat to them-
selvesthe delinquency and the mental health parts

Let me make a couple more comments. They are it recommen-
dations; they are just observations. One of these things is I think
that the population or the characteristics of the population of chil-

dren who need services has been misperceived in that many lot of
the children we deal with have vety chronic problems. We are not
talking about return home and things like that for a number of

these children.
The second one is that Public Law 96-272 created or perpetuated

a child welfare system. What we need is a children's services
system. We have talked about mental health, mental retardation,
drug and alcohol, and we need to get them together and talk about
child i en's services as opposed to the child welfare system. Needy

children are not necessarily poor, and there is a big difference be-

tween care and services.
The third one is, there is a tremendous conflict between the pro-

tection of the child and family reunification. With scarce resources,
those become more and more in conflict. We have seen that with a
number of reabuse cases, for example.

kicther point is that maintaining children in their own home is
not easy. II* the resources exist at all, they are very difficult fc--
families to access. What we do in the child welfare system in order
to deal with that, if you have the dollars to do it, is we go out an.l

create our own resources because they don't exist in other parts of

the community.
The conclusion is it is a lot easier to put those resources together

if you control all aspects of the program and that leads you back

into out-of-home placement, and that is the tendency of the pro-
b.:am, unless there are some barriers that prevent that from occur-
ring. In effect, at least in Pennsylvania, Federal money has been
placement maintenance money.

The last point cc cerns categorical funding Public Law 96-272 is
categorical funding, but so is mental health and runaway money
Categorical funding preven4 flexibility in the use of money It per-
petuates labeling and fosters segregation of a homogeneous popula-

tion. Two good examples are special ed and mental health
I hope I haven't skipped over too much But thank you.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Thank you, Mr. Pierce
[The statement of Mr. Pierce follows:]
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STATEMENT OF JOHN M PlIRLE, ON BEHALF OF PINNS4LVANIA
COUNCIL OF CHII.DRP^, '2 SERVICES

The Pennsylvania Council of Children's Services is a statewide
membership organization composed of 106 nonprofit agencies which offer a
full spectrum of children's services and programs Member agencies
provide services which come within the traditional funding categories of
education, child welfare, mental health, mental retardation, delinquency,
drug and alcohol, and youth employment Ni_hin these traditional
categories of service, member agencies provide a full spectrum of
services in a range of locations Ito; in-home services to secure
residential care. On any given day seivices provided reach approximatel?,
17,000 children and their families About 60% of these children receive
services while they are living at hone The other 40% receive services
while living in out-of -hone placements such as foster family, group home,
supervised independent living, small group living, and residential
treatment

Pennsylvania's child welfare system is county administered and state
supervised Most out-of-home services and a significant portion of
in-home services are provided through a purchase of service system with
the private nonprofit sector N th the exception of one large agency
which serves primarily delinquent-, private for profit agencies account
for less than 1% of purchased children and youth shrvehs tm
Pennsylvania The Council membership accounts for approximately 80% of
all the services purchased by the county children and youth agencies

My testimony will focus or the overview of programs which fall within
the scope of P.L 96-2'2 Be'ause of short notice, 1 was not able to
develop exhaustive written material on all the statements I will be
Making todae

Based on our experience in Pennsylvania, P.L his not been
successful in bringing about major changes to the behavi.r of the child
welfare system For example, using the period since 198C to , le present,
finalized adoptions have drcyped from a high of 1114 1922 to a low of
500 in 198u Out-or-home placeme,ts were 47, higher in 1986 than 1980 and
residential placements were 29% higher in 1986 than in 1980 At the same
time that adoptions were decreasing and out-of-home placements were
increasing, the statistics for child abuse were unsettling.

Substantiated cases of abuse increased by 517, between 1980 and 1987 But
more frightening than the increase in substantiated cases of abuse, is

the fact that reabuse cases went from 5 5% or approximately 1 in 20 of
substantiated cases to 15 5% or 1 in 6 of substantiated cases between
1981 and 1987 Additionally, the number f children lo out-of come
placement two or more years is approximately This figure is
slightly lower than in 1980 but has peen on the increase since 1084

There are a number of factors which may explain these gore,

Funding

The cheldren and vouth system c mded by three is of go, ,.,neat
in Pennsylvania Out of appe-oxlmatel, $112S 000,000, federal porreon
is $74,000,000 or .117 This °moiler of money, .1111e significant, 15 not
the controll.ng teeth, It establishing policy Furthet, the prottm t Ion
fur fiscal 1987 -88 Is that the s,sten is underfunded by $,0 1,0 nellIon
For fiscal ncent eyes to Iheri must be some hrtatheng room
Nn105Ylvanaa's sroldren and 0,01 ctem Is In sit a crisis
citmation

Service Mee,

At the pr, sent lira , we hate , I. ,pc ,,mg, d good ,At it

,er,(es Aval.abic In tie ,111,1 weifIrf Thi preyitt se, tor ha,
created a fall.emotion of Sir ys andaseret, if Irving arrangements
through which these ser,i,cs can he accessed the change in our del.ary
system starred en tin tate 1970's In 1980, Wf at created a %per tr Urn if
living arrangements tht.sug whic!- services were Jfne,,1

' The primal,
focus was on surest tote Irving travermnrent and mi,ndAtliv on treatment
That focus has now changed t, he.ng tr,atment n+ .econda,ris
on a surest it Ut I V I ng eleven relent Fur ova:71c, generic luster 1,11 Is Ca,
has been replaced te specral,red or treatment caster fart ,eln.1(l, In
fait, wish this empha,cs, the Itoing lo, at Ion is nrnhahis enign

P 7o
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the second chanEe in our mix of services is that the range of

s,. provided by any one agency is multi-funded A typical

combinic ion is child n,ntal health and education moue, this

packaging of services with the multiple funding nas te,olt.cd, .n lati,e

part, from the change IT focus to treatment and away from a substitute

epvironment Consistent w. h a treatment focus, the agency
providing the s,rvi:e must deal with all aspects of the child's life
This is true even if the re.erring agency does not have a hroad mandate

The cost to a private agency of integrating services to meet the
total needs of the children ics serves when the public sector is
fragmented along categorical lines approximates 10% of total op,,iting

cost s This is a fairly high price to pay for integration The

alternat lye is less ac eptable services which do not meet the chi,J's

needs

Characteristics of Childre,

Any time you talk to someone involved in the direct provision of
children', services, you will near it stated that children are mo,
difficult, now than they were eight o- ,en years ago This is partially

true and partially ant rue In '975-80. the gild welfare system did deal

with very difficult children I also dealt witn children who were

"cream puffs" What has happened to the mix of children is that the

"easy kids" no longer receive services First, it is too expensive and

second, other categorical funding has heen developed for specialized
groups of children ii e runaways, teen pregnancy, etc )

in response to scarce resources and the present treatment phi/nsoph:,
the s stem 'las resronded by developing categorical funding with its

iequi .ite labeling Along with categoric,. funding and labeling has been
the development of programs with homogeneous populations From a

programmatic perspective this becomes a selt-fulfilling prophecy lw,

good examples are special 'urat ion 2^4

the hilt welfare sy "t in the past ten Years has gone from a fair''

la.,ad spectrum or heterogi oas grouping of children to a stem which

now serves three fa,rly dist inct populations I) ages 0 t 4 ed and

severe' , neglected (1111.1. who a'-e at rt sk of injur, from adult
,ustedlans, 2) ages 7-12, some abuse, but mist children display en,/
Ind hi havc orel disterbances and parents cannot cope on their own, and, 31

ages Ing, cnIldrel and vytth who display emot Iona) And brilaytural

listurbancis and ar, _wed as threats to the communit

,Ith 11, as a nackground, the following statement, lit 1/h reflect

w),A Int to.rtelvyd as barriers to an yffeet1 I-1111ren', lc are

s.1.1p follow up wrItt/n tomments will dens' ,p ,hose oaternt,
, p h

Titer° spear option of t he harat.ter,t It pope I it en
Itt n 1,th ettr,t iht proht trot preserve I h Igo, f 1ttz

o n t t t 1)he ,pal it ton arl t Itron c

t r, 2,1 c tt d or !torpid uttt to I so or

ti, .., f.tif.li IS a Me, cete.It es tt. ,t ern N, f

If; is,t poor rfli ri I, I tilt tercet ,' I/ Iseer 1,1
1, 1 In of he I let-o, tourent .,1 t,,

nt

t t t r t t n ippart rt t nt l o t ht two( ttt Ifs. "
on t f t I 1 I t i r t n It till atto a I at rt f , 1 r,norfi

'ho re, e- tt, et t cars ,r runt a rrnnF ,,;'leer t t heti w t to-

or, n,,, , asil v id, If IJAI I tt le 0 A; . no' Ill t T.

1 Is 7 f. Irite s( re,ourr trl . 1,

h if" f ment ) than It 1, to,ru it, t hurt toll, It tt In
'1,0111 , I' 1 96-272 t fops hoon ors del If af -.,rt ea, f

nine. W.1101 iurpetuates out of-humy ,la,,,iits
it, got, ,i) furi.litig pr vents Ible 11,f 'tent iterpt teat,
ot, to, ,, the 1,n 01 h

I ft thank yo 1 the oppottnhttv to dpife,, tefort no .1111,,,, 41,

,,r1rIent, rill 1 Ilg the t rarn.ss i.f I I 'it, .
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Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Mr. Haveman.

STATEMENT OF JAMES I- HAVEMAN, JR.. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
BETHANY CHRISTIAN SERVICES, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Mr. HAVEMAN. Thank you.
I would like to share with you observations of a State and county

who have attempted to work closely together and flindcrs who have
attempted to work closely with private agencies. I think we have
attempted to fl, that in Western Michigan. What follows is a sum-
mary of my w cen comments.

I am the director of the Bethany Christian Services with head-
quarters in Grand Rapids, MI, a metropolitan area with a popula-
tion of about 500,000. Bethany has 52 offices throughout the United
States in over 32 States. In western Michigan, we have a program
of about $5 million which provides child and family services. It has
about 15 different components to it and about five different offices
in Michigan, nine of which are funded through contracts with
State or county governments.

Usually the children we receive come to us through the funnel of
either community mental health or the local department of social
services in cooperation with the local juvenile course.

We also cooperatively have run a subsidiary called Family
Impact, which is done jointly with a local psychiatric hospital.

Our budget is $12 million. A third of it comes from State and
county contracts, one-third from adoption revenue, and one-third
from contributions.

We are the largest adoption agency in the United States We
placed almost 1,100 children in 1987. Our foster care residential
and in-home programs in western Michigan have 269 children in
care, over 40 percent of those are teen-agers, which is probably an
increase of 100 percent or more over the past few years.

We have 254 foster homes. I have attached case scenarios in my
written testimony. We have had no difficulty in finding foster
homes. We aggressively recruit them. We have extensive training
am/ include the foster parents as an active part of the treatment
team. We feel we adequately reimburse their) for what we do for
them. We have seen profiles for many of these children.

In 1980, 50 out of the 100 children in Kent County had evidence
of sexual abuse. In 1986, 50 percent of those were pi,rpetrated by a
biological father and 50 perc,,it by a stepfather ur other person
known by the famly. We have seen an increase in physical abuse,
a significant increase in the severity of the disturbed children with
multiproblem families, more children being self-destructive, more
cl used children, more assaultive children, and children have
had multiple placements.

Eighty percent of the cases we have received we have document-
ed drug or alcohol abuse problems. Some of the themes and biases I
think that we have at Bethany and I have is we believe children
are best nurtured in their family, assessment in the direction of
services should often be made independent on how the oiganizatior
or funds available are set to meet the needs of those children. We
think we should be involved in preventing and solving the prob-
lems.

rN,
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We feel that too often we force families into competitive bureauc-
racies and services that are fragmented. We feel that purchase of
services should be a mandated first option from funders.

All too often we label children and refer to settings to hopefully
meet the reimbursement possibilities that might be available
through medicaid and private insurances. I felt as the director of
community mental health that we too often force children into
where the funding is, and we haw ,o take a look at how we are
using medicaid waivers, but also we have to move children quicker
out of psychiatric faci"tioQ, and if we could shift those dollars to
foster care and residential services, we could do 'Amazing things to
cut our costs, and use it more effectively. We have to pool funding
into more noncategorical areas at the Federal level. We must focus
a greater amount of resources towards in-home care.

In Michigan, we are part of the Michigan Federation of Private
and Child and Family Agencies. Seventy-one percent of the services
in Michigan are provided by 52 private agencies for residential
services, 61 percent of the adoption services and 52 percent of the
ibster care services.

I am a strong believer in the private sector's ability to deliver
services. I think we can be competitive. We write proposals that
pre responsive. We keep our costs down. Bethany supplements our
State contracts to the tune of $800,000 a year. We can provide own-
ership to these programs. We can change directions fast. We can
use a leverage of community dollars, whether it be United Way,
foundations, individuals or business.

We have a large number of volunteers that work with us. We are
one step immune from the political process. We can be strong advo-
cates.

I believe there is a strong role for Federal and State offices to set
priorities to evaluate and assess programs to provide oversight and
establish standards.

I want to give examples of service, examples under our foster
care program. We meet ., it objectives annually. Fifty percent of
the children are returned within 6 months. The remaining 50 per-
cent are returned within 6 months. Of those, they are all returned
within 6 months. Children move through the cycle in 18-month seg-
ments from beginning to end.

Our in-home programs have been successful. At Bethany, 80 per-
cent of these families are intact. Our family reunification projects
have a return rate of 56 percent of the children to successful
family units, compared to a control group of 35 percent.

More interesting is a program we managed called Family Impact,
which we operate with Pine Rest Christian Hospital. In the first 5
months we have seen 226 individuals. Thirty-three percent were on
Medicaid, 17 percent private, 50 percent had no coverage. Two
were admitted to out-of-home placement. The profile of these chil-
dren were chronic runaways, did not obey the rules, substance
abuse problems, violent behavior. The cost on the average case load
was 15; the cost had been $454 per family oh the average per
month. We have been able to keep these children out of home
placement. The sole purpose of this program is to prevent out-of-
home placement.

2 7t)
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We are involved with the State of Michigan in the permanent
ward progim; it places children for adoption. Michigan placed 976
children over a 1-year period, 49 percent placed by private agen-
cies. We are facing an interesting challenge, especially w;th black
children and finding black families for the placement of these chil-
dren.

Right now at Bethany, 31 percent of our domestic adoptions are
black or biracial children. That will increase this year to 35 per-
cent. We need help either at the Federal or the State level to not
only assist us in pregnancy counseling of the black teenagers
coming it for counseling, but also in helping us in the recruitment
and placement of these children.

We have to expand the Federal definition to include these chil-
dren for adoptive placement. We have a nation wide hotline. We are
getting four calls a day from black teenage wen.nn who want to
consider adoption as an alternative that were ret.rred to us by
agencies who refuse to provide treatment. Please see my written
testimony for a greater number of recommendations.

I want to highlight examples of future direction. We have to
have a preference for purchase of service. We must reimburse at
current cost. We must have reimbursements to assure adoption of
all children. We have to put more pressure on insurance companies
to have more adequate reimbursement other than the traditional
long-term placement. We have to limit the number of psychiatric
beds. We have to shift funds to high-risk groups, have to have more
postplacement services.

We have to centralize assessment centers. We have to merge to-
gether the child welfare and the mental health children's services,
to do away with the dissecting of children going on at the local
level so we can pool these dollars at the local level to best meet the
needs of the kids rather than sending them in a dissecting direc-
tion.

We would like to see more match for adoption subsidy and the
placement of children at risk. We suggest shifting in the direction
of title XX dollars to be more in-home rather than more long-term

We want to strongly encourage private agencies to be more in-
volved in the ru-al area rather than centering their energies into
the urban area.

Thank you for your time and interest
Acting Chairman bOWNEY. Thank you
[The statement of Mr. Haveman follows.)
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Statement of
James K. Havema , Jr., Executive Director

of 3ethany Christian Services
,.cr meeting of

Subcomm ttee on Public Assistance and Unemployme-,c Compensation
of the Committee on Ways and Mea;,s

Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families

April 28, 1.988

Representative Downey and Representative Miller, I would liketo thank you for giving me the kind opportunity to speak to youregarding child welfare, nonprofit agencies and suggestedchanges in the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of1980.

Bethany Christian Services is a family and child welfare agency
with 54 locations throughout the United States. (See AppendixA for locations). Our corporate offices are locLteu in GrandRapids, Michigan.

Bethany Christian Services has a 1988 annual budget of$12,000,000. One-third of of )udget comes fro* contracts .ith
county and state governments, ..-third from contributior_ from
our constituerts, and one-thirc. irom adoption revenue Outsideof Mich!"tn, our offices are primarily involved in infant
foster care, pregnancy counseling and ,..doption. We have three
group holm.' for women with unplanned pregnancies located in the
West, Midwest and East coast of the United States. Bethany is
the largest adoption agency in the United States, and in 1987,
we placed 1053 children for .2option. Bethany ,s been in
existence since 1942 and was a founding member of the Michigan
Federation of Private Child and family Agencies and the
National Committee for Adoption.

Western Michigan
Pivotal to Bethany's services is it's broader services ,nat are
available in Western Michigan. On our 13 acie campus in Grand
Rapids and in three other 2ocations in Michigan, we offer many
different types of services, much of which are purchased by the
public sector. Grand Rapids is a metropolitan area of 500,C00with over 130,000 persons under the acc! of 18. Western
Michigan has ,' long history of private/public cooperatiol thatincludes funding sources such as the Department of SocialServices, Community Mental Health, Health Department, 'united
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Way and Juvenile C,urt.

Services that we offer in Western Michigan include (Appendix B
offers a more detailed summary of services):

- state contract adoption program*
- domestic private adoption
- internationel adoption
- foster car_ -- children age n to ld*
- family reunification project*
- refugee foster care and an Amerasian program (Indochinese)*
- residential services*
- day care
- family counseling
- in-home services*
- pregnancy counseling
- treatment foster care program*
- volunteer program
- run-away programs*

homeless youth programE*
(*contracted services)

Bethany also has a 24-hour toll free number (1-800-BETHANY)
wrich is available nationwide as a crisis pregnancy hct'ine.
In 198/, 15,685 calls were received and the first -'uarter in
1988 has shown a 15% increase in calls.

Bethany also jointly administers a subsidiary corporation,
Family Impact, with Pine Rest Christian 'ospital, a large

multi-service psychiatric hospital 1r)cated in Grand Rapids.
Family Impact only works with families who are at risk for a
out-of-home placement, and it's total focus is on in-home -re

and i: necessary short-term alternative placement.

Most of our annual contracts are written on a per diem
reimbursement be ds. in Western Michigan, we have 269 children
and young people in our foster care program, residential and
in-home program:;. We have consistently met the objectives from
the Michigan and Kent County Department of S.o:ial Services in

the re_urn rate of children to home. Over 40% of the children
in care are teenagers, which is a definite chane-c in the trend
from 8 years ago. We work w.th 254 Bethany foster families in
Western Michigan, and throigh our contract we receive a $12.32
administrative rate for ea-h child per day, and the foster
parents receive $13.00.

Our Refugee Program has an adminis*rative per diem of $8.82 a
is }, and we provide services to 71 Indo-Ch.' ,se children anu
youth who are refeLk:ci to us throuah cooperitive relationships
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with various national agencies. We have been highly rated as a
provider by the federal government, and have consistently
exceeded our objectives.

Our Resid ntial Program has 32 beds, and many of the young men
are in our care as an alternative to inpatient psychiatric
services or a locked residential unit. Our pe_ diem rate is
$87.58 per day.

Of the total number of children and young people in our interim
care at this time, 3:.% are black, which is an increase of 10%
over two years ago.

Our state adoption contract 'ias placed over 100 older children
(whose parental rights have _erminated) into permanent adoptive
placements. Michigan has been a leader in state funds
Available for adoptior support and adoption subsidy, and we are
reimbursed by actual -ost or average cost of adoptions for a
year. The state now has a cap on allowable funds fo this
progrAm on a per case basis.

Change in Profiles
We have seen a change , ,rofiles of children and yovlg
people who have cL _u ca_a over the last 5-10 yearc. Some
of these changes inuiude:

A significant increase in sexual abuse. In 1980, 50 of
the 1400 Kent County DSS referrals to private agencies had
a component of sexual abuse. In 1986, it was 300 cases out
of the 1400. 50% of the sexual abuse was perpetrated by
the biological father and 50% by the stepfather or by
another person often known by the family.

- We've seen an increase in physical abuse.

- We've seen an iL,:rease in more severely disturbed children
and families with increased interrelationship between
mental illness, violence, and intensive family breakdown.

80% of the cases that we now receive 'lave a documented drug
or alcohol abuse problem by parents and/or by the young
person coming into care.

One wonders if in dealing with the overwhelming number of Irug
and alcohol and sexual abuse cases, the child welfArc system
hasn't had the tim to deal with the children who 8 years ago
were caning into care pr marily out of emotional neglect.

2
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We've been u strong supporter of diversion.ry programs and
in-home care, and have been a leader in providing these
services. This has certainly changed out focus and the profile
of the caildren and young people coming into foster care or
residential treatment. The children, young people and families
are more disturbed and demand more intense and creative
intervention.

Adaptations
Some of the reasons for out success al we have adapted to the
changes over the past few years include:

- focus on family reunification and family systems
- case loads which enable and prioritize treatment of the
child and family

- an increase in the variety of treatment approaches that
our agency ana cownunity has available

- increased cooperation between fundels and community
agencies

- qua]ity staff and increased training and careful
selection of foster homes
recognizing that a family deserves the righ' to
treatment but also dignity to become ;elf-supporting

The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 (Public
Law 96-272) was important for it set e .-,Indec1on and
direction. Its timely that we take a look at some proposed
changes for the future. Children have the right to develop to
their full potential in a safe family and physical environment.
However, as we look around us, I think we all share the ieeling
that something is desperately wrong with what we're doing with
and to our children. I congratulate the federal staff and
committees for their willingness to take the time to listen and
assess our future direction. The confusing message about
children continues to be sent out, and I recently was struck by
an ad in a magazine that has two women talking to each other
with the quote in bo]d letters: "He's crazy about my kids and
drinks Johnn' Walker Red."

I'm encouraged that in many of the 30 states in which we have
offices, there is a renewed commitment and interest from the
public and private sector to explore new incentives which will
lead to increased cooperation.

Then es
Some of the themes and biases that 1 use in assessing child
welfare today ere as follows:
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- children are best nurtured in their families
- services must be focused on what IF best for the person
and family who needs the services

- assessments and directior of services should often be
made independent of how 3 organization is best set
to meet that need

- we must be preventing di:ficulties as well as remediat-
ing the situation

- behavior is often caused and learned, and I'm confident and
convinced that we have the tools, technology and know-
how to meet the challenge of the 1990's

- we must focus, our services on family unit
- current systems are often fragmentel and unfortunately

are confusing for those who wish ,-, utilize the services
we force families into complex and sometimes competitive
bureaucracies in order to get help for their children

- a system of child and family services must depend on
a noncompetitive, non-'urf related relationship be-
tween federal, state and community base ,oviders
whether it be nubile or private. Purchase of service
should be a mandated first option.

- we have labeled too many child en and families out
of convenience to insurance companies and medicaid to
assure adequate reimbursement.

- categorized funding for child welfare at the federal level
must be altered and available funds must be better pooled
and allocated ,o states who have a written state
action plan for the deliver of child welfare services.

Nonprofit Agencies
I am a strong believer in the cooperation between the public
sector as ft.nders and the private agencies as providing the
need services. I've been the executive director of two
nonprofit agencies in Western Michinan as well as the executive
director of the Kent County Community Mental health program.
In that program, 98% of the services were purchased from over
20 providers in the Kent County area. Today many nonprofits
are at a pivotal point in their development. Many nonprofits
are need driven rather that market driven, and sor.e weigh
mission mere highly than funding. However, given the increased
competition and the increased interest in the for-profit :actor
in services which have been traditionally offered by
ronprofits, lonprofit agencies need to realign and readjust in
order to surive. Nonprofits are going to be forced to compete
with well f nded private sectored vendors, and are going to
have to finl ways to raise equity capital for growth or
expansion. Maybe it's time we change the way nonprofits do
needs analysis, or how we appropriate the funds. We might need

2
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to explore ways to more adequately conpensate employees through
various forms of equity participation and encourage more
private funds for management, research and de,c.lopment

In Michigan, Bethany is one of the 82 members of the Michigan
Federation of Private Child & Family Agencies. In Michigan at
this time, 71% of residential care pu chased by the Depar4.ment
of Social Services is provided by member agencies, 61% or the
adoption services are provided by member agencies, and 52% of
11 foster care services are provided by member agencies. If
other states would move in a similar direction (to have an
increased cooperative effort among the nonprofit agencies to
deal cooperatively and collectively with state government) I

believe that great strides could be made in the delivery of
services by the nunprofit sector.

Advantages of Contracting With Nonprofits
Some of the advantages of dealing with the private nonprofit
agencies are as follows:

- increases competition which assures better proposals with
the agencies clearly understandirg th,t if they produce
they can continue to contract, and if not, the contract
will be shifted.
innovative and creative proposals :an be designer to
respond to a Lerceived community need.
cost are generally kept down. Our experience has been
that only 88% or true agency cost is reimbursed through
a contract and the expectation is that other community
funds will be used to supplement rate or county dollars.
increased ownership of the pilog,-am as well as
interest.
an ability to more quickly alter or change z-lirections and a
greater tendency no,. to 1 is institutionalize the program.

- a greater leverage of state/federal dollars with United Way
funds, foundations, constituent dollas end other revenue
acting as a multiplier affect. In Grand Rapids, we've
had many experiences w_th foundation, expanding an existing
program. Tnis year in Western Michigan, Bethany will raise
$850,000 in part to supplement and tc expand cortract
programs. Recently we had a capital f...ds camp, ,n and
raised $3.5 million to construct addi-ional facilities.
This story could be repeated throughout the state and
country for nonprofit agencies.
increased use of volunteers. We have hundreds of volun-
teers at Bethany and overall the Federation agencies
last year in Michigan, had a total of ,27F vclunteers an
over 1,200 volunteers as corporate boird mF ther.;.

9C'
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A e immune to political pressure
greater accountability in that the providing funder pro-
vides monitoring of the services

- board members who are well educated are great advocates
in their own work and living environments

- staff are dedicated and our des-re is to get into a
particula service and are able to maintain this momentum
and creativity.

We have found in Michigan that private agency per day cost is
significantly lower than what the state is able to provide.

Recently Joe Young, Sr. frog the Michigan Fifth House District
(Detroit) was quoted as saying "Private agencies will take
risks in making changes. -t takes government too long to make
changes. From the time we re,-:ognize we're headed in the wrong
direction, it takes another session of the legislature to turn
it around."

Role of Federal and tace Offices
I believe that the public agency, whether it be state or county
government should be in a role to manage contracts, set
priorities, evaluate and assess the results, provide oversight
and demand accountability, establish standards and do this all
within an atmosphere of trust and cooperative planning. I
believe that it's difficult for a funder to provide and as.ess
the same service.

Ser:ice Examples
Our foster care program in Grand Rapids, has consistently met
the state obje,:tives. In most cases 50% of those coming into
car: are returned home within six months. Of those remaining,
50% are returned within six months, and again 50% of the
remaining number are returned within the following six months.
We have an excellent multi-disciplined staff, who put emphasis
on foster parent and family system intervention. In our
`..n-home program, 80% of our high risk families are still in
tact. In our refugee services program, almost. 100% of the young
men and women in the program have graduated from high school
and are leading productive 1. as as members of our community.
Almost all are living in ethnically similar 1.omes. We trive
always to have ethnically similar staff as well. (See Appendix
C for 3 case examples)

Our Family Reunif-cation Project (each staff has a caseload 6f
10 families) has been able to return 56% of the children to
their homes within 6 month.. comparod with 35% of the contro'
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group.

In 1987, the Kent County Department of Social Services expended
over $500,000 for in-home care. Much of this has been a shift
in funding from traditional foster care. We are supportive of
this direction and are pleased dith the State of Michigan
Department of Social Services recent shift of $5,000,000 to
implement new initiatives (Hc.-lebuilders) for in-home care.

Family Impact Program which is our coaperative program with
Pine Rest Christian Hospital is focused primarily on in-home
care. In a rent 5.5 months of operation, 226 individuals
have been seen, with 169 being children and 59 being adults.
The average income of the family has been X13,970 ana .33', of

families have been eligible for medicaid, 17% had private
insurance, the remainder had no cove-age. Family Impact is

focused on children who are perceives to be risk for
out-of-home care. However, given the total efforts of the
program to pr, ride in-home services, only 2 have been admitted
for out-of-home long-term residential or psychiatric care.
Estimated cost of care per family has been $454 aver9ge per
month. (See Appendix D for further information)

Primary reasons for admissions ac Family II.Ipact are as follows
(very similar profiles ere evident in our c-,tner services):

- chronic running away and not obeying rules, sub once
abuse, breaking laws with friends, poor social skills
and adaptive functioning, violent behavior, temper
tantrums, acting out, poor school perLormance or not
attending, constant arguing/LighLing .th f?mily
members and others. We have found that many of the
families have had previous outpatient services and
often children have been placed in infornal settings
outside the family with re 'atives or friends. We

have found that 8-12% of the caseload nas been irolved
in Jong-term psychiatric settings prior to our invol.e-
rent.

Twelve gull -time clinicians at Fa ily ImfJ:ct prcvide a variety
of Lherapeutic and case management services to the families.
81% of the services are provided outside the Family Impact
offices and 64% were provided in the family's home.

Over the past severe' years we have all had experiences or read
articles about children who've "fallen between the crac--."
Tilis has been primaI'ly diie to fragmented systems, an.: we've

worked hard in Westei.1 Michigan tc bring cooperative
al -angements and understanding between the various funders.

9 C
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However, children and families do not neatly divide themselves
into social services, mental health and juvenile
definitions/criteria. Often the children who are left behindare those who receive diagnoses of character disorders oraffective disorders. Our experience aas shown that even
thougi they might have the definition of character disorder, in
many why-.; it's the defense or coplag mechanism for underlying
thought or mood disorders. To deal with this population takes
a ce ntralized focus, massive community effort, and a commitment
to 1,a creative and work with the family system.

Michigan has been a leader in purchasing adoption services
especially for older children frog the private sector.

In the year of 1986-1987, a total of 978 children, all state or
county permanent wards, and all victims of abandonment, abuse
and neglect were placed for adoption in Michigan. 49% of thechildren were placed with 41 licensed, private placementagencies. The agencies participated in the adoption purchaseof service program with the Michigan Department of Social
Services.

There is a serious problem that I would like to address.
Increasingly today, black young women are coming to adoption
agencies fnr services. Likewisa, ma Caucasian young women
carrying biracial children are choos Ig adoption. While this
is a positive trend, as women are interested in adoption, it is
creating serious fiscal problems for adoption agencies.

Caucasian, families are willing to pay adoption fees that are
required to cover agency expenses. Black families do not
typically seek adoption services from private agencies, and
when they do, are oeneraliy unwilling or unable to pay fees
comparable to those paid by Caucasian families. It is commonly
known thi-it acencies have waiting black children, and therefore,
placement through another agency willing to reduce or waive the
fee entirely is always possible. Black families do adopt enddo respond to aggressive recruitment efforts. However,
recruitment only adds cost to placements which in turn incur
financial losses to agencies. Unfortunately, around thecountry, agencies a,fla turning away black pregnant women.
However, Bethany sees this as an opeortunity and wants to deal
with it directly. In fact, in 1987, 14C or 31% of our domestic
placements were black or biracial children.

Directions For The Future
- Increased precerence for purchase of servicoc written into

state and federal should be en-ouraged. If the purchase of
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service is not available, then state and federal
governments have the responsibility to assure services.
One option would be in time to spin the service off to a
nonprofit agency.

- Fundirg at the state and federal level must reimburse
agencies for their current costs.

State and federal and community programs must commit
themselves to a cooperative and trusting relationship which
involves program accountability, reporting and research.

- Standards for accountability ..iiist be developed by federal
and state governments and preferably contrF.cts should be
with private agencies who have been accredited by groups
like the Council on Accreditation.

There must be federal and s'..ate reimbursement in some
combination to assure the possibility of adoption for all
children for whom - by virtue of any conoition the cost
of their adoptions cannot be fully recovered for the
adopting parents. Reimbursement must be available to any
licensing agency for a. waiting child regardless of
whether or not the child is a puolic ward or in the custody
of a private agency.

- Insurance companies should be encouraged to review their
reimbursement standards so that more funds could be
trarsferred to residential, foster care, day treatment
servi.oes and crisis beds provided by private agencies.
Insurance reimbursements are too committed to the
traditional psychiatric model and tot often children are
referred based solely on the potential source of revenue.
The medicaid program could benefit greatly from paralleling
some of the changes that need to be accomplished in the
reimbursement policy.

The number of psychiatric beds around the country for
children and adolescents should be limited. We should
realign how we utilize these beds to a more intense short
term basis and then move children and young people to less
restrictive situations, and as quickly as possible tz, get
them home.

We mist commit ourselves to E national children and youth
incentive where all resources and hopes of the state and
federal government are focused Ln pooling their r>sources
to be supportive of the family unit. Michigan has tacen a
giant step forward with it's proposed Michigan Centel for
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Children and Families. For this to be adequately
implemented, changes in funding formulas ;It the federal
level need to be accomplished.

- Leadership is needed in the shifting of funds to high risk
population groups. Given the statistics that we know about
children of alcoholics and drug abusol's, it makes sense to
give high priority to funding of services to these
families. We know already, that AIDS is on the increase
among children and by 1991, there could be over 20,000
children who ' rc positive for AIDS. We know today that
three-quarter: of them are children of intravenous drug
users and we must address this issue now.

- Permanency planning for children needs to be encouraged and
adequate funds available to support post placement
services.

- Family support programs which pay families to adequatelyprovide children who are disabled or have
emotional/psychiatric problems in their home, rather than
placing them in out-of-home placements.

- A federal priority must be given to reverse the trend so
that more funds are shifted from out-of-home placement and
into preventive or in-home treatment programs. All too
often when we remove a child from his or her home, we are
isolating the families potential from treatment.

- Citizens must he encouraged to support programs like
Michigan Trust Fund is a tax check off for innovative
and creative programs to intervene in the area of neglect
and abuse. Over $200,000 has been spent in Kent County
over the past few years.

- Funding incentives and disincentives must be put in place
for private agencies who contract with state and federal
government. There must be consolidation of funds at the
federal and state level with a transfer to the local level.
These might be in the area f a block grant and more focus
-+-11d be on a results rather than process. We must

Ainate the need for assessment of funding sources or
income eligibility as a factor in local service decisions.

We must have centralized assessment centers where a family
can come for assessment rather than tnomselves attempting
to work through the maze of competing funding sources. We
must stop the dissecting of children and families where an
expensive out-of-home placement becomes the easiest
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solution not the best solution.

There must be an inventory of what currently is being done
with federal dollars in the area of child welfare, foster
care and aioption. Currently, state annual plans are just
reporting waat is being done, ,nd they don't change much
from year to year. A state should be required to develcp a
true plan of action.

- There must be a consolidation of the Child Welfare and the
Child Mental Health system. The current system
perpetuates divisior when a consolidation of these services
a-^ needed at the local level. The families ar: very
similar, often the only difference is in the severity of
the dysfunction.

Foster care training and the piloting and the modeling of-

innovative and new ideas must be fully given visibility
throughout the United States.

The federal match for adoptions subsidy should be increased
over the current level of 50%. More emphasis needs to be
placed on preventing out-of-home placement.

There should be an increase match for at risk children to
enhance more services to these groups particularly those
focused on preventive and family preservation. The match
from the federal government should be increased upwards to
75%.

The current match for 1 7 foster care should be maintai..ed.
However, funds should le made available for service
reimbursement rather tt a just limit reimbursement for
maintenance.

- To pay for incre?-ed federal matches, it's suggested that
part of the child welfare funds in Title XX be shifted to
programs that place more emphasis on early intervention and
deterance.

To seriously explore consolidating of some of the revenue
c?cegories of Public.. Law 92-272 into E pool funds for
mEximum leverage and use at the state and community based
level. Further clusters of services o assure better
coprdination is needed at the federal and state level.

To require that all public and private agencies work within
the same lice sing standards to get some uniformity
throughout the United States.
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- To involve the juvenile court systems who traditionally
have felt they have outside the executive branch in the
overall service delivery and increasingly to focus the
juvenile courts and primarily into the judiciary area
rather than service area.

- To establish program and caseload guidelines and to
establish performance standards to have some uniformity
througYout the country.

- Nonprofit agencies must extend services to provide the full
continuum needed in both the urban and rural areas.

Conclusion
To take a look at the future is going to take more than a quick
fix, simple solutions or catch phrases. Government cannot be
a substitute parent. An integrated approach is needed that is
bold and relevant for the 1990's and our changing society. It
can be done with state and federal objectives being clear. The
private nonprofit sector has in many areas developed a
capacity, willingness, commitment and interest to provide the
services. We look forward to renewed and expanded child welfare
commitments for the future.

Thank you for your cooperation and willingness to listen to my
thoughts and suggestions.

2 7



BRANCHES AND SATELLITE
OFFICES
ARKANSAS

Little Rock 501-664-5729

CALIFORNIA
Southern California Region

Los Angeles County 213 804 3448
Orange County 213-804-3448
Inland Empire 213. 804-3448

Northern California Region
Modesto 209.522-5121
Sacramento 916.965-8948

COLORADO
Denver 303.758-4484

' Colorado Springs 303. 596-3239

CONNECTICUT
Kensington 203.223-0645

FLORIDA'
Hollywood 305-981-2060
Dade 305.621-1999
Lake Worth 305-588-3649
Ft Myers 813-433-1929
LaBelle 813-675-4404
Orlando 305-644-2210

GEORGIA
Mac 412-742-6964
Atlanta 404-243-5020

ILLINOIS
Evergreen Pk 312-422-9626

INDIANA
Indianapolis 317. 848 9518
Merrillville 219 769-0211

IOWA
Orange City 712-737-483 )
Pella 515-628-4606
Des Moines 515-270.0824

MARYLAND
Annapolis 301 263-7703

MASSACHUSETTS
Wakefield 617-246-1890

'Denotes satellite office

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN
SERVICES ......

-
Corporate Office 901 Eastern Ave N E
Grand Rapids, MI 49503 (616) 459-6273

90-460 0 89 -- 10
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MICHIGAN
Fremont
Grand Ra, ds
'.4adison HL ghts
Holland

MINNESOTA
Stillwater

MISSISSIPPI
Jacksor
Hattiesburg

MISSOURI
St Louis

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hancock

NEW JERSEY
North Haledon
Point Pleasant
Cherry Hill area

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville
Fr,r,klin
Murphy
Raleigh

OHIO
Akron

PENNSYLVANIA
Greater Delaware Valley
Millersville
Pittsburgh

SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville
Columbla

SOUTH DAKOTA
Rapid City

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga
Memphis2

VIRGINIA
Vienna
Fredmksburg

WASHINGTON
Bellingham

WISCONSIN
Waukesha

APPENDIX A

616-924-3390
616-459-6273
313-588-9400
616-396-0623

612-439-9603

601 366-4282
601- 264 -264d

314-644-3535

603-525-4923

201.427-2566
201-899-0403
609-478-4114

704-274-7146
704-369-6188
704-837-8261

919-828-6281

216-867-2362

215-233-4626
717.872-094c
412-734-2662

803-235-2273
803-779-0541

605-343-3078

615-622-7360
901-454-1401

703-255-4775
703-371-4630

206-733-6042

414 -54' -6557

in rlOrin aerIsany proslaeS sr r 'In Mensoms Bettsr, )5 In( Or0Or
shmthrOusrs an ass.ate agency atrs,1 as r',15 t,th ChrISIlars
ShcpMera Care Ministries
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In 1944, when two
women first cared for

a homeless baby in
tneir Grand Rapids

apartment, they
planted the seed for

whct Is now considered
One of the largest

adoption agencies in
the country Bethany

Christian Services
Today Bethany IS a

multi-service agency
with a budget ex-

ceeding 511 million
and more [NI 280

employes in 54 loca-
tions Reaching out to

trOubl, d children,
families.. 1d individ-
uals, Betn..ny strives
to give pre;;.;: inal

help 'rot, 3 Chrrt,an
perspective

Gifts from individuals,
cnurches, corpora -

t onS and fcurlations
provide much of the

financial base for
Bethany S operations

Remaining costs are
met through child

si 000rt payments and
other fees All ccn-

tributiOns are tax
deduCtible

If you would like more
information about

Bethany s programs
contact the office

nearest you

BETHANY
CHRISTIAN /
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SERVICES OFFERED NATIONWIDE
PETHANY LIFELINE

During 1387 15 685 calls were made to
Bethany 524 -hour crit.s pregnancy hotline
BETHANY LIFELINE women from around the
country dialed our 1-800-BETHANY number
to be in touch with professional guidance
information and encouragement Our
telep hone vol unteers were able tO refer the
cant,* to a local office for more intensive
counseling

PREGNANCY COUNSELING
FOr 44 yearS women wito unplanned

DregnancieS nave turned to Bethany for
help During 1987, 2 128 visited our offices
for counseling Bethany makes a commit
ment tO help these women choose life for
their unborn children rometimes that
means helping them secure financial
assistance, medical care or a plate to live

ADOPTION
Children from the United States South

America, Korea and India have found per
manent homes through Bethany In 1987
1053 children were placed in adoptive
fart 'lies, 490 through Bethany s domestic
program and 563 torough Bethany s Inter
national program Since Bethany s begin
nings, nearly 7,000 cnildren have ioinecf
them adoptive famines

INFANT FOSTER CARE
Through a nationwide network of

f Bethany provides temporary care
for newborns wade their birth mothers
make a final decision to parent or make
adoptive plans in 1987 694 infants received
foster care

SPONSORSHIP
Bethany s international sponsorship pro-

gram enabies individualS and groups CO
Support DhySi,tally and mentally hand,-
cappeo Children at HOlt 11 San Center near
Seoul, Korea Sponsors receive a photo and
information about the Child they support,
in addition to regular reports on the child s
progress Because of the severity of their
handicaps these children are unavailable
for adoption During 1987, 696 sponsors
opened their hearts to these spettlal
children

VOLUNTEERS
Nationwide hunareds of volunteers

donated over 24 000 hours to assist
Bethany ! staff with support services,
befriend clients serve as telephone
counselors Or Solicit support Without their
contribution Bethany s effectiveness
would be unthinkable

ADDITIONAL SERVICES (Western Michigan Only)
FOSTER CAPE FOR DEPENDENT,
NEGLECTED AND ABUSED CHILDREN

During 1987 Bethany helped 460 children who
came from names where they ciao been
neglected and abused by offering then, tern
POracy care in Christian families

in addition, Western MiChtgan s Refugee Foster
care program Places refugee minors Viet
namese Children under the age of 18 whO are not
accompanied by parents or other adult relatives

In licensed foster nomes During 1997 81
cniidren were serv.c1 through this program

AnOPTION OLDER,
SPECIAL-NEEDS CHILDREN

In 1987 37 children were placed in adoptive
homes through Bethany s contract with the
Michigan Department of Sotial Services

These children whO ranged in age from a few
months old to teenaners came from homes
where they had been r eqleCted Or abuser( and
Parental r grits were terminited Most Of them
were emotionally or psychVogic iiiv trotibied and
Bethany provided intensive training education
and support to their new families

RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT
Bethany s Grand Frdoitis Michigan campus

features two reside I facilities or boys ages
7 to 16 with severe emotional and psychological
pi Oblemr in 1987 56 boys were served in adds
(Ion 21 girls were helped at Holt Home and 24
boys at Fisk Home Similar facilities In Holland
and Fremont

FAMILY AND INDIVI,NJAL COUNSELING
In 1987 Bethany provided counseling for 1 381

families and individuals in western Michigan with
marital family or personal problems ThIS figure
includes 167 families who received counseling
through our in home Services program a PM
gram that reaCoes out to people in their nomes
where many problems take Place

DAY CARE
Offering instruction in a creative environment

for children ages 2 7 to 6 Bethany 5 Da Care
Center served 93 chlioren outing 1981 Me
Center located in Grand Ran Os ii icenSed to
,en .e 40 children
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DOMESTIC FOSTER CARE

Three case scenarios:

APPENDIX C

A 14 year old Caucasian girl was presented to Bethany for a
possible foster care placement. Protective Services had gotten
involved due to physical abuse, neglect and emotional trauma to
the girl. She had not been in school for about 30 days.
Protective Services involved one of their In-Home Contracts,
the PACT Program to work with this girl. They had attempted to
work with this family for approximately two months. During
this time period, there were many explosive incidents with the
girl physically attacking her younger brothers and sisters,
taking a knife attempting suicide, and simply running the
streets. Out of desperation, they removed her and came to the
Joint Planning Committee in Yent County and recommended that
she be placed in a residential setting. After discussion with
our staff, we felt that we could probably place her in a foster
care setting. We placed this girl in a two parent home who
also had two younger children in that home - these were
biological children of the foster parents. The girl adjusted
fairly well; however, there were times where the caseworker had
to respond to emergency situations, at one time she tore the
telephone out of the wall, she threw a glass up against the
wall and at one time kicked a hole in their wall. The girl
made a dramatic turnaround after approximately a frW months in
the foster home. Where before she had not attended school, was
sexually active, had these violent outbursts, after two months
in foster care and receiving counseling, the child attended
school on a regular basis, was very loving and caring for the
younger sibs, was able to control her violent outbursts and in
fact, made the track team for her school from which she threw a
shot put. Her family, which was comprised of a stepfather and
her biological mother, wen: out:" alcoholics. Mom and dad did
split for a period of time wh.le they received counseling.
They did reunite and both were involved in the phase-back of
this child back into the home. After four months, we did have
the girl back home and the sitnation at this point in time has
maintained. We have provided approximately four months of
aftercare to this case and we were able to prevent an
out-of-home placeme;.t.
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A Caucasian girl age 13 years was a victim of sexual abuse by
her stepfather. Her biological mother also engaged in some
sexual activity with animals and oi-her acts in front of the
girl, therefore the police and Protective Services felt that
she needed to be removed. The girl, ether than needing a lot
of motional support and some tutoring to get her up to speed
in her educational placement, did very well in foster care.
She was placed with a couple of approximately retirement age,
who gave her a lot of love and support through her testimony in
the criminal case against her stepfather. This family has
received counseling for their sexual abuse beha ,.or. After
four months, this child, too, was returned home ,d is doing
real well.

A third case scenar'o involved a girl of age 14 years old.
This girl also had two siblings a sister who is age 12 and a
brother who is age 11. The 14 year cld was removed from the
home basically based on the mother saying she could not control
her beha.ior. Sae cited that the girl was involved in street
gangs, was sexually active with boys, was using drugs, refused
to go to school and was totally out of control. The child was
placed in a faster home and although she did exhibit some
obnoxious behaviors and some noncompliance with the rules,
basically made a good adjustment to the home situation.
Besides having the caseworker, we involveu a family counselor,
provided counseling to the girl as we') as in the home
counseling to the girl as well as in the home counseling to the
parent which also was the situation in the previous rase.
instead of having the family come in here for therapy, we
reached out and did counseling 'n he home. The counselor
worked cn issues with the mother and we basically had a
situation where the mother herself became pregnant at a very
young age with this girl and was never able to realize her
dreams of becoming fully employed and having a life-style where
she felt she could meet the adequate needs of her children.
The counselor worked or this on an individual basis in trying
to build self esteem in the mother as well as conducted family
sessions with the three children and their mother. There was a
lot of resistance on the part of the family to participate in
the family ,essions; however, the counselor used some
techniques su,h as bringing along a bucket of chicken or pizza
or this sort of thing and actually got the family involved in
therary where this lirl was returned to her mother's home
within three months. The behaviors cited by the mother was not

2q,ii
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experienced by us nor was it experienced upon her return home.
After providing three months c.,f aftercare, feeling that the
situation was going relatively well. However, we again ran
into problems where the mo her simply was saying, "I don't
want the ctild. I don't want any of my children." She was
choosing to walk out on her family. Through our efforts, we
located a father who had not provided any care for these
children nor seen them on a regular basis. Through initiating
some visits between the children and the father, we did arrange
for two of the children to live w1ch him. This placement now,
for one month, has gone relatively well. We temporarily had to
put one of the children into a shelter facility due to the fact
that the father's living arrangements simply were not large
enough to accommodate all of his children. In working with the
Department of Social Services, we have obtained emergency funds
and re in the process of having him rent a larger apartment
where we are providing the first month's rent and security
deposit so that he can move into a larger home. Additionally,
from the private sector, we will ob'lin the extra beds, etc.
that are needed to set him up. Althluy!, this tase rms taken
approximately four months of aftercare art? we will probably
need another three, we fee' that it has been highly successful
in that the children 'lave not been taken out of their
biological homes and paced into a long tern foster care
situation.
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FAMILY IHPACT
INFORMATION REPORT

4/22/88

NUMBER OF CLIENTS SERVED IN 1987
(5.5 Months of operation)

144 Families or
169 children and adolescents and 57 adults for a total of
226 individual clients all with a mental health diagnosis

DEMOGRAPHICS
AVERAGE AGE OF SYMP-)M BEARER CHILD/ADOLESCENT = 15-16 yrs.
MALE 54%
FEMALE 46%

WHITE = 88%
BLACK . 5%
NATIVE AMERICAN = 4.5%
HISPANIC 1.8%

AVERAGE INCOME OF FAMILY = approximately $13,970.00 N=20% of cases.
MEDICAID = 33% of f.milles served
PRIVATE INSURANCE = 17*
SELF PAY = 50% 12% of whom are unable to pay more than
$5.00 per month.

SERVICE DESCRIPTION
REFERRAL CALLS . 35-40 per month
ADMISSIONS 8-12 per month
eC7iVE FAniLIES = 115 Currently. Case Load size 15 families.
COST OF CARE = $454.00 per family average per month. N=20% of cases.
.EFERRAL SOURCES - SELF 28%, SCHOOL 25%, RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS 12%,

CRISIS PROGRAM 8%, DSS 7%, OUTPATIENT 'It, OTHER 13% (Hospitals, Bridge,etc

REASONS FOR ADMISSIONS
Chronic rurning away and not obeying rules
Substance abuse, breaking law with friends
Poor social skills and adaptive functioning
Exhibiting violent behavior, temper tantrums, acting out
Poor school performance, not attending
Constant arguing/fighting with family members and others

Many families have had outpatient services (some very
extensive) and often have been placed out of the home in
informal settings such as with relatives or friends. Other.?
have had short stays at a Crisis hospital setting, Detention or tempory

shelters such as the Bridge or Child Haven. Between 8-12%
of our active caseload has been in a long term Psychiatric
setting prior t, our involvement.

FAMILY STRUCTURE
SINGLE PARENT FAMILY-17% of active family's (115 cases)
RECONSTITUTED FAMILY-12% of active family's
PARENTS WITH MENTAL HEALTH DIAGNOSIS 25% of all clients served.
Family Impact focuses on the family as a whole to relieve th, symptoms
Identified by family members. Often, the child's behavior is related
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to a problem that is being felt by the whole family or the other
family members are experiencing discomfort due to the presenting
problem. At the very 1. 4st, the entire family will be looked at to hell

the symptom bearer recover.

OTHER SERVICE PROVIDER INVOLVEMENT
DSS/PROTECTIVE SERVICES lOt of active cases.
COURT 9t of active cases.
SPECIAL EDUCATION programs approximately +75%.

SELECTED DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORIES OF CHILDREN/ADOLESCENTS N.88.
Adjustment. Disorder With Emotional Features 10%
Adjustment Disorder With rased Disturbance of Conduct 9%
Oppositional Defiant Diso:d=r 15t
Conduct Disorder Undifferentiated Type it
Conduct Disorder Solitary Aggressive lOt
Dysthymic Disorder 10%

Less than 10 kids are on medications

OUT OF HOME ALTERNATIVE CARE 1987
CHILD HAVEN = 5 clients averaged 38 days per stay (21)
DETENTION = 8 clients averaged 18 days per stay (10)
PINE REST CRISIS = 7 clients averaged 34 days. (11)
(Often one difficult placement has made the average longer
than usual. The () days are more typical.
17% OF ACTIVE CASES (115)USED THESE ALTERNATIVES

HOSPITALIZATIONS
PINE REST TALL PINES = 6 clients averaged 58 days
PHEASANT RIDGE STATE PSYCH. 2 client all of 1987.
These 2 were admitted by previous program and had
DSS and Mich. :ndiaa Child Welfare as legal guardians.

CMH FUNDED RESIDENTIAL CARE 1987
AVERAGE 1 IN RESIDENTIAL CARE 1987 20

TOTAL 1987 RESIDENTIAL EXPENDITURE $487,723.89
AVERAGE MONTHLY COST = $40,643.65
AVERAGE PER DAY COST $66.00
AVERAGE COST PER CLIENT - $2,032 per client

FIRST QUARTER OF 1988
AVERAGE 1 IN RESIDENTIAL CARE = 15
YEAR TO DATE RESIDENTIAL COSTS = $106,887.11
AVERAGE MONTHLY COST = $35,629.00
AVERAGE PER DAY COST = $76.62
AVERAGE COST PER CLIENT PER MONTH = $2,375.27
We have admitted 4 children to residential services in our
9 months of operation.



Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Ms. McLaughlin.

STATEMENT OF MEGAN E. McLAUGHLIN. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
FEDERATION OF PROTESTANT WELFARE AGENCIES. IN( .

Ms. McLAtiGHLIN. Thank you for inviting me to share my
thoughts here today.

My name is Megan McLaughlin. and I am executive director and
chief executive officer of the Federation of Protestant Welfare
Agencies, an umbrella organization for over 250 voluntary agencies
in the greater New York metropolitan area. Among the Federa-
tion's members are 24 agencies providing foster care and preven-
tion services designed to reduce the need for foster care.

Much can and has been said by us and others about the oper-
ational problems of Public Law 6-272. Today, however, I would
like to focus on the systemic problems that race child welfare in
New York and on recommendations for structural reforms to ad-
cl,-ess these problems.

I believe there is a need to focus more attention on these prob-
lems because if we do not do so, we are in danger of pursuing solu-
tions which will only continue the crises.

The first of these problems is the alarming number of children
who are inappropriately forced into the r,ster care system by the
scarcity of adequate, stable housing for low-income families. Today,
following a decade of steady decline, the number of children
coming into foster care in New York City is increasing at record
rates. In July of 1987, according to the city, there were nearly
19,000 children in the system. By June of this year, that number is
expected to increase to 21,000. There is a direct correlation between
this rise and increasing homelessness among poor families. I am
sure you have heard from others the litany of statistics on the ris,,
in homelessness among families. I am sure you Know that familie::,
are now the fastest growing segment of the homeless. In New York
City, there are by conservative estimates, 12,000 homeless children,
with one-half-6,000of these children below the age of 5. In a
soon-to-be released study by the Federation of a sample of 194
boarder babies in Nev York City, we found that prior to contact
with the foster care system, a significant number of the biological
parents of these children were homeless or living with a family or
friends, and had no visible source of income or were on public as-
sistance. At one hospital, about AO percent of the parents reported
for child abuse and neglect were identified as hotel familiesfami-
lies living in welfare hotels.

We believe it is no coincidence that the sw'de.i appearance of
hundreds of infants abandoned in hospitals parallels this dramatic
rise in poverty and homelessness among female-headed families in
New York City. Without economic security or adequate, stabi
living arrangements, families break down and children, their ir ist
vulnerable members, become the most visible victims.

The second major threat to the welfare of children in our city is
the prevalence of drug addiction, especially crack addiction among
poor mothers trapped in today's isolated ghettos. Parental use of
drugs is the most common allegation in abuse and neglect petitions
in New York City todaycited in 50 percent of the cases. It was
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recently reported that at Kings Couniy Hospital in Brooklyn,
records show that in 1984 a total of 80 reports were made by the
city indicating drug use by new mothers. By 1987, however, ap-
proximately 30 reports Jf drug-exposed infants were recorded each
month.

In addition to the dangers to children posed by drug use among
mothers, the relationship among drug use, AIDS and the growing
numbers of children in New York s poor neighborhoods afflicted
with AIDS and ARCnow over 400should allow none of us in
child welfare to remain sanguine about the inevitable results of
those connections. There is a desperate need to make war on drugs
in poor neighborhoods and to provide treatment for crack addiction
and specialized medical attention and followup for babies born to
drug-addicted mothers. There are not enough treatment services to
meet the demand and those that do exist are struggling to respond
to a new addiction for which there is yet no history of effective
treatment.

The Third major barrier to our capacity to care for our children
in New York City today is the structural discrimination against mi-
nority children. In our city, black and Hispanic children are in-
creasingly overrepresented among poor children, homeless chil-
dren, drug-exposed children, and children in foster care In 1986,
close to 80 percent of the children in foster care in New Yoi-k were
black and Hispanic. In our study of 194 boarder babies placed with
foster families 'n 1987, close to 95 percent were children of color.
These numbers represent neither coincidence nor racially inherited
defects. Rather, they speak to the failures of our child care and
family support systems to meet the needs of minority children and
families as well and as often as they do the needs of nonminority
children and families. To attempt to reform the child welfare
system without a recognition of this uniquely disadvantaged posi-
tion of minority children in New York City and elsewhere is to
ignore reality. And let m state categorically, it is getting harder
and harder for even the most nearsighted of us who live and work
in New York City today to ignore these realities.

What can be done to address the related systemic problems of
poverty, homelessness, drug abuse and racial discrimination which
cripples the capacity of our child welfare syttem to respond to chil-
dren in need? Let me start ow; by saying that I think we have it in
our power and within our means to do much more than we have
been doing to address these problems.

Today, I would like to focus on one approach which I believe
would enable us to come much closer than we are now to providing
healthy environments for our disadvantaged children. And that ap-
proach is redirect our policies and resources on the environments
in which these children live. Much of the most recent research and
analysis on poverty and its symptoms of homelessness, drug abuse
and family breakdown in the 1980s, point to the importance of the
environment in causing, maintaining and perpetuating family dys-
function. Among those who have written convincingly of this re-
cently are Andrew Billingsley, Kenneth Clark, and William
Wilson. In addition to the work of these esteemed scholars, there is
evidence of the impact of the environment on family function:ng
and children coming from poor kids themselves. In a recent docu-
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mentary made by the New York State Dtpartment of Social Serv-
ices called "No Time to Lose," poor kids responded to questions so-
liciting their views on what changes could be made to improve
their circumstances. They focused on changing their environ-
mentsnot their families. Over and over again, you heard the
answer move out of dilapidated, resource-poor neighborhoods; move
away from the drug dealers and the violence they breed; move to a
place where there is heat, no rats, and a job for mom.

If the kids can figure it out, so can we. What they are saying is
that they are afraid of their environmentsand not of their fami-
lies. They are depressed by their environmentsand not by their
families. According to a report in the Wall Street Journal of Octo-
ber 27, 1987, psychologists and social workers are finding that
many youngsters in these environments exhibit the same posttrau-
matic stress symptoms that plague Vietnam combat veterans. Let
me suggest that most of us in this room, presumably members of
functioning families, could not raise healthy children under the
conditions facing these families.

Unfortunately, too many of the policies and programs being pro-
posed to help poor families today focus on the family as the prob-
lem. Not enough attention is being paid to what the scholars and
the kid., are telling us is their greatest concern: their environment.
Too many of these proposals are family-centered rather than com-
munity or neighborhood-centered, and that is because they are
based on the assumption that it is families that are to be blamed
for their conditions rather than the larger system.

In my view, the current focus on family support programs, in-
cluding model programs like the Beethoven Project in Chicago, rep-
resent bold, necessary beginnings. However, we must become
bolder and design solutions that also take into account the broader
environment with which children must interact on a daily basis. To
do this, we need to broaden our focus to address the needs of chil-
dren for adeouate and stable housing; for safe places to walk and
play; for communities where their parents and neighborstheir in-
digenous role modelsare engaged in meaningful, productive ac-
tivities valued by themselves and their neighbors and their neigh-
bors' kids; where active networks exist within tneir own communi-
ties to connect young people to jobs, services and learning opportu-
nities.

In the most simplistic terms, I am describing the elements of a
healthy, vital and thrivi -.g community, an environment which cre-
ates the possibility for healthier, vital, thriving families, and their
healthy, vital, thriving kids. Without these elements, a family-cen-
tered approacl, will founder on the rocks of the fear and depression
that lay outside of the immediate family circle.

I have come to believe that to continue to define the challenge of
a compassionate, effective child welfare system ai the need to focus
more emphasis and recources solely on family-centered services
counseling, homemaking assistance and the likeis to miss the
point While these services will always be needed by some families,
they are only a part of the answer. For one thing, these services
tend to become available to families only after they are in trouble.
To broaden our reach and really provide preventive services, we
must develop a coromunity-centered approach whiLli takes into ac-
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count the demonstrated impact and functions of community envi-
ronments on family life. I also believe that in the long run this ap-
proach would be more, not less, cost effective.

Yes, this proposal is realistic and implementable. We could begin
by allocating funds to enhancing the infrastructure of targeted
communities, by allowing for the provision of everything from
street lights, sidewalks and jungle gyms to jobs, day care, family
counseling, information and referral and adequate housing. And,
yes, this is a legitimate approach for a committee concerned with
child welfare. It is simply an approach that embodies the knowl-
edge we have. It is an approach that recognizes the link between
community life and family life.

Thank you for letting me share these thoughts with you today.
Chairmao MILLER. Mr. Kroll.

STATEMENT OF JOE KROLL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NORTH
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON ADOPTABLE CHILDREN, ST. PAUL, MINN.

Mr. KROLL.
My name is Joe Kroll. I am not a service provider. I am a parent.

I have one birth child and one adopted child.
I am here because my father grew up in an orphanage since he

was considered unadoptable. The kinds of kids who were unadopta-
ble 10, 15, 20 years ago are all being adopted today. The most se-
verely emotionally disturbed or handicapped child has been adopt-
ed. I am not willing to give up on any child in the system.

I would like 4-o highlight one child who was adopted as a result of
Public Law 96-272, because I think this is an extreme case and re-
minds us why we are here today. In the State of Minnesota, there
is a little girl--now not so little anymoreKatie. She has no motor
skills whatsoever. She fell before her first birthday and suffered
brain damage. A single mom met her in the residential t:eatment
center where Katie lived. At the age of five or six, this woman dis-
covered Katie had learned to read from watching Sesame Street.
Barbara pressed the sy stem to adopt Katie and continued to press
for six years until the adoption was finalized.

This adoption saves taxpayers $2,000 a month. Because of the
commitment of one woman and sound Federal policy, a child who
otherwise would be bedridden in an institution has a family, at-
tends school and anticipates a future. I think we have to remember
eve, y day that we are saving kids' lives.

On postlegal adoption services: Everyone has said there is a
change in the kinds of kids coming into the system I found a study
that analyzed the characteristics of 53 children adopted at a mean
age of 10.8 years. Eighty-nine percent of the children in the sample
were defined as being emotionally disturbed.

Some post adoption services are paid for through Medicaid or
special rrograms, 'Jut greater policy and fiscal commitment is
needed. Our organization's recommendation is that special needs
children should have as part of their agreement a plan that delin-
eates the need for post-legal follow-up services, the services to be
provided, resources available to deliver such services, and specifies
combinations of funding sources.

0 q c,
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I think this is something that should be considered very care-
fully,

A second category of concern is the placement of minority chil-
dren. While special needs mirwrity children wait in cure, minority
families simultaneously wait in the system Five black male infants
are currently on the State adoption exchange in Kentucky and
over 40 under 2 are listed with the Adoption Information Center of
Illinois. At the same time, a black serviceman living in Grand
Forks, N. Dak., on an Army base called our office requesting infor-
mation on how to adopt a black infant because there are no black
children in need of adoption near his base. In New York, black and
Hispanic families wait on the average of over 2 years.

Ernesto Loperena, NACAC's president and executive director of
the New York Council on Adoptable Children, an organization that
specializes in recruiting prospective adoptive families, reports the
following:

Currently we have 452 families waiting an average of 2 years and 3 months to
adopt special needs children. Three hundred and ninety-four of these families are
black and Hispanic, about evenly divided The major problem is getting these fami-
lies through the system Although our families undergo intense preparation regard-
ing the system and delays they will encounter, about 25 percent drop out after refer-
ral to an adoption agency for the homestudy process Between 6 to 9 months is
spent to complete a typical homestudy This process should take no longer than to
9 weeks

The next major hurdle families face is the so-called -1-latching process A family
will identify a specific child, usually from a photo listing The adoption agency
worker quite often has ingrained attitudes about what constitLies an Ideal family
Too often this "ideal" flies .n the face of social reality Many amority families live
within extended family situations Beciie,e of this, living space may be considered
cramped Further, in many urban railroad flats in older tenement:, are
normal Quite often bedrooms in these apartments do not have windows In others.
both parents must work to maintain a decent standard of he mg In still others, it
may be a single parent situation Added to these are attitudes about being too old or
too fat or too skinny These factors, in myriad combinations, are used to disqualify
families who apply for specific children

Their experience suggests that the recruitment of families, in-
cluding minority families, is not the problem. In fact, HHS studies
show that black and Hispanic families adopt at a greater rate than
white families Culturally and racially sensitive recruitment pro-
grams have proved successful in many areas of the Nation. NACAC
supports programs that recruit, assess, and match families with
children of the same race. Agencies with minority children in care
must have programs in place to find and assist such families

Recommendation. There must be a national ccminitment of Fed-
eral, State, and local programs, personnel, and resources to recruit,
prepare, assess, and place minority adoptive children with families
of the same race. At the Federal level, a specific program initiative
should be added to Public Law 96-272, that requires as a measure
of programmatic success the achievement of the same placement
rate for nonwhite children as for white children

Rather than a situation where black infants in Cook County wait
for families, there should be families waiting for those children and
if the Cook County agency does not have them waiting, they are
not doing their job and something should be done. Those kids
should not wait. Families are out there Public agencies who have
those children in their care should be held responsible
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The final recommendation is very technical in nature and I
would like to go through my example very carefully. We have
found that throughout the country States cannot impose an income
requirement or use a means test to restrict eligibility for Federal
adoption assistanceat least one State, Illinois, has received HHS
approval to institute a family income ceiling above which no cash
assistance is available. Sounds suspiciously like a means test which
legislative intent clearly prohibits.

However, there is no such prohibition against a means test in
State-funt. ed programs. While most States do not have means tests,
in several States, including Delaware and Arkansas, an adoptive
family's income is used to determine the level of benefits for the
adopted children. As a result of these inequities, all special needs
children do not have equal access to adoption assistance benefits.

For example, Tom 15, John 12, and Dave 11, are brothers in the
foster care system in the State of Arkansas. Parental rights have
been terminated as a result of abuse. By any standards, the size of
the sibling group, their ages, and the abuse in their background
would qualify these boys :_s_s special needs children, and therefore
eligible for adoption assistance benefits.

However, because of their biological family's financial status
when they entered foster care. they were not eligible for the title
IV-E foster care program, and therefore are not eligible for the
Federal adoption assistance program. In Arkansas, the State adop-
tion program determines children's benefits based on the income of
the adoptive family. After a family was identified and their gross
income calculated, it was found to be above $21,452 maximum al-
lowed for a family of five. These children will not receive adoption
assistance and this family cannot afford to adopt them.

The situation occurs elsewhere. It is a bad set of circumstances.
It is one of the reasons means tests are not allowed at the Federal
level, but it does go on in this country.

I propose that all children legally free for adoption, regardless of
the situation of their biological or adoptive parents, be declared
families of one. They would then be eligible for Federal AFDC ben-
efits and adoption assistance programs. That is a straightforward
change. It obviously has fiscal implications, but it is one that
should be considered.

There is a final point which is not in my written testimony that I
would like to make, and which I hope you will ask the representa-
tives of HHS when they testify. We hav- -hserved in state audits,
both of the foster care programs and the adoption assistance pro-
gram, that ;t appears there is an accounting mentality in these
audits and, that they look for ways to reduce the amount of money
a state receives. For example, as a result of the audit of Minneso-
ta's IV-E program, $493,000 in reimbursement claims were denied.

In spite of the financial input that program remains in compli-
ance. It suggests that we are looking at things from an accounting
perspective as opposed to a programmatic perspective. I think that
is a question worth asking the administration officials.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. I hope I can be of con-
tinued assistance.

[The prepared statemen. follows:]
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ATLIALNT KRCIA , F XI CUT t 1F DI TOP, NOR PH 1M, Ft, V,
C Oi \C I T, ADOPTABLF CRI LDRIN

Mr Chairman and Members of the Committee tcank you for tni5
'-,OP01 rum ty to appear before you today to dis,cuss foster rare child
welfare and adoption reforms I aiL Joe Kroll, executive director of the
North American Council on Adoptable Children (NACAC) and Parent of
two children, ore by adoption NMCAC is an organization of adoptive
parent groups, adoption agencies, and individu_ls why , Committed to
improving opportunities for permanent homes for special needs
children waiting for famil over thirteen years we have been
involved at the local, state, a national lev 3s advocates for rh.ilren
who wait

Impact of RI 95-272

E., yone in this room can be proud of their work on benalf of spec iai
weds children This landmark legislation plays a direct, signif icant

positive role in many lives the programmatic in at Ives anJ f inancial
incentives provided in the law have allowed many children to grow up in
permanent, nurturing families rather than Gritting in foster care or
spending their lives in institutions I offer several posit ive examples of
the impact or the act

Katie is a 14-year old with no motor skills She fell before her first
birthday and suffered brain damage All of her physical needs have to be
met by someone else Bart first met Katie while doing physical therapy
at Katie s residential treatment center in Minnesota They began to
work together and something special happened As they commurm ated
Barb discovered that Katie had learned to read watching Sesame
Street Barb pressed the system to adopt Katie and met with many
obstacles along the way It took over four ;ears for the adoption to take
place Katie now receives maximum benefits from the State of
Minnesota Through the commitment of one woman and the help of sound
federal anc e policy, a child who otherwise would be bed-ridden in
an institution has a family, attends school and ant icipates a future By
the way, this adoption saves taxpayers $2,000/ month

Martin was a thirteen-year-old who had been in ten foster Noires in
four years His social worker talked with him about his options, and
Martin said find me a family An active recruitment effort was begun,

nd throuf:L a photolist ing book, Martin was eventually adopted by a
f Wiry in ,.rginia He is new in his second year of college Because
n.,,rt in was dete.'mined t survive, and because the federal government
encouraged recruitment e, forts' and provided adoption assistance, Mart in
has a family

NclailaitlCatiOnS to the Law 1980 198d

Jr the eight years since the passage 3( PL 96-272 a nc.mber of problems
have been solved through statutory and regulatory change to make the
Act serve children better

I P, a result of the C .solidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1985 (COBRA) children receiving Tederal adoption assistance are
eligible for Medicaid and Title XX social services in the states where
they resiue, regardless of whether this is the same state with ,e'Lch the
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parents have an cdoption assistance agreement (effective October
1986)

2 Also as a result of COBRA, states have the option to provide Medicaid
coverage for children who are receiving benef its from state or local
adoption assistance programs by defining them as medically in need
(effective October 1986)

3 The Omnibus Budget Reconciliaticn Act of 1987 required that the
Secretary of Health and Human Services (FIFIS) create an Advisory
Committee on Adoption and Foster Care Information to recommend a
system to collect uniform foster care and adoption data Their report
was submitted on Octobei I, and the Secretary Is required to propose a
data system to Congress by July I, 1983 Full implementation is to take
place ro later than October 1991 Though this time f, are is reasonable
given the number of bureaucracies involved, impl,mentation is a long
way off We will not be able to properly document progress on behalf of
waiting children until we are able to count them accurately

4 Policy announcement 87-03, issued by HHS in July 1987, clearly
identified those elements that must be incl,:ded in Title IV -E adoption
assistan:e agreements A model adoption assistance agreement was
also provided For years advocates had argued for consistency in this
program, but it took trie 427 audit process to convince administration
officials that absence of such a model had made the program difficult to
evaluate by the federal government

All of thr art .ons cited above could have been exoedited through the
rule-making authority of HIS, or at the very least through leadership in
suggesting changes to Congress or other departments in the
administration (Medicaid issues) It has taken too many years to make
these minor, but significant, changes

Proposed Amendments to PL 96 -772

I would like to propose several amendments that would Increase the
effectiveness of PL 96-272 , and that require Congressional ,eadership
since the administration is relurtant to make program changes through
its rule-making authority These changes are in the areas of post-legal
adoption services, placement of minority children, and federal
eligibility iteria

Postlegal Adoption SeryICPC

It is clear that perceptions of adoption have changed The adoption
comn,,mity has come to recognize that an adoptive family is different In
some significant ways from a family created biologically As stated In
After Adootioft A Manual for Professionals Working with Adoptive
Families published by the Illinois Department of Children and Family
Services in June 1987

Adoption is nearer just a legal act nor a time-limited
social process, rather, it is a condition that impacts
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those involved over their entire lives The issues raised
by adoption are never fully put to rest

The manual referenced above provides an excellent discussion of some
of these potential differences It is beginning to be recognized that a
great many adoptive faMilies experience similar difficulties and
challenges

In addition, the children being placed for adoption are oten older and
"tougher than chliuren who were able to be placed in the past Many of
'hese kids have had extremely traumatic life experiences that result in
on-going challenges For example, a recent study analyzed a sample
population of 53 children adopted at a mean age of 108 years Eighty-
nine percent (89%) of the children in the sample were defined as being
emotionally disturbed (From Ellen E Pinderhughes Characteristics aL

lAdotaion Unpublished
Doctoral Dissertation Yale University, 1986 )

I .1 II, au 61

Evidence of this new understanding of the adoption process can be seen
In family preparation plans that Include provisions for ongoing therapy,
and adoption subsidy agreements that include family and child
counseling There is clear need for availability of post legal adoption
services as a means of insuring the long-term health and stability of
adoptive families

In Michigan and Arizona, for example, subsidized adoption agreements
provide state-funded post legal adoption counseling services to
individual hildren and families that go beyond federally-funded
Medicaid tenef its Both states supplement federal benefits with state
dollars

Recommendation All special needs children should have as
part of their adoption assistance agreement a plan for post
adoption service.; that delineates the need for services, the
services to be provided, resources available to deliver such
services, and specifies combinations of funding sources

Placement of Minority Children

While special needs minority children wait in care, minority families
simultaneously wait in the system Through interviews with state
adoption staff I learned that five Black male infants are currently
waiting for families in Kentucky and over 40 Black children under two
c.-e listed with the Adoption Information Center of Illinois At the same
tin e a Black married serviceman living in Grand Forks, North Dakota
cal ed our office requesting information on how to adopt a Black infant
bek.zuse there are no Black children In need of adoption near his base In

New York, Black and Hispanic families wait on the average of over two
years

Ernesto ...Jperena, NACAC's president and executive director of the New
York Council on Adoptable Chi iren, an organization that specializes in
recrciting prospective adoptive families, reports re foilr wing

Currently we have 452 families waiting an average of 2 years and 3
months to adopt special needs children Three hundred ninety-four
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(194) of these families are Black and Hispanic, about evenly
divided The major prOblem Is getting these families through the
system Although our families undergo intense preparation
regarding the system and delays they will encounter, about 25%
drop out after referral to an adoption agency for the homestudy
process Between 6 to 9 months is spent to complete a typical
homestucy This process should take no longer than fx-9 weeks

The next major hurdle families face is the co-called matching
process A family will Identify a specific child, usually from a
photolistiny The adoption agency worker quite often nas ingrained
attitudes about what constitutes an ideal family Too often this
"ideal" flies in the face of social reality Many minority families
live within extended family situation_ Because of this, living
space may be considered cranaed Further, in many urban areas
railroad flats in older tenements are normal Quite often bedrooms
in these apartments do not have windows In others, both parents
must work w maintain a decen' standard of ,iving In still others,
it may be a male parent situation Adoed to these are attitudes
about tieing too old or too fat or too skinny These factors, in
myriad combinations, are used to disqualify families who apply for
specific children

Their experience suggests that the recruitment ,f families, including
minority families, is not the problem In fact, HH5 studies show that
Black and Hispanic families adopt at a greater rate than white families
Culturally and racially sensitive recruitment programs have proved
successful in many areas of the nation NACAC supports programs that
recruit, assess, and match families .vith children of the same race
Agencies with minority children In care must have programs in place to
find and assist such families

Recommendation There must be a national commitment of
federal, state, and local programs, personnel, and resources to
recrihi., prepare, assess, and place minority adoptive children
with families of the same race At the federal level, a
specific program initiative should he added to PL 96-272, that
requires as a measure of programmatic success, the
achievement of the same placement rate for non -white
children as for white children

EligallitySsIteria

All special needs children do not ha, equal access to adoption
assistance benefi, In the feaeral program, states cannot impose an
income requirement or use a means test to restrict eligibility for
adopt ion assistance At least one state, .11inols, has received HH5
approval to institute a family income ceiling above which no cash
assistance is available Sounds suspiciously like a 'means test' which
legislative intent clearly prohibits

However, there is no i ch pro",,t on against a means test in state
funded programs Whi.e most plat s do not have mean tests, in several
states including Delay :c md Arkansas, an adoptive family s income is
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used to determine the level of benefits for the adopted children As a
result of these inequities all special needs children do not have equal
access to adoption assistance benefits For example

Tom 15, John 12, and Dave 11, are brothers in the foster care
system in the state of Arkansas Parental rights have been
terminated as a result of abuse By any Standards, the size of the
sibling group, their ages, and the abuse in their backgroundwould
qualify these boys as "special needs children", and therefore
eligible for adoption assistance benefits However, because of
their biological family's financial status when they entered foster
care, they were not eligible for the Title IV-E foster care program,
and therefore are not eligible for the federal adoption assistance
program In Arkansas, the state adoption program determines
children's benefits based on the income of the adoptive family
After a family was identified and their gross income calculated, it
was found to be above the $21,452 maximum allowed for a family
:f five These children will not receive adoption assistance and
this family cannot afford to adopt them

Recommendation All children legally freed for adoption be
declared families of one Based on income at the time of
termination of parental rights they would be eligible for
federally funded AFDC beref its and thus eligible for the
federal adoption assistance program

Thank you for the opportunity to testify and present the views of the
North American Council on Adoptaole Children Our continued assistance
is available to you
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
Thank you all for your testimony.
Mr. Pierce, I think you are right that we have to move the

system more toward the notion of family services in composite.
What we are seeing across the country I think is a number of ef-
forts undertaken in various locales to try to see whether or not
that can be done in redesigning on a pilot or experimental basis to
break down some barriers in terms of classification of people before
they are eligible for services.

It appears to to having a fairly positive impact. It takes a while
to get some of the State and county agencies to rethink it, but it is
an idea that is continuing to grow.

Initially when we wrote the law, that was our intent; we thought
the IV-B money would continue to grow. We had the theory that
we would realize savings in maintenance money because the chil-
dren were out of the system. We just forgot to continue the money.
That is what these hearings are about, to see if we could move the
moneys again so we can knock down the number of families that
take it. So we are on the same wavelength in terms of our goal.

Mr. PIERCE. There is at the Federal level a program called
CASSP. We have a fairly extensive one in Pennsylvania. It looks
like there are some things in that that would work. If we could, in
terms of looking at legislation, work that concept into some more
of those so that there may be some ways to trigger a better re-
sponse to that.

It really came from mental health. It should be focused on
mental health and child welfare and education. If you could do
something at the national level to push that that way, that would
be very helpful at least for a state like ours.

Chairman MILLER. I don't disagree with you.
Ms. McLaughlin, how are you piecing together the re:inburse-

ment for your drug-related and AIDS-related babies? How are you
doing that in the foster care system?

Ms. MCLAUGHLIN. The kids in the hospital care system are cov-
ered by medicaid. Once they moved into the foster care, they are
taken over by foster care.

Chairman MILLER. There is apparently still a great deal of con-
cern that there are some barriers to that happening. Has that been
overcome in New York?

Ms. MCLAUGHLIN. I don't know if the barriers have been over-
come, but tremendous strides have been made because of very spe-
cial incentives to pay more and speed up the system. That was
made possible by a program called Adopt a Hospital Program
where a private agency was linked up with a public hospital.

Chairman MILLER. So is the census of babies in the hospitals
coming down?

Ms. MCLAUGHLIN. Yes. We have a study coming out that shows
the matching up of agencies across the city. The number of cases
has decreased dramatically.

Chairman MILLER. Those children would be going to what kind of
settings?

Ms. MCLAUGHLIN. Foster family homes for the most part.
Chairman MILLER. Some of the testimony the subcommittee has

received is that, obviously, the drug-related babies are very, very
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difficult to take care of because of their behavior patterns when
they are born. Are we doing anything in terms of helping those
families who are taking those babies or are they just providing
shelter?

Ms. MCLAUGHLIN. The foster parents are not being properly
trained. I would also suggest that the agencies are not doing ade-
quate fallow-up to know what is happening once the kids areplaced With the rush to move kids out of the hospital, and that is
a positive thing, that happens.

Some have gone to group settings. We are not very pleased withthat either.
Chairman MILLER. What numbers?
Ms. MCLAUGHLIN. They have set up some special facilities. They

are not called group homes because they are for babies.
Chairman MILLER. Do we know whether or not those group set-

tings provide any specialized treatment?
Ms. MCLAUGHLIN. No. We have not geared up in New York City in

terms of specialized treatment. Even agencies that have taken
AIDS kids, which are some of them, better prepared, they have tocome up with their own programs. We are moving to help social
service workers to deal with things like AIDS. We are way behind
in terms of helping workers understand drug usage and how todeal with either the parents or the kids.

Chairman MILLER. That was my concern. I get a sense in talking
to people in some of the large urban areas of the country that
people are so exhausted in trying to get the kids out of the hospi-
tals, that at that point, there is kind of sigh of relief and there isnot a formalizedSan Francisco may be coming closesystem in
terms of following up the care.

The descriptions of a large number of these babies suggest that
they will exhaust you pretty quickly. Because of the drug depend-
ency, they don't have the behavior patterns of normal infants.

Ms. MCLAUGHLIN. And many of the agencies currently have va-
cancies they cannot fill. They place the kids and they have to keep
placing more kids, but they lack staff, even when money is avail-
able. This is not necessarily because they don't have money, but
they are not able to recruit a staff.

The crisis we have not talked about here is the crisis of getting
trained workers even to consider and stay in the system. That is a
subject of another hearing. We have to talk about ways of recruit-
ing staff into the system and keeping them.

Right now in New York City, the city is, I don't want to say incrisis, but it is having serious problems because of lack of staff to
follow up in these cases.

Chairman MILLER. Does your agency deal with them?
Mr. HAVEMAN. We have asked that they all develop resources for

children who are coming in who are testing positive. We have done
that, put together protocols, training, foster families. We bringthem all together.

Chairman MILLER. Both for AIDS and drug related?
Mr. HAVEMAN. Yes, sir.
Chairman MILLER. So those children are now in that system?
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Mr. HAVEMAN. That is right. We have not seen the tremendous
volume that New York has. We feel we have to prepare now be-
cause those numbers will grow.

Mr. KROLL. Nonrecurring expenses they are eligible for, but-
Chairman MILLER. Because the child was not AFDC when they

entered the system?
Mr. KROLL. Yes, sir. The point I was making was that if we took

every child free for adoption and declared them families of one,
they would be eligible for AFDC.

Chairman MILLER. There must be an easier way.
Mr. KROLL. Pretty slight.
Chairman MILLER. Except we would have to respond to the in-

crease of AFDC funds.
Is that a State determination for eligibility?
Mr. KROLL. Yes, sir.
Chairman MILLER. We don't require it?
Mr. KROLL. For non-AFDC kids, some States have means tests for

the potential adoptive families.
Chairman MILLER. What is the value, the means test for a family

that says they don't give a damn?
Mr. KROLL. It is for the potential adoptive families.
Chairman MILLER. I thought it was the former family because

they were not AFDC.
Mr. KROLL. But the adoptive family is looked at.
Chairman MILLER. I understand that. We would not want the kid

to go to a nice middle-class home, God forbid. We could run out of
children.

Mr. KROLL. Abuse doesn't know income limitations.
Chairman MILLER. But it knows it more in poor families than it

does in families with stable income.
Mr. KROLL. The biological parents had enough money to keep the

kid out of AFDC.
Chairman MILLER. There are human elements we can't legislate.

We don't prohibit means testing.
Let me ask you something. What is that payment worth?
Mr. KROLL. In the &ate of Arkansas, about $150 per month per

kid.
Chairman MILLER. I assume if we give that kid $150 a month and

they are in a rich family, we are still way ahead
Mr. KROLL. Surely.
Chairman MILLER. So we are going to save that $150. Usually

people get fired for that kind of thinking. I am sure you get awards
for how to save the state money.

Mr. KROLL. Luckily there are not a lot of states that operate that
w

Chairman MILLER. You have heard some of the discussion here. I
think the witnesses have moved this discussion. If I could tell you
the argument that went on inside the conference committee and
closed committee rooms about the notion of people profiteering off
this system and all the baggage various legislators brought to that
conference 10 years agoI think we have the potential here not to
.-.--rry about whether the family is wealthy or the payment follows.

They don't make any economic sense, those debates.
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I think we have moved farther, learned about the training. The
value of foster parents is so different than it was 10 years ago.
Maybe it is because they are a scarcer resource. Maybe it is be-
cause the kids we are handing off to them may cause them to reth-
ink their volunteerism.

This may run counter to the notion of permanency. Those kids, if
you are not successful, continue to get kicked around in the
system.

Mr. KROLL. They will probably be in foster care until they gradu-
ate from the system, one at a time.

Chairman MILLER. And their children will probably be there, too.
I would like if the staff would talk more about how you are

moving these kids out of the hospital. We are trying to talk to
people in different areas to see if we have erectedsome areasto
be sure we can move these kids into some skilled foster care.

[Whereupon, at 1:50 p.m., the joint committees adjourned.]



FOSTER CARE, CHILD WELFARE, AND
ADOPTION REFORMS

THURSDAY, MAY, 12, 1988

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITTEE ON WAYS
AND MEANS, SUBCaMMTFTEE ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
AND UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION, JOINTLY WITH
THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND
FAMILIES,

Washington, DC.
The committees met, pursuant to call, at 10:10 a.m., in room B-

318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Gecrge Miller (chairman
of the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families) and
Hon. Thomas J. Downey (acting chairman, Subcommittee on Public
Assistance and Unemployment Compensation) presiding.

Chairman MILLER. The joint meeting of the Subcommittee on
Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation of the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means and the Select Committee on Children,
Youth, and Families will come to order.

During the past month, we have been conducting oversight hear-
ings on the most vulnerable segment of societychildren who,
through no fault of their own, are removed from their families and
placed in foster care. These are children for whom government has
taken responsibility. A decade ago, the abuse and mistreatment of
children in the foster care system led Congress to enact Public Law
96-272, to provide hundreds of thousands of children greater secu-
rity and protection from harm.

As one who spent several years developing those reforms, I have
viewed with great dismay this administration's failure to imple-
ment the law.

In 1981, less than 1 year after the reforms were enacted, this ad-
ministration sought the outright repeal of the law. The Congress
refused.

Yet, during investigations by the Select Committee on Children,
Youth, and Families, we have heard very disturbing testimony that
the Department of Healtn and Human Services has essentially
tried to "repeal" the law through its lax enforcement of the law.
And the result of this indifferent administration has been continu-
ing harm to children and their families.

The evidence presented by foster children, foster parents, state
and local administrators, caseworkers, and child advocates alike de-
clares that thousands of children are in the child welfare system
unnecessarily, due to a critical shortage of housing and lack of
services which the children and their families need.

(305)
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We heard very painful testimony from Boyd, a 12-year-old child
who described for us his experiences in foster care: being moved
from foster home to foster hor e, sometimes in abusive situations,
placed once with a foster family who spoke no English, and finally
reunited with his family only after his mother brought legal action
to regain his custody.

A county administrator in Minnesota conducted a random survey
and found that, in Minnesota, people pay more to board their dogs
1.i a kennel than we pay foster parents to care for these children.

Caseworkers reported that the child protection system is severely
overburdened, understaffed, and in crisis: they reported inadequate
time for proper investigation; insufficient resources to do followup
work with families because case loads are so high. As a result,
workers, placing further burden on the system, remove children
from families that could remain together, given pi oper counseling
and attention.

And what has been the response of the administration, an ad-
ministration charged with enforcement of the law, even if it is a
law they don't like?

Litigators have described numerous lawsuits against States for
failure to comply with the mandates of Public Law 96-272viola-
tions that cause serious harm to children and cost taxpayers tens
of millions of dollars a year. Yet, the States in which these suits
are pending all passed recent Federal audits or have not been au-
dited at all.

The purpose of this hearing is to provide the administration an
opportunity to respond to this testimony and to describe the cur-
rent status of children in foster care, and the capacity of State and
local child welfare and foster care systems to implement the law
given increases in child abuse reports, homeless children and fami-
lies, children living in poverty, and the impact of the drug epidem-
ic on these systems.

What steps has the administration taken to alleviate these prob-
lems? We, as a society, cannot wait any longer ix) address these
critical problems.

I am particularly pleased to have, in addition to the administra-
tion, a panel of experts who will help us look to the future of child
welfare services. These experts have been administering programs,
serving children and their families, and advocating on their behalf.
I welcome their guidance and assistance as we grapple with the
very difficult issues of how to ensure ',hat foster care and child wel-
fare systems better serve the children and families in their care.

At this time, I would like to recognize Congresswoman Kennelly
for an opening statement.

Mrs. KENNELLY. No statement, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Evans?
Mr. EVANS. No.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Hastert?
Mr. HASTERT. I am glad the Public Assistance Subcommittee and

the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families have been
able to conduct this important series of hearings on Public Law 96-
272.

This law was innovative and certainly a bold piece of legislation
when the Congress passed it back in 1980. It now falls to us to
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make certain that the legislation is implemented properly and we
take whatever steps seem necessary to increase the help society ex-
tends to children whose own families are not able to provide the
support and guidance requisite to normal development.

But, in doing so, I would certainly counsel patience. Foster care
systems have serious and sometimes permanent problems.

The organizations our society has developed over many decades
to help these children and their families are extremely complex
and face exceedingly difficult problems.

We really don't know a great deal about how to help these fami-
lies.

In previous testimony before our committees, it sec-1ns to indicate
that many States are just now beginning to implement effectively
the 1988 legislation.

Despite these formidable obstacles, some progress has been made,
although, as always improvements are possible and necessary.

So let's do our job and see where the Congress ca.i nurture im-
provements, but let's also be slow to criticize any of the major
actors in this complex, but important system that is helping some
of our Nation's most victimized children.

I might say, Mr. Chairman, my experience has been limited in
Congress, but my experience in the Illinois General Assembly in
putting in place the Child Abuse Protection Act and laws for deter-
mining what the families' rights are so we can move kids out of
foster care and into the adoptive area is complex and one family's
problems are another family's assets. It is therefore difficult to pass
a law that affectF everybody the same way, because each of these
problems is unique.

As I began to look at the problems across the scope of this
Nationwe would go to Colorado and fn.,' out the delivery system
was on a county basis, whereas in another State it would be on a
statewide basis.

So it is difficult to really put an umbrella over everything.
I think that is probably the crux of the problems and the differ-

ences and ambiguities that we see here.
Thank you for bringing this very important issue before the

select committee and I certainly think we are heading in the right
direction in questioning to try to find new solutions.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
[The statement of Acting Chairman Downey fohows:]
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OPENING STATEMENT OF
THE HONORABLE THOMAS J. DOWNEY (D., N.Y.), ACTING CHAIRMAN,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
AT THE FINAL JOINT HEARING ON

CHILD WELFARE, FOSTER CARE AND ADOPTION ASSISTANCE REFORMS

The hearing will come to order.

The previous two days of testimony have been an interesting
experience for those of us who usually spend our time thinking up
ways to improve and expand Federal legislation. Our witnesses
have to]d us some horrifying stories but their conclusions are
even more shocking: back in 1980 we wrote a good law but it was
never implemented.

It never got the resources it deserved and the Department of
Health and Human Services took a "Look Ma, no hands" approach,
expecting the States to carry it out with little guidance and
almost no support. The victims of this policy were not Governors,
bureaucrats or legislators. The vict'- . were children. We will
pay for this neglect, many times over, in the years to come.

Our first witness today is Ms. Sydney Olson, HHS Assistant
Secretary for Human Development Services. Although admittedly the
new kid on the block, Ms. Olson is the Federal official
responsible for the child welfare and foster care programs. She
is the person we hold accountable for carrying out the letter --
and the spirit -- of the law. It's time we got some answers to
what seem to me to be some embarrassingly basic questions:

o Why, despite the 1980 law, do the horror stories continue?
Children who need these services deserve the best we have
to offer and they're not getting it.

o Why do we know so little about the children who use our
child welfare and foster care system and why isn't HHS
doing more to collect this information?

o There is considerable evidence of failure to comply with
the 1986 law. Why is HHS tolerating this? What are you
doing to assure compliance?

We will concll-le today's hearing with a panel of witnesses
who will talk with us about the future of the child welfare aad
foster care programs. They will share with us their views on what
can and does work and will talk about where the system needs to gc,
in the next decade, a fitting close to a series of hearings
designed to help us set the agenda for the remainder of the
1980's.
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Chairman MILLER. Our first witness will be lion. Sydney J.
Olson, Assistant Secretary for Human Development Services, U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services.

Welcome to the committee, Ms. Olson. Please proceed with your
testimony.

STATEMENT OF SYDNEY J. OLSON. ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SFRVICES, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY BETTY
STEWART, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR THE CHILDREN'S
BUREAU; AND JOSEPH MOTTOLA, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER.
ADMINISTRATION FOR CHILDREN, YOUTH. AND FAMILIES

Ms. OLSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear here today.
I am accompanied by Joe Motto la, the Deputy Commissicner of

the Administration on Children, Youth and Families; and Betty
Stewart, Associate Commissioner for the Children's Bureau.

I have a long statement for the record and I will read a shorter
statement.

I welcome this occasion to detail the progress States have made
in improving their foster care and adoption programs and to dis-
cuss the Department's role in the administration o;* these and other
programs for the protection of children.

The enactment of Public Law 96-272, the Adoption Assistance
and Child We li'are Act of 1980, made significant changes in the
goals, requirements, and administration of programs designed to
protect children.

This law sought to: prevent unnecessary separation of children
from their parents; improve the quality of care and services to chil-
dren and their families; and encourage the placement of children
into permanent homes through reunification with their parents or
through adoption.

The Office of Human Development Services embraces these
goals. Through administration of these programs and through the
targeted use of research and demonstration resources, we have
helped the States to reduce the number of children in foster care
and to find permanent homes for many children.

While State child welfare programs have many problems to over-
come, it is appropriate to note the considerable progress they have
made over the last 8 years.

First, there are fewer children in foster care. The total number
of children in foster care, both title IV-E and nontitle IV-E eligi-
ble, has decreased from an estimated 502,000 in 1977 to approxi-
mately 275,000 at the end of 1985, the last year for which we have
comprehensive data. We understand, however, that the number of
children in foster care has increased slightly in the last few years.

Second, children are in foster care for shorter periods of time. In
1980, the median length of time a child spent in fo: 'er care was 27
months. By 1985, it was 18 months, a decrease of 33 percent.
Recent data indicate that one-half of children leave foster care
within 1 year and three out of four children leave within 2 years of
placement.
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Third, more children arP reunited with their families. In 1982,
approximately hal: the children who left foster care we--e reunited
with their families; by 1985, two-thirds were reunited.

Fourth, fewer children are in institutions.
The ..umber of chi's.' ,In placed in institutions has decreased sig-

nificantlyfrom 70,280, or 14 percent of the 502,000 children in
foster carein 1977, to 27,500, 10 percent of 275,000 children, in
1985.

Finally, more children with special needs are adopted. In fiscal
year 1987, an average of about 31,000 "special needs" children eli-gible for title IV-E reimbursement were receiving adoption assist-
ance payments per month. Less than a decade ago, many of these
children were considered "unadoptable," and would, in all likeli-
hood, have remained in foster care.

Although States have made much progress in meeting the goals
of Public Law 96-272, we recognize that more remains to be done
and that the problems faced by today's child welfare system are
different from those faced in 1980. For example: the incidence of
child abuse and neglect reported to child protection agencies has
increa. ed throughout the country. The incidence of reported child
sex. la' abuse, in particular, has increased at an alarming rate.

The children in foster care today tend to he older, more trouble',
and have more complex problems. Som.,- experts estimate that (0
percent of children coming into the foster care system have family
problems related to substar 'e abuse. Special problems are also pre-
sented by AIDS and drug-addicted infants entering the foster caresystem.

The State and Federal Governments have distinct, but interrelat-
ed responsibilities as they pursue the common goal of strengthen-
ing American families. States provide foster care, adoption assist-
ance, and child welfare services directly to families and children.
The Federal Government, by statute, is directed to cooperate with
States in order to "establish, extend, and strengthen child welfare
services."

Title IV-E of the Social Security Act is an open-ended entitle-
ment program that provides Federal matching payments to States
for eligible children placed in licensed or approved foster homes orchild care institutions.

It also provides adoption assistance payments to families who
adopt eligible children with special needs. These children include
those who are older, physically, emotionally or mentally handi-
capped; of minority heritage; or members of a sibling group who
should be placed together. Funding is also available under title IV-
E for administrative ...ad training costs.

Federal spending for foster care and adoption assistance has
risen dramatically over the last few years. Since 1981, total Federal
spending for foster care under title IV-E has risen from $382.9 mil-
lion to an estimated $701.6 million in fiscal year 1987, an E3 per-
cent increase. During that period, Federal spending for mainte-
nance payments rose from $278.4 to $429.5 million, a 54.3 percent
increase. The Federal share of administrative costs has gone from
$30.2 to $246.9 million, a 717-percent increase.

The adoption assistance program began quite mwlestly in fiscal
yea. 1981, with Federal spending of less than ,500,000. By fiscal
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year 1987, Federal spending for adoption assitance was $71.6 mil-
lion.

Title IV-B, Child Welfare Services, is a formula grant program
in which funds are distributed in two ways: One, each State and
territory gets a relative share of $141 million; and two, each State
receives an additional allocation if it meets the incentive require-
ments under Section 427 of the law. In fiscal year 1988, $239 mil-
lion was appropriated for title IV-B.

Given the requirement for verification of State eligibility for sec-
tion 427 incentive funds and the dramatic increase in State expend-
itures of the open-ended funds under title IV-E, the Office of
Human Development Services has placed special emphasis on con-
ducting section 427 compliance reviews and instituting title IV-E
fiscal reviews.

Section 427 reviews verify first that States haw implemented ad-
ministrative policies and procedures to carry out certain statutory
requirements. We verify that the State has conducted the required
inventory of all children and made the appropriate determinations
for each child on the necessity for and the goal of the placement as
well as the services necessary to achieve that goal.

We verify that the State has implemented a statewide informa-
tion system which tracks the status of each child. We verify that
the State has implemented a case review system which includes a
case plan, periodic reviews, and dispositional hearings. We also
verify that the State has implemented a service program designed
to return children to their parents or, if that is not possible, to
have them placed for adoption or in another permanent arrange-
ment.

We then conduct an actual case record survey to verify that
every child in the sample has a case plan as defined in the law and
that it contains each of the 9 elements and protections required by
section 475, as well as a periodic review every 6 months and a dis-
positional hearing within 18 months of a child's placement in foster
care.

Currently, all jurisdictions except Massachusetts, Wyoming and
Puerto Rico, are receiving section 427 incentive funds. Each State's
eligibility for such funds is reviewed by the Department for the
first and second years, and for every third year thereafter in which
these funds are received.

From fiscal year 1982 through fiscal year 1987, OHDS conducted
152 section 427 compliance reviews. In all but 25 instances, or 16
percent, the States met the review criteria. States fail section 427
reviews primarily because of untimely periodic reviews and disposi-
tional hearings.

Each of these section 427 reviews are labor-intensive activities.
The average section 427 review requires four Federal reviewers and
three State reviewers for 4 to 5 days, or an average of about 32
person days per review.

We are currently conducting three different types of reviews of
the title IV-E provisions of the law. Since 1984, OHDS has been
conducting fiscal reviews of State foster care programs. Reviews of
adoption assistance programs began in 1985 and title IV-E ad-
ministrative costs in 1986.
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The review of the foster care and adoption assistance programs
focus on whether: One, payments are being made by States on
behalf of children who are eligible for foster care or for adoption
assistance; two, payments are being made to eligible foster homes
and institutions which meet licensing standards; and three, that
payments and payment levels are appropriate.

From fiscal year 1984 until now, we have reviewed the foster
care program in 43 States and have conducted reviews in some of
the larger States two or three times. During the past 4 years, we
have dedicated at least 1,500 persons days or approximately 71/2
person years to title IV-E foster care reviews. As a result of t..ese
reviews, disallowances have been assessed against 26 States total-
ing over $3 million, with pending disallowances totaling in excess
of $16 million.

In addition, where special problems or issues arise, we or the De-
partment's Office of the :nspector General will conduct more in-
depth reviews. For example, the Inspector Genera) is currently re-
viewing claims from New York and California, States which have
extremely large foster care populations and, therefore, require
more extensive time and work to complete the reviews.

Since 1985, we have conducted adoption assistance reviews in 17
States. Disallowa: ^es totaling $98,625 have been assessed with
pending disallowan,,es in excess of $2.5 million.

Since 1986, we have conducted administrative cost reviews in 13
States to examine whether the State is adhering to its approved
cost allocation plan. Disallowances in six States total almost
$750,000 and pending disallowances total in excess of $4 million.

While we can point to significant progress in meeting some of
the goals of the legislation through the reviews and our research
and demonstration activities, there are areas that need improve-
ment.

OHDS is using the full range of available statutory program au-
thorities to provide leadership and innovative responses to major
issues in child welfare services, foster care and adoption assistance
programs.

My complete statement discusses some of the activities undertak-
en by OHDS over the past several years to address significant prob-
lem area,' such as the development of family-based services, im-
proved child protective services, improved foster care systems, spe-
cial needs adoption, training issues, and foster homes and services
for boarder babies hnd drug-addicted infants.

Also, as required by law, we are working to improve data collec-
tion on Foster Care and Adoption.

Finally, we intend to initiate compliance reviews of title IV-E
State plans. We believe that these reviews will give us and the
States the opportunity to examine all the States' policies, laws and
regulations pertaining to their foster care, adoption assistance, and
child welfare programs.

All of these efforts will help us address the changing needs of
children.

I believe that you would all agree that these needs can best be
met by strong and vital families. Children thrive when their fami-
lies are healthy. No social program, however good its intention and
design, can substitute for the bonds of a harmonious family rela-
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tionship. Government policy should consequently seek to nurture
and sustain strong families.

In your previous 2 days of hearings, you have heard individual
stories of the failure of the foster care adoptive parent system.
These are heart-rending stories and we don't doubt their accuracy,
but we firmly believe that the system has many success stories as
well.

Nevertheless, the Federal-State system must improve its methods
of Addressing the tragedy of children whose families have been dis-
rupted by seeking to place such children in permanent homes
either through reunification or adoption.

These are the goals of Public Law 96-272 and these are the goals
of OHDS as well. You can be assured of my personal commitment,
and that of my office, to the goals of this legislation and to the wel-
fare of children. We are willing and eager to work with the Con-
gress to achieve these goals.

We would be happy to answer some questions at this time.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much, Ms. Olson, for your

testimony.
[The statement of Ms. Olson follows:]
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STATEMENT OF SYDNEY OLSON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee

Thank you for the opportunity to appear here today. I am
accompanied by Joseph Mottola, Deputy Commissioner for the
Administration for Children, Youth and Families, and Betty
Stewart, Associate Commissioner for the Children's Bureau. I

welcome this occasion to detail the progress States have made
in improving their foster care and adoption programs and to
discuss the Department's role in the administration of these
and other programs for the protection of children.

The enactment of Public Law 96-272, the Adoption Assistance and
Child Welfare Act of 1980, made significant changes in the
goals, requirements and the administration of programs designed
to protect children. P.L. 96-272 created a new Title IV-E of
the Social Security Act, Foster Care and Adoption Assistance,
and amended Title IV-B, Child Welfare Services, creating
numerous programmatic linkages and fiscal incentives between
the two programs. This law sought to:

o Prevent unnecessary separation of children from their
parents:

Improve the quality of care and services to children
and their families, and

Encourage the placement of children into permanent
homes throur', reunification with their parents or
through ado an.

The Office of Human Development Services (OHDS) embraces these
goals. Through the administration of these two programs and
other program authorities, and through the targeted use of our
research and demonstration resources, we have helped the States
to reduce the number of children in foster care and find
permanent homes for many children.

While State child welfare programs have many problems to
overcome, it is appropriate to note the considerable progress
they have made over the last eight years. For example:

o There are fewer children in foster care.

The total number of children in foster care (both
Title IV-E and non-Title IV-E eligible) has decreased
from an estimated 502,000 in 1977 to approximately
275,000 at the end of 1985 (the last year for which we
have comprehensive data). We understand, however,
that the number of children in foster care has
increased slightly in the last few years.

o Children are in foster care for shorter periods of
rime.

In 1980, the median length of time a child spent in
foster care was 27 months. By 1985, it was 18 months,
a decrease of 33 percent. Recent data indicate that
one-half of children leave foster care within one year
and three out of four children leave within two years
of placement.

o More children are reunited with tLeir families.

Ir 1982, approximately half the children who left
foster care were reunited with their families: by
19E5, two-thirds were reunited.
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o Fewer children are in institutions.

The number o, children placed in institutions has
decreased significantly--from 70,280 (or 14 percent of
the 502,000 children in foster care) in 1977, to
27,500 (10 percent of 275,000 children) in 1985.

o More children with special needs are adopted.

In FY 1987, an average of about 31,000 "special needs"
children eligible foL Title IV-E reimbursement were
receiving adoption assistance payments per month.
Less than a decade ago, many of these children were
considered "unadoptable," and would, in all
likelihood, have remained in foster care.

The administrative and programmatic changes required by P.L.
96-272 are complex and comprehensive. They affect Federal and
State operations, State and local judicial system public and
private social services agency personnel, and private
citizens--all of which have distinct perspectives and opinions
about the way the system works or should work. Despite this
diversity, there is broad agreement that substantial progress
has been made in meeting the goals of P.L. 96-272.

Although States have made much progress, we recognize that more
remains to be done. The problems faced by today's child
welfare system are different from those faced in 1980. For

example:

o The incidence of child abuse and neglect rep,rted to
child protective agencies has increased throughout the
country. The incidence of reported child sexual
abuse, in particular, has increased at an alarming
rate.

o Some experts estimate that 70 percent of children
coming into the foster care system have family
problems related to substance abuse.

o The children in foster care today tend to be older,
more troubled, and have more complex problems.

o Special problems are presented by AIDS and drug
addicted infants entering the foster care system.

SHARED RESPONSIBILITY: STATE AND FEDERAL ROLES

The State and Federal governments have distinct but
interrelated responsibilities as they pursue their common goal
of strengthening American families. States provide foster
care, adoption assistance and child welfare services directly
to families and children. The Federal Government, by statute,
is required to cooperate with States to "establish, extend, and
strengthen child welfare services" and to work with States to
"jointly develop" state Title IV-B plans for services.

Some of the major responsibilities of the States are to:

Investig .e complaints of child abuse or neglect;
Respond co requests for family and children's services;
Provide preventive services;
Refer children and families to the courts when
necessary;
Remove children from their homes when reasonable
efforts to prevent removal are not successful;

90-460 0 89 -- 11
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Place children in foster care when necessary;
License and supervise foster homes;
Develop and implement case plans and case review
systems;
Provide reunification services;
Achieve a permanency plan for each child in foster
care;
Properly allocate costs between Federal and State
programs;
Properly claim Federal funds; and
Submit reports to Federal agencies as required.

Some of the major responsibilities of the Department of
Health and Human Services are to;

Provide financial assistance to States;
Administer Federal-State programs in relation to
eligibility for program funds and incentive funds;
Develop regulations and policies;
Plan jointly with States to develop State Child
Welfare Service Plans and to improve Federal-State
service programs;
Provide h and demonstration leadership in the
development of model legislation, innovative service
delivery systems, best practices and model programs,
training curricula, and methods to address problems of
national significance:
Respond to inquiries about and provide guidance to
States on compliance with Federal policies/procedures:
and
Piovide an appeal process for Federal-State disputes.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO STATES

We have seen Federal spending for foster care and adoption
assistance rise dramatically over the last few years.

Title IV-E

Title IV-E of the Social Security Act is an open-ended,
entitlement program that provides Federal matching payments to
States for eligible children placed in licensed or approved
foster homes or child care institutions. It also prcwides
adoption assistance payments to families whc adopt eligible
children with 'special needs.' These children incl-Ae 1-11Je
who are older; physically, eve.tionally or mentally handicapped;
of minority heritage; or members of a sibling group who should
be placed together. Funding is also available for
administrative and training costs under Ti o IV-E.

Since FY 1981, Federal spending for foster care under Title
IV-E has risen from $382.9 million to an estimated $701.6
million in FY 1987. an 83 percent increase. During that
period, Federal spending for maintenance payments rose from
$278.4 million to $429.5 million (54.3 percent). The Federal
share of administrative costs has gone from $30.2 million to
$246.9 million (717 percent).

The adoption assistance program began quite modestly in FY
1981, with Federal spending of less than a $500,000. In FY
1982, the Federal share was $4.7 million (administrative costs
of $194,000 and payments of $4.5 illi.n). By FY 1987,
ainption assistance payments had risen to $53.4 millinn and
leinistrative costs to $16.8 illinn. Total costs for
i.loption assistance in FY 1987 were $71.6 million.

3 °.1
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Title IV-B

Title IV-B, Child Welfare Services, is a formula grant program
in which funds are distributed in two different ways:

(1) each State and territory gets a relatii,e share of $141
million; and

(2) each State receives an additional allocation if it
meets the incentive requirements under section 427.

In FY 1988, $239 million was appropriated for Title IV-B.

FEDERAL MONITORING AND COMPLIANCE EFFORTS

Given the requirement for verification of State eligibility for
section 427 incentive funds and he dramatic increase in State
expenditures of Vie open-ended funds under Title IV-E, the
Office of Human Development Services has placed special
emphasis on conducting section 427 compliance reviews and
instituting Title IV-E fiscal reviews.

Section 427 Reviews

Section 427 reviews verify first that States have implemented
administrative policies and procedures to carry oot statutory
requirements. We verify that the State:

o has conducted the required inventory of all children
and made the appropriate determinations for each
child, on the necessity for and the goal of the
placement as well as the services necessary to achieve
that goal;

o has imp..emented a statewide information system which
tracks the status of each child;

o has implemented a ease review system which includes a
case plan, periodic reviews, and dispositional
hearings; and

o has implemented a service program designed to return
children to their parents or, if that is not possible.
to have tnem placed for adoption or in another
permanent arrangement.

Dur4ng the actual case record survey we verify that every
child in the sample has a case plan as defined in the law and
that it contains each of the nine elements and protections
required by section 475.

We look at the court orders to determine that ne child has a
periodic review every six months, and we establish that the
composition of tha review panel and the subjects covered in the
review are those specified in the law.

We then verify that a dispositional hearing was held within 18
months of the child's placement in foster care and that
subsequent dispositional hearings are held on a regular
schedule, based on a time period defined by the State.

We also include a verification of the procedural safeguards
regarding parental notice and visitation rights.
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Currently, all jurisdictions except Massachusetts, Wyoming and
Puerto Rico are receiving incentive funds. Each State's
eligibility for such funds is reviewed by the Department for
the first and second years, and for every third year thereafter
in which these funds are received.

From FY 1982 through FY 1987, OHDS conducted 152 section 427
compliance reviews. In all but 25 instances (16 percent), the
States met the review criteria. States fail section 427
reviews primarily because of untimely periodic reviews and
dispositional hearings.

Each of these section 427 reviews are labor intensive
activities. The average section 427 review requires four
Federal reviewers and three State reviewers for four to five
days, or an average of about 32 person days per review. Thus,
the 152 reviews conducted have used in excess of 4800 person
work days or approximately 24 person work years. This does not
include the preparatory work, setting up the review, or the
report drafting and follow-up activities. The States that have
failed the reviews have been assessed disallowances totalling
approximately t13.4 million.

Title IV-E Fiscal Reviews

We are currently conducting three different types of reviews of
the Title IV-E provisions of the law. 51,:e 1984, OHDS has
been conducting fiscal reviews of State foster care programs.
Reviews of adoption assistance programs began in 1985 and of
Title IV-E administrative costs in 1986.

The fiscal reviews of the foster care and adoption assistance
program. focus on whether:

o payments are bei6g made by States on behalf of
children who are eligible for foster care or tic'
adoption assistance;

o payments are being made to eligible foster homes and
institutions which meet licensing standards; and

o payments and payment levels are appropriate.

From FY 1984 until now, we have reviewed the foster care
program in 43 States, and have conducted reviews in some of the
larger States two or three times. Each stage I foster care
review requires about 20 person days of on-site review
activity; each stage II review requires an additional 40 person
days. Thus, during the four years that we have been conducting
Title IV-E foster care reviews, we have dedicated at least 1500
person day.. or approximately seven and one-half person years.
Again, this does not include preparatory work or the time and
effort involved in the subsequent analysis and in report
development and processing disallowances.

Au a result of our Title IV-E Foster Care reviews,
disallowances have been assessed against 26 States totaling
over $3 million, with pending di allowances totaling in excess
of $16 million. Most disallowances are based on the
ineligibility of the child: either the child is not AFDC
eligible or has not been properly removed from his/her home
according to the statutory requirements.

In addition, where special problems or issues arise, we or tae
Department's Office of the Inspector General will conduct more
in-depth reviews. For example, the Inspector General is
currently reviewing claims from New York and California--States
which have extremely large foster care populations and,

,refore, require more extensive time aad work to complete the
ieviews.
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Since 1985, we have conducted adoption assistance reviews in 17
States. Disallowances totalling $98,625 have been assessed
with pending disallowances in excess of $2.5 million.

Because of the dramatic rise of administrative coats charged to
Title IV-E and the great disparity in administrative costs per
child among the Stated, in 1986, we began reviews of State
expenditures for eJministrative costs Under Title IV-E. More
recently the HMS Inspector General reported on the explosive
increase in administrative costs in a report entitled Foster
Care Administrative Costs issued in October 1987. Consistent
With the Bipartisan Budget Agreement, we Lave not however,
advanced any legislative proposals to address this issue in FY
1989.

While the foster care and adoption reviews focus on the
eligibility of the child, the qualifications of the provider,
and the amount of the foster care and adoption assistance
payment, the administrative cost reviews examine whether the
State is adhering to its aprioved cost allocation plan.

Since 1986, we have conducted administrative coat reviews in 13
States. Disallowances in six States total almost $756,000 and
pending disallowances total in excess of $4 million. These
funds are being disallowed because of ,orker errors in charging
Title IV-E costs for non-IV-E children and for charging
unallowable social service support activities to Title IV-E.
Some of the errors are also based on incorrect formulas and
calculations.

As a result of these reviews, we know at States have mide
changes and improvements:

o in the way they provide the protections and safeguards
and in bow .ay monitor their provision;

o in establishing quality control units;
o in revising forma, schedules and agreements, such as

the volun1.ary placement agreement and the adoption
assistance agreement; and

o in assuring that periodic reviews cover the required
activities, and that case plans address all the
required elements.

STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVEMENT

While we can point to significant progress in meeting some of
the goals of the legislation, there are important program
areas that need improvement. Thus, the Children's Bureau is
using the full range of available statutory program authorities
to provide leadership and innovative responses to major Issues
in child welfare services, foster care and adoption ascistance.

Boarder Babies

A group of children requiring increased attention are infants
who have been abandoned by their mothers, pdrL.zularly AIDS
babies or babies addicted at birth to drugs The search for
appropriate foster family homes or other types of foster case
facilities for these children has placed an enormous burden on
the child welfare system. In an effort to lerd support, we
have designated this search as a priority area for the use of
our current year's Section 426 research and demonstration funds.
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Other Areas of Emphasis

Additional major program initiatives have been uAdertaken over
the past several years to address significant problem areas in
child welfare services: (1) the development of family-based
services; (2) improved child protective services; (3) impro,, I

foster care systems; (4) special needs adoption; and (5)
training and professional development.

Family-Based Services and Pre-Placement Prevention

Although P.L. 96-272 required States to provide
services designed to prevent the separation of
children from their families, methods for providing
family-based services were not widely known at that
time. Agency restructuring, extensive training, and
the development of supportive community resources were
needed.

The Children's Bureau has emphasized prevention,
reunification and family-based services, aad, as a
result, placement prevention programs have been
developed and made available nationwide. To cite a
few examples:

(1) Since 1983, the University of Ima's School of
Social Work has received funding to operate a
National Resource Center on Family-Based
Services. The Center collects and develops
materials on effective programs and provides
training, consultation and technical assistance
to States and local communities across the
country.

(2) In 1984, the Children's Bureau funded four grants
for the development of materials to assist States
in interpreting au3 implementing the legal and
service definitions of "reasonable efforts."
These resources are now available, and
considerable training for judge- and social
service agency personnel has been conducted at
the State and local levels in the implementation
of this requirement. A listing of current
resources on "reasonable efforts" has been
compiled are published in "Children Today."

(3) In addition, nine States and four agencies have
received demonstration grants to develop
family-based preventive cervices. Two research
projects were al:) funded to evalua e the
effectiveness of these preventive services.

(4) To encourage utilization of available resource..,
materials and exemplary program models for
pre-placement prevention and reunification
services, HDS identified several successful
projects which could be replicated by States and
local communities including Family-Centered
Social Services for Child Welfare Agencies,
Homebuilders, and the Maryland Model of Placement
Prevention. Several grants to support these
replication efforts will be funded in FY 1988.

3
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o Child Protective Services

Since maltreatment is the leading cause cf entry into
the foster care system, we have initiated a variety of
activities targeted at several aspects of the
prevention of child abuse and neglect.

(1) In FY 1986, the National Center for Child Abuse
and Neglect funded 17 projects addressing
alternate treatment approaches to casework
counseling, including use of paraprofessionals,
home visito.'s and a variety of other
community-based supports for neglecting
families. In addition, special emphasis was
placed on high risk or medically fragile infants
an young children, believing that they were at
special risk of abuse or neglect.

(2) With the recent rise in reports of child sexual
abuse, several million dollars has been focused
on prevention in this area. Child sexual abuse
curricula, appropriate for preschool, elementary
and high school students, are nearing
completion. In addition, support has been
provided for the development of public awareness
materials, and 17 demonstration projects have
been conducted around the ccuntry to train school
personnel and students of all ages in child
sexual abuse awareness and prevention.

(3) Major emphasis has also been placed on increasing
the involvement of volunteers in child abuse
prevention and intervention. Support has been
provided for the establishment of 35 court
appointed special advocacy (CASA) programs around
the country in the past two years. CASAs
advocate for abused and neglected children
involved in court action. Other volunteers serve
as parent aides or provide respite care.

(4) Because of the legal and jurisdictional
complexity of out-of-home child abuse and child
sexual abuse cases, 13 grants have been awarded
to States and communities to develop a
coordinated response which involves the State
child protective services agency, law
enforcement, mental health personnel and the
judicial system.

(5) Nine grants were funded jointly in FY 1987 by the
Family and Yosth Services Bureau and the National
Center on Chila Abuse and Neglect to support
mediation projects focused on innovative
prevention and intervention strategies to treat
adolescent neglect and families at risk of abuse
and nealect.

o Foster Care System Improvements

Because children in foster care and their families
constitute the largest segment of the child welfare
system, the Children's Bureau recognized that specific
improvements in the foster care system could
contribute significantly to improving child welfare
services nationwide. Using the Office of Human
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Development Services' Coordinated Discretionary Funds
Program (CDP), the Bureau identified and developed
several priority areas for funding and awarded grants
designed to stimulate improvements in the foster care
and child welfare systems. These included projects
focused on specialized family foster care: mental
health and other supportive services for children in
the child welfare system; recruitment and retention of
family foster homes: strengthening State licensing
programs; and other projects developed under the child
welfare services' training grant priorities.

(1) A National Resource Center on Foster and
Residential Care was established in 1986 in
Atlanta, Georgia. The Center has developed
extensive curricula for training foster parents,
agency social services staff and residential
child care staff and has used these materials in
training throughout the country.

(2) To support collaborative efforts between
community mental health services and child
welfare services to develop and expand
specialized treatment skills and resources for
chilaren in foster care, OHDS will fund several
projects in FY 1988 to demonstrate interagency
coordination and improved menta health services
to child welfare clients.

o Special Needs Adoption Initiatives

(1) Over the past 5 1/2 years the Children's Bureau has
carried out a national initiative to promote the
adoption of special needs children. Until recently,
many of these children were considered unadoptable
because of mental and physical disabilities, emotional
disturbances, or because of age, race, or ethnicity.
Through Adoption Opportunities grants, we have
supported the replication of successful adoptive
parent recruitment and placement models such as
"Wednesday's Child," "One Church, One Child," and
"Friends of Black Children."

(2) Assistance has also been provided to States to improve
their adoption processes and to enable State adoption
specialists to link, through telecommunications, with
each other, with agencies serving the developmental
disabilities population, and with the National
Adoption Exchange. We expect that this link will
broaden the access of adoption agencies to prospective
adoptive parents so that waiting children may be
placed more quickly.

(3) The most critical current issue in special needs
adoption is post-adoption services. During the past
years, the field has become fairly successful at
placing special needs children with families, but
further support is needed to assist some families to
maintain these placements. For example, mental health
services are generally not available to meet the needs
of adoptive children and families requiring such
services. In 1984, a project on post - adoption:
services was funded to train mental health
professionals to work with adopted children and
families. This project was very successful, and funds
were granted the following year for program
expansion. Subsequently, eight more projects have
been funded, and we intend to support other post
adoption service grants in FY 1988.
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o Training and Professional Development

The need for adequately trained and skilled staff is
crucial to the delivery of high quality,
cost-effective public child welfare services. This is
particularly true as the child welfare field
increasingly is involved with an older, more
handicapped and more a troubled population of children
and their families. Yet, the most recently available
data (1987) indicate that the vast majority of
individuals employed in public child welfare lack the
professional preparation which would equip them to
perform this demanding work. For example, only 20
percen4 have a bachelor's degree or higher in social
work.

(1) The Office of Human Development Services has worked
with leaders in the field to expand the number of
professionally trained and qualified individuals who
have a commitment to provide services in the public
child welfare sector. As . result, we have revised
the FY 1987 Child Welfare Training Grant Program to
provide increased opportunities for agencies to
collaborate on specific objectives with schools of
social work and professional associations involved in
public child welfare.

(2) Recocnizing the increasing need for multidisciplinary
services in child abuse and neglect, we are funding
ten university-based Interdisciplinary child abuse and
neglect training programs aroend the country which
will provide graduate and post-graduate level training
for professionals in a variety of disciplines who will
specialize in child abuse treatment.

(3) 11 An effort to address State insirvice training
needs, we have funded 10 national child welfare
resource centers to provide consultation, training and
technical assistance to community and State child
welfare agencies.

Data Collection

We recognize the need for better data collection regarding
children in foster care. As required by law, the Secretary
established the Advisory Committee on Adoption and Foster Care
Information. The Committee submitted its report to the
Congress and the Secretary on October 1, 1987, as required.
The Department is currently reviewing the Committee's
recommendations, and is developing the Department's report to
Congress due July 1, 1988.

Title IV-E State Plan Compliance Reviews

We also intend to initiate compliance reviews of Title IV-E
State plans. We believe that these reviews will give us and
the States the opportunity to examine all the States' policies,
laws and regulations pertaining to their foster care, adoption
assistance, and child welfa programs. We have developed a
new State plan pre-print for Title IV-E which is now ready for
Departmental and 01.0 clearance and will be used as the basis
for these reviews.

All of these efforts will help us address the changing needs of
children. Obviously, these needs can best be met by strong and
vital families. Children thrive when their families are
healthy. No social program, however good its intention and
design, can substitute for the bonds of a harmonious family
relationship. Government policy should consequently seek to
nurture and sustain strong families.
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Nevertheless, it must also address the tragedy of children

whose families have been disrupted by w,eking to place such

children in permanent homes either through reunification or

adoption. These are the goals of P.L. 96-272 and these are the

goals of OHDS as well. You can be assured of my personal
commitment, and that of my office, to the goals of this

legislation and to the welfare of children. We are willing and

eager to work with the Congress to achieve these goals.
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Chairman MILLER. Can you tell us how many children are in
foster care today?

Ms. OLsoN. There are 275,000 children in foster care today.
Chairman MILLER. So it has not changed since 1985?
Ms. Oisox. Excuse me, 108,000 in title IV-E foster cart . 1987.
Chairman MILLER. 108,000?
Ms. OisoN. Yes, IV-E foster children.
Chairman MILLER. From 1985 you went from 275,000 to 108,000?
Mr. MorroLA. Mr. Chairman, the number that Ms. Olson re-

ferred to was the 1985 figure for children in foster care under State
supervision, including IV-E. That was 275,000.

-n '' e testimony there is a recognition by the administration
ti.at tne number has gone up. We do not know the total number in
foster care right now, but we know that it has gradually been in-
creasing since 1985.

Chairman MILLER. On pai;e 2 of your testimony you say that it
decreased from 502,000 in 1977 to approximately 275,000 at the end
of 1985. What is that figure now? What is the corresponding figure
today?

Mr. Morrol,A. We do not have a figure that would represent an
accurate count today. These figures are derived through voluntary
cooperative information systen_s.

We are working under the new provisions of the law to develop a
new information system for foster care and adoption, and we fully
expect to meet all of the deadlines that are required. But today
there is no comprehensive-

Chairman MILLER. The answer is, you don't know how many
children are in foster care?

Mr. Morrol,A. That is correct. But we know what it was in 1985
and we know that it has gone up in small numbers since that time.

Chairman MILLER. How do you know that it has gone up in small
numbers?

Mr. Morrol,A. Anecdotally, from information that we get from
time to time through various stadies. We know that some States
have gone down and are still down. We know other States have
gone up and stayed up, but we do not have an accurate figure.

Chairman MILLER. Last year in testimony before the Select Com-
mittee, Ms. Burnley, who had your job at that time, used exactly
the same expressions that you have here today, and that was that
some States are increasing and some decreasing, and she said they
were very concerned about this.

She told us about a dramatic increase in child abuse reports.
What have you done to respond to that concern?

Mr. MorroLA. We believe we are taking the course that Congress
intended us t' take, that is to go through a thoughtful pro( s of
establishing an information system with the States that will pro-
vide an accurat, count of all children under State supervision, and
that is --

Chairman MILLER. You have had 8 years to do that.
Mr. Morrol,A. Yes, but the device chosen in the first set of years,

when there was an administration proposal to do something else
with this program, the voluntary cooperative information system is
what we use today.
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Chairman MILLER. So 8 years later we don't know how many
kids are in the system?

Ms OLsoN. I don't think that is fairwe don't know exactly. Wecannot tell you xactly how many there are, but we know how
many there we. in 1985. We know how many in 1988 are in title
IV-E foster care. That number has been going up slightly each
year, and therefore we are making the assumption that the num-
bers in general foster care are also going up slightly. But that is
after a dip.

Chairman MILLER. When arc. you going to be able to tell the Con-
gress how many children are in foster care? If you read the history
of this act, somebody sitting in your place many years ago told Con-
gress how many children were in the system and that brought
about Public Law 36 -272. When will you be able to tell the Con-
gress how many are in the system?

Ms. OLSON. We have an advisory task force on foster care adop-tion-
Chairman I\.ILLER. When are you going to report this informa-

tion to Congress?
Ms. ()Ism We will report to Congress on July 1 on the results of

that report, and by the end of December 1988, we will make recom-
mendations to Congress or publish proposed regulations for a data
collection system.

Chairman MILLER. So, during this administration, you won't be
able to tell us?

Ms. ()Ism Not any more accurately than Mr. Motto la has this
morning.

Chairman MILLER. Which was 1985?
Ms. ()ism That is right.
Chairman MILLER. In your discussion of section 427 reviews, you

said that DNNS has conducted the required inventory of all chil-
dren, made appropriate determinations that the States have done
this and that you verify that the States have done this; is that cor-
rect?

Ms. OisoN. That is correct.
Chairman MILLER. During the actual case record survey, do you

verify that every child in the sample has a case plan as defined by
the law and that it contains nine elements of protections required
by section 475?

Ms. OLSON. That is right.
Chairman MILLER. And you verify that a dispositional hearing

was held within 18 months of the child's placement in foster care?
How do you do that?

Ms. OIsoN. We send reviewers to the State to work with the
State reviewers who look through a sample of the plans and vk_rify
those protections are in place for a rising number of the cases sam-
pled. The first year, 66 percent, second year, 80 percent, and by the
fift; year, 90 percent of the cases have to follow the protections in
the law.

Chairman MILLER. How do you verify that?
Ms. OLSoN 1 will ask Joe to respond to that. It takes a serious

amount of time on our part and expenditures as we detail in our
written statemelit.
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Mr. MOITOLA. We verify this by going through the case record.
We ask the State to draw a sample of all of the cases that are in
their section 427 counts; namely all the children in foster care
under State supervision. Then we draw the sample and it is rough-
ly between 150 and 200 cases, and the reviewers, both State and
Federal, conduct an onsite review going through the case record
material with a check list that enables the reviewer to record data
for each of the protections that are afforded under the law.

Chairman MILLER. Does the reviewer look behind the case file?
Mr. MoTrot.A. Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, the reviewers can

only look at the case file in this. What we have tried to do over the
years-

Chairman MILLER. Why is that?
Mr. Morrot.A. Because it is a new law. It is 8 years old, but in

terms of legal mandates on what to do with children in foster
care-

Chairman MILLER. This administration needs a third term at the
rate you are going.

Mr. Marrot.A. We start from the premise that the law represent-
ed some very fundamental changes in the child welfare system,
and that those changes had to be driven home in a very real way.
So we have started by concentrating specifically on the protections
that are afforded in the law. Those are the items that are reviewed
by a check list- -

Chairman MILLER. Do you understand the history this law?
Mr. MoTrot.A. I have some awai enebs of the hi-..Lory of the law.
Chairman MILLER. It is almost exactly the or klosite of what you

testified. This wasn't a question of the n Government design-
ing the system and imposing it on the r_; -ites

By the time this was signed into law th, majority of States had
moved to proviik qArvices and change( their State statutes to ac-
commodate this law because they knew that if they tried to accom-
modate the law they were going to be eligible for some money. It
wasn't perfect, not all States did it.

In fact, the services that you ar calking about that are so new
and innovative were drawn from the Nashville pilot program
funded partially by the Federal Government to aesign these serv-
ices in 1970. That program showed that if you did it correctly you
could dramatically decrease the number of children entering foster
care. In the case of the Nashville program, I believe almost all tod-
dlers and infants were removed from that system.

So there is nothing revolutionary about this. You are telling me
now that you go into a State, you look at a case file, r .rd you have
a check list. If all the boxes are checked properly, that case passes
muster. You don't talk to the judge; you don't talk to the case
worker, and I guess you don't talk to the child or the family.

Mr. Morrot.A. That is correct.
Chairman MILLER. So if preplacement services is checked, it is

assumed it was done, correct?
Mr. Morrot.A. The check list would not require preplacement

services. Those are only for--
Chairman MILLER. ReasonaWe effort was checked.
Mr. Morrot.A. Reasonable %fort is only required for title IV-E el-

igible children.
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Chairman MILLER. Do you look at that?
Mr. Morrout. We do when we do our title IV-E review,, yes, sir.
Chairman MILLER. How do you verify those?
Mr. Morrout. We can only take-
Chairman MILLER. You mean you only do
Mr. Morrout. We only do because we are trying to provide over-

sight for 50 States, 55 jurisdictions. We are limited in resources as
the States are limited in resources.

We are trying to look systematically at State practices to see if
they have in fact done what the law requires them to do. So we
take what we consider to be scientific samples and go through a
fairly rigorous process of identifying what needs to be done and try
to use the best information at hand to determine whether or not
the State has done it. And we

Chairman MILLER. Ms. Olson, are you familiar with the Louisi-
ana case?

Ms. O1-SON. I am not.
Chairman MILLER. In 1983, Louisiana failed its audit. Only a

third of the children entering foster care were receiving any pre-
ventative services prior to placement. In one fourth of all the cases
in which the children were in placement, needs were identified for
which there were no resources available.

In one third of the cases of the children in placement, court or-
dered services were not provided. Fifty percent of the children in
foster care have been there more than 24 months and a third more
than 3 years.

Plaintiffs in a Louisiana lawsuit have been in foster care for the
following period of time: 9 years, a boy 5 years old when he entered
the system; 7 years, a brother and sister, ages 5 and 7 when they
entered the system; 6 years, sisters 2 and 3 when they entered the
system. Fifty percent of the children in institutions were there un-
necessarily.

One third of the children in foster care had not had any physical
examination in 12 months. In one half of the cases, foster care
workers did not visit the children as required by State law.

What have you done about that since they failed that? Have you
been back to Louisiana?

Ms. °Isom I would have to ask Betty Stewart or Joe Mottola.
Chairman MILLER. What do you do in this Department?
Ms. °Isom I am in charge of Development Services. I oversee

fon' administrations.
C airman MILLER. Do you ever look at this system?
Ms. O1-sox. I do. It appears to me that we are doing an adequate

job. It is not an exceptional job, but I think within the require-
ments of the law and the resources, we have made improvements.

I am sure if that situation occurred in Louisiana, I would assume
that the State was disallowed the expenditures for that year, and
that we went back in and audited very carefully the next year.

Chairman MILLER. Was that the case, Mr. Mottola?
Mr. MorroLA. It is the case, to my knowledge.
Chairman MILLER. You have collected those disallowed funds?
Mr. Morrout. I can't say that we collected them. I know that we

disallowed the money. Sometimes those eases go to a Grant Ap-
peals Board. I don't recall what the disposition was.
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Generally, we win the cases before the Grant Appeals Board.
That was for 1983, section 427 revii.w. There was a review done for
1984 which was a redo of what we call the initial review, because
Louisiana failed the first one, and the State passed.

Chairman MILLER. Did you use the same process you used in
1983?

Mr. Morrout. As far as I know. I wasn't there at the time. As far
as I know, I think our process has been fairly consistent.

Chairman MILLER. Ms. Olson, are you familiar with New Mexico?
Ms. OLSoN. I am not.
Chairman MILLER. They passed an HHS audit. No children in

State custody have plans containing the elements required by
Public Law 96-272. Fitty-five percent of kids eligible for adoption
have never been referred to an adoption unit. Six-month reviews
don't occur as required in 25 percent of the cases, and the State
doesn't maintain reliable data on occurrence of the 18-month judi-
cial review.

You just passed this State. How can that be?
Ms. Ots..311. I would assume if it reached their percentage of pass-

ing in the other cases.
Chairman MILLER. Have you gone back in since you have heard

about this case to protect these children?
Ms. °wort. I would have to ask Mr. Motto la to answer that.
Mr. Morrout. We have not gone back in. My notes here indicate

that the decision on the 1986 427 review for New Mexico is pend-
ing.

Ms. STEWART. We have not officially passed New Mexico.
Chairman MILLER. What are you doing with New Mexico?
Ms. STEWART. The decision about New Mexico's 427 review is

pending at the present time.
Chairman MILLER. Are you going back to relook at it? Statistical-

ly, they have passed. You have got a slight problem if somebody is
in court that shows that your sample is not terribly good.

Ms. STEWART. I would like to say that we have had no reason to
believe that our sample is not appropriately drawn. Our samples
have not been questioned. Our decisions generally have been
upheld by the Grant Appeals Board.

Chairman MILLER. Your sample will reflect what I have just read
to you about New Mexico as a result of that court case? New
Mexico is in court on contempt of their court ordered decree. And
they can still pass our HHS audit?

Did you ever think that maybe the audit is not working?
Ms. STEWART. I can't speak to your statistics.
Chairman MILLER. Are you aware of it?
Ms. STEWART. Yes We have no reason to believe our sampling

method isn't an effective method.
Chairman MILLER. I ou have no reason to believe your sampling

method isn't effective when it doesn't contain any reliable data on
18-month judicial reviews. That review is a key component of this
law; a requirement in order to obtain Federal moneys. A 6-month
review doesn't occur in 25 percent of the cases in New Mexico, and
you are telling me that you have faith in your review plan?

Let's go to Kralsas City. It is the same horror story. Twenty-five
percent of the children in foster homes were subject to abuse. But
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you didn't pick that up by checking the boxes, did you? Have you
ever talked to the advocates and to attorneys about whether or not
the cases that you check would give you an accurate picture of
what is going on in the State?

Did you send anybody up to listen to the testimony before this
committee over he last two nearings?

Mr. MorroiA. 1 was here for the last hearing, yes.
Chairman MILLER. Did you hear people talk about the fact that

boxes had been checked but no reasonable effort has been made,
and that it makes no difference at the State level?

Mr. MorroiA. I heard testimony to the effect that boxes were
simply checked and to some extent, that is correct.

Chairman MILLER. Doesn't that unnerve you when all you are
doing is checking to see whether the boxes have been checked?

Mr. MorroiA. We share the concern that the reviews done do not
always adequately check all of the requirements of the law.

Chairman MILLER. But you follow along in the same footprints.
Mr. MorroiA. Mr. Chairman, this is a very complex law
Chairman MILLER. No, it is not.
Mr. MorroiA. It is in many respects.
Chairmar MILLER. What is complex about it?
Mr. MorroiA. There are fundamental changes-
Chairman MILLER. That is right, because there wa3 a scandal.
Mr. MorroiA. We disagree on the fundamental-
Chairman MILLER. No, we don't. What is so complex that you

can't enforce?
Mr. MorroiA. What is new is the requirements of the law.
Chairman MILLER. It is 8 years old.
Mr. MorroiA. It is 8 years old, but it also required a number of

very systemic changes in State practices which yes, Sta es had in
many cases begun, but they were not required to begin those
changes as a result of the law until 1980. And our reviews have
concentrated on, up to this point, on the systemic changes that
were required.

Chairman MILLER. How did the States tell you that they were
going to comply with Public Law 96-272? This law came into effect
mon) or less on your watch. What did you ask the States to do in
order to comply with the law?

Mr. MorroiA. We a,;ked the States to meet the requirements of
the law basicaily, and that-

Chairman MILLER. What did the States do?
Mr MorroLA. By using good practice 4' hadhad been developed

prior to the implementation of Public Law 96-272 as the States
some of the States were the leaders in developing some of the prac-
tices.

Chairman MILLER. So, the States agreed to self-certify. They said,
we are going to obey the law?

Mr. MorroLA. Yes, it is self- certification
Chairman MILLER. The States had a pelf- certification process?
Mr. MorroiA. Yes. Our requirement was to validate, to the

extent that we could that the States' self- certification
Chairman MILLER. That is the process you describe when you

take a case file at face value even though children are dying in the
system, even though children are being abused in the system, and
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even though children are being murdered in the system. Despite
that, you continue to believe that the jacket on that child is accu-
rate?

Mr. MarroLA. We don't necessarily believe all the jackets are ac-
curate. We feel that it is the best information that we have that we
can use in an objective way to test what is happening.

Chairman MILLER. How can that be true if L11 the court docu-
ments suggest that that is in no way an accurate reflection? We
are talking about cases from 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, and yet you
continue to believe that if you send some people into the field and
th.y check the boxes, that somehow that gives you a more accurate
picture?

Mr. MorroLA. We feel that it is the most accurate picture that
we have been able to get up to this time. We agree that Cie 427
review process needs to put more effort on services.

Chairman MILLER. If it is the most accurate, why does it need
more effort?

Mr. MorroLA. Because it is all we have been able to do up to this
point.

Chairman MILLER. In 1980, you had regulations issued that told
the States exactly what to do. You pulled those regulations back.
What you did then was to ask the States to self-certify. You then
created a checklist. Even in your testimony, you tell me you have a
new checklist with new boxes, so it will go faster. The evidence we
have is that children are being abused beyond our wildest expecta-
tions, that millions of dollars are being misspent, and you have al-
ready disallowed something like $815 million. Yet, you have no
sense of urgency about changing the system by which you audit
this one.

It is the best system you can come up with. I really quest )n
whether you should be running this Department, because that
system is allowing hundreds of thousands of kids to live out lives in
despair because they don't have permanency, they don't have serv-
ices, and they can't get back to their families.

That is the system that you are running That is the system that
you condone That is the system you are happy with? You have
done the best you can, is that your testimony, Ms Olson? This is
the best you can do?

Ms. OLsoN. Congressman, I think that the Department has done
a good job. More needs to be done.

Chairman MILLER. Let's go to Louisville, Kentucky then. Fifty-
five percent of the children in foster careonly 55 percent of the
children in foster care received their plan on time. You want to go
to New York City? Well over 450 children had 10 or more place-
ments, and many children have had over 20. A 4-year-old had 18
placements in April and 19 in June, all boxes were checked.

You have done a good job. What you are really engaged in is
State-sponsored child abuse. You have taken chilcii en from an abu-
sive situation in a family, yet you are operating :., .ystem allowing
them to continue to be abused.

Look at Maryland. In 1987, children placed in unlicensed facili-
ties. Do you want to look at Chicago or Portland? These are all
States that have passed your reviews.

Mrs. Kennelly.
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Mrs. KENNELLY. Thank you, M. Chairman.
How many States have had disallowances? Or maybe better, how

many States are in disallowance now?
Ms. OLSON. There are 25 pending, and $13.4 million have been

assessed through the disallowances.
Mrs. KENNELLY. I am very pleased we are having this hearing at

this time, because I have recently been informed that the State of
Connecticut is having problems with its audit. It has just been
brought to my attention, and we may lose $1.5 million due to tech-
nical violations.

We have been told by those that were doing the reviewing, that
Connecticut has sound and quality casework procedures, but tech-
nically we have problems. Would you reassure me that we can
work together on this situation since we have you right herebe-
cause, of course, I am disturbed.

However, I am not quite as disturbed as I might be having been
at these hearings and reading the testimony that we have had over
the past several weeks, because I think what is happening and
what we are hearing and reading from the testimony and what is
happening in Connecticut, I think we have to look more carefully
at what we are reviewing.

I say that because I have recently round out about Connecticut,
but Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Vermont
were found out of compliance in 1987. I don't want to sound paro-
chial and say I think we have been doing a good job in Connecticut,
but I know Massachusetts has and Vermont has a good record, yet
we are out of compliance for technical reasons. I am aware that
Massachusetts has said that they think they are going to withdraw
from the program, because it is not worth the time and the effort
they would have to take away from doing the foster care per se to
be in compliance, so they ;le going to say forget it.

Is there maybe a possibility when four out of six States in the
Northeast are out of compliance for technical reasons that this in-
dicates there may be a problem with reviews?

I want to work with you on this, but on this committee, we have
spent more time, more taxpayers' dollars on error rates in the wel-
fare system. Sometimes what happens in bureaucracy is we get so
involved with the technicalities that we lose all that we are sup-
posed to be doing.

I am asking to work on that. For the record, has the administra-
tion for Children, Youth and Families ever held a State-sponsored
retroactive compliance for any requirements when this has hap-
pened?

Mr. MorroLA. I am not sure I understand the question
Mrs. KENNELLY. What happened, I guess, is that Connecticut

used a 90-percent compliance standard fcr 1`18r,, aial yvu gvi, those
figures which were not published until January 1985. My State
feels you changed the rules in the middle of the game, they didn't
know what the rules were, so they couldn't comply with them, and
they are being penalized.

You don't do the regs anymorehas anybody been penalized in a
retro fictive fashion up to now?

Ms. OLSON. Disallowances are always taken after the fact. If you
consider that retroactive penalization--
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Mrs. KENNELLY. If I didn't know I was doing something wrong, I
would.

Ms. OlsoN. The cases in which Connecticut failed, as I under-
stand it, were held to the 90-percent standard consistent with the
triennial review, based on timeliness of the dispositional hearing
and periodic reviews which are basic parts of the law in which
every State has known that they must comply with an increasing
rate from the first year of the program's implementation.

So, I don't believe that Connecticutand I am certain Mr. Mot-
tola is more familiar with the casehut I think Connecticut could
not claim to be ignorant of those basic requirements of the law.

Mrs. KENNELLY. I have a difference of opinion, but I request that
we work together on this, and our Deputy Commissioner is here,
and we have attorneys and will be in contact.

Let's move from this and let me ask you a question. George talks
about the boxes and we all know this is a huge system and this is a
problem that you can IiavJ bureaucracy overtake what you wanted
to do origine'Lly in legislation; but how does your agency measure
the quality of care children receive in foster homes?

We have heard people being very negative about the system.
How would you portray the manner in which we look at the qual-
ity of care that a child gets in the system?

Ms OlsoN. Beyond the reviews which occur, our regional office
staff, who are expert in the law, spend a lot of time with the
States, with the local agencies in the planning process, in trying to
work with them to improve their systems.

We have, through our research and demonstration funding,
funded a lot of projects which are disseminated throughout the
system to provide States and the local governments with the best
practices available and to show them how best to provide services.

I would like to ask Ms. Stewart for a few more details on our re-
search and demonstration projects and our training efforts.

Ms. STEWART. If I could say something about the quality issue
first. I think that for us at this level to try to evaluate quality of
individual programs throughout the country, which differ greatly
from State to State and even county to county, Congressman Miller
spoke about particular locations in States, and so you may have
pockets of excellence or pockets of unexcellence, and to make those
kinds of judgments from the Federal level, I think, is extremely dif-
ficult.

Therefore, what we have tried to do i- to look to see whether or
not the basic protections of the law are in place for children, which
we believe have made a great difference in the system. I would just
like to say that from my perspective as a former practitioner in the
child welfare system, that Public Law 96-272 has made a signifi-
cant difference in the lives of children in the foster care system.

Children who have come into the system are likely to stay for
shorter periods of time, there are fewer young children coming into
the system and growing up in foster care; and the fact that the
States are required to have periodic reviews, to have case plans in
place and to look at these children on a regular basis is extremely
important in protecting their rights in foster care.

From that pers,sective, I think that a great deal has happened. I
also feel that the individual States have responsibility for the kind
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of system that they have in place and for the kind of responsibility
that they feel for their children and families who come into the
system. It has to be joi-t effort between the Federal Government
and the State and local communities if it is going to work to pro-
tect the children.

From the perspective of the Chi.dren's Bureau, in addition to our
responsibilities for Public Law 96-272, we have attempted through
our discretionary programs to develop models which can be used
around the country effectively to reduce the number of children
coming into care.

We have a family-based resource center, a national resource
center located in Iowa that has played a major role for us and for
States and communities in disseminating and teaching about how
to prevent foster care and what kind of services to provide to fami-
lies in crisis to prevent children from coming into foster care.

We have a number of other efforts relating to social work train-
ing, to collaboration between the mental health system and the
child welfare system to improve services for children in the system
and other similar kinds of programs.

Mrs. KENNELLY. I hear what you are saying, and I understand it
is very hard to have a hands-on ability when you are in Washing-
ton, D.C., and yet the book is full of statistics and ft, is and figures
that show us that we have serious problems with the foster care
system.

Do you feel with all your experience in the administration that
you have enough ability to really know beyond the paperwork that
something is or is not happening or is that something we should be
looking at here that we don't know? Do you think as the system is
set up, as you know the system today and you could go down the
list on the checks and the balances, does it work, is that child being
protected, is there enough ability to see the child?

Is the child being seen, or is it all paper?
Ms. STEWART. I don't think it is all paper, but I think that the

child welfare system which is a very old one has always struggled
with this problem.

How do you have a system in place that meets overall needs and
yet, at the same time, responds to the individual child and makes
sure that that nild is receiving the best supports that are needed
to maximize his potential?

This is not a new issue. What I have trouble with from my per-
spective is the notion that the Federal Government should go into
individual situations and make judgments about individual cases as
to the quality of that particular case.

We receive letters all the time from individuals asking us to ad-
dress certain concerns that they have about the system. It seems to
me that the Federal Government has an oversight responsibility,
but the States and the local communities are much closer to the
child and family and have the direct responsibility for seeing that
those individual services are provided.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Let ni. ask you, since we have problems, IA ould
it help if you did once again publish the regulations in the Regis-
ter? Wouldn't that do away with some of this misunderstanding we
have and give you more time to do some of the things that you say
may ..,e we could do better?
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Ms. STEWART. This is a very specific law in terms of the require-
ments, and I think we have given a great deal of informa,,ion to
States about the expectations. Many States now have either passed
or will soon be passing their triennial review, which means that we
will have a longer period of time, 3 years between reviews, and
what we are looking at is ways in which we can work with the
States differently during that interim period, not to evaluate indi-
vidual case situations but to assist the States in improving their
programs.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Which in fact would end up evaluating those
cases, I would hope? Somehow we have got to get to the child?

Ms. STEWART. The child comes first, right.
Mrs. KENNELLY. I look forward to working with you to straighten

out our own problem.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Mr. Coats.
Mr. COATS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize that I will not be able to be here for all of this hear-

ing. We have a markup in Energy and Commerce.
I am aware that through this series of three hearings, a number

of troubling questions have been raised, not all of which we have
satisfactory ar swers for. I do believe that witnesses here this morn-
ing are sincere people trying to do the same thing that we on the
committee are trying to do: to provide the best possible oversight
and service to young children in need tha' we can.

Yet, there are some troubling things out there that I think need
to be addressed. I think you would also acknowledge Lot. I don't
think it is a lack of sincerity on your part. I don't know whether it
is a lack of resources or commitment on anothJr level of govern-
ment, but I hope we can work together to resolve these questions
because there are children out there that ought to be served in the
best way possible.

I notice we have a vote on. Let me just ask a couple of questions
about allocation of your staff time and travel resources in terms of
your reviews, specifically title IV-E physical reviews and section
427 reviews.

How is travel time and staff time a llocatec to perform these re-
views? Maybe that will shed a little light on what more needs to be
done.

Mr. MOVFOLA. Mr. Coats, we allocate reso "rces as best we can
based on the reviews that we determine need to be done. We do not
do in any given year all the reviews that may need to be done. We
do have a limitation on resources, and the States in fact have a
limitation on how much tolerance they have for us being in there.

We also have to make sure that we can schedule things-
Mr. COATS. Can you give us specifics?
Mr. MoirroLA. Yes, sir Take a section 427 review, because that is

what we have been talking about. Those reviews are again based
on a State's readiness to be reviewed and on a schedule that we
have established. We have by and large met the schedule with
some exceptions. hi the average case, we have tour Federal review-
ers taking 4 or 5 days and we will have State reviewers if the State
so chooses.
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Mr. COATS. In your opinion, is that adequate allocation of staff
time?

Mr. Morrout. It is adequate in terms of the kind of review that
we do.

What Commissioner Stewart was alluding to was the difficulty in
moving to a different kind of review. If the bottom line is a judg-
ment on the quality of service, then it is a totally different kind of
situation.

Mr. COATS. Do you think that is what the bottom line ought to
be?

Mr. MorrotA. We don't think that it is an appropriate role for
the Federal Government to take on based on the considerations
that Commissioner Stewart brought out.

Mr. COAT.;. So it is not necessarily a con, ideration of whether or
not resources are available to do that; it is a determination on your
part about what your role should be in terms of carrying out these
reviews?

Mr. MOTTOLA. That is correct. We would like to take a better
look at the provision of services than we do now.

Mr. COATS. Doesn't the law authorize or mandate you to do that?
Mr. Morrouk. I believe the law mandates the States to do that,

and we are supposed to provide oversight, and we have tried to pro-
vide oversight in the best way that we can. It may not be totally
adequate.

As Commissioner Stewart indicated, we are changing our ap-
proach so that in the period between triennial reviews we can con-
centrate more on technical assistance and looking at the adequacy
of the program.

When we get down to the case level, that is where we have diffi-
culty in trying to measure the quality of service, because that is
something we don't think we are able to do.

Ms. STEWART. I want to comment about aavel resources in the
Children's Bureuu. The conduct of section 427 reviews is our No. 1
priority and if we have to make choices based on the amount of
travel money we have available, that is where we put our money
first.

Mr. COATS. I asked the qt.estion because it gets at the earlier an-
swers Ms. Olson alluded to about getting to the site to see the chil-
dren and see what the impact is, rather than processing paper,
which obviously is more cost efficient but doesn't necessarily get
you the answer that you need. A site visit, interview, discussion,
viewing for yourself what the situation is, may bring you to an en-
tirely different conclusion than a mere paper process would.

And I guess my ultimate question is, do you believe that that is
the kind of review you ought to be conducting? Do you feel that
you are authorized tc do that kind of review, and do you have the
resources to do it?

Ms. STEWART. I guess I am not really sure. I am not really sure
whether we would be authorized to do that kind of review. I think
that it is more appropriate for us to be putting our energies into
working with the States or with individual States to assist them in
improving their rrog.ams.

Mr. COATS. What if you conclude that the States are not doing
the job or you have reason to believe they are not doing the job;
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where do you go at that point? How do you va'idate that allegation
or invalidate that allegation without going there and seeing for
yourself?

Acting Chairman DowNEY. Would the gentleman yield?
Could you tell us some of the States that you have been working

with and what the impact has beenyou responded by saying that
you believe it is your job to work with the States. Which ones have
you worked with and what has the impact been on the States that
you have worked with?

Ms. STEWART. &cause more States have had or will soon be
having their triennial reviews, we will not be doing the same
number of section 427 reviews as we have had over the past 5
years.

The- :fore, we want to focus our efforts in the period after the
States pass their triennial review to work with the States to assist
them in improving their programs. Our regional staff now works
with the States on a regular basis. We will be having a meeting, for
example, in a couple of weeks in Philadelphia with the States that
are in region 3. The meeting will be conducted by regional staff
and with at least one member of our Federal Staff attending to
assist those States in developing their plans for the coming years
and addressing some of the problems they are concerned about.
This region include(' Pennsylvania, which has two large cities with
serious problems in their system, Maryland, the District of Colum-
bia and others.

Acting Chairman DowNEY. When States fail an audit, then what
do you do to help them correct the problems that you have found
specifically when they have failed an audit?

Ms. STEWART. It depends on whether a State fails a section 427
review and whether that failure is based on the lack of timely case
reviews or dispositional hearings or other factors. Our regional
staff would attempt to work with the State during the interim
period to help the State get a system in place that would pro -
vide-

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. What does the regional staff do? Give
me an example of what they do and when they have done it recent-
ly. When somebody fails an auditgive me a State that has failed
an audit and where the regional staff has gone to the State and
what they have done in the State specifically.

Ms. STEWART. I will be glad to make that information available.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Why can't you tell me now? Your

office has known about this hearing for how many weeks? This is a
program you have conaucted for 8 years. That is a simple question,
when a State fails an audit, what do you do, and tell me the States
that you have helped at the regional level. That is a simple ques-
tion.

Can either of the three of you provide an answer to that questions
or is it the response "I will provide it for the record," which is the
euphemism for I don't know.

Ms. OnsoN. In the Chicago regional office, Federal staff have
gone to Michigan. They have wo -ed with the Michigan State ad-
ministrators, told them where .. sir problems are, and advised
them on how to clear up the problems. That is the sort of consulta-
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ticn that we do on a regular basis with States, whether or not they
are in compliance.

When we allocate our travel money and resources we look at all
of our various programs, most of which require onsite reviews o-
reviews of State or county programs, including Head Start, Adin-
istration on Aging, and Administration on Native Americans pro-
grams.

Once we have made our allocations to the various administra-
tions and to the regional offices, they get together and plan what
site reviews they want to conduct that year. Sometimes we have to
make decisions and eliminate reviews based upon the amount of
travel money we have for a ?articular fiscal year.

Mr. COATS. I know we have a e and are getting close to the
ens.. I will suspend any further qt,

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Ok.A.;, i_ , of all, I want to apologize
to the Administration witnesses for appearing so late. It was not by
choice, I can assure you.

Sydney, let me say it is good to see you across the table, if in
aLother guise. I have read your testimony. I share Mr. Miller's con-
cern that this iG a system out of control. The thrust of your testi-
mony seem° to suggest to me things were fine.

I would hate to see a really bad system if this 's what you think
is fine. I have attempted to divide my concern not only for the chil-
dren, which I am sure is , r:oncern you sha- , but also for the tax-
payers. Because I think we have uniquely r naged to figure out in
the 1980 law how we can screw both of the:J effectively. Both have
received a precision shafting

There are too many childre who are not being cared for proper-
ly and the money we are spending, which happens to be a great
deal, appears to me to be wasted.

Sydney, let's start with some concerns. Do you agree with the
basic proposition that from 1986 until now, we have seen a couple
of things?

More children in care for longer periods of time?
More of th--.1 being homeless than ever before?
More inc' its of reported child abuse, both anecaotal and em-

pirical?
And more chilaren being sexually abused?
As far as I can tell, this wps the thrust of what was told Mr. Mil-

ler's committee last year. Do you agree that these continue to be
problems?

If you disagree, can you tell me where you disagree?
Ms. OLsori. These things continue to be problems, as we dis-

cussed in our testimony. There are more incidents of child abuse,
reported and actual. There is a difference in the type of child
coming into the foster care system now than in the past.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. What have you done in the last yew
specifically in this area to ameliorate what is a disturbing trend?
What has your department been up to that would address these
specific concerns?

Ms. OLsoN. We cannot change the course of society through the
Department of Health and Haman Servizes. The problems that
affect the cities and families have been and will be with us. I thin'-
we have tried through our research and demonstration and our co-
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ordinated discretionary grants programs to deal with these prob-
lems.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Give me an example about child
homelessness. What have we done specifically about children who
don't have holies?

Ms. OLSON. I don't kw'w that we have done anything. We do
have a Runaway and Homeless Youth Program, which is not asso-
ciated with the foster care system, that helps to fund 300-and-some
shelters.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. This is not a program that is, as you
suggested, in foster care?

Ms. OLSON It is not.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. So in the last year with the number

of things we have seen, we have not done anything new about
homeless children.

What about child abuse?
Chairman MILLER. Would you yield for a second?
Ms. STEWART. I wanted to say in relation to homeless children,

we are working on a priority area for next year's coordinated dis-
cretionary grant program.

We have not had one until now.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Why have you waited? What is the

reason for the delay? Why are we waiting for next year?
I am a great believer in the future, but the here and now for

children who don't l ye a home is something that tugs on all of
our heart strings as I- areaucrats and legislators. No?

Ms. STEWART. There is no que-tion about that.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. What is the delay'?
Ms. STEWART. There is no planned delay, but we have not had a

specific priority area on homeless children and homeless families.
We have been increasingly concerned about this and we are trying
to address the issue within our coordinate(' ,cretionary grant pro-
gram.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. What about child abuse, Sydney?
Let's talk about that for a minute, the appalling increase pa, t:I:y as
a resnl' )f people now coming forward who have been historically
abusea out also we just see more evidence of it. What are we doing
specifically about the increase there?

Ms. Oi.SoN. The chi'dhood abuse and neglect programs within
Commissioner Stewart's bureau receive $46 million a year in fund-
ing, with which we make challenge grants to the States. The States
then conduct child abuse and neglect programs

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. What i3 a good State? Who does a
good job? Tell me a State that uses the challenge money effe -tively.

Ms. OLSON. I would ask Commissioner Ste \\ art if she has an opin-
ion.

Ms. STEWART. I think a number of States have used that program
effectively.

Acting nairman DOWNEY. Which ones?
Ms. STEWART I am not prepared to give ou a shopping list of

good States.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. I Will take -1 short list.
Ms. STEWART. We had 44 States who have established--
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Chairman DOWNEY. I am looking for a model. Tell me a model
State. Tell me a State tl-at does a great job that I can tell my State
to look at If it is my S' ate, then other States look at mine. Give
me a go( . State.

Why won't you know what a good State is? Who knows? Does
anybody here know?

Can anybody in the audience tell me a good State?
Chairman MILLER. Would the gentleman yield?
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Of course.
Chairman MILLER. This committee received testimony that ap-

proximately 900 children entered foster care last year in the Statc
of New Jersey simply because their parents had no place to live.
We have also received testimony from various States that there
has been an increase in the number of children entering foster care
because of an increase in child abuse reports.

What has this department done in terms of anticipating how you
are going to change the system to respond to that? How *re you
working with the States? These are two huge problems on :,_;.: hori-
zon.

They, along with substance abuse, are overwhelming the system
which was working for a few years. Now the number of children
entering the system is starting to escalate. What are you doing
about them?

Mr. Marrot.A. Basically, the things we du are through our coordi-
nated discretionary grants program.

Chairman MILLER. Are you talking to HUD about the impact of
the lack of housing oii the expenditure money?

Mr. Morrol.A. We went through the homelessness issue just
before you returned, Mr. Miller. It was acknowledged we have not
done anything new in the area.

Chairman MILLER. What about ^hild abuse?
Mr. Marrot..A. In child abuse, it is a very different Jory. We have

some discretionary moneys to spend on child abuse and have usedthat money to provide demonstration programs to develop models
that work and hopefully can be transferred to the community level.

Chairman MILLER. Have you asked for increases in title IV-B
money so we can get services to these families, c title XX funds?

Mr. MorroLA. No, sir. The administration has riot, to my knowl-
edge, requested that.

Chairman MILLER. Is that true of drug abuse funding?
Mr. Morrou. . I am not aware of the total picture on drug abuse

fund .

Chairman MILLER. You haven't looked at the front page of News-
week or at the front page of Time, or watched the nightly news dis-
cussions about the increased numbers of children in foster care as
a result of these things going on in our society. You are r;sponsible
for administering that system, yet you have made no requ st "3r
additional funding. You haven't discussed it with other agencies.
You haven't talked to your Cabinet Secretary and : aid, we have to
have additional moneys otherwise we will continue to load children
into this system?

Essentially you are prancing along as if it were t; or 4 or 5 years
ago, even though we have had an explosion of childrei coming out
of abusive homes, 'int of substance abusing horn( 4, and out ( f ho-
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melessness situations. You are just running the d system the
same way it was running before.

Mr Morrot.A. We haven't asked for additional resources. We
have tried to direct our funding to some of those problems to pre-
vent abiNe or prevent neglect.

Chairman MILLER. That woulc' be how much money?
MorrotA. Approximately 4 million.

CL.lirman MILLER. Nationwide,' $14
Mr. Morrou.. In child abuse.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Why haven't you asked for any more

:.Toney? $14 million doesn't sound adequate to me. Do you think it
is adequate, $1 4 million?

Mr. MorrotA. I cited only one categorical example. There are
other funds available for some of these programs.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Let's .tick with what you are famil-
iar with. $14 million, is that adequate to do the job, do you think?

Mr. MorrotA. I don't know that anyone knows the amount of
money adequate to do the-

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. You are in charg of the program.
Who should I ask? Who else can give me an answer about what is
adequate and what isn't? You are charge of it.

Mr. MorroLA. We think we have been able to do some beneficial
things.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. With $14 million. You don't think a
penny more will help? Just yes or no.

Mr. MorrotA. I ca's't say a penny more would not help Whether
it is necessary or not--

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. You don't think it is necessary?
Mr. MorrotA. Given all of the current co.istraints on funding, I

don't know the answer to that question.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Okay.
Let's talk about the other side of the issue which ;, the fiscal re-

views, in particular, the IV-E fiscal reviews How does the Depart-
ment determine when to do a State for title TV-E fiscal review?

Mr. MorrotA. This is a relatively rt!w program, about 4 years
old. We started out with reviews of those States that seemed to
have the biggest foster care IV-E eligible populations. Over time
we have been able to review almost every State and we have gone
into some States two and three times

Acting Chairman DowNEY. How many States have you reviewed?
Ms. OISON. Forty-three.
Mr. MorrotA. Forty-three.
Chai. man MILLER. You disallowed how much money?
Mr. Mo TiroLA. Close to $4 million and I think we have pending

disallowances of $14 million.
Acting Chairman DowNEy. One of the criteria I heard you men-

tion was large foster care population. Why hasn't New York been
reviewed? It has got the second largest population.

Mr. MorrotA. That is correct. We have not reviewed New York.
We have had the intention of reviewing Nev, York We have had a
longstanding-

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Just slipped your mind?
Ms. OLSON. The Inspector General's Oft.ce is going to review

New York and California, in part because of the size of these
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States. Our agreement with the Inspector General's Office should
wave time and resources.

Act ;ng Chairman DOWNEY. Has the Inspector General reviewed
i,he S'..ate?

Mr. Morrot.A. No. We have had Federal staff, including IG staff
and our own staff, working with New York State on foster care fi-
nanc:al issues for some time. Th problem is trying to coordinate
the review practices.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. When do you think it will be coordi-
nated?

Mr. MOTTOLA. We have determined that we were going into New
York this year, come hell or high water. I hope we can do it.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. When? When do you think?
Mr. MorroLA. Probably around the end of this fiscal year.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. So September? October?
Any of you familiar with the lawsuits that have been filed in

New York State? Does Dole v. the New York City Department of
Social Services ring a bell?

No?
This is an interesting lawsuit that challenges the practice of

night-to-night placements and using agency offices as shelters.
That is not acceptable to the Department, is it?

Mr. MoTrout. No. I wouldn't think so.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. No. You wouldn't think so. The law-

suit found apparently that data indicated that the,e were in excess
of a thousand children subject to multiple o night -1acements
with over 450 children who have had ten o _more placements.
Many children have had as many as 20 and a 4-year-old had 18
placements in April and 19 in June of 1987, and there was a 12-
year -old girl who attempted suicide before entering foster care and
'lad 17 placements in 18 working days.

Now, it seems to meI come from New York. I love my State. I
was educated there. If the State of New York is not doing the job,
and it is clear to me from the evidence of this lawsuit that there is
probably ample reason to suggest that, while New York may be
trying to do the job, that it is not succeeding, then what is the na-
tional government's responsibility when they learn about lawsuits
like this?

For instance, none of you had heard of this lawsuit. Okay. Now
you have heard about the lawsuit. Does it affect you? Will you go
home and say that was a tragic 41-i=sg the Congressman said, maybe
it is something we need to look into?

What would you do in terms of the information that comes in
about a State, whether based on your own audits or based on anec-
dotal information, to try to take some sort of corrective action, ;:ro-
vide additional oversight or remedial help to a State? What is the
practice?

Pus. Otsoisr. I would say with regard to the cases you mentioned,
that is not a question of a fiscal review failure, but a section 427
protection review failure. I would definitely want to talk to our re-
gional administrator in New York City, Carolyn Woodward

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Do you think she would know about
the lawsuit?

Ms. Otsoil. I feel confident she does.
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Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Does she talk to you when law. sits
like that are filed? Does she say we have a problem in New York,
they just filed this lawsuit? What sort of information exchange do
you have with the regional offices?

Ms. eizor.t. We meet with them frequently and talk with them
frequently on the telephone. If the Federal Government is not
party to the lawsuit, I am not sure she would feel it necessary to
talk to me personally about it.

I don't know that she contacts the Children's Bureau or the Ad-
ministration on Children, Youth and Families with regard to every
lawsuit.

Chairman MILLER. You are party to the lawsuit, Secretary Olson.
You are paying the bill for the care of these children. You are
paying the bill essentially to support a good portion of the system
which these children move through and those lawsuits, again, one
right after the other are finding for the plaintiff, against this
system. They have found this system to be out of compliance with
the law, inadequate in almost ever-7 respect in one State or city or
another with compliance, no matter which part of the system you
look at.

So when you get a major lawsuit, and you get a contempt of
^,ourt, or you get a judgment against the State, doesn't it bother
you that yov are the steward of this system and the Federal court
has just now ruled it is out of compliance with the laws you are
supposed to administer and you may have passed that State? It
doesn'ttechnically, you are not a part, except you are paying the
freight.

When States are out of compliance, they are not supposed to get
this money.

Ms. OLSON. That is correct.
Chairman MILLER. That is right. Somehow that doesn't happen.
Acting Chairman DowNEy. Let's talk about, since you raised it,

the ' IV-B section 427 reviews. How does the Department deter-
mine the case plans and how do you set specific goals and time
tables for achieving them?

Ms. OnsoN. The law defines when the cases will be reviewed. It
requires a periodic review of 6 months, a dispositional hearing
within 18 months, and another dispositional hearing within a time
period defined by each State. Our case plan (-valuation review team
goes in and tries to verify that these hearings and reviews are
being provided at the time required by the lnw

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. How many States have you done that
in? All of them?

Ms. OnsoN. Twenty-five States.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. What about the other 259
Ms. OLsoN. Fifty States have been reviewed for section 427 pur-

poses.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Is that just where they check these

items? There are some items that are required for you to procedur-
ally review. Tell me about the level of compliance

How closely does the Department look at the plan and the meth-
odology in terms of really examining whether or not the 6-month
review is purely a question of somebody saying, well, we have been
through this and we just check it off as opposed to really taking a
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look to make sure the 6-month plan review is one that actually is
concerned that the child not stay in the system too long.

Tell me how thorough you think these 6-month reviews are?
Mr. Marrol.A. We look at the documentatieli which is in the file

and make a judgment which is based on that documentation. We
do not sit through a review to understand--

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Do you randomly sample those State
reviews'? Do you send anybody to watch them do the reviews? Do
you pull case records?

What is the procedure?
Mr. MoTroLA. We look at the case record and the case plan

which has the material in it. But we do not, as you suggest, sit in
on the review. We do not watch the reviews. We provide-

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. A representative sampling might give
you some further indication of whether the reviews arc adequate or
not. No?

Mr. Mcrrrot.A. I think I would agree with that.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Good.
Chairman MILLER. Why don't you do it?
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. That would be my next question.
Mr. M:rrrot.A. Because it is a very big system and it is a very

complex law, with many provisions that we are required to provide
some kind of oversight and regulation for.

We have tried to use the most systematic approaches and the
most objective approaches that we could and the most realistic in
terms of the ability to find out things and to make judgments
about them.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Let me ask you a question about the
data that you have been able to compile from the inventory of chil-
dren in care for longer than 6 months and from the statewide in-
formation system on children and foster care. How do you use that
data?

Mr. Morrot.A. May I ask if you are referring to the VCIS system?
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. No. The title IV-B section 427 infor-

mation data you receive.
Mr. Morrot.A. In a section 427 review:
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. The data you would compile, yes.

from the section 427 review.
Mr. MoTToLA. The data is used by the State to understand the

parameters of its section 427 eligible population. Based on that
ch.:4a, we ask the State to select a sample of cases which we review
in the- -

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. I am not asking about the States spe-
cifically. I am asking about you, the Department. The Department
collects data from lots of States, doe: it not?

All of the States? Supposedly?
Mr. Morrot.A. The Department does not collect data on the gen-

eral foster care population. The data that we have available is col-
lected through the voluntary cooperative information system
known as VCIS.

We do have data on the title IV-E populations.
Acting Chairman DOA NEY. Am I correct in my und.?rstanding

t" he IV-E covers both IV-B and IV-E children in the data you
t? Is that a correct assumption?
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Mr. MorroLA. Yes, sir. It covers both IV-B and IV-E because
those are basically the populations that are eligible for the 427 pro-
tections.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. What do you do with that data? Does
that data. when you look at it, determine trends and offer possible
suggestions to States based on trends as to what is working, what
is happening, what is not happening? There is a fund of informa-
tion, is there not, here?

Mr. MorroiA. There is information available through the VCIS
system.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. What is the VCIS system?
Mr. MOTT )IA. The Voluntary Cooperative Information System.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. What about the law? What about the

requirements we have from you under the law to deal with this
data?

Mr. MorroIA. The law requhes the State to have a systeman
inventory of all the children in foster care subject to the 427 pro-
tections. We, before we go on site for 427 reviews, look to that data
to make sure the State has the inventory required under the law.

Acting Chairman DowNEy. You are requiredall 50 of the
States have that data?

Mr. MorrolA. We are reasonably satisfied-
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. How many States have it?
Mr. McrrrolA. Well, from our determination, 47 out of the 50

States would have it.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. You would say of the 47 States that

they keep levels of information that, in your view, satisfy the law?
Mr. MOTTOLA. Yes. There are different ways they do it. Some

have very sophisticated computer information systems and others
have almost temporary systems. The test is usable information on
the number of children in foster care.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Why don't we know how many chil-
dren are in foster care if 47 of the 50 States do a good job of keep-
ing their data?

Mr. MorroLA. We don't look at all the States in any given year
for that purpose. We basicallywe rely on the-

Chairman MILLER. Do you hand tabulate the State or do you use
another procedure?

Why can't you look at it in a given year? There are only 50
States.

Mr. MorroLA. We don't look at each State every year. In terms
of the 427 reviews, we--

Chairman MILLER. You are giving public assistance a bad name.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. When I figure out the baseb." aver-

ages each morning, it doesn't take me longand I am not a whiz in
mathwhy couldn't you have one person tabulate the data that
the States are required to provide you on the same basis every year
and update it. Why don't we know this?

It is really mystifying to me to have you be unable to tell me
how many children are in foster care. That is crazy.

Ms. OtsoN. Congressman, I asked the same question with regard
to the State inventories and the statewide information systems. Ap-
parently the situation is that the States are not "equired to report
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to us nor are they r'quired to collect the same data in the same
form for transmission to the Federal Government.

Chairman MILLER. Let me read you the law. It says you have a
statewide information system from which the status, demographic
characteristics, location and goals of the placement of every child
in foster care who has been in care within the preceoing 12 months
can readily by determined.

You are describing to me a system in which you can't determine
that because it is different or it is complex, or whatever the words
are that you want to use. Yet that is what the law requires. That is
one of the conditions before a State can participate.

Ms. OLSON. That is correct.
Chairman MILLER. Then you are sitting here administering a

program in absolute lawlessness. You don't care whether people
comply or not.

Ms. OLSON. I don't believe-
Chairman MILLER. Is the VCIS system the same system that tells

y'u in 12 State,, 40 to 50 percent of the children in the foster care
system are contiruously in care for 2 or more years? In four States
and Puerto Rico, the children have been in foster care for 2 years
or longer?

That is your great data system? Do you do anything with the
data? Do you understand why there is an 18th month review and
the purpose of the dispositional review? It is to get the kids out of
the system. Yet 50 percent of the kids are in this system for 2 or
more years.

Do you know what the evidence is for children in the system for
2 years? It is that they will grow out of the system rather than
leave the system because of some State action. They will simply
turn 18.

These children have an 80-percent chance of spending the rest of
their lives in the system. You are sitting here in violation of law
and sentencing large numbers of children to spend the rest of their
life in a foster care system.

Is it the same system with the IV-E reviews? You have disallow-
ances in Califoril'a for 7 million, District of Columbia fc 2 million,
Maryland for 800,000, and in Louisiana. You have high rates in
New Hampshire, 96 percent in Louisiana, 63 percent in Maryland
Do you think you are doing a good job?

In the eight States with the highest error rates, you never re-
viewed them again. You just believe the States when they say we
are going to do better next year. This is the administration that
talked about waste, fraud and abuse. You make everybody else look
like a piker.

This is a billion dollars. It is all the money we have for these
kids. When it is not spent right, some child doesn't get those serv-
ices.

It is just incredible. ke are not sitting here telling you rcpt to
look at California or not to look at certain States. It is shocking to
us that you waited 8 years to look at the two largest States in this
system. Our system is drowning in California because of the in-
ci.!ased number of children.

They have been screaming for help for 2 years. As you leave
town, you are about to audit them.
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If you look intently at California, Illinois, or New York, you can
see what is wrong with the system. You can tell how to fix it so the
other States can benefit. They have the vast majority of the chil-
dren in this system.

You didn't do that. Even in the small States, you don't go back to
see whether they are repeating the 63 percent error rate or an 30
percent error rate. It is malfeasance.

You know that you are we lei1U. ;MSC ill a grand conspiracy of
noncompliance with this law. That is why so many people are win-
ning court cases.

Do you know what those lawsuits are going to cott this Govern-
ment and local governments?

Before you take a child from his home, the law requires that you
have to make a reasonable effort to provide services to see if you
can save that family. That is pro-family. If the father is an alcohol-
ic, maybe we can get him into AA. If he is an abuser, maybe we
can get him into a counseling program. Maybe that family can sur-
vive.

But the law is not being complied with. You don't care. If you do
take the child away from the family, the law requires you to make
some effort to re- ify that child with his family. You must see if
something can be done to help the family? Can you bring the child
back or get the family into counseling?

You don't care about reunifying those families. You don't give a
damn about that. We listened to a judge in Los Angeles tell us that
he is taking children away from more and more people because
they don't have a home. He said that there is no question in his
mind that those children and those parents love one another.

But they don't have a home. You haven't put together a task
force to talk about the impact of homelessness on the foster care
system, or drug abuse on the foster care system, or border babies
on the foster care system.

These are all on your watch. What you have decided is that the
law won't be complied with. F;X month reviews. Do you know why
we wrote that? Because in the old law they were taking 21/2 min-
utes to make a 6-month review.

So we said "this time we want it to be meaningful." Yet as I read
you, State after State has failed to make that review meaningful.
You don't care.

One of our witnesses told as "you have to work overtime to flunk
your audit. The States haven't complied with the law.

I guess you are just picking up your salary and having a good
ride on the taxpayers. You are blowing taxpayers' money left and
right. You are screwing up a lot of kids.

We had a young man testify, a boy, 12 years old. Half of his life,
all of it under your administration, had been spent in foster care.
All he wanted to do was go home to his mother.

Why was he taken away? Because his mother had an emergency
operation and had to go in for medical procedures. It took her 5
years to get her child back because nobody had to comply with the
law. There was no threat that you were going to cut off funds or
make anybody comply with it.

Acting Chairman DOwNEY. Mr. Levin.

90-460 0 - 89 -- 12 It_
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Mr. LEVIN. I have been in and out. We have heard this testimo-
ny. What is your answer?

Ms. OisoN. Answer to Mr. Miller?
Mr. LEVIN. Yes.
Ms. OtsoN. I am not sure it is possible to answer Mr. Miller. I

would only say that in the time I have been at HHS, I believe the
Administration on Children, Youth and Families, the people .n the
central office, and the people in the regional offices, have triad sin-
cerely to implement the law and the protections that are pro-,:ded
for children.

There is no question that there are problems in the system at the
State and local level and at the Federal level. I am not convinced
there is a way to audit correctly and perfectly every single case in
the child welfare system, but we are trying to improve. I think the
States are trying to `mprove. We are happy' to work with this com-
mittee and in the future, we look forward to consultation with you.
I do believe we are attempting to administer the law.

Mr. LEVIN. I am somewhat new to that. I attended the committee
hearingsthis is our thirdand we a,:e incensed. You have been in
the Department a few months.

Ms. OisoN. That is correct.
Mr. LEVIN. Are you incensed? Are you troubled by what you

found?
Ms. OisoN. I am troubled, I am disturbed. I am not incensed. I

don't think the situation is simple enough to be incensed at.
Given- -

Mr. LEVIN. What does that mean?
Ms. ()ism I know Mr. Miller is tired of hearing that it is a com-

plex situatior. Any program, anywhether it be at the State or
Federal levelwhich looks at thousands of children is going to
have mistakes. One system that works well in one case will not
work for every case. I think Ms. Stewart, as a practitioner before
she came to the Federal Government, would tell you you cannot set
hard and fast rules for every "ase that is considered.

Therefore, I am net sure that being incensed is a constructive
way to look at the system.

Mr. LEVIN. You can be incensed at a situation even if the answer
is complex, can't you?

Ms. OisoN. You can be incensed. I would say again I am not sure
it is constructive. We are trying within the bounds of how we read
the law and our resources to do a good job and to do an increasing-
ly better job.

Mr. LEVIN. You need more resources?
Ms. OLSON. It is difficult for a Reagan administration appointee

to say w- need more resources. They would always be welcome, I
am sure

Mr ; ,EviN. That is a revealing statement Partly because it is
true, 1 :,uess.

Ms k AsoN. Congressman-
M ,EVIN. You need more resources?

ci have been there 3 or 4 months. You need more resources,
y, )r no?

is. OLSoN. I won't answer that yes or no because we have, as
),,,u know--
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Mr. LEVIN. You just said you did.
Ms. OLSON. he maintenance payments under foster care and

adoption assistance programs are entitlements. Congress appropri-
ates. We spend what is necessary, what the States spend.

Title Iv-B, child welfare services, as you know, has risen over the
last few yeL.rs slightly. I won't claim that the Administration asked
for increases in that program.

However, I think you are also aware if the spending on child wel-
fare services reaches $266 million in the or'6inal law Mr. Miller
worked on, the funds for foster care are capped. That has all sorts
of bad implications for many States, most States, almost every
State.

Thus, it is difficult to say that we had more money in child
welfare services, we could have mace significant improvements in
the system.

Mr. LEVIN. So you are disturbed, though not incensed. What im-
provementswhat is the answer? I don t sense from you or from
your written testimony there is a lot of discussion about the
present serious problems.

You don't say yon are disturbed. You are worried. You say then?,
has been considerable progress. The whole flavor of the testimony
is the status quo isn't so bad. But you say you have been there a
few months.

You are disturbed by what you found. What are you going to do
about it?

Ms. Otsox. I think we are going to try to increase our contact
with tie States, through the State planning process, to ensure that
child welfare protections and services are what they should be.

We will continue our 427 reviews, go back to the States that have
failed. We will go back to the States that are self-certified and re-
review those. We are increasing our fiscal audits. We are increas-
ing the use of our 426 money for research and demonstration
projects which we hope will help in dealing with new problem

We are getting into the area of border babies through our Head
Start program as well as through foster care adoption assistance.
We are also trying to deal with the problems of drug-addicted in-
fants through our univ( rsity affiliated programs in many States,
through the Administration on Developmental Disabilities, and
through the Head Starc and foster care programs.

Mr. LEVIN. One last question Are you convinced that that plan
of action will change the pictut e between now and the end of the
year?

Or help change it?
Do you think if you come ,ack here in December the picture is

likely to be any different than it is in May?
Ms. OLSON. We have acknowledged our problems with data col-

lection. I don't know that by the end of the year our data will be
any better. I think we will have more experience from our visits to
the various States and regional offices, but most of this information
will be anecdotal.

Mr. LEVIN. Well, okay,
Ms. OLSON. This is not totally a Federal responsibility, as you

know.
Mr. LEVIN. I know that.
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Ms. OLsoN. We focus on working with the State
Mr LEVIN. There is a Federal responsibility to know what is

going on, right?
Ms. (,sox. There is a Federal responsibility to know what is

going on.
Mr. LEVIN. After 8 years, you are saying, as I read the testimony,

we don't kti=iw what is really going on?
Ms. OtsoN. We have information as Mr. Motto la said, through

the VCIS system on what is occurring in foster care and child wel-
fare services. Our most recent information unfortunately is from
1985.

Mr. LEVIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Mrs. Johnson?
Mrs. JOHNSON. Thanl you, Mr. Chairman.
You have used the phrase a number of times, protections provid-

ed for children. I gather from your testimony, and I am sorry I was
not able to be here the entire time of your testimony, as I had an-
other hearing going on at the same time, but I gather from your
written statement and your comments that you see as the primary
protectionsprotection provided by the Federal law the system
more reviews and hearings to assure that once a child is placed, a
plan is done, that that plan is reviewed, that hearings are held. Do
you see that as the primary protections the law provides for chil-
dren?

Ms. OtsoN. Congresswoman, we are also required to make sure
the child has been removed from the home appropriately and that
efforts were made to keep the family together when possible.

Mrs. JOHNSON. How does your syste I agree with you, the law
requires that. How does your functioning address those latter pro-
tections children are supposed to have?

Ms. OtsoN. I would ask Ms. Stewart to respond to that
Ms. STEWART. When we do our reviews in a State, we are looking

at a selected scientific of cases, and looking at the extent to which
those protections have been provided in those cases based on the
information in the case record. Has a case review taken place
every 6 months? We look at the case reviews that are in the record.

Mrs. JOHNSON You read the social worker's report about the
family, the kid, the choice of placement program? Is that what you
mean by you look at the record?

Ms STEWART. The case record includes information about the
work with the family.

Mrs. JOHNSON. You read all of that background?
Ms. STEWART. The responsibility of the Federal and State staff

jointly conducting the review is to see whether or not the specific
protections are actually being met in those cases We are not in
those reviews making judgments about the qtia!ity of the individ-
ual caseworker services that are being provided.

Mrs. JOHNSON. I fail to see how you can provide the protections
of the law, the systemi, type of protections. the case reviews, the
hearings, those kinds of things that we put in place for a reason. I
think it was a legitimate reason.

But also how can you address the issue t..,-; to whether this child
was appropriately taken out of their home? Were there alterna-
tives for that child? Even on the later reviews, is that child being
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inappropriately kept out of his home unless you make some judg-
ments about whether the caseworker has investigated other pro-
grams.

You do have to in the end make some judgments about the qual-
ity of the caseworker's performance and of the quality of the situa-
tion which the child is in and know something about the quality of
programs that exist in that State as options, do you not?

Without making those judgments, how can you make the judg-
ment that the case is appropriately handed except to make the
judgment that file review complied with the 30-day requirement
and the 6 -month requirement?

I can see how you can make that judgment. I don't see ,.ow you
can make the judgment that flows from the other half of the law
which has to do with appropriateness of removal and appropriate-
ness of placement and timeliness of returning the child to their
family without something more than a paper review.

Maybe we are missing something here. Maybe your paper
revieware you in State when yOU do this?

Ms. STEWART. Yes.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Are you sitting with a social worker?
Ms. STEWART. Usually there are several Federal officials and sev-

eral State-selected v_aple who jointly conduct the reviews.
Mrs. JOHNSON. If you review in that way, it does seem to me that

some of the problems that underlie the problems between the Fed-
eral Government and Connecticut would not have emerged as prob-
lem: worthy of carrying a situation through already several levels
of litigation.

For example, if you sat with the Connecticut people ,..ad had that
level of conversation, wouldn't it have come to light that you were
dealing with a different pool frc 1 which you were sampling than
they were dealing with? That, in fact, our State excludes children
who were in court-sanctioned, permanent, foster-care placement po-
sitions? They don't see them as subject to the same reviews. That
could be right or wrong, but certainly that is something that is un-
derstandable.

You can look at the pot and say, "Hey, look, we are dealing from
different pots here." That seems to me something that is negotia-
ble.

Likewise, the issue of whether the 30-day case plan that is re-
quired to be done by law, if it was a day later or 2 days later rather
than a month later or 2 months later, that those things can be dis-
cussed ind that those issues shouldn't become the degree of issue
that they have become in the Connecticut-Federal situation.

Do you discuss those kinds of things? How do you explain a case
coming forward and taking so much time and energy, and endan-
gering critical dollars for children that is fundamentally kind of a
technical legalistic case unless you can say that you also, from your
experience in reviewing these case, can say that you think children
were placed inappropriately and poorly.

As one who served in the State senate for a number of years, and
was deeply involved in the oversight of child placement services in
Connecticut, I feel strongly we have one of the best systems in the
nation; but if you felt that our children weren't being placed prop-
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erly or were being tatten out of the home inappropriately, then I
want to know that.

From the kinds of things that have come forward out of this
case, I tell you, I don't see it. I do see 30-day reviews that were
done in 32 days. I do see this business of base and difference of con-
ception. But i don't see how you can say that you are implement-
ing the second half of the law when cases like Connecticut's has
gone this far and there is no documentation.

I tell you, it reminds me a lot of stuff that went c n in Connecti-
cut between the EPA and some of the people in the private se-tor
where they are determined to get them for not puttinF a sign up
even though there has been no degradation of the enviro.nent.

It seems to me you are so focused on the technical aspects of this,
the timetables and meeting with State people, that you are missing
the kids. And I would ask you, do you have absolutely no resources
in your office dedicated to unannounced, onsite visits occasi'inally
in a State you are reviewing, going to some programs, going to

ipeople, even if it is not unannounced, something to get yourself out
there on the front line, take a couple of cases, go with it from the
detail into the home, into the placement center. I don't see how
you can 60 your job without that.

Do you have any resources devoted to that when you go into
review a State?

MS. STEWART. We do not.
Mrs. JOHNSON. How do you make the judgmer then, that goes

along with the other half of the law that this child has been taken
from their '-ome appropriately? And the second judgment, that
they have ben placed appropriately; and the third judgment, that
th v cannot yet return to their home? How do you make those
j AL ,ments.

Ms. STEWART. Your questions indicate that you have serious
questions about the way we conduct our reviews. But, to suggest
that our decisions about the foster care population are arbitrary, is
inrorrect and I would have to concerned about that.

We have been very clear in I rying to help the States understand
who the population is in foster care and who the children are that
are co .red under the 427 protections. If w, have erred, we have
erred on the side of over-including children in the section 427 popu-
lation, becauFe we feel that any child that is in the foster care pop-
ulat;on, whatever the circumstances, deserves to be looked at on a
regular :asis.

Mrs. JOHNSON. I ar not saying those issues don't need to be iden-
tified and resolved. All I am saying is that they are the kind of
issue, that between the Federal and State Governments ought to be
identifiable and resolvable without funds being lost for the care of
children, that when you see that that is one of the causes of the
differences, then you simply make some allowance for time to go
back and get a bigger sample or whatever

-3 n't knuw w'tat the solution:. rte. _ join my colleague from
CL. cticut, Mrs. Kennelly, in urging that you sit down together

.-I look at this thing. I don't pretend to be in a position to do that.
A lot of the problems that have come up in reading this material is
stuff that I k' ow goes on between the State and Federzl Govern-
ment all the time, and is resolvable.
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I can't imagine that anyone has interest in actually losing money
over that kind or an issue. If you were documenting to us that we
were inappropriately ripping children out of homes or putting
them in te'rible placements, absolutely, I would say withdraw the
money.

But whet: I see in my own experience that kind of technical stuff
and hear from so much of the testimony the focus on the technical
aspects, as important as they areand they are importantand I
think the Members of Congress have to be a little bit more honest
rhout what we ask you to do.

One of the reasons I think you are focused on that aspect of the
system is because it is more manageable in a sense. Because we
don't give you very much money to do these very big problems, but
we also are looking to you to oversee what we believe we are re-
quiring of the States.

So your position is sort of second-audit position. I don't see how
you can do that without doing what any good State does, which is
some onsite oversight work of their own programs and the perform-
ance of their own personnel. If you don't occasionally do that, I
don't see how you can get a grasp of whether the system is actually
functioning in the way the law clearly requires, because the law
does clearly require a service program to help chi'dren, where ap-
propriate, return to families from which they have been removed
and placed for adoption or legal guardianship.

The next section talks about a preventive services program
Mr. Chairman, .,say I make just one other comment?
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. If you can do it in under ,o seconds.

re have to finish the panel and go forward
Mrs. JOHNSON. I think it is very, very important, as a member 6

the Budget Committee, for me to say we froze your budget this
year. We gave all to povertythis has to be on the record.

We gave the poverty programs in this nation an increase for in-
fiat' n. We gave certain other programs, in' .ding education, an
add.tional increase. But I don't care whether a Democra, is the
President next time around or a Republican is the President next
time around. On that Appropriations Committee, the Budget Com-
mittee, the majority are Democrats. Neither party will have access
to dramatic new resour-es.

One of the reasons a are so intent here is that we really feel
children's interests aren't being met. Somehow we have to turn
around the use of our resources sc we develop more early interven-
tion programs, more fami'y pre3ervation programs.

If your review process is focusing on the kind of data it 'is, maybe
we have to look at how do we get you in on the family preservAo.i
goal as the first goal, the earlier goo 1. We are all in this together,
and will only save the system by working together.

Acting Ciairman DOWNEY Let the record show that in the last 4
years, in testimony before this committee, this agency hasn't asked
for any more money

Let me make a point that was apparent to m? and to Mr. Millar
and others in our preparation for this hearing. We held two other
hearings. You are aware of those, are you not? The hearings show
we have more than a passing interest in this matter.

,1
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Let me read to you the 1987 testimony of predecessor, very
briefly. A bullet on page 5.

"Shorter periods of foster care. In 1980, the median length of
time a child spent in foster care was 27 months. By 1985, it was 18
months, a decrease of approximately 33 percent. Recent data indi-
cates that one half of children leave within nine months and three
out of four children leave within 2 years."

This goes on and on and on. This reminds me of one of the book
reports I used to do in high school. I recycled them in 10th grade
and 12th grade, my ample literary knowledge notwithstanding My
reports didn't change. Remarkably, apparently neither does your
testimony from year to year.

Mr. Miller, in a far more emotional way than I can ever do, has
expressed for me certainly .1.nd for others, the sense of anger and
outrage that we feel about the way the administration has adminis-
tered this program.

We are all responsible for the failure of children to have lives of
decency and hope. I share that failure. You share that failure. You
share it a 14tt le bit more because you are responsible for a program
that oversees whether the States do a good job.

The States should do a better job. They do an appalling job, as
far as I am concerned. Bin we manage to match them with our fail-
ure to ride herd on them.

I would E e in the remaining months that you are in office, Ms.
Olson, for your name so strike the fear of God into the States so
that when they see you coming, they know that if tkiere is child
longer than 6 months in a program, there is going to be hell to pay.
That would be the slit of legacy that you would be proud of, I be-
lieve. It would certainly be the legacy we would want to see
happen.

Failing that, I think the marks that you would get and we would
get would be very low. It is very difficult to explain to a chili who
has been shuffled from pillar to posts to desks that we are wrrking
on the problem and we just somehow haven't figured out a way to
help them. That 's unacceptable to me.

We will hear from the next panel when we i eturn.
[Brief recess.]
Acting Chairman DOWNS :. The committees will come to order.
We will next hear from MaryLee Allen, director, Child Welfare

and Mental Health Project, Children's Defense Fund; Dennis Wal-
cott, National Black Child Development Institute and executive di-
rector, Harlem-Dowling Children's Services, New York; David Lie-
derman, executive director, Child Welfare League of America; Sue
Dondiego, legislative chairman, New Jersey Fostei Parents Asso-
ciation; and Ruth Massinga, secretary, Maryland Department of
Human Resources, and president-elect, American Public welfare
Association.

STATEMENT OF MARYLEE ALLEN, DIRECTOR, CHILD WELFARE
AND MENTAL HEALTH. CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FTND

Ms. ALLEN. Chairman Downey and Chairman Miller, I am Mary-
L^e Allen, director of child welfare and mental health at the Chil-
drE Defense Fund (CDF).
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I really appreciate the opportunity to testify this morning on the
future of child welfare. It is perhaps with a bit of trepidation, fol-
lowing your examination of the previous witness, but with excite-
ment as well, that I appear as you continue to led seriously at the
problems of the foster care system.

As you recall, Chairman Miller, it was about 12 years ago that
the Children's Defense Fund first appeared before the Committee
on Education and Labor to share its conceri.s about the child wel-
fare system. At that time, we were fist undertaking a national
study of foster care and were outraged by the pervasive antifamily
bias and the gross public neglect that we were seeing at all points
in the placement process.

In that study, we found that too frequently children and families
didn't count in the child welfare system.

Nothing was known in the States about who was in care, where
they were, how long they had been there, o: what was happening
to them.

Case planning and periodic reviews were nonexistent. Things we
have been talking about today, prevention and reunification ser.'-
-,es, for example, weren't even part of the vocabulary of the chile

welfare system. Many children were still labeled unadoptable.
I remind you of these findings because I think it is important as

we look to the future and where we want to go, that we not forget
to look at where we started.

Although we continue to see grave problems, progress has been
made. I think I represent the entire panel when I say that we be-
lieve that Public Law 96-272 has really had a significant impact on
the foster care system. And, but for that impact, the crises we az 9
witnessing today fn the foster care system would be even more
overwhelming.

Certainly, in spite of repeated administration attempts to gut the
law and to undo much of what you had done in 1980, your leacer-
ship has kept us on the right track.

Public Law 96-272 has provided an important catalyst in the
States to set a framework of policies and prot;:ctions for children.
However, it has done just that and the gr.o betv,een policy and
practice continues to be enormous.

Witnesses at earlier hearings have toid you about the many chil-
dren who are still being severely injured in the foster care system.
You have heard aboui, inadequaL multitut jug of the quality of care,
misdirected fiscal priorities, iliadequate and inappfopriate support-
ive services, and untrained, unqualified staff. All those things pre-
vent the benefits of Public Law 96-272 from reachir g the children
and the families they were intended to pr -sect.

As the first leaker on this panel, I vill 'talk about the directions
or themes that we think are particularly important as we look to
the future of child welfare.

Th next panelists will discuss some of what works and can help
us meet the challenges facing the child welfare system today Fi-
nally the American Public Welfare Association will follow with its
perspective on the Federal role in this regard

Parentheticily, I note that we have done a bit of interagency co-
ordination on our own to try to move the hearing along and ge4 to
the questions and answers.
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In looking to the future of child welfare, CDF believes strongly
that we should focus our energies 'n three directions. We can no
longer target our energies only lin the child welfare system. If we
do, we will continue to be unsuccessful.

First we mutt address the broader societal problems that hasre
had such a de _stating impact on the child welfare system.

Second, we must move toward the establishment of a single
child-serving system that adequately protects and serves children
and families.

Third, we must retool our current child welfare system. We must
move it in a direction that will ensure that families will be sup-
ported in the first instance and children protected, that will put in
place a system of quality care for those troubled children who need
care, and that will place children in the most family-like settings
appropriate to their needs.

As part of that retooling, we must ensure that all children mo,T
tow-rd permanent families, but as importantly that those children
who are growing up in the foster care system will be able to
become self-sufficient adults when they leave the system.

I'd like to talk briefly about each of these major challenges.
First, new demands have been placed on the child welfare system. I
would like to spend just a few minutes talking about some of those
demands and the directions in which we need to move. You have
already talked about some of them earlier this morning, and also
heard about them through the course of your earlier hearings.

The escalating rates of child poverty, the growing numbers of
homeless families with children. growing substance abuse, increas-
ing numbers of children be: n to unmarried teens, the devastating
effects of AIDSall of these things will have a devastating impact
on the child welfare system. They have presented new demands on
the system and have jeopardized the system's ability to respond ap-
propriately to the children and families who 'ome to it for care.
Over a decade ago s' h phenomena were not even considered when
we looked at child welfare reform.

Today, however, we know about the impact of these various phe-
nomena on the child welfare system, but we ha ze done virtually
nothing about making some of these connections known. We
haven't done ver:' well in educating the public about these connec-
tions

There is ,.., lot of talk about homelessness, about increasing re-
ports of abuse and neglect, but no sense of outrage or no sense cf
the relationship between these problems and the growing demands
being made on the child welfare system

There is an opportunity now to make those connections and to
move ahead.

At the same time, however, as we try to get more attention to
these grave problems ana rake it upon ourselves to implement an
agenda to address problems such as growing child poverty, sub-
stance abuse and others, we must look in the future toward devel-
oping a single service system that will assist families and children.

Frequently now we have much du; lication and fragmentation be-

t ,en child serving systems.
Labels are attached to children abused, neglected, emotionally

disturbed, runaw s, et cetera, but they tell us nothing about the
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needs of those children. They tell us nothing other than which door
of the system they came through. In fact, the children in these var-
ious systems, as you know, have the same needs.

We must do more to move ourselves toward a single service
system that has a single intake point, that does not operate on the
basis of lapels, but provides the comprehensive services thac fami-
lies need in the first instance t3 try to keep families together and
to prevent the need for children to enter these systems at all. A
comprehensive array of services must be in place.

As we move in this direction, we must move toward increased
interagency cooperation. We are talking about joint training and
joint funding, about joint efforts to institute actual programs, about
child welfare Ind mental health moving together.

We must gei, away from the situation we have now where you
hear a child welfare worker, extremely concerned about her inabil-
ity to find services for a young child in her care, hoping quietly
that that 10-year-old child will commit a crime so he can get a new
label and be moved into another system of care where he is more
likely to get help.

Third, as we move in these two major directions, we must also
work toward retooling the child welfare system.

The Children's Defense Fund strongly believes that the direc-
tions in 96-272 are the right directions: strengthening families in
the first instance; providing quality care in family-liKe settings for
even the most troubled children when care is needed; moving chil-
dren toward permanent families; ar-1 helping to prepare for self-
sufficiency those teens who will stay .., the foster care system until
they become adults and sometimes parents themselves.

However, we have to move now to close the gaps between policy
and practice in each of these areas. We must focus in V e area of
family preservatior. We must redirect fiscal priorities. We must
look at the quality of care children receive, but also and very im-
portantly, we must look at staffing, staffing is an issue that hasn't
been discussed enough throughout these hearings but is essential if
we are going to close that gap between policy and practice.

We must look at the quality of staffing, train:- g, and the sup-
ports that workers need. No worker, even the best worker, with 60
to 100 cases, can carry out the intent of Public Law 96-272. Neither
can workers with 20 cases if they don't have the support and the
other sorts of assistance that they need

These are the directions that we must move forward in.
Certainly the challenges can be overwhelming.
We have heard many times today that the proc ss of child wel-

fare reform is complex. In fact. it is complex but we could be doing
so much more than we are today. The challenges are clear, but
what is more exciting and encouraging is the fact that we know
what works.

The other panelists will share some of those things with you
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Thank you.
[The statement of Ms. Allen follows I
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STATE1ENF OF MARYLFL AILLN, DINFCTOR, 1%0 "11.%.AL
HLALTH, CPILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND

Chairmen Downey and Miller, r, tubers of the Subcommittee, and
members of the Select Committee, I am maryLee Allen, Director of
Child Welfare and Mental Health at the Children's Defense Fund
(CDF), and I am pleased to have *he opportunity to testify today
as you continue your Joint exploration of child welfare, foster
care, and adoption issues. I especially appreciate being invited
to address t . future of child welfare services.

It was almost 12 years ago that the Children's Defense Fund
first appeared before the Congress to share its concerns about
our nation's child welfare system. We shared with you then the
experiencus of Joey B., a young Louisiana child who had entered
foster care at the age of three. His mother was in the process
of a divorce and could not get money from public assistance for
several months so she had placed him voluntarily in care for what
she thought would be a brief period. Joey did not return home
again for ten years. He lived in at least tnree foster family
homes, and in institutions in New York and Texas. Mrs. B could
not afford to visit him and her repeated efforts to reach him
by mail and to have him returned had been of no success

At that time CDF was Just undertaking a national study of
the problems facing other children like Joey who were at-risk of
placement or in out-of-home care in this country. We were
outraged by the pervasive anti-family bias and gross public
neglec_ that we were finding at all points in the placement
process. In Children Without Homes, a 1979 report of that
study, we documented that too frequently in the child welfare
system children didn't count and families didn't count either.
Little was known about who was in care and . /, where they were,
or how on they had been there. Case planning and periodic
reviews for children were virtually non-existent. "Prevention"
and "reunification" were often not even p.rt of the child welfare
vocabulary. Many children were still ledoeled "unadoptable."
Linkages between child welfare, mental health, and other child-
serving agencies were not even within the real of the possible.

I cite some of these findings as I begin this testimony
because often when we look to the future and where we want to go,
it is easy to forget where we started, and how far we have come.
I sincerely believe that gains have been made under P.L. 96-272,
The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act, and were it not
for those gains the crises we are faced with today in the chil,
welfare system would be even more overwhelming.

Thanks to your strong and persistent leadership, P.L. 96-272
has served as a catalyst for states to begin to establish a
statutory and policy framework designed to s'rengthen families
and to ensure a permanent family for every child. You will
hopefully see it as your task now and in the ne t Congress, as we
look toward the fu.ure, to take steps at the federal level to
begin filling in t at framework to ensure tnat it really benefits
children like Boyd and liK-3 Daryl, from whoo you have heard in
earlier testimony.

Too many ch2,b-en and families still fail to benefit from
the federal protect,ons and services in P.u. 96-272 because
4brKers, supervisors, foster parents, and other caretakets
nave the training, upports, or resources nere,Sar/ for them to
sere appropriately the children in their care. The flow of
collars still favors out-of-home ire, at the expense of
a;ternati,es designed fo preserve families or 'o prepare chilra%

.

i care who cannot return home for adoir.oh or ibdeoandent 112ingi
rJen more importantly, however, we know ..hat there al. barrier;
to reform in the child welfare system that are outside the ,yet
as well as within it.

we look to the fur ,re of chill ,01,,ra, h, lip jpG
.0 saould focus our energi.a in at I,ast three dire tin , It we
look -Ix the child welfare hyste-, we e fo be
ans,rressful. In looking to the futur of rhild wilt "e ser'i
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we must first address the broader societal phenomena which are
placing more families at-risk today; second, address how the
various child-serving agencies can function together to more
appropriately assess, plan for, and serve children and families
in need; and third, work to retool the child welfare system at
all points in the placement process so the integrity of families
is supported and maintained, special needs for care are properly
addressed, and young people in care are prov)led permanent
families and adequately prepared for their '_ransition to
adulthood. CDF believes these are the challenges for the next
decade.

Addressing Larger Societal Problems That Impact on the Child
Welfare System

The etrnTlles of the last eight years in individual
states to implement policies and programs consistent with the
framework in P.L. 96-272 have been instructive. We have
witnessed in state after state a devastating assault on the child
welfare system. Escalating rates child poverty, growing
numbers of births to unmarred tens, skyrocketing numbers of
homeless families, growing substance abuse, a ninety percent
rise in reports of abuse and neglect and now the deadly threat of
AIDS -- all interrelated problems have placed increasing
stresses on families and new demands or, the system, jeopardlzilg
its ability to serve appropriately children in need. Over a
d,cade ago we ere lot even considering the impact of such
problems on the child welfare system.

Child welfare directly bears the brunt of other failures in
our soc.ety. Families who have no income, or no home, or need
help coping with other stresses they face, often have only the
child welfare system to turn to for help. This fact was
dramatically portrayed in the ABC documentary, "God Bless The
Child," when in tne end Theresa reached out and asked that a new
family be found for her young daughter Hillary after the two of
them had spent many fruitless months on the streets and in
shelters. But it doesn't happen only n television dramas.
Earlier testimony from New York and re-ent reports from Florida
also show homeless parents turning to foster care, and even more
tragically, adoption for their children. A New Jersey study
reported that approximately 40 percent of the children in the
mplc had entered care due to homeless-ess and other housing

problems. Children enter care from car . the street, shelt?r
and ho'..els, and overcrowded and substanc rd quarters.

Lack of adequate income, even with a roof over your head,
,,lso be the cause of great family stress. Nearly one-half of

all children living in families headed by individuals younger
than 25 in 1985 were poor, nearly double the rate 12 years

Three out of four households headed by E mother younger
th. poor. rany families on Aid to Families With
Depen .c khildren (AFDC) are at extreme risk. AFDC be.ief its
have d clined 34.9 2pnn,.nn ,n roar valuP since 1970 and in over
half the states the maximum benefit for a family of three was
less than 50 percent of the federal poverty level in July 1987.

Families often have only AFDC to turn to fjr financial
help. About half the states still do not take advantage of the
federal emergency assistant, program which can help families cope
with housing and other financial crises that may otherwise
precipitate or prolong placements. Several states, however,
including California, Geordie, and Michigan se these funds to
help prevent unnecessary p.acements in foster are and/or to
facilitate reunification of children with the): families.

The burden of otner societal problems on the child welfare
system can also be shown. For example, in February 1987, 300
infants were in hospitals awaiting homes in New York City.
Termed "boarder babies," these infants, many born to drug-
addicted m'thers, had to stay it hospitals although tney were
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medically ready for discharge. Tne San Francisco Lepartment of
Social Services has seen a substantial influx of children wider
age .wo entering care, many of them from drug abusing par,hts.
You neard testimony a week ago tnat for -G to 80 percent of
children in care in the Minneapolis, Minnesota, area, ,rugs are a

problem in their family dysfunction.

If we are to improve the child welfare syste s ability to
strengthen children and families, we must continue to work to
pass laws, initiate programs, and distribute resources in ways
that will eradica,e child poverty, ensure permanent housing for
families in need, and attack the overwhelming drug problems in
our cities. You need to pass H.R. 1720 this year and to consider
mandating emergency assistance and next year tackle minimum AFDC

benefits. Only through such measures and more sweeping reforms
will we reduce the demand on the system's resources. Recognizing,
however, that Such reforms constitute a long range agenda, CDF
believes that some short-range activities should be undertaken to
help to dramatize the connections between an overwhelmed child
welfare system and the problems related to child poverty and to
engender greater support fur dealing with their impact.

First, state child welfare agencies must be more aware
of the implications of increases in child poverty, births to
unmarried teens, homeless families, and other problems for their

personnel and other resources. Each state shoul. be required
under their Titles IV-8 and 1V-E state plans to project the
Impact of certain poverty-related variables on its need for beds

and other services and specify its plans for meeting those
demands. This generally has not been done in the past -- and, as
a result, child welfare systems that had seen decreases in the

numbers of children in care and reduced beds accordingly have
been caught unprepared as requests for care have increased.
States should also be encouraged, through fiscal incentives, to

explore in greater detail the relationship between some of these
societal problems and the demand for foster care. For example,
states might track the housing status of children entering care
for a designated period of ttme.

Second, Congress should also establish demonstration
projects whereby states could receive funds to design special
programs to alleviate ,omelessness, and other problems which they

have identified as a cause of family break-up necessitating
foster care.

Third, efforts should be mad= to ensure that programs
addressing larger problems use substance abuse, homelessnes ,

and AIDS that affect directly the child welfare system target a
portion of their funds to families at risk of placement. For

example, drug abuse funds right be used for treatment programs
that could serve entire families and alleviate the need for
separation of children from parents. Child welfare agencies
could also use these funds for substance abuse specialists to
assist in assessments of families and screening of foster parents
and other -aretakers.

Establishing A Single Service System For Children and Families

As we look to ne future, we must look not only toward
preenting the grave problems facing many poor children and
families today, but toward developing a single service system
that will assist families and children. Our current public
child-serving systems are duplicative and fragmented. Children
n one system are often ineligible for services from another.
Labe'; are attached to children who enter public systems -- some
are "abused," "neglected," "dependent" or "emotionally
disturbed"; others are "runaways" or "adjudicated youths" but

the labels tell nothing at), the children'., special service

needs. Rather, they only i ate to which public agency
responsibility for a child has fallen and the restrictions that
will apply to the child's care.
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In fact, children and adolescents in the child welfare,
mental health and )uvenile )ustice systems often have similar
backgrounds and problems. It is estimated, for example, that
upwards of one-third of the over one million children and
adolescents who run away from home each year are running from
physical or sexual abuse, and 40 percent from other family
problems such as parental alcoholism or marital conflict. Judges
polled in a recent national survey conducted by the National
Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges cited abuse in at-
least 70 percent of the rases they deal with, including
delinquency cases. Increas1^7 numbers of children in the child
welfare and )uvenile )ustice systems today also have serious
emotional and behavioral problems. Many have multiple problems.
A 1987 study prepared for the Ohio Department of Human Services
looked at Ohio children living away from their parent: under the
supervision of state and local public agencies and found that
two-fifths of the children assigned to the care or a human
services, youth services, mental health, ur mental
retardation/developmental disability agency had problems that
overlapped among departments. The assignment of children with
multiple problems to the care of specific departments appeared
haphazard.

During the next decade we must work toward the establishment
of a single system of services for troubled children and
adolescents and their families. We must look beyond the labels
that get attached to there youths and address the flaws in our
social services systems tnat deny youths the services they need
until crises arise and they are taken into state care, and even
then deny them the caref,,1 assessments of their needs and the
services that are necessary to meet them. Our goal should be the
development of a service s,stem for vulnerable families and
children that has the capacity to assess, mobilize, and atilize
the resources necessary to meet their multiple needs, before
youths are harmed or commit acts that are harmful to others.

There should be a single intake point where eaca child and
family seeking help will receive a full developmental assessment
that identifies his or her needs and strengths. A comprehensive
system of services should incorporate the full range of intensive
home-based services programs, specialized out-of-home care
p:ograms, and programs designed to help youths make a successful
transition to adulthood. Case managers or therapeutic case
advocates should help young people gain access to those aspects
of a full continuum of non-residential and restdentiel programs
that best meet their needs and should assist them to move along
the continuum as their needs change. The family should be
Involved fully in all services, and services should be delivered
within the child's home and community whenever possible. The
care and services provided should be mcmitored regulatly to
ensure continued appropriateness. A crucial p'rt of rich a
system will be personnel who are appropriately qualified,
trained, supervised, and comper ted

The barriers to effective system coordination are of such
magnitude that the federal government cannot mandate immediately
that states implement such unified service systems. However, CDF
believes that there are some short-range steps the federal
government should consider taking now to encourage increased
interagency collaboration and service delivery and eliminate
barriers which discourage such interagency efforts. They are
important precusors to the establishment of a unitary service
system.

There are already a number of efforts underway which lend
support for new federal initiatives designed to break down
interagency barriers.

o Maine, for example, has established a Bureau of
Children With Special Needs and also has interagency
committees wor%ing on central placement review,
transition services, and dropouts and alternative
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education programs. The Tennessee legislature, in
1987, mandated the establishment statewide of a system
of multi-agency case assessment and management teams to
treat hard-to manage, multi-problem youths.

Representatives of state child welfare and mensal
health agencies over three-quarters of the states
have been brought together recently to pursue ,oint
action plans in the area of family preservation
services. This interagency effort and others targeted
on family preservation have been funded by the Edna
McConnell Clark Foundation.

o In 28 states, the federally supported Child and
Adolescent Service System Program, administered oy the
National Institute of Mental Health, has been a useful
catalyst in encouraging cooperation among state child
welfare, Juvenile Justice, education, health, and
mental health agencies in the delivery of appropriate
services to children with serious emotional problems.

As you comtemplate federal actions designed to get agencies
working together, some of the following suggestions should be
considered. First, states could be mane eligible for higher
federal matching rates for child welfare services and foster care
maintenance payments once they had taken steps to facilitate
interagency cooperation. They could be required to gather data
for all systems on the numbers of children in various types of
placements, both in and out of state, and the costs and projected
costs over the next five years of such care. ThPy could also be
required to establish protocols and procedures for obtaining
services from other agencies. Secsnd, special demonstration
funds could be made available to a small number of states for
family preservation, therapeutic fester care, or transitional
independent living programs serving children from more than one
child-serving system In states receiving such grants, the state
agencies involved shy, Id be required to commit to Jointly
maintaining the prop, t for at least two years after
demonstration funding has ended. Third, states .aid be offered
a higher federal match for the Joint training of administrators,
supervisors and workers from different child-serving agencies in
permanency planning and/or family preservation activities. In
order to be eligible for the higher match, however, states should
be required to Jescrl,e the sequence of training activities that
would be provid-i, the nature of the training, and their plans
for having staf. from various agencies working .-ogether to
actl,ally deliver such services. Fow-th, the reasonaole efforts
determination required under Title IV-E should be amended to
clarify that reasonable efforts must ioclude efforts provided by
the mental health and income maintenance agencies as well as the
child welfare agency. The case plan requirement in Section 475
of the Social Security Act should also be amended to specify that
the plan include a description of efforts made to obtain services
from the income maintenance and mental health agencies, as well
as other agencies. Fifth, states could be required, as part of
their Titles IV-B and IV-E state plans to specify, by agency, the
numbers of children from other than the child welfare agency who
will be provided care under theses programs. There should also
be incentives for states to extend the protections in P.L. 96-272
to youths in other systems. Sixth, establishment of an
interagency coordinating council could be made a requirement
under Section 427 of the Social Security Act, with a specific
listing of the functions which the council must fulfill and the
authority it has to ensure joint funding and other cooperation
between agencies.

Retooling the Child Welfare System

At the aa.., ,,me do w loop. toward the establlahmen' cf
single service system, we must also turn our attention to the
steps that must be taken immediately to retool the child welfare
system. Th directions in P.L. 96-272, in ,ur view, are the
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right ones. The Act's focus on preserving families whaever
possible, promoting permanent families for children who cannot be
returned home, are encouraging the most family-like settings
appropriate fo, ose children who do need out-of-home care has
already had an kgrtant impact in individual states and
communities. h, erected fiscal priorities, inadequate and
sometimes inappropriate supportive services, overworked,
undertrained and underpaid staff, and the system's crisis-
orientation, however, continue to make the child welfare system
incapable of adequately supporting families birth and extended
families in the first instance, and foster families and adoptive
families as well. By failing to assist youths in foster care to
acquire the self-confidence and skills necessary to become self-
sufficient, the system is failing a next generatio. of families
a, '11.

You have already heard from a number of witnesses about
specific problems in the child welfare system that dramatize the
seed for retooling. I will just summarize some of them briefly.

o The significant Increase in abuse and neglect reports
-- exceeding 90 percent nationally between 1981 and
1986 -- has severely taxed even the most competent child
welfare staffs and agencies. As resources for
prevention and treatment have fallen further and
further behind the demand, some states have redirected
their efforts to crisis intervention ek7lusively.
Larger caseloads, more cursory inve'Aigations of
reports, and a reduction in the range and frequency of
services provided has left too many children at risk
both those in and out of care.

o Increasing numbers of states are reporting growing
numbers of children entering care, some of them very
young children. You have already heard of increases in
Michigan, New Jersey, M:nnesota, and Virginia.
Illinois saw a 31.6 percent increase in children
entering care from early 1986 to early 1987. At the
same time, grofing foster care caseloads and increasing
expenditures have resulted in reduced efforts at
preventing placements and providing effective
alternatives to foster care.

o The imbalance between demand and .esources has also
meant inadequate numbers of staff, inadequate resources
to hire and retain qualified workers, inadequate staff
training and supports, and high turnover. Workers
charged with protecting children's lives are frequently
left vith insufficient resources and support. Turnover
among protective and diagnostic workers was 67 percent
in New York City in FY 1986. Soi...a Dakota, where child
abuse reports have jumped by 82.3 percer,t, reports
turnover rates of 50 percent.

Children in care today po_ greater challenges to the
foster care system's re, urces In part due to better
assessments and case panning, much more is known about
the special needs of .hose children than in the past.
But the problems ar_ more serious too. As the needs of
children entering care become more severe, it is
increasingly dif_icult to recro-t an stain skilled
foster pare.,s who have the cap' ti, supports and
fiscal resources to meet those needs. Although good
models of specialized and therapeutic foster numes
exist, they have not been expanded and childr,^
continue to be in placements where caretakers 1,ck
training, specialized services, and appropriate
supports.

o Inadequate resources have also impeded state progress
in promoting the adoption of children with special
needs -- children with physical and emotional dis-
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abilities, older youths, minority children and groups
of siblings. Although many fewer children today are
considered unadoptable, for many children still
awaiting permanent families (and for the many famiiies
wishing to adopt them) there are still long waits, and
too few supports after adoption to assist in their
long-term adjustment.

o Finally, youths in foster care often lack the necessary
resources to help them make a successful transition
when they leave care Of special concern are the ten,
of thousands of youths who "age out" of the system in
thee- later teen years a have no one to whom they can
turn. Today almost halt ,f the children in care nation-
wide are teens. Without additional help too many of
these young people will grow up withoat the physical
and emotional health, educational oackyvound, and self-
confidence they need to become self-suffi-tent adelts,

Vigorous enforc?ment of the protections and service
requirements in ".L. 96-272 could take us far in addressing many
of these problems. The federal leadership and support hat have
been so sorely lacking these past eight years must be revived.
Governors, state legislators, agency leaders and judges must be
told loudly and clearly that reforms on behalf of these vulner-
able youths are a national priority -- and that they all are going
to be held accountable for what happens to these children and
adolescents. The Secretary of the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) should be required to communicate direc-ly with
Governors, Commissioners, and State Supreme Court Justices about
the intent of P.L. 96-272 and its specific requirements. Given
the complaints by both advocates and state officials about the
gross inadequacies of the P.L. 96-272 compliance reviews to date,
the Secretary should also be required to establish a timetable
for a nationwide review of implementation of the law's
protections and other mandates.

As a very first step, Congress needs to act in the next
several months to put states on track in meeting the data
collection mandates of P.L. 96-272 -- an area where HHS until
recertly has totally abdicated its responsibility. It is still
not possible to do any comparative aralysis of foster care and
adoption data among states even on such simple issues as the
number of children in care. States in their reporting to HHS
still use 21 different definitions for the .oster care
population. However, as a result of a provision in the Sixth
Omnious Budget Reconciliatl,n Act (SOBRA) there is hope in sight.
SOBRA established a series of legislatively mandated activities
with the goal of full implementation of a uniform natio- ....ie

adoption and foster care data collection system by October 1,
1991. For this process to stay on track it will be critical for
the Subcommittee to rev ew promptly the report and date
collection recommend,' is due by July from the Secretary of HHS,
ami to at on any legislative changes it deems appropriate in
this session of Congress. Only by keeping to that timetable will
HHS be prepaved to issue its final regulations by the end of the
year, as required by law.

At the same time as we strengthen the framework of P.L. 96-
272, however, steps must also be taken to add flesh to it in
order to ensue that it will encourage appropriate supports for
children and families. Today I would like to share a range of
federal level activities which CDF believes could begin to move
us closer to our goal. Because we loci at this series of
hearings as the beginning of a process for formulating specific
recommendations for retoim, at this time we are only suggesting
rections for short-range improvements and have not tried to

cover every problem area. Rather, we look forward to continuing
to work with you as }ou develop additional proposals to make P.L.
q6 -272 better benefit children and families.
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Family Preservation

If our goal for the fut,re is to deelAo a child welfare
,ystem, and eventually a single child serving system, which
supports and respects families, significant changes must be made.
First, a commitment to family support and preservation kill
require both the availability of additional resources for these
purposes and a re-direction of current fiscal resources. We know
abut successful models of family preservation programs. There
is the short-term intensive home-based model hest - xemplified by
the Homebuilders Program in Washington State and C.e Bronx.
California, Georgia, Florida, Iowa, and New Jersey are also among
the states that have recently developed In-home services as a
component of their service systems. These programs keep families
intact and are cost-effective. However, federal expenditures for
foster care currently far exceed those targeted on such
alteLnative services. State efforts, with a few notable
exceptions, reflect the same skewed priorities. For example,
although there was a 24 percent ircrease in expenditures for
alternative services between 1981 and 1985, total foster care
expenditures increased nearly tv,ce as fast during the same
period. Congress should explore making fed,,,ral foster care furls
available on a time-limited basis for intensiv- family-based
services and other alternative services when a -hild is at
imminent risk of placement. Congress also shoul2 expand and
extend permanently the ability of states to tzon :er unused
foster care funds for services, and require that those funds be
used specifically for intensive home-based services and a broader
continuum of family support programs.

Second, the "reasonable efforts" requirements i^ P.L. 96-272,
designed to ensure that services to prevent unnecessary place-
ments and reunify families are provided, must be strengthened.
In meeting the reasonable efforts requirement, states should be
required to show that a core set of services has been made
available in each case prior to placement or that particular
services were not appropriate. Specific judicial findings should
be required regarding the services provided and their effectiveness
or ineffectiveness. Without such specificity, the reasonable
efforts requirement for many children will continue to mean
nothing more than a judge's check mark on a preprinted form.

Third, state agencies should be required as part of their
Title IV-E state plan to collect data to demonstrate the efficacy
of alternative service strategies. Central to the development of
a strategy for institutionalizing family preservation services is
the analysis of baseline data and the establishment of goals
based on these data. Such analyse. are essential to ensure
appropriate targeting of services and accurate estimates of cost-
avoidance and cost-savings. A special analysis should be
undertaken by the states of children enteriig foster carl. At a
minimum, states should be required to track the number, duration,
and cost of these new placements. Intensive home-based services
can prevent the need for such placements.

Quality Care for Children Needing Placement

the same time steps are being taken to encourage more
intensi.e efforts to support families, additional actions must he
taken to ensure quality care, in the most famlli-like setting
appropriate, for children who must be placed. eirst, federal
initiatives must encourage the developme-t of more therapeutic
family settiLgs for children in care. Ae reasonable efforts
requirements and mandated case plans acid reviews in P.L. )6-272
help workers learn more about the special needs of children who
must be placed and the appropriateness or inappropriateness of
tne care they are receiving. There is nothing in federal law,
however, to require that states establish a range of placement
alternatives, including specialized foster homes programs,
therapeutic group homes, and semi-independent living
arrangements. Congress should add such a mandate to P.L. 96-272,
and offer states an enhanced matcl for specialized placement

3 .)
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resources. Families carinc for seriously troubled youths also
need access to specialized ervices and to 24 -hour worker
support. The suppo'tive services that are essential in
specialized care setter ,hould clearly be made reimbursable as
pa: of the maintenance paymen.s for special needs c Adrp^

P.L. 96 272 should also be amerded to rovide an enhanced
federal match to states for training foster parents and other
caretakers, provided the state mandates both pre-service and in-
service training and has an imp)emencation plan fo. the training.
Certain minimums requirements about th^ training should be
specified in federal law, with furtner details to

, specified inregulations. Currently training for foster parents and other
caretakers is available at a 50 percent match ;rider ti;e Title It' -E
Foster Care Program.

State child welfare agencies might also be provided a one-
time three-year grant to establish a range of specialized caresettings. Such funcs could be used for outreach and recruitment
and for the establishment of therapeutic roster "ome programs.
The public agency. however, should have to comm a portion of
the program resources alter the first year.

Second, federal initiatives to enhance the quality of car
children receive should also include efforts designed to _mprove
tueir health and educational status. Tie placement _isks for
foster children are intensified by the fact that available
studies -.ow they often do less w'll in school than the general
pc"aulation and may be in poor.. "ealth as well. High rates of
emotional, benavioral and deve ental problems have also been
documented.

Congress might request immediately that the General
Acco.a_ing Office conduct a study of the education and health
needs of children in out-of-home care, as w11 as model effc,rts
that have been deve'oped to improve the children's status in
e"ese two areas. Data could be collected on basic academic skill
levels, school dropout :ates, and high school completion rates.
rnquiries could also be made about efforts to ensure educational
continuity when a youth's living rra.igements change and , arovide
tutoring or tuition assistance for special programs or classes
when it is needed.

The exploration into the health needs of foster children
sh ad document procedures for obtainih, basic health data,
maint nn health histories, and cc-Idcting regular health
examioat. ,s for them. State compliance with manda.ed
periodicit. scheaules under the Early Periodic Screening,
Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) P-ogram for Medicaid-eligible
foster children should be examined. Finally, informa'ion sLould
be obtained about what education is arovided for teens 'n care
about adolescent sexuality.

The case plan and case rLview requirements in P.L. 9C-272
should be amended to require that they in-lude svecific
informatio. en the educational and health status of children in
care, and plans for improvement in these areas. The,e should be
additional obligations on agencies for youths in need of special
educational survices. Arrangements with other agencies should be
noted in the plan and explored at the periodic case reviews,

Finally, stater s,.ould be required to ensure that children in
their care rereive an iritial health screening at the time of
placement with a compreh.nsive assessment within 60 days, and
periodic medical, dental and developmental examinations in
accordance with the schedule of protocols for the EPSDT Program.
Tb' state should also be required to develop a medical passpert
for each child in care which Includes the child's immunizations
record, serious Illnesses and/or health problems, and me3,
medical and mental health interventions, includinj medications.
The passport should accompany the child throughout his or he-
stay in foster care and upon return home, adoption or emanc ,ation.
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StJffing Improvements

Efforts such as those alreawy described to stimulate
prevention and reun.fication efforts and quality placements will
only benefit children if significant improvements are a'so made
in the number, quality and supports available for child welfare
stafr. Inadequacies in the staffing area constitute a critical
barrier to bridging the gap that still exists between the policy
directions intended by P.L. 96-272 and daily practice as it
affects 'ividual children and families. Workers with caseloads
of 60 tu, 100 cases cannot prov.]e quality service under any
conditions, and even workers with much smaller caseloads cannot
effectively assist families and children and provide support to
foster parents and other caretaker. f they are not adequately
trained and supported, including ongoing supervision. High
turnover rates deny children the relationships and continuity
that are so essential to their future well-being.

Federal remedies in the staffing area are especially
complex. Consideration has been given in the past to federal
caseload mandates. These will only really benefit children,
however, if states have the wherewithal to meet them and avoid
the fiscal penalties which would likely even further disadvantage
children. It is also unlikely that doll: s merely added to
existing programs will actually end up availablc for hiring of
additional staff in individual cdmmunities. As an alternative,
Congress should first consider making a designated [.ot of funds
available to states solely for the purpose of hiring additional
staff and directing that eligibility for such funds wili be
dependent OG the development of a state plan reducini staff-
child and su,ervisor-staff ratios statewide or in partictlar
areas of a state. Continued funding .hould only remair available
to the state if it can document proress in ioolementation of the
F an and after the first year of funding can provide a state or
local match of a proportion that would increase gradually over
the next several years.

Second, Congress should also mandate, as requirement of
eligibility gor funds under both Title IV-B and Title IV-E, that
states provide training to all staff on both a pre-service aria
continuing basis throughout their tenure in the system, and ma
such training a condition of continued employment. Federal
snould man ate a minimum number of hours of training and sped j
specific subject areas to be covered.

Third to provide additional supports for staff, tes
should be specifically allowed _o claim as au administrati"e
expense under Title IV-E the costs of establishing specialized
staff support units to assist caseworkers effectively handle
cases which require special expertise. The units :Mould be
staffed by specialists in the areas of substance abuse sexual
abuse, emotional disturbances, developmental, disahi.aties,
special education, and/or independent living. Workers should be
provided assistance in 'clentifying and assessino 2ar4i-ular needs
and problems .n these ar as ano locating and ob _Inini necessary
specialized resources or dervices. The units would not have
direct cdsewo-k responsibilities.

COF believe. 'hat Congress has a critical ,l- to play in
the future of CPL1O welfare. Through a comlindtion of federal
fiscal incentives, mandates, and demonstrations in key areas, you
car ensure '.hat the goals ,f P.L. 96-272 will become realer./ for
ten; of thousands of children. The challenges are complex, and
they can be over elming. But we know what works. We know ,hat
many of these children need. There are still thousands of Joy
an Boyd; out there counting on you. we look forward to w,rking
with you this year and in the next Congress to m_et the
challenges of the future. Tbnk you.
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Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Mr. Walcott.

STATEMENT OF DENNIS WALCOTT, NATIONAL BLACK CHILI) DE-
VELOPM1-NT INSTITUTE, AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, HARLEM-
DOWLING CHILDREN'S SERVICES, NEW YORK, N.Y
Mr. WALcorr. Good afternoon.
My name is Dennis Walcott, and I represent the National Black

Child Development Institute, and I am executive director of
Harlem-Dowling Children's Services, located in New York City,
which is a community-based child welfare agency that provides pre-
ventive, adoptive, mental health and foster care services.

For 18 years, the National -Slack Child Development Institute
and its local affiliates ha ie been advocates for black children and
for thei7 families. We believe that advocates and service providers
need to focus on the ecological context of the lives of black chi; lien
who come into the child welfare system; its effects on black chil-
dren and families; and the ways that this system can resnond to
those needs utilizing a family preservation perspective.

From our work in child States across this Nation and
from the various rep,. he ederal Government, it is apparent
that black children in pie 1980s continue to be the victims in dis-
proportionate rates of separation from their families.

In spite of the attempt to address major systemic problems in the
foster care system by the enactment in 1980 of Public Law 96-272,
the foster care placement rates remain high for black children.

In New York City alone, approximately 90 percent of the chil-
dren who are entering care are either African-American or Hispan-
ic-American children. Abundant evidence shows that children need
a strong, stable environment if they are to flourish.

The foster care syste, too often does not work towards this goal,
it breaks existing emotional ties without replacing them. We are
concerned tl_at the existing child welfare system tends to sever
family ties unnecessarily. Children are often removed from their
parents because the resources or services needed to keep the fami-
lies intact are unavailable or are not adequate.

Insufficient resources and effort go into providing services which
would preserve or reunify families. Once the State does tale re-
sponsibility for children, the care they receive is often inappropri-
ate, unstable and inadequate.

Again, in New York City, $401 million ti-is past year was allocat-
ed for the provision of foster care services, while only $41 million
was allowed for preventive services, a gross inequity as far as I am
concerned, as far as family preservation and keeping the families
together.

Despite the articulated intent of the Federal child welfare reform
legis'ation enacted in Public Law 96-272, and the more than 1,000
child welfare laws by State iegislati.-es since 1983, the system i3
not functioning as well as anticipated.

After the enactment of the law, there was a significant decrease
in the number of children in foster care, but recently the number
of children in out-of-home care has bpuun to increase significantly.

This morning, when you were questioning the Federal Govern-
ment about numbers since 1985, we can tell yon in Nt w York City

3 3
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alone. the number in 1985 was 16,905 children in foster care.
Today, that number stands at 20,500, with a projection of that
number going up to 25,000 within the next 21/2 years.

We are looking at a 4,000 net increase in children in care in tha
last two years, a gross inequity being waged against our children.

State child welfare systems are becoming increalingly pressured
and overloaded because of th dramatic increase in the reporting of
abuse and neglect cases, fi,tal restrictions, organizational resist-
ance to the new focus of services, and the class action lawsuits
challenging a variety of State child welfare practices.

While Federal initiatives provided that States redirect their
system to a more family-based approach and provided a blueprint
for reform by enacting 96-272, little guidance has been given to the
States by the Federal Government as to the most efficient and ef-
fective means of implementing many of the requirements of the
law.

Federal regulations interpreting the various provisions of the law
have been issued too slowly and are often too vague to provide con-
crete guidance to States. Some of the fiscal incentives to the States
have lost their effectiveness because of i..:cleral budget cuts, delays,
and the results of Federal audits of States fk,r compliance with the
law.

Again. the Federal law provides little guic; .,ice as .-o what specif-
ic services should be provided to families. We believe a new pattern
is emerging within the child welfare system as States attempt to
comply with the law:

One, a child ccrnes into the system; two, inadequate services are
made available or provided to the family; three, the child is re-
turned to his home; four, only to return to the foster care system in
a short period of time.

Although services were provided to the family, the services were
not adequate and the child was returned to a home that had the
same exiting problems that were the original reasons for removing
the child from the home. Nothing had changed.

Our children ar' on a vicious treadmill of self-destruction. Feder-
al legislative expectations must become more specific in order for
State and local agencies to be aware of their responsibilities in pro-
viding defined basic services. There mast be a requirement that, at
a minimum, standard basic services must be provided before chil-
dren are removed from their homes.

In additi-,11, each State should be required to specify in its State
plan a comprehensive range of preventive and reunification serv-
ices that will be made available to families Additional incentives
should be provided to States that implement identified home-based
services such as: Emergency caretakers and homer- .ker services;
day care; crisis counseling; emergency shelters, emergency finan-
cial assistance; respite care; housing; food; transportation; and in-
tensive, short-tei m, family-based services, known collectively as
family preservation services. Th- family preservation services are
intensive, short-term, home-baseu services that offer the most
promisiug alternative to foster care.

The future goal of child welfare continues to be the provision of
services at a level sufficient to keep families together and the mobi-
li7ing of Sta.,es to levelop family based child welfare public policy.

3'7.4.
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The new emph-sis is on providing realistic, lasting, permanent
homes for children

The pi oblems with which the children in the child welfare
system and their families are ieriencing must be given priorities
in any social planning becau ,e their problems are major social
problems that play an imponant part in social, community and
family disintegration.

Unity of effort is required to overcome the root causes of prob-
lems connected to foster care, juvenile delinquency, chronic poor
health, unemployment, racial/ethnic , iscrimination, lack of educe-
tional opportunities, homelessness, hung and unsanitary housing;
all of these factors that contribute to the children being placed in
foster care.

We should eliminate parochial attitudes on the part of child wel-
fare practitioners and develcd a cooperative, community-based phi-
losophy on addressing the survival issues faced iy our children and
families.

The effective operation of the child welfare system requires the
cooperation of the Federal, State, local governmental agencies,
schools of social work and the voluntary agencies throughout the
system.

The major issues in child welfare, permanency planning, family
preservation, and foster care, are the concerns for all levels of the
government. Other issues such as decreased resources; increased
complexity and number of reported cases of child abuse; insuffi-
cient stair tc handle child welfare caseloads; prevention and early
detection of child abuse; teen pregnancy and infant mortality; uni-
form services at local level and interagency service coordination;
reform of juvenile court system; and pi cvision of adequate day care
are shared concerns of child welfare policymakers, agency adminis-
trators, service providers, children and families and local communi-
ties.

Without guidelines and extensive, adequately funded service pro-
grams for the family, some of the major issues facing the child wel-
fare system today may continue to be the major issues of the ap-
proaching 21st century.

The plight of these children, our children, my children and your
children mint be our greatest national priority. There are pi °-
grams out there that work. I am executive director of a program I
feel that works by applying a community-based strategy involving
the various theories and systems in the system so we provide a co-
ordinated attack to helping families stay together and resolving the
issue of foster care.

That concludes my test imony. Thank you very much.
[The statement of Mr. Valcott follows:]

9 "1 f"0 1 t)
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ST,,,EMLNT CT DENNIS WALCOTT, NATIONTL WICK ChrLD DFVFIOPMP.T
INSTITLTE, ND FXFCUTIVF DIRECTOR, PARLFM-DONf1%1 IIIIIDRf N'S
SERI I LS

On behalf of the National Black Child Development
Institute (NBCDI) I would like to thank you for the
opportunity to present testimony before this Joint hearing on
foster care, child welfare, and adoption reforms. My name is
Dennis Walcott and I am the Presiden of the New York affilia
of NBCDI I am also the Executive Director of Harlem-Down...4
Children's Servi.es in New York City, New York.

For 18 years, the National Black Child Development
Institute and its local affiliates have been advocates for
Black children and fJr their families. We believe that
advocates and service providers need to focus on the ecological
context of the lives of Black children who come into the child
welfare system; its effects on Black children and famine.,
and the ways that this system can respond to those needs
utilizing a family preservation perspective.

From our work in child welfare in states across this
nation and from the statistical report:- of the federal
government, it is apparent that Black chilorer in the 1980's
continue to be the victims in disproportionate rates of
separation from their families. In spite of the attempt to
address malor systemic problems in the foster care system by
the enactment in 1980 of P.L. 96-272, ;:tie foster care placement
rates remain high for Black children.

Abundant evidence shows thy' children need a strong,
stable environment if they are to flourish. The foster care
system too often does not work towards the, goal, it breaks
existing emotional ties without replacing -hem. We do not
argue that foster care is unnecessary -- c;en if preventic,
services designed to preserve families were readily available
and adoptions ensured to all children whose biological family
ties had been severed, the need for foster care would remain
Nor do we maintain that there is no rood foster care a stable
caring fi".mily or group living situ ion can be desirable for
children whose families are in crisis. Instead, we are
concerned that the existing child welfare system tenets to sever
family ties unnecessarily. Children are cfta,n removed from
their parents because tb resources or services needed to keep
the families in,4ct ar, unavailable or ate not adequate
Insuft.cient resources and effort go into providing services
which would preserve or reunify families. 0,ce the state does
take responsibility for children, the car. tney receive is
often inappropriate, ns'..able, and inadequate

Inten, of public Law 96-272

Over the past eight years, child wr'fare public eolicy has
undergone considerable change. Much of tnis change has
occurred because of the increasing atte m that has been
fc....used on the plight of the children in t,ster car: and the
concept of replacing routine foster ca.e t r children from
troubled families with a more comprehensive approach involving
permanency planning for chillren. Histor :ally, vhen a child
was abused, neglected, or in need of care ar,1 pe:vision, the
child was removed from his home by the st. and placed in
foster care. Policymakers began to increa- n, recognize the
potential for troubled families to care loT and raise their
own children if supportive services were available that
enabled them to cope with stressful situation_

The enormous cost of long-teim foster ca,e in addition to
the traumatic impact on children of prolong, and unnecessary
foster care prompted the federal governm2-t to enact lie
Adoption Ass stance and Child Welfare Act of 1)80 (P.L 96-272)
which revised the federal law: rcjula_ing and funding child
welfare services. The act provided incentives for
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states to reform child welfare systems by redirecting state
child welfare systems from functioning in ways th-t encouraged
family disintegration, while failing to provide the children in
the system with stable, substitute homc environments; to a more
family-based approach that encouraged permanency planning,
with family preservation the goal in most cases. Permanency
planning incorporates the idea thrt every child has a right to
a stable home environment

Despite the articulated intent of the federal child
welfare reform legislation enacted in P L. 96-272, and the more
than 1,000 child welfare laws passed by state legislatuies
since 1983, the system is not functioning as well a-
anticipated. After the enactment of the law, there was a
significant decrease in the number of children in foster care,
but recently, the number of children in out-of-home care has
begun to increase signi.icantly. It is estimated that more
than 300,000 children are presently in state foster care
systems across the col ,try. In New York City, approximately
19,500 children are in ti_ foster care system.

State Implementation of Public Law 96-272

State child we'fare systems are becoming increasingly
pre.sured and overloaded because of the dramatic increase in
the reporting of abuse and neglect cases, fiscal restrictions,
organizational resistance to the new focus of services, and the
class action law suits challenging a vi-..rzety of state child
welfare practices. While federal inLtiacives provided that
states redirect their system to a more family-based approach
and provided a blueprint for reform by enacting 96-272, little
guidance has been given to the states by the federal government
as to the most efficient and effective means of implementing
many of the requirements of the law. Federal regulations
interpreting the various provisions zf the law have been issued
too slowly and are often too vague to provide concrete guidance
to states. Some of the fiscal incentives to the states have
lost their effectiveness bedaLse of federal budget cuts,
delays. and the results of federal audits of states for
compliance with the law.

The new priority and focus of providing services should
reduce the need for placing large numbers of children in "aster
care. Yet the actual provision of comprehensive, adequate,
realistic family -based services, which is critical in any
effort to reduce the excessive and inappropriate use of foster
care, has not bee,' put into actual practice by most states.
If such services were in place, it would be necessary to remove
A child from his home only in an emergency or extreme situation
and usually the family could be reunited in a short period of
time Even though P.L. 96-272 requires that each state have a
system-wide plan for prevention and reunification services, the
nature and scope of servi vary widely among states and few
state statutes specificall, define and autho-ize foster cal..;
prevention and family reunification services. A. least
states have general statutes authorizing "services" for
children and families.

Again, the federal law provides little guidance as to what
specific s,_:ices should be provided to families. We believe a
new pattern is emerging witl.ri le child welfare system as
states attempt to comply with the law, (1) a child comes into
the system (2) inadequate services are made available or
provided to the family, (3) the child is returned to his home,
(4) oily to return to the foster care system in a short period
of time. Although "services" were provided to the family, the
services were not adequate and the child WdS returned to , home
that had tie same existing problems that vere the original
reasons for removing the child from the home nothing had
changed.
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Recognition of the importance of the family, even a

troubled family, to a child's healthy devel-r--ent, alcng wicn
c..d,,ancemert of new in-home treatment tec%P^logies, and the
knowledge that exi.ensive long-term, out-or-home placements
decrease .11,n famthes with children at imminent risk of
placen,r- are prov.ded alternative services eve not provided
the impet.q necessary for developtent of c, r^heisive
based service systems by a large number of states. Value,
general statutory p.o-isions and .mplementinl regulations will
not provide the necessary impetus for stat,7, to aggressively
implement family-based services, but as we at the facts,
figures, and statistics of the child welfare system, we Know
that the child welfare system must begin to provide realistic
and workable services.

Future Federal Legislation

Federal legislative expectations must become more specific
in order for state and local agencies to be aware of their
responsibilities in providing defined basic services. There
must be a requirement that, at a minimt.m, --ndard basic
services must be provided before children are removed fro, -

their homes. In addition, each state she .d be reeuircel to
si cify in I,a s,a,e pion a comprehensive range of preventive
and reunification services that will be made availaole to
families. Additional i.icentives should be provided to states
that implement identified home-based services such as
emergency caretakers and home maker services, day care, crisis
counseling, emergency ..helters; emergency financial assistance,
respite care, housing; food; transpo.tation, and intensive,
snort-term, family-based services, Lnown collectively as
family preservation services. The family preservation services
are intensive, short-term, home-based services that offer the
most promising alternative to foster care.

The foster care population is growing --Ader. In 1904,
over half of all children in substitute car:, -.ire estimated to
be 11 years or older, btt only 23 percent adopted foster
children ,ere in this agz range. Since _aer b '-on arc
fiequentey difficult to place in adoptive nomes, ' child
welfare system must remove the barriers that preve,t the _se of
alternative forms of long-term care such as guardianship or
permanent custody, independent living, and emancipation.

The future goal of child welfare continues to be the
provision of services at a level sufficient to keep 'amilies
together and the mobilizing of states to develop family-based
child welfare public policy. The new emphasis is on providing
realistic, lasting, permanent homes for children.

Prevention ai,d services continue to have
great potential for preserving families and promoting the well-
being of family members. Even families that apparently are
without skills and with multiple problems car learn new ways of
coping.

Feder-I and state legislation must pla, a crucial role in
preserving man: of the families at risk of havin,
removed from the home. Statutory Initiatives must provide
specific a Potion to the courts and child welfare agencies.
While there has been a shift in service emphasis in some
states, the type and scope of prevention or reunification
services a family will receive will vary among st,A,Is

Future Social Planning and the Community

The problems which the children in the chili welfare
system and their families are experienc,n1 mu;` ,e given
priorities in any social planning because 'heir i_obiems are

c'
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major social problems that play an Important part in social,
commusity and family disintegration. Unity of effort is
required to overcome the root cauzes of problems connected to
foster care, juvenile delinquency, c,,ronic poor health.
unemployment, raciallethnlc discrmAation lack of educational
opportunities, homelessness, hunger and unsanitary housing; all
of these factors are social in nature. The goal should be to
lessen the need for child welfare services at its source - the
social structure.

Over the past decade, through a constant outpouring of
facts, figures, and statistics, everyone has been bombarded
with news of the social changes and ills affecting our
community. In the 1980s, it .ppearr that discouragement aoout
the future for our children has spread widely through America.
The drug epidemic, homelessness AIDS, crime, poverty, economic
shifts, environmental crises, and a list of other ills coo
numerous to mention, seem more and more out of control. Thuse
social problems have contributed to some erosion of community
life; and the fabric of community relatedness and unity seems
dangerously threadbare and frayed.

Some sociologist contend that we live in a culture of
brokenness and fragmentation and that it is easier to be
concerned only with the individual, that tne vision of
communoty oneness and unity is too difficult. People in a
disorganized community often believe they are facing "personal
troubles" when their prcblems are really symptoms of social
issues. They do not understand the interplay of these personal
troubles with problems occurring in the social structure the
society. Child welfare policy makers and practitioners must
recognize that an organized community can be an effective
resource in assisting children and families in the child
welfare syscem.

Conclusion

The effective operation of the child welfare system
reluires the cooperation of the federal, state, and local
governmental agencies, in addition to the provision of
services. The major issues in child welfare, permanency
planning, family preservation, and foster care are the concerns
for all le%els of the government. Other issues such as
decreased resource , increased complexity and number of
reported cases of child abuse; insufficient staff to handle
child welfare caseloads; prevention and early detection of
chili abuse; teen pregnancy and infant mortality, uniform
services at local level and interagency service coordination,
reform of juvenile court system; and provision of adequate daycare are "shared" concerns of child welfare policy makers,
agency administrators, service providers, children and
families, and local communiticz Without guidelines ani
extensive, adequately furded, service programs for the family,
some of the major issues fac-og the child welfare system today
may continue to be the major issues of the approaching Twenty-
First c,ntury.

cl
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STATEMENT Or DAVID S. LfEDERMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA

Mr. LIEDERMAN. I am David Liederman, executive director of the
Child Welfare League of America. I will speak briefly about a few
mk.tters which I hope will be enlightening.

I want to thank both of you for your efforts. We appreciate your
advocacy. Thank you.

I want to talk about the numbers of children in foster care for a
minute. It is clear to us from everything we hear from our 500
agencies that the foster care population is rapidly on the increase.
Dennis gave the numbers from New York where there has been
about a 30-percent increase over the last 3 years, and an the re-
ports I get from Los Angeles and other major urban areas in Cali-
fornia indicate the same is true. If the two largest States in the
country are showing dramat:z increases, you can be sure that the
increase in the number of children is true for the system as a
whole.

think the 274,000 number used by HHS from 1985 is mislead-
ing, because that is the umber of kids in care on any given day in
that year. If we include t!-- number of kids entering the foster care
system, we are likely tk.. .g about half a million children who
come through the foster care system in any given year.

So, we are concerned about a lot of kids who are hurting and
who come into the system because of abuse and neglect and other
reasons that affect their lives.

We did a study in December of 15 counties and asked who were
the kids they were having problems placing and serving. There
were two groups that stuck out. The first group were adolescents
Every county indicated that they had problems placit.g adolescents,
and there was a lack of adequate services for these kids and a lack
of effective programs.

The second group is a new group, a group of babies and infants
t,o are coming into foster care. They are coming into the child

welfare system in large numbers, particularly on the east coast in
New York, New Jersey, and Florida, and on the west coast in Cali-
fornia.

In those four btaces. there hcs been a dramatic increase in the
number of infants and babies coming into the system, children of
drug addicted moms, children with AIDS, children wail all kinds of
medical i--obtems that are posing a major challenge to the child
welfare system How to address the needs of these chilcren

We do have a crisis on our hands, and you have mentioned all
the problems, homelessness, povertyI won't go through the statis-
tics, because your work has been as good as any in letting the coon
try know what the problems are.

We need a major national initiative for childr We need to
strengthen Public Law 96-272, which in theory -xcellent law.
We were part of the effort, and we did our ltttlr bit to make it law.

But ye do Clink Public Law 96-272 needs to Lie strengthened We
knov.' what works. The sad part, the part that gets you really
angry, is that we know some of the things that work I don's think
we have an answer for every child in this country that has a prob-
lem or for every family, but we have a lot of answers.
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For the past several years, the League has been working with a
group of 20 agencies throughout the country in what we call our
Family Preservation Network. These are agencies that h been
actively involved in providing intensive family support services.

It is not the kind of case work that many of my colleagu7s in
social work and I learned when I was in social work school. It is
not one hour a month in an office. This is intensive family support
work that goes on for several hours a day in a short time frame. It
is intensive work with families to try to change behavior, and to
try to make think. go better in the family.

We have been collecting some data about the families receiving
family preservation services from agencies in the network. This isdata as recent as January of 1988 collected and analyzed for 182
families with 517 children.

Of the 517 children, 224 were at risk of xlacement, and in over 80
percent of the cases, either the decision had been made to remove
the child or the public agency was threatening to remove the child.

Over two-thi-ds of the children had been abused, neglected, or
both, by their orents; 56.9 percent live in single-parent house-
holds. One-fourth of the parents abused alcohol or drugs or both.

Eighty percent of the families were identified as low-income
working poor or very poor. In fact, over half of the families were
described as very poor.

Almost 40 percent of the families live in a dangerous environ-
ment. One of our member -r the Council of Vaintary Child
Care Agencies in New York, recently found that over 400 kids had
entered the foster care system in New York City because of a dan-
gerous living environment. (They couldn't find go, d housing and
the workers said they could not in good conscience keep the L.hil-dr. in their failie

These are not ideal conditions in which to try to prevent a foster
care placement.

However, with an average of only 68 days of intensive family
services, 92 percent of these cill'iren were able to remain in their

'es and over three- fourths, 77 percent of their siblings who
wc., already in foster care were lble to return nome because of
the intensive family support work that was done by the agencies
that were studied.

I think we are kidding ourselves if we think that a child protec-
tive service worker can do any kind of casework with caseloads of
40, 50 and 60. In Maryland, Ruth has a program that she has devel-
oped in Maryland, an intensive family support program, which I
want to curTmend because she is too modest. They have developed
teams of a caseworker and a parent aid who have caseloads of six,
six families to a team of one caseworker and one parent aid.

When y t, get to those kind of numbers, you can do something in
a family. You might not concior the world, but you can change
some behavior and move things along. I went to add how impor-
tant it is that we institutionalize intensive family support services
all over the country.

We have been working with public agencies--we recently
brought a group of 20 public agencies together, county and State
agencies to try to help them to institutionalize family support pro-
grants in their jurisdiction. Every State and every county that is

3s;
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responsible for working with children, should have an intensive
family support program that is a part of their overall child welfare
program.

The response from the public agencies has been terrific. They
want to lo it and to learn more about it. White they need financial
help the will is thprp 4s miler, ns WP are trying to strengthen pre-
placement services, we need to also strengthen the program of out-
of-home care for the kids who need that service.

Let us remind ourselves that however well we do strengthing the
family, there are going to be some kids, because of their circum-
stances, because the home they live in just can't be put together,
because there isn't a home to go back to, because they have emo-
tional or physical problems that ate so serious that they need out-
of-home careout of home care is reality for a certain percentage
of the kids in this countrywhich says to us and our agencies that
we need to strengthen family foster care, we need to strengthen
residential care so that it is of high quality, and we need to look at
both these programs as family support programs, because that is
what they should be.

When we remove a child and place the child in family foster
care, we should not forget about the family from which we just re-
moved the child. The caseworker needs to go back to that family,
work with that family, try to prepare the family for the return of
the child, because after all, the goal is reunification and we need to
try to make this happen as best we can.

Sue Dondiego is L e. She will speak more about st engthening
foster carelet me say one more thingit is time that we thanked
all of the foster parent in the country who are providing good care
to children who are hurting.

We don't thank them enough, support them enough, we don't
even know what they are. We don't know whether they work as
part of the child welfare system, are they on or off the team, do we
provide benefit- or don't we provide benefitswe haven't figured
out who they are, and how to treat them.

I think we need to do better in this area. In the area of residen-
tial care, one of our agencies, Children's Village, an outstanding
residential care program, has had a fan ly support program called
Project Impact. The whole purpose of the program is to do parent
education, systematic family group therapy through community-
based parent support groups to prevent abusive behavior by the
families of the children who were removed from the family and are
now in the residential facility.

Children's Village works with the familie because they under-
stand that even though the kids are in residential care, that they
have a responsibility to provide family support services to the fami-
li who were doing bad things to the kids, to help those families
change tileir behavior.

I will tell you, because I know almost every agencyour agencies
are committed to improving the quality of residential cat s are
committed to working with the families to try to lake that ink
They understand what needs to be done, and they are willing to do
it hot WP need addit;onal resources I ask your help in a couple of
areas.
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I think we need to change title IV-E a little bit. I think training
for all foster parents should be a reimbursable expense not as it
now is, just limited to state personnel. I don't know why we don't
do that.

I think IV-E needs to be ext ended the fund preplacernent family
support services. We think IV-E is the program that not only
our to provide for the care of the kids who require out-of-home
CI. 't also ought to provide the significant money needed to
lu. .ari.ilies together.

Intensive family support services cannot completely be funded
under IV-B because tile states do not get enough money. Unless we
take the cap off IV-B arm change the nature of the relationship
between IV-B and IV-E. If we are going to do what Ruth has done
in Maryland and other States and counties are willing to do in de-
eloping intensive family support programs, we need entitlement
money to come out of IV-E.

I think we should use IV-B for a whole range of services for fam-
ilies who are not at imminent risk of removal. I think IV-B ought
to be the real primary prevention service program that exists in
this country.

We also need more money in title XX because title XX is the
backbone of the social service program in this country. I don't have
to give you the numbers. You know them. You have been trying to
increase the authorization and thank you for that.

Clearly, we need more dollars if we are to implement progress on
this work.

Thank you.
[The statemeit of Mr. Liederman follows

c3
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STATEMENT OF DAVID S LIEDEMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CHILD
WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA

Good Kerning Mr Chaarnen and other distinguish members of the panels.
my name is David Laederman and I am the Executive Dirt .tor of the Child Welfare
League of America. I comnend the work of these Cbarmattees in conducting oversight
hearings on the foster care ptoeram and, in particular, your desire to assure
that the program appropriately add'esses the reeds of the duldren and families
to Whom the system must respond ; appreciate the invitation and opportunity to
appear before you to express our views on these issues and to suggest ways in
which we believe same of the needs might best be addressed.

The Child Welfare League of America, established in 1920, is the onl} national
voluntary organization and standard-setting agency in the child welfare field.
The League is comprised of 500 public and private voluntary son -profit member
agencies and 1000 affiliates who provide various cold welfare services to
duldren and their families throughout North America. Such services include
hane-based intensive family counseling, day treatmenc, child day care, foster
family care, residential treatment, group hares and adoption.

For several weeks nod, you have heard from various witnesses having some
relationship to the foster care system. Of the many remarks made throughout the
hearings, there are sane broad themes with wttumi we would like to associate
ourselves and upon which our testimony is based:

o In theory and construct, P.L. 96-272 is an excellent law. Its mandates
with respect to "permanency planning" -- pre-placement prevention, reunification,
and permanent placement services, case nil, . and periodic reviews have
positively impacted the foster care syst- , moving it more in the direction of
family-focused treatment and guaranteed protacticte for children in care.

o However, much remains to be done. There is a serious lack of fu.dang,
both federal and state, t adequately provide the necessary range of family support
care envisioned in P.L. 9k. 272, particularly with respect to pre-placement and
reunification services. In addition to family support, "system support" such as
foster parent trawling, is also critically needed.

o Relative to eight years ago when P.L. 96-272 was enacted, the duldren
and families for wham QIA agencies are struggling to provide services are more
severely disturbed, far more dysfunctional and present more multi-problem needs.
Family and child stress is often now connected to a whole range of problems, such
as unemployment, poverty, substan, abuse (drug and alcohol/parent and child),
nutrition, health, harelessness, comnunity violence (drug dealing and street
gangs) and family violence. Family counseling around "effective parenting" is
no longer all that is (ler ssary, "treatment" is far more complex and solutions
are far more difficult to reach.

o There are numerous systems external to foster care or child welfare which,
in theory exist to support many of the problems identified above Howevdr, due to
the lack of coordination among the various systems, the foster care/duld welfare/
social service system has become the primary provider when, for example, mental
health, education or employnert service systems would be more appropriate

Building on these themes, GJLA makes the following recommendations, which
are detailed in our testimony:

(1) More funds must be provided to support the basic principles of P L 96-272
Evidence exists that where intensive family support is provided:,-inappropriate foster
care is avoided and that where foster care is necessary, fam.,y support services
help to reunify the family as quickly as possible. Once the family is reunited,
"after-care" services are critical to insure on family functioning. Title XX
Social Services Block Grant and Title TV-B Child Welfare Serivnes must be FTeased
to help provide an adequate range of family support services designed to meet the
continuum of permanency planning services.

(2) Greater flexibility should be provided under Title rv-E Foster Care to
allow for the funding of pro-placement services and other activities consistence

with "reasonable efforts", for a limited period of time, when it can be deeonstrated
that the child is at "immanent risk" of umuval Title IV -E should also be Allowed,

for a limited period of time, to fund "partial maintenance" or after-care servioec
once the child has returned home.

90-960 0 89 -- 13
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(3) Training of foster parents and staff of child care institutions should
be recognized as a Title IV-E training cost, similar to the Title IV-E training
provision for state agency personnel.

(4) CborCoordination existing services and programs must be s}slernata red
to assure that the needsa"con?du ldren and youth in foster care are adequately
and aampleteay met.

MORE FUNDS MUST BE MIMED TO SUPPORT THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF P.L. 96-272.
Throughout its history, CHLA through its standards, training, consultatIon services
and pdblications, has been committed to the developeent of quality services to
support the full continuum of care. This continuum parallels the permanency
planning objectives of P.L. 96-272 and includes: services to strengthen families
in their own trams; out-of-home care (foster fatly, gnat, homes and residential
treatment);and permanent adoptive placements. While family support services are
obviausly intrinsic to the first and last pert of the onntinuum, they often are
not identafisd as being pert of out-of-hone cars. However, as discussed in a
recent Draft Report (May 1988) prepared by CHLA's Out-of-Home Care Task l'orce,

"Agencics providing out-of-home care services within the child welfare
system, serve a critical role in providing opportunities for child
growth and development, as well as in proviiinc necessary care,
protection and support to children ar, their families. The purposes
of cut -of -home care services can be described as follows:

o To assist the family to establish or reestablish its appropriate
responsibilitles by supportmig family reunification;

o To offer both a duld and family an opportunity to disengage and
Chun allow time for each to assess and clarify the most appropriate
option which will best insure the child's potential for neucumm
mirth and developaent;

o To provide a safe, nurturing, protective and therapeutic environment
during the period when a duld cannot be safely cared for in his/
her home;

o To help the family focus an its strengths and an opportunity to reduce
or eliminate those unapporpirate behaviors or conditions in the
family and or the child which have been barriers to successful family
aaae;

o To meet the special needs of chaldren, e.g., developmentally disabled,
emotionally disturbed, physically handicapped;

o To prepare the child and family for reunification, if feasible, or for
another permanent family, if warrented; and,

o To prepare the child for emencipataon when reunification or adoption
is not possible or not in the best interest of the child. "

Using examples from °MLA agencies or special projects, we would like to briefly
outline the way in which fan. 'y support services play a critical role throughout
the continuum of care.

Families and Quldren At Imminent Risk of Out-of-Hose Placement: Far the
past several years, ON A, through a grant from the Edna McConnell Clark Foundatami
has convened a group of up to approximately 20 agencies located throughout the
country known as the Family Preservation Network.

The purpoee of the Netwnrk
has been to identify and develop strategies of effective crisis interventacti
work at the point at which a chill is at imminent risk of removal from the home.
These agencies represent several models from the Hmsbuilders model to a mental
health based family therapist model to teams of social works-s and parent aids
to parent-partner models where the emphasis is on building parent support groups
that continue after intervention.

Family Preservatacn Services are unique in that they are tine-lanuted,
intensive (available to clients 8 or more hours per week), home-based, addressthe family as a taut rather than work with parents and children as separate
clients, and, caseworkers are routinely available by phone or visit 24 hours
a day rather than restricted to business nours and weekdays. Also, services

3c.,5
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are provided at the point of crisis since it has been demonstrated that this is
tire when families are most open to changing behavior knowing that they are about

to lose their children. Family Preservation Services are ,remused on the belief
tnat families want to and are capable of modifyi-gthe behnior givim- rise Lo the
crisis and build on the strengths of the famii}.

For the past two years, CWLA has been collecting data on f.,:alies receiving
family preservItion services from the Network programs. As of January 1988,
data had been collected and analyzed for 182 families with 517 children Of

those 517 children, 224 were at risk of placement.

o In over 80% of the cases, either the'oecision to remove_ the could
had already been rice, or the process of removal `ad begun, or the public
agency was threatening to remove.

o Over two-thirds of the children -ad been abused, neglected or both
t} their parents.

o Well over half (56.9%) lived in single parent households

o Over one-fourth of the parents abused alcohol or drugs or both.

o Over Pd% of the families were identified as low irloare working poor
or verypoor; in fact, over half (52.2%) of the families were described as very
poor.

Almost 40% of the families lived in a dangerous physical environment.

These are certainly not ideal conditions under which to try to prevent a

foster care ,.e cement. However, with an average of only 68 days of intensive

family services, 92% of these children were able to remain with their families,
and over three-fourtns (77%) of their siblings who were already in foster care
were able to return home.

A grid is available, for the record, of the various programs outlining the
differences among these family preservation models.

Family SuEport in Out-of-Home Care: The Children's Village, Dobbs Ferry,
New York, provides residential treatment to 314 boys ages 5-16 who have been
remover' from their homes and sent to the Village because of serious emotional
problems that require treatment services and 24-hour supervision. The most

reason for removal from the home is child abusd or neglect. Project

IMPACT was designed by the Village to test a new method for preventing Abusive
behavior and for treating families at risk. By testing this method within the
context of residential treatment, two other outcares are sought: (1) a reduction
in the need to remove other children from the home (i.e., siblings of the child
already in placement) and (2) a reduction in the length of stay of children
alreedy in placement.

The program oaMbines three different modes of treatment -- parent education,
stemac family group ther4 and corrnity-based parent support groups -- to
provide families with child development information and managenent skills,
experience in asking for and receiving support from parents in similar situations,

and practice in establishing support networks. The program has three Phases'
(1) Pre-Treatment Evaluation Phase where the program is described and evaluation

testing is completed; (2) Treat gut Phase which consists of 11 two-hour treatment
sessions (the first 7 are parent education sessions and 8 through 11 in,lude tropics
such as the parents' awn experience -' children, frustrations of being a parent,
and parents consulting with ear an...ther remording the treatment of specific
parent -child problems. Sessions 12 through 13 focus on consolidating the

parents' group as an independently funtionag urit. (3) Post- Treatment

Evaluatim. Phase consists of poet evalue,ich testing and a courronit- outreach
specialist is assigned to serve as a liaison between parents and carnality resources.

...
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Evaluation results reveal that the majority of parents involved learned ncre
voeut than elves, care to value themselves more and begar ti, s.e each other as
resources and obtained helpful information regardice child aeveloprent room child
renege:rent. At the conclusion of treatment, parents were no longer sign'..eartl
at rise for child abuse. Had these parents nct become I-volved, their ehaldren
would have been a. risk of being subjected to continued pays -cal and/or emoticnal
abuse if they retirned home, or they might have had to be legally freed for

tie with limited real prospects for any other permanent here. As such,
Pr ,ect DVAL-7 enabled these parents to become recerrutted to the :are of their
children and the children were able to return, home.

Children In Need of Permanent Adoptive Families. Despite the success of
the Title IV -E Adoption Assistance Program, 36,000 children with speeial needs
are waiting to be placed in adoptive homes. Of :has number, 42% are manor, ,

37% are handicapped, the median age is 12 and 68% have beer in foster cal- r,
2 or more years. Many of these children came into the system through fobeer
care and same have come into the system because their adoptive placement has
either disrputed (prior to finalization) or dissolved (after finalization.)
For this latter group of children, many of the agencies in the Family Preservation
Network are providing intensive family crisis services with the goal of maintaining
or keeping the adoptive family together. One such program, Families First, Inc
in Portland, Oregon, uses tone family preservation model of intensive hare-based

counseling at the time of crisis, based on the premise that people can change
and learn to take charge of their families and lives. Adoptive parent sepport
groups is one of the maxinents cited as why the services have been effective.

?cr the children who are in foster care and waiting to be placed with an
adoptive family, the first need is to recruit and identify families who are
willing to adopt. This is particularly critical for minority children who
tend to wait a disportionate length of time to be placed in a permanent home.
There is much evidence that where target/ad, comprehensive efforts are made,
hones for minority children are found, surprisingly, often without great
difficulty. Once families have been identified there is a critical need
for family support servicen to help with placement, attache not, and fondling
issues and to insure that the family and child are well suited to one another.

According to the Draft Report prepared by CWLA's Out-of-Herre Care Task

Force, (previously mentioned) today's child welfare system has great difficulty
responding to the range cf needs adore this continuum of care. The traditional
child welfare services of protection, out-of-home care, and adoption services
cannot keep pace with the rising demands made of them. Underlying the difficulties
which child welfare agencies experience are four major factors which must be addressed
if the system is to berme more efi ctive.

First, the system responds only to crises and can do little to prevent
the diff.-_sties which families bring to it. Lurked to this, the system now
is confronted with an ever increasingly difficult group of clie-ts and does rot
have the resources necessary to addxuss all of these increasingly oamplex needs.
Second, there is no child welfare continuum but rather a fragmented collection
of services, lacking the integration and cohesion necessary to address the

increasingly difficult responsibilities assigned to it and forcing the oompenents
that are in place to be enappropriatedly used as an overcompensation for those
that axe nursing. Third, the categorical nature of the system's organization
and financing make it difficult to create a single comprehensive, oommunity
based system which can holistically address the range of issues facing children
and their families. And, fourth, the system is created upon and uses an approach
which is based upon , deficit model, emphasizing the problems inherent in the children
and their families

io the short-term, CI IA eeccrmends that an iefusia, of fundeng is critical
to help develop and shore-up the models of family support services that we knew
work throughout the continuum of care. Three specific suggestions include

Title XX Social Services Block Grant and Title lV -B Child Welfare Services
nest be Increased As these Came-tees well know, P.L. 96-272 recognized the
importance of both of three programb in enabling states to provide the range
of permanency planning services. With respect to Title XX, P.L. 96-272 authorized
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increased funding ceilings every year up throLgh FY 1985 %Ilen funding was

to have reached $3.3 billion. Due, however, to cuts in the program as a

result of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, Title XX funding

was reduced in FY 1982 to 52.4 billion (from $:.991 billion, in FY 1981).
Today, seven years later, funding for 'rit=e XX h,- risen only by 5300 million,

to 52.7 billion. Representative Barbara Kennelly ID.CT) has introduced
H.R. 1365 which seeks to rerredy this by increasing Title XX funding to $3.3 billion

in FY 1988 and each succeeding fiscal year. We strongly urge the PUhlic Assistance
and UnemploymEat Subcommittee to favorably resort out H.R. 1365 in order that
same assistant? might be provided in the fatting of services necessary to
help further the permanency planning efforts envisioned in P.L. 96-272.

However, while Title XX would clearly help ir addressing some of these
needs, since it is now a block grant, it could not be expected that such an

increase would be fully applied to these necessary services. Title IV-B

Child Welfare Services, however, does provide this assurance given its

specific authority to fund the full range of permanency planning services.

Title IV-B is now findad at $239 million, a level close to its authorized
level of 5266 million. CWIA urges that consideration be given to increasing
Title IV-B's authorization, provided that assurances be made that the additional
Ands (over 5266 million) be specifically directed at pre-plaomnent orevcntion
services, reunification services, and services to facilitate permanent adoptive
TiMilies for children in foster care who are logally free for adoption.

In addition, we would urge that consideration be ,..-sen to providing
greater flexibility of Title IV-E Dieter Care to allow ior e funding E."
pre-placement on services and other activities a nsiste. t with
'iiesonable efforts" for a limited period of time, when is-ribic demonstrated
that the child is at "ussinens- risk" rf removal.

We would also suggest the use of Title IV-E funds to hel,p s,i7,ort
reunification efforts, such as for after-care or 'partial maintenance' support
consisting of far-to eight-hour day treatment programs. This concept h's

been advanced by a CHLA nester from California, the California Association
of Services for Children, which represents over 60 vo untary non -profit
child caring agencies who provide care or approximately 30,000 children
throughout California. CSC reports difficulty in funding reunification services
in that during the transition period, when they attempt to transition a child
back home, the child is no longer considered to be placed or "in the system."
In fact, the child and family is still very much a part of system in that

agencies are still involved in providing care to than to insure that the child

stays in the Eme. And yet, a disincentive exists in trying to make the

transition because no finding exists to support such after-care services.
Accordingly, (MLA urges greater flexibility in the use of Title IV-E funds

to support both pre-placement and reunification se-ioes.

TRAINING OF FOSTER PARENTS AND STAFF OF CHILD CARE ERSTITUTICNS SHOULD BE RECOGNIZED
AS A TITLE IV-E TRAINING COST, SIMILAR TO 'iE TITLE IV-E TRAINING PROVISION FOR

STATE AGENCY PERSONNEL: In December of 1987, CHIA conducted a survey of its meMber
agencies in 15 counties randomly selected from the 55 most populated counties in

the United States to identi i the child populations wham it is difficult to

find foster family care and to explore why finding foster family hoes for these
children is difficult. Anions the findings were:

o Finding foster homes for adolescents is a national problem. In
contract, finding foster homes for medically fragile infants is primarily a

problem on the East and West coasts.

o Reasons identified fur the shortage for foster family homes are increasing
difficulties in recruiting and retaining foster families; more difficult children,
specifically adolescen.s, are in the foster care system; and administration and

financing prcbleme.

Therefore, although P.L. 96-272 requires that children who are removed
from their hares should be placed in the least restrictive settings, the
shortage of foster homes has made this difficult, if not impossible, to
achieve for some of 0-is country's most vulnerable children and youth
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Among same of the recommendations having public policy implications were

o CHIA should work toward the establ,shment of more unitorm board
rates across the nation since lower board rates in same states make recruiting
foster family hares difficult.

o CWLA should develop and disseminate educates-, and training materials
for use b} agencies in training foster parents, %each would greatly enhance
agencies' abilities to prepare and retain foster parents.

Title _J of H.R. 2753, a bill Introduced by Representative Bob Mitsui. (0-CA)
would take the first step in addressing uniform board rates and a giant step in
insuring that foster care providers -- foster parents and staff of child caring
institutions are adequately trained.

Sec. 401 would add a new state plan requirement for the training and
retraining of foster r rents and staffs of child caring institutions, as a
cord. tier of licensor The cost of such training would be federally reimbursed
to states at 75% rattar than the current administrative rate of 508. Sec. 402
would amend the current sta..e plan requirement for periodic rerriew of states'
foster care maintenance payments by providing that, in conducting such reviews,
full consideration shall be given to increases in the cost of providing foster
care and in costs related to the care of children with extraordinary physical
or mental health care needs. This section would also require the Secretary or
FIRS to, no less than once mery two years, collection information fray the states
an the levels of foster care maintenance pa}ments paid in each state and
o_sseminate such information to the states.

With respect to the raining provision, as stated in testimore. provided
by the New Jersey Foster Parents Association daring a CWLA sponsored legislative
hearing,

"Caretakers of foster choldren need to help these children through ,
pain of separation from their parents and siblings, as well as hell

them to heal physically and emotionally. They need to be able to
assess what else the child might be experiencing: sexual abuse, substai-e
abuse, emerging sexuality, etc. Caretakers also need to be able to act
as advocates for the child in terms of negotiating such various systems
as education, legal, medical, mental health, and human services. And,

while they are nurturing they need to be preparing to let go, to
help prepare the child to return to their families or move to an
adoptive home. Training will enable caretake,. to better provide
for the needs of foster care children and, in the case of foster
parents, help to address a major issue in the field with respect
to retaoring foster families. The incentive for becarung and continuing
to be foster parents is the hope of making a difference in the. life
of a child. Providing training as a support helps foster parents
face the emotional stress and challenge that necessarily comes with
the territory."

We, therefore, urge the Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation
Sdocommittee's favorable ccnsideratien of Tile IV of H.R. 2753.

COORDINATION AMONG EXISTING SERVICES AND PROGRAMS MUST BE SYSTEMATIZED TO
ASSLME THAT THE NEEDS. OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH IN FOSTER CARE ARE ADEQUWELY
AND COMPLETELY MET: In surveying awe of our venter agencies an the issue
of coordination, the following cements were received:

" In same states, if a teenager goes before a court, the Department
of Human Servicer may have authority for him but he may not be
referred to meatal aealth. If he goes to a community mental health
center, he may well not be advised of of have access to the services
of the Department of Hunan Services. Similarly, a delinquent
rental retardation may just be treated as a delinquent without ever
being referred to mental health services."

" There is very little coordination between the different pica Lams
even when they are housed in the same building. The various child,
youth and health pLograms operate separately for the most part,"
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In Deoenter 1985, CHIA along with several other national organizations
participated in the Wingspread Conference on a National Youth Policy. The
COnferenoe proposed the obectives of national youth policy which are
contained in The Young Ame ,cans Act (S 476/H.R. 1003) introduced by Senator
Chris Dodd (D-CT) and Representative Claude Pepper (D -FLT, respectively. In
the Houce the bill has been referred to the Committees an Ways and Means,
Education and Labor and Energy and Commerce. Its cost has oeen estimated
by the COngressional Budget Office at $21 million annually. Among its various
provision (a one-page explanation is attached) is a requirement that the
Administration on Children, Youth and Families,HHS as well as a designated
state agency in each state be responsible for coordinated the range of existing
Programs that serve children and youth, including, for example, Title IV -E
Foster Care, Titles of the Juvenile Justice Act, the Develapmentally Disabled
State Grant Program, the Education Program. for Handicapped Children and the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse and MentAl Health Block Grant. Models for nch coordination
exist in Massachusetts and Naw lark. Californ.,a is currently considering a
bill to establish an interage..- be and 111nois has developed a plan for
an integrated system of common based services for children and youth; however,
it has not been implemented due to the lack of funding.

OKLA has prepared a briefing bock on the Young Americans Act which wt.
would be pleased to make available to members of the Committees.

CWIA urges the favorable consideration of H.R. 1003 when it comes before
the SOboormittee an Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation.

One final issue with respect to coordination relates to the health care
needs of children in foster care. In January 1987, CHIA and the American
Academy of Pediatrics received a grant from the Hasbro Children's Foundation
to develop strategies for improving the health status of children in foster
care. Pertinent sections of the White Paper which resulted fran the
Colloquium convened by CHIA and AAP are as follow.

"Children in foster care, both when ,r,tially placed and, ironically,
after having been in care, have much higher rates of physical and emotional
illness and dealdopsontal and edUcational problems than other children their
age. (Schor 1982, )cavaler fi Swire 1983) The probable common source of poor
health status as they enter foster care is their preplacement history of social
and economic disadvantage, Abuse and neglect. A state goal and responsibility
of the foster care system is to effectively address health problems; however,

the evidence suggests that this usually does not occur. (Stone 196% Schor 1982,
)ravaler fi Swire 1983) ro the contrary, same have suggested that aspects of
well-being are further comvormsed diming foster care."

"No previously identified individual primary care provider or organized
health assessment often have not been specified previously, therefore, the

components of an adequate data base usually are not uniformly defined. As a
result, the initial data collection is usually inadequate for later purposes,
and does not serve as the basis for placement or ongoing care. Also, often
overlooked by the present System is the opportunity to provide a pre-placement
assessment and health care plan for children at risk of foster care placement.
Cildren's health care problems may contribute to dysfunction in their family,
and if identified and treated early might prevent later foster care placement."

Title II of H.R. 2753 woul, address many of these issues and is line with
th^ recommendations of the Colloquium (which consisted of 22 leading experts in
the field of health care of children ix foster care) White Paper. Title II would
require that the case plan of every foetal care child include a health re
plan setting forth, at a minimum, a reed of When the child received or is
scheduled to receive a health examination, including physical and mental health
examination; a record of the immunizations which the child has received and any
know allergies; assurances that periodic heath examinations will be scheduled
as appropriate; a record cf health care pr and assurance that foster
parents or child caring institutions haw! c...vies of the health care plan and
understand their responsibilities with respect to meeting the health care needs
of the child.

CWLA W'rongly E.app...rts Title II of H.R. 2,53 and urces its favorable

consioer,tion my the Subcommittee a. Public Assistance and Unemployment
Compensation.
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CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC.

slohllohts of Ihs Using Amarlooa Aci

1. Establishes formally In law the Administration for
Children, Youth, and Families (ACYF), defining the mole of
the Commissioner, requiring appointment of tne Commissioner

by the President, and melting the Commissioner directly
responsible iu the Secretary of HHS which psrallls the
organizational structure of the Administration on Aging.

2. Requires consultation between the Commissioner and other
federal agencies operating the 57 federal programs at a
cost of $30 billion for children and youth.

3. Establishes a Federal Council on CbIldren, Youth, and
Families to advise the President and Congress on matters
related to the special needs of younger Americans.

4. Encourages state and area wide planning advocacy aimed it
providing younger Americans with:

(a) the but possible physiGl and mental health;

(b) adequate and safe shelter;

(c) the highest cp,ality of educational opportunity;

(d) effective training, apprenticeship, and productive
employmAnt;

(e) the 'eldest range of civic, cultural, and

recreotionl activities which promote self -*stem
and sense of commr,nIty; and,

(f) genuine pa tIciption In decisions concerning the
planning and managing of their lives.

S. Provides for an out-of-home placement care cmhudsman
program within each stets.

6. Authorizes grants to stilt*, for supportive servicer to
demonstrate methods of filling service gaps identified In
the planning and advocacy process.

7. Provides for White HOU50 Conference on Young Amelcans to
be held In 1990 for the purpose of, among other things,
arriving et statement of comprehensive coherent
national policy on children, youth, and families.

a. Authorizes "suds sues" is may be necessary, for fiscal
years 1966, 1989 and 1990, to carry out the provisions of
the Act.

GUARDING CHILDREN'S RIGHTS SERVING CHILDREN'S NEEDS
S 41111110

3 2
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Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Ms. Dondiego.

STATEMENT OF SUE DONDIEGO, LEGISLATIVE CHAIRMAN, NEW
JERSEY FOSTER PARENTS ASSOCIATION

Ms. DONDIEGO. I am a foster parent and the legislative chairper-
son for the New Jersey Foster Parents Association. I am also the
legislation chairperson for the National Foster Parents Association.

I want to tell you today some of the things that could be done in
spite of funding or lack of funding, or regulations or lack of regula-
tions. I think one thing that has happened in New Jersey is that
Foster Parents were seen as being important people in the system
since they had the care of the children.

We were the first foster parents Associatio- to receive any kind
of State funding, to hire staff, to serve as advocates for foster par-
ents and their chil 'ren, and to respond to foster parents' questions
or issues they had. We have an in-service training program, for
both foster parents and agency staff together, to continue the part-
nership model.

We also have public relations and recruitment of foster homes.
We have the only toll-fret. number in the State which answers
foster care and adoption inquiries. A foster parent answers that
telephone so we have someone who knows what they are talking
about.

I think one of the most important things in addition to the fund-
ing, because I have no problem asking anybody for money, is the
respect we have finally received from our State agencies and
others. It really was not only to foster parents. We began to have a
government/private sector relationship. A lot of child advocacy
groups, private industry, the foster parents, legislators, a whole
bunch of people got together and looked at foster care.

It has to be uniform. Many of the things you have heard here
today I could tell you.

One of the reasons the New Jersey children are being placed in
foster care is homelessness. We have the ability to go ahead and
talk to people and say, "Hey, why are you doing this?" That is in
the long statement I gave you

Our rationale, and maybe I tend to oversimplify, was that they
are spending $65 and up to warehouse these people in a motel or
welfare hotel. Families are never going to get on their feet in
there. They are never going to go any place Why not have a pro-
gram, since foster parents were doing it anyway, taking in mothers
and their children. No one wanted to know you because once a
mother is with the child, it is not an out-of-home placement

There were no reimbursement fees, no guidelines, no nothing.
But some foster parents were doing that anyway. That is one of the
big programs we are wo -1,ng on.

We will not cure the homeless situation, but we thought, why
split up families. We saw homelessness as no reason for children
being placed in foster care.

The other thing we are working on that is not in the long state-
ment because I didn't know about it, is grant money avai!able in
the area of AIDS. We have been successful in finding foster homes
for child; en with AIDS.

b. 3"3
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We are certainly going to go after that funding for support, co-
ordination of services, and speeding up the approval process. The
approval process is a simple thing that really holds up foster par-
ents because of the time it takes to get your pre-service training,
your assessment, things like that. That is where foster parents as-
sociations can be very effective, in helping these people move
through the system.

The other thing we are working with as a foster parent associa-
tion is with our corrections department. There are certainly a
number of children in corrections or, in shelters that are young
and can very appropriately be put in a foster home setting, again
with the right supports, the right training.

There are four pieces of legislation we have in New Jersey that
should apply to all foster parents throughout the nation. I think
you have to have mandatory, appropriate training. It has already
been said that States needed more reimbursement for foster parent
training. Every one before you, I assume for the last two hearings
said if you had foster children you needed the training. I hope they
did.

You can't ask us to accept a child with AIDS into our home and
work with that child without knowing what we are doing. You
can't ask us to accept an adolescent, who has come from a home
where his parents abuse drugs or perhaps he or she has abused
drugs, and know haw to work with that young person and be a
useful citizen, without training.

In New Jersey, when we star ted our training program, quite hon-
estly vie held our breath after we said foster parents needed it. We
didn't know how many would sign up for it. We now have so many
foster parents signing lip, and it is simply voluntary, that we don't
have enough foster parent trainers to do the training.

I think that is a great thing to say about foster parents. We
started out with an 80-hour program. We have so many reoplc
signed up for the program that we can't handle the number of
foster parents.

I think foster parents want the training. That is an excuse that
some child-placing agencies use, oh, you can't get them to come to
anything. But we also give foster parents mileage reimbursement
and child care reimbursement. The. State funds us to do that pro-
gram because it is so important to have their foster parents
trained.

The other thing I think you have to look at very seriously for all
foster parents is a respite care program. Again, if you ask someone
to take care of an AIDS child or two AIDS children, the feeling of
isolation is what prevents foster parents from doing it, not the fear
of AIDS.

So they need support. If you are asking foster parents to care for
children with difficult emotional and physical and medical prob-
lems, they need to know upfront that they are going to get a week-
end off once in awhile.

There is no formal respite program, not even in New Jersey, but
we have that legislation in.

I think the other thing that we definitely need, again, for all
foster children, it is really for them, is reimbursement rates that
are adequate. They have to be reasonable. The National Foster

3(14
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Parents Association did a survey and they found that most foster
parents .p.nd $1,000 to $2,000 every year for each child in their
care

Now if we are not going to give them adequate reimoursement
rates, then I think we have to be honest and say foster care is
going to be an upper middle class, elitist program and forget about
keeping children in their communities and serving them the way
they should be served.

Otherwise, you have got to make it easier for more people to be
foster parents.

I only have a couple of the things I was writing as people were
talking. I found as a foster parent and a member of the foster par-
ents association, a problem with the way the Federal Register is
written. The only areas that we would have been able to take ad-
vantage of could only be applied for by a child placing agency. I
think maybe that needs to be looked at and see if there aren't child
advocacy groups, that would be interested.

I know we certainly would be interested and other foster parent
associations would be interested. It is not that we v,ouldn't work
with our child-placing agencies, but again we have a good relation-
ship. They have a level of command and a level of bureaucracy to
go through. When they are willing to work with foster parents and
say, you go after the funding and we will work with you, we car go
after the funding. We don't have to get approval from ten steps
above us.

That is something I would like to have you look at.
The other thing I am not sure as mentioned, before this hear-

ing today, is that you have to remember about the types of children
coming into foster care. If these children become eligible for adop-
tion, they don't turn into marvelous little children overnight.

Adoptive parents need the same support as we do We always try
to include them in anything we are doing I am going to stop in
case you hive questions.

[The statement of MA Dondiego follows.]

11 °1. li
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STATEMENT OF THE NEW JEPSE1 FOSTER PARENTS ASSOCIATION

My name is Sue Dodlego. 1 vacs to thank you for the oppoi trinity to appear
before this Committee today.

For almost 25 years, I have been a foster parent rarlfr 1r children of all
ages, many with special [weds. 1 hive served as Leg19Iat ion Chairman for the
New Jersey Foster Parents Association (NJFPA) for a number of years, and on
April 30th of this year, I ut, appointed Legislation CII.1 IIILU1 fur the National
Foster Parent Association (NITA).

New Jersey Futter Parents Association

O A voluntary, Mil-PVC It orlianization.

Provides supportive services to foster parents statewid.

o Offers training opportunities to foster parents and arcricy ',tat f.

o Actively involved in the recruitment of foster home:,

O Serves as an advocate fur foster parents, children and familier,.

o First State Foster Parent A:130C1 tion to receive funding throigh Department
of Human Services/Division of south and Family Service, to

1. Establish an office and hire staff to be available to respond to foster
parent concerns or .ue.,tion:,.

2. Develop and impl,,rnt in-ret vice ttaininr, pl,ented by
foster parents trilned tincrs and paid fti p,",,nt lug training
sessions.

3. Carry ou, a statewide public awaren-ss loatr Imo- rc,aaltment
campaign

4. Respond to fcc,ter care and adoption inquir in, On the ',tate s only toll
free 800 number which is atv,wered by a foster p.utrit.

5. Work with county/local Foster Parent Association :, enablc them to
meet the needs of luster parents in their area.

New Jersey Division of Youth Family Services

O State child welfare agency which provides protection to chll Iron in their
famllies.

1. Protection is provided through the deliverylvery of ,ervice either directly
or tiarour_h contract and/or referral.

2. All service provision is based upon the prinetplo that family
preservation is of utirust imx)rtance.

3. Services are delivered for the purpose of preser.dng and strengthening
the family.

When a child's safety c,sinot be ',enured within the cNotext of his family,
alternative services lady be pmAided which Involve out of hone placement.

1. One such out of 11,19(2 placement :ervice is foster

2, The foster care WI'VICe 13 nut ebs. It has existed within the child
welfare s.,wtern for many years.

3. In past year:., I oster care was viewed as a solution to child welfare
problems - an end in itself.

4. When families were dysfunctional and not readily rehabilltarid,
placement of the children into foster homes was practiced as a
"solution" to the problem. The children were protected and were in an
"improved" envirorvsent.

5. The practice resulted in Irony children remaining away from their
families for many years - some never were reunited.

f) 0 cv
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6. 0),ce place.,rent oi.curnwl, few service; were pr ,I I. I t the
fancily to facilitate clkuce for the cxnpo., ei th ,i11 I I' . rtcusl home.

7. The lack p's,vidoct jostli I, 1, ion 1 a Iii ` hi I
placement.

13. This practice resulted in a system tint inace 1,1)..lei ongoingt sillily separation.

9. The cumulative numbers of children fn 10.,tet h., In lel,' since
children were not leaving to return hone.

° The ad).ent of permanency plarntr case practice In ehl 'Instil tit. In the
early 1910's, along with New .s child nevle4 whtch wasenacted in 1978 and the subset c P.L. 96-2" , brow)). attention to the
foster care system ano its Ills Ad brought ttunut churn

° Pertmanency planning pranotc,1 the active provision of t.et v1),»; to the
tallies of children in placement for the purpose of reutditng the child
with the family as quickly as t- ssit le or dterlAnIng th rehabilitation is
not possible, therefore arrangL.c, for an alternative pentlaoent .lacanent forthe chtld.

The I ,.inane I have prepared focuses on New Jersey's I 0:Act) ter sy,tern, but
I can tell you Iran my previous positions on the NPl'A fantod, that !MUly humanservices providers, in spite of their best efforts, feel they are taking onestep forward and two step:, bark, and foster parents fr., .t, rolg the country
ere expressing many of the sane' concerns regarding Iu.Ler u. ire.

Foster care is mzant to be temporary. It means recruiting and retaining
foster parents who can provide quality care to the 'Wire, placed in their
homes until these children cal, be reunited with their birth parent(s) or beadopted.

It means having appropriate support nervices in place for both foster parents
and foster children to prevent placanent disruptions.

It means having a sufficient number of agency staff to work with all children
and families under* supervision.

The reality is that the types of children caning Into foster care over the
past few years have many serious ph, %Leal, medical and,',1r problems.They are the victleen of physical/sexual abuse or severe neglect. They areinfanta born addl 1 to drugs and a)cohoi or test po,,itiv.) ton the viruswhich causes AILS. They are sibling groups, idolescents with little school
and no Job skills, pregnant teens ad teens with babies.

One of our Regional Administrators said recently, "Phew aren't an, more
Shirley Temples in foster care."

In spite of the Improvemehts mnde in foster care in our State, a real lack of
service" for children continues to exist. Sane are let ltalcly the
response ility the child piaci g agency. Our km ic1 It ion ha,: no problem
with ad ,eating for 'hese services and insisting they pant of theplan for foster children. ',e ;ontinue to see far too curly to; tar children
placed out of county, and separate.) from their brother in I :It n rr tv,cause of
the lack of a sufficient number of appropriate foster fir toofew visits between birth omits ,and/or sibling,. ant I It) 1,») I tie intention
given to foster parents ruin tot.te children br Cfir,0 Ious of
DAPS activitlea is with the prote.tion of rhl utren ,Ln I ninon ilnIni the birth
family structure whenever ants 11,10.

Once a child enters foster care, sane services are simply 1.1,,K),tiole to find.
Foster children ulxvId, when possible, rm:tin LI their 'Mil ;.criunities. Butreganilees of which cannunity they are in, there IS I '.,`T 1,, lark of
qualified, sensitive, prole5sion't counselors, doctor, unl d, A; who will
accept Medicaid reimburse', tt. districts s.,,ette p Irv- hick andforth, leaving foster chil, muly of wlxxn are In 'le, I t1 c Ire Ilion classes
and who can least afford 1.0 i ab3ellt Iran school, sitting foster
home for months while a decision is made as to which clan,: they will beassigned.

03
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STATEWIDE REFERRALS MADE IN 1987

PaUSE NfaECT
ALLEGATIONS

r 29,387

TOTAL REFERRALS: 79,637

ABUSE/NEGLECT REFERRALS:
1982.1987

1982 1983 1984 1905 1986 1987

The other side of the coin 1.3 services to foster patents. '1130 Same Regional
AdnInIstrator who made the Shirley Temple statement 3.1313.i.i, "....and there are
no more Ozzie and Harriet's either." He is absolutely right. Then I became a
foster parent many years ago, I stayed at have to car, for my birth children
as well as my foster children. Today, even though I U11 not paid to work, I
work. The family structure we once knew no longer exists. Both parents work
eta -there are maw mare single heads of households who also wurk. If we are
to recruit and retain foster parents, support services such as after school
programa, child care, Fuld/or WOK!. alters - must be prov bled. I f foster parcits
are to provide quality c.rr, to the children placed to their homen they must
receive adequate liability ,u31 property image cv3.33,3. .30 y 1 not lose
their homeowners Insurance or life's savings because of the acts of their
foster children.
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40000 -

30000 -

TOTAL CHILDREN UNDER AGENCY SUPERVISION

CH!LDREN IN FOSTER CARE

12693

28673i 7

49310 / 47100

518'9/ 7
51991 /

1965 1970 1975 1980 1985

Children in Fool., Caro
O Other Children under Agency Supervision

1988

Ind ew Jersey, DINS Adoption lienouree Centers (ARCO to,us th,i r efforts on
these children whose goal is adoptim. The vast Imt,hrity of children are
referred to the AfiCs by MPS District Offices.

Over the last fcw years, ineciruilsms tia,e been put in place whirl), to a great
extent, eliminate the legal and administrative barriers to timely adoption
planning. Syatens were reorg.ulized, time frames e,t ri1,11^.1 lel ani monitored to
ensure children move timed] U.' system rapidly. ilre5e efforts have done much
to provide children with parlament homes, in a timely 'Flauv er.

r'reative, effective awl Innovative programa Imre 1 4...,i,r. I In the areas
of recrultment and training of nooptive parents, sp.,1 -1 I 1 N-I tu.atment for
chilneen awaiting placment, nupport services for ut,p1 1 v' 1k-11(911.s after
placement, and post-adoptive :it...tines for adopteec and their families.
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The [APS District. Off ice, ,kiv- 11 so improved U,eir proces:, of identifying
children for adop ion and hive grestly Ins ma led tn. nonher of cases
transferred to the Adoption Ilesour,e Centers. one y ar, t roan December 1986
to December 1987, the adoption caseload increased than 1,734 to 7,159
children.

CHILDREN PLACED FOR ADOPTION

DURING 1987 BY ARP

693 CHILDREN

CHILDREN PLACED FOR ADOP IION

DURING 1987 BY RACE

n BLACK 297
49

WHIIE 289

01HER 58

693 CHILDREN

While these efforts are rertil ly applaudable, they have led to overloading of
the adoption staff's rase;,, hindrrIng their ability to meet the needs of thesechildren. The ARC worker's are also fared with the same problems mentioned
before. Just because children are transferred to ARC, their characteristics
don't change. They exhibit mar: of the same difficult physical, medical, and
emotional problems U ey had when teeny entered the system. The vast majority
of these children have ,r sr' sexual,/ abused, ggpecienced previous
institutional or restleoll ement, and hne no history of stability,sither in their birth hox. roster care.
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To address those problems, the h r lowing initiative, 111,0 1,, 1 0.tablished.

° ilevelopernt 01 Lai, pre- )100 t re group home 1 11,1 program
to help children dell with p.i^I rage ,thd 1,,nding
behavior to new ad,,ptl,o 1 boilto,..

1965

1970

1975

1980

1985

Grass Roots and lit mil tura Campttg,. t^ aLtt a L minority
applicants to the ado!,LIon program.

Development of the 'Tama Aavomte Leader" 11,glam (FAL) linking (for
support purposes) experienceo adoptive parents to those tently being
studied and trained.

Post-Adoption Counseling, Program, which of servi. e', at no cost to
adoptive families at .uiy in the adoption proves.

Participation in the National Adoption Netwotk which 15 a telecommuni-
cations hook-up with adoption agencies, adoptive family groups, and tne
National Adoption Center. ibis offers access tl famllles throughout
the nation who mar be able to offer homes to our children.

tiloGtriLithi th10.0111i 41)QPTilLgAN,',;
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1967. Adoption Service Unit established

SELECTED HOME I
II FOSTER HOME

395

4.. .0,
41.

' 1994 Subsidy avanded childeltg iddy

564

571

707

200 400 b00 800
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Overview of Foster Care Supports and Practices

Partnership

° Team appro.c for placement plan, 1.e. foster po, tit( ,), staff,
birth parent(s), and children, if age appropriate, working together
towards reunification.

° Child Placement Review ]laud,, a citizen review of all on, of home
placements to which foster parent(s), Arth parcot(s), DIP) staff and
other appropriate persons are invited to participate.

0 Local offices provide in-kind support to county foster pir,41t
associations through telephone usage, providing office /desk space, copy
machines, postage and mail ingS.

o Policies to encourage foster parent participation in case management.

o Provides a lotus for Weal lo..ter parent a.v.ocfdton pre ldents to meet
to discuss foster care ib3U,'S and promote problem resolution.

o Statewide training on the concept of partnership between roster parents
and staff.

o Foster parents included car committees which develop or revise policies
impacting on foster care which results in more comprebermive policies
that are sensitive to foster parent and foster child needs.

o filFPA hat become a consultant, along with other advocacy organizations,
to agency administration when new initiatives or changes are being
considered.

o NJFPA included in the review process for all policies developed related
to foster care for tine purpose of input.

o Foster parents as co-trainers in the delivery of the pre-service
training program to enhance the quality of training and to promote
partnership between the agency and foster parents.

Support.

o Liability Program for Poster Parents, which includes liability and
property damage coverage.

Voluntary in-service training program for foster parents and DYFS
staff, conducted by NJFPA.

Office of Advocacy and a toll-free Citizens Action Line (CAL) to deal
with any issues Concerning tgency operations or practice the office
reports to the Director's Office. Foster parents fand others) use this
office for troubleshooting unresolved issues.

Provides supportive counseling services to the foster parents through
contract with a mental health agencies.

Buddy System Support Network for foster parents. An expel tenced foster
parent "buddy" is assimed to all newly approved luster parents and is
available to all foster parents.

Policy which outlines a process for remora revie4 by luster parents and
enables foster parents to submit information to their record.

o Transportation and child nine reimbursement to fo.,ter parents to
encourage their participation in training.

o Foster Care Crisis Fund in local offices to be responsi:c to emergency
needs.

o Local anl statewide foster parent recogintion to provide, support
to tester parents.

40
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o Comprehensive Foster Parent's Handbook to inform foster pirenta aboutagency policies /practices.

o DIFS in-service training programs open to foster parents.

Reimbursement process to fester parents streamlined to ensure moretinily payrent. Clothing pd,mentl were changel ferns quarterly tomonthly at the foster parents' request.
Foster Hone Development

o Local and statewide recruitment of foster tyones.

o Criminal history rival' surf fingerprinting of rtii.pective
foster /adoptive parents.

o A computerized Provider Caretaker lnfornation System (PC1SI.

o Funds specifically all' it o f for foster e it e out adopt I'm recruitmentand training to anr,1111! a basic level of activity hi these areas.
Foster home at art ud lu dude an alsessIncrit of lite sat ty factors toImprove the quality of foster homes.

o 3tandardi7ed hom. ',lady 'rrlar t for foster tnim development to assure abasic level of uniformity statewide.

o Ten-how standarril7,Pri rinviriatory pre-service trnining prortram for
proepect've foster and adoptive parents to enhance the quality offoster parents so that they are better 1-lormed to provide care tochildren.

Special Services to Children in Placement

o Specialized foster Ixwnes for children who have AIDS 0 test positive
for the virus which causes AIDS.

o Agency scholarship program to provide financial assistance to studentclients beyond high school.

o Internal administrative case
review system for children in out of homeplacanent to monitor case progress on placements to promote permanency.

o Developed a formal
emergency foster home network to be responsive toplacement needs.

Policy on long term foster
care to provide for children for whoa returnhome or adoption is not appropriate.

o Policies for time-limited
case goals for all children and familieswhich encourages

permanency case practice for children
in out of honeplacem,nt.

o Unified review sitom for all children in out of home placement toassure appropriate and timely case handling and to prtxrotereunification and irinnouleocy.

Legislation Pending.

'merest* in reimbursement
rates to more adequately

structure difficulty ofcare rates.

Respite Care for foster parents caring for foster children with seriousphysical, emotional or medical
problems and all foster parents

for emergencysituations.

Mandatory in-service (ongoing) training for foster parents.
EhrIchovrit Fund for 1,tor which will Pliable than to

participate inrecreational, cultural, or educational activities.

413
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long-Tenn Poster Cave, by court order, which will Mow oluor luster
children, who have rennitied in a foster home for a number yelre and who
cannot or do not wish to be adopted, to remain in the foster tune. The
legislation does not sever parental rights but does Mow taster parents to
rake the day-to-day niecisions for their foster hilircen) a^ they would for
their birth children; i.e. in,wilcal care, Iriver's license, wen ving papers,
etc.

Programs being developed....jointly by NJFPA and DYFS

OPPORIUNITIES, a program which would allow a single parent uni rhtld(ren) to
retain together In a foster have rather than be separated because of
homelessness. The problem with this project is that federal funding can be
used to put these families In welfare motels, which dams noting for the
self-estean of the families and in no way prepares then to become useful
members of the community, but cannot be used for rent subsidies. Sure
foster parents have taken in both a mother and her child(ren), and In these
cases, the longest time spent in a foster home was tour months. If these
families had been separated, and the chlld(ren) placed in foster ur re, I can
guarantee that the mothers would still be trying to find adequate housing
and the children would still be in foster care. It sem -. ludicrous to us,
as foster parents, and a total waste of taxpayer's money, to spend $55 or
more to warehouse a family in a welfare hotel, when for less, ther:e families
could be given the support they need to became independent. lle totally
oppose children being placed in foster care because of homelessness, and in
spite of the barriers, we are going to find a way to keep single parents and
their children together.

ALTERNATIVES TO iNCAlialfATION, a program which would ''entity foster
families to work with and who would be willing to P,,cept youngsters, now in
the correction system, into their homes. With t'ne right traiLlrg and
support services this project has good possibilities.

ADOLESCENMEENS - aging out of systems. Title IV E funded programs to
provide training for foster parents who in turn can teach life skills to
teens.

Despite our State's best efforts to preserve the family structure, there is
overwhelming evidence that our children and youth are increasingly in
trouble. In New Jersey, the number of substantiated child abuse cases rose
tom 6,0uy Dr 1982 to cicce to 18,000 In 1986. The number of children under
State superviiion Jumped from 28,000 in 1982 to over 5u,000 it 1995, or to
40% of New Jersey's children live with parents who abuse drugs and alcohol or
both.

Each year, 100,000 youngsters become involved with Family Court. Suicide is
the second leading cause of death among New Jersey teens. More and more
children are being placed in foster care because of homelessness. While D'fFS
is capable of addressing some of the problems which led to this situation, the
fact is, little or no low income housing is available in New ierney. Are
child placing agencies to be responsible for building sufficient, adequate low
income housing and eliminating poverty, substance abuse an I the other social
ills which caun,e the breakup and/or destruction of ianil I ini,

future of child welfare services will greatly der,. nd ,ni t °Mina ion ar
funding of programs which help retain the family stni ctor

The areas which need to be addressed are

Poverty
Homelessness
Substance Abuse
Mental Health Services
Education
Employment

if these areas continue to be loured as essential bate heed all
families, then foster care will continue to be a crisis wog' as.

4 4
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if a sufficient Ikiunber 01 luster limo are to be recruit d and retained, child
placing agencies must

1. Recognize foster, parents a,: pr of esslonal member s of
for childvm.

2. Recogni7e foster parents and I -.,ter parent ass,, 1 di
resolving foster care prohlvm, and social issues wni
negatively on all ehildten and 1,1111111e--

3. Be funded for and provide t1,11, 'erv1ces'suppor is -
pre-service and 111-' et vi ti ihi l,i , Ohl PI care, r,
reirnbursement rates, etc. - unleh are essential It t

children coming into foster are today are to Ix' nr t
4. Establish speciali7ei foster Iv.es (with supports ,vi

children with specific meets, who would otherwise n
restrictive placement (evidential, coreeltonal or

the treatNlent plan

+re as titles In
11 t

h muciatory
lat, 41 ., adequate
he needs the

cer.icvs) for
qaire 1 t),re
ho",plt iltration).

Thank you agar. for the opportunity to addres; this corrilttee.
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Chairman MILLER. Ms. Massinga.

STATEMENT OF RUTH MASSINGA, PRESIDENT-ELECT, AMERICAN
PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION, AND SECRETARY. MARYLAND
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES

Ms. MASSINGA. APViA is pleased to be here with these other na-
tional organizations and pleased for you to see there is the will, the
creativity and the desire to improve the nation's child welfare
system. Before we talk about specific concerns regarding the Feder-
al role, I want to announce we at APWA in demonstrating our con-
cern and commitment to improve the child welfare system for
which we at the local and State level have responsibility, have re-
ceived a planning grant to start an indepth review of the public
child welfare system.

All of us know that while Public Law 96-272 has helped us move
forward the results we all want to see there are significant changes
that we need to start planning now so as we move into the 21st
century, the public child welfare system does all that we want it to
do and takes into account new challenges and rew problems that
arethat v e are all experiencing because of the kinds of difficul-
ties that families face today.

We will be creating a commission to examine the needs of fami-
lies and children and we will be embarking on that work in much
the same way as we have employed to look at welfare reform. As
you know, some of that APWA work led to shaping the welfare
reform policies that we and you are pioneering today.

We hope that our recommendations for a newly designed service
system will be helpful to the Public Assistance Subcommittee and
to the Select Committee. We anticipate working closely with mem-
bers of those committees, members of your staffs, as you enact
child welfare reform legislation in the 101st Congress.

Given the nature of today's children and families and the needed
services, we must be willing to evaluate our service responses with
courage and creativity. We are. Not only are we pioneering innova-
tive ways at the State and local levels to look at new service ap-
proaches, but we must be wiling to look at service policy as well.
That we will do.

We must ensure that we don't attempt to force people with dif-
ferent though multiple problems into outdated service delivery
structures. At the same time, the Federal Government must play
its historic partnership ro!.. in the development, financing and ad-
ministration of policies and programs, to promote stable and self-
sufficient families.

We believe that all of us, the egress, APWA, other national
organizations that are concerned wit, children's issues sitting here
and the Nation's communities must work together to reinforce full
Federal leadership in making the system a model one.

I would like to talk about some of those factors which I think
should be properly looked at in terms of the Federal role and
strengthening the Federal role.

The factors that exist in the children's services system now
which result in perverse incentives to remove children from their

4 s
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homes rather than to support and maintain them in their families
were already alluded to by David. I will reiterate them.

The fact that much of the money, the open-ended entitlement
dollars, are spent for out-of-home placement rather than for pre-
vention, is a perverse disincentive to States.

In fact, when we make investuents in preventive services at the
local and State levels for prevention, we are making them largely
out cf local and State funds. If we are able to use title IV-E dollars
to better put services at the front end, vit think that the results all
of us wantshorter stays, in fact, no stays at allwill in fact be
emphasized. We would recommend, along with CWLA, that Con-
gress consider placing prevention services under the allowable serv-
ices in entitlement IV-E.

It is, in fact, a wellness model we are promoting rather than a
model of attackir g a problem after it has, in fact, been exacerbat-
ed. The need for a preventive approach is evident from the testimo-
ny before you in the previous panels.

Currently the Federal Government defines the limits of its finan-
cial involvement for children and families who happen to have
been eligible for aid to families with dependent children at the
time of placement in substitute care.

Fully 60 percent of the children in foster care are not eligible
under present rules for federally funded services under title IV-E,
but they surely will be over time. We recommend Congress consid-
er extending Federal services to all children whose family situa-
tions require they be placed in foster care.

You have heard already and I will reiterate, States are experi-
encing a diminished ability to attract the most qualified social
workers to public service as opportunities outside the public sector
have increased.

Insufficient progress has been made to ensure child welfare sala-
ries and working conditions are competitive with the private
sector. In fact, we are losing ground there. Especially with the
changing nature of foster care case loads and the increasingly com-
plex court-based service context, highly qualified, competent work-
ers are crucial to the ability of localities to achieve positive out-
comes for children and manage those cases well.

At one time, the Federal Government funded in-service training
and stipends for advanced study with work commitments to public
agencies. Congress should consider returning to this kind of sup-
port for developmert of this critical resource, particularly in the
public sector. We need to draw and keep the best brains to public
child welfare work.

All branches of the Federal Government must recognize that
compliance with the requirements of any law is not synonymous
with assuring quality service.

Much discussion this morning has centered around compliance
reviews. I will not revisit that issue except to say that all of us
must recognize that we must address evaluation of quality and the
measurement of compliance as separate, though related, activities.

We must assure that we do net treat quality any less important-
ly simply because it is more difficult to measure.

There has been discussion already about the interrelationships of
programs, programs as they have historically and traditionally ex-
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isted and as they will need to evolve for the next 10 years, not just
programs within the child welfare system, but services within the
mental health system and services within the juvenile justice
system which historically have been handled as parallel and very
separate systems at the local and State levels.

When we look at the success and quality of the child welfare
system now and in the future, we need to look at the interactive
impacts and outcomes of those systems as well as our traditional
child welfare service system on the families to which all those serv-
ices are directed.

It may be difficult to get a handle on these matters, but it is im-
portant to do lest we continue to condemn the child welfare system
out of simplistic approaches to evaluation.

In many States there are child welfare agencies who work with
local advocates to create independent foster care review boards
who do have a more elP,borate structure to review not only the case
records but to interview a sample of participants in .,he review
process to get a flavor and feel for the quality of the case work and
the quality of the interactive systems effects. we are talking about.

It is those kinds of efforts that we need to look to replicate in
order to both deal with quality and quantity of compliance in
future.

I thank you for this opportunity. We will be happy to answer any
questions you may have.

[The statement of Ms. Massinga follows:]

40 %,
LJ
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S',ATEMENT OF RUTH MASSINGA, PRESIDENT-ELECT, AMERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE
ASSOCIATION, AND SECRETARY, MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES

Ckxx1 morn,ng. Mr Chairrn n and Mra.e d th, Subcommittee on Public Assistan,
and Unemployment Compensation and Select Committee on Children, kouth and
Farm' es. My name is Ruth Massingi. I am the President-Elect of the American
Public Welfare Association (4PW4) ind Secretary of the Maryland Department of
Human Resources. 1 appreciate the opportunity to pm,ent testimony today on
behalf of AMA and its faitional Council of State Hunan Service Administrators.

The National Council of St. 0 Human Service Administrators is composed of those
officials in the 50 states the District of Columbia, and the U.S. Territories
charged with responsibility for administering publicly funded human services,
including the child welfare, foster care, independent living, and adoption
assistance programs. (tier the sears, the Council has worked closely with the
Select CommtZtee on Children, Youth and Families, and the Public Assistance and
Unemployment Compensatinn Subcommittee in developtig sound, forward-looking human
service legislaticn. We welcome the opportunity to work with you in reexamining
and improving the delivery of public child welfare services.

ARIA and statc human service administrators are very pleased that your commit.,s
are hiding these joint oversight hearings. We are grateful for the leadership
the Public Assistance Subcommittee and the Select Committee have provided in
bringing Congressional and national attention to the progress achiesed in our
nation's child welfare system, and the problems that remain.

OVEFATIEW

As you have heard in your past two oversight hearings, the Adoption Assistance and
Child Welfare Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-272) had a dramatic effect on programs for
children in need of protection. While many positive changes occurred, the system
is now showing evidence of a decliring ability to make a difference in the lives
of the children and families receiving services.

As states struggle to achieve full compliance with P.L. 96-272, there is growing
awareness of discrepancies between the system envisioned in P.L. 96-272 in 1980
and the problems presented in local child welfare offices throughout the country
in 1988. These discrepancies have made the challenge of implementing and
complying with the mandates in P.L. 96-272 more difficult and, in some cases,
impossible.

As human service administrators, we are concerned wfth the need to consider new
methods to achieve the goals of P.L. 96-272. My colleagues and I have resolved
to take action on that conviction. But first, let MP review the present
situation.

Progress since 1980

1 think it is only fat' to congratulate Congress, the states, private providers,
and advocates negardiug the successes achieved in the existing child welfare
system. While much remains to be done, much has been accomplished. In light of
the explosion of reports of child abuse and neglect, which increased from
1,154,000 is 1980 to mar than 1,900,000 in lees, our successes have been
dramatic. Of the 890,30C children and families who received treatment mil
protective and preventive services in 1985, only 14 percent (112,000 children)
were placed in foster care. This demonstrates that efforts to maintain these
families in their home setting have had an impact. When we examine the 1985 foster
care figures, we sop that these 112,000 children needing protective services
represented 60 percent of the nearly 190,000 children who entered foster care in
that year. The amaining child entries in that year, cnmprising 407, or 78.000
children, were for reasons such as status offenses, delinquency, and parental
absence due to incameratin, institutionalization, or hospitalization.

We al, snow that

The number of she Lit,n in fester cam. at any one paint in time has lecreaseI
significantly from 500,000 children in 1977 to 275,000 ii 1985.

The length ,f time children st&v in care has decreased. In 197,, the median
stay was 2.1 years, .1 1984, the median stay was 1.5 years.

The "tinnoser rite' in foster car' has increasedconfirmine that Ouldon
are leasing the sest,n far more quickly.
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Seeril covet eions can be drawn fans then.' data. We know that prior to 2.1.
413-272, the majority of our foster care children were, in the main mnger and
less troubled, and could, with appropriate early intervention or dficatidn
semiee eith)r rennin with their families or return hone. the progress we else

made since 1080 is impressive. These achievements, how'', r, must he somewhat
tempered by recognizing the growing rate of subsequent re-entries into foster
cue,. ve know that today's foster care system is serving a large proportion of
seriously troubled youth The gap has widomal markedly between the problems we
muse old rem and the resources available to us. So while we can he plead of our
progress, we must be ready to face new challenges.

The Child Welfare Populatioe Today

The children and families involved with public child wel'ar,. agencies today often
hal multiple problems and frequently require services from a variety of human
service prodders. Foster children lag behind the population at large

particulates in two areas critical to growth and development. Research indicates

that foster children are less healthy than other children and pertorm
significantly "below grade" in school, impairing not only their current
functioning but limiting their potential for productivity and self-sufficiencv an
adults.

Cher the last decade, as we have been successful in returning younger children ti
their homes more quickly, the foster care population has increasingly came to
consist of older, seriously troubled children, young children with serioas health
deficits, chi.dren of drug abusing or mildly retarded parents, and children who
are mentally etarded or developmentally disabled. Often the child belongs to
more than one of these categories. More specifically

The preponderance of teenagers in the child welfare system has produced a new
set of problems. Teens are each more likely than vounge, children to be
delinquents or status offenders. They have often had extensive Involvement
with the legal system and will often continue to need such involvement.
Serious, long-standing family problems often require out-of-home placement,
but traditional foster home settinss are usually ill-equipped to respond to
the needs of young people nearing adulthood. Further, an older child's
family situation nay prove so difficult to resolve hat family reunification

can neser occur.

Advanced medical technology can now sustain and prolong the life of a

seriously handicapped infant whose parents, overwhelmoti by the magnitude of

the problems, may place the child in the care of the public child welfare
aeency. Infants and children with acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS)
and newborns addicted to cocaine, heroin, or PCP Present other difficult
challenges.

In some states, more of these children with special problems are assisted in the

child welfare system than in other public agenciesmental health, mental
retardation, developmental disabilities, public health, alcohol and drug abuse,
and vocational rehabilitation dew' entsspecifically created to address their
needs. Child welfare agencies are searching for ways to bring the special

expertise of these other agencies t, bear in new service arrangements to respond
to the critical neer: of these special populations.

Another "special population" consists of nonwhite children in out-of-home

placement. Foster care is a traumatic experience for most children, but the

system is typically more severe for minority children and their families.

Nonwhite children are more frequently removed from their homes and stay in care
significantly longer once placed. Older minority children are more likely to

leave foster care for more structured, restrictive rlacements (including group

homes, residential treatment centers, detention facilities and Jail). Once

available for adoption, nonwhite children wait longer than white children for

permanent families.

These issues mirror problems in society in general. As tee As our children are
concerned, there is a special harshness in condemning these already ,tenerabl, to
growing up without permanent families.
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'rani aiitl Welfare Service Delivery Srstan Today

Traditionally, the proa :aye inti vention role of the child welfare system has
Tici.sed on familial ,,blems, generally described as child abuse, neglect, and
dependency. The laSO's have challenged this traditional definition.

Public education about child abuse and neglect has heightened awai,aess and
resul d in increased repo, a; of maltreatment and other socif orablems. The
scope of problems reported goes beyond familial abuse and neglect to include
problems such as substance abuse, teen pregnancy, and abuse in correctional and
treatment facilities. At the same time, public funding to address such family and
social problems has been significantly reduced.

Public child welfare agencies have peen forced to inter',ene in families with
problems beyond the scope of pu',Iic child welfare in order to protact the
vulnerable children and youth reported to then. This incremental expansion in
governnental authority results /ran a lack of clarity about government's
responsibility in protecting children fran maltreatment, and the right of
government to intervene in a broad array of family situations. A ke1 issue
emerging in the child welfare system today is the confusion regarding the
respective rights and responsibilities of government and families when government,
in the person of a child welfare worker, intervenes in family life.

Once families needing services are identified, agencies are required to make
"reasonable efforts" to preserve families. In reality the services actually
available to the children and families involved with public child welfare agencies
are frequently inadequate. Given the heterogeneity of the population, the
multiplicity of problems, and the inadequacy of funding, it is often not possible
to offer services that are aimed at family preservation. The services that are
funded are largely directed toward expensive remediation and rehabilitation
inst, d of the potentially more cost-effective preventive efforts. We seem to be
better prepared to pay for problems than to invest in prevention.

Of the existing resources within the child welfare seatem, foster parents are
clearly one of the most valuable. But the pool of fc.ter hones (and the pool of
citizens from which to recruit) is alarmingly The traditional foster care
model romanticized public-spirited "volunteers" and paid only a fraction of the
cost of rearing a child. With the majority of women today employed outside the
home, natural families are hard- passed to provide care for their own children.
And providing foster care is increasingly more difficult as the children needing
out of home care become older and more troubled. Recruitment campaigns, no
matter how sophisticated, are not producing enough quality hones to meet demand
for even the tria..tional foster care populations.

Another critical resource of the child welfare system is its direct service
staff. States are experiencing a diminishing ability to attract the most
qualified social workers to public service as opportunities outside the public
sector have increased. Many of the best qualified graduates are drawn to more
pleasant and more lucrative roles in private practice, in industrial social work,
and in employee assistance progmas. Insufficient progress has been made to
r 'sure that the salaries and working conditions for child welfare workers are
competitive with the private sector. Especially with the changing nature of
foster care caseloads, and the increasingly complex, court -based service context,
highly qualified, competent workers are crucial to the ability to ach'eve positie
outcomes for children and families involved with the child welfare system.

Problems have been cited regarding service provision, inadequate funding, and the
tack of coordination between the public child welfare system and other public
service systems and institutions, such as the education, heath, mental health,_
developmental di,abilities, juvenile justice, and legal systeLs. Yet little is
done administratively to make structural linkages between systems, and children
served by the child welfare systan are rarely given priority status by the other
specialized service systems. 'ven within the public-private child welfare system,
coordination and the effective blending of funding, programs, and viewpoints of
multiple agencies are frewentiv at issue.
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Financing the Child *Hare System

The Federal government's financial support for ,,h ltd Tel services has 1.

inadequate and needlessly complicated. The result is that states an. pay log a
large portion of the total costs of children's services. Based ,n restrictive
program categories, federal funding is spread oser a myr,ad of programs, ouch
underfunded in one way or another.

When enacted, P.L. 96-272 (the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act if

1980) called 'Jr annual increases of $100 million in Social Services Block
Grant funds, so that funds would be available for "preventing or rxmxiving
neglect, abuse, or exploitation...or preserving, rehabilitating or reuniting
families." These Increases never occurred.

In fact, the Social Services Block Grant (SSBG) carries an appropriation of
52.7 billion in FY 88, whereas the block grant was funded at $2.9 billion in
FY 81. Just to keep pace with inflation, SSBG shouli have been funded at
Ss.2 billion in 1988 in order to maintain the 1981 level of services.

D.L. 46-272 also called for full funding of Title IV-B (child welfare
services) by 1983. This is the funding source used (or preventing placement
in out-of-home care. In 1988, the program is still far short of the level
Congress thought was necessary for services in 1983.

Title IV -E, created by P.L. 96-272, is an entitlement program supporting
foster care placements and adoption assistance. In 1987, approximately $450
million in legitimate state claims had gone unfunded by the federal
government, sane Going back as much as six years. Congress,onal action with
the strong leadership of Chaim= Willer has improved the situation, but it
will be several years before all past claims are paid, thus continuing the
double pressure on state budgets to fund improved child welfare services and
to pay for the federal share as well.

Further, Title IV-E only funds placement services for children whose families
were receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) at the time of
placement. This only represents about 40 percent of the children in foster
care.

P.L. 93-247, the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act, only provide,
about $13 million in grants to states for child abuse programs.

A very small sum of money--$5 million in the Child Abuse Challenge Grant
program--is divided among all the states to match state prevention funds and
to support child abuse prevention projects.

Congress enacted the Title IV-E Independent Living Program for a twn-vear
period with the exportation it could be implemented in FY 87. NHS did not
,'ulease the funds for the program until the ninth month of the first fiscal
near. States must now analyze the "vileness" of the program with little more
than a few months' experience.

The administration has continued to call for capping the administrative cost,
of the Title IV-E foster care program. Administrative costs" in this
Program are unique in that they include direct service caseworker tine
finding appropriate substitute placements for children, case planning and
reviews, referral of children and families for services, preparing for and
testifying in court, recruiting and licensing foster homes and institutions,
and setting rates for institutions. These are the very activities that

safeguard children's and (=Wes' rights and facilitate family reunification
and permanency for children. It is unfa,r and mmterproductive to deny
states the use of these funds for the express purpose that Congress meant tie
encourage and subsidize.

The federal children's programs are currently structured and funded in such a way
that states face perverse incentives to place children into substitute care rather
than to support families intact. Funding for placement prevention and
preservation services is minimal, while funding for placement services is an "pen-
ended entitlement.

4
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Further, states must piece together a federal funding package for children's
services fran the sources listed above, and others. The different programs have
different goals, different reporting and accounting requirements, and different
funding cycles. In some instances, the goals and requirements have not been
clarified for states, and in other inLtances, required program activities hake
been implemented, but federal financial support has not been forthcoming.

States receive mixed signals about federal directions and support for child
welfare services. Policies require oamprehensive efforts to pnanote peranency,
but funding decisions undercut the policies.

The Challenge Ahead

In the 1970s, P.L. 93 -272 designed a system to fit the needs of the child welfare
and especially the foster care population of the times, and that system has been
reasonably effective. The 1980s, however, have brought social and political
cpv iges that have a substantial impact on human service needs and the delivery of
pv.iic services. The population needing service today is .1,1 substantially
different from the population of ten years ago.

Americans traditionally have valued strong, self-sufficient families. We came to
believe that government policies should promote self-sufficiency for, and
preservation of, families. At the sane time that current political rhetoric
emphasizes these traditional values, fewer and fewer traditional families exist.
More and more American children live with single parents in poverty. Shifts in
the economy and the labor market present significant stresses to parents,
compounded when financial resources and other family supports are limited.

families hale beoane more diverse, public laws and policies have not kept pace.
Children and families needing services are a heterogeneous group. Attempts to
"force fit" people into an outdated system offering limited services are certit'n
to fail. At question is not whether we need to reevaluate today's service
response, but how to go about doing so. Fine-tuning existing systems, making
marginal program chan , or merely increasing funding nay be necessary to address
specific problems, bu,, by themselves, they are not sufficient.

Human service cannissioners believe a thorough examination of the child welfare
system must address (1) prevention services to preserve families and keep children
out of substitute care, (2) services to reunify families once children are removed
from their parerts, and (3) programs to place children in permanent settings
through adoption, independent living, or other alternatives.

In addition, child welfare services must be examined within a context that takes
into acoaunt the effectiveness o other se.v,ces for children, youth, and
families, including education, mental heal,n, mental retardation, developmental
disabilities, vocational rehab litation, juvenile justice, public health, inane
assistance, and mnployment programs.

APIA Project on Child Voltam and Family Preservation

Mr. Chairmen, having just indicated one of the critical questions that need
answering in restructuring our child welfare system, let me take this opportunity
to announce a maior AMA endeavor. We have received a planning grant for the
nation's human service oannissioners to begin an in-depth review of the public
child welfare system. It is our intention to puolish a plan of action for
conprehersive reform of our nation s services for vulnerable children and their
families. Ten years after the passage of PL 96-272 a new look at our family and
children's service system is in order.

W. will be creating a commission to examine the needs of families and children
receiving services thi,ugh the public :hild welfare system. The commission will
reconnend policies and programs to shape the system into the 21st qentury. That
my colleagues and I, the nation's state human service commissioners, are equipped
to conduct such a review is danonstrated by our recent policy development efforts.

Mr. Downey, members of the Public Assistance Subcomnittee, and others are familiar
with our work on welfare reform, including our report, One Child in Four. I would
°amend Mr. Downey and others on these oannittees for leadership on H.R. 1720, the
Family Welfare Reform Act, which includes many of the proposals made by
ccrnissioners in November, 1986.

4,3
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Many on the oannittees are also familiar with our Guidelines for a Model System of
Protective Services for Abused and Neglected Children and their Funilies,wnich
serves as a standard for assessing state child protective services, and our recent
report, "America's Poor knerica's Agenda," setting the agenda for social policy
in the next administration.

Our child ,...e.i.fare project will build on these earlier policy development
s.ccesses. Leadership will be provided by a steering amnittee of leading public
state and lacal htman service and child welfare executives. ()jr aim is to
produce recamnendations for legislation to the raw President and the 101th
Congress.

The project as now envisioned will include a canprehensive evaluation of the
existing system of services directed at p rserving families and ensuring
children s welfare. This will include public hearings held across the country to
gather a oroad range of views of members of Congress, governors, mayors, and other
state and local elected officials, officials fran the executive branch,
Individuals in the field including caseworkers and private service providers,
foster and adoptive parents and other parents of children in child welfare
programs, judges, lawyers and others in the Judicial system, members of the

academic community and other individuals with views and experiences relevant to
the issue of services for children and preservation of families. The Steering
Comnittee will visit model child welfare pmgauns such as those developed order

the Annie Casey Foundation's Child Welfare Reform Initiative, and the h.:at

McConnell Clark Foundation's Family Preservation Projects.

We hope that our recommendations for a ne ,y designed service system will be
helpful to the Public Assistance Suboanni ee and the Select Comnittee on
Children, Youth, and Families. We anticipate working closely with members of
these omnittees 41d umbers of your staffs, as you enact child welfare reform
legislation in the 101st Congress.

Future Directions

Human service cannissioners are prepared to devote a substantial amount of LIMP
and energy to this ambitious etfort but restructuring the child welfare system
will not be a simple tad'. Fran what we know already we can anticipate sane of
the key areas for evaluation and redesign, including program, administration,
and financial issues. I will touch briefly on sane examples. They represent sane
of the areas our Cannission will explore to form more specific mammendations and
proposals. What cannot be done at this pol-' is to describe a well-planned,
coherent system in which all the oomponent parts work in amcert. That is the

product we hope to develop, in conjunction with Members of Congress and other, in
this roan, over the caning months.

Program Issuer

We need to develop a continuum of care for families in which services am
individualized and family-focused to meet the needs of the child and the

family. This care continuum should draw on many different agencies, be
,flunity -based, and ensure service in the least restrictive setting. To

accomplish this we need to develop case management systems tailored to

individual needs, and provide ready access to specialized case services to
support individual service plans.

We nad to continue to concentrate and expand our efforts to build and
evaluate intensive home -based family preservation progruns. We know from our
most recent experiences that such programs, when built around desired
outcomes for families, cal achieve good resul s in strengthening families and
preventing children from mitering teeter care.

a, need to refocus our efforts to develop meaningoil programs to serve the
various populations of children in the foster care system. This can include
chemical dependency treatment fo' the increasing number of children and
parents with this probl am, specialized programs foe adole,,ents
comprehensive independent living program,, and greater attention to 'Ne

des.lepnental, sexual, social, and employment needs of older youth,.
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Some of the ideas and tools to develop these new program approaches are emerging.
We maxi to foster such experimentation and demonstration, and wp must be prepiresi
to evaluate their success or failure.

Administrative Issues

We need to build administrative links within the child welfare system and
between that system and other public programs. In building linkaers between
components of the child welfare system we must recognize that same programs
are within the human service agency and others are located in separate
agencies. Most human service agencies have responsibility for Medicaid
(including the Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment program),
food stamps, AFDC, youth services, and other family and social services. We
need to strengthen the links among these programs so that a child or family
needing assistance routinely receives an individualized service package with
all the appropriate components. in sane instances child selfare cases and
foster children should be given priority for service. We also know we must
devise creative approaches to strengthen the links among State, county, and
municipal child welfare agencies so that uniform services are available
statewide, while we, at the same time, encourage flexible, ammunity -besed
service delivery.

We also know that children in the public child welfare system need better
access to such services through other agencies, including mental health,
developmental disabilities, Juvenile justice, and education programs. One
option is for governors to establish workgroups of public agency directors
charged with joint plarning for children's services.

We need new systems for evaluating quality programs and measuring oanpliancp
with mandates. Let me say a word here about current efforts at improving
child welfare administration. Few of us here today are satisfied with the
existing national efforts to evaluate the quality of child welfare programs,
or to monitor onmpliance with federal mandates. You have heard testimony
indicating that it is easy for states to pass federal canpliance reviews, and
this simply is not the case. A federal compliance review is a long and
arduous process, and is never entered into lightly by state
administrators.

Part of the problem with existing compliance reviews stems from the failure
of the federal government to provide states with standard criteria on which
state programs will be measured. With little federal guidance states hair
been lent to develop unique systems which may or may not meet the criteria
provided at later dates. APIA and state administrators have testified before
both panels on this problem, so I will not go into great aetail. I simply
urge you to consider this flaw in the operation of the system within the
context of your current oversight efforts.

The real point is not the ease or difficulty with which states pass reviews
but whether existing_ compliance reviews actually measure the quality rh child
welfare proems. At the same time I assure you that reviews are neither
simple or easy, I can also assure you that they do not measure or assure
quality. in the redesign of the child welfare system we must address
evaluation of quality and measurement of compliance as separate, albeit
integrally related, activities.

We need new methods to recruit, train, and retain staff and contract service
providers. Public sector caseworkers are our society's first line of defense
in combatting child abuse and neglect, family breakdam, and other social
problems. Public child welfare workers need sophisticated skills if they are
to meet the needs of children and families, and if they are to Garr, out the
responsibilities with which they are vested. Those responsibilities are
enormous, er. Chairman. We need to draw the best and brightest into public
child welfare work, and I cannot overemphasize that point. We need better
support,, training, physical envirodnents, a'id ccninUniCatinn5 channels it we
are to retain gond workers and avoid subjecting them to certain burnout
within their first year on the lob.
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We also need to support children who are placed in family-type substitute
care settings by strengthening the qualifications, compensation, and training
Zinservice providers and foster parents. New mechanisms must address the
recruitment, training, and retention of skilled foster parents and service
pro, iders as well as caseworkers. We have to provide a cadre of professional
foster parents, pay professional wages, and provide professional training, if
we an, to meet the needs of children in the child welfare system.

Financial Reforms

We need to provide flexibility in funding streams so that services are
available to children based on need, regardless of their categorical
eligibility. Currently funding is not always available within a public
agency to provide needed services. Families are forced to shop for another
agency, and a new label, so that they can be helped. This is particularly
true of families with children with mental or developmental disabilities. In
some states these parents must categorize themselves as "neglectful parents"
for their children to be eligible for needed services.

We need to provide resources for children and families who were not
recipients of the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (A' ') program at
the time of placement into substitute care. Currently, only h out 40 percent
(approximately 110,000) of all children in foster care resided in families
eligible for AFDC prior to their placement into substitute care. The
remaining 165 000 children in foster care were not eligible for AFDC at the
time they were placed in out-of-home care, therefore they are also not
eligible to receive Title IV -E services. Linking eligibility for placement
prevention, reunification, or permanency services to the AFDr program
prohibits the majority of the children in foster care and their fami,ies from
receiving federally funded services.

We need to assure funding conmensurate with programmatic expectations and
Congressional mandates. Serious attention should be paid to assuring full
federal funding for child welfare and social services. Title :V -B child
welfare services and the Title XX Social Services Block Grant are now funded
at levels significantly below 1960 authorizations and existing service needs.

We need to develop an explicit federal plan to make the transition from
funding primarily rehabilitation and nmedial services to Ainding preventive,
in -hone services. Given scarce resources, choices must often be made to
concentrate available funds only on those children most seriously at risk.
Unfortunately, financial support has deteriorated to the point that we
sometimes provide such services only after the point at which preventive
efforts could have helped ready a family's problans. We do not neommend
taking funds out of remedial programs for children at risk of abuse or
neglect. States nonetheless do need support in order to invest more funds
in preventive services so that a family can be helped when the problem is
first identified. Such investments in prevention promise significant payoffs
in healthy families, healthy children, and lower ramediation and
rehabilitation costs dram the road. One viable option for increasing federal
investments in prevention activities is to expand the Title IV-E foster care
and adoption assistance to include family preservation and placement
prevention activities.

Mr. Chairmen, ARIA .nd the state human service cannissioners are crmnitted to

sound, comprosionate policies with regard to the health and welfare of vulnerable
children and youths. I know you both share those concerns, and that commitment.
thank you for the invitation to appear here today. I hope we can work closely
together as you conduct your oversight and we engage in our major ree%aluation of
policies on child welfare and family preservation. I hope I will have another
opportunity to appear before you when that project is cnmpleted. and we are
prepared to make major reommendations on policies to shape the child wel'ane
system of the future. We look forward to working with you as you craft
legislation to meet the needs of sulnerable chilaren and their families.

i will be happy to an,we- your questions. Thank you.
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Acting Chairman DowNEv. Well, I don't think we could have a
more stark set of hearings than the last witness and this current
group of witnesses. I want to thank you all for your testimony.

Mr. Miller, why don't you inquire first.
Chairman MILLER. Just a couple of questions.
First what I am hearing from local people and from State people

in California and in other States is that we are moving children
around in the hunt for dollars rather than services. The idea is
that if you do c -me within the juvenile justice label, you get serv-
ices, but if it is mental health, you don't get services. The competi-
tion that is occurring among the agencies almost appears self-de-
structive in a sense.

My wife, who is sitting here watching these hearings, is on the
local mental health advisory committee. She wrote me a note that
says "How do we assure that the money that is going to our area is
going to be spent on child counseling? Is it going to be family coun-
seling? Will it come out of the adult budget? or the child's budget?"

You get into all these squabbles. Somehow we lose the child, the
family, and everybody in the process. One of the things you have
all testified to, and, Ruth, obviously you are in the vanguard of
this, is this notion of unifying these services and focusing them on
the child or the family, or whatever is necessary.

But we need to erase these arbitrary jurisdictional lines, some of
which I am sure we set up and some which the State has set up.

There is interest in these intensive programs which is starting to
have a track record of successes of working with those families. We
really have to consider those programs.

I was shocked when Mr. Downey asked if Ms. Olson could point
to successful programs. The fact is, David, as you point out, we
have communities all across this country in States that are creat-
ing successful programs. But they are starving to death.

There ii, no ability to replicate. There is no ability to make a gen-
eralized program. It is all done under the notion of i ilot meney or
one-time grant money. We know the answer.

I think that is what has come out at these hearings. As my wife
points out, we are just fighting one another rathc;. than delivering
services. That is not to suggest there is enough money even if it
was all well-coordinated. We know that these children bring more
problems, whether they come from the juvenile justice door, the
mental health door, or out of the hospital door.

We have to deal with them. They have to be dealt with on a com-
prehensive basis if we are going to have any success. These labels
really have to go.

Dennis, you mentioned something we were trying to talk to the
previous panel about. That is, you said several times in your testi-
mony that there is very little guidance given from the Federal Gov-
ernment about how to determine what services are acceptable and
unacceptable. How do you know when you are not providing them
or when you are providing them.

Mr. WALccrn. That is correct. I think this morning just rein-
forced it to me by the reactions to the questions. Quite frankly, it
scared me this morning listening to the reactions because down at
the community based level, where we have an agency and look to
our local government, State government, the Federal Government
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for guidance, it shows us the vacuum we are operating in as far as
I am concerned.

Yes.
Chairman MILLER. What is interesting is that in 1980 there were

proposed regulations for this program. At that time, the program
said that you must include the following services: 24-hour emergen-
cy caretaker and homemaker, day care, crisis counseling, individ-
ual family counseling, emergency shelters, and other services
which the agency has identified, home-based family counseling, res-
pite care. The fact is that that was the package of services that IV-
B was supposed to offer and require. The theory was we would
trade that off for increased growth b maintenance money.

Now we are back 8 years later to watching a juggling of mainte-
nance and services. It appears we a "e going into the spiral of IV -E
growing for maintenance.

As you poiat out, the inability to use some of that money for
services which we thought were going to be provided in IV-B has
been a problem. That idea sounds very prescripti''e to a lot of
people.

The fact is that is what you are doing in Maryland. It is interest-
ing.

I have a note here. The Governor in our State just signed into
law a program to provide for three counties that are based essen-
tially on your model. Again, the States have always been willing to
move in these directions.

They are living with the problem 24 hours a day What struck
me this morning was the abysmal record of this administration of
helping the States or talking with them. I don't know how much
time you spend with this administration.

I get the sense that ;t certainly can't be raw% because they don't
know anything.

Ms. MASSINGA. Well, I think you are right, Congressman Miller,
that the innovation occurs at the State and local levelsand none
of us at the State level is saying we have all the answers.

There are clear differences between urban centers and rural
areas and how one approaches these problems.

We have a lot to learn about it still. That is why we are pulling
together this commission to look at the issues in a systematic, hard
way, what is it we needhow do we need to treat these families
differently. Nonetheless, for a while there were abilities at the
State level to, in fact, in the early years to shift the maintenance
dollars into pi evention efforts.

That was when you had the dramatic decreases in the rolls. The
kids were less difficult to deal with. They were less costly to
manage.

We were able to transfer some of those dollars. Maybe we kept
the budget neutral but we were transferring dollars from the back-
end of the system, the maintenance end, the front end.

Now, we are doing both at the same time. That is terribly diffi-
cult to convince legislators to do, to convince governors to do.

Fortunately, we have been able to do that so far in Maryland,
but it becomes burdensome. If there is no Federal relief such as we
are proposing here, I think States will find it n.ore and more dis-
couraging to try to do both simultaneously.
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Chairman MILLER. I assume that what you are telling us is that
you are not going to be able to reduce the case load of your inten-
sive counseling program, absent some kind of additional funding?

You are reducing case loads to 6 as opposed to 60?
Ms. MASSINGA. That is exactly it. We have, in factthe Governor

gave us money to go statewide with that program this year. The
General Assembly endorsed that request. But I already know that
if I continue to try to do that and bring case loads down even fur-
ther than one to 20 which is the average Statewide, then I am
going to start to get up against the wall.

If I have no creativity in terms of use of Federal dollars such as
IV-E dollars, it will be harder. Yes. Then I will finally not be able
to get the case loads down as low as I want, as well as do some of
these other things to assure quality case-work staff.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Ms. ALLEN. I think another followup on that is the State of

Oregon. It is a good example of a State that has started to redirect
dollars. In 1980 and 1981 Oregon started an intensive family serv-
ice program. Throughout the last 6 or 7 years, the State has fi-
nanced that program by redirecting its foster care dollars. They
now have about $3.4 million in the intensive family service pro-
gram, but they have hit their limit and they have found that they
can no longer transfer funds from foster care. They need the dol-
lars there as well.

Chairman MILLER. Where did they find the money?
Ms. ALLEN. They transferred them from maintenance to services.

By doing so they were able to increase the dollars availak for in-
tensive family services over the years. But they have now reached
a cap. There is an increased recognition that children in foster care
need better care, more expensive care as well so foster care dollars
are also in greater demand. There really is a need to move on im-
provements at both ends of the system.

Chairman MILLER. Ms. Dondiego, I want to thank you for your
testimony. I think some of the points that you hav- raised and that
other foster parents have raised throughout these hearings are ab-
solutely crucial to the success of this effort to get these children
into decent foster care. That is the professionalization. We cannot
continue to rely on a foster care system where policy makers have
a vision that may be 60 to 70 years out of date in terms of the kind
of children that we are sending you and the difficulties in training.

David and I have shared forums where he has raised these
points. Training and professionalization of foster parents cannot be
more important in terms of the wise use of our dollars and the re-
imbursement rates.

We have to stop believing somehow foster parents are the only
people in the system who fin .ncially should not be taken care of.
This notion that the lawyers, the doctors, the judges, the social
workers. and everyone else gets paid but that a foster parent has to
lose mo,...:y is an outrage. For the money that you save us by
caring for those children, there is no question that the cost benefit
is great in terms of dollars.

We are working with Senator Bradley on the catastrophic health
care bill and on the question of what AIDS-related babies mean in
terms of respite care and in terms of designing a specialized foster
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care training, and all of the support services, if we are going to
move these children out of $6,000 and $7,000 hospital rooms. We
have to put them in the skilled facility. That means training. That
means services.

I hope that will happen because your State, Congressman Dow-
ney's State, and California certainly are terribly worried about
that, as are the hospitals.

That requires, again, a recognition that that child is entitled to
skilled care. It is not enough to send them off with all of the com-
plications and the tragedy that has been visited on those children.
It may be that the drug-related babies require even more skill and
more respite care for those families.

I think we have to recognize that there is a key professional com-
ponent to success here.

Mr. LIEDERMAN. Mr. Chairman, I wanted to make a print and
support what you are saying. I think we are kidding ourselves. I
was appalled this morning that the Assistant Secretary could not
forcefully say we need more resources, that we do not have enough
resources. We need more dollars for kids.

If we think that doing this is cheap, that we can do it for cheap,
or that we can continue to do it for the kind of money that is being
put on the table, we all have rocks in of 1--eads and are all living
on another planet.

Dennis is out there in the trenches every da" with his staff; Ruth
is in there every day, her people are out there, and I spend a lot of
my life out on the streets working with kids. I have a sense of what
it is out there.

Some of these programs, a lot of these programs cost money.
They are expensive. Any more expensive than SDI? No. No.

Chairman MILLER. I don't think you have to compare it to SDI.
You can compare it to the existing system. We are not only wast-
ing a great amount of money, but we are wasting a great amount
of lives because there are so many children not getting services.
They are not jumping off the edge of the Earth. They are coming
back every day.

The tragedy is you heard Mrs. Kennelly and Mrs. Johnson talk
about their State. It is out of compliance with a part of their pro-
gram. They assume it is technical. They don't know. The Federal
Government never comes back. Once they find a State out of com-
pliance, they don't come back and tell it how L. correct the prob-
lem. You are in limbo. You don't know.

It is not a question of just trying to be assertive. One of the
things we heard from the State people in the previous hearings
was, as you point out, that there is no guidance in how States
should meet the Federal requirements as lax as they are. It can ob-
viously be very costly. It is costing the States $15 to $20 million in
disallowed expenditures. There is no reason that the problem
wouldn't keep repeating itself, because there is no technical assist-
ance provided to States to bring the system into compliance.

Mr. WALcorr. Mr. Chairman, there is a lack of vision, as well.
This morning they talked about their planning around boarder
babies and AIDS. In the trenches that happened 2 years ago, a year
ago. We are responding to that. It is important for us to take a look
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at that because then as a direct-service agency, we have to look to
the city and the State sources for funding for the response to that.

It is costing us and you more money in response to after-the-fact
planning instead of responding in a very visionary and plann d
manner to those types of crises.

Me. DONDIEGO. May I add one thing? I didn't and I want to.
Mostly when we talk about AIDS, the foster parents in New

Jersey and our agency, we are talking about the infams born with
AIDS. I can tell you what nobody is addressing and that is why
things have to be coordinated and somebody has to get these people
together.

Nobody is talking about adolescents with AIDS. Nobody is talk-
ing about confidentiality issues. Nobody is talking about liability
insurance for residential centers and others. If that doesn t happen,
like the gentleman from New York said, we are out there trying to
deal with it and there is nobody making any regulations, giving
any guidance. It is almost like keeping the mother and child to-
gether.

We are winging it, but whi. will happen when something terri-
ble happens? Somebody has to make that decision. I don't know
who i3 supposed to make it or who can make somebody make it,
but I don't think it is the foster parents or the local agency. I think
we need some help here.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. I don't want to take too long.
Mr. Walcott, I would like you to tell me about how your program

works. I am anxious to know, from a re3ident of the State of New
York, that we have enormous problems in the city. While I don't
represent the city, I am delighted to know and am encouraged by
the fact there are people like yourself and agencies you represent
that are attempting to deal with these problems.

Do you provide the same level of intensive services Mr. Lieder-
man talked about?

Mr. WALcorr. Unfortunately, I would love to provide services to
a 1 in 6 caseload ratio, but we cannot do that. We have moved in
the direction of providing more expensi e services.

For example, we started a new program called the sexu01 abuse
program. That is for children and their siblings who are sexually
abused. We have established a caseload ratio of 1 in 10 for that
particular program.

Chairman MILLER. How are cases referred to you? Do you have a
contract with the city?

Mr. WALcorr. With Special Services for Children. They are
aware of our program. They will refer those children who have
been sexually abused and also the siblings of those children to our
agency.

What we v.ill be doing is applying a holistic treatment. What I
mean by that is working both with the natural family members as
well as the extended family members and the foster families in a
combined therapeutic setting where we have mental health practi-
tioners involved, foster parents and everyone involved in the over-
all planning and oversight of this particular program.

We are doing this more through foundation grants. We received
a special grant from the borough president of Manhattan. We have
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been able to apply the intensive training involved in this project.
That is one type of effort.

We also just got involved in a program dealing with a shared re-
lationship between the Department of Employment and Special
Services for Children around independent living. I think I was
down here March 31 on behalf of the Child Welfare League of
America talking about independent living. We are venturing out
now working on a venture with the Department of Employment
around working centers for the youth in foster care. We have a
very active independent-living program.

I think one of the things we are finding very difficult goes back
to what I talked about in the testimony, around the allocations of
money both on the foster care side versus the preventive side, the
$400 million versus the $41 million. For example, at my agency, I
have a $6 million budget. Of that $6 million, approximately only
$400,000 is allocated for preventive services. That is based on a his-
torical contract.

What we have done to try to adjust to that particular restriction
is to be creative and eliminate some staff lines and deal with some
intensive programs around working with the natural families. For
example, hiring foster parents to serve as parent aids to work with
those natural family members around parenting skills and issues
in that area.

Again, we have intensive work in preventing foster care and
having those children stay at home. Having day care advocates
working with our natural and extended family members around
day care issues in New York City. That way, again, intensive serv-
ices can be provided at the front end so we can again respond to
that.

With the foster parents, I am glad to hear what she said about
the training. We have undertaken a very active foster care training
program involving our social work staff in joint planning around
the training with the foster care people. That way we have the par-
ticipants, the staff, the board of directors, and the foster parents
involved i Lne training around common issues. It is a partnership.
We break down the parochial barriers.

Those are some of the things we are trying to do at the agency
based on funding restrictions, based on the accountability require-
ments, based on the issue of quantity versus quality.

In New York, again, we are assessed through what they call the
program assessment system. We try to balance the quantity and
the quality, and make sure our children benefit.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. How many kids do you think you
miss in Harlem? Are you just taking a few or literally tens of thou-
sands?

Mr. WALCOrr. The reason I was turning around, our representa-
tive from Congressman Rangel was in the audience before. We miss
tens of thousands of children. Luckily, and this goes again back to
the testimony through community-based services, there has been
the establishment of other community-based child welfare agencies
in New York. So hopefully we are making better inroads in trying
to get to those children.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. I am also appreciativeI get ti the
city a lot. I will come visit you sometime soon.
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Mr. WALcorr. Please do.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. I would like to see how you do it.
I am concerned that with the level of enlightenment we have

here that it is possible to attempt in any way to reward the people
who are part of the foster parent program in ways that make them
feel good about themselves.

I am not quite sure we have done the sort of job of recognizing
the individual American heroes that work in the system on a regu-
lar basis who are social workers who face on a daily basis hopeless-
ness, but manage to keep their chins up and help the families that
they see.

Ms. Dondiego, what does New Jersey do? Do you have a program
where you recognize outstanding contributions of foster par -
ents-

Ms. DONDIEGO. Yes. Well, each Mayin fact, on May 18 this
yearwe have a foster parent recognition day. In return, the New
Jersey Foster Parents Association has a statewide conference at
which we recognise our agency staff.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Do you know if other States do that?
Ms. DONDIEGO. Some do, some don't. This year we put a push on

other States to write to their Governors and even ask for a procla-
mation designating May as Foster Parent Month.

This is the first year May will be Foster Care Month nationally.
We understand the President is going to sign that. Hopefullyand
that is the piece foster parents can play. I think most foster par-
ents and agencies have a bad image. These people are good. There
are agencies who are doing good things. There are good foster par-
ents. There are good staff people. Everybody only hears about the
bad guys.

I cringed when you said foster children were being abused in
foster homes. That bothers me. I know it is true. But do we look at
why it happens and what are we doing about it?

I was very frustrated this morning. I didn't mean that maybe
they couldn't get any more money or they couldn't implement pro-
grams, but the fact they couldn't sit here and say they asked. I am
.willing to ask you.

Mr. WALcoTr. Just to respond about the recognition in other
States, New York, as much abuse as Special Services for Children
takes at times, they have been progressive in moving in the direc-
tion of recognizing foster parents. Just this last Friday they had a
special recognition reception and dinner at the Equitable Life In-
surance Co. for foster parents who have AIDS children. So they
went out of the way. They had celebrities there, received media
coverage as well to build up the public perception around foster
parents and the tremendous job they are doing.

Acting Chairman DCWNEY. I wanted to say it seems to me there
are a number of innovative things we could do that would not cost
us a lot of money but we would go out of our way to appreciate
them.

The President, for instance, annually recognizes the contribu-
tions that people make to the arts in a fairly well-publicized and
glamorous process at the Kennedy Center. There would be no harm
in picking 50 individual parents from the 50 States to come and be
recognized for their outstanding contribution or the social workers
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during that same period of time. It would be a showcase of the
work people have done.

It would not cost us anything, and might me in a great deal to
the people out there who really are starved for recognition.

Ms. DONDIEGO. I think it would be a great thing to do for anyone
who works with children and families and not just limit to foster
parents.

Chairman MILLER. We could even give congressional awards. We
don't have to wait for the White House.

Ms. MASSINGA. We would urge you to.
Mr. WALco'rr. I think it is a key point. Social workers, we are

social workers in record numbers right now. The crisis is in-
creasing. The numbers of social workers in the field are decreasing.
We have to devise a very coordinated strategy to try to attract
people hack to the field. An idea like that would help.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. It concerns me.
You have all made some excellent points about how the law can

be changed. In my opinion, in the event that you have a President
Dukakis, then you are likely to have people who are prepared to
shake the agency up, but they can only be as good as the people in
the States and the people in the trenches are prepared to allow
them to be. You can only ride herd so oft°n. If the people aren't
there to work in the counties and cities, it is not going to work if
the parents aren't there, foster parents. So we are very interested.

I would be interested in exploring with you some tax suggestions.
I would prefer for us to directly finance or help foster parents not
lose money, as George has pointed out.

I am also prepared to offer them some additional forms of deduc-
tions that would probably cost us some money but might be very
palatable as well. If you should think about that, you might do
that.

I also want to add my thanks to all of you for the work you have
done.

My other concern, however, is that if we change this law, this
law is a pretty good one, and require more regulation and we don't
have an administration that wants to follow this law, that we have
really kind of lost the battle before it is begun.

Mr LIEDERNIAN. Mr. Chairman, I don't think we need more regu-
lation. I really don't. I think we have all the regulation we need at
this point. As a matter of fact, if anything, we could probably do
with a little less regulation.

We need to open up IV-E and get a flow of money that is an en-
titlement and that ccmes into the States. Hopefully if there is an
administration either Democrat or Republican, who is sympathetic
to this law and who will enforce the law, we have a fighting
chance.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. You could be assured that between
George's committee and the committee that I am currently chair-
ing we are not going to wait; we are going to try to have some sort
of annual review process of vhat is happening so that at least
there will be a level of accountability at some point.

Mrs. Johnson.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
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I want the ranelists to know that I consider these to be about the
most important hearings that are going on on the Hill right now.

First, this system is failing children and families even more seri-
ously than our welfare system has been failing families in Amer-
ica.

Furthermore, also like in the welfare area, you actually know
what the answers are. You are out there doing it.

Government needs to catch up with what you know about fami-
lies in need and in those circumstances where you have very ag-
gressive and assertive Members that both sides of the aisle in-
volved in this issue and the private sector has the answersthat is
when we have the best chance of making good change.

But I believe that we will not make the kind of change we
needI fear that we will make the kind of change that provides
some more money, a lot more guidance, a lot more regulation and
is going to end up with this kind of antagonism between the Con-
gress and the executive branch another 10 years down the road.

I say that because as a Republican in a very Democratic State,
and clearly committed to children, in 1980, I tried to get a new pro-
gram in place that takes parent aides, a crisis intervention tean
so we could demonstrate that we would prevent the outplacement
of children, that we could say money and do better for children.

Instead of $750,000, we got tne new program through for $50,000.
Since then, that program has grown, but very little.
This is not a partisan issue. The future of foster t. and chil-

dren in America is not going to rise or fall on whether Dukasis or
Bush is President because each President is going to very much
face the same budget constraints, and they are severe.

Now I think if we don't address that and if we don't keep that
firmly in mind, then we will not make the hard decisions and some
of the hard questions I want to ask now, because I think they are
exactly the kind of thing we have to deal with or we won't have a
better program.

We not on!y have to get more money, and a lot of us will fight
for more money, more or less; I wouldn t want George to be con-
taminated by the idea that someone might want more money than
George wants, but it is also an issue of how do we spend it.

The reason I couldn't -teed with a program that had scores of
people out there dealing ...th children and families behind it aad
all the leadership saying to me this is what we need to dothe
reason I didn't succeed was because the Stite bureaucracy, and
God bless it, we have had a lot of very good people in our State
bureaucracy and good leadershipbut they couldn't de, i with the
fact that a lot o: our money was going out to respond t' reports of
abuse, a large percentage of which were fallacious, and they
couldn't deal with the fact th.-4 they had to set some priorities, and
at some point government h, to say, "This is more important than
this."

I hear you exactly about the money thing and the IV-E versis
IV-B.

I have been hearing that from my own advisory committee and
we ought to be capable of making that change and getting more
money in there.

4
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Whether it could be an open-ended entitlement, I can't comment
on at this time, but that is not enough because if we change the
law and we put a higher regulatory burden, more of the m ,rey we
appropriate is going to go into administration, not only at: iistra-
tion here, but at the State level.

So we have to look at how we are spending it, aid in doing that,
I think at least two hard questions occur to me: Should we in re-
writing this law put sore priority on the family preservation serv-
ices and say by a certain date you have to have at least these in
place? These get your first dollars?

Now, you have to be willing to stand up to the fact that there are
th ,ig that are going to get second and third dollars, but if we
oun't do that, if we don't purposely bias the law toward prevention
and preservation of families, you are going to get what we are
seeing now; our resources dribbled out over the whole 24 categories
of services that would be nice to have for children.

I am not saying that it is a frill. What happens is you let the
bureaucracy set the priorities then, and bureaucracies set priorities
just the way this one did.

It is easier to judge whether the review was done in thirty days
after the placement, whether the next step was done in six months,
in 18 monthsthose are more measurable.

It is so much harder to Teal with quality, so much harder to deal
with appropriateness, and very hard for the Federal government to
see whether the State government is dealing with you guys about
whether you are doing it right.

We have to be honest about that. How far can we go in putting a
priority on and how should we say that? Should we outright legis-
late that in order to qualify for these programs first, over and
above information referral or whatever systems are required; first
States have to have strong family preservation programs in place,
and that the funding of those has to be the first step. That is tough
stuff.

We have never done that before, but I am telling you if you don't
give us some help in getting priorities, with this Nation's deficit
and with all the States' constraints, with the States' abominable
records in this areamost of the States have Democrat Governors.

Has that guaranteed children services? Not on your life
If you think a Democratic administration is going to make a big

differenceit may make some difference, we may give $200 million
rather than $100 million, I agreebut without a doubt, you look at
the track records of States with longstanding Democrat administra-
tions, and you don't see what we need.

So we have got to get away from the partisan thing. We have to
get in place a program that will best use the dollars we are i sting
in and we need your help.

Maybe we shouldn't be a king the State to review whether the
case plan is in place in a month and 6 months and 18 months--the
Federal Governmentmaybe we should be reducing the number of
things tl.ey have to check of that type of item and increasin; the
requirement for not only prevention services, but for some ons:ght /
oversight of prevention services. That is expensive.

I am for it, but that is the kind of thing we need to deal with.
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Second, we have had testimony in these hearings to the effect
that 70 to 80 percent of the families whose children end up being
placed out of the home at least one family member has a signifi-
cant alcohol or drug dependent problem.

Do you feel that a have enough arm in the Federal law? Obvi-
ously from the way _ asked the question, my answer is no.

If you feel this, I think we have to deal with it. I don't believe we
have enough arm for Government to say, "Your kid is about to be
placed out. You are going to go on an alcohol treatment program,
and if you don't, you are going to be in contempt of court."

Some alcoholics who abuse thair children are also employed.
There is a certain arm that society and Government has over those
people.

We have no power in the law to force family members of chil-
dren who are in tough straits to participate in drug treatment pro-
grams, in drug dependent programs.

We h?ve no way to punish them. We have no way to go after
them. We have nn way to attachI don't know what we want to
do but we should be thinking about it and put some arm in there
to be able to force families to cooperate, force families to partic.
pate.

They don't take it at first, but you know fir n your experience
and I know from my experience, even families that resist it, some
who resist never participate emotionally, but some whc, resist after
a short period of time do actually get involved and find this is
going to help them and they are thrilled.

How much more arm do we need? What is the nature of that
arm that we need for family participation in family counseling,
family participation in alcohol and drug treatment programs?

How do we get the family to be a part of that team in the preser-
vation process and how do we alter our Federal law so we put some
preference on preservation F D that we overcome what is a deep-
seated and nonpartisan institutional bureaucratic bias against this
kind of program.

Ms. MASSINGA. Maybe as one of the oldest bureaut-i-ats at this
table, I can respond to the issue of bureaucratic bias.

I think part of what you say is absolutely right and I think the
Federal law already shows a bias toward prevention.

You have heard us say that States are interested and willing to
pursue a bias toward prevention. I think the work that APWA's
commission to look at this w'J give you suggestions.

I would be very comfortable with some discussion of a revision of
law that talks about showir g some progressivity of preventive ex-
penditures and tilts toward putting most of your energies toward
the front end.

You can't do it overnight, however, because thc. same taxpayers
that beat on bureaucrats to put more money and more emphasis on
prevei ion want to know, "How come Little Johnny that I saw
wandering down the street isn't in a foster home today ?"

We know most citizens are going to be responsive to families and
kids that are in trouble today. I think it is right for the Congress
and for the citizenry to see us move toward prevention putting
ink.re and more of our dollars there, which is why we are advocat-
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ing for a change in the way the IV-E dollars will be spent because
I think you will see the dollars following the service patterns.

Mrs. JOHNSON. You are saying that any new money that we put
into IV -E --

Ms. MASSINGA. I am saying what is a fair thing, I believe, is to
show over timeone can figure out what the time frame is, but
States should be showing over time some progressivity in moving
dollars from the maintenance ends of the budget to the preventive
end.

We can look at that in terms of needone can figure out how
one does that.

I think States would be interested in that because they are put-
ting their own general fund dollars, limited though they are, into
whatever is being spent for prevention and in the case of Oregon,
they are tapped out.

Mrs. JOHNSON. I meant that recognizing that we won't put as
much into IV-E as we ought to be next year and the next year,
should we attach to the new money something that prejudices it
somewhat more?

Mr. LIEDERMAN. IV-E is an entitlement.
If kids come into the system, you have to come up with the

money.
What we are saying is that we think that that same system, that

the State or the county, whoever the aiministering body ;13, ought
to have the flexibility to use the IV-E money eithe for placement
or for pre-placement prevention-

Chairman MILLER. Are you willing to offset 'nat against mainte-
nance. Otherwise, we are just running tw , el_uitlements here.

There has to be some offset against t.:. c otitlement. That is why
this law mile(' enr a cap on maintenanc .; that was the intent.

Mr. LIEDERMAN. I guess I am saying t hat I am not sure you w&nt
to start with the offset. I think that to provide the intensive family
support- -

Chairman MILLER. But there has to be some tradeoff between
continuation of a maintenance entitler lent and the effort to im-
prove services. Whether you want to steal it from D7-E or we put a
billion dollars into IV-B, it doesn't make a difference.

There has to be a tradeoff so we are comfortable that you are
moving children out of this system into permanency.

Mr. LIEDERMAN. There is an entitlement difference.
Chairman MILLER. Perhaps IV-B should be the entitlement and

IV-E should be capped.
Mr. LIEDERMAN. You can play with that, except how are you

going to cap it if kids keep coming into the system?
Are you going to say no to a kid that needs foster care? I don't

think we should start with caps.
Chairman MILLER. We have a phase-in period of time.
This administration never put the money into IV-B and now we

have to start over. Otherwise, we would be there by now.
Mr. LIEDERMAN. If you phase it in and you work up to it and you

are monitoring and you have an administration that is working
with the States, the States 0. a doing e let better today than they
were 10 years ago.
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The States, probably in self-defense, have developed a whole lot
of programs and are putting State money into programs they never
put State money into before.

So there is a lot of good stuff going on at the State and county
leveland if we had an administration and a group of people in
Washington, the kind of stuff that APWA is doing and the Child
Welfare League is doing, the Government should be doing.

The kinds of things we are doing to try and encourage the States
and the counties to develop family support services every daythe
Federal should be doing that with the States.

What is so hard about that?
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Mrs. Johnson is going to be given the

last word until 2 o'clock.
Mrs. JOHNSON. I am the only minority panel member to question

this panel. I have one more important question.
Acting Chairman DOWNEY. Please ask it.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Back to this other issue.
The seriousness of it is that the Congress is very sensitive on the

entitlement issue.
The likelihood of our gettingbeing able to transfer these re-

sponsibilities to IV-E without the Congress at least capping the
new money or making some compromise so that they have some
control over this from a budget point of view is not great.

So I think we should not pretend here that all we have to do is
switch it from one fund to another.

It might be a reasonable thing to consider and you can get back
to me, but if we move the function to IV-E, but we also modify the
entitlement language soI am not sure how we do thisbut so
that the money for family preservation was kind of an additional
set-aside; in other words, we are going to have to find some way to
constrain the rate at which that entitlement grows in today's
budget circumstancesotherwise, we are not going to make the
degree of change that we need to make.

Let me get on to the second problem. How serious is the need to
give service organizations, people out there on the front line, some
greater power to compel family participation, and particularly
family participation in drug and alcohol problems?

Mr. LIEDERMAN. I don't think you need to compel it, Congress-
woman Johnson.

My sense is thatand I have worked. with a whole lot of families
in my career that people want help, that if the help is given sin-
cerely id effectively, that people will accept it.

A lot of drug users and alcohol abusers, they might not be ready,
and that is a problem for them and for their kids.

There isn't anything that we can do with an alcohol abuser or a
drug abuser by beating them over the head

Mrs. JOHNSON. For instance, can you outplace the parent? If the
mother could probably function pretty well, if the alcoholic father
could be forced outwe come into this v ith rape and spouse abuf:?.

At what point does the abused spouseat this point, she has to
be outplaced. Do you need authority for instead of the child being
placed out, a parent being placed out?

Mr. WALcorr. I concur that I don't feel there is a need to man-
date. I think the parents are willing if the services are available to
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try to rectify the situation and a problem they may be experienc-
ing.

We are finding in the field, those services, alcohol and drug
abuse, especially in New York City, with the proliferation of crack,
those types of services are not available and that directly impacts
on the children and there is a direct correlation to alcohol and
drug abuse and child abuse and sexual abuse.

Those types of services are connected and we aren't in a position
to try to provide the necessary treatment to these families.

Ms. MASSINGA. It is all the more frustrating if the parent wants
the service and it isn't there. We would warn against mandating
anything, especially if you can't provide it.

Ms. ALLEN. Something we suggested earlier was to look at the
range of drug abuse funding sources within the Congress and see if
we aren't at the point where we can target some of that money to
go specifically to child welfare agencies so the families that we are
dealing with can have access to programs that they don't now have
access to.

We need to look across the range of Federal programs for help
with these families. Sometimes we tend to stick within our IV-B,
IV-E and title XX programs, but if we are really serious about ad-
dressing these broader problems as they impact on the system, we
have to look at broader programs as well.

Mrs. JOHNSON. Some had pointed things to say about our suicide
prevention dollars.

Mr. SCHWARTZ. That is right.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you very much for your input. It is very

good input and very fine work that you are doing and we hope to
work with you in the months ahead.

Acting Chairman DOWNEY. The Chair wishes to thank Mrs.
Johnson for staying so long and asking such good questions and
also the help of the staff, without whose efforts vie would not look
very intelligent.

Thank you for testifying. You have given us a greet deal to think
about and we will think about it. This is a system in desperate
need of change and help and we are going to do the best we can to
improve it.

Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 2:05 p.m., the hearing adjourned.]
[Submissions for the record follow:]
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FISK ASSESSMENT AND ENSURING CHILD SA1111.
ALTERNATIVES TO CHILD REMOVAL

INTRODUCTION

During the past ten years we have witnessed major cnanyes
in the child welfare system in this country. Once a system
where large numbers of children were placed in out-of-home
care, most child welfare professionals today would agree that
children are best served with their birth families when the
child's safety can be assured.

In response to this major shift in philosophy, an
increasing number of states are establishing family
preservation programs to work intensively with families to
prevent the likelihood of child removal. Federal requirements
t . demonstrate reasonable efforts to keep families together
further reinforce the movement to prevent unnecessary
placements of children.

At the same time however, child welfare agencies are
concerned about their liability vulnerability when they make
decisions to leave children at risk of child maltreatment with
their families. This report summarizes the results of a
demonstration project funded by the Edna McConnell Clark
Foundation to test a system for assessing risk of child
maltreatment and exploring alternatives for ensuring child
safety.

The total project included: (1) a review of state
policies, research, and the literature related to safety
decision making; (2) involvement of an expert panel in
formulating the key factors which would likely jeopardize a
child's safety once risk of maltreatment was identified; (3)
development of a decision making model The Safety
Determination and Response Worksheets); (4) testing of the
instrument at a pilot site; (5) evaluating the results of the
model's use on casework decision making; and (6) refinement of
the safety worksheets based on the pilot test.

This report will briefly summarize the major findings of
the pilot use of the safety tool. The Safety Determination and
Response Worksheets expand on ACTION for Child Protection's
"Child At Risk Field" (CARF) system, a family preservation
approach to risk assessment and decision making in Child
Protective Services (CPS) and Child Welfare Services (CWS).

MODEL DESIGN

A major premise behind the safety model development was
that CPS staff are often in the position of haying limited
criteria on which to make decisions about whether to Leave
children determined to be at risk of maltreatment with their
families. As a result, it was believed that rather than take
the chance that children might be severely maltreated, some
children were being placed in out-of-home care unnecessarily.

Definitions

For the purpose of the CARF model, "risk" is defined as a
determination that a child is likely to be maltreated in the
future. In designing the safety tool, it was believed that
"risk" needed to be distinguished from "safety." Safety was
defined as the present well being of a child who has been
assessed to be at risk of maltreatment. Safety is assessed Ly
determining: the controllability of risk influences; the
immediacy of the risk of maltreatment; and the likely severity
of the potential maltreatment. Using these definitions, it is
believed that some children at risk of maltreatment are
presently safe (given that ongoing risk reduction services will
be provided) and others are not and therefore require an
immediate agency response designed to control safety an..), it
pi,ss_ble, to preserve the family in tact.

-)4
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Safety Determination

The Safety Determination Worksheet was designed to assist
staff to make a determination regarding whether a child's
safety is in leopard, Key safety influences determined by
research, literature, ,nd child welfare experience are
identified for the worker to make this determination for all
cases in which risk has ,Iready been assessed to be present.
Based on field testing of this 'nstrument by the pilot agency,
the list of influences has teen further refined and categorizedon two levels: influences which in and of themselves indicate
that a work,r should design a safety response and other
Influences which in combination indicate the need to design a
safety response. Family strengths, a,so identified on these
worksheets, are used to document why a child may be safe or tobe maximized in the design of a specific safety response.
Specific safety influences are listed on Section I - Safety
Determination Worksheet and included as Attachment 1. (It
should be noted that the plural, "parents" has been used to
simplify use. The singular "parent" should be substituted for
single parent families.)

For agencies which have implemented family preservation
programs, the safety determination worksheet can be used to
identify which children are at risk of placement because of
safety concerns.

Safety Responses

For children who have been identified as unsafe through
the Safety Determination Worksheet, workers proceed through a
decision tree model to consider the specific conditions which
are jeopardizing the child's safety and which of the sevensafety responses can be used to control the risk to the child.
The model is constructed so that CPS staff must consider
alternatives to out-of-home residence prior to placement of thechild. If and when out-of-home placement is x.quired, staff
will have clearly documented the "reasonable efforts" whichwere made to prevent placement. The key safety responsequestions which lead workers to consider alternatives to
placement are iaentified as Attachment 2.

Each of seven immediate safety responses match sevendifferent categories of client conditions which are likely to
jeopardize the safety of a child at risk of childmaltreatment. These resnonses are designed to control thechild's immediate safet} as distinguished from change oriented
treatment services which will be provided later on in the case
process. The seven safety response worksheets are outlined as
follows:

Medical/Mental Health Resp nse Worksheet - analyzes fur
the presence of physical, mental health needs and
substance abuse problems of individi.al family memberswhich, if left unattended, wou'd c,,itribute to endangering
the safety of the child.

In-Home Supervision Response Worksheet - analyzes for the
presence of conditions which can be responded to by
services/providers going in to the home to observe and
supervise the parent, family, and child functioning to
assure that acceptable functioning is being maintained.

Out-of-Home Supervision Response Worksheet - analyzes for
conditions which suggest the need to arrange for the child
to participate in activities or care outside the home as ameans of providing relief to the parents or to ot'erve and
supervise parent, family, and child functioning to assure
that acceptable functioning is being maintained. The need
in the family as assessed is short term, temporary,
daily,weekly, and non-residential in nature.
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Social/Emotional Support Response Worksheet analyze,'
conditions which suggest that parenting is ,uestionable
decause of lack of parentlny knowledge, social
deprivation, and/or difficulty .n generally maragi.g
life. Client conditions include social isolation, lack of
knowledge, lack of awareness, poor perception, loneliness,
and feelings of worthlessness. This response meets the
needs of individuals who can bLuefit immediately from
specific direction, learning, support, and/or bcind
socially connected with others.

Crisis Resolution Response Worksheet -anahzes for a
response which addresses a crisis within a famil} which
has disorganized family functioning to the extent that it
places a child in danger. This primarily Includes
traditional crisis intervention approaches directed at
classically defined crisis.

Basic/Concrete Response Worksheet -analyzes for conditions
which require responses to basic family needs such as
housing, money, food, or home management.

Out-Of-Home Residence Response Worksheet analyzes for
the need to remove the child from the home and place the
child in some form of cut-of-home care setting or the need
to place the members of the family in a shelter home
situation, e.g., battered women's shelter.

An example of one Safety Response Worksheet is Included as
Attachment 3 It should be noted that a feature of the
response worksheets is the ability to aggregate data on safety
responses preferred for families but not available. If children
are placed in out-of-home care because of the absence of
,nother needed safety response, this information can be used to
document the need for an expansion of specific services
designed to prevent placement.

For agencies which have implemented family preservation
programs, a further use of the Safety Response Worksheets is tc
focus the family preser ation services on specific client
conditions which are jeopardizing a child's safety.

PILOT TESTING

Use of the Safety Determination and Response Worksheets
was formally evaluated through case application in Anne Arundel
County, Maryland during a seven month period from April 1987
throuy, October 1987. In addition, Informal feedback was
provided by CPS staff who also used the instrument in the
states of Delaware, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, and South
Carolina.

The findings presented in this report are based on a
review of 76 child maltr,atmcnt ca,e5 which wcr, g,sessed to le
at risk of child maltreatment through use of the CARF init al
assessment worksheet. Use of the Safety Determination
Worksheet further identified that in 518 or 39 of the 76 ca yes
(families), a child's safety was in jeopardy. It should be
noted that this sample was over-represented with cases in which
children were placed out of their homes so that the reviewer,
could read the case records of every child placed during thi
time period.

SELECTED FINDINGS

The following represent selected findings from the Anne Arundel
County, Maryland Pilot Test:

1. During the pilot period, the rate 01 pla,ement at PS
intake decreased from 218 durfnu April octobrr 138e to 15*
during April-October 1987.

4
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2. In 100% of the reviewed pilot cases in which a safet3 planwas developed and information was available (34 out of 76cases), the safety plan developed by the agency was
successful. (Success was defined by no new reports of
maltreatment after the safety plan was put into place.)

3. In the reviewers' opinions, tie safety worksheets were
used appropriately 91% of the tim..t.

4. For ttose cases or which it was necessar} to develop a
safety plan (39 cases), juvenile court was used 414, of the
time. For the cases referred to court, the court
supported the agenWs safety plan 100% of the ti,a.

5. Of the 22 children who were placed in out -of -home care,
the reviewers assessed the decision to be appropriate 100%
of the time (13 relative placements, 9 foster home
placements.)

6. For the cases in which safety was a concern (39 cases),
the following client conditions (safety intlnences) were
most often present (conditions are ranked from most often
to least often):

parents are out-of-control/violent;
non-maltreating parent or other cannot protect;
parents can not explain rn)ury;
parents show no guilt or remorse;
parents request pl,cement;
parents did not respond to previous
intervention;
parents might flee;
child has exceptional needs which the parent can
not meet;
life threatening licind arrangements exist; and
patents whereabouts unknown.

7. For the cases in which rick of maltreatment was present
but there was not an immediate concern for the child's
safety, the following strengths were most frequentlypresent (strengths are ranked trom most often to least
often):

parents possess sufficient impulse fontrol;
parents accept responsibility for the situation;
parents have appropriate viewpoint/understanding
of the child;
parents show concern/remorse;
family has a history of using help successtull};
and

parents possess skills/knowledge of parenting.

C. For those children placed (221, the following safety
responses were considered but not L-ed becaus of theparents' refusal of services or a lack of acailability of
i service p,-rider.

86% In-Home Supervision;
77% Social Emotional Support;
59% Out-Of-Home Supervision;
50% Crisis Counseling,
45% Medical/Mental Health;
41% Basic/Concrete; and
18% Planned Treatment Services.

9. In 6 out of 22 placement cases in the sampl., other satet
responses were used in addition to, or followinq t, Ipuraty
use of out-of-home residence. for exem)l-, ID one
particular case, the worker chosc to place_ the chilA
temporarily until housing, day care, and a par, pt aid(
were arranged to ensure saf.ty.

4 °
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10, For those
plan, the
sampling for

39 cases for which the agency developed a safety
following safety responses were used (note over
placement cases):

46% In-Home Supervision
41% Social Emotional Support
33% Temporary Relative Placement
23% Temporary Non-Relative Placement
23% Medical/Mental Health
18% Planned Treatment
15% Basic/Concrete
10% Crisis Counseling

11. For those 39 cases for which the agency developed a safety
plan, the following service providers were used:

Service Providers (N =44)

52%
30%
27%

CPS caseworker
Family Counselor (Intensive family Service)
Friend/Relative

18% Mental Health Personnel
14% Foster Family
11% Group Care Givers
07% Day Care Personnel
07% Self Help Groups
07% Family Shelter Personnel
05% Eabysitter
05% Welfare Personnel
05% Housing Authority
05% Parent Aide
02% Homemaker
02% Volunteer
02% Hospital Care Personnel
02% Respite Care Personnel
02% Residential Treatment Personnel

12. In 98% of the cases reviewed in which a =afety plan was
developed, the specific safety response appropriately
matched with client conditions. Attachment 4 displays
specific safety responses used for specific client
conditions.
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ATTACHMENT 1

I. SAFETY DETERMINATION WORKSHEET
CASE NAMENUMBER WORKER DATE

THE FOLUIW1NG ARF INDF.PEILIKNT INDICAloRs OP CHILLISAELEY The =menet of any one of
the following U safety influences are indicators that the child may not be safe

Check all influence and strengths that apply

A. SAFETY INFLUENCES AMILYSTRENGTHS

1. NO ONE IN THE HOME WILL PERFORM
PARENTAL EUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

_SOM EONE IN THE HOME WILL PER-
FORM PARENTAL DUTIES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

2.___PARENTS CANNOT CONTROL BEHAVIOR 2._
AND/OR ARE VIOLENT.

3 _PARENTS SHOW LITTLE OR NO AWARE-
NESS OF AND DO NOT MEET CHILD'S
BASIC CARE AND SURVIVAL NEEDS

CHILD IS PERCEIVED IN EXTREMELY
NEGATIVE TERMS BY PARENTS

5 FAMILY DOES NOT HAVE RESOURCES
TO MEET BASIC NEEDS

6 ONE OR BOTH PARENTS FEARS TII EY
WILL MALTREAT CIIILD AND/OR REQUEST
PLACEMENT

7 PARENTS INTEND(ED) TO HURT C111LD
AND DO NOT SHOW REMORSE

8 ONE OR BOTH PARENTS LACK KNOWL-
EDGE, SKILL, MOTIVATION IN PARENTING
WHICH AFFECTS THE CHILD'S SAFETY

9 THERE IS SOME INDICATION
PARENTS WILL FLEE.

10. CHILD HAS EFCEITIONAL NEEDS WHIC11
PARENS CANNOT/WILL NOT MEET.

PARENTS CAN CONTROL BEHAVIOR
AND/OR ARE NOT VIOLENT.

3 _PARENTS DO MEET CHILD'S BASIC
CARE AND SURVIVAL NEEDS

__PARENTS VIEWPOINT orcHILD
IS A PPROPR IA1 E

5TAMILY 11AS RESOURCES TO MEET
BASIC NEEDS

6 _BOTH PARENTS ARE MOTIVATED AND
CAN STOP SHORT OF MALTREATME.

_MALTREATING PARENTS DID NOT
INTEND TO HURT CHILD AND SHOW
REGRET/CONCERN/REMORSE.

8 _DOTI! PARENTS POSSESS SKILL, KNOWL-
EDGE, MOTIVATION IN PARENTING
SPECIFIC TO CHILD'S SAFETY NEEDS

9 FAMILY/HOME IS ESTABLISHED AND
THERE IS NO INDICATION THAT THE
PARENTS WILL FLEE

10 _PARENT 11A VE CAPACITY TI' ADDRESS
P FCIAL CI IILD NEEDS AND WILL DO SO

UFE THREATENING LIVING 11

ARRANGEMENTS EXIST.

12. PARENT* WHEREABOUTS UNKNOWN,

_ADEQUATE LIVING r.RRANGEMENTS
EXIST.

11 PARENT ARE ACCESSIBLE TO CPS.

RECORD THE NUMBER OF SAFETY INFLUENCES #1-12 IDENTIFIED IN SECTION A

COPYRIGHT 1988, ACTION' for Child Protection
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SAFETY DETERMINATION WORKSHEET - PAGE 2
.0 ..t 0. 01 Is 66 6 :I. . U, 40 *. r aoin The

existesoe of two or wore of the following safety ionise/yes are indicators that the ch:id way not be safe. Check aB
influences sad strengths that apply.

SAIKTY INFLUENCES

13 CHUM SHOWS EFFECTS OF MALTREAT-
MENT, SUCH AS SERIOUS PHYSICAL OR
EMOTIONAL SYMPTOMS AND LACK OF
BEHAVIORAL CONTROL.

A _NON MALTREATING PARENT OR
OTHERS RESIDING IN THE HOME
CANNOT" LL NOT PROTECT CHILD.

15. ONE OR BOTH PARENTS ARE NOT
COOPERATIVE.

16 PAREIVTS CANNOT/DO NOT EXPLAIN
INJURIES AND/OR CONDITIONS

17 CHILD IS FEARFUL OF 110M E
SITUATION

18 CHILD IS ',EEN BY T1 LE PARENTS
AS RESPONSIBLE FOR TILE PARENTS
PROBLEMS

19 _MALTREATING PARENT EXHIBIT
NO REMORSE OR GUILT

20 PARENTS HAVE FAILED TO BENEFIT
FROM PREVIOUS PROFESSIONAL IIELP

21 CIIILD IS 0-6 YEARS OLD AND/OR
CANNOT PROTECT ;El F.

FAMILY STRENGTHS

13 CHILD DOES NOT SHOW SERIOUS
EFFECTS OF MALTREATMENT.

14 NON MALTREATING PARENT OR
OTHERS RESIDING IN THE HOME
CAN/WILL PROTECT THE CHILD.

15 BOTH PARENTS ARE COOPERATIVE

16 PARENT ARE ABLE TO
APPROPRIATELY EXPLAIN INJURIES
AND/OR CONDITIONS

17 CHILD NOT FEARFUL OF HOME
SITUATION AND LACK OF FEAR SEEMS
APPROPRIATE.

18 _PARENTS ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY
FOR PROBLEMS AND ACT
ACCORDINGLY.

19 MALTREATING PARENT SIIOW
REMORSE/CONCERN

20 FAMILY HAS A HISTORY OF USING
PROFESSIONAL I IELP SUCCESSFULLY

21 CIIILD IS 7-18 YEARS OLD AND
CAN PROTECT SELF.

RECORD THE NUMBER OF SAFETY INFLUENCES #13-21 IDENTIFIED IN SECTION B

COPYRIGHT 1988, ACTION for Child Protect
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ATTACHMENT II

II. SAFETY RESPONSE QUESTIONS
CASE NAMII/NUMC TR WORKER DATE

Amine month= A.F, them compiela MI appropriate workshecu.

A. Do go chadWPdowts Phishol/easetiosal health curtains affect the safety d the doe

NO YES
00 TO NEXT QUESTION COMPLETE MEDICAL/MENTAL HEALTH RESPONSE

B. Dom aormitmel stress, admalatioa4 or imemptioe to sa otherwise stable home sate I penal mamma width
idler= dild satar

1 YES
L.J TO Herr QUESTION COMPLETE I PERVISION RESPONSE

C. Are the actuate we respominities or the parents pe. ..kame or their child are respoosibiBlim affecting
the safety of the c..

NO YES
oo To man ot nom COMPLETE OUT0FHOME SUPERVISION RESPONSE

D. la tha safety of the child affected by the pareats lack of ninimai social supports/basic emotional seeds/bask
pareethm MTh?

NO YES
GO TO NEXT QUESTION COMPLETE SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL SUPVORT RESPONSE

E. Is the fan Sy wait:mks a cwsent pen -al circumstance (aisle) which emotionally immobilzes and/or dim.
pates them and therefore affects the mkt) Se child?

NO YES
00 TO NEXT QUESTION COMPLETE CRISIS RESOLUTION RESPONSE

E. Dom the Iwo* lack of basic seeds affect the :ty of the child?

NO YES
00 TO NEXT QUESTION COMPLETE BASIC/CONCRETE RESPONSE

MOTU PROCEED NOW TO COMPLETE ALL APPROPRIATE RESPONSE WORKSHEETS (WORKSHEETS
WHICH CORRESPOND TO QUESTIOPM ANSWERED MI. UWIN COMPLETION OR AIL APPROMUATE
WORILEMEITIL PROCEED TO QUESTION G MOW AND COMPLETE AS INDICATED.

0. Can the drab mkt" be amtrolled with the child raiding hi their own home as affected la the above mires
ass and related rwl-beets?

NO YES
COMPLETE tr... s .0P-HOME GO Ziffenom IV AND DOCUMENT SAPET.
IlUOIDENal RESPONST. THEN PLAN AS INSTRUCTED
PROCEED TO SECTION W AND
DOCUMENT SAFETY PLAN AS INSTRUMD

COPYRIGHT 1988, ACTION for Child Protecti,,n
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ATTACHMENT III

D. SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL SUPPORT
CASIINMER/NUMUIR WOK= DATE

Marginifilall8P1 A O

I. hefts RR MR ER *AL YES NO

2 hefts RRWs mathsAIR MS NO

3. Pangs Re NNW bolded. YES NO

4. Pateetios is *tired became of hick of aupport. YES NO

5. !mob hos &Oita:tat eapectatiem kr the Rid. YES NO

lEALLESSEME

jiLECTIME URVICE(S) WHICH UST MATCH EXISTING CONDITIONS: A I
I. Stale Homo Mossemestalk Shlk YES NO
2. Reale Pareolkas Asaioasce YES NO
3. INdallEnotionl Pawed YES NO_
(O( YES NO

LEVELor SERVICE RESPONSE MAIM%

DAILY 3-4/WEEE WEEK MEEK

EVALUATION: A I
L Presto Ns was to allow provider maid at the level uf service YES NO_
that is ended to contribute to =Worm chid wkly.

SIIIE
2. Parma are open sod able to reap ad to the itottled purpose lithe
safety nopoose, for example, social mactioa, basic wed skill developmea YES_ NO_

SIM
IDENTIFY PROVIDER menu= AVARABLE ACCESSIBLE SELECIED

Yes N Yes Ne

I. ilemenake b e d . e I
2 Cretalice a b e d . e I
3. Pareat Mde b e I
4. Relative/friend b e d I
S. Vohnlaw b e d . e I
II. Self Hdp Group b e d e I
7. CPS Casawocker b c d . e I
2 ikon bond union =dee . b e d . e I
9. Othor . a b e d . e I
Provider an rabble at the revel of make revere requiled. YES NO

CONCLUSION: ANALYSIS 01r1IIIS SAFETY RESPONSE INDICATES
THAT IT CAN U USED TOIIZI/ CONTROL CHILD SAFETY. YES I 0

COPYRIGHT 1988, ACTION for Child Protection
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Coloytoo of the Vatted *Letts
Boum of arprtstiltattnte

illaskinston. B.C. 20515

ay 4. 1988

Honorable Thomas J. Downey
Acting Chairman
Su committee on Public Assistance

and Unemployment Compensation
:-317 Rayburn HOB
Washington, DC 20915-6351

near Mr. Chairman:

011KII
lee 001.....* 00.8 O,rKI WILD.

INNOSIIIMM M111
5111111.111

011,
0.111111{11 POW I11101. WOWS

11100. MU?
OKA MI 10111 ISIS

UM T. OW

MU IN. ION IN Mil

Fncloced is a copy of a letter that I receive,' from my constituents,
Mr. and Mrr. Eugene Sdobnev. of Bainbridge, New York. Mr. and Mrs.
Sclobnev have SOM., important points to make pertaining to our country's
foster care system.

Because your Subcommittee has legislative jurisdiction over this
subject, I wanted you and the other members to have the benefit of their
comments. I would appreciate if the Sdohnev's letter could be included as
part of your records of the hearing scheduled for May 12. ro that their
remans will be taken into consideration.

That,k you for your thoughtful consideration of this proposal.

With warmest regards,

S13:a
Enclosure

Sincerely,

Sherwo ert
Member Congress

44,2
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2. 1988
24 April, 1988 4Office of Long.

Boehled

United Stares House of Aepresentativia
Federal Office building
10 2road Street
:tom 200
Utica, New York 13501

Attn. sHon.. Sherwood doehlert

Dear Congressman Boehlerti

We are writing to You for help in getting olir r..arimonv
heard, before the House WRVS and Means Committee. we
believe that we have some very important statements to
make pertaining to our foster care system.
There are now hearings being held on foster care in general.
The next scheduled hearing will be on April 28, 1988, and
more will be held in the near future.

We are currently and have been foster parents for the
State of New York, for approximately three years. We have
seen and heard of mlch suffering. We feel that the victims
are gmr children, and these children are our (everyone's)
responsibility. First teesechildren are the victims of their
natural parents, and then they become the victims of an
inadequate system, which saddly lasts throug' ut their
entire childhood.

The reason we have become so involved, is that we are ex-
periencing this inadequate handling of children first hand.

We have, with ua, a little girl four years old, and have
had her for three of her four years. We have put back the
pieces, physically and mentally, of a severely neglected
infant (she had to be hospitalized in Westchester Valhalla
Hospital to keep her from dying). She was diagnosed as a
"Failure to thrive" baby--the mortality rate of these babies
is devastating. We have spent the past three years trying
to bring this child to a secure, happy. healthy state, and
we have succeeded--she is a physically normal. healthy child.
Mentally she would be normal except for, visiting that were
made on a regular basis with her natural mother. Starting
from her infancy she had very bad mental and, some times,
physical "reactions" to visiting her natural mother. She
would become withdrawn ani sometimes actually physically ill
after visits. This torture of the child went on because of
tue Family Court and State laws for most of the three years.

AA 3
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April, 19PS
This is a very involved case and it is not possible to
give every detail in one letter (I do have 3 year's worth
of notes).

To get a bit acre direct, we have worked closely with the
Department of Social Services and they, as well as we, did
not believe that this child should be retutned to her
natural mother. The laws and the inadequacy of our system
kept this case in limbo with very distructive visits taking
place.

Thole were four other sibilings involved in this cases a gi-1,
age 71 -ahoy, age 5: a girl, age 3: and a deceased infant,
age 9 months. There were neglect petitions filed pertaining
to these: children as well as for the child in our care.

After two years of "training" and "rehabilitation" for the
natural mother--the Department of Social Services had to
remove these children from the home because of neglect and
sexual abuse. The infant boy was removed,at birth, right
from the hospital and planed in foster care--untill hom.'87.
Then the Family Court Juoge sent all the chiidren, except
our little girl, home to their natural mother. We believe
that the reason our child was not sent home was because we
engaged a private Attorney to represent us and the child.

Two wonths after the other children were returned, the
natural mother killed the infant boy by repeatedly banging
his head on a sink. He was barely nine months old.

The medical examener's report showed that the baby had a
previous untreated broken wrist and another head injury that
dated back to just after his return to his natural mother.

The mother has a long history of neglect (and her mother
before her). She is a "slow" special id. student that
drooped out of school at the age of 13 to work the streets
by her mother's demand. She became a mother herself at age 14.

We could see her son's tragedy coming for a long time. 'that
is why we were frightened for the child in our care, because
we thought it would be her, if she was to be returned.tie tried
to warn everyone, but we got "swallowed" by the red tape of
our inadequate system.

This baby boy was a healthy, happy child--in a secure and
loving home--he had never known the abuse and neglect untill
our Court system sentenced him to death.

We can not allow his death to be in vain. It must help all
his brothers and sisters to be free from abustve parents and
an abusive system. W3 are in prat need of change in the
way we are trying to protect our children.

444
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We, as concerned parents and citizens, are horrified at the tax
torture these children must endure and we can't help but
worry about the stability of our Nation when these children
become adults. What type of citizens will they be? There
are some very specific areas of our system rat are
promoting disorientation and we have experienced a great
variety of this.

or your information and verification, this case is from
,irange County, New York. The murder of the infant took
place on the 18th of January, 1988--this is a Newburgh and
Goshen, New York based case (we moved up-state here in
Chenango County after having this little girl in our care
for one year. We brought her with us, with the promise of
bi-weekly visits to Newburgh with her natural mother). We
traveled 260 miles round trip for almost two years. At this
time the natural mother has been indicted fcr let and 2nd
degrees manslaughter by a grand jury. All visitation has
been stopped. We will apply to free this child and adopt her.
Our own attorney is helping to work on this.

We are working with the foster parents of the slain baby boy
to have laws and procedures changed. We would appreciate
it, if You would assist us in any way that You can.

Thankyou for any consideration You mPy extend on our behalf.

Sincerely,

Eugene and Ellen Sdobnev

PS
We have been in contact with Mr. Alan Jensen, Ways and
Means Committee B -317 Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20515

Our address is:
MR. & MRS. Eugene Sdobnev
RD 2, Box 62
Bainbridge, New York 13733

ccs Mr. A. Jensen

Telephone: (607) 967-7142

445
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April 26, 1908

Mr. Robert J. Leonard
Chief Counsel
Committee on Ways and Means
U.S. House of Representatives
1102 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Leonard:

Enclosed please find six copies of a written statement
by Boysville of Michigan, a provider of residential
foster care and home-based services to over 600
Michigan families.

We se.sit this testimony for consideration by the Sub
Committee on Public Assistance and Unemployment
Compensation, which recently held hearings.

We chose to address the issue cf "The Future of Child
Welfare Services.

We are trying to emphasize as strongly as possible
that the Federal government must be a major supporter,
stimulator and advocate if child welfare is to have a
future.

Sincerely yours,

Edward J. Overstreet
Associate Director

/jba

enclosure
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The Future of Child Welfare Services

I cannot address the major child welfare challenges and
special problems of the next decade without describing the
state of today's children relative to the predictions of a
decade ago.

In retrospect, 1980 began an era of complacency towards
American youth and families. Consistent with the policy
deregulation and privatization, federal and state budgets
de-prioritized family enhancement projects while Congress
continued to debate the concept of "family". In effect,
policy makers of 1980 predicted that all Americans woul'
and could assume greater responsibility for the welfare of
their families as the government assumed less. The
deteriorated economic, educational, moral and physical
state of today's youth testifies to the error of that
assumption.

While the poverty rate for all American adults has declined
over the last uecade, the poverty rate for children under
the age of eighteen has risen 40 percent. In 1988, a
greater number of American children are functionally
illiterate, are high school drop-outs; are more seriously
delinquent; are single parents; are homeless; are victims
of abuse and neglect; are unemployed and unemployable; are
dying prematurely from poor health care, suicide and
violence.

Despite the alarming statistics related to American youth,
there remains an obvious absence of government leadership
in child welfare reform. Specifically:

- this past decade was the first decade in which the White
House Conference on Children did not meet since it was
established by Theodore Roosevelt in 1909.

- HDS's Department of Children Youth and Families has been
ineffectual in reducing the bureaucracy and
fragmentation of child welfare service delivery systems,
and has demonstrated an inability to provide technical
assistance t local human service offices.

- The passage of new acid effective children and family
welfare policy has met with continued congressional
resistence while current programs continue to be
threatened with budget cuts.

Attempts have been initiated during tne past decade to
address the deteriorating state of American children and
families. The Family welfare Reform Act and the Family
Security Act are attempts to overhaul the nation's welfare
system through such programs as day care, education and
work provisions . Claude Pepper's Young Americans Act is
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also an attempt to reverse the nation's complacent position
on children's issues. The bill acknowledges that while
"thP family is the primary caregiver...it is the joint and
several duty and responsibility of the Federal Government
and of the States and their political subdivisions to
assist our children and youth..."

None of the aforementioned bills have received
Congrmsional consensus to date.

In summary, until the federal and state governments assume
a more responsible leadership role in formulating political
and economic recourse to the threatened state of our
children and families, I can predict that preservation of
the status quo, as undesireable as it may be, will be the
greatest challenge of our next decade.

413
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A CRITIQUE OF FIVE REPORTS ON CALIFORNIA'S
SERVICES

FOR

ABUSED AND NEGLECTED CHILDREN ---

A CASE FOR FALSE POSITIVES AND FALSE
NEGATIVES

PREFACE

This paper critiques five reports to the California Leg'slature evaluating
California's services for abused and neglected children It points our serous
problems iilherent in the evaluations that need immediate attention if the intent
of PL 96-272 is to be carned out. These problems deal with the following
aspects

Lack of mandated documentation of reasonable efforts being
made prior to the removal of a child from his/her home

Social Worker contacts with child and with parent
Lack of parent signature or documentation explaining the lack of
parent signature
Complete absence of data on false positives and false negatives
regarding diagnosis of neglect and abuse
Lack of adequate education and training programs for CWS

workers

The paper points out that in dealing with these problems, important
knowledge, particularly that of false positives and false negatives will be
gained that will help Child Welfare Services (CV S) workers learn how to avoid
errors and thereby improve their services to children This information will also
be useful in better defining concepts such as neglect, abuse, and reasonable
efforts In addition to cntiquing the existing reports, this paper makes
recommendations to study critical area of the child welfare delivery system
that wore omitted from the five reviewed reports

Marilyn Casa Campbell, Ph D

Shoneen S. Gervich, B S

A Report Submitted to the U.S. House of Representatives
Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families

June 1988
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INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to statutory mandate of We [faro and Institutions Code (W&IC)
Sector 16512 annual reports are submitted to the California Legislature by
the Department of Social Services (DSS) to report on the operation and
prof ress of the Child Welfare Services Program The purpose of these reports
are to represent progress in implementing the mandates of Senate Bill 14 of
1982 which provided for the implementation of four new Child Welfare
Services programs. These programs were a direct co' ,eyuence er the
passage of federal law PL 96-272. The four programs and the two general
categones into which they fall are

Preplacement Preventive Services
1 Emergency Response
2 Family Maintenance

Placement Programs
3 Family Re mification (FR)
4 Permanent Placement (PP)

(r,

Implementation of these programs included training on statutory and
regulatory requirements, and on-site technical assistance. In addition, the
Department of Social Services (DSS), the Judicial Council of California, and
county representatives developed training matenals for Juvenile Court Judges

In presenting the results of field case reviews in their report, the
Department of Social Services stated that it was, " .responsible for ensunng
the intention of the law has been tamed out ." It is this Inleaathe jawthm
must be kept in mind when reviewing evaluatior reports so as to determine
their validity for providing future guidance for modifying, implementing, and
funding children's services

The pi dose of this critique is to highlight salient points and to point out
serious problems inherent in the evaluations cained out to date by the
California Department of Social Services Th., boldfaced statements
throughout the document are problem areas which need to he addressed
These areas deal with the limitations of the utility of the knowledge gained
from the reports as they are lacking in information directly related to the intent
of PL 96-272 The most Important question to be asked Is, An the
Intended children being served In the intended way?"
Unfortunately, none of the existing reports adequately address this
fundamentel question.

T:.e 'Intended children" demands clear definition of abuse anti neglect,
a conc3pt which Is not addressed anywhere in existing manuals or law, and is
fraught with child raising contaversy and cultural diversity The "intended way"
Dorton of this most basic question deals with concepts sunk as reasonable
efforts, proper placement, and reunification of families There appears to be a
wide margin for interpretation of them) concepts Nononeless, some
definitions must be considered when developing an e-sessment
plan so that the proper variables are et:allured. Pertine .iformation
must be gathered in order to obtain a complete picture on all children who
enter the system, and where they got rim the system, how they exit, and what
happens to their families

The state evaluations conducted to date are involvert primarily with
paperwork placed in a file and with head counts and dollar counts All serve a
purpose but they do not go far enough so as to give a complete picture of the
process by which children's services are delivered However, they do
consistently point out a senous need for proper definitions, relevant training,
and procelures for accountability so as to ensure that the nghts cf children and
those of their families are preserved
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The reports cited in their cntique include the Child Welfare Services
Reports from the Family and Children Services Branch, Adults and Family
Service:: Division, Department of Social Services, January 1985, January
1987, and October 1987: Preplacement Preventive Services, emergency
Response and Family Maintenance Programs, Survey of Selected
Character, Vies for Cases Closed During Apnl 1985, by the Department of
Social Services Data Processing and Statistical Services Bureau released
April 1986, and The Children's Services Delivery System in California,
Preliminary Report Phase I, a report of the Commission on California State
Government Organization and Economy The findings of these reports will be
reviewed in chronological order starting with the January 1985 report from the
Department of Social Services All tables have been taken from the original
reports and bear their original numbers and titles

CHILD WELFARE SERVICES REPORT
JANUARY 1985

his report to the legislature was basbd on two statewide programs'
compliance field reviews, one of which focused on 1600 child welfare cases in
the Family Reunification and Permanent Placement Programs (Phase I -
conducted in 1983) and the other focused on 2400 cases of the Emergency
Response and Family Maintenance Programs (Phase II - conducted in 1984)
and included samples of Reunification and Permanent Placement cases The
latter cases were used to evaluate items which had low compliance rates in the
first part of the study (Phase I)

The data for each county consisted of the oercent of cases showing
compliance with items dealing with timely and documented assessments,
reassessments, services plans, planned actions for parents and for social
workers, parent big n atu res, or documentation concerning the lack of parent
signatures, social workers' visits, and court orders or r 7,9ment agreements
The items with the lowest statewide average compliance ratings have been
selected for discussion here and are presented in Table 1.

SOCIAL WORKER CONTACT AND PARENT SIGNATURE

Items denting with social worker visits appear most frequently across
programs as a problem -area where consistent failure in maintaining legally
required standards of contact with clients occurred The report states that,
counties have stated that the poor ratings were largely due to social workers'
failure to adequately document in the case file that visits were made " (Report,p 18) The report oives no independent validation of the counties'
interpretation of their own documented failures, although one could surmise
from the high case load that most county workers carry, that contact is so time-
consuming that it is frequently omitted on this basis alone The reasons for
low social worker contact do need to be Independently verified.

Furthermore, the report does not deal with the eerns pertaining to parent
signatures (32% noncompliant for Family Reunification, 37% noncompliant for
Family Maintenance, and 70% noncompliant for documentation when there is
a lack of parent signature for Family Maintenance), nor with noncompliance
with mandated social worker and foster parent contact (55% noncompliant for
Permanent Placement). In these important areas concerning contaz4 with the
social worker, approximately 30 to 70 Percent of the cases sampled revealed
that the majority of the county welfare departments were not in compliance with
the law However, the report still concludes, with the exception of the social
worker visits, that the map* of ',le county welfare departments were in,
"substantial compliance with the regulations " (Report, p 18).

With regard" to parent signatures, knowledge es to Why
either signature Is missing Is necessary to understand the level of
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Table 1

Items with Lowest Statewide Average Compliance Ratings
by Program

Ersaas ILE! MEM I WU 11
X

gOaPilank
Family

Plan signed by parent 68

Reunification monthly social worker visits with child 46 46

Monthly social worker visits with parent SO 47

Social worker facilitated visits
between parent and child

48 45

Pornanenk Monthly social wvrker visits with child 56 51

Pleceilerlk Contact with roster parents 45 42

jai gr!em.y Service plan completed to 10 day- 63

Response Service plan signed by supervisor 69

Weekly visits SW/child first 21 da,s 67

Biweekly visits- SW/child +22 days 37

FM11/ Initial service plan signed 1* supervisor 67

Maintenancq Service plan signed by parent 63

Documentation if service plan
not signed by parent

30

Biweekly visit SW /parent first 90 days 44

Biweekly visit SW/child first 90 days 38

Monthly visits SW/child alter 90 days 45

Monthly visits SW/parent after 90 days 52

Source Child Welfare Services Report. January 1985

4:1

'r v)
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cooperation that exists between the programs and the parents.
This lack of signature may be representing those parents who disagree with
the diagnosis that their child is abused or neglected In other words, these
cases could represent false charges that social workers believe to be founded,
cases of reluctant parents, or cases where the parent was unable to be
contacted, oil no attempt to contact was made In view of the low rates OT
compliance for social worker visits, the latter is quite possible A look at the
Joint classification of parent signatures and social worker visits would address
some of these cuncems

Another major concern involving parent signatures is whither or not two
signatures were obtained, or only one. In some cases there is, in es..ence,
only one parent available, however thie may not true in all cases If a faAer is
charged with abuse, and he denies the allegation, but the mother sign^ the
service plan, and the father refuses, his refusal may not in any wad be
accounted for in this report This problem may be compounded in families
where the parents were never marned, or current), separated or divorced
False charges may frequently anse out of an embittered custody dispute and
is becoming an increasingly used tactic to influence legal custody
arrangements There needs to be documentation of parent signatures,
and clear explanations when either signature is absent

PRE-LACEMENT PREVENTIVE SERVICES CHARACTERISTICS
SURVEY

APRIL 1985

At this time, the Department of Social Services Data Processin nd Statistical
Services Bureau issued a report on the Preplacement Preventh , Services
Characteristics Survey that they had conducted of cases closed during April
1985 Pre-lacement Preventive Services consists of two programs the
Emergency Response Program (provides initial services, cnsis intervention,
emergency shatter care, etc ) and the Family Maintenance Program (keeps
child in family) The report states that closed cases were surveyed so as, to
establish a data base that would encompass the entire period of time that the
case was active' (Report, p 1) The survey focused on the following
1) The reason that the case via. opened (type of abuse and location)
?) The type of services provided (counseling, crisis intervention, and to
whom provided)
3) Family stress factors (heart "iroblems, economic problems, interaction
problems)
4 ) Characteristics of child and of pe petrator (age, ethnicity, disability, number
of persons in home, etc )

Each program is reviewed separat6,y below

EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROGRAM

NO NEGLECT/ABUSE FOUND DATA PRESENTATION

The tabled information appearing in this report was based on 24,070
children who were reported to the Emergency Responst. (ER) program as
oeing abused or neglected Table 29 of this report shows that 57 7% of theT-1
children (13.881) were listed as no begleceabuse found However, Table 40
of this report shows 75 2% (18,110) of the 21 070 children as needing no
further action The remaining 24 8% (5,960) are ",own as being transferred to
other programs c as remaining as open casas

Looking at the two tables, it is apparent that the number of closed, no
further action needed cases include the 13,881 cases listed in Table 29 as no
neglect/abuse found This implies that after the Emergency Respor,3e workers
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PREPLACEMENT PREVENTIVE SER/ICES CHARACTERISTIC. SuKoEy

EMERGENCY RESPONSE

TABLE 29

TYPE OF NEGLECT/ABUSE FOUND BY WORKER

APRIL 1985

NEGLECT /ABUSE FOUND
CHILDF cN

HOMIER PERCENT

TOTAL.

H0 HEULECl/ABUSE FOUND

NEGLECT/ABUSE FOUND
SEXULL ABUSE
PHYSICAL ABUSE
SEVERE NEGLECT
GENERAL NEGLECT
EMOTIONAL ABUSE
EXPLOITATION
CARETAKER ABSENCE OR INCAPACITY

24.070

11.15111

10.185 A/
2.192
2.961

769
1.230
1.154

115
1.999

1(11,A

57 7

42 3 .100.0 A'
21 5
29 1

7 5
31 7

11 3

119 6

A/ BECAUSE A CASE HAT HAVE MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE. NUMb'RS AND PERCENTAGES
MAY NOT ADO UP TO TOTAL

PPLPiACEMENT PPr ,INTIVE SERVICES Cr.,RACTERISTICS SU°vEY

EMERGENCY RESPONSE

TABLE 40

REASON FOR EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEmINATION

APRIL 1905

IFFY NATION
CHAGRIN

NurifiEP PER T

TOTAL

CLOSED. NO FURTHER ACTION NEEDED
TRANSFERRED TO FAMILY MAINTENANCE
TRANSFEPRED TO FAMILY REUNIFICATION
TRAHSFE,PED TO PERMANENT PLACEMENT
TRANS TO OTHER COUNTY /FOIL CI.D AGEN
COG OPEC SERVICE CASE

24 r 00 0

10.110 75 2
3.384 14 1

1,421 5 9
77 I 0 3

615 2 6

461 1 9

J 5-1 q
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dispensed with 1' 861 cases, they then found anotner 5 .-ases, or 16 fi%of the ongina; number, that could be closed Seemingly these figures imply
That only approximately 25% of all neglect/abuse cases required intervention,
or at least, lengthy intervention It further implies that PL 96-272 is beingearned out as intended because approximately 75% of <'I children were not
taken from their home, or at least, not for very long It appea-s that, in the main,
children were :eft with their farrilies This assumption is, however, r usleading

QUESTIONS STILL UNANSWERED

There are senora flaws in this incomplete representation of bon these
no neglect/abuse found cases were handled The report does not showhow many children wars taken from their home during 'heInvestigative phase, and for how long. The practice of re ncving
children prior to an investigation a lept in a very extreme example, in and ofitself, is in t _nation of reasonable efforts to prevent placement, as mandated by
PL 96-272. Children s:-iould not be removed unti after an investigation proves
there is no safe way to keep the child in the home A child's sudden separation
from their family, even for a brief penod, especially under highly-chaged
emotional conditions, is very traumatic for both children and their families Toa child being taken from school with absolutely no advance warning, and into
the home of strangers, with no contact between oarent and child, is a traumaticsituation, akin to a kidnap Table 20 states that the average stay .n foster carewas 2 weeks, but this data does not stet' how many of those 2,922 children
Wooed into shelter care had cams where No Neglect/Abuse Found was thefinal determination The repon does not address this practice which isessential for monitoring 'or compliance with P. 56-272 Workers need to beVeined to termine whan intervention is truly needed, as unneeoed
intervention is extremely harmft

It is conceivable that some of the additional children in the 16 5%
category. closed/no further nchon needed, could have been removed from
Their family for a lengthy penod of time, while the parents faced legal action,such as termination of their parental rights On the 'oasis of a judicial
determination, the original allegation of abuse or neglect could have bee.,
found to be false, and the case closed, with no furtner action needed, any thechildrer returned The report needs to examine the time periods thatIt took to determine no further action needed If children were un-
necessarily removed, it would add to the already substantial noncompliancewith PL 96-272 In the current report, these unnecessary
Emergency Response removals, primer and during an investigation,are not documented. However, the intent of both PL 96.272 andSB 14 is to stop these types of unnecessary removals, yet thereports do not address this problem In any manner.

SERVICES RENDERED

The type of support services offered to children in the Preplacement
Programs (ER & FM; a e detailed in Table 18 This table shows 5 1% of the
children received no services, but that 2,922 (12 14% of the original 24170
children) were placed in emergency shelter care The remairtng 82 76%
received some type of service These figures imply that almost all of thosechildren who were classified as no aeglecf/abuse found did received some
type of service as specified in Table 18 However, it cannot be determined
from the information at hand which services they received It is likely that some
children received unnecessary shelter care as a 'service' However, it can belogically inferred that initial intake is most likely to be received service as
21 109 childi on, or 87 7° of the the total number of chilthen, iitent through thisp.oceSs It still remains unclear as to what happenS to the parents and
,.hildren who are contacted by the Emergency Response Workers Forinstance, how long does it take to decide if a charge is unfounded" How are
children terminated from shelter care" What percent of children in
shelter care are !Liter categorized as no neglect/ebuse found ?
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I BLE 18

TYPE OF SUPPORT SERVICES PROvICE, '0 CHILD OR OTHERS OH BEHALF OF CHILL,

APRIL 1985

SERVICES
TOTAL SERVICE

CHILI/PEN
TYPE OF CASE

IFAri_LL_IymAHTNANCf_____
HOMIER I

1.104

PERCENT

121,1

2 6

97 4 19I1 2/
88.6
2 7

4 1

8 0

Hum6ER I pcpcENT

11.9_2
78

1 5

I 6

11 9

62 6
66 I

10
15 8

1 2

7 3

8/

NUMBER

1 24,07Q

1/

100

PERM

17

...11.3 1'
76 6

1 2

1 0

12 8

TOTAL

NO SERVICES RECEIVED.

SERVICES RECEIVED . -
COUNSELING ... ... ... .

TEMPORARY IN -NOME CARETAKER
.

.EACHINO/DEMONSTRATING HOMEMAKING
EMERGENCY SHELTER CARE .

.,..-

CRISIS INTERVENTION
INITIAL INTAKE .

TRANSPORTATION....
PARENTING TOAINING .

OUT-OP-HOME RESPITE CARP
OTHER..

29,578

2/

:- _

JOT 9

1,374

_22,225
22,249

412
450

1,352-
17.64;
24,288
3,013
4,237

325
2,054

4 6

95 4

1,230

.12.4111
17,495

269
231

2,,171L
-V4,811
21.109
2 230
7,576

115
1,015

5

94

1

',

143

--Lail A'
4.754

143
220
430

64 r
92 4
9 8

II 3

0 5
7 1

3.036
3,179

783
1,661

210
439

56 i
59 3
14 6
31 0

3 9

8 2

A '_,AuSE A CASE MAY NAVE MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE, HUm5ERS AND
PERCEHT.DES may HOT .DD UP TO TOTAL

4 Fi

C71
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This knowledge is essential for preventing families and children from being
traumatized

FACE-TO-FACE CONTACT WITH SOCIAL WORKER

With 'wards to face-to-face contact between child and service
providers in the Preplacement Program (ER & FM), 12 8% (3,076) of the
children had no face-to-face contact with workers, 52 4% (12,612) had only
one contact, and the remaining 34.8% had two or more contacts (See Table
37) Face-to-face contact did not occur for 22 2% of the cases, 48 6% (11,689
of the onginal 24,070) had one contact, and the remaining 29 2% had 2 or
more contacts It cannot be determined if there ever was a case in which no
contact was made with either the child or the parent The reasonable
assumption is that at least one principal-- either parent or child-- was
interviewed by an Emergency Response worker in each of the 24,070 cases

No data Is presented that deal wPh the number of face-to-face contacts say, 21eted with :DOS labeled as no neglect/abuse
found, closed/no further action needed, or neglect/abuse found.

^ information is necessary for determining the relationship between the
n.mber of face-to-face contacts and the dispositionof cases. There may exist a
relationship between how well a caseworker understands the situation, and a
likely finding of either no neglect/abuse or an opposite finding. Also lacking
In this report is the number of cases closed cr deemed unfounded
in which neglect/abuse is later verified - Le. FALSE NEGATIVES..n the same vein, no Information has been given regarding thenumber of cases In which charges of neglect/abuse originallydeemed founded are later proven to be unfounded, or
unsubstantiated - i.e. FALSE POSITIVES.

FAMILY MAINTFNiNCE PROGRAM

A total of 5,508 cases were served in the Femi ly Maintenance Program
(FM) This program received 98,3% of its cases from elther the Emergency
Response (90 6%), Family Reunificatiol (7 3%), or Permantnt Placement( 3%) programs (See Ta'

In this program, face-to-face contacts between service providers and
children, and between service providers and parents are fa ly evenly
distributed across the categones However, 8 1% of the children had no face-to-face contact with the worker (Table 43), and 9 5% of the parents had no
faceto-face contact with the worker (Table 44) There is no data on whether
there was ever a cast in which no contact was had with either parent or childData should be tracked by family, not separately by child andparent. Th. family should be the unit of measure, as Intended byPL 96-272. To validly interpret this data, it is necessary to know the length of
time that the family has been in th s program In this .eport, the time spent in
the program was presented separately no cross-classification data was used
Lack of such data makes it extremely difficult to assess what happens tofamilies in this program

4r 4
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PPEPLACETENT PREVENTIVE SE7VICES CHARACTEPISTICS 8UPVE

EMERGENCY RESPONSE

TABLE 37

TOTAL NUMBER OF FACE-TO-FACE CONTACTS BETWEEN CHILD A.ID SERVICE PROVIDER(S)
LNILE T'EtIVING EMERGENCY RESPONSE SERVICES

AFTIL 1585

FACE-TO-FACE CONTACTS
c.ILFEN

NU.,DE PERCENT

TOTAL 1... 010 100 o

HO FACE-TO-FACE CONTACT WITH CHILD 3.076 12 8

FACE-TO-FACE CONTACT WITH CHILD _i3O_21(. L.' 2 190 0
ONE CONTACT 12.612 60 1
TWO CONTACT' 5.075 74 2
THREE COT :TS 1...461 0
FOUR OR MO.,: CONTACTS 1.846 8 8
NUMBER OF CONTACTS UNKNOWN 0 0 0

AVEPAGE NUMBER OF CONTACTS
I 8

FREPLACEMENT PRUENTIVE SERVICES CHARLCTEPISTIC5 St.,vEY

E,:;ENCY RESPONSE

TABLE :8

TOTAL NUMBER 1F FACE-TO-FACE CONTACTS BETWEEN PARETT(51 7,0 SERVICE PROVIDER(S)
WHILE PECEIVING EMERGENCY RESPONSE SERVICES

AFRII 1985

FACE-TO-FACE CONTACTS
NJ)) °^SN

SO TRIP PECr.,7

TOTAL . 24,010 100 0

NO FACE-TO-FACE tONIK81 WITH PARENT 5.345 22 2

FACE-TO-FACE CONTACT WITH °ARENT
ONE CONTACT

18,129 77 8 lih!11.689
TWO CONTACTS 3.960 21 1TNPEE CO TACTS 1.346 7 2FOUR FR .LORE CONTACTS 1.730 9 2NUMBER OF CONTACTS UNKNOWN 0 0 0

AVERAGE NUMBER OF CONTACTS
I 1 9
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PREPLACEMENT PREVENTIVE SEWERS CHARACTERISTICS SURVEY

FAMILY MAINTENANCE

TABLE 42

SOURCE OF FAMILY MAINTENANCE CASE

APRIL 1985

5DURCE

TOTAL
-

EMERGENCY RESPONSE-VOLUNTARY
EMERGENCY RESPONSE-COURT ORDERED
FAMILY REUNIFICATION. . .

PERMANENT PLACEMENT . . .

OTHER COUNTIES OR NON-CUD AGENCIES

CHILDREN
1----NUMBER rERCE1T

5,508

4.067
925
401
19
95

100 0

73 8
16 3

7 3

0 3

1 7

PREPLACEMENT P'EVENTIVE SERVICES CHARACTERISTILS SURVEY

FAMILY r1:9ATENA4CE

TABLE 41

TOTAL NUMBER OF FACE-TO-FACE CONTACTS
BETYEEN CHILD ATO SERVICE PROVIDER(S)

WHILE RECCIVING FAr1LY MAINTENANCE SERVICES

APRIL 1985

FACE -TO -FACE CONTACTS NUmAER

TOTAL
11

ND ACE-TO-FACE CONTACT WITH CHILD 449

FACE-TO-FACE CONTACT WITH CHILD
__5,115_9ONE CONTACT

840TAT CONTACTS
. 983THPFE CONTACTS

773FOUR - SIX CONTACTS
I 1,060SEVEN - NILE CONTACTS

I 552TEN DR MORE CONTACTS
I 781NUMBER OF CONTACTS UNKNOWN

I 29

CHILDRy,

91 9

PEPCFNI

jIf 6

19 4
15
20 9
11 7

15 5
V

AVERAGE NUMBER OF CONTACTS
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CHILD WELFARE SERVICES REPORT
JANUARY 1987

The Child Welfare Services Report is the mandated annual report to the
legislature prepared by the Family and Children's Services Branch, Adult and
Family Services Division, Department of Social Services. It is based on data
collected dunng the calendar years 1984 and 1985 by the Statistical Services
Bureau and was designed to compare the 1985 survey of demographic
charactenstics of parents and children with those of the 1981 survey at which
time the programs were organized differently under Child Protective Services

EMERGENCY RESPONSE AND FAMILY MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS

REMAINING IN THE HOME AND PARENT COOPERATION

The report states, ". . of those reform's which resulted in open CWa
cases that required services deygrAjdfaligamm a significant proportion,
79 25 percent in 1984 and 79.5% in 1985, became FM cases where the child
remained in the home.* (Report, p. 10) This is a misleading statement because
some of these children may have already been placed for a time in emergency
shelter care and have therefore not remained in the home but rather have
been returned to the home. Table 1 contains the disposition for Emergency
Response car es for both years

For both years, more than half of the Family Maintenance cases were
voluntary ones The report states, This may mean that more families are
responding favorable to the offer of voluntary services.- (plc) It also may
mean that accused parents do not want the disgrace or cost that a court
heanng entails, or that they will do anything to keep from losing their children
When one parent is charged with abuse, the parent may *voluntanly* leave the
home, despite their contention that they are innocent, in order to avoid the
children entenng an emergency shelter. Although this is less traumatic than
becoming a foster child, the absence and sudden non-contact between parent
and child, is still traumatic Thus many cues termed voluntary may be
'coercive,' and therefore It needs to be determined under what
coneitions parent cooperation was elicited.

THE CHANGING DATA BASE

It - mportant to be aware of how estimates can vary In this report
the percent ,sos listed as investigated and closedi no further action needed
is oi.,dr) as 4% for 1984 and 67 5% for 1985 Table 40 of the April 1986
rc,,Dort listed the 1985 estimate as 75 2% The reason for the discrepancy is the
use of different data bases The 1986 report was oased on cases closed dunng
April 1985, while the 1987 report is based on data for the calendar year 1985
This raises a very important question as to what should be considered a
reasonable source for a data base The month of Apnl overestimates in this
case - but will it always') Are there .Months that will consistently over orunderestimate? These are methodological considerations which
need to be dealt with by the statistical division. r,cy also need to be
stated clearly so that the reader may be cautious in :mg conclusions
regarding comparisons

FAMILY REUNIFICATION AND PERMANENT PLACEMENT
PROGRAMS

The Family Reunification P cg.am provides for temporary foster care for
the safety of the child while working to resolve the problems that led to



TABLE I

PREPIACEmENT PREvINI1VE SERVICES
EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROGRAM

TYPES OF OISPoSIIIONS

CALENOAR YEARS 1984 AND 0986

ANNUAL NUMBER OF CHILDREN

REFERRALS AND CASE DISPOSITIONS Fon
EMERGENCY RESPONSE CIIILOREN

1984 1905 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
CALENDAR PEAR

C/
PERCENIAGES

Numun PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

CHILDREFLIEFEHED FOR AN
EMERGENCY RESPONSE 250,271 295,769

fetal Coe OlsposItIons 238,094 8' 100 00 296,067 .1/ 100 00

Transferred to Family Maintenance 64 951 27 0 67,212 22 7 - 4 3Voluntary 55,907 55,589
Cour. Ordered 8,954 II 623

Oran fffff ed to Family Reunification 15,317 6 4 16,233 5 5 - 9

Transferred to Permanent Plecemeol I 692 841 3 _ 7

In Wiggled Ind Closed
No Forth*, Action Needed 150,018 63 4 199 032 67 5

5,356 (2' 2 2 11,94o I 8

V Includes cites carried over from year lo y( n,

0, Represents costs transferred to other coueffes or ran Co0 Elg,nfff$ nr open Cut roar.

C/ tumbers in this taltim" represent tky difleref,e between the prcoor1I0n in calendar year 1984 s vice ccouletirn and cOendlir peer 1985 servICePopulation
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separation In the event that the reunification cannot be achieved, the child is
referred to the Permanent Placement Program whose duty it is to mrovide a
permanent home environment.

REASONS FOR REMOVAL FROM HOME

The report cites neglect as the primary reason for removal of the childfrom the home For the Reunification Program, neglect accounts for
approximately 37% of the cases; for the Permanent Placement Program, it
accounts for approximately 39% of all cases (see Table 8). The next mostfrequently cited reason is physical abuse for the Reunification Program and
caretaker absence or incapacity for trio Permanent Placement Program The
report further states that there is a trend tor more children being placed in the
Reunification Program than in the Permanent Placement Program, makingfamily reunification the goal. However, recently the Tiffany Cello case in SantaClara County has demonstrated that some children do go immediately into
Permanent Placement, bypassing any attempts at reunification. Tiffany Cello's
child was, and other children have been, removed at birth from physically
disabled parents, against their will. The County places the children into thePermanent Placement program immediately, citing the parent's physical
incapacity, but yet attempts no reccification services, such as a homemaker,
that would allow the children to rernate in their biological home

Furthermore, the report does not provide information on the number ofchildren in either program who 'nay be there as the result of possible false
charges (False Positives). These children may be kept from their parents untilthe parents cooperate with the system i.e. agree to service plans which makesno sense to them. Parents accused of abuse which leaves no physicalevidence, such as emotional or sexual abuse, may not be considered
candidates for reunificatio,' ,."th their children The allegations may be true,and the parents in'denial state, or the allegations might be false, and the
parents are telling the truth Distinguishing between the two requxes great skillon the part of the CWS worker

Compounding the problem is that inadvertently false allegations may beelicited from children who have been led or coaxed into false statements by
improper interviewing procedures. A notoriou4 example of this is the McMartincase in Los Angeles Four years ago the prosecution believed all thestatements the children made about underground tunnels to the sea, molests inhot air balloons, and killing and burying large and small anirr its Sevendefendants were charged with these acts because of the children's testimony
Later charges were dropped against five of the seven, as the prosecution
realized the charges could have been the product of improper investlationtechniques

Another category of high incidence of false allegations can be found with
emotionally troubled children or teens A though there has been a widespread
notion that, "children don't lie about abuse," tl,s is being senously questioned
as more incidences of false reporting by teenagers in a variety of situations
appear. These cases have appeared in school and institution settings, as well
as in private homes An area of high incidence of such false reporting occurs
with older child placements into foster or adoptive homes This topic has been
addressed at professional adoption and foster care conferences and inpublications However the CWS worker may not be aware of these specialsin due to insufficient training These cases also can have deleterious

.acts upon the child and their new family if not handled appropriately (Notethe attached case history appended to this cntique ) There is no information in
this report of minors who are placed directly into Permanent Placement
because parents are being cited as "uncooperative" as they refuse to agree to
service plans in which they must first admit guilt The number of parents
who refuse to admit guilt coulrl be found by reviewing the worker's
case notes, and should be cross-referenced with case outcomes.

4 6 2,
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REASONS FOR REUNIFICA'' DN

Although the most fre., ntly cited reason for termination of cases in the
Family Reunification Program was reunification with parent or guardian, (Table
13), the number was only 70% The reasons for the failures of the
reunification process are not documented, but need to be If the
program Is to be Improved. Were the expectations too great for parents
with few resour.:es? For example, were parents with poverty-level income
expected to obtain housing that was beyond their economic means, or were
they mandated to go to classes or therapy to which they had no transportation,or funds W- chemically-dependent parents mandated to rehabilitate them-
selves yet It :ould find no available program? Failure of the Reunification
P ogram must be studied more thoroughly if families are to be helped

Of the approximately 70% of the cases reunited with their families, 83%
of those cases (455 out of 550) were court-ordered (Table 14) The reasons for
and types of cases whi:h are court-ordered reunification versus not court-
ordered need to be determined, particularly in light of the factthat the average
stay for non court-ordered reunification is only two and a half months versus
seven months for court-ordered reunification. As separation from family is
known to be damaging, especially for a young child, it seems anktopnate to
move cases toward a no court reunification expenence

PERMANENT PLACEMENT TERMINATIONS

For the Permanent Placement Program, the largest percent of
terminations are categorized as other (Table 13) Table 14 breaks this
information down further Age of Majonty or Emancipation accounts for the
largest number of terminations in the Perroanent Placement Program (31%)
There has been severe criticism from many areas that these children are not
adequately prepared to fend for themselves at age 18 or 19, or in some cases,
even younger The number of children being emancipated should be of serious
concern considering what is or is not being provided for them

A significant member, approximately 34% (figure derived from Table 14
by adding together reunification with parent/guardian and adoption placementwith a family member) have been returned to a biological relative Thisraises the question if children could be reunited with a family
member, why did they ever eater the Permanent PlacementProgram?

DEATHS NOT ACCURATELY REPORTED

However, a disturbingly high number (20%) have their cases terminated by
running-away, or other unspecified reasons, including dealt. (See Table 14)
In two years (1984 & 1985) a total of 54 minors had their cases terminated
mysterious!), under the broad category of Other 'Jnspecihed (Includes Death of
Child) monthly This is approximately 650 children per year Minors who
permanently ran away from the foster care placement average ' 39 a 61
program exits monthly in 1984 and 19-5 respectively The report shows an
increasing trend of running away, as the percent increased from 4 7% in 1984to 61% in 1985

These are alarmingly high numbers and percents need very careful
scrutiny, and further break-down In previous years reports, termination by
Jeath of a minor was a separate category, but that information is obscured inthis report Suicide, or other conscious or unconscious self-destructive
behavior, undoubtedly accounts for some of the older-child deaths The
problem of teen-age suicide has increasingly become a national concern, and
approximately 10% of the children in Permanent Placement, and 4% in Family
Reunification, had their cases terminated for Other L rt -ss-ced (Includes Death
of Child) A very clear breakdown of eleven u,:ier possible termination
reasons are given, and it seems as it death, both accidental or otherwise, n lust
account for a large portion of the Other Unspecified (includes Death of Child)
category, and deserve a separate category by themselves In addition, a recent
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figures c,ted by the Select Committee on Children Youth and Families report
that incidents of child deaths in foster care are of senous concern . That
nearly 10% of the child in Permanent Placement foster care are
ha ng their cases terminated due to unclear reasor, titicd,C:her
Unspecified (Includes death of child), needs Immediate attention.

REPORT "LITTLE HOCVER" COMMISSION
MARCH 1987

A report of the Commission on California Government Organization and
Economy entitled The Children's Services Delivery System in California states
that, "CaVornia's Chi lren's Services delivery system is in a state of utter
confusion and disarray." (Report, p 1) It further states, "While some children are
fortunate enough to benefit from the state's current chat, it system of providing
services, a greater number of children that desperately heed help are not being
served at all' It goes on the state, 'There is inadequate information regard!' g
the outcomes of reported cant; of neglect and Rouse. Thus the benefits uf the
current system for handling neglected ane, abused cile-en and it cost
effectiveness are difficult to determine " (Repo p 13)

The report's firdings relevant to tI hused and neglected child include the
following

1 Government's role is ambiguous and resuits in an overburdeneu i;PS
uelivery system due to a large number of reports of abuse and to a lack of
clearly defined pnonties;

2. Courts are not able to deal with neglect/abuse cases in a timely manner
thereby further traumatizing children;

3 Current approaches to investigating allegations of neglect/aouso may
prove damaging to families and children interpretations of abuse are
too broad and this has resulted in increased reporting; repeated
irterviewing traumatizes children; unsubstantiated reports do not
ne ,ssanly imply that no abuse has taken olace (False Negatomi), but it is
not t. -sable to tell with the data at hand wnat percent may have .n
substantiated later with a subsequent report and investioatioi., evidence
does suggest that unintentional ft 'se reporting, as well as malicious re-
porting, is increasing (sta. Amity's),

4. There is a serious lack eLggragrarligiagang procedural
guidelines for investigating

5 There is a shortage of appropnate services and resources for those who
are abused,

6 There is a wow" need to reevaluate the requirements for dependency
including an evs ion of the degree of harm to the child, reevaluate and
establish conditiors under wnich a police officer or a social worker may
remove L. aldren from ,near homes without a court order

This report serves to further underscore the need for better ev 'rations of
the Preplacement Previ ntive Services Programs and the Placement Programs
A proper evaluation could form the basis for establishing defin.tions an' aining
proarams, tit such an evaluation would definitely need to examine me false
positive:, and the false negatives inherent in the system

4
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CHILD WELFARE SERVICES REPORT

OCTOBER 1987

In October of 1987 the Child Welfare Serwces Report was forwarded to
the state legislature by the Health and Welfare Agency of the Department of
Social Sermes . s report was Intended to update the legislature cn

1. The operation and progress of the Child Welfare Services
(CW3) programs

2 The differences among counties in their implementation of
these programs

3 To report the results of the 1986 CWS Case Review along
with a description of corrective efforts (Report, p ii)

METHODOLOGY USED

Teo data fc;t:-,..; report ha; generated by a stratified random sampling of
cases from each of the 58 counties in the state. A total sample of 11.53 cases
encompassing all 4 programs was obtained. These cases were then revi3wed
and rated fo comp'iance based on specific items covering 31J elemmts
Pass/fail criteria were .3stablished follows:

TO PASS
100% of 5 critical items had to be correct in the file, ese items dealt
with current assessment/reassessment currer service plan,
timeliness of court/administrative reviews, and Permanency Planning
hearings ,

In additior , 83% of the remaining 25 items deemed essential had to
be correct, these items pertained to client identification, time-frame for
completic of reports/assessment pla s and evaluations, appropriate
administr ive signatures, description of the services, homehacility in
which the child is to be placid, parent/guardian signatures,
arrangement for visitation, timeliness of initial and continuing social
worker and parent/child contact, parent notification of tearing, court
order that reasonable efforts were made to prevent placerne,,t, or in
an emergency that the lack of preplacement preventive .Vorts was
reasonable, appropriateness of person conducting admi iistrative
reviews, etc

FINDINGS

This evaluation revaaled that only 21 of the 58 counties were in
compliance as defined by th. above criteria The statewide error rate over all
four programs was 10%, or greater, for the following elements

Elements Failure at

Joint adoption review 42 25%
Reasonable Efforts statement on Court Order 31 50%
Social Worker's Contact with Foster Parent 23 11%
Social Worker's Visit with Chili 19 64%
Parent Signature on Service Kan 17 89%
Court Open to Parent/Child 14 02%
Identifying information to locate chid 12 94%
Current Service Plan 11 33Y.

In contrast, other relevant items such necwssily/appropnateness of services,
necessity /appropriateness of 'Adamant, and extent of compliance with service
plan , had error rates of less than one percent Based on this information, it
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would seem that if a worker could justify and document the necessity for taking
a child from his/her family and placing the child in foster care, then there should
be documentation of reasonable efforts to prevent placeb'ent if indeed, any
were m de However, 31.50% of the cases, nearly one third, failed on
documenting reasonable efforts being made to prevent placement Clearly this
discrepency denotes the existence of a very senous problem The passed
ttem,necessity and appropriateness of placement , is merely a proforma
statement inserted into the court petition, often times nece.Artating a mere check
in the appropriate box, and not based upon detailed investigation. Likewise, in
scme counties, presumably the passing ones, the reasonable efforts to prevent
placement a faded item. may also be compiori with by checking off a box on
the petition with no sup; qg inf^matin- presented Those counties that had
a higher percentage of L ,ian,..0 w.,. -lsonable efforts might have had the
same, or even fewer services and/or wet .ers, but merely more consistent in
insertion of the proforma statement Compliance with reasonable efforts
to prevent placement definlidly needs to be audited. The audit
should focus on proceJures, programs and interventions offered,
an not merely the presence of a proforma statement. (See
appended case history tor an example of this method of documenting
reasonable efforts when none have been made.)

EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROGF1Ar*

Within the Err..., iaspo.....e Program, the error rate for reasonable
efforts was 21.36% sailing this item the report states, "This may reflect
procedural problems (failure to include this in the court order even though
reasonable shorts have been made), or it may reflect failure to provide
reasonable efforts l'o prevent placement. (Report, p 9) While the former reason
is easily ren..,died by establishing and enforcing corrective procedures, the
latter is not, and it is of very senous concern as it may well represent irreparable
damage to children and families Failure to make reasonable efforts before
removing children undermines tto legislative intent of the PL 96.272 and SB 14
reforms. It is also a potential source of psychological, emotional, social and
economic devastation to the family.

FAMILY MAINTENANCe REPORT

Whin the Family Maintenance Program, high error rates ranging from
12.45% to 15 11% occurred for items dealing with current assessment, current
service plan, timely 'nitiai service plan, parent(s) signature on service plan, and
projected term of service The highest error rate, 15 11% was associeted with
parent(s) signature on service pier. The report states, *Regulations require that
the parent(s)/guardian(s) sign the service plan, or that there be documentation
in the case record of the reasons for failure to sign the plan . Some of the
acceptable reasons for failure tc sign the service plan can be that the parent
denies the abusa/neglect allegations or that the parent's legal counsel ad. *es
the parent not to sign.* (7 ,port, p 1'))

In evaluating the Fail ly ilaintenance °rogrem, it is of prime
Importance to know how man) parents refused to sign because ofdenial of charges. (This problem is discussed at length in the section
pertaining to the January 1987 Report ) The CWS Departmont maintains that
success in this program is dependent upon parr nt cooperation The "non-
cooperative" narent may very well be the victim of malicious or mistaken
reporting, a false positive case, where the charges are indeed unfounded It .3
important to learn more about these cases so as to establish procedures and
guidelines that will prevent the program from damaging families Otherwise, the
'cure' is worse man me Disease.

FAMILY REUNIFICATION PROGRAM

Within the Family Reunification Program, the items with the highest errorrates were as follows'
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Elements alLfiltalit

Joint Adoption Review 42 50%
Reasonable Ei:orts Statement 35 17%
Parent(s) Signature 20.67%
Social Worker contact with foster parents 16 89%
Identifying information of FCIS 14 32%
Court open to parent/chiW 14 25%
Supervisor signature on a r vice plan 10 48%

Again, as with the state-wide compliance rate, these figures specific to
Family Reunification, echo the same problem areas. Some of these items need
to be looked at together, and not in isolation. For instance, the failed
Family Reunification cases that enter Permanency Planning might
be checked against the c..ses lacking parent signatures. It is a
chilling thought to think that innocent families may be torn apart because
parents ref wa to sign agreements while denying false charges, and that after
one year, wnen the caseworker says that Family Reunification wag unsuc-
cessful, the child is moved to Permanent Placement Program for adrrpt,on The
high error rate for lack of parent signature, and the lack of further explanation,
should set off ar alarm nationwide saying that false positives must be included
in evaluating the efficacy and ethics of thrs type of program

LOCATION OF FOSTER CHILDREN

The idsiti4nng information item on the Foster Child Int ,matron System (FCIS)
deals with the physical location of each child in foster care The error rate
implies that this program can 'lose' 14.23% of its children at any one woe In
this program there is contact between parent and child, however, there may be
delqs in parent/child reunification meetings if thelocation of the child cannot be
venfied

PERMANENT PLACEMENT PROGRAM

Within the Permanent Placement Program, the items with the highest
error rates were as follows

Elements Failure Rate

Social workers contact with foster. parent 29 16%
Social wornars' contact with child 19 64%
Supervisors signature on service plan 14 39%
Documentation of court open to par* nt/child 13 65%
Identifying information of FCIS 11 54%

All of the above items are unsettling, but particularly disturbing are the
explanations cited in the rayon for the last two items Regarding Documentation
of court open to parent/child the report cites ignorance as the cause It states,
Some social workers believed that a parent who was no longer committed to
the child, but whose nghts had not been terminated, did not need to be notified
In other cases, social workers neglected to provide notice to children 14 years
of age and older (Report, p 17) Such actions clearly are violating oaront and
child -!ghts

Lack of identifying information on the location of the foster child is a
consistent problem in both Family Reunification and Permanent Placement
programs The report states, PL 96-272 requires SDSS to report to the
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federal government, upon request, specific information on children in foster
care, including location and length of stay In some cases, counties provided a
post office box as r. child's physics' location." (p 15) In other cases the
business address of the placing ag , was used The error rate on this item
implies that this program can 'loss 1.54% of its children. Even though the
parents are no longer guardian of thy child, that parent, sibling, or other relative
may wish 'o contact the child in Permanent Placement, but may be unable to do
so because the location of the child has been lost Another alarm-- some fermi/
r Ay not ever be able to contact their child or relation cnce he/she has been
taken

CALIFORNIA STATE DSS REMEDIATION PLANS

Before publication of this report, the SDSS and county welters directors
reviewed the findings and developed remediations plans Trey Jointly
determined the causes of proviems to lie in the following areps

1. The reniediation plan made SDSS specifically re- ponsible for the
following re medation.

2 Ensuring that the counties are av Are or Atatutory requirements by
providing, " . . the statutory language and clarifications through all
county notices " (p. 17)

3 Ensunng that counties are able to meet regulatory reqorements by
revising C.ose CWS regulations which were identified as being too
restnctive or Jndear.

The latter approach seems to be one of tailoring the rules to fit the
observed actions of the workers, whether they be helpful or not, and not one of
remediation Also included Is a plan that appears to be an attempt at
educating or training of workers in the system. The State Department of Social
Services, god those counties that passed the compliance reviews, and were
Identified as models of good CWS practice, are Lc) provide workshops in the
following areas

1 Coordination of activities with the Juvenile Court system to ensure
that counties are meeting statutory and regulatory requirements for
proper notice, timeliness of hearings, and completeness of court
orders

2 Proper documentation of case records to ensure that counties are
meeting requiiements for joint adoption reviews, parent and
sunervisor signatures on service plans, timely contacts with children
and foster parents, timely response to child abuse referrals

3 S iccessful development and implementation of county systems to
, "ire that there are effective procedures for transferring cases,
co.tpleting forms, establishing quality control processes, and training
stall

.1 r
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FAILURE OF DSS REGIEDIATION PLAN

Educational efforts are desperately needed. but their suggested
remediation plan fo,;uses on how to have tae proper paperwork in the tile.
Although this is important, it does not address the real problem of the quality of
the services provided to children and their families in the state of California
The remediation does not address preventing possible damage to children and
families by inappropriate intervention. The data demonstrates that a
serious problem exists, and that at the heart of this problem are
the Important issues of definitions of child abuse/neglect and
reasonable efforts, and the necessity of looking at false positives
and false negatives. This type of information should be the basis for
improving child and family services.

CURRENT TRAINING STATUS OF CWS WORKERS

In addition to the forecr.ing, this 1987 report also examined the
compliance rating and its dependency on caseload per worker, supervisor-to-
staff ratios, cost per case, and support costs per case. None of these factors
was found to be related to compliance. In the discussion of these findings, it
was maintained that compliance was related to the ". .rstablishment of
effective procedures tor handling work related tasks. . . "(Report, p 24) The
passing counties had well-organized systems in place which were charac-
tenzed by color-coded forms, accessible statutory regulations and procedure
manuals, and "regular training to update professional knowledge and skills." It
is this latter component which cries for atten,ion and that has never been
assessed

Presented below is a table showing, for oath of the four programs, the
total amount spent statewide for the program, the total amount spent on staff
develcpment, the percent of the total spent of staff davelopment, and cost per
CAS wurker. (This table has been generated by i. mason provided in the
appendices of the wort The 'Per Worker column was derived by dividing the
total spent on staff training by the total number of workers )

atafirayigt Exnanditures byyiag auLiguami

Proaram Total Budget Arnow it Staff Treeing percent per Worker

Emergency Response26,787,335 60,103 % $44 89
Family Maintenance 14,106,598 28,613 $35 32
Family Reunification 18,251,574 210,4'39 1 15% $192:
Permanent Placernent9.862.176 104,293 1 u5P", $172 21

TOTAL $69,007,683 $403,448 59Y. ......

As can be seen from the above table, approximately 1%, o less, of the
total program costs has been spent on staff development his ow amount
seemingly reflects very low effort at provid'ng relevant training The
emergency Response and Family Maintenance Programs have incredibly low
expenditures, and yet they are the two programs designed to prevent
plamment, in compliance with PL 96-272 and SB t4 Eergency Response
aho has the biggest potential for harming iambus as th3y are the program
a rough which crucial initial screening is done
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REVIEWER RECOMMENDATIONS

TRAINING / EDUCATION OF WORKERS

The data supports the need for an educational component that ,s
currently not being met. The report implies that current low-levels of staff
exPenditures do not even meet the current need for proper paper-flow
organization to coordinate the simpler mandates of PL 96-272. The more
difficult mandates, providing for reasonable efforts to prevent placement and to
reunify families, cannot hardly be addressed considering the low level of
resources placed into staff training. Germane to this training/education
component are definitions of chid abuse, neglect, and reasonable
efforts, as well as, knowledge of false positives and false nega-
tives.

In addition to staff development, i;..., educational background of workers
also needs to be assessed A national study commissioned by the Children's
Bureau of the Department of Human and Health Services showed that no staie
required any entry level child welfare workers to either be licensed, or even
have a social work undergraduate or graduate degree. These workers appear
to Jes the most poorly trained, with very large caseloads, and with little on-the-
job training. Althopgh it is presumed that the CWS workers have some
educational interest and training relevant to social welfare, state law does not
mandate any licensing or credentialing of the direct service providers
Consequently, prior training cannot be assumed when a new child welfare
worker begins employment. A study of the educational background of
the CWS workers needs to be undertaken, to determine If there Is
a relationship between the educational level of the CWS workers,
and Compliance with PL 96-272. Such a study may provide not only
guidelines for determining necessary background qualifications for competent
CWS workers, but also may serve as defining some of the educational content
necessary for relevant in- service training. The job is an awesome one due a
workers abifity to destroy the bonds of a family, and yet, they may have no
knowledge of what he/she is doing.

After a worker hat removed a child from the home, there may exist a
natural prejudice against return of the child to that home, and/or an animosity
has developed between worke- and family due to the adversanal nature of the
court proceedings. If a worker was to initiated Family Reunification, it is
accomplished much faster, as the average stay in foster care is only 2 1/2
months vers 1 seven months for court-ordered reunification programs It Is
Important to assess the family perceptions and bletni held by CWS
workers to see how they affect our mos of cases.

An additional problem, also not addressed by any of the previous
evaluations, is they type of foster care placement the child enters while the case
is in the Family Reunification program Although there is a chronic shortage of
foster homes, there does appear to be more fost-adopt homes available than
normal foster homer. Some potential adoptive parents, discouraged by the
long waiting list to adopt, have opted to be fost-adopt parents, hop,ng that
Family Reunification fails and the child becomes theirs permanently Workers,
often desperate to find a placement, can be tempted to place children
nappropriately in a fost-ado{.' home The worker, instead of truly attempting to
make family reunification successful. may be biased in favor of the fost-adopt
parents to whom he/she has already half-promised the child A careful case
study analysis of what factors Influenced the placement of children
Into fost-adopt homes, and their eventual outcome, needs to be
undertaken.

An additional problem, again not addressed in the report, .s the role of
cultural diversity in the diagnosis and treatment of allegeo neglect and abuse
Knowkdge of other cultures, and their child rearing practices, must ho
addressed in the staff training of CWS workers Many cultures utilize OLrpo,at
punishment more extensively than is recommended by contemporary
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psychologists. This practice, which may leave males, coLld be labeled abusive,
aithough, from the perspective of that culture, ea.to use corporal punishment
would be considered neglectful. Cross - referencing between specific
ethnic groups, and typos of alleged abuse, need to be analyzed toalert workers differentiate between true abuse and cultural
diversity. This knowledge ceuki also target specific populations for
Intensive educational efforts, so as lc help them avoid conflict with
the prevailing cultural norm.

ORIGIN OF ALLEGED ABUSE REPORT

Akhoug.. past SDSS reports addressed characteristics of the alleged
perpetrator, no report cited the source of the complaint How many were
originally made by teachers, doctors, neighbors, family members, a parent
complaining against the other parent. strangers, and anonymous reporting'
The source of the complaint should be cross-referenced with the
outcome, to determine which 'opening sources were the rt and
least reliable. This information could be useful to developing training for
Emergency Response program personnel. Furthermore, this will soon be
important in.ormation as new federal regulations in the reauthonzation of
funding for the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act are requinng more
accurate reporting of unfounded, unsubstantiated, and substantiated cases of
abuse

Some initial reporting of abuse or noglect originates in divorce disputes
in Family court Nowhere, in any of the evaluations, has this been taken into
consideration Even though, in a family Court setting a child may not be
removed from his/her home, and thereby placed into any of the specific
categories of Far lily Reunification or Permanent Placement, they can be
der. ad access to a non-custodial parent for months, or years, with no
mandated court review . This is the Nrnb i state which PL 96-272 tned hard to
avoid for children. Although Pt- 96-272 Elea seem to be working to some ex-
tent, at least when a child is completely removed from his/her biologica! farm

,

the law has not been applied to divorce situations. Future reports need to
address children of divorce who could be said to have two
families. Compliance with PL 9P-272 needs to be monitored In the
Family Court arena, as well as J venlie Court. Separation from either
parent could logically dictate that the same court review processes and family
rounification services be used in Family Court, however, this is not done

SUMMARY

In the future the proper basis of analysis should be the family, as it is the
intended unit to be served under PL 96-272. A longitudinal cohort study
should be undertaken which aid% the case and includes interviews with the
clients served, as well as the initial reporter. Although data from the case
notes have been utilize in tha analysis of these evcluations, there is no survey
of services provided from the perspective of the intended client, the family Theparents' perceptions -n the value of Intervention, as well as the
obstacles to reunification flth their children, is essential feedback
to make the system more efficient.

Problems exist throughout the system, and compliance with federal and
state mandates are not being met Noncompliance with exIstin law
leaves individuals, and their governmental employer, liable tar
lawsuits for violation of civil rights and damages for pre un,ilInjury, particularly due to a recent Supreme Court decision
(Berkowitz vs. U.S.) which limits governmental Immunity when lawshave been violated. State and county funds are limited for training, and
looking ahead realistically it is unlikely that there will be large surpluses for this

irpose in the near future Even with limited money available for training,
enhancing scmpltance with PL 96-272 is essential, it for no other reason than to
avoid incurnng habil j Perhaps the most effective prNention measure is to
carefully screen cases entenng the system to avoid bL th false positives and

4 '7,}
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negatives, end potential litigants Germane to this are the definitions of exactly
what 15 child abuse. At present, this most fundamental ISSLAI of
definitions of child abuse has not been addrescsd by any of these
evaluations.

Many of the problems of defining child abuse, and problems with cut-of-
home placements, may be to a large extent be avoided, if family based
services were provided. Family based services is a new concept in the
diagnosis and treatment of child abuse and neglect. It relies upon a very low
staff to client ratio, and adequate support services to deal with the cnsis that the
Jamey is facing, with very little usage of gut-of-home placements. The succ ss
rate has been very high, as measured by large declines in out-of-home
placements, and reoccurrence of abuse. In addition, many states are turning to
it for child welfare services because of cosi oa.lois weir Nu.41$1.-1 usage of
traditional foster care and avoidance of legal proceedings Future reports
should project the anticipated cost savings of conversion to the
family based services model.

4,1
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"REASONABLE EFFORTS"

A SANTA CLARA COUNTY PROBATION DEPARTMENT SAMPLE CASE

by

Shoneen Gervich

Our son, A, was a 13 year old older-child adoptee placement who had resided,
with his older sis:er, P , in our home for less than a year when, in May of 1985, the
County of Santa Clara intervened, and ulti nately destroyed our family life. My
husband and I, married for fourteen years but childless, had accel.ced the challenge of
adopting an older East-Indian sibling pair. Jason was a manager at Apple Computer,
and I was an instructor at the local community college and resource teacher at the
County Office of Education In addition, I served as a board member of a local
private adoption agency After a blissful hc.ieymoon period lasting many months
with A , we awakened to the fact that money and many other items were missing
We tried many approaches to the problem, but all seemed unsuccessful. Finally, in
consultation with our tnerapist, A was placed in Juvenile Hall for what we thought
would be a few days When he first -rived in detention, A coed to come home,
even kissing our feet in the Indian traoiuonal way. Later, he became angry for our
part in confining him, and made flambor 'legations of severe physical abuse

Juvenile Hall staff soon realized he was fabricating the physical abuse stories,
but they refused to permit A to return home until he said he wanted to go tome A

in typical older-child adoptee fashion, he wanted a "new" Mom and Dad For
ovc- two months, we, the "old" Mom and Dad, ardently attempted to woo che child
back into our home, but we were unsuccessful Later, we wanted him placed
temporarily in a therapeutic setting to help with his behavioral problems, and finally,
five months later, we attempted to relinquish A to a private agency because the
fledgling adoptive family bonds had been broken by the prolonged separauon No
charges against us were filed for the first five months, although we had been illegally
prohibited from normal visitation with our legally adopted child

In October 1986, five months after A initially left our home for a "weekend" in
Juvenile Ha ' the County filed emotional abuse charges, to gain legal sanction for their
on-going custody For the next eight mo iths the unresolved allegations of abuse
hung over us as a dark pall I was so emotionally devastated, I was unable to work
We invested large sums of money in legal fees, eventually mounting 'o over $10,000,
and we lived in constant fear c, a s older sister, P , being removed if she voiced any
domestic complaints The atmosphere was tense, and not conducive to building
adoptive family bonds

This extreme s ess for over a year made normal family relations impossible
with 17 year old P Although there were many good times with der which we will
forever cherish, she too expressed her anger in an inapproprate way by taking items
that were important to us We desired to place her in a group-home, where we could
still maintain contact, but not feel as if we were being held he stage if we dared to raise
our voice at her or confront her with the missing items Although we loved and cared
for P the notenual for more false allegations proved fatal to normal -uly life
Again, visitation was denied us, although no abuse charges were filed on to our
adopted daughter

4 '7
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Although we originally very much wanted to parent these children, due to
County intervention, this has not been possible As a re-ult of the subsequent vial,
the abuse allegauons were dropped "Nunc Pro Tune", meaning the original ,arges
were an "inadvertent error", but it was too late, we, as a family, had already been
destroyed by the very legal process designed to rescue falsely accused parents

Nano Q Bent, the author of an eleven page court report on us, and case
worker for the preceding eight months, had never exchanged more than a few
perfunctory sentences with either myself nor my husband, nor had she ever discussed
the alleged abuse with t. ;,fie following excerpts from her court report details what
"reasonable efforts" were made in beh21 of our family

Page 8 In terms of preplacement preventative services being offered, there
have not been any "

Page 9 The u*rsigned (Nano Bent) does net :-el r is approprim to discuss
reunification with either of these children

Page 10 " rel-sonable efforts have been made to prevent or eliminate the
need foi removal of me child from his/her home, and to make it
possible for the child to return home

In addition, the probation officer makes termination of parental rights a
certainty by Me following two statements

Page 10 "T'-at the,.. be no contact whatsoever with said nun Jr and his/her
adoptive parent"

Page 11 11 their parental rights may be terminated perma ...fitly under these
sections if they are not able to resume custody within 12 months "

Why were we, non-abusing parents, severed from our legally adopted children?
Why are there so many obvious contradictions, even lies, in this official document?
The false assertion of reasonable efforts having been made brings the county in
L. --o ith state and federal law, a.id eligible for federal grant money, even
thou -1 actuality no efforts were made

However, money, or lack thereof, was not in any way responsible for the
County's destruction of our family If we had been left alone when it was discovered
the abuse stories were fabricated, the taxpayer wou!J have saved approximately
$50,000 in foster care costs for four years, and more for prosecutorial costs of and
continuing court supervision of A as a ward of the County If there was any lack, it
was in training and common sense Those responsible were not trained professionals
knowledgeable about typical behavior of older child placements, nor were they willing
to listen to those who were Parents aren't heard without entering the extremely slow
and costly legal labyrinth However, if the federal and state laws relating to
reasonable effort; had been followed, this never ')uld have happened If our family
was not deemed proper material for even an attempt at reasonable efforts, then it is
the system, not the family, that is truly unreasonable

4



ALUAT1ON

Court Is considering A and P Gerold, and the

dseignsd is recommending tht both of th minors be removed rom th custody

th adoptive mother. Shoossn Carvich The adoptive father, Mr Jsson

.rvich. rlinquithd his parental sigh" to both children on May 7. 1981

either mf the children have Amricn-Indian or ESimo heritspe The undr-

signd will be referring th minors 'or 212 Civil Code proceeding. due to the

lot tht Mrs. Csrvich Is inditted her intentions to relinquish both children,

although she hem apt follousd through

`n ternt of prplcment preventative services being offered, [het. hvc not

base day. A. Crvich h bean to the tllit home of

sloes July of 1966. whren h aaaaa ntly resides n )/ h indicated

d esire to adopt A. end h been working very cloly eat h th Department

f gecil Serviced Socil Weeks, Ruth SI, el in order to (troll this process

Mee. , had &S indicated on in aaaaa t in !levies, P pieced in her boas,

ei es the b.other and sister pay live together while residing in the United

'totes children.

ks ssssss Ot

It to
Ceruloh' position to

tetiAg per lOtentlons to r0linquieh both Anthony sod Pthim, but vihlog to

stay loxolved to their Ilvs to order to ensure [het they hers. uht she

cnos Were positive futures Tb definition of relinquish o. aaa[a d to Webs. r

New World Dictionary to ea follow "to give up. tO renounce or surrender. ro

1st g." The uodrigod Isola that Ls the intention of re] inoulshoent

process. to that 000 late go of a right. or to this co e. o doptsd child It

teemm cootrsdittory to state ons'a intention to relinquish or 1st go end

still curt to be lovoIxed

It is vry upttlog to both A. end F or them to 'sells. that

Pre Cervich doss sot went then to -raids In her hoes, but yet she vents to be

1p:waived in their future lives Both of these child en have toted they do pot

ulh to be involved with 'Ire Crvich to s- extent. and they are hurl end

angry at her actions tO.srd them They era cnnfued regarding what het

been dealt to thee by the bends of
Mr end Pre Crrvlch and have no in

linuing her to b Involvod in
their ilv t tot. time

really ReonificatiOL2,112!

The undersigned doss not fl it is spnropriacs to discuss ronification witheither of these children
The undersigned is hopeful the

plceent of bothA and P 0111 be realised in [hr Lome of
It is

very istliertent that these children
be shooed to reside :a...thr while

in theUoitad 5[[ They bays 00 fselly, and other then friends of the Csrvich
family, they have 00 on to

support them in this country.

The uodrigesel to rcommeodlog
that both stooge b removed from th custody ofMrs Cervich. end hopefully relinquishment

will b accomplished to the poorfuture concerning both of th minors

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is rstpactfully recommended

I Tht the llgstioo of the Petition
filed Jun 0, 1987 be found to betrue ea alleged.

2 That th Petition filed 0 -robe.
17 ,997 be dismissed,

I That sid skin°, be
I -o to come ultbln the prosislon

sod description of
Section 200 of the .1..yeotle Cohr

4 Tht sid kin r bs clIudged
Dependent Child of ,,e Coutt In and tot thCouotv of Sent. Clers,

5

4'7

That it b found they the wlfre of 'he minor requires that hi /her
physics' custody b token from the parents, there is ubtantil

ger to the physlcs1 health of the
minor or would b if the miser were

rsrurnsd to the custody of the prenr



6 As the parent or guerdlso le unwilling to have phyeicel custody of ch.

.1nsr. and the parent or swerdien hi. been notified that 1l the .leer

Innate. out of their physicel cuetrody for tha period justified lo

foetid. 166 ) the .1nor ..y be doclered per...neatly free fro. chair

...My end control under faction 212 of the Civil Coda,

Thet re.

for re

che ct

1. effete. heve been ..d. to pliant or alislnste cbe need

h. child fro. bia/her hos., and to make it po..ible fog

hos,

0, Thee meld Miner be Committed to the tars. custody mod coetrel of cb.

Probation Officer for aniteble releciv ifoet.r.hone, privace-loecitucioinel

platimant, etch ch. Depertnenc of 2001.1 wices r supervise,

1. Met maid minor ob.) all rul. and reguletion of ch. fecllity or hose to

which hi /she 1. pieced,

10 Thee cold door concinue in protective custody to .ha Chlldrao's Shaker

poodle' cccccc ion of the above Order,

II. That the p be referred to the Donarconoc of novenas renardlog

talsburseneoc. and ch. Court idols. ch. waned of chair flooncial aaaaaa -

eibilicies to chi. natter,

Thac (We be oo coot." whet aaaaaa with ..id ninor end biaiher adoptive

17 Thee ch. .....r be continued wail eto eonths hence for Review Meeting,

It that the Court advise all ywreww. yr...ent

A Of chair right to he pr...nt et eLetint.

1 of choir riiht to he represented by lege! Counsel it CI,. ...ley

Mestirq.

C at the provision. of Section 166.25 of the Welter. end Ineciiutiao.

Code. end Section 212 of the Civil Cod., and notify Cba. Chet their

Petentel riA.t. say b. terwineted persarmocly coder the.. section. if

they are not able to re... cuecody within 12 soothe

Raid and Approved

Celvin Coon., /Mb

500 I - Dependent loCele I

red - 6710/111

asspecefully eu4.1cced.

PEW. SILiA

CwIEF PROIAT1011 OFFICE.

Medi Que.-gent

Deputy Probatioo Otilce
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Dert.intetc-I-senti)D
PE ND IAC/22.??111 SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
tmscr;EsTa IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SANTA CL. ZA
C6-1E-8705:ASe....1 JUVENILE COURT

In Behalf of $ P CERVICH

Brth Dale

Address

Age

No 91330

PETITION

Telephone

I the enders/coed petrhones allege

(1) The person whose name, address, and age are shown n the above caption is under eghleen (18) years of

(2) Tills Deno) comes esthrn the promons of Sechon (el of the Jorende Court Law of CairloInta in

5-$10 PIF02, A 0 SERVICh.GTVITfte 7PL ILA! ere vS)

44-414-1411.41LAUSZ-TAWR4WALR4SALD014ADR-REFCSES 10 RETURN IC THE Nett
CF MIS ADOPTIVE PAREPTE. AND TAE ADOPTIVE PARENTS PAVE INDICATED 1141 114FT

OD VET WISP ID PAVE S41F PIIRDIP RETURNED 1C rant CAFE AND CUSTODY: RURThEF

EWE ADORTITE FAIPEF CF SAID PIITPFS DID SIGN 10,..CATAF1 REUICCISEPEAT

PAPERS Fog sAic NINO' CR NAY. VEN,INEIT, PC ;ER. CA THAI SAME CITE IPE
ADCPTIRE NOIRE; REFUSED IC SILL THE RECESSART PAPERS. FLIRIFFR, SAID PIRG S

itcrmi ROTHE; PAS CO%1INDEC IC STATE 7101 S"i DOES NET VISh TO PAVE SAIL
1111;Of RETUF.NED TO hEA CSTCDT SATE NIGOS DOES ROT 111.1 ID RETURN ID

THAI Pt`TiE. TPEREcorE MINOR. A M 6E5110. HAS ND PARENT CT

CC A DI t WILLING ID [TERME, ACTUALLT ETEECISITTC PREPER Att EFFECTIVE
PARENTAL CARE ATM CCRIEDT_ ARE TrINDR IS IN REED OF SCCP CARE ARP CORTRE:.

EC

The abo/e charges of abuse were mirth- au d and dropped Isunc Pro Tunc by Jamie Jacobs May and
Robert Masterson who represented Sant. Cla a County ar d the children respectwels As the original
charges stemmed from fake allegauons of abuse and lack of proper theraperivc understanding of older
child adoptees, the prosecution was correct in admitung these allegations nec shauld have been been
filed in the first place

I first became acquainted with the Geryich family in my professional capacity in March of 1986 After
Anthony entered haveru'e Hall, I became more intensely Inc olved with the family and tried to intervene
on then behalf with the Probation Department, but to no avail Since that lime I have become more
involved with the Gervichs particularly Shoneen Our relationship has changed from one of client
therapist to mutual friends, and now to colleagues as we work together under the asupices of VOCAL After
over two years of often daily contact with Shoneen, who was charged with emouonal abuse 1 can vouch for
her emotional stability and mamntv This race tike s. many others was an unnecessary travesty against
both the parents and ultimate!), the children

&AL.-CA.14%4
Carol Marks, AI F C C
Saratoga Center for Growth and Guidance
,,an in, California

90-460 0 - 89 -- 16
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EXCERPTS FROM LETTERS TO JUVENILE PROBATION

PRIOR TO FILING ABUSE CHARGES ON THE GERVICHS

JUNE 1986

) gets his needs met even to the extent of fabricating stories, stealing, etc
I feel his best course is to remain with his sister and adoptive family and engage in the
therapeutic process,"

Vern Wallace, MFCC intern
Juvenile Hall Therapist
San Jose

"I have had extensive telephone conferences with Mr and Mrs Gervich as they
dealt with A 's behavior 1 ob.:erved Mr and Mrs Gervich to be committed parents
who have extended themselves fully on behalf of A and his sibling, P "

Ja ties H Mehlfeld, L C S W
adoption Specialist
Oakland

"My contact with A in the last school year was two 50 minute periods a day We
talked daily of things of a personal nature At no time in the year working with A
on a daily basis did I hear A express negative feelings about his family or his
treatment "

Mary Freeman
Instructional Aide
Palo Alto Unified School District

"I live next door to them, I see them daily, I've had ample opportunity to observe
them and their bebarior towards A It ts not possible, in my opinion, for them to
have engaged in ch.lci abuse "

D Yalom, M D
Professor of Psychiatry
S anford Um versity School of Medicine

4 P1
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STATEMENT PRESENTED TO
THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES AND
THE SUBCOMMITTEES ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND UNEMPLOYMENT

COMPENSATION OF THE
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE

By:

JEANETTE DUNCKEL, CHAIRPERSON
CALIFORNIA FOSTER CARE NETWORK POLICY BOARD
CHILDREN'S RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CALIFORNIA

April 13, 1988

The Children's Research Institute of California and the
California Foster Care Network thank you for the opportunity
to submit this statement on the needs of abused and neglect-
ed children in foster care in California.

The California Foster Care Network was established in
1981 by the Children's Research Institute, and funded by
California foundations. Its purpose is to involve concerned
citizens in California with the issues surrounding the
treatment of foster children in the State.

The eight regional Foster Care Networks in California
have worked in their local communities to monitor the
implementation of SB 14, the State legislation to implement
P.L. 96-272, the federal Adoption Assistance and Child
Welfare Act of 1980. The Networks also assist in making
improvements in the care of foster children at both the
local and state levels. The Foster Care Network has initiat-
ed a three year project on emergency shelter care in
California, to assess the problems and to develop recommend-
ations for improved services for the children in shelter
care.

Emergency shelter care is the first placement for a
child who must be removed from home because of abuse or
neglect. It is intended to be a short term temporary stay
until the child can be returned home or placed in a more
stable foster care setting, such as a foster family home or
a residential treatment center. The problems in the foster
care system are reflected and magnified in the emergency
shelter care system in California.

A preliminary study of eleven major counties in
California (of 58) been completed by the project.
Another 20 counties are currently being surveyed. To date,
the data is corroborating the information the Networks have
been concerned about: there are increas'.ng numbers of
children entering shelter care and they are bringing with
them increasingly more difficult _problems.

The number of children in shelter care, as reflected by
the average monthly census in the 11 counties, has increased
83% between 19E3 and 1987. T..e children are younger: In
1987, 71% are age 10 or below, as comparld with app..oxi-
mately 52% who were age 10 or younger in 11 counties in
1984-85. The average length of stay in shelter care is 37
days, which encompasses stays of 2 days to 150 days.
Counties reported this has increased over the last 3 years.
When children leave shelter care, approximately 41% go home
or to relatives, and about 55'1 go to foster homes_, group
homes or residential treatment centers.

The 11 counties in the survey reported a growing level
of emotional and behavioral disturbances on the part of
children entering shelter care. An overage of 32% of the
children In central shelter faces ais e4otionally
disturbed or mentally ilk_ Some cou-ties reported as many
as 60% of the children in sheltnr ca.) Are disturbed.
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Approximately 32% of the children in shelter care are those
who are "repeat placement" children. These ate children
whose foster placement has failed and they have been replac-
ed in a shelter facility. These failures are often a result
of the difficult behaviors of the children and a lack of
appropriate placement options so :hat children can be
matched with care givers.

Increasingly, there are infants entering shelter care
who are addicted to drugs or alcohol because of their
mothers' ingestion during pregnancy. In San Francisco, 12%
of all the births at the county hospital are babies with
drug or alcohol withdrawal problems. Thirty ercent of
these enter shelter care. In Contra Costa (.....uaty there are
400 babies in foster care who were exposed to drugs and
alcohol before birth. In Los Angeles there were 915 drug
addicted babies in 1986 at an estimated costs of
$32,373,000. In 1987, 1,442 drug addicted babies were born.
This was an increase of more than 50%. In 1981 one Los
Angeles hospital treated 28 drug addicted mothers. In 1986,
the same hospital treated 277 suffered from chemical depend-
ency.

A recent survey of 45 counties by the Alameda County
Social Services Agency found that children needing special
medical care constitute 34% of the foster care population.
This includes children who require special medical regimes
(injections, intravenous medicatioi, etc.) infant drug
addiction, fetal alcohol syndrome, and oxygen dependent
children.

Federal leadership in providing preventive services to
keep children out of foster care and in providing for
skilled foster family homes for medically needy children
would address two of the most pressing concerns about the
foster care system today. 14, ly of the children who enter
shelter care for a very short peiiod might be able to remain
at home with the provision of services. Funding earmarked
for specific preventive services, sue" as in-home care-
takers, day treatment, emergency family care or day care has
never been adequate.

Preventive services in California are funded by local
Children's Trust Funds and by a statute passed in 1982 which
provides an annual appropriation for innovative child abuse
prevention and treatment services. Federal Social Security
Title IV-B services funds are use' to support emergency
response and emergency shelter, F.: well as family mainten-
ance, family reinification and permanent placement.

California has been using its Emergency Assistance
program funds to support emergercy shelter care for abused
children and counselling and social work services during the
early days of a child's removal from home. The State
Denartment of Social Services is now requesting that the
federal government allow California to use the money to fund
preventive services and case management for children.

Many of the children who have special medical needs can
be cared for in a foster family setting, rather than
languishing in a hospital. However, these foster families
need training and a rich mix of support services (medical
and social) to be able to provide these children with the
best environment possible. A higher rate of reimbursJment
is required to attract and retain these substitute families
who will find themselves caring for extraordinary difficult
children on a 24 hour a day basis. Currently, where foster
programs for medically needy children exist in California,
the families are being supported with Social Security Title
IV-E maintenance funds.

4R
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Federal leacership is needed to prevent children from
entering shelter care when it is appropriate. However, for
a very significant number sf the current children in
California it is clear that current foster care settings
reqt.ire new modifications for the care of home like sett-
ings, for foster children requiring special medical care.

Your committee has provided leadership for us in the
past for the tragic children whose own parents cannot or
will not care for them. In the same way, we in California
are confident that you will help us to assist the new
phenomenon foster care children whose health needs are
extraordinary.

a
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Statement by Anne Whitt Thompson; trustee of

Crossnore School, an orphanage in the North

Carolina Blue Ridge; former member, ?,arylaud

Foster Care Review B,ard; author of "The Suit-

cases," an account of her life as an orphan and

foster child,
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1 offer this stateihent us someone who has been a
child in the foster ::are system and who nos hnuhledge of
the s) em us it operates today. 1 am a trustee of Cross-
nore school in the !with Carolina Blue Hinge, an orphanage
where 1 once lived, and 1 recently completed a four -year
term on the foster care review board of Maxyland

Shortly alter the death of our mother, my tho sis-
ters and I - at apes five, six and almost eight - sere
taken from our fattier to become surds of the state. 1 am
the middle sister. Within the next two v s we had lited
in two orphanages and three foster homes Ater, at age
fourteen, I was sent to Crossnore, where I stayed until I
was twenty.

I wrote of this in 1962 in a book titled "The suit-
cases" which has become required reading for child care
and social corkers in several states and been .aken by
header's Digest in sixteen countries. I mention the book
because I wish to show that I have given careful thought
to my life as an orphan and foster child. I must establish
now that I found nothing in that experience as terrifying
as going into a foster home.

The concept of a home-like environment is appealing
to adults who plan the placement of the foster child, but
the reality is much different.

Mitering a foster home is like being in a dream
where you find yourself in the wrong place and don't know
how to get out. You stand there stiff wit., fear as you
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are told that "these people will be your mother and father

for a little uile." This is the most difficult adjust-

ment the foster child must face: I don't know them; they

dont know me; and I don't know what is expected of me.

What a staggering demand to make of a child. A

stratiLe new home; a strdno family; and you're to become

a part of it. And most of all, don't cause any trouble.

4 sistees and I knew each time we did not belong

in these make-believe situations and learned to suppress

our personalities as we tried to be acceptable to the

families taking us in.

Children are possessive. One of the first words

they learn is "mine." They speak with pride of their

parents, saying "my mother does this" and "my father does

that. They also like to think of "my room" and "my place

at the table." But there is none of that for the foster

child, who has no claim to anything. That child will in-

creasingly ask, "Who am I and where do I belong?"

I have told you of my fears as a loster child. Let

me contrast that with my life in the orphanage, which ?

found loving, stable anu nappy.

Chiluren in orphanages develop a sense of self ant'

self-worth. They do not see themselves as the "poor lit-

tle orphans" you find in fiction and the movies. Adults

who have grown up in an orphanage tell me it wa3 their

home and was a happy place. social workers nave told me

that children in orphanages are well adjusted ,Ind are

seldom tioublesome. And ,.bile there ate per.ons who ask
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if it wasn't a stigma being an orphan, I world choose that

over being known as "the little welfare girl wuo lives

with the Coburns up the street."

Cnildren aoapt to orphanage life because these are

others there like them. They help and support one another

in ways that adults could never use to reach them. There

is kinship and a shared sense of loss. And it is far

easier to adjust to life without your parents when you do

not have to pretend that you are someone's else child.

(here is little that is right w.th foster care and

a great deal that is wrong. It may be the goal of the

system to climinite the years in limbo for the colic' a

waiting adoption or return to tLe parents, but we know

that is not happening. In my work with the review board

1 have listened month after month to cases of hildren

whose permanency plans existed only on paper. The system

is not designed to resolve these (,ses but rataer to per

petuate them, and so the chilu lingers on, sometimes for

years, to reappear again at the next cycle of review.

I see foster care as a trialanderror method of

dealing ,ith the lives of chiluren. I also see it fail

ing, for all kinds of reasons. Giving the system wore

money is ::at the answer; what is needed is better use of

the money we already have. If we took .he resource.

available to us, we could build and operate any number of

loving, stable homes for chilUren, which I choose to call

"orphan_ges." there the children could wait out a retu.-u

to their parents or placclent in adoption in a wore secure

setting than foster homes could ever cope to ,roviu.
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having said that we should bring back the orphan
age, I must also say that we as a society must do more to

make parents responsible for their children.

At one time it was the loss of the parent that

bruught a child into the welfaie system. Today it is the
behavior of the parent. Lntil a stronger sense of parental

responsibility can he established, we will continue to

have a problem that can only get worse.
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lone er. 1 -Ht'

Pia-la F .r I. land

tirmse Walt, h Means , orrmni t tee
onywo it, Hcuss vbffi e Pr ildi

Washington. P c m,515

DP,21 FirFland.

Th.. 1 re3Pronse to the testimony of Mr eanny Burton presented
to the Joint Hearing of the Subcommittee on Public Assistance and
Hnemolovmert Compensation of the Committee or Wars and Meins and
thF ;elect Committee en Children. Fouth. and Families on Child
Uelfrre ant Adoption Assistance.

We belieye Mr Burton ha, dr rwr, some conclurions based on
misinformation and misunderstanding. The purpose of this
statement by Harris County Children's P,otectiye Services Is
srmpl. to add our perspective to his testimony.

Children's Protective Service, is the agency charged with
responsibility for protection of children. The authority for
action is derived from civil law. Criminal prosecution of the
perpetrator is not within the purview of Children's Protective
Services but lies solely with law enforcement and the criminal
courts.

The Texas Far.ly Code, Chapter 34. Section 34.02 stipulates tnat
reports of suspected child abuse or neglect "shall be made to any
local or state law enforcement agency. an, in addition shall be
mane to:

(l, the Texas Department of Human eryices'

Within the same section. paragraph (c) is the following
statement:

All reports received by any local or state law enforcement
agency shall he referred to the Texas Department of Human
Services or to the agenc designated by the court to be
responsible for the protection of children. The department or
designated rgency immediately shall notify the appropriate state
or local law enforcement aoency of any report it receives, other
than from a law enforcement agency, that concerns the suspected
abuse or neglect of a child or cleat, of a child from abuse or
neglect".

Harris bounty Children's Protective Services report; allegations
of child abuse according to defrnit inns stated in Section 34.02
of the f 'roily Law Code to law enforcement authorities as thry are
received. le further expedite the cooperation between Harris
County Children's Protective beryl es and la, enforcement, in
November. 1987 we installed FAT, machines to facilitate
transmittal. This practice provides law enforcement with the
unfettered opportunity to conduct independent investigations
related to tie reports. based upon their own investigation, law
enforcement authorities may refer the case to the district
atbornev's off for r-oFecution. The Df's office may pursue
criminal prosecution based on evidence and facts presented b/ law
enforcement.

PROTECTING DEPENDENT NEGLECTED AND ABUSED CHILDREN OF HARRIS COUNTY

HARRMCOUNTVCOMMISMITCOURT 0111 (31W- TEXAS DEPARTME .T OF HUMAN SERVICES
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At the same time Harr 1', fh.rOten , hrahe-t. e Sfrvi
proceeds through the civil courts if 'hp chili mil=t by rem,,ed
from his home fn- his cuotertInn. It Is done with d rOivr Order
Court hearings aro srhedaled within a specific time Prone a,
established by law. Barents are en, .uraged to obtain legal
counsel and in some in.,tances a cou, t appointed atturne, 1,
assigned. An attorney ad-litem is always appointed to rep.usont
the child's be,t interest. Fiery sly muothu a ce,lew of the
child's status and plans for the future 1, 'elo. ka,entn,
attnrneys. roster parents, as well as caseworkers. hasp the
opportunity to appear at this rourt hear no

Mr. Burton has mrsinte-creted tie lett,, and thu ,oteht ,f I r.

96-2,d as perceived b, Harris Count, , Proterti E
Services. We oricu, with the many evurert, ,n the field of -hild
abuse who believe that family preservation in (Inc treatment of
choirp The psychclogiOal damage to a child who is remn,ed f,ho
his home is far reaching However . we ols, trell e must
be done in life-threatening situation, where there 1, r 1S1 it

physical harm to the child. We know Of no financial 1,nehtive,
for rehabilitation of the pp petrator and presery3tion of the
famils, unit". There is emphasis on family treatise it and ,egolar
r view of case plans so that children do not 1.,4e, in foster
are w thout a goal toward a permanent situation. A permanent
plan may mean adoption. placement with a relative, or return to
family. Preservation of the family is nut an all or nothing
philosophy. P, 9o-272 encourages planning and activity toward
the least restrictive plarement so that rhildren do riot become
lost in temporary living situation.

Harris County Children'f, Protective Services has taken several
steps to broaden the level of understanding in regard to

conflic.s betw en the criminal justice system and CPS as governed
by Civil law. Meetings have been held with the district
attorneys and with district Judges. Efforts have been made to
accommodate requests of the criminal system without contempt 0:
civil orders. We support additional staffing within the law
enforcement agencies which would more efficleatly respond when
intervention is necessary.

The death of even one child as a result or abuse is tragic. It

must be the goal of every community through education, working
with families before the situation, becomes critical. and a
variety of outreach and prevention programs to el mrnate such
horror. To blame one agency for all chlid deaths is counter
productive and Pkpends energy that could othe -wise be used to
prevent further
deaths. The c- --,,u-rty must wort together c'eatively and
positively to create an atmosphere where [tri d abuse is not
tolerated.

Sincerely.

George Fo
FveClitive Director

GF/GDilP

Gene Daniel
Ri gional Director

fl
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TESTIMONY or

C. PATRICK BABCOCK

DIRECTOR OF THE

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT or SOCIAL SERVICES

IN TRODUC TION

In 1980, P.L. 96-272, the Adoption
Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980, was passed

to address the , ,rvasive pattern of "foster care drift," or the unplanned use of foster

care. Two key areas of reform were ident fled. Implementation of prevention services

to avoid unnecessary removals of children and more decisive and timely actions to secure

permanent homes for children when removal was necessary were called for.

The central principle underlying the nation's child welfare effort in 1980 was that every

child was entitled to grow up with a permanent family. Family preservation, in other

words, was established in our national policy as the strategy of first resort among

possible approaches to ensure that children have a supportive environment in which to

grow up.

The arguments and evidence for this national policy commitment are compelling.

Children :rho grow up with their own families have better prospects than children in

placements to realize the emotional
entitlement of childhood, as Y.ell as their full

potential as adults. They are less likely to have their lives diminished by low self-

esteem, school failure, drug abuse, mental illness, delinquency, and reduced capacity for

self-sufficiency as adults.

But, effective family preservation is not only in the best interest of children; it is also

essential for tne welfare of our society as a whole. Th functioning family is the basic

unit through which we achieve and maintain social stability. It is the context and vehicle

providing succeeding generations with the personal and social via...es required to maintain

a democrr tic system.

Given th efforts to help trouble, inlies better meet the needs of their children

would be an appropriate social investine
at any price. But, it is also ae investment that

pays practical dividends in a more concrete sense. Evaluation studies and cost analyses

indicate that expenditures for carefully targeted and effective family preservation

programs ale more than repaid by reductions in the public costs associated with

unnecssary placements of children in foster, group, or institutional care.

In the years since 8980, a combination of new federal resources, improved procedures for

making and reviewing placement decisions, intensified family reunification efforts, and

the emergence of effective faintly preservation programs have all contributed ;io a

significant reduction in "fo..ter care drift." Despite this impressive national progress,

however, it is also fair to conclude that the pace and achievement ii. the movement away

from unnecessary placements have not been uniform across the country.

In soine states and in many communit es, the failure to enforce the spirit of procedural

reforms or to li'vest sufficiently in prevention or reunification programs has resulted in

little, if any, real decline in hi ;torically high rates of child placement. In other places,

the progress of the early 1980's in reducing out-of-home placement anpears to be

eroding, with an actually increasing number of children r 3W entering foster or gioup

care.

Even more disturbing is some overall evidence of a recent decline in the capacity of

states and communities to expand or even maintain effective efforts to prevent

placement, preserve family fu ictioning, or promote reunification.

In noting these issues, we do not mean to suggest that current utilization rates of foster

and institutional care remain always and everywhere too high. Frankly, we do not km.:.4

what the optimal appre, 'late level is, nor are we aware of anyone else who doe;. *hat

we do presume, however, is that in many communities there are at-risk and troubled

lair:dies who are not getting the timely and intersive assistance that could and, in mar

instances, would allow them to stay together as a safe and supportive home for their

children.

Accordingly, we believe that efforts to initiate, maintain, and expand ei..clise family

preservation services are worthy of support as an important child welfare policy priority.

4o
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FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES IN MICHIGAN

Historically, Michigan has been acutely aware of and extremely sensitive to the needs of
children and families. This historical awareness has resulted in Michigan consistently
being a national leader In the quality and breadth of its services. Over the ye.. s, each
branch of government has worked cooperatively with each other and with private
agenc.es and organizations in supporting and implementing procedures and programs
designed to Improve the delivery of services to children and families.

Locai examples of effective procedures and quality programs exist in all service areas
through the state. Notwithstanding our achievements, there is still a need to increase
tt e effectiveness of existing procedures and upgraae the quality of ex.A.ng services.

Too often, because of geographical location, services are unavailable; too often, services
which are culturally or racially appropriate, are unavailable; too often, because of
insufficient resources, services cannot be provided; too often, because of a propensity
toward out-of-home placement, services are not directed toward counseling, treating,
and rf Ind ying children and their families; and, too often, because of fragmentation and
duplication in the delivery system, services never reach their targeted populations. Too
often, because of a categorical financing system, and a penchant for providing funds to
persons "labeled" for "mislabeled" as having certain needs, existing services are only
available to selected groups, even though similarly situated individuals in the same
community have the same needs.

The executive, legislative, and Judicial branches of government recognize that
Improvements must be made in the provision of services to children and families with
social, emotional, edtrational, economic, and health needs. Too many children and
families with problems go wanting because of gaps and fragmentation in the provision of
services, and too many children and families with problems "fall through the cracks"
because of unnecessary procedures or restrictive eligibility requirements.

Govornment also recognizes that greater efficiencies must be developed in the provision
of current services. The service system must be capable of responding to the present and
future needs of children and families within the context of their needs. Therefore,
creative solutions must be found to deal with these issues and potential concerns.

Issues such as these are personalized through the following case and situational Pxamples:

"We have 20 separate government contracts, with seven different human
services systems, to provide children's services. Each contract is negotiated
annually, written up in substantial detail annually, and audited annually; 20
different government representatives regularly phone us, write us, and do site
visits. We, in turn, regularly send 20 different program reports, 20 financial
report!, and various supplemental reports to 20 different government offices."

"We had a pregnant 16 year old without a suitable home, her mother is on
crack, who comes to our Teen Parent Center and she will not seek prenatal
care. She knows from her friends that she will get 'turned in' as a status
offender, placed ma home, and her baby, when it arrives, will be taken away."
"A withdrawn, emotionally disturbed adolescent on our Out-Patient Program
requires residential placement. The mental health system requires voluntary
placement and the client refused that. The court won't place the youngster
because she is not a delinquent. The Michigan Department of Social Services
would not get involved because .here is no abuse/no neglect."

"... a male 15 year old substance abuser who attempted suicide came to our
Central Screening Pro&am. We provided t..nloorary housing and for two
weeks tried to place him in a substance al-use mpatient or residential
facility. Both public an-4 private hospitals and community based residences all
turned him down because he had no insurance. Roughly 80 phone calls to the
toll-free, drug abuse line shown on TV got only a busy signal."

These examples were taken from testimony at two hearings held by the Michigan Human
Service., Cabinet Task Force on Youth Services in Lansing and Detroit on May 1 and May
8, 1987. Thty-four presenters at these hearings spoke of the pressure on auricles to
carry out their responsibilities in the face of scarce resources; to help children and
families confronting problems of hunger, malnutrition, inadequate pre and postnatal care,
poor educational and housing opportunities, and language differences, as well a, serious
behavioral, emotional, and physical difficulties. We must find the ways Ind means to
resolve these different problems, and do so in a manner which builds upon, but does not
disrupt, the levet and caliber of current services.

4 0 2,
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Our society is ever changing. The problems faced now will be differ nit in nature, scope,
and intensity in the 'uture. Examples of these changes include:

o High ntant mortality and morbidity rates (especially among minority
children).

o High numbers of children and families living in poverty.

o Increasing numbers of children livihg in single-parent homes.

o high numbers of teen pregnancies and teen parents.

o Increasing mode, . physical, emotiona , and sexual abuse.

o Increasing mimbnrs of neglected and throwaway children.

o Increasing rates of alcohol and substance abuse among children and their
parents witn the eultant .- crease in the number of infants born with AIDS,
with fatal alcohol sy.idrome, and with drug addiction.

o Increasing dropout iates, especially in large metropolitan areas and among
minority stdents.

o High joblessness rates among teenagers and young adults, especially Blacks
and other imnorities.

o G creasing need for c i d care which is both affordable and of high quality.

o High numbers of children in out-of-home placements who could be better
served in their own homes; e.g., dual diagnosis, handicapped. technologically
dependent, and child abuse and neglect victims.

o Increasing rates of violent crimes by children, particular:y against oth_r
children.

o High numbers ct children living L. poverty.

o Increasing number of children, _specially minority children, under government
supervision for reasons of delinquency, abuse/neglect, or adoption.

There are h - 'er societal changes, as well. Over one-quarter of all families are headed
by single par..nts. One of every two marriages end., in divorce. Mothers of '5% of all
children are now employed. By 1990, almost 80% ot Michigan's 9.4 million i eople will
live in metropolitan areas. Thirty percent of our population will be children.

As noted above, the types of children and families served in the child welfare system are
exhibiting increasingly complex problems. These proolems have had a direct impact on
our child welfare programs.

o The number of chi &en's protective services referrals investigated has
increased from 34,688 in FY 1980-81 to 49,392 in FY 1986-87.

o The number of victims of sexual abuse has increased from 1,720 in FY 1980-81
to 4,025 in FY 1985-86, and then dropped for the first time in yew's to 3,457
in FY 1985-87.

o The number of children's protective services referrals grew 42.4% between FY
1980-81 and FY 1986-87. The Lumber of children's protective services
workers grew by 10.2% from October, 198', to October, 19h7.

T'.ere has been a significant increase. in the number of active foster care cases between
1981 and 1987.

o The numb. of act,e foster care cases has iicreased from 11,212 in October
through De mber, 1981, to 15,134 in January through March, 1987, or 35%.

o The average time cases have remained under department supervision has
fluctuated slightly between 1981 and 1988 but has continued to to
approximately 28 months.

4°3
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o The number of children placed in their own homes, with a relative or with a
legal guardian as a percentage of the total ioster care population has
increased from 34% in October, 1981, to 36% in January, 1988.

o Total number of children placed in their own home, with a relative, or with a
legal guarchat, has increased from 3,791 in October, 1981, to 5,37b in January,
Ink

o The number of white children in active foster care has increased from 5,476 in
October through December, 1981, to 6,676 in January through M:.-ch, 1988, or
12%.

o The number of Black children in active foster care has increased from
October through December, 1981, to 7,989 in January through fs'arch, 1988, or
52%.

o Increases in Black children in foster care accounted for 70% of the increased
:oster care population during this period. Fifty-three percent of this program
is now directed toward Black children.

o The number of foster care workers has not kept pace with the caseload
increases. The number of workers increased from 318 in October, 1981, t.)
403 in January, 1988. A 27% increase, compared to a 35% increase in
caseload.

o There has been a statistically significant increase in the average nurnoer of
placement moves per child while in the department's care. The average
number of placements used for foster care children has increased slowly but
steacaly over the past six years. The placement average was 2.0 placements
per child in October, 1981; and 2.6 per child in January, 1988

GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR A CHILD AND FAMILY SYSTEM OF C ',RE

Before any recommendations can be formulated, the philosophical, political, and practice
assumptions which underlie them need to be identified. These assumptions are specified
in the following set of five guiding principles:

1. The primary goal of services to children should be to s'-engthen family life.
Accordingly, services should be delivered in the context of the child's family
whenever consistent with the well-being of the child.

2. The system of care comprising these minimum services should be directed
toward permanency for children, with the needs of the child and family
dete, mining the types and mix of services provided.

3. The service delivery system should niovide for direct consumer involvement in
the development of policies and programs, and should be. based upon
inclividual.zed service plans designed to meet the particul-- needs and
potential of children and other families.

4. A child's, parent's, and family's right to treatment within the least restrictive,
most normal environment that is appropriate should be specified in law.

5. Policy should define and support a minimum core of community-based services
to be made available to all children and families, on both a voluntary and an
involuntary basis, which promotes primary prevention and defines early
detection and intery ltion in problem situations.

6. The Child Welfare Funding system should be structured to provide a
continuum of care.

4 (1 4
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MICHIGAN PROGRAM INITIATIVES

Child abuse and neglect are too costly in terms of lives, spirit, resources, and money forus to remain reactive to the problem. Valid approaches to help families which are pro-active, that is, prevent the abuse and neglect from initially occurring or reoccurring, areneeded.

The child welfare system must begin 'o focus on the family rather than the child. Home-based services provided for the total family will positively effect individual familymembers and reduce unnecessary placements. Money saved from fewer foster careplacements can then be recycled into additional efforts .o preserve and reunify families.
In accord with P.L. 96-272, we need to:

o Prevent unnecessary and inappropriate placements of children in foster homesand institutional care.

o Prevent children from being kept in substitute care longer than necessary.
o Prevent out-of-hz-ne placements unless reasonable services efforts topreserve the family were made prior to resorting to placement.

Michigan recognizes the need for a major change in the way we have traditionallyapproached children's services. Currently,
the protective services workers and fostercare workers are so understaf fed and overwhelmed by increasing numbei s of referralsthat they are unable to provide the intensive services required to keep children in theirown homes or to reunite children with their families in a timely manner.

The Michigan Department of Soc.:a Services has endeavored to focus more attention onelf its to prevent child abuse and neglect, to prevent unnecessary placements ofchildren, and to more fully address
permanence issues for children and youth already inout-of-home care. These initiatives cross the fields of mental health and social services;they are public and private; they are funded ba, the full range of federal, state, andprivate sources. Some of these efforts include:

Prevention Program

The Preventive Services for Families Program is a home-based, family-focused programdesigned to prevent child abuse and neglect by preserving and strengthening family life.The program was 1,nplemented statewide
in June of 1981 based on a three-year

demonstration pilot in nine counties.

Families that have been identified as "high risk" because they have been determined tobe dysfunctional in areas associated with child abuse, neglect, or exploitation are eligiblefor preventive services.

The program, however, has been greatly understaffed and currently provides services atabout 10% of need.

Children's Protective Services Program Redesign

From September IS through 17, 1986, the National Child Welfare Affiliate of theAi. erican Public Welfare Association
(National Association of Public Child WelfareAdm nistrators (NAPCWA) held a symposium focusing on the changing character ofprotective services across the country, attempting to forge a national direction toref o .us children's protective services and resolve the crisis of expectations experiencedby workers across the country. The Michigan Department of Social Services decided toput Michigan in the forefront of this national movement by launching an extensive reviewof children's protective services policy and practice in Michigan.

The focus of the NAPCWA and Michigan
initiatives has been to examine what we .iavelearned in the 12 years since we have had mandatory reporting of suspected child abuseand neglect to state agencies to determine whether 0, more consistent criteria forreporting, investigation, and substantiation could now be c.. = toped. Of major concernwas the inconsistency of practice ana the high unsubstantiation rate (67% in Michigan) inthe face of rapidly escalating referral rates which, when combined, create intenseprofessional jeopardy for workers, potential risk for children, and bad will frommandatory reports and parent(s) found not to have abused/neglected their child(ren).

405
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A steering committee was established to develop a process for redefining and redesigning
the Children's Pi otective Services Program. The Children's Protective Services Task
Force has completed their analysis and will submit their final recommendations for
executive review in May, 198&

Family Preservation Pr "gram

In order to r-duce Michigan's reliance on out-of-home care, the Michigan Department of
Social Services requested legislative authority to use state funds appropriated for foster
care payments to serve children in their own horn, Legislative approval or FY 1988
has been granted.

The Family Preservation Program is beimg implemented in the 18 lo:al counties with the
highest 1..ercentage of out-of-home placements. The program is designed to provide
intensive home-based, family-oriented services, hard and soft services, and services
which assist connecting the family with other community agencies and volunteers who
would provide ongoing assistance through purchase of services. The key element of the
program is the FAMILYFOCUS program. The FAMILYFOCUS program is based on the
Home Builders' model for intensive home-based services. This model began in
Washington State and has been adopted successfully by other states.

Permanency Planning for Minorities

An overall plan has been developed to expand Michigan's ability to provide permanency to
minority children in care and to recruit additional minority adoptive and foster care
families. Initiatives under taken inchke:

o A statewide conference in February, 1986, to identify barriers to the
effective recruttment and retention of minority families and to develop a
statewide strategy for improvement for need.

o Administrative consultation from other states with successful programs has
been initiated. Nev' recruitment materials have been developed as a result.

o Departmental efforts have been integrated and coordinated with the Michigan
Foster Parent and Adoptive Parent Association. A contract with this
association was negotiated to assist in the ,ecrultment, orientation, and
retention of foster parents in Michigan.

o One Church, One Child Program (OCOC): This program represents a
partnership between the department and Black churches. The major focus is
on the recruitment of Black foster families who are willing to work not only
with foster children but also with the birth families to establish permanency
fc: the children.

One Church, One Child owes its suc-esses, as demonstrated in other states, in
large part to its usage of a natural resource in the Black community - Black
churches. By drawing on the support of local pastors, the program has
immediate access to a large pool of potential foster parents in the
congregations of the churches.

o American Inch,i children, like Black children, are removed at a
disproportionate rate. To countei ac c- the department has developed child
welfare policy which r.. t only meets the requirements of P.L. 95-608, the
Indian Chad Welfare Act, but goes beyond that. Policy has been written to
ensure that all American Indian children, irrespective of tribal affiliation, are
covered under It than Child Welfare policy.

Additionally, the department purchases case work services from the Michigan
Indian Child Welfare Agency for all American Indian children to ensure
culturally relevee: services and American Indian family preservation.

sensitivity training has been initiated for all child welt are
staff.

State-Level Initiatives

Governor James 1 Blanchard, in hi: 1987 State-of-the State Message, directed that the
Human Services Cabinet review tht: current organization of children's services, receive
public comment, and provide his office with recommendations for action.

4Q
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A task force was appointed in the spring of 1987 and its ettom.s have resulted in one of
the most comprehensive reviews of child and family services in Michigan completedwitiiin the past ten years.

The task force found consistent evidence of the commitment of state and local
governments, courts, and private providers to the provision of effective and efficient
services to Michigan children and families. Exceptional services exist in selected areas
throughout the state. However, a true community-based family support service system
does not presently exist in Michigan. The task force found major gaps in services,
inequities in the distribution of funds and programs, serious fragmentation in selected
service areas, complex /inflexible funding, limited local control, and inconsistencies
between stated policies and actual use of funds.

Among the most serious problems facing Michigan children and families in need ofservices are the following:

o While our stated policies and interests are based on treatment availability,
familt supports, family preservation, permanent, for children, and the
prevention of abuse, neglect, and delinquency, the bulk of the state's money in
key areas is inflexibly tied to out-of-home care. We want to strengthen
families, but our money is spent on keeping them divided.

o Decisions regarding services to be provided may have less to do with the
child's or family's needs than they do with issues such as: which organization
the family contacts first to seek help, how much money the family has, who's
to pay for the service, what organization will control case actions, and how
will the family be labeled. Artificial labels and arguments about who's in
charge and who pays determine service delivery to an unfortunate degree.

o Complete federal, state, and local communAy mechanisms for planning,
coordination, control, and delivery do not now exist.

The Michigan Human Services Cabinet Task Force developed specify_ recommendations
to ameliorate the above system deficiencies. These recommendations focus on the
establishment of an independent, cabinet-level agency, the M.chigan Center for Children
and Families, with responsibility for:

o Consolidation of the fragmented system of services to delinquents, abused and
neglected children, and emotionally disturbed children.

o Development of a service delivery system tied to a community planning
process.

o Establishment of a highly-visible, single point of service accountability at
both state and local levels of government with a common intake point for
local services and a coordinated, comprehensive effort in each community
appropriate to local needs, interests, and problems.

o Restructuring of the child and family services funding system and a
redirection of funds now used to serve children who have been separated from
their families toward expanded efforts to support and strengthen the family
unit, through prevention, in-home support, family reunification, and
permanency planning for all children.

o Insuring statewide :quay in the distribution of resources, the provision of a
recipient rights systmn, and the availability of a minimum core of services.

One o! the most critical elements of these recommendations is the reordering of the
child and family services funding systems. As emphasized throughout this testimony, we
need to base our funding systems on families' needs and on a continuum of care -- not onprogram categorical

Michigan has been awarded a grant from the Edna McConnel Clark Foundation. The
grant represents a unified effort by all executive bra:, _hi human services agencies in
Michigan to jointly develop a plan for reordering and maximizing federal and state
resources for strengthening and preserving families. The project will assess ways to
maximize existing state and federal resources, ways to provide incentives for family-
based programs, and will provide a stable plan to mainstream comprehensive, coordinated
services to farrilli,s and children. Elizabeth Cole, from Cole and Associates, and Tom
Joe, from the Center for the Study of Social Policy, will be two primary consultants forthe project.
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SUMMARY

Michigan has undergone extensive efforts at the state level to analyze what type of
systematic changes are needed to alter the child welfare system to effectively achieve
program goals. This same type of effort is needed at the federal level.

o The major sources of federal funds, including the Social Services Block Grant,
Titles IV -B and IY.E of the Social Security Act, the Child Abuse Challenge
Grant program, and the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act must be
restructured. The thrust of such an undertaking must be to develop a
comprehensive package which clearly articulates program goals and which
bases funding on achievement of those goals.

o Prevention and family preservation must not only be mandated, they must lx.
supported through the funding system. When P.L. 96-272 was passed in 1980,
its requirements to achieve permanency and implement prevention activities
were based on an anticipated full-funding level by 1983. We have never come
close to that. P.L. 96-272 also called for annual increases of $100 million in
Social Services Block Grant funds. An anticipated funding level of $3.3 billion
was projected for 1985. In 1988, the funding level was $2.7 billion. We want
to strengthen families but our money is spent keeping them divided.
Incentives for provision of fanaly-based services should be built into the
funding system.

o Any restructuring of programs and funding sources must address the problems
with categorization, labeling, and the lack of consistency between service
provision guidelines and families' needs. The gaps and fragmentation problems
must be corrected.

o Legal entitlements to service, including the right to treatment, should be
essabii.ihed in statute. A mechanism for provision of an external advocacy
system to advocate for children and families to ensure legal guarantees are in
fact available should be mandated and funded. A system similar to the
Protection and Advocacy System in the mental health arena is needed.

In summary, family preservation must not be limited to rhetorics; we must ensure that
permanency planning is in fact an important national child welfare policy priority.
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Written Testimony of Sandra S. Gardebring. Comilssioner
Minnesota Deportment of Human Services

Regarding

The Adoption Assistance and
Child Welfare Act of 1960 (P.L. 96-272)

Public Law 96-272, the Adoption Assistance
and Child Welfare Act of 1900, has

produced dramatically positive results In the state of Minnesota. Emphasis in
Placement prevention and family reunification has reduced the number and length
of out-of-home placements In the sane years that child protection cases have
risen. We enthusiastically encourage continued Congressional support for this
legislation as well as Its expansion In certain key areas. This analysis of
the act includes an overview of the general impact of P.L. 96-272 on the
children and families In Minnesota as well as placement Prevention and
administrative Issues and recommendations.

Overview

In Minnesota. permanency planning initiatives have both preceded end paralleled
efforts at the national level to develop placement prevention and family
reunification services to maintain family Integrity. These in'tiatives have
been both legislative and programmatic.

Minnesota county social services
agencies. private social service agencies and the Department of Human Services
have developed programs. policy, rules, standards and statewide coalitions to
provide permanency planning services to children and families. County and
state efforts have addressed a variety of program areas on the continuum of
permanency planning services from placement prevention to adoption services.

In 1985. Minnesota built on the momentum created by the federal law and passed
the Minnesota Statutes Chapter 2!6F Permanency Planning

Grants to Counties Act.
which created as public policy the concept that all children are entitled to
live In families that offer a safe. permanent relationship with nurturing
Parents or caretakers and have the opportunity to establish lifetime
relationships." The Act. which requires that all county social services
agencies have preolacement screening procedures. redirects state and federal
foster care funds to preventive services by removing

state participation from
payment for foster care placements. Instead state and Federal Title 1V-0
monies are made available for grants to county social services agencies to
provide services directed at diversion. reunification, adoption, or permanent
foster care (for state wards over 14 who decline adoption.) The services
suggested In 45 CFR 1357.15(e)(2) Child Welfare Services

provided under Title
have provided the framework for preventive services under the Permanency

Planning Grants to Counties Act. It Is expected that the effective
Implementation of these programs will further ensure that out-of-home
placements are appropriate and that children In placement have clearly
articulated goals and case plans.

In the years since the passage of P.L. 96-272, the number of children in foster
cart statewide has dropped 23% between 1979 and 1966 at the same t me that the
number of child maltreatment reports for the period has increased 73%. (The
Increase may be Pertly explained by Depraved reporting standards). One county
in central Minnesota has reduced the number of children in care by 52%. the
number of days In care by 45% end the costs of care by 30 % during the period.
However, the proportion of minority children In placement

Increased from 19% In
1983 to 21% In 1966. The minority child population is estimated at 5.5%. The
number of minority children in substitute

care Is approximately four times
their representation in the State's population. and this Is of serious ooncernto the State. In 1964. 83% of all adoptions were of white children and 17%
were of minority children.

In 1966. 92% of adoptions were white children and
8% were of minority children.

At year's end, children who were awaiting
adoptive placement were 72% white and 201 minority.

Eutakeritftlyintiret

In the area of preventive services. Minnesota has
proven that it is possible to

prevent removal of children from their homes; to reunite children In substitute
care placement with their families; and, for special needs children who cannot
be returned to their birth parents, to find permanent aooptIve families.
During calendar year 1906. the eighty-seven local social services agencies In
Minnesota. through the provision of family based

services, were able to prevent
the removal and placement of 17,354 Caucasian and 7,700 minority children. An
additional 4.686 Caucasian and 1.297 minority children who were In placement
were successfully reunified with their families. The Provision of professional
and paraprofessional family -based services made this possible. The costs of
family -based services for 1986 totaled 07.7 million. In addition the use of
respite care, at an annual cost of $375,126.

assisted another 1,291 families to
keep their child at home rather than In a substitute care placement.

4 °
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Since 1979, the average length of stay in an out-of-home placw.c.st 'n afonesota
has dropped from 54 months to less than 12 months. This Is due In Part to the
mandates in P.L. 96-272, the Minnesota Permanency Plannirj Grants to Counties
Act: and the support and expansion of family based ser.ices programs. Costs of
substitute care continue to rise and many children will continue to need
substitute care for varying lengths of time, but the thrust of public policy
and goals In Minnesota is the .reservation of the family.

We also view Independent Living Skills for adolescents In Foster Care as
Preventive--Preventive of reliance on public programs as youths "graduate" from
foster care. In Minnesota, 321 of children in foster care are ages 16 to 19.
251 are age" 16 or 17, an overwhelming number of children with little time In
which to make a positive Impact by placement In a positive family environment.
Further. when we remove children from their families, and recognize that they
will not return to the family or be adopted, we must recognize our
resPonsibility to Prepare them for adult life and resPonsibilitles.

Although funding for the IV-E-IL program was delayed. the need was so strong
that state and county agencies implemented programs almost Immediately. Count),

social workers are enthusiastic In their support of this program. Social
workers have identified the need for life skills training for quite some time.
Providing funds to allow them to carry out life skills training he reinforced
the relationship between the state and county. Social workers see the unds as
recognition of their professional judgment of what a youth will need as (s)he
prePares for adult life.

The response has been overwhelming, es can be seen in the following quote from
a county quarterly Progress report:

"It Is clear that the Support for Emancipation end Living Functionally
(SELF) Program addr need that has been prevalent for a considerable
length of time. Independent living skills are often ignored In both
functional and dysfunctional halms. Although children should be "ellowed
to be children." realistic accountability and productive use of time must
be taught as well. This needs to be emphasized before the age of 18."

The Title IV-E -IL program Is highly cost effective. When weighed against the
financial alternatives for supporting many of these clients once they leave
foster care III-prepared for adult life, Investment In like skills training Is
a minimal Investment with a high profit.

These funds help break the cycle of long term dependence on public assistance.

The "empowerment" money spent per child In Minnesota equates to less than nine
months of public assistance. If the calculations of public assistance also
Include costs of emergency shelter beds and court services. SELF funds equate
to approximately five months of public assistance and communito services.

In Minnesota we have successfully used our Title IV -E state allocation to

- finance college entrance exams and vocational school application fees for
children who would have no other access to those Programs.

pay for wages for gaining work experience

- develop Programs on life skills including budgeting. locating and

maintaining housing. and health maintenance

fund Innovative projects. including foster Parent tralnlrig, wilderness
camping experience and summer Jobs program.

Placement Prevention Recommendations

The "ounce of prevention" adage Is nowhere more true than In substitute care.
where Placement costs may exceed $100 per day for children in care, and unknown
costs for dysfunctional adults.

Preventive services are cost effective and a humane approach to keeping
families Intact. We recommend:

funding for preventive services, especially family-based services, be
expanded under the law, consistent with the Grant Appeals Board Decision
No. 844 In which the Board found that Title IV-E required and authorized
reimbursement for preplacement activities for all children who are
candidates for the program regardless of whether they are actually Placed

500
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In foster care. We also recommend that Health and Human Services policy
reflect the intent of the Grant Appeal! Board decision. Under current
Policy (ACYF-87-05) reimbursement Is available to a small number of

children for restricted preplacement costs.

funding for culturally sensitive prevention and reunification services with
an emphasis on service delivery by like race or minority providers for

minority families who are at risk of child placement.

continued funding of the IV-E-1L program for all children In foster care.

Independent Living Skills funding and training for all youth, not only IV-E

eligible youth In foster care. As foster care children, they face such
restrictions as Inability to get drivers licenses or to leave the county.
Children who cannot be reunited with theft- families are without the usual
supports available to children from Intact families. Things that are

ordinarily taken for granted when they move out of their homes, such as
being given recycled furniture and kitchenware. help with fixing things.
doing laundry. and "eking home leftovers after a family dinner are not

available to these children.

AdalnIstratIve Issue,

The case planning, case review and proCedural se'eguards mandates in the law
have proven to be good child welfare practice and policy. Those mandates In

combination w'th the fiscal incentives encourac'ed Minnesota to reframe the
problem, refocus our efforts and reallocate our resources.

ISSUE 1: TERMINATION or PARENTAL RIGhT5

The most problematic compliance Issue Is section 475(51181 which requires the
"projection of a likely date by which (a) child may be returned home or placed

for adoption." Many children, especially adolescents cannot be reunited with

their families. In order for them to be free for adoption, the parents rights
to the child must be terminated, an act which courts are often reluctant to

Perform. The age of the child mast be taken into account when contemplating
termination of parental rights. Over 301 of children in care are age 16 or

older. Termination of parental rights and adoption for these children is
problematic at best, and may not be In their best interest. The court may
sever legal rights, but the PsYchOlogical ties of older adolescents and their
families are unll4ely to be broken by legal action. The termination of

Parental rights forces the courts to decide between the best interests of the
child and the rights of the parents. In a lancherk case the Supreme Court of

the State of Minnesota upheld a local court termination of parental rights
based on P.L. 96-272 and the Minnesota Permanency Planning Grants to Counties

Act.

In Its July II. 1986 decision. (In the Matter of the Welfare of J.J.8.. a minor
child 390 N.M. 2nd 274 (Minn. 1986)) the court stated that: "Abuse and neglect.
however, all too often compel courts to intervene In the parent-child
relationship and decide where and In what circumstances children will live.
Even in those cases in which intentional abuse or neglect has been
demonstrated, courts proceed with great care and deliberation in the
termination of parental . phts...one cf the major philosophical concepts of the
Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980, 42 U.S.C. 620-25, 627-28.

670-76 (1982) Is that. If a child can be safely protected In his or her own
home through the provision of services or other assistance to the child's
family. that alternative is preferable to foster care placement.... TAI! "best
interests of the child" standard, viewed by the legislature as critical to the
trial courts's placement disposition, has only recently emerged as a compelling
factor in the parental rights termination proceedingsMe adopt the best
Interest of the child standard as a Paramount ConSidPration In termination of
Parental rights proceedings. (Emphasis added.) We have previously observed

the lamortance of emotional and psychological stability to a child's sense of
security, hPlpiriess and adaptation, as well as the degree of unanimity among
child psyclJlogists regarding the fundamental significance of permanency to a

child's ckelopment...We therefore conclude that where. as here, the record
demonstrates a long-term placement characterized by a repeated failure to
reasonable efforts to reunite the family, the trial court should appropriately
determine what action most readily promotes the best Interests of the child.

While Judicial caution In severing the family bonds is Imperative. untoward
gelav of the demonstrated inevitable Is intolerable." (Emphasis added.)

On April 14. 1980. the Minnesota Legislature enacted a new statute which
clarifies and strengthens Minnesota Statutes 260.221. the Termination of
Parental Rights law and states that "where the Interests of parent and child
conflict, the interests of the child are paramount."
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

Guidance to the courts in the area of Termination o' Parental Rights so
that where apPropriate, those actions may be taken swiftly so that children

do not remain for years In legal limbo.

Study and consideration of alternative such ns permanent foster care for

children /no cannot be reunited or freed for adoption.

ISSUE 2: DEFINITION OF REASONABLE EFFORTS

The lack of federal definition of reasonable efforts combined with the lack of
Justice Department involvement In providing guidelines for the courts has

caused problems in cc lance with the requirements of the law. State and

county social services agencies are programmatically and fiscally held
responsible for actions which must be performed by the courts without the

authority to Influence the courts.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Definition of and guidelines for reasonable efforts so that social services

agencies and courts may meet the requirements.

Involvement of the Justice Department In establishing guidelines for the
rourts so that the courts meet the requirements of the law.

ISSUE 3: 1V-E ELIGIBILITY

In the area of IV -E eligibility, under current policy when a child is receiving
a IV -E adop"Ion subsidy and the adoption is dIsruFted. resulting In foster care

placement. the child's IV -E foster care eligibility is based on the income and

resources of the auoptive family. Most often, this family is not AFDC eligible

and the child is therefore not eligible for IV -E foster care reimbursement.
Since children receiving subsidy have special needs, the adoption Is at

Increased risk of disruption. When adoptive families and social se-vices

agencies take the risk of adoption both are fiscally punished If the adoption

disrupted and placement is required.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Maintenance of 111-E foster care eligibility for children receiving IV-E
adoption assistance should foster care be required.

ISSUE 4: ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW PANELS

Minnesota has implemented and compared a number of models utilizing citizen

volunteers In administrative reviews. In 1986 Minnesota conducted a pilot

project to compare two models of citizen partIcipetIon In the administrative
re.lew process. One model consisted of volunteer citizens only. the other

combined citizens and agency staff.

The combination of citizen volunteers and agent), staff produced the most
favc-eble outcomes in terms of identification of barriers to permanency and
favorable comments by agency staff, citizens. families, child and foster

Parents. Citizens opened the system to the community by providing a fresh

perspective and advocating for children's needs. We have reviewed the

practices of a number of states who have established separate agencies to
perform administrative reviews. and have concluded that our informal model Is

cost effective.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

We support tr use of the independent person on administrative review
panels, but uo not recommend spending scarce social service dollars on an
administrative effort at the expense of providing direct services to

families.

ISSUE 5: PAYMENT OF CLAIMS:

The cast flow problems to the state as a result of delays in federal
reimbursement for Title IV-E are causing difficulties In maintaining the

programs. Grant awards are consistently late. we have not received full

reimbursement for maintenance or administration since 1985. The outstanding

grants awards for 1985 to 1987 is $1.654.209 for maintenance Payments and
$5.715.723 for administration and training costs.

5 2
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RECOMMENDATINS:

- Prompt payment of Title IV-E maintenance and administrative claims.

In addition to the above recommendations. we suPPort MR-2753: "Child Welfare
and Foster Care Amendments of 1987. submitted by Representative Robert Matsui.

Title II which requires health Plans for children in foster care providing
that additional funding Is provided and that mental health exams be
provided where appropriate.

Title IV which provides training to foster Parents reimbursable at the same
rate as Title IV-E training.
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MT. DIABLO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES

FOSTER CHILD PROGRAM OFFICE
2730 SALVO

CONCOAO. CA 943111.25
(41S) GU 31110

April 20, 1968 l'r-

Ms Ann Rnsewater, Staff Director
Select Committee on Children, Youth and Family
House Annex 2

Room 385
Washingtoi., D C 20515

Deor Ms Roseweter,

Attached please find written testimony to be added to the record of the
hearing of the Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families and
50.1committee on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation of
the Committee on Ways and Means

I hope this testimony amplifies the need for viewing the child in
04-of-home placement from a 'systems theory' perspective, and
highlights the role of 'Education' es a key member of the system

Thank you

Sincerely,

R(6\
Rich ClarkeClarke
Guidance Consultant
Mt Diablo Unified School District
Contra Costa County
Concord, California

RC.f)m

Attachment

5114
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'EDUCATION' KEY MEMBER OF OUT -OF -HOME

PLACEMENT SYSTEM

As a school rsychologist and coordinator of an educational support program for
children in out-of-home placement, I am glad to have an opportunity to comment in
writing on the importance of recognizing 'Education' as a crucial player in the
network of institutions making up the 'system' responsible for the out-of-home
placed child. For 15 years my program, the Foster Youth Services Program, in the
Mt Diablo Unified School District, Concord, California, has been one of four
publically funded school based Foster Youth Services in California A part of my
Program's woric has included liaison services between the various subsystems that
support and impact on these children.

Communicating information to social services, probation, mental health and public
health line workers as well as foster and group home parents about the ongoing
lives of these children, has given us a unique perspective with regard to the
'afterthought' status 'success in school' relieves in the case decision making of
children in out-of-home placement Our frequent contact with these children, and
their institutional caretakers, makes us privey to the ebb and flow of their lives
Often we become the only ongoing professional they have sustained contact with in
their various changes of placement, thereby providing a continuity not provided by
the other systems.

I am eager to supply you with perspectives on a number of system components 'nd
at your request, would gladly do so In this document I want to call your attention
to the status education must receive in supporting a successful out-of-home
placement, and ultimately breaking the cycle of dependency

When a child is removed from home, parenting becomes an institutional charge of
the system taking responsibility of the child The justice, social service, and
mental health subsystems are usually identified as compnsing i he 'system which
takes responsibility for the child With five to seven hours per day spent in

"01 ri 0--t.
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school, education also becomes a key player in parentinn influencing the child's
self esteem, shaping values towards education or, self improvement, and
effecting the likelihood of choosing self-sufficiency at emancipation rather than
dependency on street economics or general assistance for survival

The child in cut -of -home placement has unique learning charactenstics

Educationally, greater than 50 per cent of children in foster placement ere at least
one year behind in school With close to half of the children changing schools
every six months, two times the risk of school failure, twice the suspension rate,
and greater than three times the rate of placement in alternative education
programs, the foster child is at high risk of not succeeding One study indicated
greater than 50 percent never complete high school

During the years of basic skills acquisition at the elementary leve;, their mobility
factor creates chasms in their education foundations At the high school level, an
already damaged learning self esteem is often hardened by a kind of educational
hopelessness engendered by loss of records and credits in move after move after
move making graduation unattamble

Compounding this situation is the eligibility policy of social services cutting of
support to on18 year old who does not have enough credits to graduate by his 19th
birthday lifestyle and survival of the nongraduate is tenuous with no diploma, a
real belief in not being able to learn, no financial support and a long severed
reletionship with family of origin

The fact that close to one half change placements within six months means
traditional educational service models for Ligh school students (changing
semesters and class schedules every 18 weeks) need to adjust to avoid
contnbuting to the failure of this high risk population

Educational support of these students calls for

1 scnool district's identification of their students in
out-of-home placement,

2 trained personnel who can trace and find records lost in the
numerous moves of these students,

SnG
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3 pore- nel !o su cessfully advocate for credit from past
schools, and facilitate mid-esmester transfers so as to
minimize significant credit losses,

4. counseling to facilitate ongoing school adjustment,

5 tutorial services to bolster skills and learning self esteem

6 focused planning and delivery of services designed to increase
likelihood of successful emancipation,

7 on going inter-system communication for each child in
out-of-home placement and

8. education of thA social service, justice, mental health, health
and education communities on the unique learning
characteristics of children in out-of-home placement.

Few in the out-of-home placement system give priority to the educational
problems of the child in placement. It is a rare parent who consciously igedres the
learning needs of their own children and denies the payoff to their children of
being successful learner It is time to recognize the role the out-of-home
placement system can ploy in promoting school achievement and dismantling
barriers to success.

The payoffs in overcoming these educations. barriers and unmet needs for this
population, are both short term, and long lasting, *Nile being fiscally sound
Social workers and group home managers have poieted out !hat stability in school
is reflected in stability of placement. Lower placement costs frees up resources
for other service needs In the long run, educationally successful emancipated
youth setve as on early intervention and insurance for breaking tho cycle of abuse,
neglect, and dependency.

For this to happen, funding streams designed for improving the quality of core to
children in out-of-home placement must recogn'm the necessity of promoting
models that enhance educational performance and interagency cooperation in the
attainment of these goals

c'f'"t- t
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR YOUTH LAW AND THE YOUTH
LAW CENTER

The National Center for Youth Law (NCYL) is a non-profit
organization working on behalf of poor children in the United
States. NCYL is part of the national system of legal services
for the po,.-r. The Youth Law Center (YLC) is a non-profit public
interest law office which also works to protect the rights of
minors nationwide. Both organizations serve as consultants and
resource centers for private attorneys, legal services offices,
public interest attorneys, and other advocates for children
throughout the country who work on issues relating to the child
welfare system. In addition, private individuals call us with
questions and problems about the dependency system.

Based on these questions and our experience in trainings and
litigation, we have identified the following issues as major
problems with the structure or implementation of Pub. L. 96-272
which Congress should address. While some of these issues
require modification of the legislation or re,ulations, many may
be addressed by strengthening the oversight function of hHS. The
final section cf our testimony highlights the litigation brought
throughout the country to address systemic problems since the
enactment of Pub. L. 96-272.

II. REASONABLE EFFORTS

A. The Problem

Perhaps the least understood and most poorly implemented
requirement of Pub. L. 96-272 is the reasonable efforts
requirement. Simply stated, the reasonable efforts requirement
is the legal tool to insure that child welfare agencies practice
family preservation social work. Unless this requirement is
properly implemented, child welfare systems will continue to
offer families few or no services until a crisis arises where the
only solution agencies see is to remove the child from the home.
This in turn continues the overload of foster care systems, with
inadequate services to families whose children are in care,
inadequate support to foster parents, and inadequate efforts to
recruit and support pot,ntial adoptive parents. As a
consequence, the foster care drift which Pub. L. 96-272 was
designed to address continues unchecked.

B. The Solution

1. Defin.ng Reasonable Efforts by Regulation

Making reasonable efforts a reality in child welfare systems
across the country requires changes on a number of fronts.
First, the regulations implementing the requirement must offer
guidelines for implementation in individual cases. Current
regulations merely list about 20 types of suggested services
which states can include in their IV-B plans. This is not
adequate.

Both NCYL and YLC have participated in conferences, panel
discussions, and model training programs throughout the country
that focused, at least in part, on the reasonable efforts
requirement. YLC has also done an exhaustive survey of the case
law, both class actions and individual cases, that interprets the
requirement. It is fair to say that, except for a handful of
individual courts and agencies, every jurisdiction in the country
is stymied in defining and implementing the reasonable efforts
requirement on both a systemic and individual basis. Every day,
hundreds of juvenile court judges are making unsupported
reasonable efforts findings, holding in almost every case that
the child welfare agency has made reasonable efforts. Indeed, it
is almost impossible to f,nd a iuvenile court judge who makes
negative reasonable efforts findings on a regular basis.
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In an attempt to fill this void, NCYL and YLC, in
conjunction with The National Council of Juvenile and Family
Court Judges and the Child Welfare League of America, have
written and distributed nationally guidelines for implementing
the reasonable efforts requirement. Both NCYL and YLC are also
involved in working with individual jurisdictions to make these
guidelines a reality. Much of the substance of the guidelines
could be incorporated into the federal regulations. A copy of
the guidelines is attached.

2. Increased Scrutiny by HHS

HHS must take a much more active role in assessing states'
compliance with the reasonable efforts requirement. As stated
above, rarely do judges make a negative finding. What HHS zees
most often when monitoring case files is either a court order
with a box checked stating that reasonable efforts have been made
or no mention of the requirement at all. Rarely is any evidence
presented as to reasonable efforts.

3. Reasonable Efforts As A Requirement of State Law

The statute should require states to make the reasonable
efforts requirement part of their juvenile codes. While over
half the states have done this, the remainder have not. This is
one of the main reasons that many juvenile court judges around
the country have not even heard the term "reasonable efforts".

4. Frontloading Systems by Increasing Funding and
Diverting Funding From Other Parts of System

When NCYL and YLC have asked agencies and courts around the
country why they cannot implement the reasonable efforts
requirement, the most frequent response is that they lack the
funding for adequate services for families.

While the federal statute specifically provides for funding
for services, in fact, the amount of funding is not adequate and
states are not sufficiently encouraged to provide preventive
services. At this time, mcc.t states have only rudimentary
preventive and rinification services available to families.
Innovative services, such as intensive in-home services based on
the Homebuilders model, are not encouraged and are only available
on haphazard basis. The statute needs to be strengthened, both
in the sections defining the IV-B program and in the reasonable
efforts sections, to ensure that families are provided with
services that realistically address their problems.

While lack of funding is a major problem, there are also
solutions for expanding service delivery at tne front end of the
system that do not necessarily require new funding. Fiscal
L;stems experts, such as the Center for the Study of Social
Policy in Washington D.C., offer a myriad of ways for moving
funds around in a system and tapping new sources. States should
be encouraged to take advantage of these reE;ources.

Additionally, several states are experimenting with ways to
channel funds for preventive services. In California, for
example, the Governor recently signed into law a bill, AB 558,
which would allow up to four counties to receive in advance 10%
of that county's AFDC-FC funds for preventive services. These
preventive services can only be used for those children a
juvenile court judge finds to be at immediate risk of placement
or those children already in placement who can only be returned
home with preventive services. Such an arrangement should have
been in effect some time ago and .hould not now be confined only
to a few counties. It is the type of rechannelling of funds that
the federal government should consider mandating for states
receiving federal funds.

5 fq)
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5. Setting Out Visitation Requirements in the Statute

Integrally related to making reasonable efforts to reunify
families, ars the problems with ensuring adequate visitation both
between parents and their children and between siblings. NCYL
and YLC have received calls from individuals in many states about
the deficiencies in visitation services for families. The
statute should more clearly set out the requirements of
visitation, and requits that the highest priority be given to
visitation as a reunification service, and that transportation be
provided when necessary to facilitate visits.

Many states now require visitation only once a month, a
totally unrealistic schedule if families are to be successfully
reunified. A generous schedule for visitation increases the
likelihood that the reunified family unit will be a stable one.
Equally important, it nourishes the psychological well-being of
the children removed from their families under crisis conditions
without clearly understanding what has happened or why. In
cities with poor public transportation systems, the failure to
provide transportation may be a complete barrier to visitation.
In San Francisco, for example, over half the children in foster
care are placed in homes that aze out of the county. We
represent children whose parents must travel for 1-1/2 to 2 hours
by bus in order to visit with their children for one hour a week.
Such a situation deters even the most motivated family.

III. PROBLEMS IN EMERGENCY CARE SYSTEMS

Federal legislation should clearly address the emergency
care systems. Many children in state systems are housed for
extended periods of times in emergency shelters which may or may
not be covered by XV-E provisions. Theoretically, children
should remain in emergency shelter for no more than 1-3 weeks.
In fact, however, children stay in these emergency care
facilities for several months while their cases drag on in court
and more permanent placements are located. The federal
government must have some control over the quality of care in
these emergency placements.

IV. FOSTER CARE SYSTEMS

While Pub. L. 96-272 requires that foster homes meet
applicable licensing standards and that child abuse in foster
homes be reported, it does not go far enough in ensuring
protection of children while they are out of home. Our offices
have become painfully aware of many situations in which
children's health and lives are in greater jeopardy in foster
homes than they were while they were living with their families.

For example, we represented a developmentally disabled child
whose growth was effectively retarded for almost eight years
while he stayed in an unqualified foster home. We are also aware
of situations in which foster homes licensed for five, house up
to fifteen children. In some imtances, foster children do not
attend school because foster parents are too overburdened or
undermotivated to get them ready in the morning.

A foster family should not only be expected to keep children
alive and well, but to assist in their psychological and
cognitive development. This will not be possible unless foster
pare' s are adequately trained and compensated for their work.
I- md.ly states, little or no training is required and
cempensation is so low that few competent individuals are
interested in 'pplying. In this country, we are no longer in a
situation in which many women are at home and able to care for
foster children. istead, foster care must be regarded as a form
of employment %Mixt. has minimum requirements and which is
adequately compensated. Federal standards could go far to
ensuring the protection of children in this situation.
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Finally, although Pub. L. 96-272 does mandate a central data
bank and a computerized recordkeeping system for all children in
care, it does not require enough documentation to permit
programs' efficacy to be evaluated. For example, many social
services departments claim that they are experiencing an increase
in both the number and severity of child abuse reports, and an
accompanying increase in the 'difficulty" of the children theyserve. These claims cannot be evaluated because records are not
available to determine why children are in care, what services
were provided, and what services could have been efficacious in
preventing removal. As a result, agencies are working in almost
a prescientific manner in which all changes are made based on
anecdotal information rather than hard data. Federal law and
regulations should require agencies to keep better data so that
the most basic figures on which planning should be based are
available,

V. THE ADOPTION SUBSIDIES PROGRAM

Inadequate procedures and practices used by HHS to monitor
compliance by the states with the adoption subsidy program result
in deficiencies in that program. For example, even though
eligibility for the program clearly may not be based on the means
of an adoptive family, many agencies use a de facto means test by
requiring families to provide an income statement in order to
qualify for the subsidy. The agency also modifies the subsidy afamily receives as often as once a year based on changes in
income. These changes do not take into account variations in theneeds of the child or the other factors to be assessed. In
effect, these agencies have developed a means test which
precludes many families from receiving any subsidy and so limits
eligible childr 'a prospects of adoption.

A related problem is the failure of the agency to publicize
the availability of the adoption subsidy program or to encourage
all appropriate families to apply for the Subsidy. As a resu'-,
many far'.lies with low income who are serving as foster families
do not become adoptive families because they fear the loss of
foster care payments and Medicaid eligibility. Friends or
relatives continue to be deterred from adopting children because
they believe they cannot afford to do so. In addition, because
of the lack of clarity in the law, families already receiving
AFDC are unsure how an adoption subsidy will impact on their AFDC
payments. As a result, the adoption subsidy program is not
serving its function and children continue to drift in foster
care despite the availability of appropriate adoptive families.

VI. OVERALL FAILURE OF HHS TO MONITOR COMPLIANCE WITH STATUTE

The failure of HHS to develop adequate regulations or
monitoring procedures for Pub. L. 96-272 is a problem that
permeates the whole system. Beside the failure to adequately
monitor the reasonable efforts requirement and the adoption
subsidy program, MRS fails to assess whether states' IV-B
programs are adequate to address children and families' needs or
even shether states actually follow their programs. Similarly,
in many jurisdictions, the six-month reviews required by the law
and central to the elimination of foster care drift, are merely
paper reviews rather than an actual assessment of the case. As
long as a review is conducted, HHS finds the state in compliance.
No attempt is made in regulation or monitoring procedures to
ensure quality reviews. As a result, many of the procedural
protections of Pub. L. 96-272 have become meaningless
bureaucratic rituals.

VII. COORDINATION OF SERVICES TO CHILDREN Al.D THEIR FAMILIES

Either in the context of Pub. L. 96-272 or in other
legislation, the Federal government should begin to address the

51.1
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issue of coordinating services to abused and neglected children
and their families. At this time, states are attempting to
coordinate cervices in a back-door way by using foster care
funding to provide for delinquency or even mental health
placements. The Federal government should confront this issue
head-on by pushing systems to become child rather than systems
centered.

VIII. SPECIAL POPULATIONS

Finally, Congress must act to address the needs of special
populations. The first and most visible population is, of
course, homeless children. At this time, few jurisdictions
provide housing to families as a preventive service. As a
result, many children enter foster care because their families
have lost their homes. Funds should be made available to provide
housing to maintain the family unit. In addition, special funds
should be made available to provide services to these children in
dealing with the dislocation they have sufftzed and assist them
in mahltaining whatever ties they have to their original
communities.

Second, and less visible, are the multi-problem children in
foster care. These include medically fragile and drug dependent
infants, children with serious mental health prc )1ems, and other
hard-to-place children. These children have a complex of needs
which must be met by different service systems which all too
often refuse to accept responsibility for them. In addition,
because of a lack of highly-skilled foster homes, these children
are harder to place. Often they end up spendinj months in
hospitals when they have no need of intensive medical care. This
results in heavy Medicaid costs to both state and federal
governments and heavy psychological costs to infants and children
who grow up in institutions. Congress should sponsor a special
initiative lelp these most difficult and most victimized
children.

IX. Litigation Addressing Systemic Problems in Child
Welfare Foster Systems Since Pub. L. 96-272 Was Enacted.

Since Congress enacted Pub. L. 96-272 in 1980, cases
litigated in approximately a dozen states" have served to
dramatize the continuing existence of widespread systemic
problems in child welfare. A review of the pending litigation
highlights both the diversity and the pervasive character of
these problems.

While Congress has expressed is Pub. L. 96-262 its intent
that families be maintained intact where possible, that children
in foster care be protected from harm, and that permanence be
sought for children who cannot return home, the problems and
abuses documented in the systemic child welfare cases litigated
durirg this decade maze clear that these goals are far from being
a reality. They can only be achieved through increased efforts
to implement the requirements of Pub. L. 96-272, not only by
litigation but also by enhanced administrative enforcement and
legislative measures to strengthen or clarify existing
protections. as discussed above.

The following brief summary of relevant aspects of systemic
litigation in eleven states that has been pending, newly filed,
or resolved since Congress enacted Pub. L. 96-272 is intended to
illustrate both the scope of the ongoing problems and the degree
of effort needed to ensure effective implementation of even the
existing legal protections.

'California, Georgia, Illinois, Louisiana, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Missouri, New Mexico, New York, Ohio, and Vermont.

5 1 2
90-460 0 - 89 -- 17
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A. California

In lianagnyon,2 homeless families at risk of losing
their children to the foster care system brought suit against the
California State Department of Social Services to challenge the
state's refusal to use its emergency assistance funds for shelter
for families. Under state regulations, the emergency assistance
program funds3 could be used for emergency shelter for children
who hid been removed from their families, but not for shelter for
chillrel who lived with their families. The class action sought
decla,-..tory and injunctive relief based upon California's
statutory scheme4 that requires preventive efforts in the form of
'emergency response' and 'family maintenance' services to keep
families together and upon the constitutional rights of privacy,
free association, and equal protection.

In May 1986, the court granted a preliminary injunction,
restraining defendants from enforcing state regulations insofar
as they were more restrictive than state statutes in defining
emergency shelter care "to exclude homeless children, regardless
of whether the homeless children remain with their parent(s),
guardian(s), or caretaker(s)."5 The injunction was upheld on
appea1.6

Although the injunction did not expressly require the state
DSS to provide emergency shelter to families, that was widely
believed to be its practical effect. In the wake of the appeals
court decision upholding the injunction, the California
Legislature enacted legislation establishing 4 $39 million state
program to assist families in obtaining both temporary and
permanent shelter. AB 1733, signed by Governor Duekmejian on
September 29, 1987, makes housing assistance available asa
nonrecurring special need under the state's AFDC program,'
thereby allowing a homeless family to remain together as a family
unit, rather than lose their children to foster care. Pub. L.
96-272 laid the foundation for this change by providing the
impetus for the 1982 amendments to the California statutes that
formed the basis of the Hansen claims.

B. Georaia

One of the factors critical to the reunification of families
is regular visitation between parents and children The
availability of frequent visitation and of Eair bearl..0
procedures to challenge denials of visitation was the subject of
three court orders issued in 1984 and 1985 in J.J. Ledbetter.8
The J.J. case was brought originally urd,r Title XX of the Social
Security 'ct to establish the right to "il hearings eview

2Hansen v. McMahon, No. CA 000974 (Cal. Super. Ct., Los
Angeles County, filed Apr. 17, 1986)(Clearinghouse No. 40,807).

3Emergency Assistance for Needy Families with Children, 42
U.S.C. § 606(c).

4Cal. Welf. & Inst. Code §§ 16500 et. seq. These provisions
were enacted to implement Pub. L. 96-272 in California.

5 Hansen, No. CA 000974. No written opinion accompanied the
judge's order.

6Hansen v. McMahon, 193 Cal. App. 3d 283, 238 Cal. Rptr. 232
(1987).

7Codified at Calif. Welf. & Inst. Code §§ 10200 el. seq.

8 J.J v. Ledbetter, No. cv180-84 (S.D. Ga. Aug. 27, 1984);
J.J., No. CV180-84 (Sept. 21, 1984); J.J. No. CV180-84 (Jan. 21,
1985).
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denials of visitation. The case was subsequently amended to
include claims under Pub. L. 96-272.

In August 1984, the court approved a settlement establishing
visitation policies and providing for visitation, if possible, at
least once every two weeks. In September 1984, the court entered
a further order specifying that parents are entitled to
procedural due process when their social services and visitation
rights are terminated by defendants. The court allowed the
parties time to agree upon the appropriate procedures. In
January 1985, after defendants had declined to respond to
plaintiffs' proposed procedures, the court entered an order
specifying the required procedures. The order, which is based on
the mandates of Pub. L. 96-272, requires that a case plan be
developed within 30 days of the date a child is taken into
custody by the Department of Human Resources. The case plan must
specify a visitation senedule and the services to be provided by
the agency.9 If a parent disagrees with any portion of the plan,
the parent may seek review in a fair hearing before the state
agency.

C. Illinois

In another case involving visitation rights, Bates v.
Johnson, 10 plaintiffs challenged the practice of the Illinois
Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) of routinely
limiting, to one hour per month, visits between foster cnildren
and their parents. Plaintiffs also challenged DCFS's practice of
having social workers supervise all visits between parents and
children and its failure to provide parents with an opportunity
for notice and a hearing to challenge the visitation
restrictions. Plaintiffs claimed that these practices prevent
parents from maintaining close relationships with their children
who are in foster care, hinder their efforts to reunite their
families, and violate their rights under Pub. L. 96-272 and the
United States Constitution.

In late 1985, Plaintiffs filed a motion for preliminary
injunction to secure visitation for class members with their
children during the holiday season. UnAsr the terms of an agreed
order, all class members were to receive notice that, when a case
plan goal is reunification of the family, DCFS policy provides
for unsupervised weekly visits of increasing duration in the
parents' home, unless reasons affecting the well-being of the
children are documented to justify restrictions. Implementation
of the order is still pending.

D. Louisiana

Several foster children are the named plaintiffs in a class
action suit filed in February 1986, against the Louisiana DHHR.11
The class is comprised of the six thousand children in foster
care in Louisiana and the large number at risk of being placed in
foster care.

The suit charges that, although Louisiana receives million::
of dollars in federal funds for foster care, it is violating key
provisions of Pub. L. 96-272 by failing to make ..easonable
efforts" to prevent family breakup. The suit also alleges that
most Louisiana children have inadequate case plans, or none at
all, that case reviews are carried out in very few cases, and
that DHHR often does not implement recommendations resulting from

9Ig., slip op. at 3 (Jar. 21, 1985).

10Bates v. Johnson, No. 84-C-10054 (N.D. Ill. filed Nov. 21,
19d4).

11Dela A. v. Edwards, No. 86-0801, filed Feb. 26, 1986.
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the few reviews that are conducted. The complaint further
alleges that the agency fails to maintain a reliable information
system identifying the number of children in foster care or track
actions taken on behalf of these children, as required by the
federal statute.

Foster care workers in Louisiana receive minimal training
and supervision. The DHHR recently lowered the minimum
educational qualification for the position to a high school
diploma. Workers carry caseloads well in excess of state and
professional standards; caseloads of 40 to 50 are not unusual.
It is consequently impossible for workers to visit children in
foster care on a regular basis and to document the work they do.

E. Maryland

Finding that "foster children are threatened with and are
likely to 'Aiffer severe physical and emotional injury" and that
their "constitutional right to protection while in defendants'
custody is in jeopardy," a federal district court judge in
Maryland issued a preliminary injunction against the Baltimore
City Department of Social Services (BCDSS) in L.J. v. Massine. 12
This injunction has been upheld on appea1.13 The court's order
directs the agency to monitor each child in foster care,
particularly those in homes that have been the subject of reports
of maltreatment; to assign sufficient staff and resources to
ensure that every foster child receives appropriate and
consistent medical care; and to provide the juvenile court and
the child's attorney with written reports of any complaints of
maltreatment of foster children within five days of receipt of
such complaints, along with written reports of any action taken
on the complaints.

The plaintiffs' allegations of widespread, systemic abuses
in the Baltimore foster system were based in part upon a random
study that reviewed 149 cases, and the study con-'uded that 25%
of the children were likely to have been mistreet.,d in foster
care. The study, together with other evidence, documented major
systemic problems, including misplacement of children; low foster
care payments; an insufficient number of homes combined with a
lack of any concerted effort to recruit foster homes; licensing
of inadequate homes and licensing based upon inadequate
Information; "serious gaps" in the training provided to foster
families, caseworkers, and supervisors; an agency organizational
structure "conducive to chaos"; the need for stricter enforcement
of policies requiring investigation of abuse and neglect
complaints; and the need for substantial increases in staff size
to reduce the child/caseworker ratio to 1:20.14

F. Massachusetts

"This class action tests the jurisdiction and
competence of the court to provide a remedy for a case
of human tragedy. Simply and candidly stated, the
facts are that children have suffered unspeakable
in,uripq rm -ha 1-,y:ly "d cpirit. Thci haw.. .7,..,fre1e..1,
it is true, because of circumstances beyond the reach
of the most benign and effective protection any
government has ever afforded. But, as well, children
have suffered bec use state officials charged with
protecting them have fallen short of what they
undertook to do."

12Civ. No. JH-84-4409 (D.Md., July 27, 1987. Slip. op. at
26-27).

13 838 F.2d 118 (4th Cir. 1988).

14S1ip op at 15.
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These are the opening sentences of the landmark opinion
issued by the federal court in Massachusetts when it granted a
preliminary injunction in Pinch v. Kinq,15 which was filed in
1978 to rectify widespread problems in the Massachusetts foster
care system. The problems included unnecessary removal of
children from biological parents due to lack of services,
protracted stays in foster care, frequent moves to different
placements, ii.juries resulting from inadequate supervisio%, and
inappropriate delays in returning children from foster care.

The legal significance of the case stems from the court's
recognition that Pub. L. 96-272 creates individual rights which
may be enforced by private parties such as foster children and
their families. The decision is also important because the court
ordered the Massachusetts Department of Social Services (DSS) to
implement certain specific remedies which had never been mandated
before in a foster care case.

These included reducing caseloads to no more than 20 per
worker, providing each child with a detailed case plan,
periodically reviewing each child's status in foster ,-re, and
assigning each case, i.e. deliver the file, to a specific social
worker within 24 hours of its receipt by the Department. Failure
to comply with the injunction would result in the loss of federal
child welfare funding. The injunction was affirmed on appeal."

In a separate state court action, Doe v. Matava,17 which was
litigated simultaneously with j,ynch, the Massachusetts Committee
for Children and Youth (MCCY) reached a four-year settlement
-,.........-nt with the DSS that suspe ', the class action filed in
1979 but allows MCCY to resume ti awsuit at the end of each 12-
month period of tpe agreement if DsS fails to achieve the goals
and timeliness set out in the settlement. The agreement provides
for (1) workload controls and minimum staffing patterns; (2)
training of soc ..i workers; (3) foster parent training;
(4) health screening and a health care tracking system for
children in foster care; (5) best efforts by DSS to monitor the
health care of children on the DSS caseload not in foster care;
(6) timely case reviews and reasonable efforts to reunite
families; and (7) monitoring of services providers. The
agreement also requires a comprehensive needs assessment of the
foster care system, with particular attention to ethnic and
language minority needs and provisions for computer use,
monitoring and reporting, and paperwork reduction.

G. Missouri

Missouri was the site of a major case that asserted the
federal constitutional and statutory right of foster children to
be protected from harm while in foster care. G L. v. Zumwalt"
was settled by a consent decree, approved by the court on March
21, 1983. The action had been filed against officials of the
Missouri Division of Family Services (DFS) on behalf of all
children in Jackson County placed in foster homes by DFS pursuant
to juvenile court order.

The five named plaintiffs ranged in age from 3 1/2 to 17
years old and had all suffered serious abuse or deprivation in
their foster homes while under DFE, custody. The complaint
alleged that the class members were exposed to contagious

15550 F.Supp. 325 (D. Mass. 1982).

16719 F.2d 504 (1st Cir. 1983).

17No. 37561 (Mass. Super. Ct. filed July 24, 1979).

18No. 77-0242-CV-W-3 (W.D. Mo. filed Mar. 28, 1977).
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alleged that the class members mere exposed to contagious
diseases, and suffered from lice, bedbugs, ringworm and scabies.
The complaint also alleged that the class members were also
deprived of medical and psychiatric care, were subjected to
physical and emotional abuse, and were transferred betw,,n foster
homes inappropriately and without adequate preparation.

Nearly six years after the original complaint was filed, the
federal court approved a consent decree containing some of the
most far-reaching and detailed provisions for the protection of
foster children that have ever been made part of a court order.
The decree contains detailed requirements governing licensing of
foster homes and training of foster parents, matching of foster
children with foster homes, medical care, corporal punishment,
prompt investigation of abuse and neglect in foster homes,
permanency planning, and caseload size. A requirement that DFS
enroll each foster child in a health maintenance organization or
prepaid health plan, and a provision that makes a foster parent's
failure to ensure adequate medical care grounds for license
revocation are examples of the innovative approaches the consent
decree employs to prevent abuses that have occurred despite state
regulations, and despite the existence of federal requirements
contained in Pub. L. 96-272.

Since the consent decree was approved in 1983, the
plaintiffs in G.L. have engaged in protracted follow-up work to
ensure its implementation. The implementation phase of the case
has required not only contempt proceedings against the defendants
but also the involvement of a citizen's advisory panel appointed
by the court.

H. New Mexico

Joseph A. v. New Mexico Dept. of Human Services 19 also
involved claims under Pub. L. 96-272. Joseph A. was filed in
July 1980 on behalf of child-en in the custody of the New Mexico
Department of Human Services who were victims of foster care
"limbo." The case sought to establish their rights to reasonable
and fair decision-making with regard to access to adoption and to
permanence, stability, and a family life.

Children in Neu Mexico's foster care system had been
suffering from many of the same problems which afflict foster
children in most states - -e.g. very lengthy stays, multiple
placements, and assignment of "permanent foster care" as a case
plan. For the plaintiff group--children with no ongoing
relationship with a biological family, the chances of these
problems being redressed on an individual case basis were slim,
since the children had no tamily members or other personal
advocates to challenge their limbo status. The district court
sustained sore of the plaintiffs' claims, ruling that while
plaintiff children had no Inherent constitutional liberty
interest in permanence, stability, or placement for adoption,
they might have constitutionally protected due process rights
based upon property Interests arising from their entitlements
under federal statutes, such as Pub. L. 96-272, or state law.

On September 23, 1983, the court approved a consent decree.
The consent decree sets forth a detailed scheme for
restructuring New Mexico's foster care system to ensure that
foster children do not get lost in the system and requires the
Department to establish permanent plans for foster children
w..th..n six months of their entry Into care. In addition, the
decree contains provisions governing employee qualifications,
social worker training, case planning, caseload size, adoptions,
computerized records, citizen review boards, and monitoring of
compliance.

195'L, F. Supp. 346 (1983).

17
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I. New fork

Three cases were filed in New York City in 1985 seeking
improved protective and preventive services for families of
children at risk of foster placement due to actual or threatened
homelessness. The three cases, Consentino v. Pe_r_ales,20 Martin
and Bill A. v. Gross,21 and Grant v. Cuomo22 were all brought in
state ccurt as class actions. Consentino specifically sought
housing assistance to enable homeless families and those at risk
of becoming homeless to avoid foster care placement of their
children due to the families' lack of adequate shelter. The
Nartim_and 5111 A. and Grant cases also sought housing assistance
as a preventive service for families, but, in addition, they
sought a full range of protective services for children alleged
to be abused or neglected, and preventive services other than
housing for families at risk of separation for reasons other than
homelessness.

These three cases provide the opportunity for the first
major interpretations of the scope of New York statutes requiring
protective and preventive services. In 1979, New York enacted
its Child Welfare Reform Act (CWRA),23 which established, as
state policy, that families should not be separated for reasons
of poverty alone. The CWRA mandates local social service
districts to provide preventive services to families, while
creating, fiscal incentives for them to do so. New York also has
enacted extensive protective services statutes requiring
investigations and the provision of services when children are
alleged to have been abused or neglected. All three cases rely
heavily on these New York statutes. The lawsuits also include
claims based upon Pub. L. 96-272, as well as the New York and
United States Constitution.

In May 1986, the court in Grant issued a preliminary
injunction.24 With respect to preventive services, the court
found that New York law requires, for each child identified as
being considered for placement in foster care, a child service
plan that identifies the services required by the child, the
availability of those services, and the manner in which they are
to be provided. The court determined that this service

26
plan is

in the nature of a contract, enforceable by the court.

However, a New York appellate court modified the lower
court's order granting a preliminary injunction,26 holding that
the legislature did not intend to impose on social service
officials a nondiscretionary duty to provide preventive services
in all cases of alleged abuse or maltreatment. Furthermore, the
court held that a child's service, plan did not create an
enforceable contract requiring the city to provide all available
services listed in the plan. Accordingly, it overturned the

20Consentino v. Perales, No. 43236/85 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., New
York County, filed Nov. 7, 1985).

21Martin and Bill A. v. Gross, No. 24388/85 (N v Sup. Ct.,
New York County, filed Oct. 18, 1985).

22Grant v. CJOMO, No. 25168/85 (N.Y. ..,up. Ct., New York
County, filed 0'..t. 28, 1985).

23Child Welfare Reform Act, 1979 N.Y. Laws Ch. 610 & 611.

24Grant, No. 25168, slip op. (N.Y. Sup. Ct., New York
County, May 27, 1986)(preliminary injunction).

251d., slip op. at 2.

26518 N.Y.S.2d. 105 (A.D. 1st Dept. 1987)
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lower court's declaratory system-wide relief with regard to
preventive services. Although the Grant court upheld the
injunctive relief against the City of New York for its failure to
investigate reports of suspected child abuse within 24 hours as
statutorily mandated, it nevertheless refused to cite the city
with contempt. This decision is being further appealed.

Martin and Bill A. v. Gross and Consentino v. Perales were
consolidated because the plaintiffs in both cases requested city
and state defendants to provide sufficient services to enable
homeless families to remain together. The fundamental right to
family integrity formed the core of both actions. The court
issued a preliminary injunction directing the city to develop and
implement a plan for delivering preventive services consistent
with its constitutional and statutory obligations. The court
further enjoined the state from imposing a 90-day limit on
emergency shelter as a preventive service, finding this limit to
be arbitrary and capricious. In so ruling, the court rejected
defendants' arguments that limited resources and shortage of
staff justified the denial of state-mandated preventive services.
The court relied not only on New York statutes but also on
provisions of Pub. L. 96-272 and on constitutional protections.
The defendants have appealed the injunction.

In Doe v. New York City Department of Social Services27 a
class of children in the custody of the New York City DSS
challenged DSS's "night-to-night" program. Under this program,
children in foster care are held in DSS offices during the day,
transported at night to foster homes, child care facilities, or
the city's Office of Emergency Services for Children, and
returned to the field offices the next day to await another
overnight placement. The court ruled this practice violated
Plaintiffs' due process rights.

J. Ohio

In 1986, in Foe v. Staples," the parties entered into a
consent decree that required significant improvements in the
delivery of services to Ohio's foster children. Plaintiffs had
alleged violations of rights under Pub. L. 96-272 and the Due
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The district Court's
order directed the Hamilton County Department of Human Services
to develop a timely written case plan for each child, to
implement heightened procedural protections for parents with
respect to changes in placement or visitation, and to provide a
range of preventive and reunification services. The order
further directed the county to establish as a standard for
removal that "there (must be) substantial risk of serious
physical or emotional harm to the child" that "cannot be
alleviated by the provision of available services to the family
in the home."29

Plaintiffs in Roe also entered into a consent decree with
the Ohio State Department of Human Services, requiring the state
to issue administrative regulations within 12 months and to
implement improved program standards for child en's service
agencies throughout the state.

27No. 86 Civ. 4011 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 24, 1987) (preliminary
injunction).

29No. C-1-83-1704 (S.D. Ohio Oct. 2, 1986)(consent decree).

29slip. op. at 11.
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K. Vermont

Handicapped Vermont children and youth filed a clasn action
lawsuit in state court challenging the failure of numerous state
agencies to provide them with necessa-y services. The named
plaintiffs in the case, Jane T. v. Morse,30 are devclopmentally
disabled adolescents who are or have been in the custody of the
Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services (SRS). Although
exact numbers are not known, plaintiffs' attorneys believe that
the class may include as many as a thousand or more children and
adolescents. While in state custody, the plaintiff:: allege they
have been denied minimal levels of child welfare, education,
mental health, home-based, residential, and other supportive
services and that they have not been protected from harm.

Defendants are state officials in the Agency of Human
Services, the Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services,
the Department of Mental Health, and the Department of Education.
The plaintiffs contend that the state agencies not only have
failed to address plaintiffs' needs but have actually exacerbated
their underlying problems.

The plaintiffs base their claims on numerous federal and
state statutes and constitutional provisions, including Pub. L.
96-272, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (20 U.S.C.
41401 et. aeg.), and due process claims under the U.S. and
Vermont Constitutions.

X. CONCLUSION

The range of issues addressed above demonstrate the many
challenges our country faces beflre the concepts of family
preservation and permanency planning will me fully embraced by
our child welfare systems. Nevertheless, we have the legal
framework for confronting these challenges in Pub. L. 96-272. We

must continue to strengthen this framework. The means to do so
are there. We must ensure that the commitment to do so is also
there.

30 No. S-359-861.nc (Vt. Superior Ct., Wash. Co., filed Aug.
28, 1986).
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STATEMENT OF ARTHA L. FREEBURY, DIRECTOR OF LICENSING,
NAT ONAL CHILD WELFARE RESOURCE CENTER FOt MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION,

HUMAN SERVICES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MAINE

On behalf of child welfare licensors throughout the country I am submitting
the following testimony for the Joint Foster Care Hearings.

I as Director and the sole staff for licensing activities at the National
Child Welfare Resource Center for Management and Administration. The Resource
Center is one of of nine not 'nal child welfare centers funded in 1985 by the
Children's Bureau, Department of Health and Human Services as "centers of
excellence". Each center has a commitment to improve and strengthen a
specific area within child welfare services. MARC (Management and
Administration Resource Center) has targeted five areas of the child welfare
system: Finance, data management, personnel, planning and evaluation, and
licensing - thereby creating the first and only Licensing Resource Center in
the country. MARC is committed to strengthening the capacity of stela child
welfare administrators to use exemplary methods and resources in managing
their problems. Through integration of the management system, the five target

become building blocks to success in the state's child welfare system.
MARC provides tehcnical assistance by directly providing or brokering the
services of an array of project consultants. MARC attempts to provide an
organization -wide approach to the management of a child welfare system.

The above is an overview of my role in the development of the following
testimony which evolves from Policy Directions for Foster and Residential

C...ue
Licensure: A National Symposils for Child Welfare Licensing Administrators,
held in Leesburg, Virginia Apr41 27-29, 1988. This meeting was organized by
MARC as the result of ropes or need from state licensors. The goals of
the symposium were: (1) To provide a forum for 1.censing administrators to
get to know one another, to share knowledge and experience u A to form future
working alliances, and (2) To develop position papers base, liscussion of
five of the most pressing concerns affecting child welfare bins
services. The five areas were selected as priorities by the licensors
themselves in a pre-conference survey.

This was the first opportunity licensing administrators have ever had to
convene and debate the moat pressing concerns affecting licensing and child
welfare today. The only other forum has been an anneal licensing institute at
Virginia Commonwealth University and, usually, states must rotate opportunity
to attend among licensing personnel due to limited budgets, thereby reducing
the ability of state's to develop networking capabilities. This meeting was
organized with the express intent to forge working relationships that would
endure beyond the conference; t2 cr.courage communication and sharing and build
professional networks of support and assistance. 68 percent of the 50 status
regist,ued for the symposium. Of the remal- og states, at least ten could not
attend for budgetary reasons, two states indicated they had to choose between
sending someone to this meeting or to the V.C.U. Licensing Institute. Several
states could not send a representative because of staff size limitations and
programmatic conflict. All states indicated they wanted to participate and
were relieved that that, could be a publication of the proceedings. The
participation and turnc says uo me that this type of conference was sore.v
needed. While our time was brief, activity was intense and I believe we
accomplished our goals.

The following is a summary of the position statem,,ts, goals and directives
that were developed by each of the five topic discussion group:. at the
Licensing Symposium. A list of participants is attached. Decal, ,e of
restriction^ ^n time the reports from each of the discussion grc 0 13 in
rougl. draft. A final report of the Symposium will not he'avail, le until
September or October.

I. LICENSIIG'S ROLE: QUAL; CONTROL ,s QUALITY ASSURANCE

1. Licensing has a commitment to quality care for children. Therefore, all
publicly operated, sectarian, non - sectarian, non-profit and for-profit
agencies and facilities providing out-of-home care to children should be
required to meet state licensing standards.
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2. All licensing progress should establish and implement measures of
accountability for their programs and should include periodic vetoing of

licensing staff, program monitoring, credentialing and/or es' shment of

criteria for selection of qualified licensing staff, traAn aagement/

administrative staff in effective management skills.

3. Multiple licensing of facities by different goy...1cent entities should be
coordinated to avoid placing duplicate or conflicting requirements on

licensees.

4. All state licensing laws should include a requirement for review and

revision at least every five years.

5. Licensing programs have a responsibility to provide technical assistance
on how to meet licensing standards as well as to provide cc ...last/on to

assist licensees in upgrading services.

II. THE IMPACT OF LOCATION AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE/DISTINGUISHING CHILD
WELFARE LICENSING FROM OTHER CHILDREN'S LICENSING SERVICES AND FROM OTHER

CHILD WELFARE FUNCTIONS

Io what department of state government should the licensing of child welfare

agencies and institutions be located? Where within the chosen department

should the licensing function be located? What should be the structure of the

licensing unit?

Philosophically it would sees appropriate for chid welfare licensure to exist

as an entity totrily separate from the department which supervises or
administers such iildren's services as protective services, placclent,
adoption, purc"ase of service, or foster care. The risk in such a position,

however, is that the regulators over time say become quite detached from
service delivery personnel, child welfare philosophy and practice.

Iowa recently underwent a complete reorganization of state government where
child welfare licensing was removed from the Human Services Department and
placed in a strictly regulatory agency which also regulates grocery stores,
hotel and note's, gas stations, restaurants, etc. While it is still too early

to evaluate the effects of the reorganization, some have expressed concern
that they are or will become significantly isolated from the human services

arena. Others have viewed this as a positive in that they no longer feel
influenced or controlled by the service delivery units and can conduct license

reviews in a more objective manner.
In Arizona, licensing is located in the Children and Youth Services Division

of the Department of Econoric Security. This division is also responsible for

the licensure of the Department of Corrections facilities. Criticism is

sometimes expressed by corrections staff that licensing issues are frequently
viewed from a child welfare perspective and consequently overlooks issues of
concern to corrections such as security and isolation.

The Department of Human Services which licenses child welfare facilities in
Ohio is in the planning stages of assuming responsibility for the licensure of
private, non-secure facilities currently being licensed by the Department of

Youth Services (corrections). The philosophy is that the orientation of such
facilities are more closely related to child welfare than to corrections and
that the current licensing body has less expertise in this area.

Sine. all licensure is done by public entities, there is also the issue of

public image to consider. If licensing is located withina related
department, there is the risk of public criticism for allowing the "fox to
guard the chicken coot". This is particularly prevalent in tho. states where

the state regulatory agency is also responsible for the actual delivery of

child welfare services. While the risk is still present, it is perhaps less
so in states where tt,. state only oversees local public and private agencies
which are the direct service providers. Historically, however, in most

states, jails have been regulated by corrections departments, psychiatric
facilities by mental health departments, hospitals by health departments, and
child welfare facilities by public welfare departments.

Where then, does child welfare licensing truly belong? In this position paper
we have identified fiv' basic assumptions which should form the foundation of

any licensing program. We formulated four essential "musts" for an efficient

0222
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licensure program, and we listed five specific guidelines to aid states in
deciding on the best location and structure of a licensing program for their
particular systems. No two states are identical and it i not the purpose or
desire of the ,--ticipant of this group to propose best or standardized
location or o nization for the licensing process. Form follows function.
Accordingly, ere are some basic assumptions on which any licensing program
must be founded:

1. Licensing staff and administrators should be hunter with the programs
they license. Therefore, pecific ongoing training of licensing staff in
various treatment modalities utilized within the state is essential. It is
critical that licensing staff share the same knowledge Mee as those whom they
are licensing.

2. Licensors must be knowledgeable about good management practices.
Licensing involves more than programmatic issues. Now an agency is organized,
the budgeting process, selection of board members, training, personnel
policies, complaint procedures, and relationships with the community are some
of the managerial and administrative functions which must be evaluated as part
of the licensing process. Licensing staff must be trained in these elements
in order to be able to credibly conduct licensing reviews.

3. Experience is critical for licensing staff. Ideally, licensing staff
should have lurked at some level within an organisation which is regulated.
Licensing is not, and should not, be viewed as an entry level position or

,

where an individual gains their first child welfare experience. Licensing
a difficult and complex area. When all is going well and all agencies are in
compliance licensing is tolerated. In reality, however, non-compliances
exist, negative sanction. are taken, and pressures are placed on licensing
staff from a variety of sources. Staff cannot, therefore, be inexperienced,
naive, and unable to effectively deal with conflict situations. The necessary
skills are acquired through proper training and experience.

4. The further the licensing function is placed from child welfare programs,
the more critical it is to provide value orientation to licensing staff. If
located within a human services agency the staff will, at least by proximity,
be exposed to current and emerging child welfare values and have the
opportunity to continue to learn :rad grow with the field. If placed in a
totally unrelated agency it becomes more critical for licensing personnel to
maintain good working relationship, with the human service agency. Such
working relationships as well and the personal felt-motivation of licensors is
essential to maintain a current knowledge base of practice.

5. In the area of regulation of public and private child caring agencies,

political realities must be acknowledged and considered in deciding upon the
location of the licensing function. While it may not alwals appear so,
licensing authority incorporates great power. Administers.: ;:-Ter.,4 this
power can be a tremendous asset to an agency administrator. Administered
poorly it can be an albatross around their necks. Negative sanction, in
licensing often may elicit political pressures. Ideally, support of the
agency administration is necessary to insulate licensing from this political
preesure as much as possible. First and foremost, licensing must be concerned
with the protection of children in out-of-home care. When abuses occur strong
sanctions may need to be taken with confidence that the agency administrator
will intercede on the rs.hr'f of licensing. On occasion this may be reversed,
with the agency direct., :ad licensing administration being pressured by state
legislators. This is a reality but it cannot be the basis of licensing
decisions or actions.

Departmental politics regarding any relocation with respect to the licensie
function can be as volatile as legislative politics. The desire for
power/influence by the agency administrators will weigh heavily on the
decision. The reputation of the licensing program will greatly influence such
decisions. In very simplistic terms, licensing can influence its own destiny
by operating a good program. The perception of what is good will vary. The
bottom line must be a well-founded li,susing philosophy based on clear
licensing statutes and well developed administrative rules which are
consistently and fairly applied to all licensees through rational policies and
procedures.

With the above basic assumptions in mind we now turn our attention to critical
elements or "musts' for an effective licensing program.
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1. Licensing must have enforcement authority. In addition to the authority

to Isere a license there must be the authority to revoke a license, with clear

and concise procedures for doing so. lath the exception if the umbrella

authority of the agency administrator, the licensing administrator must have
the primary and initial decision making authority with respect to enforcement.

2. Administrative/line authority over licensing staff must be centralized in

order to assure statewide consistency of the licensing philosophy and
policies. Where there are district or regional office locations for
licensing, there must be direct supervision of their activities by a central

licensing administrator. The difficulty in providing supervision at great

geographical distances must be overcome through the use of regional
supervisors who are responsible to the central licensing administrator or by
central office supervisors who travel throughout the state. Without this

continuity there will quickly develop regional differences in licensing

philosophy and application of policies and procedures. This issue is more

than a must for an efficient licensing program - it is an absolute. The

greatest threat to a licensing program is regional administration resulting in

inconsistent application of rules.

4. Licensing must have tne support of the agency administrator (commissioner,

director). Licensing decisions must be supported by the executive in charge

of the agency. This support can be achieved through frequent updates and
reviews of the licensing program. A positive perception of the licensing
function will reflect well on the administrator as well as on licensing and
will encourage administrative support in difficult times.

As stated earlier, it became clear during discussion that there is not a best

location or structure for licensing. It also became clear that if our basic
assumptions and "musts" were accepted, then as a natural conclusion the
(Mowing location and structure specifics could guide each state in the

decision making process for their individual systems.

1. Licensing should be structurally sevrate from and equal to placement.

protective services, purcnase of service resource devel pmeit and nrevention

services. If an agency is divided icto d' one, buraaus, units, or offices

licensing must have equal status to these :at ter tb a be a part of any of

these areas.

2. Clarity of roles and reaponsibilitir of 311 members of the agency is

essential. For example, what is the rol 'icensing staff in investigating

of abuse or neglect in a licinsed out-of-home care setting?
Licensing staff cannot investigate the cuise/neglect but should focus on the
question of compliance with licensing r4106 (i.e. discipline, restraint, care

of children as required by the regulations). Ideally protective services

staff and licensing staff should do joint rather then separate itvest,gations.

3. Confidentiality hairier' must be eliminated within the regulatory agency.
All too frequently licensing staff are d,nied access to Information in the

course of investigation of rule violation. licensing staff are often told

that there nag been an allegation of abuse in a facility, but then are denied
any specific informatieu and expected to do an investigation of the program

blindly trying to find the source of the allegation. This not only wastes

time but may affect the safety of chiluren in care if the information cannot
be quickly gathered and this approach is too scattered to be iqficient.
Objections to sharing details with licensing staff have traditionally been

based on the fact that licensing records are public information. While this

has been a valid concern in the pas:, it is no longer valid. Virtually every

state has systems and laws in place to protect confidential information in all

records. These must be relied upon to rrotect children from public disclosure
and allow licensing to discharge their responsibilities efficiently and

effectively.

4. The licensing unit saould be atructured to lend itself to specialization

as much as is feasible. The current trend, primarily for budgetary reasons,
is for generic licensing (i.e. one person responsible for applying several

sets of rules across differeing program ec,.; day care, family foster home,

adult residential neriices, children's griup or institutional cae). The more

sets of rules for w.ich individual licensing workers are responsible, the less
expertise they will have in each area. Consequently the reviews will be less

thorcugh with a decrease in 'ae level of protection provided to children in

care.

90-460 0 - 89 -- 18 24.4
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S. Supervisory responsibility must be based on management's expecte,'
production in relation to the number and type of facilities within an
individual area of responsibility, required frequency

of reveiws, staff
competency levels, and geographic distribution of staff and licensed
programs. Because of the wide variety of progress which

are licensed, thedIffereaces in rules state-to-state, the
differing geographical distributions

of facilities, and the varying complexities
of review procedures it is sotpossible to establish a correct or best number of facilities per licensing

worker or number of licensors per supervisor.
The following guidelines for

armament and supervision should enable a licensing administrator to
establish the appropriate workloads and

supervisory responsibility for enindividual state:

a. A supervisor must:

o enable staff to do their Jobs.
o embrace a philosophy of and assure statewide consistency.
o have a working knowledge of licensing rules and the specific

programs licensed.

b. A manager must:
o be the chief training officer both up and down the chain of

command, with peers in the organization, and with the general
public.

o be able to deploy resources and staff as needed.
o identify desired results and effectively utilize limited

resources to achieve them.

III. NEW SERVICES: PROGRAMS FOR THE HOMELESS, EMERGENCY CARE, INDEPENDENT
LIVING, SECURE CARE, ETC.

While identified as "new services" a number of the concerns add d by this
Croup included services that are re-surfacing in greater numbers and may be
changing the direction of out-of-home care, and possibly altering the
philosophy upon which services for children have been designed.

1. Surrocacy. Discussion centered around whether placement agencies handling
such ituatIors should be licensed and, if so, by whom. The differences in
these situations from currently licensed

child placement (adoption, step
parent adoption, relative adoption) was also discussed. There was no
consensus on the issue and participants felt

tine was insufficient to fullydebate the issue.

2. Homelessness. Shelters for homeless families where children are in
residence with their parent(s) should not require child welfare licensure.
Health and building inspections should be in place to protect life and safety.
Shelters for "street kids" (i.e. hingeless shelters

for youth) should be
regulated with emphasis on health and safety and custodial care. Also,
information and referral should be provided. There is a need to look at
current shelter rules to see how they can be amended/waived to meet unique
needs of this population.

3. Independent Living. Independent living should be regulated. Whether itis subsumed under child placing or residential rules or reeds separate rulessay be dependent on each state's statute or current rules. Physical safety
issues, as well as issues of curr"-ulue

on independent living and supervision
of youth need to be addressed in rules.

4. Secure Care. There is a need for intermediate care facilities; somewhere
between a psychiatric hospital setting and a group home. 'These should be for
a select group of youth with particular

treatment needs, not to be used as away to lock up runaways. There is also a need for attendant care facilities,
especially in rural areas, for a specific identified population. There is a
need to regulate such care, but rules should be developed specifically, rather
than ':sing current shelter rules.

5. Alternative Life Style Foster Homes. There is a need for safeguares to be
in place for relative or child-select

I placements, but the group was
unIecided whether monitoring should be done by protective se:vice or
licensing. In addition, there is a need for funding to upgrade 'ulturally
r-levant placements for youth.

5 `,5
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6. Institutional Care for Infants and Toddlers. Children under 6 years of

age should not be placed in shelter care or institutional/group care unless

there are specific treatment issuer (i.e. intensive medical and/or psychiatric

needs) which would allow for a waiver of this restriction.

7. Day Treatment Programs. Itich programs need monitoring at a minimum (if

not licenmure) but should probably not be the responsibility of child welfare

licensing programs.

IV. FUNDING OF LICENSMG: VISIBILITY, PRIORITY, WORKLOADS ...ID STAFFING

UMW The operation of the licensing program is driven by the extent of

funding. Workload, staffing, training, and even program policy decisions are

governed or limited by funding levels, over which licensing administrators

o lly have little or no control. In moat states the allocation is

determined by the legislature or other governmental entity. The allocation

may be a line item or included in an agency's overall budget. Decisions by

the legislature or agency are based on the perceived value of licensing.
Because of negative attitudes toward regulation, low visibility, the lack of
research data, comp,ting priorities often backed by strong lobbies, and other

factors, licensing often receives insufficient funding which impacts critical
policy development and management decisions.

Strategy: Marketing - convince the decision makers of the value of

licensing. Preliminary steps:

o Define the role of licensing. Find a vehicle (such as future symposiums)

to secure input from leaders in all states on development of a definition.
Try to reach a decision nn the role of consultation in licensing, perhaps by
clearly identifying (defining) what consultation is, so it can be

differntiated from technical assistance and referral. Locate or develop

h data on workload that can be used for comparative purposes among

states and to identify a norm.

o Standardize definitions and practices nationally to some extent. Build on

existing work such as the model standards and statutes and the core training

curriculum. Begin with a "g is ", bottom-up approach by encouraging each

state licensing administrator to make changes within their state. Utilize the

Resource Center as it means of promoting and disseminating the "standardized"

material. Share this material with Congressional representatives and
com'ittees for inclusion in national child care legislation.

o Train licensing staff on the role of licensing, standardized policies and

practices and their rationale. Work toward some consistency in minimum entry
level staff qualifications, perhaps drawing on research data from the core

curriculum project and other sources. Make a clear statement as to the need

for experience and/or training in the provider service area as a basic

requirement. Focus on the skills necessary to make tee transition froe social

work to regulation in the selection and training process. Provide for an

ongoing support system perhaps through the Resource Center and/or regular
symposiums to maintain communication among top level state administrators, and
encouraging that communication filter down to line staff.

Marketing Strategies: Once we are clear and consistent about our role, each
state should begin efforts to target the groups to be identified below.
Contects can be personal, group, media, or any other effective method.

Because we hope to have some degree of consistency nationally, a national
campaign would benefit all states and further enhance the total effort.
Because much of licensing is generic, we see day care licensing as being

involved in this marketing campaign. With larger numbers of facilities and

children in care, and often more funding, inclusion of day care would provide
breed.. uoveLogy.lIm Lftle.c.t grasps identified, their role, and the messages we

want to convey t each are as follows:

o Parent/conservator:
Wise consumer choices in placement
Recognice "quality" and demand it

Be aware of parents' and childrena' rights
Know the benefits of using regulated facilities

o General public:
Xn the value of licensing, pelnaps from an historical perspective
m.cognize the benefits, especially in potential savings of tax dollars

Develop as child advocates

5 9 6
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o Providers:

See licensing staff as credible (through required program experience
and /or training)

View consultation as being supportive of their operation
Stress quality and professionalism in care
Be aware of provider rights

Have input into the licensing process
Understand liability
Work through positive provider associations

o Other divisions and agencies (e.g. fire and health inspectors, juvenile
Justice, child protective services, education system. ment.,1 health, religious
groups):

Improve interface by clearly stating our role (educating them),
learning more about their functions, improving communication,
and exploring ways to offer mutual support.

o Legislatures:

Provide data for informed decision making
Rely on advocates (parents, providers, public) to carry the load

as lobbyists
o Congress:

Utilize state liaison/lobbyist

Offer testimony for committee deliberations
o Resource Center, Association of Regulatory Administration, Child Welfare
League of America, other professional groups (NAEYC,

Coordinate, share information, develop as advocates
Identify other funding sources (grants, etc.) to support marketing

campaign

Identify funding sources available to states to supplement allocations
Support with state funds, if needed (Resource Center)

End Result: Having a better understanding of licensing and considering the
broad-based support of licensing from the public and service providers,
legislators and agency decision makers would see licensing as a priority
area. Funding levels would be sufficient to support the program. Federal
funding might also be provided to the states for that purpose.

V. RESPONSING TO THE AIDS CRISIS

Realities:
o At the present time there are 1000 HIV positive diagnosed childreno By 1992 it is predicted that there will be 15,000 HIV positive children
o Young adults diagnosed in the 1990's will probably have been infected as

adolescents
o 555 of IV drug-using females of childbearing age are diagnosed with AIDS
o HIV positive/AIDS impact the operation of child care facilities

1. Should each child entering a foster care facility be tested for AIDF
at admission?

2. Should a child at risk of acquiring AIDS be tested regularly while
in care and/or at discharge?

3. Should only children at risk of AIDS be tested?
4. If a foster child is found to be HIV positive, does the state and/or

the facility have the duty to inform parents and/or custodians of
other residents?

5. Are there confidentiality laws regarding AIDS which will restrict
physicians from letting facilities know about the results of testing?
...or keep facilities and/or state from telling parents and/or
custodians of other children in care?

6. What liability risks are assumed by :Ale state or foster care facility
regarding any of the above questions?

7. What licensing regulations are appropriate for foster care facilities
regarding the acceptance and care of children who cart, the HIV
virus or who have been diagnosed with AIDS?

Qt.estions 1-6 are policy questions which need consideration by policymakers
departmentwide and statewide. Licensing should not be placed in the position
of making those decisions. It is recommended, however, that the licensing
agency should mandate that staff of 24-hoar care facilities should be
thoroughly trained in information regarding AIDS and such facilities educate
residents in care.end should include

o Training on how AIDS can be acquired (facts and myths clarified),
safe and unsafe sexual practices, sharing of needles in drug usage
and other experiences such as tatooing and ear piercing
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o Reassurance and reinforcement of facts to residents by staff
o Repetition of training to reinforce seriousness
o Good hygiene practices taught to and practiced by staff who care

for children who are HIV or AIDS positive
o Training for adults in recognizing their fe.dings about sexuality

to enable them to work with children about AIDS
o foster parents must be given information and trained as well, both

how to educate foster children in their care and in how to care
for children with HIV or AIDS for their protection and tneir
family's protection

No firm recommendation was made as to regulations for the operation of
facilities to care for children with AIDS. Tow approaches were discussed,
however:

1. Most rules for good hygiene are already in place. Good hygiene practices
are what is necessary to cae for children with AIDS. If those regulations
need to be improved to meet Center of Di Control recommendations, that
should be doze. (A question was raised as to whether compliance with CDC
recommendations should be determined by health inspectors.)

If facilities plan to have a specific program for care of children with HIV
positive or AIDS, the facility must present a plat for intake, treatment and
care of the children with AIDS virus and other children at the facility. If

the facility develops the plan, the licensing agency can review as to its
quality and appropriateness. The licensing agency will not have to write
rules which are at rink of being discriminatory and possibly extend liability
of the state. This approach gives facilities the right to be creative as to
the care of children with AIDS and other populations.

2. The state should write specific rules about care of children with AIDS.
Those rules should encompass all aspects of care, intake, confidentiality,
testing, repotting , training, etc.

Both approaches raise the question as to when the facility becomes a health
care facility and is no longer the regulatory responsibility of the child
welfare licensing agency.

Much of the discussion centered around facilities, none of the discue,ion
focused on the special needs of foster parents where at least some, if not the
majority of the care will take place. The needs of the foster parent and
foster family must be kept in mind when developing a foster home for the care
of children with AIDS.

The discussion only scratched the surface. As more experience is gained in
the care of children with AIDS in nonmedical settings, perhaps the collective
experience of several states could be more beneficial.
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CHILD WELFARE LICENSING SYMPOSIUM

PARTICIPANTS

April 27-29, 1988

Perry Ackerman, ID Dept of Health & Welfare
Nancy R. Afflerbath, WV I) pt. of Human Services
Margaret June Allen, AZ C la River Tribal Social Services
Prins Ella Anderson, OK Div. of Children & Youth Serel,,s
J. Burt Ann.n, Child Welfare League of America
Patricia Bennett, IL Dept. of Children & Family Seiyiees
Pamela Johnson Betts, KS Dept. of Social & Rehabilitative Services
George E. Biggs, OH 0,ff:ft. of Human Services
Carolyn Blagmon, MD Dept. of Human Resources
Lawrence Crist, VT Dept. of Social & Rehabilitative Services
Jackie Damon, AK Div. of Family & Youth Services
N. Richard Danback, NJ Dept. of Human Services
Jo Ann Finkenb1nder, In Dept. of Human Services
Marilyn D. Gallivan, f:A Office For Children
Nancy Gibbons, TX Dept. of Human Resources
Steven C. Grier. DE Dept. of Services for Children. Youth & Families
Judy Hauser, IN Dept. of Public Welfare
Thomas R. Jenkins, PA Office of Children, Yuuth & Famleies
Peggy P. Johnson, NC Dept. of Human Resources
Anona Joseph, NY State Dept. of Social Services
Elizabeth Kester, CO Dept. of Social Services
Hallieque J. Lamb, SC Dept. of Social Services
Katherine Lawson, Virginia Commonwealth University, Licensing Project
Robert Letellier. NH Dept. of Health and Human Services
Charles McCarthy, MT Dept. of Family Services
Bette McClure, MA Office For Children
Corrine T. Means, AR Dept. of Human Services
Mary Ann Miller, NE Dept. of Social Services
Nancy Miller, Div. of Children, Youth & Family Services
Mary Moberly, MO Dept. of Social Services
Pamella A. Nelson, CT Dept. of Children & Youth Services
Grace B. !flied, TX Dept. of Human Services
Guy Noe, WY Dept. of Health and Social Serviccs
Howard Palmer, IA Dept of Inspections and Appeals
Sandra Poirier, RI Dept. of Children and Their Families
Mary Ann Price, FL Dept. of Health & Rehabilitative Services
Lots Radd, UT Dept. of Social Services
Virginia Reid, AR Dept. of Hum-n Services
Cris Ross-Dukler, TX Dept. of Human Resources
Roxanne Sabin, NE Dept. of Social Services
Herbert Stokoe, AZ Dept. of Econcrac ecurity
Ann Vogt, VA Dept. of Social Services

Speakers Diane Shust, Select Committee for Children, Youth & Families
Samuel Fudge, Provider

Jake Terpstra, Children's Bureau, Dept. of Health & Human Services

Sponsored by Licensing Division, National Child Welfare Resource Center for
Management and Administration, Portland, ME

Co-Sponsors Child Welfare League of America
National Association of Public Child

Welfare Administrators, APWA
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WI TEN STATEMENT

PRESEN1EDBY

THE AEd YORK CITY HYMN RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION

THE HUMAN RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION (HRA) OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK IS THE CITY
AGENCY RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING PROTECTIVE, PREVENTIVE, FOSTER CARE, AND
ADOPTION SERVICES TO CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES. A WELCOME THIS OPPORTUNITY
TO PRESENT A STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD SETTING FORTH OUR VIEWS ON CHILD WELFARE
ISSUES FROM (HE PERSPECTIVE OF NEW YORK CITY.

THIS STATEMENT WILL NOT DIFFER RADICALLY FROM THE TESTIMONY PRESENTED BY
COMMISSIONER DRINKER A LITTLE MORE THAN ONE YEAR ADO BEFORE CONGRESSMAN MILLER
AND THE HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN. YOUTH. AND FAMILIES. WITH ONE
DIFFERENCE: A NEW EMPHASIS ON THE IMPACT THAT DRUGS -- PARTICULARLY CRACK --
ARE HAVING ON THE WELFARE OF CHILOREN AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF PROGRAMS
DESIGNED TO PROTECT CHILDREN.

SPEAKERS ON CHILD WELFARE ItoUES ARE EXPECTLO TO FOCUS ON INCREASES IN THE
NUMBER OF REPORTS OF ABUSE AND NEGLECT. OR PREVENTIVE SERVICES VERSUS FOSTER
CARE. WE BELIEVE THAT IS PUTTING THE CART BFFORE THE MORSE. IF WE REALLY CARE
ABOUT THE WELFARE OF THIS NATION'S CHILDREN, WE SHOULO FIRST BE TALKING ABOUT
THE NURSER OF CHILDREN LIVING IN POVERTY. THE DEARTH OR JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR
THOSE AT THE BOTTOM OF THE ECONOMIC LADDER. THE GROWING NUMBER OF CHILDREN
LIVING IN SUBSTANDARD HOUSING OR WHO HAVE NO ADDRESS AT ALL, OR WHOSE PARENTS
HAVE FALLEN PREY TO ALCOHOLISM OR DRUG ADDICTION.

OVER THE PAST TWO YEARS. IT HAS BECOME INCREASINGLY APPARENT THAT IT IS THIS
LAST FACTOR THAT IS HAVING THE CRUELEST IMPACT, JUST OVER TWO YEARS AGO THE
FOSTER CARE CASELOAD HAD OIPPED TO JUST OVER 1640)0 THE LST POINT Dl A
OECADZ. SINCE THAT 11M, IT HAS BEEN INCREASIND RAPID

U
RAPIDLY AND NOW STANDS AT 20.70p

CHILDREN. FM SEPTEMBER 1986 TO NOVEMBER 1987 ALONE, THE FOSTER CARE CASELOAD
INCREASED 14.1 PERCCNT. WILE THE APPEARANCE OF CRACK ON THE DRUB SCENE IS NOT
THE ONLY REASON FOR THIS INCREASE. IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT BETWEEN FY 1986 AND
FY 1967 THERE WAS A 72 PtRCENT INCREASE IN THE NUMBER Or ALLEGATIONS INVOLVING
SUBSTANCE ABUSE. AND ASO PERCENT INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF NEWBORNS HAVING
ORUG OR ALCOHOL WITHDRAWAL SYMPTOMS. THE MOST DISTURBING STATISTIC IS THAT OF
FATALITY REPORTS: 33 OR 75 ?ERCENT Of THE 45 REPORTED DEATHS IN I967 OCCURRED
IN FAMILIES WHERE DRIES OR ALCOHOL WERE ALLEGED.

SOME EXPERTS ON SUBSTANCE MIME KARL THEIR INABILITY TO MAKE INROADS IN OUR
POOREST COMMUNITIES ON THE LACK OF INCENTIVE FOR VERY POOR PSOPLE TO GET OFF
DRUGS. PEOPLE NNO FEEL THAT THE NEXT DAY WD.I. RE NO BETTER THAN THE DAY BEFORE,
WHO HAVE NO HERE OR JOS TO LOSE. WHOSE LIVES ARE A DAILY STRUGGLE, NAVE NO
MOTIVATION TO RESIST OR GET OFF OR STAY OFF DRUBS. WE DO NOT MEAN TO IMPLY THAT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OR CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT -- ARE PROBLEMS LIMITED TO THOSE
IN POVERTY. THESE ISSUES CUT ACROSS ILL ECONOMIC. RACIAL. ETHNIC. AND RELIGIOUS
LINES. WE DO KNOW, FOREVER, THAT FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH POVERTY --
UNEMPLOYMENT, INSUFFICIENT FUNDS FOR NECESSITIES SUCH AS FC40 AND CLOTHING.
DOUBLED UP HOUSING SITUATIONS -- ALL PROVIDE A BREEDING GROUND FOR SUBSTANCE
ABUSE. ANO NOW, WITH THE ADVENT OF TOE RELATIVELY INEXPENSIVE CRACK, TEENAGERS
AND YOUNG PARENTS ARE TURNING TO THIS ILLUSORY ESCAPE.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE IS NOT A NEW PROBLEM. THE DIMENSIONS OF THE CURRENT CRISIS ANO
ITS IMPACT ON OUR FOSTER CARE CASELOAD DO MEAN, HOWEVER. THAT IT SHOULD WARRANT
UNDIVIDED ATTENTION. THIS EPIDEMIC OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE MAKES THE WORK OF NILO
WELFARE PROFESSIONALS ALL THE MORE DIFFICULT. AND ALL THE MORE URGENT. THlb
HEIGHTENED URGENCY MAKES THE ADEQUATE FUNDING OF CHILD WELFARE PROGRAMS. THE
TITLE TV-8 CHILD WELFARE PROPRAM. AND THE TITLE XX SOCIAL SERVICES LOCK GRANT
ALL THE MORE IMPERATIVE.

BEFORE DISCUSSING TODAY'S PROBLEMS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS. IT WOULD BE A GOOD
TOE* TO TAKE SOME TIME TO REVIEW HOW WE CAME TO BE WHERE WE ARE TODAY.
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aUKGRDIND

HRA'S SPECIAL SERVICES FOR CHILOREN ADMINISTERS NEW YORK CITY'S FOSTER CARE.
CHILD WELFARE, AND krOPTION ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS AND HAS A BUDGET OF $690
MILLION. OUR FOSTER CARE CASELOAD STANDS AT NEARLY 21.000 CHILDREN. AND WE
PROVIDE FINANCIAL AND SOCIAL SUPPORTS TO CHILDREN WHO ARE BEING CAREO FOR BY
RiLAIIVES OTHER THAN THEIR PAREPTS. WHAT WE CALL KINSHIP HOMES. WE SERVE
15,000 FAMILIES AT ANY ONE TIME THROUGH PREVENTIVE SERVICE PROGRAMS. AND WE
EXPECT TO HAVE PLACED 800 CNIUREN IN ADOPTIVE HOMES BY THE ENO OF OUR CURRENT
FISCAL YEAR. WHICH ENDS JUNE 5).

THE GROWTH IN OUR FOSTER CARE CASELOAD IS NOT SUPRISING WHEN' YOU CONSIDER THAT
REPORTS OF ABUSE AND NEGLECT WENT FROM 18.000 IN 1980 TO ALMOST 47.000 IN
1987. THIS YEAR. WE EXPECT ANOTHER INCREASE TO A TOTAL'OF 66,003 CALLS DURING
OUR CURRENT FISCAL YEAR.

1

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU REFLECT ON WHAT THESE NUMBERS REPRESENT, APART FROM
THE OBVIOUS AND TRAGIC FACT THAT MORE CHILDREN ARE AT RISK. IT MEANS THAT AS
THE AGENCY CHARGED WITH THE RESPONSIBILITY OF PROTECTING AND CARING FOR ABUSED
OR NEGLECTED FAMILIES. WE MUST HIRE AND TRAIN SUFFICIENT STAFF TO REACT QUICKLY
AND CORRECTLY WHEN A REPORT COMES IN, PUT IN PLACE SYSTEMS AND SAFEGUARDS TO
ENSURE THAT CASEWORKERS HAVE THE SUPPORT THEY NEED TO DO THEIR WORK WELL,
DEVELOP DIRECT AND CONTRACT PROGRAMS TO WORK WITH TROUBLED FAMILIES WHERE THE
CHILDREN ARE NOT IN IMMINENT DANGER, AND, WHEN II IS NOT FEASIBLE TO MAINTAIN A
FAMILY TOGETHER, TO HAVE ENOUGH FOSTER FAMILIEb OR QUALITY GROUP HOMES TO CARE
FOR CHILOREN UNTIL THEY CAN RETURN TO THEIR PARENTS DR BE PLACED IN AN ADOPTIVE
?WE.

IT IS NO SECRET THAT IN THE PAST WE HAVE FOUND IT DIFFICULT TO MEET OUR
REPONSIBILITIES, THAT OVER THE 'AST YEAR OR SO WE HAVE HAD TO WORK HARO TO
IMPROVE OUR PROGRAMS AT THE SAME TIME THAT WE HAVE HAD TO DO SOME RAPID
EXPANSION, IN ADDITION, BESIDES THE SNEER INCREASE IN THE VOLUME OF OUR
CASELOAD, WE HAVE HAD TO DEAL WITH MORE DIFFICULT CASES. COURT INTERVENTION WAS
REQUIRED IN 80 PERCENT MORE CASES IN FY 1907 THAN IN FY 1966. AND THE NUMBER OF
CHILDREN WHO HAD TO BE REMOVED FROM THEIR PARENTS AND PLACED IN FOSTER CARE
INCREASED 15 PERCENT DURING THAT SAME PERIOD. AND, SADLY, nUR POPULATION OF
SPECIAL NEEDS BABIES -- THOSE INFANTS WHO HAVE MENTAL OR PHYSICAL DISABILITIES

IS GROWING. AIDS AND AIDS RELATED ILLNESSES ARE INCRFASINOLY A PROBLEM. IN
MARCA OF THIS YEAR. WE HAD SH SPECIAL NEEDS CHILDREN UNDER TWO YEARS OF AGE ANO
33 OVER TWO YEARS OLD OCCUPYING HOSPITAL BEOS, UP FROM 34 SUSI ONE YEAR AGO IN
BOTH CATEGORIES COMBINED.

IN SPITE OF THE DIFFICULTIES. OUR CHILO WELFARE PROGRAM HAS TURNED A CORNER,
AND WE 00 HAVE SOME SOLID ACCOMPLISIIENTS TO POINT TO, SUCH AS:

0 RAISING OUR COMPLIANCE WITH THE CHILD WELFARE REFORM ACT -- NEW YORK
STATE'S ANSWER TO P.L. 96-282 FROM 60 PERCENT LAST JULY TO
APPROXIMATELY 93 PERCENT IN MARCH,

0 REOUCING THE LENGTH OF STAY OF "BOARDER BABIES" IN HOSPITALS FROM 34
DAYS PAST THE NEED FOR MEDICAL CARE LAST YEAR TO A CURRENT AVERAGE
OF FOUR DAYS,

0 IMKEMENTING A RAPID RESPONSE PROTOCOL, WHICH HAS ENSURED A
QUICK AND APPROPRIATE RES°ONSE ON AN AVERAGE OF 98.7 PERCENT
Of HIGH RISK CASES,

0 OPENING THE CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES TRAINING ACADEMY, WHICH
NOW OFFERS A 20 DAY CURRICULUM FOR NEW STAFF AND WILL SE
EXPANDED TO INCLUDE A MORE EXTENSIVE FOLLOWUP,
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0 REFERRING CASES FROM OUR PROTECTIVE/DIAGNOSTIC (INTAKE) UNITS TO
FOSTER CARE OR SERVICE UNITS EXPEDITIOUSLY FOR CASE MANAGEMENT.
WHILE IN THE PAST. CASES REMAINED INAPPROPRIATELY IN INTAKE rOR LONG
PERIODS.

0 DEVELOPING AN ADDITIONAL 1.709 FOSTER FAMILY HOMES AND 108 GROUP
HOME BEDS DURING THE FIRST HALF OF OUA CURRENT FISCAL YEAR. MORE
THAN SIX TIMES THE NUMBER OF BEDS ADDEO IN THE SAME PERIOD LAST
YEAR,

0 WINNING INCREASED CITY FINDING -- 39.2 nILLIN FDR FY 1989 -- FOR
ADDITIONAL FIELD STAFF. WHICN WILL MEAN SUSTANTIAL INCREASES IN THE
NUMBERS OF STAFF AVAILABLE tOUPLED WITH OUR IMPROVED TRAINING
AND MANAGEMENT. THIS WILL AEAN A DRAMATIC. POSITIVE IMPACT ON OUR
FIELD OPERATIONS.

WE DO NOT MEAN TO PORTRAY A PROGRAM WITHOUT PROBLEMS. WE ARE. FOR EXAMPLE.
BEHIND WHERE WE SHOULD BE ON ADOPTIONS. WE HAVE. WIWEVER. RECENTLY CREATED AN
ADOPTION REVIEW UN/T. WHICH WILL TRY TO CUT SOME OF THE UNNECESSARY RED TAPE
THAT SLOWS THE ADOPTION PROCESS.

AND. FINALLY. IN A SMALL WAY FOR NOW. WE ARE TRYING TO ADDRESS THE SUBSTANCE
ABUSE PROBLEMS. THAT IN NEW YORK STATE. AT LEAST. COME UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF
THE DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES (DM). WE ARE NOW EVALUATING THE
PROPOSALS WE RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO OUR REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS FOR THE CREATION
OF A FOSTER CARE PREVENTION PROGRAM FOR PARENTS WITH RECENT HISTORIES OF DRUG
ABUSE. MOST OF THE FAMILIES THAT WILL SE SERVED ANNUALLY THROUGH THESE PROGRAMS
WILL INCLUDE THE PARENTS OF "BOARDER BABIES" SINCE 80 PERCENT OF THE MORE THAN
35500 NEW INFANT CASES REPORTED EACH MONTH ARE DRUG RELATED. IN ADDITION. IN A
COOPERATIVE EFFORT WITH rm. WE SERVE 100 FAMILIES IN THREE SEPARATE PROGRAMS
PROVIDING DRUG REHABILITATION AND ,REVENTIVE SERVICES.

THE FEDERAL aptst

WILE THE DEVELOPMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF PROGRAMS AND INITIATI"FS SUCH AS
THOSE DESCRIBED ABOVE ARE. FOR THE MOST PART. A STATE AND LOCAL RESPONSIBILITY.
ADEQUATE FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR SERVICES THAT STRENGTHEN FAMILIES AND HELP KEEP
THEM TOGETHER IS A RESPONSIBILITY SHARED SY ALL LEVELS Or GOVERNMENT. P.L. 96-
272 HAS PLAYED AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN HELPING US TO DEAL WITH THE PROBLEMS FACED
BY AN EVER GROWN POPULATION OF CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS. OUR NEEDS. AS WE
INDICATED. HAVE GROWN AND CHANGED. AND FURTHER FEDERAL SUPPORT IS NEEDED.

WE THEREFORE CLEARLY SUPPORT EFFORTS TO STRENGTHEN P.L. 96-272 AND EXTEND ITS
PROVISIONS SO THAT WE MAY CONTINUE THE IMPORTANT NARK WITH CHILDREN AND
FAMILIES THAT CONGRESS ENVISIONS: A SYSTEMATIC CHILD WELFARE PROGRAM
CONTAINING A FULL RANGE OF SERVICES TAILORED TO MEET ThE INDIVIDUAL NEEDS OF
TROUBLED FAMILIES. BY THE SAME TOKEN. WE ARE OPPOSED 70 EFFORTS THAT WOULD
PLACE ARBITRARY FUNDING CEILIVOS ON FOSTER CARE SERVICES AND FURTHER REDUCE THE
MONEY AVAILABLE FOR PREVENTIVE AND FAMILY SERVICES. WHEN P.U. 96-272 WAS
ENACTED. CONGRESS TIED CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS TO FUNDING INCAFASE5 IN THE TITLE
IV-8 CHILD WELFARE PROGRAM. AND LEGISLATED INCREASES IN THE TITLE XX SOCIAL
SERVICEb BLOCK GRANT TO NAME SATES AND LOCALITIES TO IMPLEMENT THE NEW
PROTECTIONS. PROCEDURES AND REQUIREMENTS. AND SUPPORT SERVICES. INSTEAD. TI 6E
XX WAS CUT BY $700 MILLION IN FY 1981 AND FEDERAL RESOURCES IN THE TITLE TV-8
CHILD WELFARE SERVICES PROGRAM HAVE BEEN CONSTRAINED. EVEN WORSE. WITH REGARD
TO TITLE XX PROGRAMS. IT PUT MANDATORY PROGRAMS IN COMPETITION FOR THE SAME
FUNDS AS NON- MANDATORY SUPPORTIVE SERVICES SUCH AS DAY CARE.

512
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IN ADOITION TO OUR SUPPORT FOR P.L. 96-272. II ALSO STRONGLY SUPPORT MANY OF

Tt... PROVISIONS OF CONGRESSMAN MATSUI'S SILL. H.R. 2753. INCLUGING PROVISIONS

THAT SOUL°,

0 ALLOW STATES TO CLAIM INDEPENDENT AND LIVING FUNDS FOR SERVICES TO FOSTER

CHILDREN BETWEEN THE AGES Of 14 TO 21 YEARS OF ARE. AND FOR VOLUNTARY

TURN

AFTEKARE SERVICES FOR YOUTHS DISCHARGED FROM FOSTER CAPE UNTIL THEY

Mt

0 CREATE HEALTH CARE FLANS FOR ALL FOSTER CHILDREN. WITH PLUM WAIVER
PROVISIONS FOR SHORT-TERM PLACEMENTS, AND

0 MANDATE AND PROVIDE REIMBURSEMENT FOR CONTINUOUS AND EXPANDED TRAINING

FOR FOSTER CARE WORKERS AND FOSTER PARENTS. MANY OF TIRE CHILDREN

REMAINING IN FOSTER CARE TOOAY ARE THOSE EXAMITINS SEVERE PHYSICAL AND

MOTIONAL PROBLEMS WHICH MOST FOSTER PARENTS ARE. NEITHER EQUIPPED NOR

PREPARED TO HANDLE. THE CITY NOW REQUIRES FOSTER PARENTS TO COMPLETE 12

HOURS OF INITIAL TRAINING FOR SPECIAL CANE OF PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPD

CHILDREN AND AT LEAST IS NOVAS FOR THE CARE OF SEVERELY HANDICAPPED

CHILDREN.

WE ALSO STRONGLY SUPPORT H.R. 545. INTRODUCED BY %RATON PtTZENSAUM. MUCH

hOULD FUND FOSTER CARE DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS FOR "BOARDER RABIES."

PARTICULARLY THOSE WITH AIDS. ht STRONGLY SUPPORT THIS FEDERAL INITIATIVE WHICH

WILL AID LOCAL GOVERNMENTS IN TRAINING AND RECRUITING NEW FOSTER PARENTS AND

CHILD CARE WORKERS.

INITIATIVES NOT TRADITIONALLY SEEN AS CHILD WELFARE RELATED. BUT FOR WHICH WE

ADVOCATE FOR MORE FEDERAL INTERVENTION INCLUDE:

0 A NEW FEDERAL EMPHASIS ON LOW-INCOME HOUSING SO THAT THE 5.033 FAMILIES

LIVING IN EMERGENCY QUARTERS IN htw YORK CITY AND THE ESTIMATED TENS

OF THOUSANDS OF FAMILIES LIVING DOUBLED UP WITH FRIENDS AND FAMILY CAN

HAVE A PLACE TO CALL THEIR OWN,

0 FEDERAL LEADERSHIP IN THE CREATION AND FUNDING OF NEW TREATMENT AND

RESIOENTIAL FACILITIES FOR DRUG ADDICTS WITH YOUNG CHILDREN. WITH
SERVICE COMPONENTS THAT INCLUDE TRAINING IN PARENTING SKILLS AND DAY

CARE, AND

0 ADC:IIONAL FUNDING FOR EXISTING TRAINING AND :OS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

THAT WOULD OFFER TROUBLED FAMILIES RAPE FOR A SETTER TOMORROW.

0211CLUINI

THE NEED FOR EXPANDED AND COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAMS FOR FAMILIES AT OR NEAR THE

BREAKING POINT HAS NEVER SEE., UKEATER. THE FACTORS WHICH SPUR THE INCREASING

DEMAND FOR FOSTER CARE OF INFANT CHILDREN. PRIMP/LT DRUG AND CRACK DEPENDENCY.

SHOW NO SIGNS OF ABATEMENT. HRA HAS MADE MAJOR PROGRESS IN TURNING THE FOSTER

CARE PROGRAM AROUND AND IN DEVELOPING NEW PROGRAMS TO ACCOMMODATE CHANGING

DEMANDS. WE WILD LIKE 10 EXTEND AN OPEN INVITATION TO YOU TO CALL UPON US

WEN YOU HAVE QUESTIONS OR SUGGESTIONS "MICH MAY HELP ADDRESS THE PROBLEMS IN

CHILD WELFARE. IN THIS IMPORTANT AREA INVOLVING CHILDREN AND FAMILIES. WE ARE

CONFIDENT THAT A RENEWED FEDERAL COMMITMENT WOULD GO AONS WAY TOWARD

ENHANCING OUR EFFECTIVENESS.

5 U
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Ohio Department of Human Services
30 Ewe Brood Stroe, Cohimboo Ohio 43266-0423

Testimony
On the Effects of Pi 96-272 on the Foster Care System

in Ohio

Select Coemittee on Children, Youth, and Families

Apri". 1988
Washington, D.C.

Introduction

The effects of PL 96-272 on the foster care system in Ohio has been viewed as

successful in that the federal law has established the direction for Ohio in
revising and strengthening the child welfare sysbmn. The law has had an

impact on the state by'reducing the foster care population, establishing more
thorough case planning for families and children, and emphasizing preplacement

preventive services to strengthen and preserve families.

The administration of PL 96-272 by the Department of Health and Hunan Services
( DHHS ), Administration for Children, Youth, and Families ( ACYF ), has been
viewed in Ohio as erratic, and in lacking sufficient technical assistance to

assist the state in implementing the major program concepts of the law.

Instead, federal emphasis has been focused on requiring high sophisticated
fiscal requirements aimed more at limiting valid program expenditures.

Initially, the implementation of Pi 96-772 rested with each state attempting
to interpret the law. No federal regulations were adopted until almost three
years after the effective date of the law. Ohio attempted to interpret the

statute in good faith and began to focus on promulgating ruins and regulations
to meet the law's requirements. However, Ohio soon realized that OHHS,

without regulations, was also interpreting the law differently than Ohio. The
implementation efforts in Ohio were beset with having to change rules to meet
new interpretations that were received through the regional office.. Ohio,

being a county administered, state supervised state, had great difficulty
adjusting to the changing interpretations and attempting to achieve

consistency in its' eighty-eight counties as a result.

Once the federal regulations for PL 96-272 were finally promulgated, they were
( and remain ) too vague and broad in many sections. The result his been the
need to rely on NHS Policy Interpretation Question ( PIQ ) documents to meet
requirements. These Pills are used as regulations by DHHS staff and their
application and intrepretation varies from one regional office to another. An
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example of this issue dealt with the need to establish a centralized computer
system to meet the requirements of Section 427. or the need for an information
system. Ohio was not fount' eligible with Section 427 requirements initially
due to the information system requirement. Ohio has subsequently been able to
meet this requirement after expending several million dollars for a fully
automated computer system in all caueties.

Further, Ohio was named in a federal class action law suit, Roe v. Staples. in
1983. settled through federal court consent decree in 1986. The suit focused
on the need for additional interpretation of federal regulations that had not
been clear and concise at the outset of the law. The suit was prompted due to
the disparity between Ohio's effort and interpretation of the federal
requirements and in:erpretatio5b Drought forth by the Legal Aid Society of
Cincinnati on behalf of their clients.

The relati,iship between Tit' IV E and Title IV B has been viewed as a
significant step in coordinatin ' funds. However. the funding level to
fully implement preplacement 'le services. a major program concept of
PL 96-272, has been insufficient Jhio's Title IV B allocation, The
philosophy of placement of children is emphasized through Title IV E. yet the
Title IV B emphasis is on family preservation services to prevent placement.
Interestingly. Title IV E funds are open-ended but Title IV B funds are
limited and insufficient to implement a statewide comprehensive program to
strengthen families and children.

Barriers

There have been several additional barriers encountered in implementing PL
96-272 in Ohio as foil

1. The law was written for a state adMIT.:cered child welfare system where
the state is child's custodian. This is not realistic in a county
administered system where .,e county is the custodian and each juvenile court
within the state such ,v Ohio has original jurisdiction over the child. The
state anency in Ohio has legal limitations on its authority and ability to

impose legal requirements upon Juvenile courts and agencies. yet is held
accountable for the outcnmes of these systems.

2. There has been conflicts and duplication of effort in adhering to Ohio law
and also attempting to implement PL 96-272. Ohio has recently amended its
statutes to correct this problem which has taken over three years. Amended
Substitute Senate Bill 89, effective in January, 1989, has been a neje..

statt 'n Ohio which will reduce these conflicts.

3. Husimizing the usage of Title IV E for adminii Live costs has 4

almost impossible duc to elaborate DHHS requirement.% Again, the emphasis ha,
been on limiting costs that would be needed to treat children in placement -

the major focus of a child's reunification plan - seeming'y allowing a
variety of foster care maintenance costs which emphasize continued placement.
Emphasis should be on short end intensive treatment of children in car: so
that children can leave care as soon as possible. Such costs are not

generally allowable under DHHS requirements.
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4. The 'Me IV E eligibililty and program requirements have been also a
barrier in implementing the foster care mainterence and adoption assistance
program. Specifically, ADC categorical eligibility requirements should be
removed for adoption assistance and the federal focus should be on the
finanical needs of the adoptive family rather than focising on child specific
eligibility. Ohio's state funded subsidized adoption let has included this
provision since 1972 .

Successes

Ohio has experienced successes as Indicted in the Introduction. These
successes are as follows:

1. There has been a reduction in the ler.gth of time children have been in
substitute care and exit care.

2. There has heen an increase in the number of families and children
receiving in-home or family preservation services.

3. Children entering the foster car. system are not only leaving the system
sooner, but there are more children entering the system for short periods of
time.

Insights

The experiences of Ohio over the past 8 years dealing with PL 96-272 are as
follows:

1. Meeting all of the federal regulations does not necessarily assure
thorough and acceptable casework planning. The OHMS Section 427 case reviews
are a review of re ords only with no focus on the quality of services provided
to families and chi-iron.

2. Appropriations should be av 'table for children at risk of foster care
placement making them eligible for services and funding as if they were in
foster care.

3. Mandatory 90 day specialized reunification services should be required and
federally funded for families whenever a fos -Mild returns home.

4. Cote an agency receives a report of child abuse or neglect, fede-
funding should be available to provide intensive home-based service: 3

prevent the child's removal, g . respite care, parent aides.

1, At y3u for the opportunity to provide written testimony reaarding PL 96-222
and its' effect on the Ohio foster care system.

5 2 6
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VALUING THE AMERICAN FAMILY
D B0140460 st PP'ersbure oda 3 "4 3

Select Committee on
Children Youth and Families
385 House Office building
Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Committee Members,

RE- written Testimony
Foster Care/Child Welfare
Select Committee on C.Y G F

As r barely literate representative example of how healthy families are
destroyed by the child welfare system please :nclude this handwritten
letter from Robert Oliver.

VOCAL represents a true "consumer voice" from the public sector, rather than
just perception. We have consulted on a two award winning T.V. news special
series, a Hollywood documentary, every major T.V. talk show, the Lisa (Stein-
berg) Project Task Force, federal agency consensus meeting on child abuse, etc
VOCAL should testify at future Select Committee hearings.

A Blue Ribbon Committee to develop a Model System is required. Horror stories
abound, and have been documented for years. Bandaids will not improve the
hodge podge, knee jerk system that has unguidedly expanded for 114 years.
Outline attached as written testimony.

Thank you for Valuing the American Family.

Sincerely,

4.Z

Edwin C. Carlson, D.C.S.
President Executive Director
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VALUING THE AMERICA ' FAMILY
P 0 Box 404b0 St Petersburg f or 33-43 Pbo

COMMON GR.0 *NM : A NEW blcIIDIET.,
Dr. 4in C. Carlson

Common around must be discovered by level-headed whole-he..rted people
who care about children and families. A NEW MODEL can be developed
that truly helps abused children (without twice and thrice abusing
them in the system), and without unnecessarily involving / abusing
Innocent children and families.

The current system does neither. More then abuseo abuse, we must
ask t..e question "Do we have something better to offer the child?"
The Michigan Supreme Court's report outlines how state intervention
otten makes the child's life wars.. Separation and foster care are
both oamaging in and of themselves.

THE SYSTEM ROLLS OVER CHILDREN AND FAMILIES, GRINDING THEM UP AND
LEAVING THEIR MANGLED REMAINS FLOUNDERING IN ITS PATH.

The traditiolal approach of "rescuing" a child (like an animal) by
zepernis," :14 years ago when the SPCA rescued the first
child must progress to a philosophy of family pvaervation. QUALITY
alternative living must be provided for children wno cannot return
home. The Sheriffs Ranches, Justice for Children Ranch, and Youth
Haven are examples of quality private sector alternatives.

Around this core philosophy must be built a sophisticated system based
on research and pilot programs rather than knee-)erk emotional zraponses.

A NEW MODEL, a hotter way can be developed out of the e istin research
and pilot programs. The first step is a solid DEFINITION of abuse
and what to report and what not to report. The second step is SCREENING
of calls for validity, appropriatenee-/referral to another agency
for smcvice, or for investigation. Conservative estimates from current
programs are that 30% of reports can be eliminated, saving 600,000
children and families a year from harmful u.mecessary investigations/
interventions. Scarce resources can be better applied where truly
needed and to the problem of under-reporting of valid cases.

Next we can progress to developing a quality program for dealing
with actual abuse/neglect. On A foundational philoscdhy of Family
Preservation/ Quality Alternative Living we can build a quality training
program, integrated with an employee retention program, integrated
with a career ladder for caseworkers including credentialing, and
proper risk nt tools integrated Ith a continuum of services
to meet a continuum of needs. We cannot have one without the other,
categorical approaches must give way to a %. lolistic approach.

5 QS
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COST EFFECTIVE: Government research shows Family Bases Services are over
90 successful keeping children safely In t,eir own home, when tradition-
ally they would have gone into foster care. The dollar cost: less than
10% of foster care costs! The social savings: 69% of incarcerated
criminals in California came out of foster care. A long range expense!

For the remaining children who do need to be removed from home or
provided a living place, we mutt have a strong adoption program backed
up by quality youth ranches with volunteer grandparents. These children
can have a stable loving envir, nment in which to grow into caring adults
who are a creative part of society. This can truly become "family".

A HEALTHY SYSTEM must be created before we can help children and families
in crisis back to health. The research to do this is now available.
HRS (social services) should be like a hospital or antibiotic, a short
intensive helpful interaction, then getting out of people's lives
so they can get on with living in a healthier manner.

We have created cars, planes, telephones, universities, and other miracles.
we can apply our creative energies to developing effective/constructive
interactions with children and families. We can lead our nation in
Valuing the American Family. STRONG FAMILIES MAKE A STRONG NATION.

To which part of the whole will you commit yourself?

March 22,1918 St. Petersburg, Florida
Permission to reprint is granted.

5 (4 j
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VALUING THE AMERICAN FAMILY
PO Boa 40460 St Petersburg, Florida 33-43 l'ri^e

A NEW MOIDET_.

I. INVESTIGATIVE PHASE should be handled by specially trained police,
sheriff's department, or professionals from the community with
one initinl standardized interview that is video taped. The inter-
view format should be developed by University rese.rch and non-
harmful to the child. MRS is not qualified or trained to inves-
tigation and should be totally removed from the investigative picture.
"Hot lines" to be handled by only the most experienced diagnostic
specialists. Face to face interview with the reporter, Lefore in-
volving the family. Interviesing family, teachers, doctors p'ior
to involving the child, whenever possible. End anonymous reporting
to reduce malicious complaints. The reporter is already protected
by law. Tape record all interviews to insure honesty, accuracy and
professional attitude. Substitute confidentiality of names for con-
fidentiality of all records.

II. FAMILY BASED SERVICES for families that need help. In the home services
provided to the family to help thee through the crisis situation.
These services to be provided by local organizations under local
control so there is accountability to the community. Organizations
that provide fa.: .y based serviced do not have the power to remove
the child from the home so this is not one of their options. Their
goal is to keep the child and family intact as mandated by Florida
Legislature. If the child does have to be removed from the home,
a board inquiry into the cause of failure -- the services, the parent,
the child or other. When state money is provided to private organi-
zations there are extremely demanding requirements made for quality
:ontrol. Family Based Services are over 90S successful, and are cost
effective -- less than l months in foster care.

III. QUALITY CARE VC THE FEW CHILDREN REMOVED FROM THEIR HOME VIA A NEW
ORPHANAGE/YOUTH HONE /RANGE for high visibility, age appropriate
programa and early permanent homes to avoid "foster care drift"
Children cu.ild be easily tacked by computer. A volunteer grancparents
organization could be developed tc provide these children with .eve
and affection. If the children have to grow up in state care they
will at least balm a stable he and can develcp a relationship with
their fester brothers and sisters, rather than being repeatedly
changed from one foster home to another.

IV. CERTIFY JUDGES whc are interested in children and families through
special training. children and family issues would only be heard
by a CERTIFIED JUDGE. This program is much easier, simpler, and
quicker than developing a family court system. A few changes in
the existing system would be necessary and would be financially
feasible. Short time frames for cases involving children, biweekly
status hearings rather than reviews. "Justice delayed is justice
denied." The case absolutely remains with the same judge, goes
with the judge if he changes sections, only another judge if there
is a true emergency approved by the administrative judge. "One Family,
One Judge."
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CHILD ABUSE "HYSTERIA" IN PERSPECTIVE

"FtEEI.C1F4irt3..
Total calls to C P.S 100% 2,000,000

NEGLECT/ABUSE

1,2,
I 3,4

35-39% 750,000
FOUNDED
(Confirmed)

"NEGLECT" are the majority of cases

SEVERE 2INJURY 1%

(Burn/fracture) Less than 20,000

FALSE
(Unfounded)

MA L. rc IC3LISL.,Y
FALSE

1,2,3,4

61-65% !,250,000

--10% 13' 100,000 - 200,4d0

THE CURRENT POOR QUALITY SYSTEM DAMAGES THE 1,250,000 FAMILIES FALSELY TNVOLVED IN THE SYSTEM.

1 Some "untoundeds" may need help, lust as some "foundeds" a,e innocent They balance each other out
2 U S News and World Report, April 27, 1987, American Humane Association statistics
1 Public- Welfare, WI,'er/87, Douglas Besharov "Contending with overblown expectations "
4 U S House of Representatives Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families by Douglas Besharov, March 3, 1987.
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LESNEWS

Inflated fears Over child abuse may be endangering parentsand their children

The numbers game:
When more is less

It s Nat tonal Child Abuse Prevention
Month, but Ton and Cull) Leash
arm t paracepateng Lam Stammer. the
couple raced every penent's rughtmere
w hen Nathan cher 2-yeereed souk fell
doss n the basement steppe! [Mar Colum-
bus. Ohio. home Tim. a pester at the
Central Repast Church. noised the by
to a hospital whereas intern mistook a
Keel- hid stain on the boy's thigh kw a
bruise and summed
that the Lavishes had
abused Nathan Within
hours a hospital weal
worker intersect tell-
ing the LapdheS they
needed psscholorcal
counSeling. The couple
w as quickly senclicateg.

.1211611tellia
but the

was so aistraught."
Pastor Lanett make
'that she had a
gagethat even=
in the hospital."

Regrettably. .11,
pills family's ordeal
was no fluke In IfiS.
Sulhormes say. more
than half the I9 gal-
leon reports of child
abuse and neglect were
deemed unfounded. and 500.000 few
hesmany like the Lapalscawere
leato of a rotation& Says Douglas

Besharov, former had of the Noted
Center n Child Abuse and Neglect
'We are talking about a

i,n t number;
mats behind the barrage of acme

teen' iageusga about the ex-
tent of elnld abuse and mike are
largely to blame, some experts say In-
deed such (eon. together with the bur-
geoning number of child-abuse reports.
hair generated vnegaread pubic mn-
understanding analogous to that sur-
rounding i ne Uwe over mtlni

gel 3111Y VW:rinO'Cleaga
At the

.0
time.

million snildren were 'missing' each
near conjunng up images of wide
spread abductions by strangers. such as
the lodnappeng depicted in the TV
moire Adam In fact. the vast riagar
to of missing children arc leen run-

assail at coadren taken by a parent in
a CI siody struggle

No one doubts that child abuse Is a
senous problem that warrants wide-
spread enplaned But some experts
have begun to nuesuon whether pub!ts
figures have generated unnecessary
annoy among parents user battered
and molted children In a public-edu-
cation apt berg aired the month
rust Lady Nancy Reaps warns that
':eat year. over I Nelson cases UI club

6111.11111.11115211.1111111muloolisoasso

child rnalir,tinteni the Anienc ni F u
mono AssClelat1011 (AMA) NA, Brit

that half c' those trrt ensolsrd
alliances of ajact ills most seri
milt problem being lathlan
left tinsupsn mod tai home

Is companion (fiver than 20 000
confirmed reports .1.magal of the to-
tal resened-11111gY131 a serious inturt
like a bunt or fracture And while son
firmed reports of set abuse rose '0
113000 it 1985 then still insole
relelit clv modest number 01 chtldr,o
Even when the figurs for seat.al oho,
quadrupledto account for unrepor so
inslatica of nualeslatiOnI he v1.11tIns,
SM. that fswer than 75 out of 10 COO

children .trt. .Mtnt.O
a each year

iBrown. s ete.u.
me director 'We tend

i to look at the paihoicyr
cal behavior and no.S
the fact that most loos
and their parents ne'er
get reported

( alarms hurt kids!
The dtSpartt, be-

lt/menthe numbi.r of
ported and confirmed
cases of abuse involves
more than PM a son-
ar for statistical tn.
minty Children have
also been endangered
by the deluge of tar
founded reports In
many states. social
workers are so flooded
with a backlog of re-

ports that they are unable to respond
qullkh to new complaint
for instance case *ellen investigated
il2.9anbee i.vnriatur v-att
in 1930 But because they had to devote
so moan tune to chi:cng untOunued
complaints, delays mounted and they
had less one to conduct thorough tress's-

neatens Asa result
case workers wound up
edentifinne 3.000 rester Pb

beeenent Nees

abuse were documented rand/ for
every use reported, 3 other cases were
snored. But lane Burrte. who now
menace the National Center on Chili,
Abuse me Neglect. saws that ni mbers
are nusleseng "We re not t. Skutt
about a couple of million children be-
ing scalded. maimed. storied and
raped The outcome
cases in day-care cen-
ters and setttnp out
side the home draw so
much attennon that
hey distort what s

[really) happening."
That tolegjall. adds

uanticy aamonsi-
.. by the way reports
of abuse and neglect are
snmrningled in nettOnal

nr the 2
million reports 01 eh Id
76717...e .11141 netgleel re
.eived nationwide to
1995 stair social work-
era sonurmed approst
maids. 750,000 eases at

S 'rev S s wrteto Remo, gn,,t 27 tt1117 39%

VOCAL a Lou
IWO nth

r Parents
18.106

Roberta Telfair a so-
cial worker in Rich-
mond. admits that i s
impossible for us to go
Out on every Complaint
within 24 hours I know
ante county supervi

1, son who don t asstgn
MO for three weeks
after they some in

P. old% orcialeri ,s
that itate retulancns
arc rood social

ti 4

3



investigate imuelly every complaint to
determine Much one are legitimate In
Kansas. for example. a parent can be
charged with child abide for "blaming

or teeming 3 child With abuse and
neglect So illeellned, operators of child
abuse hot lines are often unable to screen
out irrelevant calls Callas constantly
press operators to in mitigate complaints
about immoral Vest oes ( "The parents
dunk an" smoke pot all day') and indi-
gent ba kward families ('There s no
running water in the house")even
though they may lack evidence that a
parent he hurt or endangered a child
Doug Lowe, extension Of a parents
group called VOCAL (Vetoes of Child
Abuse Laws). says that with public sus-
picions Inflamed, many social workers
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C.A.On4ci: nrE Limn
r. ThE PisinLi

arc 'plain rcmfied the. II be sued d they
don t treat every report an valid

Yet tome child -setey tpecialisis de-
fend current reporotts practices. truitst-
mg it s best to err on the sidecar caulion
"It t amply a trustaks says Patricia
Sshme or the Amens.] Humane Avso-
elation. to equate tit unfounded report
With a false report Oitim .octal work
en don t have time In Italy investigate a
complaint. or then mai not open a Case
because the abusive incident ,toms
atypical To 'nostrum that point, offi-
cials ale 51311311CS iron l'enctrar3roa
and Oklahoma where roughly a third
of all families involved in unfounded
complaints have been mooned again 31
a later dileand found sulky of ..buse
or neglect No child ever died from a

weal snorlo.r evlinni r
40.1,rd Krtlernan 3 child
ulacil kids die .3CC.111,C h.. ch.
o Phan

Still, Wale Chid advOC.Ile, aile<110i1
at the .0111C re

1-,15 't is
turn t)10. Ion Ira
iliterwd hi child artist it wt. dolt i tl iti
doing a better job A vcrecnink out nan-
prOprtaC reports thisharosi
the former head of the naIlOrtal Center
Adult Duna.. the ceolcr curre,
O,t1Seti I I this country we c m I
iord to semi a tonal worker uitil eve,
home where %Cilean< thillka there
might be a problem with a vniid

rh ona Whieneh

SPECIAL TASK POE= WPM
PRO4ANILY POLICIES

Jh
lion

trotatrykos.heareed by Educe-
, reported that

tanaasausidz the
monger Demi propinfed findings lea
Novernear wiliest snowed that cow%
acnool s oosernatint nays
mirh

Mt tomcatted Ernes proKonity
ponces including rentilabons on wel-
ters tor um/lamed teenage modern. The
reties worts Individuals to "demand
ins rectification of thole iswe linetuding
liberal slaw divorce laws) widen haw
snowed and eves encouraged the Es-
solutiOn of the Onto

Ent tied MO Family OrteervIng
AMOVICalfullottmoirliojecloauMnIrag f+mat:t Re IntAillewt

°Be. o nation
Come of the wort are avellablis by
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M.S.V.
"M.1b.M.MONANT MOMS"

THE FINAL PIECE IN THE PUZZLE

MSP (Munchausen's Syndrome by Proxy) is the foundation for under-
standing the psychodynamics of false allegations. And, why children
get hurt and "l,st in the shuffle," and, the extreme of ignoring
court orders and hiding children with strangers in an underground
"railroad."

"MSP is a malignant form of parenting." 1

The Briti . Medical Journal recognized MSP as "a bizzare f=m
of child abuse." 3 The Lancet Journal as "The hinterlands of
child abuse." 4 and an article by a Navy doctor as "a s...ntle
and newly indentified form of child abuse.

The mother is the perpetrator in all known cases. 1'3'4

"Malignant Moms" are seriously ill. The mother intentionally
harms chp chi).4 using them as a pawn, for her own emotional
gain. (This model also fits certain physicians and
attorneys participating fa: their own "glory" or "financial gain".)

"THE PROFESSIONAL PARTICIPANTS IN MSP" (Munchausen Syndrome by
Proxy) outlines how social services, police, lawyers, judges
and doctors become unwitting accomplices to mothers harming their
children for their own emotional gain. 1 Attorney General Butter-
worth's exwif- was a prime example of this form of MENTAL ILLNESS.

The mother gives the appearance of a good care-taker and being
friendly, but this is only superficial and fools professionals. 1' 2

"There is no known successful treatment" 1 and "MSP is a severe
personality disorder; conventional psychotherapy is not effective."2

The medical recognition of MSP since 1977 app.,es equally well
to all the other major national cases outlined to you previously
in "Divo.-ce Custody: False Allegat1,ns of Child Abuse."

This severe national social problem and bizarre form of child
abuse has yet to be recognized and effectively handled by social
services and the courts.

Foot notes in 149P Part II next weex

5
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Caseworker
turnover hurts
child services
anvsawanws

ORLANDO Workriwi assigned to investigate
cold abuse, neglect and delinquency arcellUBIlt theff
ohs at a mirk rate of 50 maul AiJILment.
lea a gap mute states child protection services.

OfBoals say the caseworkers are underpaid, un-
dortrainad, overworked and lack the resources neces-
sary to perform their Fugh-pressure robs.

The result is that they are leaving the State
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services or
moving to better-paying phs in administration, away
from the
their help

pressure and :rem the children who need

Ellen Hoffenberg, executive director of the Gover-
nor's Constituency for Children, told the Orlando
Sentinel that statewide turnover among 574 cue-
workers ranged from 35 percent to 50 percent a year
In South Florida, the turnover often reaches 80
percent, she said

HRS records show reports of cold abuse increased
by 168 percent in the last 10 years, rising from 38,704
in 1976 to 103.820 in 1985

Ms. Holfeeber, said the mNblem hes in hiring
college-educated workers fork w salaries, giving them
uttle training arid resources and then asking them to
Tuggle a burdensome caseload of dal abuse, neglect
or delinquency.

"It's a pressure cooker and we're Just setting the
system up (or failure," she said.

The Legislature approved pay increases during a
sec it session two years ago. but the RIMS, which

took effect July, increased salaries from about
13,000 to 516,000 a year, still far below the pay of

most professionals.
Circuit jadge William Gladstone of Dade County

has served as an adviser to Gov Bob Graham on

Juvenile justice programs. He bland tight -fisted law-
makers and taxpayers for the turnover. Florida spends
less on social services than any other state.

"It's a form of child abuse," Gladstone said. "The
biggest abusers of children in the stet' are the
texne_Yers and the legislators who represect them."

Tbs. year in Brevard County, HRS subdistrict
adnunstrator Virginia Moll= eeid, 18 caseworkersshandled more than 6,500 cases of ded
291WgInteti mon=
for the

nat a nearly 361 cases apiece
year.

Turnover in auk-workery wag84-.1slie wigL
Ma. Doman sue nearly hail of the 3,330 abuse

reports in Brevard County hewer .eptember 19t 5
and September 1986 were unfoimuod, but even false
reports may take mon. I of investrshoo.

Officials say the caseworkers
are underpaid, undertrained,
overworked and lack the
resources necessa y to
perform their high-pressure
jobs.

Lynn Vasicek, sensor court officer with the 18th
Judicial circuit m Tossulle, said rapid turnover can
have tragic consequences.

"What it means is that caaewo&ers are often too
unfamiliar with the children and their problems to
work out an appropriate solunoo," Vasicek said. "And
when you make a mistake with a human life, you can't
fix It."

John '-- cone, a former /US casewiwkwr m Osceola
County, s he quit in May to escape the pressure and
reassess WS career plans.

Falcone said he remembered worlong from 8a.m.
0 2 a.m. many days. He said HRS was not only
=durum/iced and understaffed, but sometimes para-
lyzed with bureaucracy as

"I was in it to help lode, but a lot of tunes I saw
them fall through the cracks because of burs....cracy
when a little flexibility might have 'avert them,"
Falcone said.
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THE CHU

Outrageol
Facts About

Child Abuse &
Everyday Rebellions

Against a System that
Threatens Every
north American

Family

Ira AI 11612,-.1T-11111111WIF

Last year,
over one million North American
families were falsely accused of

child ab. Ise.

Asa reauk. the homes were invaded by bureaucrats. dossie were opened on
ran. their names wan put In central computers. permanently on file thee
children ware aired leading questions and &mourned to Worm on them

These were the Wcky ones The Ion Iodunala ended up losing their We
savings. their home. their diadem everything

Sound ill fetched? N's happening every dry. right here in the U S and
Cantu A neht cult of federal. slate, and local agencies is snatching children right
out from under that parents' noses That Is the chid abuse industry. and every
year if &rowans more and more lambs Here's how it work

N defies' abuse" wi vaguely that al families we 'guilty
N operates hotlines that are open invitations to malcous slander
II dews due process and :air trial to those accused of chid sse
N &wits ....nor& to hodre caws and wallets bureaucrats
It Mows those parents wkw .eally are shoeing thee Lhddren to stay In thee
Mme they cooperate and undergo "therapy

These are lust a few of the shocking facts Mary Pride has uncovered in this
eye opewng study J you Sr. a parent. you owe it to yourself -and your children
to read Ilea book and find out how you can prr tect your lamely from the ched abuse
industry Before it's ter a We

Mary Pride and her husband, BM are currently active In the movement to
preserve parental rights. they are also waiting with others to change child welters
legislation in Missouri Mrs Pride has Hilo written The Way Home Beyond
Flunintrm, Baca W Realty and TM Big Book ol Homo [laming The Complete
Guide n anything Educational for You and Your Children the Prides and their
lour choldn.n reside In St Louis

aiaCROSSWAY BOOKS

:4713MITIM7""

r Er -0 1

0-69107-401-5» 6.45
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April 22, 1988

The Honorable Representative George Miller
The Honorable Representative Thomas J. Downey
c/0 Robert J. Leonard
Chief :ounsel
Committee on Ways and Means
U.S. House of Representatives
1102 Longvorth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 70515

Dear Representative Miller, Repres*ntattve Downey, Committee
Members, and Counsel Leonard:

We have been foster parents in Texas for the last seven years. In that
time ve have had five children ranging in age from 3 months to ten
year.=. The children came to us because of eitler neglect, a'use, or
both. Their family situations defied belief and the pain and suffering
they experienced should never happen to anyone, let alone children who
can neither defend themselves nor understand why this s happening.
Luckily, three children vele adopted into onderful homes, one went
home and was shortly back in foster care in another state, and one
child, a beautiful, healthy 14 month old, died under conditions still
labeled a probable homicide. The pain to our family is still like
losing our own child and brother.

Sometimes short cuts are taken in an effort to relieve overworked
caseworkers, therefore we are submitting this letter as testimony fur
the Joint Hearing on Foster Care, Child Welfare and Adoption Reforms.
We would like to address the issue of Services and Case Management for
Children in Foster Care. We have seen first hand what happens to the
children when there is not prompt and thorough investigation and care
for these children. We would like to see the following measures
enacted:

1) We would like more stringent and
uniform requirements placed on parents :n
order for them to havc the children returned.
Currently, the parents only need to state an
interest in having the children back without
shoving that the/ are truly capahle, or willing,
to care for the long-term needs of the child Tco
often ve have seen parents say they will care for
the child and then never live up to their
promises. If they had to go to long-term classes
and counselling, then they would be shoving a
commitment LOWd[03 nmving tne c, ,ldr-.. returned.

2) We feel that until the home can t,-: prover safe, the
cnildren should stay in foster care. Too often f'_
guilty party is never identtfled because tht f7r.ily
members are tuo afraid or ,_motionallly dependelt on
the abuser to say anyth ,g. The cycle repeats and
frequently gets vorsm because the abuser feels nothing
vil: happen to them.
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The abuser becomes more bold because nothing
happens to them and all the time the children live
in hurt, fear, and with a role model that they
often become as adults he cycle has to stop
somewhere and the chi,dren have a right as human
beings to be safe and secure

3) feel that foster parents should have a formal
e 1- determining what happens to the children

when their case is reviewed by the caseworkers and
judges. Currently, it is different in each court.
We feel that sirce the foster parents have lived
with the child leading up to the hearing that they
know the child best. While the conscientious
caseworkers and judges do involve foster parents,
we feel formalizing the process will make sure the
foster parents' opinion is heard and a part of the
official record.

4) Most importantly, we feel that funding for these
programs shold not be cut, and if possible
increased. We have seen dedicated workers get
burnea-out, because their case loads are so large
with no chance to catch up. We know that the
department is frugal and cost effective, but they
shouldn't skimp on needed staff or training. We
have seen the hundreds of thousands of dollars
spent on medical and psychological care of these
children. A little spent on prevention would avoid
millions spent on care; "You can pay me now, or
pay me later.", according to tie t.v. commercial.

We want to thank you for considering this testimony. We would
appreciate as fou are reading this to imagine that you are a young
child who has just been abused or neglecteJ and you do not know where
to tern or why this is happening Consider how you would feel both
physically and emotionally; it .s a very lonely feeling. We commend you
for investigating this problem Rnd we urge you to do everything you can
to protect these children.

Respectfully yours,
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Steve S Patti Werner
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